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PHONETIC  CONSTITUENTS  OF  THE  NATIVE 

LANGUAGES  OF  CALIFORNIA 

BY 

A.   L.   KROEBER. 

Until  recently  but  little  exact  attention  was  paid  to  the  sounds 

of  American  Indian  languages.  Some  of  the  most  valuable  gram- 

matical study  has  been  conducted  in  spite  of  an  uncertain  pho- 
netic basis.  A  large  part  of  the  linguistic  investigations  made 

have  been  carried  on  by  men  primarily  ethnologists,  many  of 

whom  had  their  training  in  biological  or  other  sciences  remote 

from  linguistics.  Of  late,  however,  the  principles  and  methods 

of  phonetic  research  established  by  European  scholars  have 

begun  to  be  applied  to  American  Indian  languages,  largely 

through  the  entrance  into  this  field  of  several  students  trained 

in  the  study  of  Indo-European  philology.  The  consequence  has 
been  so  gratifying,  that,  while  work  of  this  nature  is  still  in  its 

infancy  so  far  as  native  American  speech  as  a  whole  is  concerned, 

it  is  already  worth  while  to  discuss  certain  results. 

The  aboriginal  languages  of  California  are  those  with  which 

the  writer  is  most  familiar.  Careful  phonetic  examinations  of 

several  of  these  idioms  have  been  made  by  Dr.  P.  E.  Goddard,  Dr. 

E.  Sapir,  and  Mr.  T.  T.  Waterman,  and  aural  observations  are 

available  for  others  by  several  authors.  Since  the  number  of 

unrelated  languages  in  the  area  is  large,  there  is  opportunity 

to  establish  principles  and  tendencies  common  to  diverse  tongues. 

Conclusions  arrived  at  may  therefore  be  of  use  in  the  phonetic 

study  of  languages  not  yet  examined,  especially  in  the  Californian 
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field,  but  also  elsewhere,  and  may  serve  to  enlighten  the  funda- 

mental problem  whether  the  linguistic  families  of  America  pos- 

sess any  underlying  or  general  features  peculiar  to  themselves 
as  a  class. 

In  vowels,  open  qualities  prevail  markedly  over  close  in  the 

languages  of  California.  This  is  certain  in  practically  every 

instance  for  e  and  o,  and  in  most  cases  for  i  and  u.  The  Athabas- 
can dialects  and  Yana  are  the  only  ones  for  which  any  observer 

who  has  given  definite  attention  to  this  point  reports  close 

sounds,  and  in  Tana  these  are  only  i  and  u.  So  far  as  Yurok, 

Yuki,  Wintun,  Yokuts,  Salinan,  Yuman  Mohave,  and  the  Sho- 
shonean  dialects  are  concerned,  e,  o,  i,  and  u  are  all  invariably 

open.  E  and  o  are  open  also  in  Karok,  Chimariko,  Porno,  Maidu, 

Miwok,  Costanoan,  Washo,  and  probably  in  Wiyot,  Shasta,  and 
Chumash.  In  most  of  these  languages  i  and  u  have  also  been 

heard  as  open,  but  it  is  possible  that  their  close  qualities  may 

occur  in  addition.  It  is  usually  more  difficult  to  distinguish  close 

and  open  i  or  u  than  close  and  open  e  or  o. 

This  practical  uniformity  in  regard  to  vowel  qualities  raises 

the  question  whether  a  similar  tendency  may  not  be  character- 
istic of  North  American  languages  in  general.  The  descriptions 

ordinarily  given  of  Indian  vowels,  as  of  u  "like  English  oo"  or 
by  the  orthography  u,  are  no  evidence,  unless  emanating  from  a 

recorder  having  the  distinction  of  quality  clearly  in  mind.  An 

English  or  German  speaking  person  inevitably  assumes  all  long 

vowels  to  be  close  unless  he  deliberately  checks  his  unconscious 

impulse  to  perceive  as  he  is  accustomed  to  speak.  The  inaccuracy 

has  frequently  been  perpetrated  in  California,  not  to  the  least 

extent  by  the  present  writer;  and  yet,  greater  care  reveals  the 

presence  of  scarcely  any  close  vowel  qualities ;  so  that  a  sceptical 

attitude  seems  justified  as  regards  many  other  American 
languages. 

It  is  hardly  necessary  to  add  that  a  tendency  for  length  to 

be  associated  with  closeness  and  brevity  with  openness,  or  the 
reverse,  has  not  been  established  in  a  single  instance. 

The  predominance  of  open  vowels  accords  well  with  the  gen- 

eral reluctance  toward  lip  movements  frequently  ascribed  to  the 

1 
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North  American  Indians  and  observable  among  those  of  Cali- 
fornia. Rounding  of  the  lips  is  particularly  lax. 

Greater  breath  or  aspiration  in  vowels  than  is  customary  in 

European  languages  is  present  in  certain  cases  in  Hupa,  Kato, 

and  Yana,  in  the  opinion  of  Dr.  Goddard  and  Dr.  Sapir,  and 

always  in  northern  Paiute  according  to  Mr.  Waterman.1  The 
author  has  found  that  the  vowels  of  Mohave,  Luiseno,  and  Papago 

are  quite  uniformly  spoken  with  stronger  breath  than  are  the 

vowels  of  European  languages.  Other  observations  are  not  at 

hand,  but  it  seems  likely  that  these  instances  also  are  only 

examples  of  a  widely  spread  or  even  universal  tendency.  It  is 

possible  that  the  "laryngeal  intonation"  sometimes  ascribed  to 
American  languages  generally,  is  to  be  interpreted  as  consisting 

of  this  phenomenon. 

The  typically  Shoshonean  vowels  6  and  ii  have  been  found  in 

four  other  Californian  families,  Maidu,  Miwok,  Yokuts,  and  Chu- 
mash.  The  fact  has  been  noted  that  these  languages  are  all  in 

immediate  geographical  contact  with  Shoshonean,  and  have  there- 
fore apparently  borrowed  the  sounds  from  that  family.  Mr. 

Waterman  has  found,  however,  that  northern  Paiute  possesses  in 

reality  only  one  sound,  written  by  him  ii,  which  is  easily  apper- 
ceived  as  either  ii  or  o.  The  same  conclusion  was  reached  by  the 

author  in  regard  to  Papago,  of  the  so-called  Piman  family,  but 
actually  related  genetically  to  Shoshonean.  On  the  other  hand 

another  Shoshonean  dialect,  Luiseno,  distinctly  shows  both  o  and 

ii  in  a  few  instances,  though  in  general  the  sounds  have  been  lost. 

In  Yokuts  also  both  occur,  ii  being  related  to  6  in  the  system  of 

vocalic  harmony  characterizing  Yokuts  in  the  same  way  as  i  is  to 

e,  and  u  to  o.  Maidu  seems  to  agree  with  Yokuts,  but  in  Miwok 

and  Chumash  the  author's  writing  of  ii  and  6  has  been  so  incon- 
sistent as  to  force  the  suspicion  that  they  may  be  one  vowel.  A 

tolerable  degree  of  acquaintance  with  a  language  seems  prere- 

i  This  account  was  prepared  after  the  completion  of  a  study  of  the 
phonetics  of  the  Northern  Paiute  language  by  Mr.  T.  T.  Waterman.  In 
the  course  of  circumstances  attending  printing,  the  writer's  paper  is  ap- 

pearing first,  but  it  is  only  just  to  acknowledge  that  without  Mr.  Water- 
man's previous  examination  of  Paiute,  as  well  as  his  study  of  Salinan, there  would  not  have  been  sufficient  exact  material  extant  on  several 

points  to  have  made  their  present  comparative  discussion  possible. 
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quisite  to  decide  the  question,  as  both  sounds  are  strange  to  Indo- 

European  ears  and  mechanical  experiments  hardly  feasible.  In 

all  cases,  however,  the  vowel  or  two  vowels  are  produced  with 

less  rounding  of  the  lips  than  in  German  or  French  close  or  open 

6  or  ii;  and  the  general  method  of  formation  seems  to  involve 

the  tongue  in  position  for  u,  the  lips  for  i,  or  the  inverse  of  the 

position  for  forming  ii  familiar  to  Europeans.  The  "impure" 
u  and  o  that  have  been  written  in  some  of  the  above  languages 

are  probably  only  ii  and  6,  or  open  u  and  o. 

Nasalized  vowels,  familiar  from  Siouan,  are  rare  in  Califor- 
nia. As  easily  recognizable  organically  distinct  sounds  they  seem 

to  occur  only  in  certain  Yuki  dialects.  Some  tendency  toward 
nasalization  has  been  noted  in  Athabascan  and  Salinan.  The 

vocalic  interjection  meaning  yes  is  however  often  more  or  less 

nasal,  even  in  languages  that  appear  to  possess  no  nasalizing  im- 
pulse in  the  vowels  of  formal  parts  of  speech. 

Frequently  associated  with  vowels  are  glottal  stops.  These 
have  been  ascertained  to  occur  in  Hupa,  Kato,  Yurok,  Wiyot, 

Yuki,  Yana,  Wintun,  Maidu,  Miwok,  Yokuts,  Salinan,  the  Paiute 

and  Luiseno  dialects  of  Shoshonean,  and  Yuman  Mohave.  They 

probably  occur  also  in  Chimariko,  Shasta,  Porno,  Washo,  Cos- 
tanoan,  and  Chumash.  No  language  in  California  is  as  yet  known 

to  be  without  them,  a  circumstance  that  accords  with  their  ap- 
parently normal  occurrence  throughout  the  continent. 

In  Yurok  and  probably  some  other  languages,  glottal  stops 

which  follow  a  vowel  produce  a  more  or  less  distinct  echo  or 

reverberation  of  the  vowel  after  the  release  of  the  glottis;  in 
Mohave  and  northern  Paiute  this  is  not  the  case. 

Stopped  or  plosive  consonants  accompanied  by  glottal  closure 

are  for  the  most  part  easily  recognized  and  have  long  been  known 

in  American  languages.  Their  nature  has  however  generally  not 

been  clearly  understood  by  Americanists.  Experiment  as  well 

as  observation  have  shown  that  instead  of  being  strongly  stressed, 

that  is,  vigorously  aspirated,  they  lack  aspiration  almost  entirely. 
Some  students  have  even  thought  of  inspiration  or  suction.  It  is 

true  that  these  sounds  are  produced  with  distinctly  greater 

muscular  pressure  for  the  closure,  and  probably  with  greater 
violence  of  muscular  release,  than  ordinary  stops,  so  that  the 
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name  "fortes"  is  not  inappropriate;  but  vigorous  articulation 
of  course  is  not  the  same  as  vigorous  expulsion  of  the  breath. 

The  essential  characteristic  of  the  class  seems  to  be  that  the  im- 

pulse toward  closure  of  the  mouth  by  the  lips  or  tongue  is  accom- 
panied by  a  synchronous  impulse  toward  general  contraction  of 

the  muscles  used  in  speech,  at  least  as  far  down  as  the  glottis; 

so  that  the  occlusion  by  the  lips  or  tongue  for  p,  t,  or  k  is  paral- 
leled by  an  occlusion  by  the  glottis.  One  would  expect  that  the 

impulse  for  release  would  also  be  simultaneous  for  mouth  and 

glottis ;  but  this  seems  doubtful.  Some  inquirers  claim  to  observe 

a  perceptible  interval  between  the  release  of  the  tongue  or  lips 

and  that  of  the  throat;  and  the  proved  lack  of  aspiration  seems 

to  corroborate  this  opinion.  The  interval  is  however  certainly 

very  brief;  and  it  is  difficult  to  understand  the  frequency  and 

readiness  with  which  such  a  delicate  correlation,  as  releasing  one 

organ  of  speech  the  merest  small  fraction  of  a  second  before 

another,  is  produced,  if  this  succession  is  necessary  to  the  pro- 
duction of  the  sound.  Certainly  the  acquirement  of  the  ability 

to  make  these  stops  is  not  difficult  even  to  one  who  has  not  used 

them  before.  It  is  possible,  however,  that  the  impulses  to  close 

and  to  release  are  contemporaneous  for  mouth  and  throat,  but 

that  the  glottis  lags  a  little  behind  the  lips  or  tongue  in  both 

instances.  At  the  closing  this  would  have  no  special  effect;  but 

at  the  release  it  would  permit  of  the  lack  of  aspiration,  or  even 

suction,  on  which  most  students  are  agreed.  In  any  event,  the 

most  correct  designation  of  the  group  seems  to  be  "stops  with 

accompanying  glottal  stop,"  and  the  most  appropriate  ortho- 
graphy the  symbols  for  the  unvoiced  stops  of  the  same  articula- 

tion with  a  superposed  glottal  stop.  This  orthography  is  how- 
ever typographically  difficult ;  so  that  a  stop  followed  by  a  glottal 

stop  is  perhaps  the  most  successful  approximation  ordinarily 

available.  The  point  of  exclamation  after  the  stop  expresses  the 

"fortis"  or  muscularly  pressed  quality,  but  fails  to  render  the 
all-important  glottal  action,  and  is  open  to  cavil  on  the  ground 
that  to  most  Europeans  it  would  suggest  increased  force  of 

breath  rather  than  the  true  quality  of  the  sounds. 

Stops  with  glottal  closure  have  been  found  in  Athabascan, 

Yurok,   Chimariko,  Yuki,  Wintun,  Yana,  Maidu,  Yokuts,  and 
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Salinan.  They  probably  occur  also  in  Wiyot,  Shasta,  Washo, 

Porno,  and  Chumash.  They  are  lacking  in  Karok,  Costanoan, 

Miwok,  and  in  all  Shoshonean  and  Yuman  dialects  as  yet  ex- 
amined. Wherever  found  in  California,  they  are  produced  with 

but  moderate  stress  of  articulation ;  the  corresponding  sounds  in 

the  languages  of  the  Pacific  Coast  farther  north  certainly  possess 

the  "fortis"  quality  to  a  much  more  marked  degree. 

The  "fortes"  affricatives  ts,  ts,  and  tl  also  occur.  It  would 
seem  that  the  entire  combination  of  stop  and  continuant  is  in 

these  cases  accompanied  by  glottal  closure,  the  throat  not  being 

opened  until  after  the  completion  of  the  continuant  s,  s,  or  I. 

This  would  indicate  that  the  release  of  the  glottis  has  no  direct 

connection  with  the  release  of  the  tongue,  and  is  further  evidence 

that  the  opening  of  mouth  and  throat  in  the  pure  stop  "fortes" 
is  not  simultaneous.  It  also  follows  that  the  continuant  member 

of  the  affricative  fortes  must  be  very  brief,  and  the  sound-com- 
plex a  real  unit.  This  circumstance,  in  turn,  strengthens  the 

conviction  that  the  ordinary  "non-fortes"  affricatives  are  each 
essentially  single  sounds,  in  spite  of  their  containing  two  ele- 

ments. It  should  be  added  that  "fortis"  tl  is  as  yet  established 
for  but  few  languages  in  California,  though  common  farther 

north,  but  that  ts  or  ts  occurs  with  "fortis"  quality  in  almost 

all  languages  that  possess  "fortis"  p,  t,  or  k. 
Lengthened  or  doubled  stop  consonants,  that  is,  p,  t,  or  k 

with  occlusion  protracted  appreciably  beyond  the  ordinary, 

occur  in  northern  Paiute,  probably  in  Miwok,  and  very  likely  in 

other  languages.  In  Miwok  the  phenomenon  seems  to  be  only 

part  of  a  more  general  tendency,  nasals,  fricatives,  and  laterals 

appearing  both  in  long  and  short  form.  Mohave  lengthens  con- 

tinuants, but  not  stops.  The  writing  of  doubled  consonants  in 

itself  is  little  evidence  of  their  existence,  on  account  of  the 

natural  English  impulse  to  employ  them  as  a  designation  of 
brevity  of  the  preceding  vowel.  Most  of  the  doubled  consonants 

recorded  in  Hupa  by  Dr.  Goddard  are  probably  due  to  measured 
syllabification  resulting  from  unusually  successful  efforts  at 
clearness  of  pronunciation. 

Probably   the   greatest   phonetic    difficulty   encountered    by 
students  of  North  American  languages  has  been  the  task  of  dis- 
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languishing  between  surd  and  sonant  stops.  This  has  long  been 

recognized,  and  led  first  to  the  theory  of  "  alternating "  or  un- 
stable pronunciation,  later  to  that  of  alternating  apperception 

due  to  the  existence  of  sounds  "  intermediate "  between  those 
familiar  to  the  hearer.  Investigators  in  California  have  en- 

countered their  share  of  the  problem. 

To  begin  with,  it  is  obvious  that  so  far  as  sonancy  alone  is 

concerned,  a  sound  cannot  be  really  intermediate  between  a  d 

and  a  t,  or  a  b  and  a  p.  It  must  either  be  voiced  or  unvoiced. 

It  might  however  be  voiced  during  occlusion  or  explosion  only 

and  unvoiced  during  the  other  part  of  its  formation ;  or  it  might 

be  accompanied  by  more  or  less  breath  pressure  than  is  found 

respectively  in  sonant  and  surd  stops  in  European  languages, 

and  thereby  appear  to  depart  from  one  type  and  approach  the 
other. 

In  writing  the  Papago  dialect  of  Arizona,  the  conclusion  was 

reached  that  stops  preceding  a  vowel  normally  resembled  English 

sonant  stops,  but  that  those  at  the  ends  of  words  or  syllables 

were  surd  and  strongly  aspirated.  Mechanical  experiments  by 

Dr.  Goddard  confirmed  this  decision,  and  brought  to  light  the 

further  fact  that  the  stops  in  initial  position  were  voiced  only 

during  the  explosion,  their  vocalization  beginning  immediately 

after  the  explosion.  Subsequently  the  same  status  was  deter- 
mined for  a  related  though  quite  distinct  language,  the  Luiseno 

of  southern  California,  and  so  far  as  the  ear  and  observation 

alone  are  to  be  relied  on,  for  Yuki.  In  Mohave  also  the  initial 

stops  are  voiced  during  the  explosion  but  final  stops  are 

unvoiced  and  more  strongly  aspirated.  The  Yurok  stops 

have  generally  been  heard  as  surds,  but  since  surd  stops  in 

English  words  are  pronounced  almost  like  English  sonants  by 

the  Yurok,  while  final  stops  are  more  aspirated  than  initial  ones, 

it  seems  probable  that  this  language  is  to  be  included  in  the 

same  class.  This  relation  of  surd  and  sonant,  or  more  exactly, 

the  differentiation  of  what  is  organically  one  class  of  stops  into 

weakly  aspirated  intermediates  and  strongly  aspirated  surds 

according  to  position,  therefore  characterizes  several  languages, 

and  is  likely  to  be  found  in  others,  both  in  and  out  of  California. 

Even  where  precisely  this  relation  does  not  exist,  intermediate 
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or  explosion-voiced  stops  occur.  This  has  been  experimentally 

demonstrated  for  northern  Paiute,  Wintun,  and  Salinan  by  Mr. 

Waterman,  and  seems  probable  for  Karok.  In  Porno,  Yukian 

Wappo,  Chimariko,  Maidu,  Washo,  Miwok,  and  Yokuts,  sonant 

stops  have  been  written,  but  in  all  of  these  languages  heard  by 

the  author,  surds  and  sonants  are  more  difficult  to  distinguish 

than  in  English.  This  circumstance  may  in  some  instances  be 

due  to  other  causes,  but  it  is  safe  to  hazard  the  prediction  that 
in  most  of  these  cases  it  will  ultimately  be  explained  by  the 

surdness  of  the  voiced  stops  during  their  occlusion,  that  is  to  say, 

their  '  *  intermediateness. ' '  In  short,  this  type  of  sound  prob- 
ably occurs  in  the  majority  of  California  languages.  It  may 

therefore  be  presumed  that  it  is  by  no  means  rare  in  other 

American  idioms,  and  recognition  of  the  type  should  prove  to  be 

the  solution,  in  many  instances,  of  the  vexing  problem  of  sonant 

versus  surd  stops. 

The  appended  table  shows  the  prevalence,  in  California,  of 

intermediate  stops,  coupled  in  most  cases  with  the  occurrence  of 

pure  aspirated  surds.  It  is  also  significant  that  fully  voiced 

stops  are  almost  lacking.  In  the  one  language  in  the  area,  Paiute, 

for  which  they  have  been  experimentally  determined,  the  sonant 

stops  occur  only  medially  and  are  so  brief  in  closure  as  to  be 
almost  fricatives. 

There  seems  to  be  also  some  tendency  for  the  sonancy  of  con- 

sonants of  all  classes  to  be  determined  by  position.  In  organi- 
cally voiced  continuants,  the  first  portion  is  sometimes  surd  when 

they  stand  at  the  beginning  of  a  word  or  syllable,  and  the  last 

portion  when  they  are  at  the  end.  In  Papago  not  only  stops 

but  nearly  all  continuant  consonants  gain  markedly  in  breath 

and  lose  in  voice  when  they  are  not  followed  by  a  vowel.  In 

other  words,  many  of  the  consonants  of  this  tongue  are  organi- 
cally indeterminate,  and  become  sonant  or  surd  solely  according 

to  position.  Yurok  surd  m,  n,  and  r  are  also  evidently  only 

sonants  that  have  lost  their  voice  through  standing  isolated  after 

a  glottal  stop.  This  phenomenon  is  another  that  promises  to 

prove  to  be  of  more  general  occurrence  than  has  been  suspected. 

In  many  American  languages,  particularly  those  of  the  Pacific 

coast  north  of  the  Columbia  river,  k  and  allied  sounds  have  been 
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OCCURRENCE  OF  STOPPED  CONSONANTS. 

Hupa 

Kato 

Yurok 

Yuki 

Porno 

Yana 

Wintun 

Salinan 

Yokuts 

Luiseno 

Mohave 

Papago 

Chimariko 

Washo 

Maidu 

Miwok 

Costanoan 

Karok 

N.  Paiute 

+2 

-P 

ex 

su 

Surd 

and 

+7 

+ 

- 

+2
 

+3
 

+2
 

+2
 

+2
 

S    P 

flO. 
*f! 

1  Possibly  unaspirated  surd. 
z  Organically  one  sound,  determined  by  position. 
3  Indicated  by  orthography. 
*  Secondary  only. 
•  Doubtful. 
8  Probable. 

7  Uncertain  whether  unaspirated  or  aspirated  surd. 
8  Between  vowels  only. 
8  Initially  only. 
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found  to  occur  in  two  positions,  which  may  be  designated  as 

palatal  and  velar.  In  California  the  tendency  in  this  direction 

seems  to  be  less  marked.  In  nearly  all  languages  k  sounds  differ 

in  position  according  to  the  vowels  with  which  they  are  in  con- 

tact, but  this  of  course  is  a  phenomenon  familiar  from  English 

and  other  languages.  Very  few  California  dialects  have  been 

proved  to  have  k  sounds  in  organically  distinct  positions.  Hupa 

and  Kato  possess  velar  k  in  addition  to  palatal  or  postpalatal  k, 

but  the  posterior  sound  is  rare.  Luiseno  and  Mohave  have  both, 

probably  Chimariko  and  Shasta  also.  Gatschet  has  recorded  two 
k  sounds  for  Klamath.  In  Porno  and  Yurok,  velars  have  often 

been  heard;  but  it  is  not  impossible  that  these  tongues  possess 

only  one  k,  which  is  habitually  formed  rather  far  back  in  the 
mouth  and  in  extreme  cases  is  therefore  likely  to  be  heard  as  a 

velar  sound.  Northern  Paiute  and  most  Shoshonean  dialects, 

Yokuts,  Miwok,  Wintun,  Maidu,  Yana,  Yuki,  and  Karok  seem 

to  be  of  this  type. 

For  the  t  class  of  sounds,  position  of  articulation  is  more 

easily  observed,  and  evidence  of  the  presence  of  two  series  more 
abundant.  Where  such  occur,  the  anterior  is  alveolar,  dental, 

or  interdental,  the  posterior  alveolar  or  palatal.  A  distinctly 

posterior  t,  possibly  formed  with  the  back  of  the  tongue  against 

the  palate  and  the  tip  depressed  against  the  lower  teeth,  is 

found  in  Yokuts,  Salinan,  and  Costanoan,  and  almost  inevitably 

rings  to  English  ears  like  tr.  The  same  orthography  has  been 

used  for  a  Dravidian  sound  which  probably  is  very  similar. 

The  languages  possessing  t  in  two  positions  are  Papago, 

Mohave,  Luiseno,  Salinan,  Yokuts,  Miwok,  Costanoan,  Yuki, 

Chimariko,  and  probably  Porno.  The  inclusion  of  Luiseno 

in  this  group  is  interesting,  as  northern  Paiute,  and  probably 

most  other  Shoshonean  dialects,  possess  only  one  t.  Athabascan, 

Yurok,  Wiyot,  Karok,  Klamath,  Wintun,  Yana,  Maidu,  and 
Washo  also  seem  to  be  characterized  by  only  one  series.  The 

number  of  linguistic  stocks  showing  two  t  series  is  however 

sufficiently  large  to  be  of  consequence  and  to  warrant  the  state- 

ment that  in  the  Californian  area  there  is  a  stronger  tendency 

toward  two  t's  than  toward  two  k's. 
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Unvoiced  1  appears  in  a  number  of  instances,  but  there  has 

been  much  confusion  between  its  simple  continuant  form  and  its 

occurrence  as  an  affricative  to  t.  Dr.  Goddard  has  definitely 

established  the  presence  of  both  types  in  Hupa.  Both  seem  to 

occur  also  in  Yurok,  Wiyot,  and  Wintun.  Certain  Porno  dialects, 

Salinan,  and  Yuman  Diegueno  seem  to  possess  only  the  con- 
tinuant form,  while  Chumash  and  Shasta  are  as  yet  doubtful  in 

this  matter.  Shoshonean,  Yokuts,  Miwok,  Costanoan,  Maidu, 

Washo,  Yana,  Klamath,  Karok,  Chimariko,  Yuki,  most  Porno 

and  some  Yuman  dialects,  and  presumably  Esselen,  possessed 

only  sonant  1. 

Most  observers  have  also  been  troubled  by  s  sounds.  This 
has  been  due  to  the  fact  that  s  or  s  or  both  are  often  not  formed 

precisely  as  in  English  and  other  European  languages.  Sh 

especially  has  been  described  as  "  between  English  s  and  sh." 
In  some  instances  the  difficulty  has  been  due  to  the  existence  of 

only  one  sound,  which  differs  from  s  and  sh,  but  resembles  both 

and  is  easily  mistaken  for  them.  This  condition  may  be  con- 
sidered established  for  Mohave,  Paiute,  Wintun,  Yana,  and 

Yurok.  In  Hupa  also  Dr.  Goddard  recognizes  only  one  s,  de- 
scribed as  nearly  like  English  s.  In  the  related  Kato  language, 

however,  and  in  Karok,  Luiseno,  and  Papago,  two  sounds  anal- 
ogous to  English  s  and  sh,  but  not  identical  with  them,  exist. 

For  other  languages,  the  question  must  be  regarded  as  still  open, 

although  it  seems  likely  that  a  number  of  them  will  prove  to 

contain  only  one  sound  of  s  type.  This  phenomenon  may  also 

be  of  common  distribution  through  America. 
Another  sound  that  has  often  been  heard  and  recorded  in 

different  ways  by  the  same  recorder,  is  Californian  h.  In  many 

languages  this  is  pronounced  with  a  certain  amount  of  narrowing 

of  the  air-passage,  at  what  point  is  not  certain,  but  giving  a  per- 
ceptibility to  the  ear,  and  at  the  same  time  an  approach  to 

fricative  character,  not  found  in  English  h.  Hence  a  consider- 
able and  not  altogether  unjustified  inconsistency  of  orthography 

between  h  and  x  in  many  vocabularies  and  texts.  This  quasi- 
fricative  quality  appears  in  the  h  of  Hupa,  Kato,  Yuki,  Yana, 

Costanoan,  Paiute,  Salinan,  Mohave,  Papago;  and  probably  also 
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in  Miwok,  Maidu,  Washo,  and  such  other  languages  as 
 have  been 

stated  to  possess  the  palatal  or  velar  fricative  x  but  show 
 it  only 

sporadically. 

In  general,  fricatives,  except  of  the  s  type,  are  sparsely 

represented  in  the  languages  of  California.  A  true  k  fric
ative 

distinct  from  narrowed  h  is  found  in  Athabascan,  in  Salinan, 

Chumash,  and  Yokuts,  and  probably  in  Karok,  Shasta,  Chima
- 

riko,  and  Porno.  It  occurs  also  in  Shoshonean  Luisefio,  but  not 

in  northern  Paiute  or  Papago.  The  corresponding  voiced  frica- 

tive replaces  stopped  g  in  Yurok,  and  appears  to  occur  also  in 

Wiyot,  in  some  Shoshonean  dialects,  in  Kato,  in  Porno,  and  in 

Chumash.  Th  is  known  only  in  Mohave,  the  corresponding 

sonant  in  Mohave  and  Luiseno.  F,  also  a  rare  sound  in  America, 

exists  in  Karok,  in  two  Porno  dialects,  and,  it  is  said,  in  Esselen. 

While  usually  described  as  sounding  as  if  labio-dental,  it  is  more 

probably  bilabial.  V  is  abundant  as  a  bilabial  in  nearly  all 

Shoshonean  and  Yuman  dialects,  and  occurs  also  in  Karok  and 

possibly  in  Wiyot. 

Ts  or  ts  is  found  in  every  native  language  of  California. 

Other  affricatives,  except  for  tl  in  several  tongues,  seem  not  to 

occur,  except  that  kx  has  been  noted  in  Karok. 

The  s  element  in  affricatives  is  sometimes  different  from  in- 

dependent s.  In  Hupa  Dr.  Goddard  writes  only  s,  but  ts  and  ts. 
In  Mohave  s  and  ts,  but  in  Yurok  s  and  ts,  seem  to  render  the 
values  best.  This  would  be  further  evidence  that  ts  and  ts  are 

organic  sounds,  not  combinations  of  t  with  s  and  s. 

Surd  nasal  consonants,  m,  n,  or  ng,  have  been  found  in  Hupa, 

in  Yurok,  in  Yana,  in  Salinan,  and  in  Papago.  They  are  always 

final  or  adjacent  to  surd  sounds,  especially  to  glottal  stops. 

R  occurs  in  Wiyot,  Yurok,  Karok,  Chimariko,  Shasta,  Wintun, 

Porno,  and  Costanoan ;  also  in  the  Yuman  languages  and  some  of 

the  Shoshonean  dialects  of  southern  California.  The  sound,  while 

obviously  not  identical  in  all  these  languages,  is  too  little  under- 
stood to  make  comparison  profitable,  but  it  is  interesting  that  its 

occurrence  is  over  two  territories,  each  somewhat  irregular  but 

continuous,  indicating  the  transmission  of  the  sound  between 

distinct  linguistic  families. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  following  notes  on  the  phonetic  system  of  the  Paiute 
Indian  language  were  obtained  in  August  and  September,  1910, 
with  the  help  of  a  full  blood,  middle-aged  Paiute  named  Dick 
Mahwee.  This  informant  lived  during  his  childhood  in  the 
vicinity  of  Long  Valley,  California,  near  Honey  Lake.  He  now 
belongs  to  the  group  of  people  who  live  on  Pyramid  Lake  Reser- 

vation, Nevada,  but  he  spends  the  summers  in  Reno  and  else- 
where. His  dialect  seems  to  be  almost  identical  with  the  Paiute 

language  spoken  in  Oregon,  except  that  it  differs  phonetically 
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in  minor  points,  particularly  in  the  occasional  substitution  of  ty 
for  ts. 

There  are  two  "Paiute"  languages,  both  spoken  in  the  Great 
Basin  area  and  constituting  part  of  the  Shoshonean  family.  The 

southern  or  "true"  Paiutes  inhabit  a  large  territory  including 
southern  Nevada,  southwestern  Utah,  and  northwestern  Arizona. 

Their  dialect  belongs  to  the  Ute  type,  being  almost  identical  in 

structure  with  Ute  and  Chemehuevi.  An  outline  of  the  phonetics 

and  morphology  of  Ute  has  been  published  by  Dr.  E.  Sapir.1 
The  northern  Paiute,  who  do  not  admit  that  this  is  their  name, 

and  employ  the  term  only  as  they  have  learned  it  from  the 

whites,  live  in  northwestern  Nevada,  the  border  of  California 

east  of  the  Sierra  Nevada,  and  in  southeastern  Oregon.  The 

term  Paviotso  has  sometimes  been  applied  to  them,  though  this 
is  no  more  their  own  tribal  name  than  the  former  is.  Their 

language  is  practically  identical  with  that  of  the  Bannock  of 

southern  Idaho,  and  is  very  similar  to  the  speech  of  the  Mono,  who 

live  on  the  high  western  slopes  of  the  Sierra  Nevada.  The  present 

'  '  Paiute ' '  dialect  belongs  therefore  to  what  has  been  described  as 
the  Mono-Paviotso  or  Mono-Bannock  division  of  the  Shoshonean 

family,  and  is  not  to  be  confounded  with  the  ' '  Paiute ' '  as  spoken 

by  the  Ute-Chemehuevi  people.2 
The  apparatus  used  in  analyzing  the  sounds  consisted  of  a 

recording  cylinder  of  a  diameter  of  13.3  cm.,  described  elsewhere 

in  this  series  of  publications.3  The  cylinder  was  used  in  con- 
junction with  tambours  and  recording  needles  of  the  usual  type, 

and  was  driven  at  a  uniform  rate  of  seven  revolutions  per  minute. 

The  records  illustrated  below  consist  of  double  tracings,  one  from 

the  lips  and  the  other  from  the  glottis.  The  lip-positions  for 
various  vowel  sounds  are  represented  by  photographs.  The 

information  embodied  in  the  present  paper  was  obtained  while 

working  in  collaboration  with  Dr.  W.  L.  Marsden,  of  Burns, 

Oregon,  who  speaks  the  Paiute  language  and  has  recorded  much 
information  about  it. 

1  Science,  n.s.  xxxi  (1910),  350-352. 
2  Univ.  Calif.  Publ.  Am.  Arch.  Ethn.,  iv,  97,  1907;  Am.  Anthr.,  n.s.  XI, 

267,  1909. 
s  P.  E.  Goddard,  in  Univ.  Calif.  Publ.  Am.  Arch.  Ethn.,  v,  2,  1907;  also 

in  Boas  Memorial  Volume  (1906),  137. 
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The  sounds  of  Paiute  may  be  represented  tabularly  as  follows : 

Vowels  Diphthongs 

u,  ii,  o,  a,  e,  i  ai 

Consonants 

Stop  Fricative  Affricative       Nasal 
Surd    Sonant    Doubled        Surd    Sonant       Surd     Sonant 

Labial      p          b  p:  m 

Dental      t          d  t:  ts,(ty)      dz       n 
Alveolar    s          z 

Palatal      k         g  k:  (x)                                           n 

Labialized  palatal....  kw  (gw)  (kw:) 

THE    INDIVIDUAL   SOUNDS 

VOWELS 

u 

The  vowel  represented  by  this  symbol  has  something  of  the 

quality  of  oo  in  English  book,  but  the  lip  position  is  more  open 

pi.  1,  fig.  1).  At  times  the  sound  seems  almost  to  approach  u 

(as  in  English  boot),  but  this  seems  to  be  due  to  the  effect  on 

the  ear  of  the  lack  of  opening,  combined  with  occasional  actual 

looseness  or  variability  of  lip-positon.  In  duration  (pi.  4,  fig.  6) 
it  is  noticeably  short. 

o 

The  symbol  o  represents  the  sound  of  aw  in  English  law, 

produced  with  the  slight  lip  movement  noted  below  as  a  prom- 
inent characteristic  of  all  Paiute  vowels.  The  lips  (pi.  1,  fig.  2) 

are  more  open  and  less  rounded  than  in  u.  In  duration  o  is 

usually  short  compared  to  English  o,  but  is  at  times  (for  example, 

po,  pi.  4,  fig.  8)  as  long  as  the  preceding  sourfd. 

This  sound,  to  employ  a  well-worn  figure,  has  approximately 
the  quality  of  a  in  father.  It  is  the  most  open  of  all  the  vowel 

sounds  in  the  language,  showing  (pi.  1,  fig.  3)  considerable  more 

opening  than  e  (fig.  4),  i  (fig.  5),  or  ii  (fig.  6).  While  not  as 

brief  on  the  whole  as  o  usually  is,  it  is  comparable  (pi.  2,  fig.  5) 
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to  the  English  sound  of  a  in  father4  in  being  at  times  of  very 
brief  duration. 

e 

In  quality  the  sound  represented  by  this  symbol  approaches  e 

in  met.  Occasionally  it  is  heard  as  having  almost  the  closeness 

of  e  in  they.  It  is  however  normally  open  (as  in  pi.  1,  fig.  4), 

more  open  as  a  matter  of  fact  than  any  vowel  with  the  exception 

of  a.  In  duration,  e  (as  illustrated  in  pi.  3,  fig.  7)  is  decidedly 

brief,  showing  rather  less  than  half  the  length  of  ii  wherever 

tracings  of  the  two  have  been  compared.  The  sound  is  rare. 

This  symbol  represents  a  vowel  of  similarly  open  lip-position, 

having  something  of  the  quality  of  i  in  pin.  The  lip-positions 

for  this  and  the  preceding  vowel  are  as  a  matter  of  fact  (pi..  1, 

figs.  4  and  5)  almost  identical.  In  duration  also  (pi.  4,  fig.  3) 
it  bears  a  close  analogy  to  e. 

This  is  an  obscured  vowel  sound,  produced  with  the  lips  in 

position  for  an  i-sound  and  the  tongue  in  position  approximately 

for  u  (pi.  1,  fig.  6).  It  has  to  the  ear  in  spite  of  its  other 
characteristics  a  rather  definite  u  quality  and  for  that  reason 

can  hardly  be  called  indeterminate  or  neutral.  That  the  vowel 

quality  is  obscured  is  due  to  an  elevation  in  the  back  part  of  the 

tongue,  so  that  friction  is  produced  by  the  passage  of  the  breath 

between  the  tongue  and  the  back  of  the  palate.  If  this  elevation 

were  more  pronounced,  a  soft  velar  r  or  g  continuant  would 

result.  In  actual  fact,  however,  the  tongue  is  raised  only  enough 

to  obscure  or  thicken  the  sound  slightly,  and  its  vocalic  timbre 

is  maintained  throughout.  The  larynx  during  the  process  of 

speaking  this  sound  is  lowered,  as  shown  by  the  action  of  the 
exterior  throat  muscles.  This  results  in  an  increased  resonancy. 

It  is  of  course  hard  to  specify  exactly  what  takes  place  in  pro- 
ducing this  sound,  or  any  sound  of  its  general  type,  for  the 

phenomena  involved  do  not  lend  themselves  to  investigation  by 

*  E.  W.  Scripture,  Elements  of  Experimental  Phonetics    (New  York, 
1902),  489  ff. 
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graphic  methods.  The  above,  however,  seem  to  be  its  chief 

characteristics.  In  the  matter  of  duration  (pi.  2,  fig.  1),  ii  seems 

to  be  quite  anomalous,  having  noticeably  greater  length  than 

either  u  or  i  (pi.  4,  figs.  3  and  6),  which  it  most  nearly  resembles. 

DIPHTHONGS 

ai 
This  sound,  having  the  quality  of  ai  in  aisle,  is  extremely  long 

in  quantity,  having  as  great  or  greater  duration  than  the  ii  de- 

scribed above.  The  appended  tracing  (pi.  4,  fig.  1),  representing 

the  word  kai,  no,  illustrates  its  extreme  length. 

CONSONANTS 

Labials 

P 

The  sound  represented  by  this  symbol  is  a  stop  consonant  of 

very  weak  and  short  occlusion,  involving  at  the  same  time  very 

much  less  aspiration  than  the  p  in  English  words  as  spoken  by 

Americans.  The  sonancy  begins  approximately  at  the  same 

moment  as  the  explosion.  In  this  respect  the  sound  is  of  course 

markedly  different  from  American  English  p  (pi.  2,  fig.  2),  in 

which  the  sonancy  is  strongly  postplosive.  It  differs  from  b  as 

used  by  Americans  in  speaking  English  (fig.  3),  in  that  in  this 

latter  sound  the  sonancy  antedates  the  explosion  by  a  consider- 
able period.  The  results  obtained  by  analyzing  the  Paiute  sound 

graphically  are  not  entirely  consistent.  There  seems  to  be  some 

uncertainty  in  the  usage  of  the  informant.  For  instance  in 

fig.  1,  pi.  3,  the  sonancy  of  p  in  puni,  to  see,  begins  consider- 
ably in  advance  of  the  explosion.  In  the  following  tracing  of  the 

same  sound  (fig.  2),  the  sonancy  and  the  explosion  are  quite 

synchronous.  In  the  third  figure,  finally  (fig.  3),  the  sonancy 

follows  the  explosion  after  a  short  but  well-marked  interval.  A 
number  of  tracings  were  taken  of  this  sound  in  the  course  of  the 

experiments,  and  such  variabilty  was  found  to  persist  through- 
out. The  sonancy  even  where  preplosive,  however,  is  not  as 

strong  nor  as  long  continued  as  in  the  corresponding  sound  'of 
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American  English.  The  main  characteristics  of  the  labial  stop 

as  it  occurs  in  Paiute  are  therefore  three  in  number — first,  a 

brief,  normally  surd  occlusion,  second,  an  explosion  of  slight 

aspiration,  and  third,  some  lack  of  uniformity  as  regards  the 

point  where  sonancy  begins.  The  sound  occurs  only  initially  in 
words. 

The  labial  stop  just  described  assumes  a  somewhat  different 

character  when  occurring  medially.  Under  these  conditions  it 

becomes  fully  voiced  (pi.  3,  fig.  4).  This  full  and  complete 

sonancy  is  perhaps  its  essential  characteristic  and  is  a  striking 

instance  of  Paiute  laziness  in  speech.5  The  fact  of  sonancy  is 
however  attended  by  other  changes.  The  mere  presence  of  vocal- 

ization in  the  sound  tends  according  to  the  well-recognized  law 
to  weaken  the  explosion,  and  this  in  turn  involves  a  lessening 

of  the  lip  pressure  in  occlusion.  We  have  already  seen  that  the 

most  essential  character  of  the  initial  stop,  from  which  the  present 

sound  seems  to  be  a  derivative,  is  a  relatively  weak  explosion  as 

compared  with  that  of  English  lip  surds.  When  the  sound  is 

still  further  weakened  as  the  result  of  sonancy  due  to  medial 

position  in  a  word,  the  occlusion  becomes  so  abbreviated  and  the 

actual  contact  of  the  lips  so  light  that  the  stop  verges  toward  a 
continuant.  It  has  as  an  actual  fact  often  been  recorded  as  a 

bilabial  v.6  Graphic  analysis  shows  however  that  the  occlusion, 
while  brief,  never  actually  disappears.  For  purposes  of  com- 

parison a  fairly  representative  tracing  of  ' '  pabanaki, ' '  the  plural 

of  panaki,  " Bannock "  (pi.  3,  fig.  4),  is  set  alongside  of  a  tracing 
of  a  bilabial  v  (fig.  5),  as  made  by  Dr.  Marsden,  who  was  assist- 

ing in  the  experiment.  With  these  should  be  compared  also  the  b 

of  English  "boy"  (fig.  3).  It  will  be  observed  that  the  curve 
which  represents  the  explosive  period  of  the  Paiute  b  articula- 

tion is  sharper  than  that  for  the  continuant  bilabial  v,  but  not  so 

abrupt  or  of  such  marked  amplitude  as  that  of  the  more  strongly 
occluded  English  b.  The  occlusion  in  the  Paiute  medial  sound 

B  Scripture,  op.  cit.,  360. 

»«  See  James  Mooney,  Ann.  Eep.  Bur.  Am.  Ethn.,  xiv,  pt.  2,  pp.  10,  53  ff, 1896. 
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under  discussion  is  however  undeniably  brief  and  light,  and  under 

certain  circumstances  the  native  Paiute  informant  probably 

slips  over  into  a  real  continuant  sound.  The  study  of  fourteen 

tracings  of  this  sound,  all  of  which  resemble  in  character  figure 

4,  seem  to  offer  convincing  evidence  that  the  sound  is  organically 
a  stop. 

P: 

Another  labial  consonant  is  a  stop  of  double  length,  repre- 

sented by  p:,  which  however  never  occurs  initially.  It  is  uncer- 

tain whether  or  not  this  sound  in  process  of  word-building  ever 
stands  for  the  initial  p  described  above.  All  that  can  be  said  is 

that  the  labial  stops  occurring  medially  are  of  two  types,  either 

fully  sonant  as  just  described,  or  purely  surd  with  a  double  length 

of  occlusion,  as  is  the  case  with  the  sound  now  under  discussion. 

Whether  these  two  sounds  are  primary  in  the  language,  or  both 

alike  derived  from  the  p  as  an  effect  of  composition,  can  only  be 

stated  when  the  morphology  is  completely  understood.  The 

second  of  the  two  sounds  is  quite  analogous  to  the  sound  described 

by  Dr.  Sapir  in  Yana7  and  Ute8  and  written  by  him  p+  and  pp. 
The  tracing  in  pi.  2,  fig.  4,  reflects  clearly  its  main  characteristics 

— a  double  length  of  occlusion  and  a  complete  absence  of  vocal- 

ization. The  extraordinary  length  of  occlusion  is  clearly  re- 

flected in  this  tracing  of  the  Paiute  word  kap:a,  bed,  as  com- 
pared with  that  of  an  ordinary  undoubled  medial  surd,  such  as 

the  p  in  English  tipping  (pi.  3,  fig.  7),  which  of  course  is 

" doubled"  only  typographically.  The  Paiute  sound  is  there- 
fore seen  to  be  a  really  doubled  consonant,  in  the  sense  in  which 

the  expression  is  employed  regularly  in  phonetic  discussions, 

although  "lengthened  consonant"  seems  on  the  whole  the  better 
term.9  That  the  length  of  occlusion  is  attended  by  a  correspond- 

ingly vigorous  explosion  is  shown  by  the  fact  that  the  breath 

curve  is  very  much  higher  for  the  medial  than  for  the  initial 

type  of  p.  Compare  pi.  2,  figs.  1  and  5. 

7  Univ.  Calif.  Publ.  Am.  Arch.  Ethn.,  ix,  5,  1910. 
s  Science,  loc.  cit. 

»  Scripture,  op.  cit.,  p.  466;  Scholle  and  Smith,  Elementary  Phonetics 
(London,  1903),  p.  142. 
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m 

This  sound,  represented  in  pi.  2,  fig.  5,  seems  to  offer  few 

features  of  note,  except  that  it  is  possibly  of  somewhat  shorter 

duration  than  English  m.  In  this  of  course  it  merely  shares  the 

briefness  of  occlusion  characteristic  in  general  of  Paiute  con- 
sonants. 

Dentals 

The  chief  characteristic  of  the  sounds  of  the  dental  series, 
namely  t,  d,  t:,  ts,  dz,  and  n  (but  not  s  and  z,  which  in  Paiute 
are  alveolars)  is  that  they  are  formed  with  the  tongue  against  the 

teeth.  This  lends  them  a  semi-aspirate  effect  (see  the  amplitude 
of  explosion,  pi.  4,  fig.  2),  due  to  the  fact  that  the  greater  part 

of  the  blade  of  the  tongue  is  in  contact  with  the  gum  just  be- 
fore release.  The  effect  of  the  release  is  therefore  quite  notice- 

able. This  is  particularly  striking,  owing  quite  probably  to  the 

contrast  offered  to  the  other  Paiute  consonants  which  are  pro- 
nounced without  marked  aspiration.  It  seems  unlikely  on  the 

whole  that  the  Paiute  sounds  are  formed  with  any  greater  mus- 
cular effort  than  are  the  English  sounds.  The  difference  prob- 

ably lies  in  the  different  surfaces  approximated  in  the  two  types 
of  enunciation.  In  the  matter  of  sonancy  the  sound  represented 
by  t  is  closely  analogous  to  the  p  discussed  above. 

This  symbol  represents  the  sonant  corresponding  to  t,  and  like 
b,  the  sonant  form  of  p,  occurs  only  medially.  The  remarks 
already  made  concerning  b  apply  with  equal  force  to  the  dental 
sonant  d.  The  occlusion,  namely,  is  very  brief,  so  brief  in  fact 
that  it  often  seems  to  be  completely  lacking  (pi.  2,  fig.  6).  The 
sound  was  at  first  heard  by  the  present  writer  as  a  briefly  trilled 
r.  The  tongue  as  a  matter  of  fact,  in  producing  this  sound,  is 
not  pressed  against  the  palate,  but  merely  flicked  against  it.  The 
only  difference  between  this  sound  and  a  weakly  trilled  r  is  that 

the  r  consists  of  a  succession  of  rapidly  repeated  " flaps,"  while 
in  the  present  sound  there  is  only  one. 
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t: 

Closely  analogous  to  p:  in  its  general  characteristics,  the 
dental  surd  represented  by  the  present  symbol  differs  in  involv- 

ing as  a  rule  rather  more  explosive  force,  marked  by  an  increase 

in  aspiration  (pi.  4,  fig.  4,  as  compared  with  p:  of  pi.  2,  fig.  4). 
In  this  feature  of  course  the  sound  resembles  t,  as  described 
above. 

ts 

There  occurs  among  the  dental  sounds  an  affricative,  i.e.,  a 

stop  with  a  surd  occlusion,  followed  by  a  continuant  release  (pi. 

4,  fig.  3).  Like  the  surd  t,  it  occurs  only  initially,  being  replaced 

in  medial  position  by  dz.  It  is  noticeable  that  the  present  in- 
formant alters  the  character  of  the  affricative  consonant  which 

occurs  in  the  Paiute  spoken  in  the  Malheur  Lake  region  of 

Oregon.  That  is  to  say,  he  rarely  articulates  ts,  substituting  for 

it  in  most  instances  ty,  replacing  by  a  glide  the  sibilant  release 

of  northern  Paiute.  The  two  sounds  are  however  closely  related 

as  regards  tongue  position,  and  it  is  moreover  not  at  all  certain 
that  this  shift  is  not  an  individual  habit. 

dz 

This  symbol,  as  already  mentioned,  represents  a  sonant, 

occurring  medially,  corresponding  to  a  ts  occurring  in  intial 

position  (pi.  5,  fig.  7).  No  noteworthy  features  were  brought 

out  by  the  present  study,  beyond  those  already  discussed  as 

generally  typical  of  medial  sonants. 

The  nasal  sound  of  the  dental  series  (pi.  4,  fig.  5)  is  rather 

closely  similar  to  the  corresponding  sound  of  English,  with  the 

exception  that,  like  the  Paiute  m  noted  above,  it  is,  as  concerns 
its  duration,  rather  brief. 

ty 

The  dental  stops  are  occasionally  modified  by  the  substitution 

of  a  y-glide  at  the  close  of  the  regular  dental  articulation.  This 
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would  seem  to  constitute  a  consonantal  cluster,  were  it  not  for  the 

fact  that  the  sound  occurs  as  a  variant  of  ts,  which  is  of  course  a 

simple  sound.  In  the  speech  of  other  localities,  this  ty  is  replaced 
by  ts  uniformly. 

Alveolar s 

s 

The  only  alveolar  sounds  in  Paiute  are,  as  already  noted,  s 

and  its  corresponding  sonant  z  (pi.  5,  figs.  2  and  5).  The  first 

of  these  sounds  is  formed  by  an  approximation  of  the  tip  of  the 

tongue  to  the  alveolar  ridge.  The  fact  that  the  breath  escapes 

around  a  point  instead  of  through  a  restricted  passage  between 

the  tongue  and  the  front  wall  of  the  palate,  as  in  the  sh  of 

English  "show,"  for  instance,  removes  from  the  sound  the  thick 
quality  which  characterizes  the  English  sound,  which  the  Paiute 

sound  would  otherwise  resemble.  In  addition,  the  lips  are  re- 
tracted instead  of  protruded  as  in  English  sh,  and  the  opening 

between  them  is  not  perceptibly  narrowed.  This  fact  still  further 

prevents  friction  of  the  escaping  air  and  tends  to  render  the 

Paiute  sound  clearer  in  quality  and  correspondingly  shorter  in 

duration  than  English  sh.  It  is  certain  that  the  tongue  as  a 

whole  is  further  retracted  into  the  mouth  cavity  than  in  English 

sh,  and  that  the  surface  is  somewhat  concave  instead  of  convex.10 
Perhaps  the  most  obvious  difference  of  all  is  that  there  is  a  wide 

opening  between  the  upper  and  lower  teeth.  That  there  is  only 

one  organic  sound  in  Paiute  is  rendered  almost  certain  by  the 

fact  that  the  informant  is  unable  to  distinguish  s  and  sh  in 

English,  pronouncing  such  English  words  as  ' '  boys ' '  and  ' t  face ' ' 
somewhat  as  though  they  were  spelled  boysh  and  fashe. 

This  symbol  has  the  value  approximately  of  z  in  azure.  It  is 

the  sonant  form  of  s,  just  described,  and  is  probably  made  in 

closely  similar  positon.  It  therefore  at  times  sounds  like  z  in 

zone.  There  is  no  reason,  however,  for  supposing  that  there  are 

really  two  sounds. 

10  A  similar  sound  in  other  languages  has  sometimes  been  described  as 
1 '  between  s  and  sh. ' '  The  tongue  however  is  more  nearly  in  position  for r  than  for  either  of  these  sounds. 
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Palatals 

k 

There  seems  at  first  acquaintance  to  be  rather  more  variability 

in  this  sound  than  in  the  corresponding  English  palatal.  That 

is  to  say,  k  before  a  back  vowel  gives  the  effect  of  velar  q.  For 

instance,  kaiba,  mountain,  was  at  first  written  qaiba.  This  seems 

to  be  due  in  part  to  the  psychological  effect  on  the  listener  of  the 

fact  that  real  velars  are  absent  from  the  language ; — a  fact  tend- 

ing to  give  the  post-palatal  k  a  correspondingly  exaggerated 
value.  It  is  doubtful  in  any  case  whether  there  is  more  variation 

in  the  k  than  in  English.  The  point  of  contact  for  the  k  of  the 

latter  language  wanders  of  course  all  over  the  palate,  from  a 

pre-palatal  positon  for  the  k  in  * '  kit "  to  an  extreme  post-palatal 

position  for  the  k  in  "come."  The  post-palatal  k  in  Paiute 
seems  to  be,  in  similar  fashion,  purely  the  result  of  association 

with  such  back  vowels  as  a  and  o.  As  usual  in  palatal  consonants, 

the  explosion  of  k,  for  example  in  kimahu,  come  (pi.  2,  fig.  5) 

is  weaker  than  for  that  of  p  and  t.  It  is  noticeable,  however, 

that  the  explosion  of  the  back-palatal  k  in  kai,  no  (pi.  4,  fig.  1) 
is  on  the  other  hand  more  vigorous  than  for  p  and  t. 

g 

The  sonant  corresponding  to  k,  represented  by  g,  has  few  or 

no  features  worthy  of  comment.  In  the  matter  of  the  time  and 

character  of  sonancy  it  is  closely  parallel  to  b  and  d,  except  that 

the  g-occlusion  (pi.  4,  fig.  5)  does  not  permit  from  its  very 
nature  of  the  marked  acceleration  that  characterizes  Paiute  b 

and  d. k: 

The  doubled  consonant  of  the  k  series  is  closely  analogous  in 

most  of  its  features  to  the  other  doubled  consonants.  Its  general 

character  is  exhibited  in  the  appended  tracing  of  tik:a,  to  eat 

(pi.  4,  fig.  7). 
n 

This  symbol  represents  the  palatal  equivalent  of  the  dental  n, 

the  sound  which  occurs  finally  in  English  sing.  Other  than 
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long  duration,  which  is  rather  irregular  in  Paiute  (pi.  2,  fig.  4), 

it  presents  no  striking  differences  from  its  counterpart  in 

English. 
Labialized  palatal 

kw 

There  is  reason  to  believe  that  all  of  the  palatal  sounds  occur 

also  in  labialized  form.  That  is  to  say,  we  ought  to  find  kw,  gw, 

and  kw:.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  only  the  first  of  them  (pi.  4,  fig.  4) 
has  been  so  far  encountered.  Additional  material  would  in  all 

probability  bring  the  others  to  light.  There  is  no  reason  for 

supposing  that  this  is  other  than  a  simple  sound,  such  as  is  often 
met  in  American  languages.  That  is  to  say,  the  rounding  of  the 

lips  accompanies  the  tongue  contact  for  the  k.  The  symbol 

represents  a  modified  k,  not  a  consonantal  cluster. 

OTHER  SOUNDS 

y,  w,  h,  ',  (x) 
Of  the  remaining  symbols,  y  (pi.  5,  fig.  4)  and  w  (pi.  2,  fig.  7) 

represent  sounds  not  markedly  different  apparently  from  the 

corresponding  sounds  of  English,  except  that  w  is  accompanied 

toward  the  end  by  a  somewhat  less  rounding  of  the  lips.  Of  the 

aspiration  represented  by  h  (pi.  5,  fig.  1)  as  it  occurs  initially 

in  syllables,  it  can  only  be  said  that  in  process  of  word  composi- 
tion it  is  sometimes  obscured  or  thickened  by  movements  of  the 

tongue  and  lips  which  interfere  with  the  escaping  column  of 
breath.  Thus  it  often  sounds  like  the  soft  velar  fricative  x.  In 

the  case  of  a  word  recorded  by  the  writer  as  mauxu,  however, 

it  is  worthy  of  particular  notice  that  the  friction  is  produced 

by  the  escaping  column  of  air  at  the  lips,  and  not  by  friction 

between  the  tongue  and  velum.  The  real  velar  fricative  usually 

represented  in  orthography  by  x,  does  not  occur  then,  organically. 

When  it  does  occur  at  all  it  seems  to  be  merely  a  by-product  of 
the  tongue  adjustments  which  go  on  during  the  escape  of  the 

breath,  in  preparation  for  various  consonants.  The  glottal  stop 

(')  (pi.  5,  figs.  7  and  8),  finally,  is  of  distinctly  weak  character 
when  compared  with  the  stop  in  many  American  tongues.  It  is 
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rather  a  slow  glottal  stricture  than  a  real  glottal  stop  or  catch. 

This  "weakness"  is  reflected  in  the  fact  that  there  are  in  Paiute 
no  whispered  or  echo  vowels.  Although  the  modified  glottal  stop 
is  of  very  frequent  occurrence  in  Paiute,  it  is  doubtful  if  it  ever 

has  any  etymological  significance. 

ASPIRATIONS 

The  vowels  of  northern  Paiute  have  been  found  to  be  peculiar 

in  this,  that  they  contain  more  breath  than  English  vowels.  The 

appended  tracing  of  the  Paiute  word  po,  to  write  (pi.  4,  fig.  8) 

exhibits  this  character,  especially  when  contrasted  with  the 

tracing  of  English  "pay"  (pi.  2,  fig.  2).  It  will  be  observed 
that  the  o  in  po  begins  with  the  needle  already  at  some  altitude 

above  the  normal  breath  line,  and  mounts  steadily,  showing  a 

continuous  increase  in  the  volume  of  escaping  voiced  breath.  The 

vowel  of  English  "pay,"  on  the  contrary,  is  almost  level  with 

the  "line  of  rest"  traced  by  the  needle  when  no  breath  at  all  is 
escaping.  It  appears,  therefore,  that  while  the  consonants  of 

Paiute  contain  less  breath  than  those  of  English,  the  vowels  con- 
tain more.  At  the  close  of  a  Paiute  word,  the  vocalization  ceases 

some  time  before  the  rush  of  breath  is  checked.  This  results  in 

a  final  aspiration  at  the  end  of  most  final  syllables.  At  times 

there  is  even  an  augmented  rush  of  breath  at  the  close,  as  in  the 

present  case,  indicated  by  the  small  rise  in  the  breath  tracing 

after  the  cessation  of  sonancy.  This  "rise"  varies  at  times  in 
amplitude,  showing  that  the  amount  of  aspiration  is  not  always 

constant.  It  seems  to  be  always  the  secondary  effect  of  aspira- 
tion contained  primarily  in  the  vowel  itself.  In  compounds  it 

usually  occurs  in  thickened  form.  For  example,  tuwai,  to 

stop  over  night,  when  compounded  with  yakrwi,  to  do,  gives 

tuwai-x-yak:wi,  where  the  aspiration  takes  the  form  of  a  soft 
palatal  fricative,  owing  to  the  fact  that  the  tongue  is  raised  from 

the  ai  position  to  the  y  position  while  the  surd  beneath  is  escap- 
ing. For  that  reason  it  has  not  been  represented  in  the  present 

paper  by  an  additional  symbol.  Every  final  syllable  in  Paiute  is 

in  this  sense  closed  either  by  a  glottal  stop  or  by  "aspiration." 
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SUMMARY 

To  sum  up,  then,  the  principal  features  of  the  Paiute  phonetic 

p:,  t:,  and  k:,  occur  only  medially.  On  the  other  hand,  the 

weakly  sonant  stops,  p,  t,  and  k,  occur  only  initially.  All  the 

other  sounds  occur  in  any  position,  with  the  possible  exception  of 

n.  The  language  does  not  admit  of  consonantal  clusters,  either 

initially  or  medially,  and  every  syllable  is  open  except  for  '  and 
h  final. 

One  other  phonetic  peculiarity  of  Paiute  remains  to  be  men- 
tioned— that  is,  the  occasional  and  seemingly  arbitary  substitu- 

tion of  w  for  m.  There  seems  to  be  in  the  present  instance  no 

confusion  of  values  between  the  two,  but  rather  a  clear-cut  sub- 
stitution of  one  type  of  consonant  for  the  other.  The  informant 

is  able  to  distinguish  the  two  sounds  without  difficulty,  and  to 

articulate  them  correctly.  It  is  possible  of  course  that  a  Paiute 

who  does  not  know  English  so  well  might  have  difficulty  in  so 

distinguishing  them.  It  might  be  mentioned  in  passing,  how- 

ever, that  the  present  writer  has  encountered  a  similar  substitu- 
tion in  the  Yurok  language  spoken  along  the  Klamath  river  in 

northern  California. 

Several  features  of  Paiute  phonetics  are  worthy  of  mention 

in  more  detail,  from  the  point  of  view  of  general  interest. 

GENERAL   FEATURES 

The  absence  from  Paiute  of  several  types  of  consonant  strikes 

one  at  first  acquaintance  as  perhaps  its  most  impressive  feature. 

There  are  for  example  in  Paiute  no  lateral  or  velar  consonants, 

as  far  as  any  records  of  it  have  been  obtained,  either  graphically 
or  in  the  form  of  texts.  Although  the  informant  from  whom  the 

present  facts  were  secured  articulates  laterals  in  English  words 

without  difficulty,  this  facility  seems  to  be  the  result  of  long 
association  with  whites.  This  leaves  for  the  tongue  a  rather 
bare  scheme  of  consonants.  The  impression  of  simplicity  is 
strengthened  by  the  fact  that  fortes  and  aspirated  consonants 
seem  equally  with  velars  and  laterals  to  be  foreign  to  the  genius 
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of  the  language.  It  is  these  facts  which  give  the  tongue  the 

rather  misleading  effect  of  being  phonetically  simple.11 
There  are  however  in  Paiute  certain  peculiarities  which 

render  the  tongue  anything  but  easy  to  transcribe.  These 

peculiarities  are  of  three  sorts.  There  is  in  the  first  place  a 

general  lack  of  incisiveness  in  Paiute  articulation.  Besides  this 

general  looseness,  or  apparent  carelessness  in  pronunciation,  two 

wide  points  of  difference  between  Paiute  and  English  come  out 

in  the  stop  consonants.  The  sonants  show  a  very  much  later 

vocalization,  and  the  surds  show  on  the  whole  very  much  less 

aspiration,  than  in  English  as  spoken  by  ourselves.  Both  of  these 
characteristics  lead  to  considerable  confusion  between  the  various 

classes. 

This  absence  of  incisiveness,  to  take  up  the  first  point,  is  very 
marked  in  all  of  the  various  series  of  sounds  in  Paiute.  The 

stop  consonants,  for  example,  both  surd  and  sonant,  are  char- 
acterized by  a  very  light  closure,  and  except  for  the  doubled 

stops  by  a  relatively  brief  period  of  occlusion.  This  gives  them 

a  quality  which  is  extremely  baffling  to  the  English  ear.  In  the 

matter  of  position  of  tongue  contact  considerable  variability  is 

shown,  although  this  shifting  seems  to  be  largely  due  to  the  effect 

of  adjoining  vowels.  This  last  trait  is  on  the  whole  more  marked 

than  in  English,  although  as  is  well  known  there  is  in  the  latter 

tongue  enormous  variability.  Paiute  is  however  quite  different 

from  English  in  several  other  points,  all  more  or  less  related. 

There  is  very  much  less  lip  movement  than  in  English.  When 

the  lips  are  parted  in  an  English  word  for  the  escape  of  a  vowel, 

moreover,  there  is  an  accompanying  movement  of  the  lower  jaw. 

This  jaw  movement  is  still  more  marked  in  French,  to  which  fact 

is  due  in  part  the  greater  purity  and  clearness  of  French  vowel 

sounds.  In  Paiute,  however,  the  lower  jaw  is  held  almost  rigid. 

That  is  to  say,  while  on  the  whole  there  is  less  lip  articulation 

than  in  English,  there  is  proportionately  still  less  movement  of 

the  jaw.  This  fact  tends  of  course  to  obscure  and  render  less 

pure  the  Paiute  vowel  sounds.  A  further  curious  tendency  exists 

in  the  present  Paiute  informant,  toward  opening  only  one  side 

11  Cf.  E.  Sapir,  Science,  loc.  cit. 
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of  the  mouth  in  speaking.12  Each  of  these  tendencies  has  a  very 
decided  effect  in  confusing  the  student. 

Consonants  which  owing  to  phonetic  laws  in  word-building 

shift  from  surd  to  sonant  offer  in  Paiute  many  interesting  prob- 
lems. Those  which  are  surd  or  weakly  sonant  in  initial  position, 

take  on  a  full  sonant  character  when  following  a  vowel.  This 

phenomenon  of  course  occurs  at  times  in  English,  but  seems  to 

be  in  Paiute  a  law  which  applies  everywhere  except  in  the  case 

of  the  doubled  consonants.  Sonancy  tends  as  we  have  seen  to 

weaken  aspiration,  and  this  again  is  accompanied  by  a  very  slight 

occlusion.  An  instance  of  the  operation  of  this  law  in  Paiute 

is  the  case  of  the  labial  stop  represented  in  initial  position  by  the 

symbol  p,  which  becomes  fully  voiced  when  in  medial  position, 

and  in  that  position  is  represented  by  b.  Here  the  very  weak 

occlusion  which  is  indirectly  due  to  sonancy,  gives  the  sound  at 

times  an  aural  effect  approaching  bilabial  v.  This  latter  sound 

however  seems  never  to  occur  actually  in  pure  form.  A  similar 

lightness  of  occlusion  affects  the  dental  stop  consonant  repre- 
sented in  initial  position  by  the  symbol  t,  in  medial  position  by  d. 

In  the  case  of  this  medial  d,  occlusion  in  the  sense  in  which  the 

term  applies  in  English  sounds  can  hardly  be  said  to  occur.  The 

tongue,  as  we  have  seen,  is  merely  flicked  against  the  palate,  pro- 
ducing at  times  on  the  ear  the  effect  of  a  weakly  trilled  r.  The 

sound  is  however  manifestly  an  organic  stop  of  the  t  series, 

replacing  an  initial  surd  t.  Moreover,  there  is  but  one  flap  of 

the  tongue  instead  of  several  successive  flaps  as  in  r  proper.  The 

fact  that  a  dental  sonant  stop  gives  the  aural  effect  of  an  r, 

while  a  sonant  labial  stop  gives  the  effect  occasionally  of  a  bi- 
labial v,  illustrates  the  extreme  lightness  of  occlusion. 

Paiute  speech  therefore  is  characterized  by  considerable  lack 

of  vigor  in  making  closures,  by  some  indeterminateness  of  posi- 
tion, by  absence  of  jaw  movement  in  making  openings  for  the 

passage  of  the  voice,  and  certainly  by  lack  of  freedom  in  lip 

movement,  which  movement  may  even  be  limited  chiefly  to  one 

side  of  the  mouth  aperture.  These  features  would  account  in 

12  It  seems  hardly  likely  that  this  is  a  general  tendency  on  the  part 
of  the  speakers  of  Paiute.  It  certainly  tends  however  to  obscure  the 
articulation  of  the  present  informant. 
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large  part  for  the  obscurity  of  Paiute  enunciation.  The  two 

remaining  factors,  moreover,  tend  in  the  same  direction.  The  first 

of  them,  the  fact  that  Paiute  stop  consonants  contain  or  involve 

very  little  ' '  aspiration, ' '  is  so  marked  that  it  becomes  one  of  the 
important  features  in  the  language.  The  presence  or  absence  of 

aspiration  is  of  course  particularly  noticeable  in  connection  with 

labial  stops.  For  this  reason  two  illustrations  are  appended 

showing  graphically  the  composition  of  Paiute  p  compared  with 
the  similar  sound  in  American  English  and  French.  The  word 

chosen  for  analysis  is  the  Paiute  word  "piza,"  good  (pi.  5). 
The  tracing  was  taken  with  Rousselot  tambours,  as  described 

above,  and  represents  the  action  of  the  breath  at  the  lips,  and 

the  accompanying  activity  of  the  vocal  cords.  Consideration  of 

the  tracing,  when  compared  with  the  corresponding  sound  in 

English,  p  in  "pay"  (pi.  2,  fig.  2)  as  spoken  by  an  American, 
makes  the  following  points  evident.  In  the  first  place,  the 

altitude  of  the  Paiute  tracing  is  not  nearly  so  high  as  that  of  p 

in  "pay,"  showing  that  the  expulsion  of  the  breath  is  accom- 
plished with  much  less  force  than  in  English.  This  absence  of 

aspiration  or  breath  is  reflected  in  all  the  tracings  taken  of  Paiute 

stops.  It  will  be  noted  in  the  tracings,  moreover,  that  the  p 

curve  in  "pay,"  besides  its  greater  amplitude  or  altitude,  has 
quite  a  different  outline  from  the  p  of  the  Paiute  word.  It  is  in 

general  conformation  very  much  sharper,  or  more  pointed,  and 

the  whole  curve  is  ' '  hooked, ' '  with  the  point  bent  forward  in  the 
direction  of  revolution.  The  English  vowel  itself  on  the  other 

hand,  is  traced  at  a  lower  level  than  the  vowel  of  the  Paiute 

word.  That  is  to  say,  the  return  of  the  needle  in  the  English 

word  after  the  p,  is  carried  to  a  much  lower  level  than  in  Paiute, 

showing  that  the  outrush  of  breath  in  English  is  very  suddenly 

checked.  These  facts  point  to  the  conclusion  that  the  English 

sound  is  accompanied  by  a  sharp  but  not  sustained  expulsion  or 

explosion  of  the  breath.  Otherwise  the  rebound  of  the  needle 

could  not  be  so  sudden  nor  so  complete.  The  characteristics  of 

p  in  English  "pay"  are  therefore  the  result  in  part  of  a  firm 
closure  and  not  purely  the  outcome  of  an  expulsion  of  breath 

from  the  lungs.  In  other  words,  the  closure  of  the  lips  is  so  firm 

and  so  complete  that  it  checks  and  compresses  the  advancing 
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column  of  air  in  the  mouth  passage  until  it  gathers  considerable 

"head"  and  expands  outward  when  released.  Certainly  an 
actually  labored  p,  accompanied  by  a  rush  of  breath  from  the 

lungs  direct,  does  not  give  aurally  or  graphically  the  effect  of  the 

English  p.  In  the  light  of  this,  therefore,  the  Paiute  sound 

requires  a  different  definition.  Its  characteristic  quality  is  not 

so  much  the  result  of  lack  of  aspiration  (since  there  is  little  real 

aspiration  in  the  American  English  sound),  as  it  is  of  the  absence 

of  a  firm  closure  and  long  occlusion.13  This  lack  of  "aspiration" 
or  amplitude  in  the  tracings  of  Paiute  sounds,  is  therefore  to  be 

considered  as  a  corollary  of  the  lack  of  vigorous  closure  already 

described  as  a  characteristic  of  Paiute  phonology.  It  seems 

probable  after  some  study,  that  much  of  the  difficulty  in  hearing 

Paiute  correctly  comes  from  the  absence  of  "aspiration"  in  the 
consonants. 

The  third  difficulty  of  Paiute  phonology,  which  adds  not  a 

little  to  its  general  obscurity,  lies  apart  from  the  other  two  and 

concerns  the  question  of  sonancy.  In  general,  the  sonancy  of 

Paiute  voiced  stop  consonants  begins  late.  The  most  obvious 

comparison  is  with  English  as  it  is  spoken  in  California.  On  this 

basis,  the  Paiute  stop  consonants  offer  the  following  points  of 

interest.  The  sonancy  begins  normally  only  with  the  explosion 

of  the  consonant — that  is,  with  the  release  of  the  column  of  air 
at  the  lips.  This  at  once  sets  the  Paiute  sounds  in  contrast  to  the 

ordinary  spoken  English,  for  in  the  latter  tongue  the  sonancy 

begins  of  course  some  time  before  the  explosion.  ( See  the  relative 

time  of  sonancy  in  the  appended  tracings,  pi.  2,  figs.  1,  2,  3.) 

All  of  the  Paiute  stops,  therefore,  are  to  the  ear  rather  confusing, 

sounding  at  times  like  full  sonants  of  the  American  English  type 

and  at  other  times  like  plain  surds.  Difficulty  has  been  experi- 
enced in  transcribing  nearly  every  word  in  the  Paiute  tongue 

which  begins  with  a  stop  consonant.  All  sorts  of  inconsistencies 

have  crept  into  such  material  as  was  recorded.  The  phenomenon 

here  is  probably  parallel  to  that  of  the  familiar  weak  h  in  Cockney 

English,  which  as  a  matter  of  fact  is  always  present  before  every 

i»  For  the  latter  point  see  the  discussion  of  the  lengthened  or  doubled 
Paiute  p:  above  (pi.  2,  fig.  4),  where  a  long  occlusion  gives  a  tracing 
exactly  similar  to  English  p. 
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initial  vowel,  but  which  gives  psychologically  the  effect  of  a  com- 

plete absence  of  aspiration  or  of  a  full  aspiration,  according  as 

the  listener  anticipates  a  full  h  or  an  unaspirated  vowel.  The 

appended  illustration  shows  graphically  the  normal  type  of 

Paiute  labial  stop  consonant  in  initial  position,  in  which  the 

sonancy  begins  with  the  explosion,  and  illustrates  the  difference 

between  p  in  Paiute  (pibodo,  pi.  2,  fig.  8)  and  the  b  in  English 

(boy,  as  spoken  by  the  writer,  pi.  2,  fig.  3).  In  addition  to  the 

presence  of  preplosive  sonancy  in  our  sound  which  is  normally 

absent  in  Paiute,  it  will  be  noted  in  the  tracing  that  the  method 

of  vocalizing  is  precisely  the  opposite  with  the  Paiute  and  with 

ourselves.  The  Paiute  word  opens  normally  with  very  light 

vocalization,  and  the  vibrations  gradually  take  on  greater  and 

greater  amplitude,  reaching  their  maximum  during  the  articula- 
tion of  the  vowel  which  follows  the  consonant.  This  progressive 

vocalization  is  perfectly  characteristic  of  Paiute  sounds,  and 

occurs  in  this  form  in  all  of  the  tracings  taken.  In  the  English 

word  of  which  a  tracing  is  shown  for  comparison,  however, 

spoken  by  an  American,  exactly  the  opposite  is  true,  and  the 

vibrations  exhibit  their  greatest  amplitude  prior  to  the  explosion 

of  the  breath  at  the  lips.  Whatever  else  may  be  true,  the  initial 

stops  of  Paiute  offer  therefore  many  points  of  contrast  to  those 

of  California  English.  What  has  been  said  of  the  labial  series 

has  been  found  by  experiment  to  apply  also  in  the  case  of  the 

dental  and  palatal  stop  consonants.  The  Paiute  sound  differs 

from  the  English  surd  in  that  there  is  less  aspiration  and  earlier 

sonancy,  and  from  the  sonant  in  that  in  the  Paiute  sound  the 

sonancy  approaches  its  maximum  intensity  gradually,  and  begins 

on  the  whole  later  in  point  of  time.  That  is  to  say,  the  Paiute 
sound  is  in  each  case  intermediate  between  those  English  surds 

and  sonants  made  in  corresponding  positon. 

The  variability  of  the  Paiute  initial  stops  in  the  matter  of 

sonancy  has  already  been  mentioned.  To  make  the  point  clear  a 

series  of  eight  words  were  chosen  arbitrarily,  all  beginning  with 

labial  stops  and  all  of  them  causing  confusion  in  transcription, 

owing  to  the  fact  that  the  initial  consonant  in  each  case  could 

not  be  determined  satisfactorily.  From  twenty-five  to  thirty-five 
tracings  were  taken  of  each  word,  and  the  results  analyzed  as 
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regards  the  time  of  sonancy  merely.    The  outcome  of  this  analysis 

may  be  represented  in  tabular  form  as  follows : 

TRACINGS  CLASSIFIED  ACCORDING  TO  THE  TIME  OF  SONANCY  IN 

CONSONANTS. 

THE  INITIAL 

Palate  words 
No.  of tracings 

Sonancy 

preceding 
explosion 

Sonancy 

accompanying 

explosion 

Sonancy 
following 

explosion 1. 
puni,  to  see 

34 

22 9 3 

2. 
po,  to  write 

26 
8 9 9 

3. 
pua  'a,  a  friend 

27 17 — 

10 

4. 
pti,  indef.  pron. 28 1 

15 
12 

5. 
piza,  good 

28 8 
16 

4 

6. piihii,  duck 
28 — 

10 18 

7. 
po,  trail 28 

.... 
16 

12 
8. 

pubua'a,  friends 
27 .... 24 3 

The  words  of  this  tabulation  show  a  degree  of  phonetic  varia- 
bility that  is  quite  unlike  anything  so  far  brought  to  light  in 

English.  Even  in  the  latter  tongue,  of  course,  variations  do 
occur  in  considerable  number.  The  same  individual,  whatever 

tongue  he  may  speak,  does  not  articulate  a  given  word  every  time 

in  exactly  the  same  way.  There  may  be  observed  in  the  tabula- 
tion of  the  Paiute  words,  however,  a  complete  lack  of  uniformity. 

Two  articulations  of  the  same  word,  as  in  the  case  of  puni  (1) 

or  pua 'a  (3),  stand  very  often  at  opposite  ends  of  the  scale  as 
regards  the  inception  of  sonancy.  This  uncertainty  has  been 

found  by  experimentation  to  extend  to  the  palatal  stops  as  well, 

and  this  fact  would  make  it  seem  that  variability  in  the  time  of 

the  inception  of  sonancy  is  in  general  a  characteristic  of  Paiute. 

It  will  be  seen  therefore  that  in  the  matter  of  orthography 

we  have  few  problems  to  face.  There  are  of  course  three  classes 

of  sounds  in  the  stop  series  to  be  represented  typographically. 

There  is  in  the  first  place,  an  inital  consonant,  of  varying  degrees 

of  sonancy,  with  a  tendency  however  away  from  sonancy  of  the 

preplosive  type,  and  accompanied  in  very  slight  degree  by 

aspiration.  In  the  second  place,  we  have  a  sound  which  at  least 

in  some  cases  stands  in  place  of  the  p,  when  word  composition 

would  cause  the  p  to  follow  a  vowel.  In  this  latter  case,  the 

sonancy  is  complete  and  of  pronounced  character  while  the 
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aspiration  and  the  closure  are  lighter  in  character  than  in  the 

former  case.  Finally,  we  have  a  type  of  consonant,  occuring 

like  the  second  in  medial  position,  where  the  occlusion  is  of 

double  length,  the  closure  firm,  and  the  explosion  very  marked.14 
These  last  named  consonants  are  purely  surd.  The  obvious 

course,  and  the  one  followed  in  this  paper,  is  to  represent  the 

somewhat  aspirated  initial  consonant  by  p,  and  the  less  strongly 

aspirated  and  more  fully  sonant  medial  consonant  by  b.  The 

choice  of  a  symbol  for  the  remaining  type  of  consonant  is  an 

arbitrary  matter.  Numerous  devices  have  in  the  past  been 

employed.  Labial  consonants  of  this  type  have  been  represented 

by  p+  and  by  pp,15  and  might  quite  accurately  be  represented 
in  other  ways — for  example  by  a  macron  over  the  consonant  or 
by  a  consonant  with  a  subscript  numeral.  The  symbol  p:  has 

been  adopted  here.  On  the  whole  the  matter  of  orthography  in 

Paiute  offers  comparatively  little  difficulty. 

There  is  in  Paiute  only  one  type  of  consonant  which  is  char- 

acterized by  a  full  and  vigorous  occlusion.  These  are  the  so- 

called  "doubled"  or  "long"  consonants  mentioned  above. 
Medial  consonants  in  Paiute  are  of  two  types  only,  as  already 

mentioned, — either  sonant  or  surd  with  a  double  length  of  occlu- 
sion. The  fact  that  the  closure  in  these  latter  is  very  firm  is 

evidenced  by  the  fact  that  the  explosion,  as  reflected  in  the 

movement  of  the  recording  needle,  is  very  much  more  violent 

than  in  the  initial  stop  of  the  same  word  (for  example,  pi.  2, 

fig.  4).  The  length  of  the  occlusion  is  reflected  in  the  breath 

curve  by  a  straight  horizontal  line  which  immediately  precedes 

the  explosion.  When  the  Paiute  word  kapra  is  compared  with 

English  tipping,  it  will  be  seen  that  the  occlusion  of  the  medial 

consonant  in  Paiute  is  actually  twice  as  long  as  the  corresponding 

consonant  in  the  English  word.  This  Paiute  sound  is  therefore 

a  genuine  doubled  consonant,  in  the  sense  in  which  the  term  is 

ordinarily  used,16  and  has  no  organic  counterpart  in  spoken 
English.  The  contrast  may  be  pointed  by  the  fact  that  in  the 

i*  The  precise  interrelations  of  the  doubled  and  sonant  stops  to  the  initial 
stops  has,  as  noted  above,  not  been  rendered  certain  at  the  present  time. 

15  See  above,  p.  19. 

16  See  above,  p.  19,  note  9. 
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English  word  tipping  the  consonant  which  is  typographically 
doubled  is  much  weaker  than  the  initial  consonant,  while  in 

Paiute  the  ''doubled"  consonant  has  a  double  length  of  occlusion 
and  a  much  more  violent  explosion.  It  is  therefore  the  only 

consonant  in  Paiute  which  exhibits  vigor  of  articulation. 

Speaking  in  general  terms,  the  simplest  type  of  sound  capable 
of  articulation  is  the  nasalized  vowel  consisting  of  vocalized 

breath  passing  freely  through  the  mouth  and  nasal  passages. 

Our  English  phonetic  habit  of  closing  the  posterior  nares  as  a 

preliminary  of  speech  has  become  so  fixed  that  the  articulation 
of  nasalized  vowels  now  presents  for  us  no  little  difficulty. 

Nasalizations  occur  however  with  considerable  frequency  in 

American  tongues,  a  classical  instance  being  the  Siouan  or 

Dakota,  a  group  of  languages,  by  the  way,  which  seem  phoneti- 
cally to  bear  many  points  of  analogy  with  Paiute.  It  is  a  matter 

of  some  surprise  that  they  should  not  be  present  in  Paiute,  a 

language  which  otherwise  shows  a  marked  tendency  toward 

phonetically  simple  sounds.  The  few  cases  in  which  a  nasalizing 

disposition  was  thought  to  be  present  were  however  investigated 

by  the  aid  of  nasal  olives  and  tambours,  quite  without  result.  No 

amount  of  coaxing  would  bring  to  light  anything  which  could  be 

called  nasalization,  although  such  sounds  usually  analyze  to  better 

advantage  than  any  others.  It  seems  likely  then  that  nasaliza- 
tions are  lacking  in  Paiute,  in  spite  of  their  presence  in  the 

related  Ute  language. 

From  what  has  been  said,  it  becomes  clear  that  there  is  in 

Paiute  a  tendency  to  apply  as  little  effort  as  possible  to  articula- 

tion. We  have  seen  that  occlusions  are  light — so  light  that  d 
sounds  almost  like  r,  and  b  like  a  continuant  bilabial  v.  The 

only  consonant  in  which  closure  is  firm,  is  where  an  occlusion  of 

double  length  gives  ample  opportunity  for  close  contact  to 

develop.  "We  have  seen  that  there  is  a  minimum  of  lip  and  jaw 
movement.  It  is  easy  to  multiply  cases  which  demonstrate  the 

indolence  of  the  Paiute  subject  in  articulation.  The  Paiute  s, 

for  instance,  is  a  case  in  point.  An  s  of  the  English  type  of 

course  requires  an  extremely  nice  correlation  between  the  tongue 

and  the  palate.  The  surface  of  the  tongue  for  this  sound  is 

rounded,  or  made  dome-shaped,  and  approached  with  consider- 
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able,  though  unconscious,  care  to  the  front  part  of  the  palate, 

leaving  a  narrow  passage.  The  care  necessary  in  producing  the 

sound  is  shown  by  the  fact  that  in  the  careless  and  inexact  speech 

of  children  the  attempt  is  often  abandoned  completely,  and  the 

tongue  allowed  to  slip  forward  until  it  rests  against  the  palate. 

This  gives  ' '  toap ' '  for  ' '  soap ' '  and  similar  mistakes.  English  sh, 
in  which  the  tongue  as  a  whole  is  retracted  from  its  difficult  posi- 

tion close  to  the  palate,  is  much  easier  to  articulate.  A  tipsy  man 

accordingly,  whose  muscular  correlations  are  obstructed  by  the 

presence  of  considerable  quantities  of  alcohol  in  the  system, 

uniformly  substitutes  sh  for  the  more  difficult  s.  The  Paiute 

also  has  followed  this  simplifying  tendency.  The  tongue  is  very 

much  retracted,  even  more  than  in  English  sh,  and  is  much  less 

rounded.  The  tip,  rather  than  the  surface,  is  approached  to  the 

palate.  This  is  one  more  instance,  therefore,  of  the  Paiute  avoid- 
ance of  difficult  articulations.  It  is  for  this  reason  not  a  matter 

of  surprise  that  no  consonantal  clusters  exist  in  Paiute.  In  fact 

the  Paiute  speaker  finds  it  difficult  apparently  not  only  to  shift 

instantly  from  one  consonant  position  to  another,  but  even  from 

a  closure  to  a  vowel  position.  Such  shifts  are  often  aided  by  the 

interpolation  of  glides.  For  example,  in  place  of  igahu,  he  enters, 

we  occasionally  find  igyahu,  where  the  glide  has  a  very  definite 

value  to  the  ear.  It  probably  arises  in  a  slow  and  gradual  release 

of  the  tongue  muscles  after  the  occlusion  for  the  g,  the  vocaliza- 
tion being  carried  over  from  the  vowel  without  interruption. 

Other  examples  are  owixyu,  he  dies,  which  etymologically  is  the 

result  of  the  combination  owi-hu;  and  yudzixyu,  from  yudzi-hu. 

Not  only,  therefore,  are  occlusions  light  in  Paiute,  and  easy  posi- 
tions preferred  to  hard  ones,  but  the  absence  of  consonantal 

clusters  and  the  interpolation  of  glides  betwen  consonants  and 

vowels  prove  the  presence  of  a  tendency  to  simplify  phonetic 

processes  still  further.  The  articulation  at  least  of  the  present 

informant  shows  a  disposition  to  carry  phonetic  simplification  to 
an  extreme. 



EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  1. 

Paiute  lip  positions.  - 

Fig.  1. — u  in  puni,  see. 

Fig.  2. — o  in  po,  trail. 

Fig.  3. — a  in  piza,  good. 

Fig.  4. — e  in  ego,  tongue. 

Fig.  5. — i  in  piza,  good. 

Fig.  6. — ii  in  niimii,  people. 

[36] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  2. 

Tracings  of  Paiute  sounds,  breath  and  glottis. 

Fig.  1. — pii,  duck. 

Fig.  2. — English  p  in  pay. 

Fig.  3. — English  b  in  boy. 

Fig.  4. — dibina,  ask. 

Fig.  5. — kapra,  bed. 

Fig.  6. — kimahu,  come. 

Fig.  7. — wada,  a  kind  of  seed. 

Fig.  8. — pobodo,  road. 

[38] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  3. 

Tracings  of  Paiute  sounds,  breath  and  glottis. 

Fig.  1. — p  in  puni,  see. 

Fig.  2. — p  in  puni,  see. 

Fig.  3. — p  in  puni,  see. 

Fig.  4. — ego,  tongue. 

Fig.  5. — pabanakd,  Bannocks. 

Fig.  6. — bilabial  v's  in  nivavi,  artificial  variation,  by  English-speaking 
subject,  from  Paiute  nibabi,  snow. 

Fig.  7. — English  tipping. 

Fig.  8. — niimii,  people. 

[40] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  4. 

Tracings  of  Paiute  sounds,  breath  and  glottis. 

Fig.  1. — kai,  no. 

Fig.  2. — tibu(x)wainu,  spy-glass. 

Fig.  3. — tsidzi'a,  girls. 

Fig.  4. — kwatri,  shoot. 

Fig.  5. — niiga,  mine. 

Fig.  6. — uhu,  it  is  so. 

Fig.  7.— tik:a,  eat. 

Fig.  8.— po,  write. 

[42] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  5. 

Tracings  of  Paiute  sounds,  breath  and  glottis. 

Fig.  1.— hibi,  drink. 

Fig.  2. — piza,  good. 

Fig.  3. — nodoty:aina,  sore-throat. 

Fig.  4. — yabi,  hurry. 

Fig.  5. — sida,  bad. 

Fig.  6.— giii,  bite. 

Fig.  7. — idza'a,  coyote. 

Fig.  8.— tsi'a,  girl. 

[44] 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  present  description  of  the  sounds  of  the  Mohave  language, 

one  of  the  members  of  the  Yuman  family  in  the  southwestern 

United  States,  is  based  on  an  intermittent  acquaintance  of  ten 

years,  supplemented  by  experimental  studies  made  in  1910. 

Certain  suggestions,  such  as  the  orthography  adopted  for  the 

h-sounds,  are  due  to  Mr.  John  P.  Harrington,  with  whom  the 
phonetics  of  the  language  have  been  discussed. 

The  ethnology  of  the  Mohave  has  been  under  investigation  by 

the  writer  at  various  times  since  1900.  No  special  study  of  the 

language  was  attempted,  except  so  far  as  made  necessary  by 

ethnological  inquiries;  but  the  desire  of  recording  proper  and 

common  names  correctly,  and  repeated  acquaintance  with  the 
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tongue,  led  to  a  determination  of  many  of  its  phonetic  features. 

When  it  was  recognized  as  desirable,  more  recently,  to  extend  to 

a  wider  range  the  phonetic  methods  first  applied  to  American 

languages1  by  Dr.  P.  E.  Goddard  in  his  essay  on  the  phonology 

of  the  Hupa  language,  the  general  familiarity  acquired  with 

Mohave  made  this  tongue  seem  a  satisfactory  one  for  experi- 
mental determinations. 

The  Mohave  employed  for  this  purpose  were  Captain  Jack 

Jones,  designated  hereafter  as  informant  one,  and  Achora- 
hanyava,  who  will  be  known  as  informant  two.  The  former 

speaks  English,  the  latter  Spanish,  but  as  both  are  more  than 

fifty  years  old,  and  Mohave  is  their  habitual  speech  as  well  as 

mother-tongue,  the  results  arrived  at  are  unquestionably  typical 

for  this  language.  Palatal  contacts  were  .taken  only  of  inform- 
ant one,  with  a  false  palate  of  aluminum.  After  this  had  been 

marked  with  intersecting  lines,  it  was  photographed  without 

reduction.  The  records  taken  were  immediately  drawn  on  prints 

previously  made  from  this  photograph  of  the  blank  palate.  While 

such  a  free-hand  method  does  not  attain  to  the  accuracy  of  a 
photograph  made  of  each  record,  the  corresponding  lines  on  the 

palate  and  the  print  insure  a  very  close  approximation  to  an 

absolutely  correct  reproduction;  and  as  no  two  palatograms  of 

the  same  sound  are  exactly  alike,  it  seemed  better  to  compare 

several  guided  drawings  of  as  many  contacts  of  one  sound,  than 

to  depend  on  the  one  or  two  photographs  of  palatal  impressions 

which  could  be  taken  in  the  same  period.  The  most  correct 

method  obviously  is  to  secure  a  series  of  photographs  of  impres- 

sions and  to  select  the  most  nearly  normal  or  average  for  each 

sound ;  but  such  a  course  involves  the  expenditure  of  much  time. 
The  present  informant  has  two  of  his  teeth  reduced  to  the  roots ; 
the  second  molar  on  the  right  and  the  last  on  the  left  side.  These 

gaps  appear  as  protuberances  respectively  on  the  left  and  right 
sides  of  the  palatal  diagrams,  but  do  not  seem  to  have  interfered 

with  normal  utterance.  The  subject's  palate,  besides  being 
asymmetrical,  is  rather  high,  so  that  the  false  palate,  from  the 
side  on  which  the  tongue  touches  it,  is  deep,  and  the  view  of  its 

i  Present  series  of  publications,  v,  1-20,  1907. 
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sides,  especially  toward  the  rear,  is  considerably  foreshortened. 

The  speech  of  informant  two  is  rapid  and  his  voice  rather 

high-pitched.  For  this  reason  the  kymograph  tracings  made 
by  him  are  less  clear,  with  the  tambours  used,  than  those  obtained 

from  his  companion.  His  laryngeal  tracings  in  particular  show 

such  small  amplitude  of  vibration  as  to  be  difficult  to  reproduce. 

A  number  of  the  clearest  tracings  from  the  mouth  of  this 

informant  are  however  appended  for  comparison. 

The  audible  elements  of  the  Mohave  language  are   28   in 

number,  without  counting  long  vowels  and  several  doubled  con- 
sonants, whose  greater  length  may  or  may  not  be  original  and 

organic. 
Vowels  : 
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VOWELS 

The  vowels  of  Mohave  are  all  characterized  by  slight  lip 

movement,  especially  in  the  direction  of  rounding  or  retraction, 

resulting  in  an  invariably  open  quality ;  and  by  containing  more 

aspiration  than  the  vowels  of  European  languages.  To  at  least 

some  extent  both  of  these  habits  are  prevalent  among  all  the 

Indians  of  California,  and  appear  to  recur  more  or  less  typically 

in  many  North  American  languages. 

As  regards  lip  position,  a  noticeable  difference  exists  between 

those  photographically  recorded  from  the  two  subjects.  Inform- 
ant one  (figs.  1-5)  has  accustomed  himself  to  unusually  careful 

enunciation  for  purposes  of  phonetic  recording.  He  possesses 
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also  unusual  mobility  and  control  of  the  muscles  used  in  speech, 

as  shown  by  a  considerable  mimic  ability.  The  photographs  of 

his  lips  therefore  show  extreme  positions,  such  as  would  but 

rarely  be  attained  in  actual  speech,  even  by  himself.  The  lip 

positions  of  informant  two  (figs.  6-10),  which  differ  much  less 

from  one  another,  accordingly  reproduce  much  more  accurately 
the  normal  exterior  articulations  of  Mohave  vowels ;  but  those  of 

informant  one  show  to  what  extent  the  movements  of  the  lips 

can  be  exaggerated,  or  it  would  be  better  to  say,  performed  with- 
out abridgment,  without  appreciably  affecting  the  characteristic 

qualities  of  the  several  vowels. 

As  regards  aspiration,  all  final  vowels,  whether  accented  or 

unaccented,  and  many  of  those  before  consonants,  are  spoken  with 

much  breath.  In  the  tracings,  this  breath  usually  increases  in 

strength  toward  the  end.  This  may  in  part  be  due  to  a  gradual 

accumulation  of  expelled  breath  in  the  tube  connecting  the  mouth 

and  the  tambour,  but  is  certainly  not  the  principal  cause,  since 

the  mouthpiece  used  did  not  tightly  enclose  the  lips,  and  was 

provided  with  perforations  closed  only  lightly  with  cotton.  More- 
over practically  every  final  vowel  shows  toward  its  end,  if  it  is 

long  enough,  a  distinct  and  often  sharp  rise,  with  which  it  con- 
cludes. During  this  rise,  which  of  course  means  increased  stress 

of  breath,  the  voice-vibrations  lose  in  amplitude,  usually  ceasing 
at  the  moment  the  breath  attains  its  maximum  force  (figs.  64, 

72).  In  vowels  followed  by  a  consonant,  the  curve  is  often 
similar.  In  this  case  the  voice  vibrations  also  cease  at  the  crest 

of  the  breath  explosion,  so  far  as  appears  from  the  breath  trac- 

ings; but  simultaneous  glottal  tracings  reveal  that  in  most 
instances  the  vocal  chords  continue  to  vibrate  until  the  needle 

indicating  the  breath  movements  has  again  fallen  to  normal  level, 
when  the  glottal  vibrations  cease  or  change  in  character  for  the 
ensuing  surd  or  sonant  consonant  (figs.  66,  67).  In  any  event 
the  breath  rise  is  in  the  vowel,  not  after  it ;  and  where  a  tracing 
appears  to  show  the  opposite,  it  is  only  that  the  apparatus  is  not 
attuned  to  sufficient  delicacy  to  indicate  the  diminishing  vibra- 

tions of  the  vocal  chords.  That  these  should  diminish  is  natural, 
since  the  structure  of  the  glottis  tends  to  make  the  amount  of 
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breath  and  vocalization  in  inverse  ratio.  The  most  significant 

point  is  that  the  aspiration  attains  its  maximum  force  while  the 

voice-vibration,  in  other  words  the  vowel,  is  still  going  on.  The 
breath  therefore  is  an  integral  part  of  the  vowel,  not  an  addition. 

The  vowels  of  Mohave  accordingly  differ  from  those  of  Hupa, 

which  are  either  unaspirated  like  those  of  English,  or  aspirated 

through  the  addition  of  a  sustained  but  surd  breath.  Aspirated 

a  in  Hupa  might  therefore  not  improperly  be  written  ah  or  a' ; 
but  to  represent  Mohave  a  by  either  of  these  symbols  would  be 
misleading. 

Mr.  Waterman  has  recently  shown2  that  in  Northern  Paiute 
the  vowels  contain  a  similar  strength  of  breath;  and  tracings 

made  by  him  or  the  writer  from  Wintun,  Salinan,  and  Luiseno 

informants,  reveal  about  the  same  condition,  so  that  the  char- 
acter of  the  Athabascan  aspirated  vowels  would  seem  to  be 

unusual  in  the  Californian  region.  Papago,  an  Arizona  tongue 

of  the  Pima  group,  however  possesses  vowels  followed  by  a  dis- 
tinct surd  breath. 

Generally  speaking,  Mohave  vowels  contain  as  much  breath 

as  consonants,  their  tracings  being  exceeded  in  height  only  by 

those  of  the  explosions  of  final  stops.  That  the  tracings  present 

much  variability  in  this  regard  is  due  in  part  to  the  use  of  dif- 

ferent tambours,  the  rubber  diaphragms  of  which  vary  in  sensi- 
tiveness to  vibrations  of  different  pitch  and  in  susceptibility  to 

large  movements  such  as  are  caused  by  the  breath. 

The  tracings  of  vowels  adjacent  to  voiced  continuants,  such 

as  w,  y,  r,  1,  ly,  show  a  less  distinct  rise,  and  the  point  of  demarca- 
tion between  vowel  and  consonant  is  usually  not  discernible  in 

the  record  (figs.  81,  82,  91,  107,  112).  This  indicates  that  in 

combinations  like  orro  or  elye  the  amount  of  breath  is  fairly 

constant  until  the  final  acceleration,  when  the  voice  of  the  ulti- 

mate vowel  begins  to  die  away  and  its  aspiration  increases  cor- 
respondingly. 

There  is  no  organic  nasalization  of  vowels  in  Mohave,  although 

tracings  regularly  show  a  transmission  of  vocalization  through 

the  nose  as  well  as  the  mouth,  probably  in  direct  proportion  to 

2  Present  series,  x,  13-44,  1911. 
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the  stress  of  the  vowel  (figs.  47-53).  This  transmission  may  take 

place  through  the  solid  parts  of  palate  and  nose  rather  than 

directly  through  the  naso-oral  air-chamber. 

u,  u The  back  vowel  shows  little  lip  rounding  (figs.  1,  6)  and  is 

open  or  broad  in  quality.  For  this  reason  it  has  been  indicated 

when  long  by  u,  the  symbol  u  being  associated,  in  most  modern 

European  languages,  with  closeness  as  well  as  length.  The  false 

palate  used  shows  practically  no  contact  for  this  sound  (fig.  14). 

o,  6 The  o  sound,  long  or  short,  also  is  open  and  does  not  affect 

the  palate.  It  will  be  seen  that  the  lip  position  is  not  very  dif- 
ferent from  that  of  u  (figs.  2,  7),  and  in  rapid  or  slovenly  speech 

the  two  sounds  are  sometimes  hard  to  distinguish.  O  is  somewhat 
less  common  than  u. 

a,  a 
A  (figs.  3,  8)  is  produced  with  wider  lip  opening  than  other 

vowels  except  e,  and,  the  tongue  lying  flat,  the  palate  is  not 

touched.  Long  a  has  been  represented  by  a,  as  its  quality  is  that 

usually  associated  with  this  symbol.  A  is  the  most  common  of 
the  vowels. 

When  a  is  unaccented  and  short,  at  the  beginning  and  end  of 

words  and  syllables,  it  is  usually  very  much  slurred,  so  as  to  lose 

much  of  its  distinctive  quality  or  to  become  entirely  inaudible. 

This  is  perhaps  sometimes  accompanied  by  incomplete  laying  flat 

of  the  tongue,  owing  to  the  influence  of  the  following  or  preced- 
ing sound  making  itself  felt  in  the  very  brief  interval  that  the 

vowel  lasts.  The  resulting  short  colorless  vowel  has  usually  been 

heard  and  written  as  possessing  more  of  an  e-timbre  than  any 

other  quality ;  but  in  every  instance  of  slow  and  careful  enuncia- 
tion such  neutral  e  sounds  are  recognizable  as  merely  brief  or 

weakly  voiced  renditions  of  ordinary  a. 

It  is  probable  that  every  Mohave  stem  word,  and  every  syn- 

tactical word  except  those  closing  in  a  few  grammatical  termina- 

tions like  -k,  -tc,  and  -m,  ends  in  a  vowel.  Since  many  words 
have  the  accent  on  other  than  the  ultimate  syllable,  abbreviated 

final  -a  is  very  common.  As  in  rapid  or  even  in  ordinary  speech 
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it  is  usually  inaudible,  especially  after  stops,  the  question  arises 

whether  this  a  is  not  slurred  to  the  extent  of  being  whispered  or 

even  unvoiced.  This  does  not  seem  to  be  the  case ;  for  all  success- 

ful kymograph  tracings  show  glottal  and  often  even  breath  vibra- 

tions for  this  final  sound.  Ama't-a,  earth,  may  be  heard  as  ama't- 
or  even  mat-,  but  in  carefully  made  tracings  always  appears  as 

ama't-a.  It  is  true  that  informants  are  likely  to  speak  with  more 
than  usual  effort  at  clear  enunciation  in  producing  tracings,  so 

that  even  uniformity  of  these  visible  records  can  hardly  be  taken 

as  an  absolute  indication  of  the  practice  followed  in  normal 

speech;  but  it  is  a  fact  that  this  final  a  has  always  been  heard 

either  as  a  voiced  vowel  or  not  at  all,  never  as  a  surd  echo. 
Informants  have  also  never  criticised  the  rendition  of  the  sound 

in  question  by  a  voiced  a.  This  contrasts  markedly  with  the  prac- 

tice of  Papago,  in  which  true  surd  final  vowels  occur.  The  dif- 
ference extends  to  other  Indian  languages.  In  the  Shoshonean 

group,  for  instance,  Ute  is  said  by  Dr.  Sapir3  to  possess  surd 

vowels.  Northern  Paiute,4  on  the  other  hand,  shows  some 
tendency  to  slur  final  vowels,  much  as  does  Mohave,  but  without 

their  attaining  surdness.  The  same  is  true  of  Luiseno. 

The  situation  in  Mohave  therefore  resembles  the  case  of  Eng- 
lish as  regards  many  of  its  short  unaccented  vowels. 

Although  the  slurred  vowel  in  Mohave  is  always  a,  it  remains, 

however,  to  be  ascertained  by  comparison  with  related  languages 

whether  it  always  represents  original  a. 

Unaccented  initial  or  final  a  is  weakened  in  composition ;  aha, 

water,  but  almost  ha-'avulypo  and  ha'-kuvilya  (fig.  113),  place- 

names;  aha't-a,  domestic  animal  (figs.  90,  141),  horse,  as  com- 

pared with  (a)ha't-tcoqa,  dog  (figs.  95,  140). 

e,  e 
E,  long  e,  is  spoken  with  wider  aperture  of  the  lips  than  any 

other  vowel  including  a,  but  with  little  retraction  (figs.  4,  9). 

The  tongue  is  raised  until  it  reaches  the  gums  in  the  region  of 

the  last  two  molars  (fig.  13).  E  is  a  less  common  sound  than  i. 

3  Science,  n.s.,  xxxi,  350-352,  1910. 
*  As  observed  from  the  informant  reported  on  by  Mr.  Waterman  in  the 

present  series,  x,  13-44,  1911. 
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u 
The  lip  position  for  i  and  i  is  narrower  than  for  e,  but  only 

slightly  more  retracted  (figs.  5,  10).  The  tongue  is  considerably 
more  raised  anteriorly  (fig.  11).  This  is  the  most  frequent 
vowel  next  to  a. 

LABIALS 

P,  v,  m,  and  w  are  bilabial.  There  are  no  labio-dental  sounds 
in  Mohave. 

P 

The  labial  stop  p  is  invariably  surd  during  its  occlusion.  The 

vocal  chords  begin  to  vibrate,  somewhat  gradually,  immediately 

after  the  commencement  of  the  explosion  of  the  sound.  In  some 

instances  this  vocalization  is  exactly  simultaneous  with  the 

release  for  the  explosion  (compare  the  q  in  fig.  54),  in  other 

cases  it  is  synchronous  with  the  end  of  the  puff  as  indicated  by 

the  highest  point  reached  by  the  tracing  needle  (fig.  66)  ;  but 

these  are  apparently  only  unintentional  variations  from  the  norm 

of  inception  of  sonancy,  which  falls  in  the  middle  of  the  explosion 

(fig.  67).  The  last  part  of  this  sound  is  therefore  voiced  and  it 

is  more  exactly  described  as  an  intermediate  than  as  a  surd  stop. 

It  has  usually  been  heard  as  intermediate  between  American 

English  b  and  p,  and  was  written  b  nearly  as  often  as  p  until 
its  nature  began  to  be  understood. 

Essentially  the  same  kind  of  stop  has  been  found  in  various 

positions  of  articulation  in  Hupa,  Kato,  Paiute,  Wintun,  Salinan, 

Luiseno,  and  Papago.5  In  Hupa  and  Kato  entirely  surd  aspir- 
ated stops  also  occur,  a  circumstance  which  has  led  Dr.  Goddard 

to  represent  the  dental  and  palatal  intermediates  by  the  sonant 

symbols  d  and  g.  This  should,  however,  be  interpreted  as  noth- 

ing more  than  a  matter  of  orthographic  convenience.  In  Papago 

and  Luiseno  final  stops  are  never  intermediate  but  entirely  surd 
and  considerably  aspirated.  In  these  two  idioms  there  is  no 

question  of  two  distinct  classes  of  stops ;  the  same  stop  is  partly 
sonant,  or  surd  and  aspirated,  according  as  it  does  or  does  not 
stand  before  a  vowel.  This  is  also  the  Mohave  rule,  which  is  how- 

ever circumscribed  by  the  fact  that  all  stem  words  end  in  vowels, 

B  Present  series,  x,  7-9,  1911. 
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and  that  k  is  the  only  stop  which,  through  being  a  grammatical 

ending,  occurs  as  the  termination  of  words.  P  is  therefore  never 

final.  It  has  also  not  been  found  before  the  few  surd  continu- 

ants, 0,  s,  and  h.  It  does,  however,  precede  other  stops,  such  as 

the  -k  just  spoken  of;  and  in  these  cases  it  bears  no  trace  of 
sonancy  (fig.  56). 

In  the  tracings  the  explosion  of  p  is  usually  somewhat  lower 

than  that  for  t ;  it  is,  however,  both  higher  and  more  sudden  than 

that  for  k.  The  period  of  occlusion  is  normally  longer  than  the 

period  of  explosion.  With  the  sensitive  tambour  mostly  used, 

the  record  of  the  occlusion  is  generally  not  a  straight  line,  but 

a  slight  rise  followed  by  a  gentler  decline  and  sometimes  a  second 

gradual  rise  before  the  needle  suddenly  rises  at  a  sharp  angle 

to  mark  the  explosion  (fig.  106).  These  membrane  undulations 

during  the  occlusion  probably  mark  nothing  more  than  rebounds 

of  the  needle  from  the  sharp  decline  at  the  conclusion  of  the 

preceding  vowel.  The  first  steep  downward  stroke  of  the  needle 

at  the  beginning  of  the  tracings  of  medial  p  might  be  inter- 
preted as  already  part  of  the  occlusion,  if  simultaneous  tracings 

from  the  glottis  (fig.  67)  were  not  frequently  voiced  during  this 

descent  of  the  breath  needle :  indicating  that  the  sound  element 

represented  by  this  stroke  is  still  part  of  the  vowel.  The 

occlusion  of  initial  p  and  other  stops  is  usually  a  straight  line 

(fig.  66). 

It  is  in  accord  with  what  has  already  been  said  about  the 
relative  amount  of  breath  in  Mohave  consonants  and  vowels  that 

the  tracing  for  p,  obviously  one  of  the  most  puffy  and  easily 

aspirated  of  all  sounds,  rarely  surpasses  the  adjacent  vowel 

curves  very  greatly  in  height  and  sometimes  falls  below  them. 
v 

V  presents  no  peculiarities  beyond  being  invariably  bilabial. 

In  the  tracings  it  is  usually  rather  heavily  voiced  (figs.  77,  80, 

96).  In  carefully  articulated  speech  it  is  often  reproduced  by 

an  ascending  and  descending  curve  between  the  end  and  beginn- 
ing of  the  curves  marking  the  preceding  and  following  vowel 

(figs.  96,  142).  At  other  times,  however,  v  shows  merely  a  sus- 
tention of  breath  at  the  same  level  as  in  the  adjacent  vowels,  or 

even  a  drop  between  them  (figs.  113,  117). 
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m 

M  also  presents  no  peculiarities.  It  is  usually  of  the  same 

length  as  stopped  consonants  or  spirants,  longer  than  short 

vowels,  and  shorter  than  long  vowels.  When  before  p,  it  is 

simultaneous  with  the  occlusion  of  this  sound,  which  is  not  of 

greater  duration  than  ordinarily.  In  such  cases  the  first  part 

of  the  occlusion  is  voiced,  the  second  half  unvoiced  (fig.  60). 

When  m  is  initial,  its  sonancy  often  begins  gradually,  and  at 

least  sometimes  does  not  set  in  until  some  time  after  the  lips 

have  been  closed  (figs.  54,  70).  In  final  m  the  tracing  often 

shows  no  explosion  whatever,  indicating  that  the  lips  are  parted 

gradually  or  not  at  all  (figs.  55,  65,  68). 

A  number  of  words  such  as  a'mmo,  mountain-sheep  (figs.  49, 

72),  amma'ya,  sky  (fig.  50),  hammulye',  ashes  (fig.  127), 

tinya'm-mot-e,  not  dark,  contain  an  m  with  prolonged  occlusion. 
This  is  somewhat  less  than  twice  the  length  of  ordinary  m.  It 

is  impossible  to  say  whether  this  " doubled"  m  represents  in  all 
cases  an  assimilation  of  two  consonants  or  is  an  organic  constit- 

uent of  the  language  distinct  from  m.  On  account  of  this  uncer- 

tainty, which  applies  also  to  a  similar  lengthening  of  other  con- 

tinuants, mm  has  not  been  reckoned  as  a  separate  phonetic 

element  of  the  language.  A  few  doubtful  tracings,  as  of  manya, 

you  (fig.  52),  perhaps  show  long  mm  in  initial  position.  Should 

they  be  confirmed,  mm  would  of  course  have  to  be  regarded  as 
entirely  distinct  from  m. 

Like  the  other  labials,  m  of  course  does  not  affect  the  roof  of 
the  mouth. 

w 

W  is  a  rare  sound,  much  less  common  than  v,  and  has  not 

yet  been  found  at  the  beginning  of  any  word.  In  careful  enuncia- 

tion it  can  readily  be  distinguished  from  v  by  the  greater  round- 

ing of  the  lips.  It  does  not  appear  to  differ  appreciably  from  the 
voiced  w  of  English  (figs.  88,  103,  135). 

INTEBDENTALS 

0,1 
The  fricatives  0  and  8,  surd  and  sonant  respectively,   are 
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spoken  with  the  tongue  between  the  teeth  or  against  the  upper 

teeth.  In  some  cases  the  lower  part  of  the  upper  gums  is  also 

touched  by  the  tongue,  as  shown  by  palatograms  (figs.  16-18). 
The  sounds  are  essentially  the  same  as  the  two  values  of  English 

th.  The  sonant,  8,  is  perhaps  " doubled"  in  some  words,  as 

ta'SSitca,  corn  (figs.  61,  92).  Surd  0  has  not  yet  been  found 
lengthened.  Both  sounds  usually  show  in  tracings  as  a  rounded 

curve,  rising  and  falling  again  (figs.  86,  98,  129).  In  certain 

other  Yuman  dialects  Mohave  6  is  replaced  by  s. 

DENTAL-ALVEOLARS 

The  dental  or  alveolar  sounds  t,  s,  n,  1,  tc,  are  not  all  formed 

at  the  same  point,  as  the  palatograms  reveal. 
t 

T  is  usually  audible  as  more  truly  dental  than  English  t,  and 

sometimes  is  clearly  visible  as  interdental.  Palatograms,  how- 
ever, show  that  in  all  cases  the  tongue  is  in  contact  also  with  the 

gums  (fig.  23).  The  small  untouched  anterior  area,  which  is 

found  in  all  palatal  impressions  made  of  this  sound,  is  due  to 

a  depression  in  the  informant 's  palate  which  the  tongue  does  not 
readily  fill;  but  for  this  individuality,  the  t-contact  would  be 
even  more  posterior.  As  regards  voice  and  breath,  what  has  been 

said  of  p  applies  to  t. 
s 

The  surd  fricative  s  is  more  anterior  in  articulation  than  t, 

the  tongue  position  agreeing  with  the  posterior  one  sometimes 

assumed  for  6  and  8 :  touching  the  upper  teeth  and  lower  part  of 

the  gums  (fig.  19).  In  the  tracings  s  shows  like  0  (fig.  65).  In 

a  number  of  Indian  languages  the  sound  has  been  described  as 

between  English  s  and  sh,  or  somewhat  different  from  both.  To 

some  extent  this  is  true  of  Mohave  s,  but  in  its  audible  effect  it 

approximates  rather  to  s.  Informant  one's  pronunciation  of 
English  s  and  sh  shows  that  he  articulates  the  former  like  his  s 

sound,  the  latter  more  posteriorly  and  with  troughing  of  the 

tongue  (figs.  20,  21). 

S  is  probably  long  or  doubled  in  issona',  woodpecker,  and 

appears  to  be  of  unusual  length  in  most  tracings  of  sa'ma8ik,  does 
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not  know.  In  as'a'sim,  nods  repeatedly  (fig.  65),  a  reduplicated 
form,  a  probable  glottal  stop  following  the  first  s  gives  the  effect 
of  length  of  the  continuant. 

n 

The  sound  n  also  differs  somewhat  from  t  in  place  of  articu- 
lation, the  contact  being  on  the  gums  (fig.  22),  but  following 

the  teeth  more  regularly  than  for  t.  In  all  other  respects  n 

agrees  with  m,  even  to  its  absorption  in  the  occlusion  of  stops,  as 

in  mastamho'intc  (figs.  47,  83),  and  its  lengthening  in  hannava' 
(fig.  80)  and  other  words. 

1 

This  lateral  sonant  continuant  is  formed  by  a  contact  similar 

to  that  of  n,  the  breath  escaping  on  the  side,  in  the  case  of  inform- 
ant one,  through  the  gap  caused  by  the  loss  of  his  right  molar 

(fig.  29).  The  anterior  contact  is  forward  of  that  in  English  1. 

This  position  has  been  observed  also  for  Luiseiio  1,  and  in  Hupa 

by  Dr.  Goddard.  In  tracings  the  beginning  and  end  of  inter- 
vocalic 1  can  usually  not  be  marked  definitely;  often  the  two 

adjacent  vowels  and  the  included  1  form  one  nearly  straight  line, 

either  ascending  or  descending  (figs.  82,  107).  Near  its  incep- 

tion, however,  the  curve  of  1  sometimes  shows  a  distinct  dip, 

which  is  even  more  prominent  in  the  related  sound  ly.  Dr.  God- 

dard has  commented  on  the  same  feature  in  Hupa  and  Kato  1, 

and  it  appears  regularly  in  tracings  of  1  in  Yurok,  Wintun, 

Paiute,  Luiseno,  and  Papago.  Dr.  Goddard  explains  the  momen- 

tary dip  as  probably  due  to  a  single  lateral  movement  of  the 
tongue. 

L  is  one  of  the  continuants  that  are  lengthened,  as  in  ye'llaka, 
goose  (fig.  108). 

tc 

The  affricative  tc  shows  a  contact  against  the  roof  of  the 
mouth  almost  identical  with  that  of  t  (fig.  24).  Its  tracings  re- 

semble those  of  stops,  the  duration  of  the  release  which  contains 

the  c  (s)  element  not  being  appreciably  longer  than  the  explosion 
of  t  or  p  (figs.  77,  78,  92,  94).  The  effect  of  this  sound  is  the 
same  as  that  of  English  ch. 

An  apparent  lengthened  tc  occurs  in  aha'tcoqa,  dog   (figs. 
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95,  140),  really  aha't-tcoqa,  from  aha't-a,  domestic  animal. 

In  a  few  words,  such  as  aha'nya-mi'tsqurqa,  a  species  of  frog 

(fig.  87),  and  a'tsqeuqa,  a  bird  (fig.  137),  probably  the  bittern,  ts 
was  consistently  heard  and  written.  This  ts  is  likely  to  be  only 

a  varying  apperception  of  tc,  or  possibly  a  modification  of  it  by 

the  following  velar  k. 

ALVEOLAE-PREPALATALS 

The  alveolar-prepalatal  sounds  of  Mohave  are  probably  even 

less  related  to  one  another  than  the  dental-alveolar  class.  They 

comprise  t-,  ny,  ly,  r,  and  y. 

t- 

For  lack  of  a  convenient  typographical  symbol,  this  character 

has  been  employed  to  designate  a  t  formed  slightly  farther  back 

than  the  t  discussed.  With  careful  enunciation  the  tongue 

touches  the  palate  only  over  a  narrow  band  back  of  the  gums 

above  the  front  teeth.  The  gums  proper,  as  well  as  the  teeth,  are 

entirely  free.  Along  the  sides  of  the  mouth,  however,  the  tongue 

is  less  elevated  than  for  t  (fig.  26).  Towards  the  rear  of  the 

palate,  therefore,  t-  is  more  alveolar  and  less  palatal  than  t.  When 

t-  is  less  carefully  pronounced,  the  tongue  touches  the  gums  as 

well  as  the  fore-palate  (fig.  25).  In  such  cases  the  palatal  con- 

tact for  t-  is  very  similar  to  that  for  t,  but  can  nevertheless  be 
distinguished  from  it  by  a  greater  width  of  untouched  palate  in 

the  region  of  the  first  molars. 

The  purest  contact  for  t-  is  very  similar  to  that  for  r  (fig. 
27),  which  is  no  doubt  the  cause  of  an  audible  r  tinge  in  the 

stop.  Such  words  as  amat-a,  earth,  and  ahat-a,  horse,  were  at 
first  consistently  written  amarta  and  aharta.  A  back  or  palatal 
t  distinct  from  front  or  dental  t  is  found  in  a  number  of  the 

native  languages  of  California,  including  Luiseno,  Yokuts, 

Salinan,  Costanoan,  Yuki,  and  perhaps  Porno  and  Miwok.  In 

Yokuts  and  Salinan  the  r-tinge  is  also  characteristically  audible, 

but,  in  contrast  to  Mohave,  after  the  t.  In  Yuki  the  r-affection 
is  lacking,  and  the  effect  of  the  sound  resembles  that  of  tc. 

T-  has  not  been  found  initially  in  Mohave.  As  regards 
sonancy,  aspiration,  and  length  it  is  identical  with  t. 
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ny 

A  palatalized  n,  which  is  of  course  a  simple  sound,  is  as 

common  as  dental  n.  At  the  middle  incisors,  the  tongue  touches 

the  palate  but  little  farther  back  than  for  n.  Farther  to  the 

rear,  however,  the  tongue  is  more  raised  and  in  contact  with  a 

greater  expanse  of  the  roof  of  the  mouth,  until,  in  the  region  of 

the  second  molars,  or  the  interstices  between  the  first  and  second 

molars,  the  tongue  touches  the  palate  in  a  complete  or  nearly 

complete  transverse  band.  From  there  back,  the  tongue  becomes 

more  and  more  depressed,  until  at  the  posterior  end  of  the  last 

molar  it  is  in  contact  only  with  the  gum.  The  palatograms  repro- 

duced in  figures  31  to  33  show  the  degree  of  variability  in  the 

production  of  this  sound. 

Tracings  of  ny  from  the  mouth  sometimes  evince  vibrations 

(fig.  63),  which  must  be  referred  to  vocalization  transmitted 

through  the  buccal  opening  on  account  of  imperfect  closure  be- 

tween tongue  and  palate.  In  some  words,  such  as  ma'nya  (fig. 

52),  ny  is  short  as  compared  with  the  vowels;  in  anya'  (fig.  48) 
and  nyamatfa'm  (fig.  51)  it  is  long. 

The  double  letter  ny  is  of  course  orthographically  incorrect 

for  a  simple  sound.  It  has,  however,  been  chosen  as  the  only 

typographical  facility  available  other  than  n,  the  employment  of 
which  seemed  undesirable  on  account  of  the  almost  standardized 

use  of  this  character  to  denote  ng  in  American  languages. 

ly 

Ly  is  a  palatalized  sonant  1  which  is  more  common  than  the 

unpalatalized  sound.  It  corresponds  to  surd  1  or  surd  tl  of  some 

other  Yuman  dialects.  The  palatalization  is  less  thorough  than 

for  ny,  particularly  the  complete  contact  across  the  palate  at 

the  second  molars  being  absent.  Some  portion  of  the  entire 

length  of  the  roof  of  the  mouth  is  however  touched,  as  the 

palatogram  (fig.  30)  shows.  If  this  contact  were  simultaneous 

for  all  parts,  a  complete  closure  would  be  formed,  resulting  in  a 

stop.  The  sound  is  however  a  continuant,  so  that  one  part  of 
the  contact  must  be  made  and  concluded  before  the  remainder 

begins.  Nevertheless  the  sound  is  not  merely  1  plus  y,  for  a 

superposition  of  palatograms  for  1  and  y  (figs.  29  and  12)  gives 
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a  different  contact.  In  kymograph  tracings  ly  shows  heavy  voice 

vibrations  (figs.  54,  91),  and  regularly  presents  the  dip  already 
mentioned  as  characteristic  of  1  (figs.  113,  117). 

r 

A  short  trilled  r  is  found  in  Mohave.  The  tip  of  the  tongue 

is  flicked  a  few  times  against  the  top  of  the  gums  (fig.  27).  The 

contact  is  a  little  lower  and  more  forward  than  for  t-.  Figure  28 
shows  by  contrast  a  palatogram  of  English  r  as  spoken  by  the 

informant.  In  the  tracings  r  not  only  appears  as  well  voiced, 

but  presents  undulations  corresponding  to  the  movements  of  the 

tongue.  In  some  cases  the  undulations  begin  in  what  seems 

clearly  to  be  part  of  the  preceding  vowel  (figs.  79,  111,  115,  142, 

144),  or  continue  into  the  following  one  (fig.  101).  It  may  be 

that  the  tongue,  anticipating  the  ensuing  r,  begins  to  "roll" 
slightly,  though  without  touching  the  roof  of  the  mouth,  during 

the  progress  of  the  vowel. 

R  is  one  of  the  continuants  found  in  lengthened  form,  writ- 
ten rr.  For  informant  one,  the  number  of  tongue  movements 

in  r  varies  from  one  (figs.  87,  111)  to  four  (figs.  56,  79,  85,  89), 

averaging  two  (figs.  75,  94) ;  in  rr,  from  two  to  seven,  with  an 

average  of  three  or  four  (figs.  59,  101).  Informant  two,  who 

habitually  speaks  faster  than  his  companion,  makes  only  one 

or  two  tongue  movements  for  r  (figs.  139,  142,  144),  and  two 

(fig.  136)  or  sometimes  three  or  four  (fig.  125)  for  rr. 

R  is  a  rare  sound  initially. 

y 
Y,  which  occurs  both  initially  and  medially,  is  formed  with 

a  somewhat  greater  contact  of  the  tongue  on  the  palate  (fig.  12) 

than  i  (fig.  11).  In  tracings  it  is  usually  impossible  to  separate 

from  the  adjacent  vowels  (figs.  81,  132,  134).  An  apparent 

diphthong  ai  is  resolved,  in  careful  enunciation,  into  aya.  Thus 

amma'ya  (fig.  50),  se'lyea'ya,  usually  heard  as  amma'i,  se'lyea'i. 

P08TPALATALS  AND  VELAES 

k,  q,  kw,  qw 
The  back  consonants  of  Mohave  are  all  stops,  but  are  four 

in  number.  Organic  palatal  k  can  be  distinguished  from  or- 
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ganic  velar  k,  designated  by  q.  Each  of  these  is  spoken  both 

with  the  lips  in  normal  position  and  with  the  lips  rounded. 

Hence  the  labialized  palatal  kw  and  velar  qw,  which  are  simple 

sounds.  Both  in  tracings  and  palatal  position  kw  and  qw  are 

indistinguishable  respectively  from  k  and  q. 

In  sonancy,  breath,  and  length,  all  four  of  these  sounds 

agree  with  the  stops  previously  described.  K  is  the  only  stop 

that  has  been  found  finally  in  words.  In  this  position  it  is 

entirely  surd,  and  with  a  more  strongly  aspirated  and  longer 

sustained  explosion  than  otherwise  (figs.  56,  82,  105).  In  this 

it  agrees  with  final  tc.  The  tracings  for  all  the  k  sounds  differ 

somewhat  in  shape  from  those  of  p,  t,  t-,  and  tc.  In  most  in- 
stances the  descent  of  the  needle  to  mark  the  beginning  of  the 

occlusion  is  more  gradual,  the  horizontal  line  indicating  the 

period  of  total  closure  shorter,  and  the  ascending  line  produced 

by  the  explosion  less  nearly  vertical,  than  for  the  anterior  stops. 

In  extreme  cases  the  tracing  for  k  or  q  therefore  has  the  shape 

of  a  capital  V  (figs.  67,  78,  113),  as  compared  with  the  vertical, 

horizontal,  and  vertical  strokes  produced  by  a  p  or  t.  This 

difference  indicates  that  the  approach  of  the  articulating  parts 

is  more  gradual  for  k  than  for  the  anterior  sounds.  It  is  ob- 

vious that  the  lips  and  the  tongue-end,  being  more  mobile  than 
the  back  of  the  tongue,  make  contact  with  more  of  an  edge  and 

more  suddenly.  When  the  rear  of  the  tongue  touches  the  back 

hard  palate  or  the  velum,  it  is  one  rounded  surface  that  ap- 
proaches another.  The  greater  time  consumed  in  making  the 

closure  complete  and  again  removing  it,  seems  to  be  at  the  ex- 
pense of  the  closure  itself:  the  total  duration  of  k  is  the  same 

as  that  of  p  and  t. 

Q  is  audibly  distinct  from  k  chiefly  in  being  produced  with 
greater  muscular  exertion.  It  frequently  sounds  forced  or 
labored. 

The  contact  of  both  k  and  q  varies  somewhat,  and  in  many 
words  positions  can  sometimes  be  obtained  for  k  which  are  as 
posterior  as  some  of  the  anterior  contacts  of  q.  In  most  in- 

stances, however,  the  average  articulation  of  the  two  sounds  is 
distinct  on  the  false  palate  as  well  as  audibly,  the  k-position  of 
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only  a  few  words,  such  as  qara'e'rva  (figs.  89,  142),  being 
difficult  to  determine. 

The  organic  difference  between  k  and  q,  or  kw  and  qw,  is 
of  course  entirely  independent  of  the  varying  positions  assumed 

by  the  tongue,  in  Mohave  as  in  other  languages,  as  k  precedes 
a  front  or  a  back  vowel. 

In  k  in  its  normal  position,  as  before  a,  the  tongue  touches 

the  palate  from  the  second  molar  back.  The  false  palate  used 

was  cut  off  squarely  at  the  rear  of  the  last  molars.  In  about 

half  of  the  impressions  made,  the  contact  extended  entirely 

across  the  false  palate,  or  nearly  across  it,  in  a  narrow  band 

along  the  hind  edge  (figs.  37,  38)  ;  in  the  other  instances  the 

contact  did  not  show  and  was  therefore  more  posterior  (figs. 

39,  40).  The  contact  is  apparently  firmest  between  the  middle 

of  the  tongue  and  the  roof  of  the  mouth;  in  several  cases  por- 
tions of  the  gum  immediately  adjacent  to  the  last  molar  or  two 

were  touched  but  lightly  or  not  at  all.  For  k  before  u  the  posi- 

tion is  practically  identical,  but  probably  slightly  more  pos- 

terior (figs.  35,  36).  K  before  i,  however,  is  much  more  an- 
terior. It  did  not  seem  feasible  to  obtain  reliable  palatograms 

of  this  sound  without  the  following  i.  The  impressions  taken 

therefore  include  both  k  and  i,  but  as  the  i-contact  proves  to 
be  much  smaller  than  that  for  ki,  the  whole  of  the  latter  must 

be  regarded  as  due  to  the  k  (fig.  34).  It  can  be  seen  that  the 

palate  is  completely  covered  by  the  tongue  as  far  forward  as 

the  second  molars;  and  even  forward  of  this  line  the  k-contact 
rises  higher  up  from  the  teeth  toward  the  median  line  of  the 

palate  than  that  of  i. 

In  q  and  qw  the  middle  of  the  false  palate  was  never 

touched  by  the  tongue.  In  many  cases  there  was  a  small  area 

of  contact  in  the  region  of  the  hindmost  teeth,  but  usually  not 

adjacent  to  them  (figs.  42,  43).  In  other  instances,  especially 

in  the  word  aqa'qa,  raven,  whose  onomatopoetic  origin  perhaps 
induces  an  extra  effort  at  throaty  articulation,  the  false  palate 

was  practically  or  entirely  untouched  (figs.  44,  45,  46).  These 

results  indicate  that  at  least  the  principal  contact  in  q  and  qw 

is  really  velar. 
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Kw  is  a  common  sound,  qw  hardly  less  so.  Q  is  probably  not 

as  frequent  as  k,  but  is  by  no  means  rare. 

The  nasal  continuant  in  k  position  does  not  occur  in  the 

language,  although  the  Mohave  pronounce  it  without  difficulty 

and  employ  it  frequently  in  the  distorted  forms  which  words 
assume  in  their  songs. 

BREATHS  AND  GLOTTAL  STOPS 

hand' 

There  are  two  h  sounds  in  Mohave,  which  probably  corre- 
spond very  nearly  to  the  two  indicated  by  the  same  symbols 

in  Yana  by  Dr.  Sapir.6  The  sound  ',  which  has  been  estab- 
lished only  as  an  initial,  is  faint,  and  usually  escapes  obser- 

vation until  some  familiarity  with  the  language  has  been  ac- 
quired. It  occurs  most  frequently  as  a  prefix  indicating  the 

third  person  possessive  or  subjective  in  nouns  and  verbs.  In 

tracings  *  is  often  invisible  (figs.  58,  67),  at  other  times  shows 
as  a  slight  and  short  bulge  in  the  upward  rise  preceding  vowels 

(figs.  55,  94).  The  sound  may  be  compared  to  the  Cockney  h. 

H  is  medial  as  well  as  initial,  and  even  final  in  syllables,  as 

in  ahma',  quail,  ahta',  cane,  ah 'a',  cottonwood.  It  ordinarily 

presents  a  more  pronounced  and  longer  rise  and  fall  than  '  in 
tracings,  but  its  curve  when  initial  is  nevertheless  quite  modest 

(figs.  93,  99).  It  sounds  stronger  when  it  follows  a  vowel,  but 

in  tracings  generally  only  carries  on  the  final  upward  curve  of 

the  preceding  vowel  (figs.  109,  110,  119),  except  when  it  is  suc- 
ceeded by  a  consonant,  which  normally  increases  its  vigor  (figs. 

76,  104,  118).  After  stopped  consonants,  as  in  ma'thak,  north 
(figs.  70,  97),  it  appears  as  a  distinct  sharp  rise  and  fall  imme- 

diately after  the  explosion  of  the  stop.  It  has  similar  quality 

in  marho'  (fig.  115),  and  mastamho'intc  (figs.  47,  83).  A  num- 

ber of  tracings  of  the  word  hama'khava  (fig.  93),  however,  have 
a  different  character,  the  explosion  of  the  k  and  the  h  being 

apparently  combined  into  one  expulsion  of  breath,  which  differs 

from  the  explosion  of  ordinary  medial  k  in  being  higher,  sharper, 
and  entirely  surd. 

To  the  ear,  h,  especially  when  preceded  by  a  vowel,  has 

«  Present  series,  ix,  5,  1910. 
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something  of  the  quality  of  a  fricative  in  k-position.  Breath 

tracings  also  usually  show  distinct  vibrations  (figs.  76,  84,  90, 
95,  110).  As  synchronous  tracings  from  the  larynx  are  how- 

ever entirely  smooth,  it  is  clear  that  the  sound  is  purely  surd 

and  that  its  vibrations  are  due  to  friction  produced  by  constric- 

tion at  some  point  above  the  glottis.  The  quality  of  the  sound 

makes  it  probable  that  the  constriction  is  in  the  region  of  the 

rear  palate.  Dr.  Goddard  has  described  the  same  phenomenon 

in  connection  with  the.  h  of  Hupa  and  Kato,7  Mr.  Waterman 

has  determined  it  for  Paiute,8  Dr.  Sapir  indicates  it  for  Yana,9 
and  it  extends  also  to  other  languages,  such  as  Yuki.10  In  all 
these  tongues  the  sound  has  been  recognized  as  essentially  an  h 

in  spite  of  its  approach  to  fricative  character. 

A  sound  often  heard  as  hw,  even  xw,  seems  to  be  a  combi- 
nation of  h  with  short  unaccented  o  preceding  another  vowel: 

hoa'lya,  hoa'mi. 
Glottal  stops  have  not  been  heard  or  determined  at  the  be- 

ginning or  end  of  words,  but  occur  as  organic  constituents 

within  words  and  between  vowels  that  are  brought  into  juxta- 
position by  the  compounding  of  words  or  stems  (figs.  66,  68,  78, 

89,  124).  In  rapid  speech  they  are  likely  to  be  slurred  out  of 

existence,  especially  by  informant  two  (figs.  78,  100,  124,  142). 

They  appear  after  a  number  of  continuant  consonants,  as  in 

a0'i',  salt,  ah 'a',  cottonwood  (figs.  55,  62,  65,  120),  but  are  doubt- 
ful after  stops  (fig.  79).  A  glottal  stop  shows  in  a  breath  trac- 
ing as  a  low,  nearly  level  line;  it  is  the  same  in  a  record  from 

the  glottis. 

STEESS  AND  PITCH  ACCENT 

Many  Mohave  words  are  to  our  ears  definitely  accented  on 

the  last  syllable.  Such  are  anya',  sun,  haly'a',  moon,  a0'i',  salt, 

avi',  stone,  ipa',  man,  kwa0i8e',  shaman,  hamo'k,  three,  tcimpa'pk, 

four,  nyamatfa'm,  tomorrow,  ahmo',  mortar,  melyeqe',  throat. 
When  the  stress  is  on  any  syllable  preceding  the  final,  it  is  some- 

i  Present  series,  v,  12,  1907;  xi. 
sx,  24,  1911. 
» ix,  5,  1910. 
10  x,  11,  1911. 
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times  fairly  well  marked,  as  in  ka'veik,  south,  pa'ya,  all,  ma'nya, 
you,  sa'maSik,  does  not  know,  vi'ka,  seven,  i'wa,  my  mouth, 

flenya'a'ka,  woman;  or  more  frequently  is  so  evenly  balanced 

that  it  seems  to  rest  on  two  syllables.  Thus  aha't-tcoqa  or 

ahat-tco'qa,  dog,  a'laik  or  ala'ik,  is  bad,  a'lakwisa  or  ala'kwisa,  a 

tribal  name,  ama't-a  or  a'mat-a,  earth,  amma'ya  or  a'mmaya, 

sky,  a'mmo  or  ammo',  mountain-sheep,  mi'hu  or  mihu',  your 

nose,  a'tsqeuqa  or  atsqe'uqa,  a  bird,  6'tura  or  otu'ra,  gambling 

poles,  ma't'ara  or  mat'a'ra,  playground,  hama'khava  or  ha'mak- 

hava,  Mohave,  so'qwilya  or  soqwi'lya,  a  hawk,  Sokupi'ta  or 

So'kupita,  owl,  in  each  of  which  pairs  the  first  form  seems  to 
the  writer  the  more  correct,  though  the  other  has  also  been 
heard. 

Of  more  importance  than  stress  in  the  accentuation  is  pitch. 

While  the  writer's  ear  is  poorly  trained  for  the  observation  of 
this  quality,  he  finally  received  the  impression  that  that  syl- 

lable of  a  word  which  appeared  to  be  most  strongly  stressed 

was  spoken  in  a  higher  pitch  than  the  others.  Measurements 
of  wave  lengths  made  in  a  number  of  tracings  that  are  of  large 

enough  size  to  render  this  procedure  feasible,  corroborated  this 

subjective  judgment.  Thus  it  was  ascertained  that  in  6'tura, 

'i'puka,  ta'SSitca,  vi'ka,  a'mmo,  ama't-a,  ma'nya,  mastamho'intc, 
orro',  ihne',  the  vowel  indicated  by  the  accent  was  from  one  to 
three  or  four  full  tones  of  the  diatonic  scale  higher  than  the 
other  vowels. 

The  average  vibration  rate  per  second  for  the  raised  sylla- 

ble is  twenty-five  per  cent,  or  a  major  third,  above  that  of  the 

remainder  of  the  word,  irrespective  of  the  position  of  this  syl- 
lable. The  only  exception  was  vara,  no,  which  was  always  heard 

stressed  on  the  first  syllable,  but  in  most  of  the  tracings  avail- 

able appears  to  have  the  second  a  higher-pitched.  In  words  like 

ama't-a,  'i'puka,  ta'SSitca,  the  final  short  or  slurred  a  is  normally 
considerably  lower  in  tone  than  both  preceding  syllables. 

The  contrast  in  pitch  is  particularly  striking  in  a'ha,  water, 

ah 'a',  cottonwood;  and  a've,  rattlesnake,  ave',  mouse.  It  must 

be  observed,  however,  that  in  ah 'a'  and  ave'  the  higher-pitched 

vowel  also  sounds  stressed;  in  a'ha  and  a've,  on  the  other  hand, 
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the  stress  on  the  first  syllable  is  usually  apparent  only  when  the 

words  are  compared  with  their  counterparts.  A'mmo,  d'tura, 

ama't-a,  and  other  words  which  were  varyingly  written  while 
attention  was  being  given  only  to  force  of  utterance,  are  also 

uniformly  spoken  with  higher  pitch  on  the  vowels  marked.  As 

a  similar  doubt  as  to  stress  rarely  arose  concerning  words  which 

subsequently  proved  to  have  the  last  syllable  high-pitched,  it 
seems  probable  that  increased  stress  and  higher  tone  coincide 

in  words  accented  on  the  ultimate,  but  that  when  the  accent 

falls  elsewhere  it  consists  only  of  a  rise  in  pitch,  which  to  the 

English  ear  has  at  first  somewhat  the  appearance  of  more  forc- 
ible utterance.  Or  the  difference  may  be  due  to  the  fact  that 

the  English  ear  is  less  accustomed  to  a  final  rise  and  therefore 

notes  it  more  readily.  It  is  also  possible  that  a  sharply  rising 

tone  may  have  to  be  distinguished  from  a  less  noticeable  high 

but  level  tone,  or  a  circumflex  one ;  but  the  tracings  secured  are 

scarcely  sufficiently  delicate  in  pitch  indication  to  determine. 

At  any  rate  it  seems  clear  that  heightened  pitch  rather  than 
increased  stress  constitutes  the  normal  accent  in  Mohave. 

A  similar  condition  appears  to  characterize  the  Yurok  lan- 
guage of  the  opposite  end  of  California.  This  is  however  the 

only  tongue  in  the  state  for  which  pitch-accent  has  as  yet  been 
definitely  determined.  Dr.  Goddard  denies  any  considerable 

function  of  pitch  in  his  careful  analyses  of  Hupa  and  Kato.11 

Dr.  Sapir  does  not  indicate  the  quality  in  his  writing  of  Yana,12 
and  Mr.  Waterman  has  failed  to  find  it  in  Northern  Paiute.13 
The  writer  has  observed  pitch  inflections  in  Pap  ago,  but  as  they 

consist  only  of  a  regular  falling  of  tone  in  the  course  of  all 

words,  they  scarcely  constitute  an  accent.  For  the  other  lan- 
guages of  the  area  observations  are  however  still  too  imperfect 

to  be  worth  much,  so  that  the  status  of  Mohave  may  prove  to 

be  by  no  means  exceptional. 

11  v,  18,  1907;  xi. 
12  ix,  1-235,  1910. 

is  x,  13-44,  1911. 
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PITCH  VALUES  OF  VOWELS  OF  MOHAVE  WOEDS 

The  number  of  vibrations  per  centimeter  of  tracing,  corresponding  to 
about  one-fifth  of  a  second  duration,  was  found  to  be  as  follows  in  one 
or  more  tracings  of  the  subjoined  words.  Many  records  were  obtained 

in  a  low-pitched  voice,  to  which  the  tambours  used  were  more  sensitive. 

a'ha:  a',  50;  a,  33. 

ah 'a':  a,  32,  38,  26;  a',  40,  41,  37. 

a've:  a',  33,  35;  e,  29,  29. 

ave':  a,  32,  31;  e',  38,  40. 
vl'ka:  1',  37;  a,  23. 

orrd':  o,  30,  31;  o',  41,  44. 

d'tura:    6',  30,  31;  u,  27,  24. 

a'mmo:  a',  34,  43,  41;  mm,  36,  43,  41;  o,  29,  33,  33. 

ama't-a:  a,  33,  32;  m,  35,  39;  a',  46,  46;  a,  29,  30. 
ta'55itca:  a',  32;  i,  29;  a,  23. 

'i'puka:  i',  30;  u,  27;  a,  23. 

mastamho'intc:  a,  34;  a,  38;  o'i,  40. 

nyamatfa'm:  a,  31;  a,  31;  a',  38. 

ihne':  i,  31,  34,  31;  e',  31,  37,  34. 

ma'nya:  a',  45,  50,  52;  a,  45,  39,  45. 

va'ra:  a',  37,  25,  34;  a,  37,  27,  41. 





EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  6 

Lip-positions  for  vowels. 

Informant  one: 

Fig.  1. — u  in  i'hu,  my  nose. 

Fig.  2. — o  in  186',  my  tooth. 

Fig.  3. — a  in  ah 'a',  cottonwood. 

Fig.  4. — e  in  ave',  mouse. 

Fig.  5. — i  in  a0T,  salt. 

Informant  two: 

Fig.  6. — u  in  i'hu,  my  nose. 

Fig.  7. — o  in  156',  my  tooth. 

Fig.  8. — a  in  ah 'a',  cottonwood. 

Fig.  9. — e  in  ave',  mouse. 

Fig.  10.— i  in  a0T,  salt. 

[68] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  7 

Palatograms  from  informant  one. 

Fig.  11. — i  in  avi',  mountain. 

Fig.  12. — y  in  aya',  mesquite  bean. 

Fig.  13. — e  in  ave',  mouse. 

Fig.  14. — u,  part  of  iyu'm,  seeing. 

Fig.  15. — w  in  wa,  part  of  avi'-wa0a,  the  name  of  a  place. 

Fig.  16. — 6  in  0a,  part  of  flara'pk,  five. 

Fig.  17. — 6  in  a.0,  part  of  a0'i',  salt. 

Fig.  18. — S  in  a5. 

Fig.  19. — s  in  aspa',  eagle. 

Fig.  20. — English  s  in  so. 

Fig.  21. — English  sh  in  show. 

Fig.  22. — n  in  na,  part  of  na'matfa,  raccoon. 

[70] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  8 

Palatograms  from  informant  one. 

Fig.  23. — t  in  ahta',  cane. 

Fig.  24. — tc  in  hatca',  Pleiades. 

Figs.  25,  26. — t.  in  ama't-a,  earth. 

Fig.  27. — r  in  arra',  interjection  of  astonishment. 

Fig.  28.— English  r  in  row. 

Fig.  29. — 1  in  lap,  part  of  lapala'pa,  flat. 

Fig.  30. — ly  in  haly'a',  moon. 

Figs.  31,  32. — ny  in  anya',  sun. 

Fig.  33. — ny  in  ma'nya,  you. 

Fig.  34.— ki,  part  of  ki'Slk,  come  here! 

[72] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  9 

Palatograms  from  informant  one. 

Figs.  35,  36. — k  before  u  in  kupo',  carrying  frame. 

Fig.  37. — k  in  ka,  part  of  ka'navak,  tell. 

Figs.  38,  39. — kw  in  kwa,  part  of  kwatfiSe',  medicine-man. 

Fig.  40. — k  in  papk,  part  of  tcimpa'pk,  four. 

Figs.  41,  42. — q,  possibly  k,  in  qa,  part  of  qara  'e'rva,  name  of  a  place. 

Figs.  43,  44. — qw  and  q  in  aqwa'qa,  deer. 

Fig.  45. — qw  in  qwa,  part  of  qwalyinyo',  tule. 

Fig.  46. — q  in  aqa'qa,  raven. 

[74] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  10 

Tracings  from  the  nose  and  mouth  of  informant  one;  nose  above. 

Fig.  47. — mastamho'intc,  syntactical  form  of  mastamho',  an  important 
mythological  character.     Cf.  fig.  83. 

Fig.  48. — anya',  sun. 

Fig.  49. — a'mmo,  mountain-sheep.     Cf.  fig.  72. 

Fig.  50. — amma'ya,  sky. 

Fig.  51. — nyamatfa'm,  tomorrow.     Cf.  fig.  86. 

Fig.  52. — ma'nya,  you. 

Fig.  53. — na'mafla,  raccoon. 

[76] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  11 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  and  glottis  of  informant  one;  glottis  below. 

Fig.  54. — melyeqe',  throat.     Cf.  fig.  91. 

Fig.  55. — 'iv'a'um,  standing.     Cf.  fig.  100. 

Fig.  56. — 0ara'pk,  five. 

Fig.  57. — ama't-a,  earth.    Cf.  fig.  122. 

Fig.  58. — 'i'puik,  dead. 

Fig.  59.— orrd',  the  nighthawk.     Cf.  figs.  101,  133. 

[78] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  12 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  and  glottis  of  informant  one;  glottis  below, 
except  in  fig.  65. 

Fig.  60. — tcimpa'pk,  four. 

Fig.  61. — ta'flSitca,  corn.     Cf.  fig.  92. 

Fig.  62.— atf'i',  salt. 

Fig.  63. — inye'pa,  I. 

Fig.  64. — vi'ka,  seven. 

Fig.  65. — as'a'sim,  nodding  repeatedly. 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  13 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  and  glottis  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  66. — pi'ipa',  somebody.    Glottal  tracing  above.     Cf.  fig.  124. 

Fig.  67. — 'i'puka,  its  end  or  beginning.     Glottal  tracing  above. 

Fig.  68. — ka'i'm,  give!     Glottal  tracing  above. 

Fig.  69. — a'htot-a,  grape-vine.     Glottal  tracing  above. 

Fig.  70. — ma'thak,  wind,  north.     Glottal  tracing  above.     Cf.  fig.  97. 

Fig.  71. — ka'veik,  south.     Glottal  tracing  above.     Cf.  fig.  105. 

Fig.  72. — a'mmo,  mountain-sheep.     Glottal  tracing  below.     Cf.  fig.  49. 

Fig.  73. — a've,  rattlesnake.    Glottal  tracing  below.     Cf.  fig.  123. 

Fig.  74. — ave',  mouse.     Glottal  tracing  below. 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  14 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  75.— 6'tura,  gambling  poles.    Cf.  fig.  121. 

Fig.  76.— ihne',  drift-wood. 

Fig.  77. — va'ptitc,  nothing.  An  a  that  has  not  been  heard  appears  be- 
tween the  p  and  t.  Cf.  fig.  143. 

Fig.  78. — kwora 'a'koe'vitc,  elder  brother,  from  kwora 'a'ka,  old  man, 
and  o'e'vitc.  The  glottal  stop  in  the  latter  word,  and  that  which 
should  separate  the  two  elements  of  the  compound,  do  not  show  in 
the  tracing  and  have  probably  been  slurred  out. 

[84] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  15 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  79. — ma't'ara,  play-ground,  field. 

Fig.  80. — hannava',  an  insect. 

Fig.  81.— aya',  mesquite  bean.     Cf.  fig.  134. 

Fig.  82.— a'laik,  bad. 

Fig.  83. — mastamho'intc,  a  mythological  character.     Cf.  fig.  47. 

Fig.  84. — dta'ha,  dice. 

Fig.  85. — va'ra,  no.    Cf.  fig.  139. 

Fig.  86. — nyamafla'm,  tomorrow.     Cf.  fig.  51. 

Fig.  87. — mi'tsqurqa,   part   of   aha'nya-mi'tsqurqa,   a   certain   kind   of 
frog.     Ts  perhaps  equals  tc. 

[86] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  16 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  88. — avl'-wa0a,  name  of  a  place. 

Fig.  89. — qara'e'rva,  name  of  a  place.  The  initial  may  be  k.  Cf.  fig.  142. 

Fig.  90. — aha't-a,  domestic  animal,  now  horse.     Cf.  fig.  141. 

Fig.  91. — melyeqe',  throat.     Cf.  fig.  54. 

Fig.  92. — ta'SSltca,  corn.     Cf.  fig.  61. 

Fig.  93. — hama'khava,  Mohave. 

Fig.  94. — 'itcie'rqa,  its  excrement. 

Fig.  95. — aha't-tcoqa,  dog.     From  aha't-a  (fig.  90).    Cf.  fig.  140. 

Fig.  96. — ava',  house. 

[88] 









EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  17 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  97.— ma'thak,  wind,  north.     Cf.  fig.  70.    . 

Fig.  98. — iSo'-kuvai'ra,  name  of  a  place.     A  glottal  stop  has  usually 
been  heard  between  a  and  i. 

Fig.  99.— hamo'k,  three. 

Fig.  100. — 'iv'a'um,  standing.     Cf.  fig.  55. 

Fig.  101.— orrd',  the  nighthawk.     Cf.  figs.  59,  133. 

Fig.  102. — ko're,  now,  well,  then,  come.     Cf.  fig.  144. 

Fig.  103.— i'wa,  my  heart.     Cf.  fig.  135. 

Fig.  104. — ahta',  cane. 

Fig.  105.— ka'veik,  south.     Cf.  fig.  71. 

Fig.  106. — Sokupi'ta,  owl. 

[90] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  18. 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  one. 

Fig.  107.— lii'lim,  fly  slowly. 

Fig.  108. — ye'llaka,  wild  goose. 

Fig.  109. — 1'hu,  my  nose. 

Fig.  110.— <l'hu,  his  nose.    Cf.  fig.  119. 

Fig.  111. — mereme'rem,  straight. 

Fig.  112. — arra',  interjection  of  astonishment.     Cf.  fig.  136. 

Fig.  113. — aha'-kuvi'lya,  name  of  a  place. 

Fig.  114. — arra',  interjection  of  surprised  fear. 

Fig.  115. — marho',  fox. 

Fig.  116. — sd'qwilya,  a  species  of  hawk. 

Fig.  117. — ma'tavilya,  a  mythical  character. 

Fig.  118. — ahmo',  mortar. 

[92] 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  19 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informants  two  and  one. 

Informant  two: 

Pig.  119.— <l'hii,  his  nose.    Cf.  fig.  110. 

Fig.  120. — ah 'a',  cottonwood. 

Fig.  121. — 6'tura,  gambling  poles.     Cf.  fig.  75. 

Fig.  122. — ama't-a,  earth.     Cf.  fig.  57. 

Fig.  123. — a've,  rattlesnake.    Cf.  fig.  73. 

Fig.  124. — pi 'ipa',  somebody.     The  glottal  stop  seems  to  have  been 
slurred  out.    Cf.  fig.  66. 

Informant  one: 

Fig.  125. — ql'rrim,  fly  fast. 

Fig.  126. — ahpe',  metate. 

Fig.  127. — hammulye',  ashes. 

Fig.  128. — ipa',  man. 

Fig.  129. — Su'mdum,  but. 

Fig.  130. — ipa',  arrow. 

Fig.  131. — memepu'ka,  knee.    Probably  from  i'me,  my  leg. 

Fig.  132.— pa'ya,  all. 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  20 

Tracings  from  the  mouth  of  informant  two. 

Pig.  133. — orrd',  the  nighthawk.    Cf.  figs.  59,  101. 

Fig.  134. — aya',  mesquite  bean.    Cf.  fig.  81. 

Fig.  135. — 1'wa,  my  heart.    Cf.  fig.  103. 

Fig.  136. — arra',  interjection  of  astonishment.     Cf.  fig.  112. 

Fig.  137. — a'tsqeuqa,  a  bird,  probably  the  bittern. 

Fig.  138. — alyha',  hermaphrodite. 

Fig.  139. — va'ra,  no.     Cf.  fig.  85. 

Fig.  140. — aha't-tcoqa,  dog.  The  initial  a  seems  to  have  been  slurred 
out  of  existence.  Cf.  fig.  95. 

Fig.  141. — aha't.a,  domestic  animal,  horse.     Cf.  fig.  90. 

Fig.  142. — qara'e'rva,  name  of  a  place.  The  glottal  stop  is  slurred 
over.  Cf.  fig.  89. 

Fig.  143. — va'ptitc,  nothing.  The  word  seems  derived  from  va'ra,  no 
(figs.  85,  139).  The  undulations  of  the  tracing  of  a  suggest  a  fol- 

lowing r,  which  however  does  not  appear  in  the  tracings  and  has 
not  been  heard.  Cf.  fig.  77. 

Fig.  144. — ko're,  now,  well,  then,  come.     Cf.  fig.  102. 

[96] 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  major  part  of  the  material  embodied  in  the  present 

paper  was  collected  in  Monterey  County,  California,  during  the 

month  of  September,  1910,  while  the  writer  was  enjoying  the 

facilities  afforded  to  him  by  the  University  of  California  as 

University  Fellow  in  Anthropology  at  that  institution.  The 

oldest  two  members  of  the  stock,  Perfecta  Encinales  of  the  San 

Miguel,  and  Jose  Cruz  of  the  San  Antonio  division,  afforded 

information  through  various  interpreters,  foremost  among  whom 

was  J.  Alonzo  Forbes,  Esq.,  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  San  Antonio 

Township,  who  performed  the  same  service  for  Dr.  H.  W.  Hen- 
shaw  in  1884.  Many  thanks  are  due  to  him  for  his  kindly  aid, 

and  also  to  Miss  Muriel  Dutton  for  her  kind  permission  to  inspect 

and  photograph  many  objects  of  ethnological  and  archaeological 

interest  in  Dutton 's  Museum,  at  Jolon.  Indebtedness  must  also 
be  acknowledged  to  the  authorities  of  the  Academy  of  Pacific 

Coast  History — the  ''Bancroft  Library" — of  the  University  of 
California  for  permission  and  aid  in  inspecting  their  records, 

and  particularly  to  Miss  M.  H.  Van  Gulpen  for  permission  to 

read  her  manuscript  translation  of  Fages.1 
As  data  on  many  important  points  was  entirely  missing,  due 

to  the  almost  complete  loss  of  aboriginal  culture  among  the 

present  Indians  of  the  northern  missions,  material  has  been 

incorporated  from  various  other  sources.  Through  the  courtesy 

of  the  Bureau  of  American  Ethnology  access  has  been  had  to 

certain  ethnological  notes  collected  by  Dr.  Henshaw  in  1884 

from  informants  now  deceased,  and  other  items  of  importance 

have  been  gleaned  from  the  writings  of  various  travellers  and 

visitors  to  the  missions.  Notable  among  the  latter  is  Alexander 

S.  Taylor,  who  visited  the  missions  in  1856,  sent  many  of  his 

manuscripts  and  other  material  of  the  mission  period  to  Wash- 
ington, and  recounted  his  observations  in  The  California  Farmer 

in  1860.  e 
Little  attempt  has  been  made  to  give  the  scientific  names  of 

See  note  9. 
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plants  or  animals  mentioned,  as  it  was  usually  impossible  to 

secure  specimens  or  descriptions  sufficiently  accurate  for  identi- 
fication. Native  names,  when  given,  are  generally  of  the  San 

Miguel  dialect.  San  Antonio  words  are  accompanied  by  the 

symbol  (A). 

As  the  matter  of  Salinan  phonology  and  linguistics  will  be 

dealt  with  exhaustively  in  other  papers,  merely  a  brief  descrip- 
tion of  the  values  of  characters  used  in  native  words  will  be 

given  here. 

p,  p<,  p!  Intermediate-sonant,  aspirate  and  fortis  bilabial  stops 
respectively. 

t,  t<,  t!  Intermediate-sonant,  aspirate  and  fortis  dental  stops. 

t,  t%  t!  Intermediate-sonant,  aspirate  and  fortis  tongue-blade 
alveolar  stops.  These  are  common  sounds  in  several 
stocks  surrounding  the  Salinan.  While  simple 
sounds,  they  resemble  a  t  with  following  r  glide, 
and  have  generally  been  written  tr  by  untrained 
English-speaking  observers.  They  are  produced 
by  the  blade  of  the  tongue  instead  of  the  tip,  and 
with  a  difference  in  the  release,  producing  a  semi- 
affricative  effect  approaching  tc. 

k,  k%  k!  Intermediate-sonant,  aspirate  and  fortis  palatal  stops. 

ts,  ts!  Intermediate-sonant  and  fortis  dental  affricatives. 

tc,  tcl  Intermediate-sonant  and  fortis  alveolar   affricatives 
(c  =  sh). 

s  Dental  sibilant,  like  English  s. 

c  Alveolar    sibilant.      Acoustically    midway    between 
English  s  and  sh. 

h,  x  Voiceless  spirants  of  less  and  greater  palatal  friction. 
1,  L  Sonant  and  surd  variants  of  lateral  intermediate. 

The  degree  of  sonancy  depends  on  position  in  word. 

in.  M  :  n,  N  Sonant  and  surd  variants  of  nasal  intermediates. 
The  degree  of  sonancy  depends  on  position  in  word. 

w,  y  As  in  English. 
Glottal  stop  or  catch. 

Aspiration. 
Nasalization 

a,  e,  i,  o,  u  Vowels  possessing  their  usual  phonetic  values.  They 
are  generally  and  normally  open.  In  some  words 
a  close  quality  is  approached  which  has  not  been 
here  differentiated. 

A  As  in  English  "but." 
E  Indeterminate  vowel,  as  in  English  "sir"  with  sup- 

pressed r. 
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GEOGEAPHY 

NOMENCLATURE 

The  existence  of  the  Salinan  family  as  an  independent  lin- 

guistic stock  was  first  definitely  settled  by  Major  J.  W.  Powell2 
in  1891  following  the  investigations  of  Dr.  H.  W.  Henshaw  among 
the  Indians  of  California  in  1884.  In  pursuance  of  his  ideas 
regarding  priority  of  nomenclature,  he  adopted  the  term  Salinan 

from  Latham3  who,  in  1856,  had  applied  the  name  to  the  abor- 
iginal inhabitants  of  the  drainage  basin  of  the  Salinas  River. 

Latham,  however,  used  the  term  Salinan  more  comprehensively 
than  Powell,  including  the  Esselen ;  the  Ruslen,  the  Carmel,  and 

the  Soledad  dialects  of  the  Costanoan  stock ;  and  ' '  possibly ' '  the 
Gioloco,  a  Porno  people.  For  many  years  the  affinities  of  the 
languages  of  southwest  California  were  in  dispute,  but  since  the 

appearance  of  Powell's  Linguistic  Families,  the  independence  of 
the  Chumashan,  Salinan,  Esselen,  and  Costanoan  families  from 
one  another  has  not  been  questioned. 

Like  many  of  the  stocks  of  California,  the  Salinan  Indians 
seem  to  have  had  no  name  for  themselves,  and  no  name  for  them 

is  known  in  any  other  Indian  tongue,  so  the  name  " Salinan/' 
while  of  European  origin,  must  be  unconditionally  accepted. 

Duflot  de  Mofras4  speaks  of  the  Indians  at  San  Antonio  as 
Tatche  or  Telame.  These  are  easily  identified  as  Tachi  and 
Telamni,  two  neighboring  tribes  of  the  Yokuts  stock,  some  of 

whom  were  brought  to  the  missions.  Shea5  in  his  preface  to 

Father  Sitjar's  Vocabulary  of  San  Antonio  Mission  says  that 
Taylor  calls  the  Salinans  Sextapay,  but  also  "gives  the  same 
name  San  Antonio  or  Sextapay  in  a  list  of  the  ranches  of  the 

Mutsun  Mission  of  Soledad,"  for  which  reason  he  hesitates  to 
use  the  term. 

2  J.  W.  Powell,  ' '  Indian  Linguistic  Families, ' '  7th  Ann.  Eep.  Bureau 
of  Ethn.,  101-102,  1891. 

3  K.  G.  Latham,  Trans.  Philolog.  Soc.  London,  1856,  85. 

*  Duflot  de  Mofras,  Exploration  du  Territoire  de  1  'Oregon,  n,  392. 
»  J.  G.  Shea,  Vocabulary  of  the  Language  of  San  Antonio  Mission,  p.  vii. 
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HABITAT  AND  BOUNDARIES 

Little  is  really  known  concerning  the  limits  of  the  Salinan 

territory.  According  to  Kroeber,6  their  country  comprised  ' '  from 
the  sea  to  the  main  ridge  of  the  Coast  Range,  and  from  the  head 

of  the  Salinas  drainage  to  a  short  distance  above  Soledad, ' '  com- 
prising the  southern  half  of  Monterey  County,  the  northern  part 

of  San  Luis  Obispo  County,  and  parts  of  San  Benito  County, 

California.  These  boundaries  may  be  somewhat  too  extensive. 

The  head  of  the  Salinas  drainage  is  within  a  few  miles  of  San 

Luis  Obispo,  the  native  name  of  which  was  tixilini  according 

to  Taylor.7  It  is  not  known  whether  the  latter  name  is  Salinan 
or  Chumashan,  but  as  the  blood  at  this  mission  was  prevailingly 

Chumashan  with  a  mixture  of  Salinan,  it  may  be  assumed  that 

the  boundary  was  somewhat  north  of  San  Luis,  very  probably, 

as  the  writer  was  informed,  at  Santa  Miguelita,  or  Chuquilin 

as  identified  by  Taylor.8 
Santa  Lucia  Peak  was  probably  the  northern  limit  of  the 

Salinan  stock,  it  being  reported  to  the  writer  that  the  mountain 

was  shared  equally  by  the  Soledadefios  (Costanoan),  Carmelinos 

(Esselen?),  and  Antoninos  (Salinan).  This  peak,  as  the  largest 

in  the  region,  could  naturally  have  served  as  a  division  point, 

and  the  above  statement  is  at  least  plausible.  From  the  moun- 
tain the  line  would  run  generally  northeast  to  the  Yokuts 

boundary,  and  southwest  to  the  sea  in  the  vicinity  of  Lucia. 

Fages,9  however,  whose  observations  usually  seem  to  have  been 
carefully  made,  gives  all  the  country  for  twelve  leagues  around 

San  Antonio  to  its  dependent  natives.  This  territory  would 

«A.  L.  Kroeber,  "Salinan  Family,"  Handbook  of  American  Indians, 
Bureau  Am.  Ethn.  Bull.  30,  n,  415. 

7  A.  S.  Taylor,  "The  Indianology  of  California,"  California  Farmer, 
Feb.  22,  1860. 

s  Ibid.,  Apr.  27,  1860.  On  this  date  appeared  Taylor's  article  on  the 
Indians  of  San  Antonio  Mission,  and  is  the  date  to  be  understood  when- 

ever reference  is  made  to  Taylor  without  accompanying  date. 
»  Probably  the  best  account  of  the  natives  of  the  coast  of  California 

between  San  Francisco  and  San  Diego  is  that  written  in  1775  by  Don 
Pedro  Fages,  lieutenant  of  Portold  and  afterwards  comandante  and 
governor  of  California.  A  partial  translation  is  published  in  Nouvelles 
Annales  de  Voyage,  tome  ci,  Paris,  1844.  A  copy  of  the  text  is  in  the 
Bancroft  Library.  This  is  the  work  referred  to  whenever  Fages  is  men- 
tioned. 
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extend  to  Posts,  and  include  a  region  generally  assigned  to  the 
Esselen.  Of  the  boundary  between  the  Salinan  and  Yokuts,  or 
Tulareno,  as  they  are  called  by  the  present  Salinans,  one  can 

do  no  better  than  to  repeat  the  statement  of  Taylor10  to  the 
effect  that  it  is  not  known  how  far  to  the  east  the  Salinan 

ranged.  It  has  generally  been  accepted  that  the  Salman  terri- 

tory extended  to  the  crest  of  the  Coast  Range,  the  watershed 
between  the  Pacific  and  the  Tulare  lakes.  While  this  conviction 

is  based  largely  on  the  negative  evidence  that  no  Yokuts  tribes 

are  known  to  have  lived  west  of  the  range,  yet  there  is  no  clear 

cause  for  disputing  the  accepted  theory,  unless  it  may  be  the 

doubtful  statement  by  one  of  the  aged  informants  that  the  bound- 

ary was  near  San  Lucas.  The  present  town  of  Cholame11  is  at 
the  foot  of  the  range,  though  the  Salinan  village  of  that  name 

is  said  to  have  been  the  nearest  village  to  San  Miguel  Mission. 

At  any  rate  the  mountains  of  the  Coast  Range  were  probably 

merely  hunting  grounds  and  contained  no  permanent  settlements 
of  either  stock. 

Nothing  is  known  concerning  the  Esselen-Salinan  boundary. 

TOPOGRAPHY 

The  country  is,  generally  speaking,  rough.  The  greater  part 

of  the  coast  is  extremely  rocky  and  mountainous,  the  cliffs 

generally  rising  sheer  from  the  water  to  a  considerable  height.12 

10  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  Feb.  22,  1860. 
11  Cholame  is  the  most  persistent  of  native  village  names.    Taylor  says, 

"Cholami  or  Cholam  is  the  nearest  raneheria  to  San  Miguel,  30  miles  s.e. 
of  San  Antonio."     Henshaw's  Miguelino  informant,  Anesmo,  claimed  to 
speak  the  dialect  of    tco'alamtram,    the  largest  of  the  villages  of  San 
Miguel,  at  the  town  of  Cholam.     Duflot  de  Mofras  (i,  383)  states  that  it 
was  projected  to  build  a  fort  against  the  incursions  of  the  Yokuts  in  a 
place  three  leagues  to  the  east  of  San  Miguel  called  Telame.      The  same 
writer  speaks  of  the  natives  at  San  Antonio  as  Telame,  the  connection 
with  the  Yokuts  Telamni  being  evident.     Modern  maps  place  the  town, 
rancho,  and  creek  of  Cholame  about  twenty-two  miles  east  of  San  Miguel 
at  the  head  of  Antelope  Valley,  the  easiest  pass  to  the  Tulare  Lakes.     It 
would   seem,    then,   that   the   name   Cholame    may  be   from    the   Yokuts 
Telamni,    and    that    the    raneheria    tco'alamtram    may    mean    "Tulareno 
village,"  i.e.,  the  nearest  village  to  the  Yokuts  country. 

12  "A  coast  running  northwest  and  southeast  full  20  leagues;  all  this 
coast  is  a  bold  coast   without  any  harbor,   and  there   extends   a   chain 
(cordillera)  of  sierras  along  the  whole  of  it,  very  lofty,  and  it  is  as  high 
by  the  sea  as  on  the  land  within;  the  sea  beats  upon  it;  they  saw  no 
population  or  smokes,  and  all  the  coast,  which  has  no  shelter  on  the  north, 
is  uninhabited."     Cabrillo,  Translation  in  U.  S.  Geo.  Surv.,  Wheeler,  vii, 
309. 
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The  country  from  ten  to  fifteen  miles  inland  is  mountainous, 

inhospitable  and  nearly  impassable.  It  is  heavily  wooded  and 

furrowed  with  canons  and  the  streams  are  small  and  unnavig- 
able.  Towards  the  south,  near  the  bay  of  Los  Esteros,  the 

country  becomes  more  open  and  the  cliffs  less  precipitous,  and 

several  good  bays  appear,  such  as  San  Simeon.  Inland,  the 
San  Antonio  and  Nacimiento  rivers  have  cut  narrow  valleys 

running  generally  southeast.  These  streams,  like  the  Salinas 

River,  are  generally  dry  in  the  summer  and  torrential  in  the 

winter.  The  valley  of  the  latter  river  is  relatively  narrow  and 

the  surrounding  country  hilly  and  well  wooded. 

Oaks  of  various  species  dominate  the  flora  and  redwoods  are 
common  in  the  mountains  near  the  sea.  Bears  were  formerly 

found  in  great  numbers,  together  with  mountain  lions,  which  are 

still  occasionally  shot.  Antelope  are  said  to  have  been  common ; 

deer  are  still  very  numerous  and  the  country  is  over-run  by 
ground  squirrels,  though  the  excessive  number  of  the  latter  may 

be  due  to  the  great  diminution  in  the  number  of  coyotes  and 

predatory  birds.  Fages  says  of  the  fauna  and  flora,  "  There 
are  the  same  land  animals  here  as  in  the  former  places — bears, 
deers,  antelope,  wild  sheep,  rabbits,  hares,  squirrels,  etc.  Of 

vermin  and  poisonous  animals  there  are  vipers,  tarantulas,  and 

scorpions,  larger  than  usual,  but  their  bite  does  not  correspond 

proportionately  to  their  size.  Among  the  birds  no  species  is 

lacking  which  has  been  mentioned  in  other  chapters,  and  besides 

these,  quail  and  very  blue  ring-doves  and  turtle-doves,  swallows 
and  calendar-larks  are  seen  here.  Of  fish  in  fresh  water  there 

are  large  trout  and  that  called  machuro.  Lastly  the  timber  is 

the  same  as  in  the  other  regions/' 
DIVISIONS 

At  present  the  Salinan  stock  comprises  two  dialects,  not  very 

dissimilar,  and  apparently  mutually  intelligible.  These  are 
known  as  Antonirio  and  Miguelino,  from  the  missions  at  which 

they  were  formerly  spoken.  The  former  dialectic  divisions 

can  be  only  conjectured.  From  Mission  San  Antonio  in  1811, 

the  following  report  was  forwarded  to  Mexico,13  "Two  distinct 

is  A.  L.  Kroeber,  A  Mission  Record  of  the  California  Indians,  present 
series,  vni,  13,  1908. 
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languages  spoken  by  the  Indians  are  known:  the  predominant 
language,  that  of  the  site  of  the  mission,  which  is  understood  to 

the  east,  south,  and  north  and  the  circumference  of  the  west; 

and  the  less  important,  which  those  speak  who  are  called  'beach 

people'  (playanos),  on  account  of  having  come  from  the  bays 
of  the  ocean.  These  are  few  in  number,  and  not  only  under- 

stand the  predominant  language  but  also  speak  it  perfectly." 
From  San  Miguel  it  was  reported,14  ' '  The  neophytes  at  this  mis- 

sion speak  four  languages :  that  of  San  Antonio,  which  is  reputed 
the  principal  one;  that  of  the  shore  (la  play  ana),  which  is  the 
one  spoken  by  those  settled  on  the  coast;  the  Tulareno;  and 

another,  that  of  the  people  of  the  south."  Eliminating  from 
the  last-named  report  the  language  of  the  Tulareno  (Yokuts), 
and  that  of  the  south  (Chumash),  we  find  that  there  are  two 
languages  mentioned  from  each  mission,  not  the  dialects  now 
known  as  San  Antonio  and  San  Miguel,  but  the  speech  of  the 

people  of  the  inland — the  principal  dialect — and  that  of  the 

people  of  the  shore.  Had  this  ' '  Playano ' '  language  been  reported 
from  San  Antonio  alone,  it  would  probably  have  been  interpreted 
as  Esselen,  but  reported  from  both  of  the  missions  it  is  doubtless 
a  mere  variant  dialect  of  the  Salinan.  These  people  are  reported 

as  having  been  ' '  few  in  number, ' '  and  doubtless  succumbed  very 
early.  Fages15  probobly  refers  to  them  when  he  remarks 
that  the  fishing  people  on  the  shore  were  inferior  in  build  and 
in  courage  to  the  hunting  tribes  inland.  There  would  seem, 

therefore,  to  have  been  two  "languages"  of  the  Salman  stock, 
one  of  the  valleys,  comprising  the  existing  dialects  of  San 
Antonio  and  San  Miguel,  and  a  language  of  the  shore  which 
has  entirely  disappeared,  leaving  to  us  no  idea  of  its  degree  of 
divergence.  It  is  worthy  of  note  that  in  the  above  quoted 

"Mission  Record"  the  dialects  of  the  two  missions  are  not  differ- 
entiated and  were  probably  considered  as  similar  if  not  identical. 

Shea16  states  that  "It  is  said  that  the  dialects  amounted  to 

twenty. ' '  Dr.  Henshaw  was  similarly  informed  that  each  village 
had  a  more  or  less  divergent  dialect.  These  statements  are  diffi- 

cult to  reconcile;  the  uniform  condition  in  California  is  one  of 

14 
IB  Fages,  op.  cit. 
i«  J.  G.  Shea,  op.  cit.,  p.  viii. 
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practical  agreement  between  the  villages  composing  a  dialect 

except  for  a  small  number  of  words  under  temporary  tabu.  The 

limits  of  the  dialects,  moreover,  are  generally  sharply  defined. 

The  probable  explanation  is  that  the  two  dialects  of  San  Antonio 

and  San  Miguel,  while  variant,  were  conceived  as  similar  when 

opposed  to  the  divergent  language  on  the  coast,  and  the  speech 

of  the  component  rancherias  of  the  respective  dialects,  while 

practically  identical,  had  sufficient  peculiarities  to  enable  their 

respective  inhabitants  to  be  identified. 

VILLAGE  AND  PLACE  NAMES 

According  to  Fages,  there  were  twenty  villages  within  a  radius 

of  twenty  miles  of  San  Antonio.  Taylor  copied  the  names  of 

many  of  these  from  the  records  of  the  mission  and  succeed  in 

locating  some.  They  are : 

Atnel 
(Possibly  atNe'L,  plu.  of  at  =  "oak.") Chacomex 
(tclaxome'c.    See  below.) 

Chitama 
In  the  mountains  near  the  coast,     (tama"  —  "men," 

ta'ma—  "my  house.") 
Cholucyte 

Chunapatama (See  Chitama.) 
Chuquilin San  Miguelita. 
Chuzach 
Chinnisel On  Monterey  River. 

Ejmal On  the  beach. 
Ginace 

lolon 
On  Rancho  los  Ojitos.    (Probably  Jolon,  holon'.  See below.) 

Lamaca 
On  the  shore.     (laM,  stem  "to  eat,"  or  "food.") Lima 
(Possibly  lemata'M.    See  below.) 

Quina Quinada. Seama 

Steloglamo 
Subazama 

(z  =  t     in     Sit  jar's     orthography;     ta'ma  —  "my 
house.") 

Tecolom  Rancho  Arroyo  de  San  Lorenzo  of  Rico.     (Cholam?) 
Tetachoya  Ojitos. 

Texja  (Possibly  tcxa'— " rock."    See  below— Teshaya.) Tsilacomap 
Zassalete 
Zumblito 

Derivations  in  parenthesis  are  by  the  writer,  others  by  Taylor. 

I 
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Taylor  personally  collected  and  located  the  following  native 
village  names: 

Teshaya  The  nearest  rancheria  to  San  Miguel.     (tclola'M. 
sibly  tcxa',  "rock/'     See  above,  Texja.) 

Sapaywis  On  present  Salqualco,  (sape'wis.     See  below.) 
Cholami  or  Cholam  The  nearest  rancheria  to  San  Miguel  (tclola'M. 

See  above,  Tecolom;  below,  tclola'M  and 
tco'alamtram;  also  note  11.) 

Other  rancherias  were  on  the  present  sites  of  Piojas  and 
Copeta  de  Goronice.  Henshaw  gathered  the  following  village 
names  and  information: 

tessospe'k  Four  miles  northwest  of  San  Antonio, 
skatita'gi  Two  miles  north  of  San  Antonio, 
ko'ic  Meaning  "flag"  or  "bulrush." 

These  three  villages  belonged  to  the  San  Antonio  division. 
About  ten  rancherias  originally  formed  the  Miguelino  branch. 
These  disintegrated  very  rapidly  after  the  founding  of  the  mis- 

sion and  the  names  of  only  three  were  remembered.  These  are : 

tco'alamtram  At  the  town  of  Cholam.  This  is  said  to  have  been 
the  largest  and  most  important  of  the  San  Miguel 

villages.  Henshaw 's  informant,  Anesmo,  claimed 
to  speak  this  dialect.  (See  above,  Cholami  or 
Cholam.) 

tecau'mistram      In  upper  Cholame  Canon. 

trolole'tram  Near  the  Santa  Margarita  Eanch  in  San  Luis  Obispo County. 

The  suffix  tram  (tan)  is  the  word  for  "house."  According  to 

Henshaw  it  means  also  "village." 

Village  names  remembered  by  the  writer's  informants  are: 

mA'tii/ce"  A  village  on  the  coast. 
tclaxome'e  A  village  eight  miles  northwest  of  San  Antonio. 

From  tclaxo'M — "face-washing."     (See  above, 
Chacomex.) 

tslila'kaka  A  village  on  the  coast. 
sape'wis  A  village  near  Pleyto.     (See  above,  Sapaywis.) 
na'siL  A  village  at  Pleyto.    na'siL  is  acorn  atole. 
holon'  Jolon. 
telo'xwaL  A  village  near  Bradley.      The  word  means  a  red 

stone. 

tclola'M  A  village  near  San  Miguel.    Cholam.    (See  numerous 
notes  and  references.) 

t'olole"  A  village  near  Cholame.     (See  above,  trolole'tram.) 
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Other  native  names  are  Sagollin — the  headwaters  of  the 

Salinas  River  between  San  Miguel  and  Santa  Margarita,  re- 

ported by  Taylor;  pimkolA'm — Santa  Lucia  Peak;  holAmna' — 

the  vicinity  of  Jolon,  meaning  an  arroyo;  and  tcau'temmak 

(tclau'temak) — the  site  of  Jolon,  meaning  "  where  there  is  plenty 

of  cattle, ' '  reported  by  Henshaw.  The  writer  was  informed  that 

Santa  Lucia  Peak  was  called  ti'at'  aula  from  the  name  of  a  plant 
(unidentified)  which  grows  there.  Reliz  Canon  is  known  as 

ceme'ni. 
Two  groups  of  people  to  the  west  of  the  mission  are  men- 

tioned. According  to  Henshaw  the  lematra'm  lived  about  twenty 
miles  west  of  the  mission,  and  were  not  connected  with  it.  This 

may  refer  to  one  of  the  villages  of  the  "playano"  group.17  Both 
Henshaw  and  the  writer  were  informed  of  a  group  of  Indians 

about  twenty-five  miles  to  the  west  of  San  Antonio,  known  as 

lemeknela't.  These  may  also  be  a  group  of  beach  people,  but 
more  probably  are  the  Esselen,  the  name  somewhat  resembling 

Ecclemach,  one  of  the  synonyms  for  the  Esselen. 

The  Indians  afterwards  gathered  into  Soledad  Mission  are 

said  to  have  been  the  greatest  enemies  of  the  Salinans ;  probably 

this  refers  to  one  of  the  southern  Costanoan  groups.  Fages 
makes  the  statement  that  the  natives  of  the  Santa  Lucia  moun- 

tains were  eternally  at  war  and  always  in  fear  of  enemies  a  few 

leagues  away.  Numerous  items  make  it  appear,  however,  that 

the  Salinan  Indians  were  on  perfectly  friendly  terms  with  the 

Yokuts  tribes  to  the  east,  and  that  frequent  visits  were  made  by 

the  former  to  the  Tulare  lakes  and  by  the  latter  to  the  sea. 

HISTORY 

PBE-MISSION   PERIOD 

The  dearth  of  material  on  Salinan  ethnology  is  due  mainly  to 

the  fact  that  there  is  no  pre-missionary  history  of  the  region. 
In  fact,  less  than  two  years  elapsed  between  the  time  of  the  first 

expedition  of  Europeans  through  the  country  and  the  founding 

of  San  Antonio  Mission.  A  second  factor  contributing  to  the 

IT  1§M  means  ''above";  lemata'M  would  be  "house  above"  or  "village 

above." 
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lack  of  knowledge,  and  one  of  equally  great  importance,  is  the 

relatively  small  number  of  travellers  who  visited  the  region. 

The  situation  of  the  country  between  the  two  important  ports  of 

Monterey  and  San  Luis  Obispo,  together  with  the  absence  of 

seaports  within  the  region  itself,  made  it  a  country  of  relative 

isolation.  Comparatively  few  visitors  made  the  rough  journey 

to  the  Salinan  missions,  and  those  who  did  spent  little  time  there. 

Compared  with  the  information  at  hand  concerning  the  Chumash 

of  San  Luis  Obispo  and  the  Costanoan  and  Esselen  of  Monterey, 

what  we  have  on  the  natives  of  San  Miguel  and  San  Antonio 

amounts  to  practically  nothing.  There  must  be,  however,  con- 
siderable unpublished  and  as  yet  unavailable  material  from  these 

missions,  both  in  the  great  libraries  of  the  Church  and  of  the 

Franciscan  Brotherhood,  and  in  other  public  and  private  collec- 
tions, which,  it  is  hoped,  may  on  inspection  reveal  much  of  the 

vanished  culture  of  the  people. 

The  first  European  to  behold  Salinan  territory  was  Cabrillo, 

who  sailed  up  the  coast  to  Cape  Mendocino.  His  description  of 

the  Salinan  coast  has  already  been  noted.18  He  saw  no  natives 
and  declared  the  coast  to  be  uninhabited.  Between  his  voyage  in 

1542  and  the  expedition  of  Portola  in  1769  many  ships  sailed 

along  the  coast.  Sebastian  Vizcaino19  skirted  the  coast  in  1602 
on  his  way  to  Monterey  Bay.  Four  rush  canoes  put  out  to  meet 

him  from  a  bay  said  by  Taylor  to  be  "probably  San  Luis  Road- 

stead or  that  of  San  Simeon."  Coming  from  the  former  port 
the  natives  undoubtedly  would  have  been  Chumash,  but  if  from 

the  latter  they  may  have  been  Salinan.  "Rush  canoes"  (tule 

balsas)  were  probably  not  used  by  the  Chumash.  Vancouver20 
reports  that,  while  sailing  down  the  coast  from  Monterey  in 

1792,  in  about  latitude  35°  35'-40',  a  canoe  of  wood  resembling 
those  used  by  the  Nutka  put  out.  These  natives  were  probably 

Chumash,  but  in  both  of  these  cases  we  are  in  doubtful  territory, 
as  indeed  is  the  case  with  most  records  of  early  travellers. 

The  expedition  of  Portola  which  discovered  San  Francisco 

Bay  in  1769  offered  the  first  undoubted  view  to  European  eyes 

is  See  note  12. 

i»  The  Voyage  of  Vizcaino,  probably  by  Padre  Ascension.     Translated 
and  published  in  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  June  26,  1861. 

20  George  Vancouver,  A  Voyage  of  Discovery — round  the  World,  rv,  317. 
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of  the  Salinan  Indians.  The  Jesuit  missionaries  who  had  estab- 

lished missions  along  the  coast  of  Lower  California  were  expelled 

by  royal  decree  in  1767,  and  their  stations  turned  over  to  the 

Franciscans.  Don  Gaspar  de  Portola  was  appointed  governor 

of  the  Californias,  and  sailed  from  Tepic  in  that  year  with  a 

number  of  Franciscan  friars  to  replace  the  Jesuits.  Fray  Juni- 
pero  Serra  was  appointed  head  of  the  missions  of  California. 

Disturbing  news  now  came  of  the  encroachments  of  the  Russians 

on  the  shores  of  Alaska  and  the  Northwest,  and  it  was  decided 

that  to  insure  to  the  Spanish  the  possession  of  the  ports  of  San 

Diego  and  Monterey,  discovered  by  Vizcaino  in  1602,  they  should 

be  fortified.  Portola,  the  governor,  volunteered  to  lead  a  land 

expedition,  and  two  vessels  were  sent  by  sea.  With  all  the  zeal 

of  a  pioneer,  Serra  accompanied  the  expedition  together  with 

four  other  friars,  for  the  purpose  of  founding  missions  in  Upper 

California.  The  twin  expeditions  left  Lower  California  in  the 

spring  of  1769  and  met  at  San  Diego,  where  Serra  founded  the 

first  of  the  Upper  California  missions,  San  Diego  de  Alcala, 

July  16,  1769.  Portola  decided  to  push  on  to  Monterey  with  his 

force,  leaving  Serra  at  the  newly  founded  mission.  He  left  San 

Diego  July  14  on  a  journey,  the  main  facts  of  which  are  probably 

well  known.  They  did  not  recognize  Monterey  Bay  and  pushed 

on  until  they  reached  San  Francisco  Bay,  October  31,  1769. 

Realizing  the  fact  that  they  had  passed  Monterey  Bay,  they 

returned,  reaching  San  Diego  January  24,  1770.  Many  of  the 

members  of  the  expedition  kept  diaries  of  the  trip ;  some  of  these 

have  been  printed,  others  are  as  yet  inaccessible  and  may  contain 

valuable  ethnological  information.21 
Little  mention  is  made  of  the  Salinan  Indians  in  any  of  the 

published  diaries  by  members  of  the  expedition.  Fearful  of 

missing  Monterey  Bay,  they  kept  close  by  the  sea  during  the 

21  The  Official  Account  of  the  Portola  Expedition  and  the  Diary  of 
Portola  have  been  published  by  the  Academy  of  Pacific  Coast  History, 
University  of  California  (Publ.  Acad.  Pac.  Coast  Hist.,  I,  nos.  2-3,  1909), 
but  contain  little  of  ethnological  interest.  The  Narrative  of  the  Portola 
Expedition,  by  Miguel  Constanso  (ibid.,  I,  no.  4,  1910),  contains  much 
of  interest  on  the  Santa  Barbara  Chumash.  The  diaries  of  Vila  and 
Costanso  have  been  published  by  the  Academy  of  Pacific  Coast  History 
(Publ.  n,  nos.  1  and  4,  1911);  those  of  Font  and  Anza,  and  Fages'  docu- 

ment are  in  preparation.  The  latter  has  already  been  referred  to  as  of 
great  interest.  The  diary  of  Anza  contains  much  on  the  Pima,  Yuma, 
Papago,  Maricopa,  etc. 
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entire  trip.  After  reaching  the  site  of  San  Luis  Obispp  about 

September  4,  instead  of  following  the  easy  road  down  the  valley 
of  the  Salinas,  they  followed  the  sea,  and  for  three  weeks  cut 

their  way  through  the  rough  Sierra  de  Santa  Lucia  to  Mon- 

terey Bay.  During  these  three  weeks  they  encountered  seven 

rancherias  of  natives.  Portola22  estimated  their  respective  num- 
bers at  60,  30,  80,  400,  60,  200,  and  220.  Not  all  were  on  the 

direct  route  of  travel.  The  Indians  welcomed  them,  came  in 

bodies  to  meet  them,  escorted  them  to  their  villages,  and  gave 

them  considerable  food,  for  which  Portola  returned  beads  and 

other  trinkets.  They  returned  by  the  same  route  and  revisited 

four  of  these  villages  besides  three  new  ones  of  60,  30,  and  60 

estimated  population.  Had  the  expedition  travelled  by  way  of 

the  Salinas  River,  it  is  probable  that  greater  numbers  of  natives 
would  have  been  met. 

Of  the  various  natives  of  the  southern  half  of  California,  the 

highest  degree  of  culture  seems  to  have  been  reached  by  the 
Chumash  of  the  Santa  Barbara  Channel  and  the  Shoshoneans 

and  Chumash  of  the  Channel  Islands.  The  Chumash  north  of 

Point  Concepcion  were,  if  we  may  believe  early  reports,  much 

poorer  and  less  capable  than  their  brethren  on  the  Channel, 

probably  being  culturally  not  very  different  from  the  Salinan. 

Most  of  the  early  travelers  to  the  region  compare  the  Indians 

of  San  Francisco  and  Monterey  Bays  unfavorably  with  the 

Chumash.  Vancouver23  says  of  the  men  he  saw  in  a  wooden 

canoe  a  little  to  the  north  of  San  Luis,  "By  their  ingenuity 
they  seemed  to  differ  materially  from  the  insensible  beings  of 

San  Francisco  and  Monterey."  Fages  terms  the  Santa  Barbara 
Indians  "the  Chinese  of  California."  Boscana24  divides  the 
Indians  of  California  into  three  groups.  Two  of  these  are  those 

between  Monterey  and  the  extreme  northern  boundary  of  the 
Mexican  domain  and  those  between  Santa  Barbara  and  San 

Lucas.  "Those  between  Santa  Barbara  and  Monterey  differ 
materially  from  these  as  regards  their  habits;  being  much 

more  industrious  and  appear  as  an  entirely  distinct  race." 

22  Diary  of  Gaspar  de  Portola,  Publ.  Acad.  Pac.  Coast  Hist.,  I,  no.  3, 
33  [63],  1909. 

23  G.  Vancouver,  op.  cit.,  iv,  317. 

24  Geronimo  Boscana,  Chinigchinich,  published  in  Robinson's  Life  in 
California,  239,  1846. 
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This  classification  includes  the  Chumash  and  Salinan  as  a 

higher  type.  Boscana,  however,  probably  knew  of  the  natives 

to  the  north  of  Point  Concepcion  only  by  report,  and  is  using 

the  Chumash  of  the  Channel  as  a  type  of  all  the  Indians  to 

Monterey.  Generally  the  Salinan  aborigines  are  classed  with  the 

Monterey  type  of  native  and  compared  unfavorably  with  the 

Chumash.  Costanso25  says  that  the  country  north  of  the  Santa 
Barbara  Channel  was  not  so  thickly  populated  nor  were  the 

natives  as  industrious  as  those  to  the  south,  but  they  were  equally 

affable  and  gentle,  and  in  another  place25*  remarks  "This  part 

of  the  country  is  practically  uninhabited/'  Portola26  remarked 
of  some  natives  at  the  foot  of  the  Santa  Lucia  Mountains  that 

they  were  more  docile  than  the  natives  of  the  Santa  Barbara 

Channel,  that  they  did  not  live  in  regular  houses  like  the  latter 

and  that  the  villages  consisted  of  fewer  inhabitants.  This  par- 
ticular group  may  have  been  visiting  the  coast  on  a  fishing 

expedition,  thus  accounting  for  the  absence  of  permanent  houses. 

Palou27  states  that  the  region  between  Santa  Barbara  and  San 
Antonio  and  that  between  San  Antonio  and  Monterey  were  not 

so  populous  as  the  Channel  region,  but  yet  sufficiently  dense  to 

support  other  missions. 

Of  the  actual  life  of  the  Salinan  Indians  in  pre-mission  times, 

more  must  be  assumed  than  can  be  actually  proven.  The  general 

mode  of  life  probably  differed  in  no  important  phase  from  that 

of  the  other  stocks  of  Central  and  Southwestern  California,  and 
will  be  considered  in  detail  later. 

The  stock  probably  never  numbered  more  than  a  few  thousand 
individuals. 

MISSION   PERIOD 

Less  than  two  years  after  the  passage  of  Portola  through  the 

country,  Frayes  Junipero  Serra,  Buenaventura  Sit  jar  and  Miguel 

Pieras  journeyed  up  the  Salinas  from  Monterey,  where  they  had 

established  Mission  San  Carlos  Borromeo  de  Monterey,  June  3, 

26  Miguel  Costans6,  The  Narrative  of  the  Portola  Expedition,  Publ. 
Aead.  Pac.  Coast  Hist.,  I,  no.  4,  51  [141],  1910. 

25a  Costans6,  Diary,  53. 

ze  Portola,  op.  cit.,  31  [61]. 

27  Francisco  Palou,  Noticias  de  la  Nueva  California,  1857. 
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1770,  twenty-five  leagues  to  Los  Robles,  and  founded  Mission  San 
Antonio  de  Padua,  the  third  mission  in  Upper  California,  July 

14,  1771  (pi.  21,  fig.  1).  One  native  witnessed  the  ceremonies. 

Taylor  reports  that  the  nearest  Indian  rancheria  was  called 

Teshaya,  Texja,  or  Texhaya ;  other  reports  refer  to  it  as  Sextapay. 

The  neighboring  country  seems  to  have  been  very  well  populated, 

Fages  remarking  that  there  are  said  to  have  been  more  than 

twenty  villages  within  a  radius  of  seven  leagues  from  the  mission, 

without  counting  those  on  the  route  to  Monterey.  The  mission 

grew  very  rapidly,  as  the  natives  were  friendly.  Within  two  years 

158  converts  had  been  made  and  by  1820-1830  there  are  said  to 

have  been  no  more  gentiles  within  seventy-five  miles.28  At  one  time 
(1790)  it  was  the  largest  mission  in  California,  and  was  always 

noted  for  its  well-kept  condition.  Its  maximum  size  was  attained 
in  1805,  from  which  date  the  number  of  the  natives  gradually 

decreased  until  its  secularization  in  1835.  The  following  table 

gives  the  population  at  the  mission  at  various  dates.  Those  not 

specifically  designated  are  taken  from  A.  B.  Lewis.29 

1780  585  1820  878 

1790  1076  1822  (Taylor)  834 

1800  1118  1828  (Wilkes)  671 

1802  (Hiimboldt)      1052  1830  681 

1805  1124  1834  (de  Mofras)  1400 

1805  (Engelhart)      1296  1842  (de  Mofras)  150 

These  figures  show  a  gradual  increase  to  1805,  followed  by  a 

gradual  decrease  to  1834  and  then  a  sudden  collapse.  De 

Mofras 's  figure  for  1834  is  clearly  a  great  over-estimate;  Engel- 

hardt's  sum  for  1805  disagrees  with  Lewis's  and  would  seem  to 
have  less  claim  to  correctness.  Otherwise  the  figures  have  the 

appearance  of  accuracy. 

The  Mission  of  San  Miguel  (pi.  21,  fig.  2),  sixteenth  in  point 

of  age  of  the  missions  of  California,  was  founded  July  25,  1797, 

twenty-six  years  after  the  establishment  of  San  Antonio.  In 
the  presence  of  a  great  number  of  natives  Padre  Lasuen,  who 

became  the  resident,  assisted  by  Padre  Sit  jar  from  San  Antonio, 

28  A.  B.  Lewis,  "San  Antonio  Mission,"  in  Handbook  of  American 
Indians,  op.  cit.,  n,  424. 

2»  Ibid. 
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founded  the  mission.  Engelhardt30  refers  to  the  native  name  of 

the  site  as  Vahia  or  Vatica,81  but  most  authorities,  including 
Taylor,  speak  of  it  as  Cholam.  As  the  leaven  had  already  been 

spread,  the  mission  grew  very  rapidly;  fifteen  children  were 

offered  for  baptism  the  first  day  and  the  maximum  size  was 
reached  in  1814.  From  this  time  the  population  gradually 
decreased  until  the  mission  was  secularized  in  1836.  A  table 

of  population  at  different  dates,  taken  from  Lewis32  and  other 
authorities  follows. 

1800  362  1828  (Wilkes)  748 

1802  (Humboldt)  614  1834  599 
1810  973  1834  (de  Mofras)  1200 
1814  1076  1840  350 

1822  (Taylor)  936  1842  (de  Mofras)  30 

Here  also  is  a  rise,  a  fall  and  a  drop.  Excepting  for  De  Mofras 's 
estimate  of  1200  for  1834,  which  is  manifestly  high,  the  table 

seems  to  give  a  correct  impression  of  the  rise  and  decline  of  the 

mission.  Up  to  1834,  4348  baptisms  had  been  performed  at  San 

Antonio  and  2562  at  San  Miguel.  Included  in  this  number  were 

practically  all  the  members  of  the  Salinan  stock  then  in  exist- 

ence and  all  the  neophytes  who  had  died  in  the  sixty-three  years 
since  the  founding  of  the  mission,  besides  considerable  numbers 

of  Yokuts  at  either  mission,  some  Chumash  at  San  Miguel,  and 

possibly  a  few  Costanoan  and  Esselen  at  San  Antonio,  though 
of  the  latter  we  have  no  record. 

The  Salinan  Indians  welcomed  the  missions  and  gave  no 

trouble.  Engelhardt33  states  that  the  natives  of  San  Antonio 
were  more  tractable  than  those  at  San  Diego  or  Monterey,  and 

gladly  helped  in  the  erection  of  buildings.  The  neighboring 

Yokut  tribes,  however,  frequently  raided  the  lands  of  the  mis- 

soZephyrin  Engelhardt,  The  Franciscans  in  California,  404. 
»i  The  sound  usually  denoted  by, the  symbol  v,  either  bilabial  or  dento- 

labial,  is  absent  in  the  Salinan  language  and  initial  w  is  very  rare. 

32  A.  B.  Lewis,  ' '  San  Miguel  Mission, ' '  in  Handbook  of  American 
Indians,  op  tit.,  n,  449. 

33  Z.  Engelhardt,  op.  tit.,  258.     Fages,  "They  are  gentle  and  affable 
and  willingly  divide  with  the  Spanish  the  little  that  they  have. ' '    Taylor, 
"They  learned  the  Spanish  very  soon  and  were  very  docile  and  tractable." 
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sions.34  San  Miguel  was  particularly  open  to  their  attacks,  as 

de  Mof ras35  remarks,  ' '  donnant  un  acces  facile  a  la  grande  vallee 
des  Tulares." 

Under  the  mission  regime,  every  inducement  was  held  out  to 

the  natives  to  give  up  all  their  old  culture  and  customs  and  to 

adopt  that  of  the  Spanish  in  toto.  All  the  Indians  were  con- 
centrated at  the  missions,  and  after  baptism  were  not  again 

allowed  to  leave,  except  to  bring  in  new  material  for  conversion. 

Whether  the  latter  came  willingly  or  by  force  was  not  considered 

important.  Such  encouragement  was  given  to  the  production  of 

gentiles  for  neophytic  candidacy,  that  if  we  may  believe  the 

claims,36  by  1830  all  the  living  Indians  of  the  Salinan  stock,  as 

well  as  numbers  of  the  Yokuts37  and  other  neighboring  stocks, 
had  been  gathered  into  the  missions.  The  neophytes  were  taught 

the  rudiments  of  civilization  and  Catholicism;  they  built  the 

buildings  of  the  missions,  raised  the  crops  and  tended  the  stock. 

In  every  respect  except  that  of  the  loss  of  liberty  they  were  in 

a  condition  far  preferable  to  the  native  one,  as  there  was  always 
an  assurance  of  food  and  shelter.  At  both  of  the  missions  the 

padres  took  a  keen  interest  in  the  welfare  of  their  flock.  Both 

Fathers  Sit  jar  at  San  Antonio  and  Juan  Martin  at  San  Miguel 

were  credited  with  great  familiarity  with  the  native  idiom,  the 

former  having  left  a  large  and  valuable  vocabulary,38  besides 

other  material  in  the  language.  Engelhardt39  states  that  the  huts 
of  the  neophytes  were  of  a  more  substantial  character  at  San 

Antonio  than  at  San  Carlos.  Robinson40  reports  that  everything 
at  the  mission  was  in  perfect  order  in  1830,  the  natives  cleanly 
and  well  dressed. 

a*  E.  Bryant,  What  I  Saw  in  California,  371,  says  of  the  country 
between  the  two  Salinan  missions  in  1846,  "But  few  attempts  appear  to 
have  been  made  to  settle  this  portion  of  California.  The  thefts  and 
hostilities  of  the  Tular  Indians  are  said  to  be  one  of  the  causes  preventing 
its  settlement. ' ' 

as  D.  de  Mofras,  op.  cit.,  i,  383. 
so  Engelhardt,  op.  cit,  264;  A.  B.  Lewis,  op.  cit. 

37  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  ' '  Both  missions  always  contained  Indians  from 
the  Tulare  lakes." 

ss  Buenaventura  Sitjar,  Vocabulary  of  San  Antonio  Mission,  edited  by 
John  G.  Shea,  New  York,  1861. 

ss  Z.  Engelhardt,  op.  cit.,  260. 
*o  Alfred  Eobinson,  op.  cit.,  81. 
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Naturally,  every  phase  of  primitive  religion  was  strictly 

tabu,  and  all  contra-European  customs  prohibited.  It  is  not 
strange  that  with  such  an  atmosphere  there  should  now  be  left 

merely  faint  recollections  of  the  primitive  culture. 

POST-MISSION   PERIOD 

Following  the  secularization  of  the  missions  and  the  departure 

of  the  padres  most  of  the  Indians  dispersed,  to  some  extent 

returning  to  their  old  customs,  but  retaining  the  best  features 

of  civilization.  At  San  Antonio  Padre  Ambris  came  and  spent 

the  remainder  of  his  life  ministering  to  his  scattered  flock,  while 

at  San  Miguel  the  mission  is  still  in  use.  A.  B.  Lewis41  gives 

the  population  for  San  Miguel  as  350  in  1840,  but  de  Mofras42 
reports  only  30  in  1842,  and  150  at  San  Antonio. 

While  the  Salinan  country  was  not  one  of  the  great  mining 

centers  yet  it  had  its  share  of  frontier  troubles,  and  it  is  prob- 
able that  the  natives  suffered  greatly  through  the  diseases  and  the 

demoralizing  influences  of  the  time.  This  was  probably  the  time 

of  their  greatest  numerical  loss.  Taylor  gives  no  idea  of  the 

number  in  1856,  but  Shea43  in  1861,  stated  that  "less  than  fifty 

Indians  still  remain. "  Henshaw44  estimates  the  population  at 

"only  about  a  dozen"  in  1884,  and  Kroeber45  states  that  "at 
present  their  total  number  is  perhaps  twenty,  most  of  them  near 

Jolon."  Both  of  the  latter  estimates  are  probably  rather  low. 
The  scattered  condition  of  the  Indians  at  present,  as  well  as 

their  complete  civilization,  provokes  an  under-estimate.  From 
personal  impression  the  writer  was  inclined  to  place  the  number 

at  about  Kroeber 's  estimate,  but  careful  inquiry  produced  the 
names  of  forty-one  full-blood  Salinans,  thirteen  of  whom  claim 

to  be  of  the  Miguelino  division,  and  twenty-eight  of  the  Antonino, 
but  as  they  have  intermarried  to  a  considerable  extent,  little 

41  A.  B.  Lewis,  op.  cit.,  449. 
42  D.  de  Mofras,  op.  cit.,  I,  320. 
«  J.  Q.  Shea,  op.  cit.,  viii. 

44  H.  W.  Henshaw  in  J.  W.  Powell,  op.  cit.,  102.     ' '  In  1884  when  Mr. 
Henshaw  visited  the  missions  he  was  able  to  learn  of  the  existence  of 
only  about  a  dozen  Indians  of  this  family,  and  not  all  of  these  could 

speak  their  own  language. ' ' 
45  A.  L.  Kroeber,  "Salinan  Family,"  loc.  cit. 
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purity  of  speech  or  blood  is  possible.46  Of  the  thirteen  Migueliiio, 
none  are  children  and  all  are  able  to  speak  the  language,  but 

three  only  are  of  sufficient  age  to  remember  anything  of  the  older 

culture.  Only  one  patriarch  exists  among  the  group  of  San 

Antonio,  while  eleven  are  children  or  unmarried  young  people, 

unable  to  speak  the  tongue.  The  other  sixteen  are  of  middle  age. 
These  few  survivors  of  the  stock  live  in  scattered  families  in 

the  valleys  of  the  San  Antonio  and  Nacimiento  rivers  near  Jolon, 

and,  except  in  blood,  differ  in  no  wise  from  the  other  native  sons. 

Ranching  and  stock-raising  afford  employment  for  the  majority 
of  them.  Some  have  ranches  of  their  own  with  houses  of  adobe, 

while  others  are  employed  by  the  larger  ranchmen  of  the  region. 

Several  raise  fruit  and  vegetables.  Intermarriage  to  some  extent 

with  the  Mexicans  of  the  district  has  taken  place,  and  this  will 

probably  be  the  fate  of  the  rest  of  the  Salinan  blood.  Scattered 

as  they  are,  Spanish  has  become  almost  more  of  a  mother  tongue 

than  the  1 1  idioma. ' '  The  latter  is  used  only  by  the  older  Indians 
when  conversing  with  each  other;  the  children  use  Spanish, 

except  those  who  have  been  educated  in  the  public  schools,  who 

can  speak  and  read  English.  The  language  will  doubtless  dis- 

appear in  a  comparatively  few  years,  and  the  blood  and  physical 

type  will  probably  not  survive  much  longer. 

ECONOMIC  LIFE 

FOOD 

With  the  Salinans,  as  with  most  of  the  natives  of  California, 

vegetable  food  doubtless  supplied  the  greater  part  of  the  sus- 
tenance. As  we  have  seen,  game  was  more  than  ordinarily 

plentiful,  especially  deer,  but  with  the  primitive  weapons  upon 

which  the  aborigines  depended,  it  is  doubtful  if  venison  could 

ever  have  been  a  staple  food.  Acorns,  which  are  very  abundant 

in  the  region,  doubtless  formed  the  principal  staple,  seeds  and 

smaller  animals  being  also  of  more  importance  than  the  meat  of 

larger  game.  Of  the  dietary  Taylor  merely  remarks,  "For  food 

48  Henshaw  was  informed  in  1884  by  his  San  Antonio  informant, 
Hilario,  that  there  were  but  five  natives  who  spoke  the  San  Antonio  idiom 
correctly.  The  others  used  more  or  less  of  the  San  Miguel  dialect  in  their 
conversation. 
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they  used  the  pine-nuts  and  acorns  which  are  still  extraordinarily 

abundant  in  the  vicinity. ' '  Fages  goes  into  greater  detail,  writ- 

ing, ' '  There  are  three  kinds  of  acorns  and  other  seeds  and  fruits, 
one  round  like  a  cherry  with  a  red  color,  from  the  substance  of 

which  seed  they  make  good  tamales.  They  call  it  it  'yslay'47 
and  they  eat  the  little  meat  that  it  contains.  There  is  also  much 

'pil'  and  'tecsuma'  about  which  I  will  speak  later.  There  are 
madronas  and  three  different  kinds  of  chia  (sage),  one  bulky 

like  a  lentil,  and  the  others  more  slender,  much  nut-pine  like  that 
of  Spain  and  a  kind  of  seed,  very  small,  white  and  of  the  shape 

of  a  nut,  which  mixed  with  flour  makes  food  like  tortillas, 

delicate  and  agreeable  to  the  taste  as  if  they  had  kneaded  them 

with  lard.  Another  seed  is  like  rice,  of  a  yellow  color,  and  ripens 

best  when  there  is  the  greatest  rain.  It  has  a  very  sweet  flavor. 

This  when  cooked  resembles  vermicelli.  They  roast  them  to 

make  their  porridge.  They  have  plenty  of  sugar  and  molasses. ' ' 

"Tecsuma"  is  later  described  as  a  plant  with  a  flower  like  a  rose 
and  a  thick  stalk  with  a  pod  containing  an  oily  seed  known  as 

' '  pil. "  It  is  further  said  that  the  sap  of  the  reed-grass  and  of 
another  tall  leafy  shrub  was  collected  and  dried  to  make  the  good 

sugar  and  molasses  above  mentioned. 

This  account  is  very  circumstantial  and  doubtless  correct,  but 

as  none  of  the  plants  mentioned  are  used  for  food  at  the  present 

time,  it  has  not  been  possible  to  identify  any  of  them. 

Oaks  of  divers  species  supplying  great  quantities  of  acorns 

are  found  in  the  Santa  Lucia  Mountains  and  the  valleys  of  the 

San  Antonio  and  Nacimiento.  At  least  six  of  these  species 

were  distinguished  by  the  Salinan  natives,  who  valued  them  for 

different  purposes  and  in  varying  degrees.  While  the  statement 

is  not  definite,  it  seems  that  acorns  from  live-oaks  were  preferred 
for  mush,  those  of  deciduous  oaks  for  bread.  Of  the  former 

three  varieties  were  used,  cxau'wAt',  t'io'i,  and  paxa'kiL  in 

the  order  of  preference.  Of  the  latter  p'a'pix  and  p'a't  were 

« Islay.  Cf.  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Kecord,  12,  Eeport  from  San 
Fernando:  "chia  (seeds  of  sage),  called  pasill  in  their  language;  islai, 
called  chamiso  by  them."  Also,  note,  ibid.,  13:  "Compare  P.  S.  Spark- 
man's  Prunus  ilicifolia,  Luiseno  chamish,  Spanish  islaya. ' '  pa'siL  was 
given  as  the  Salinan  word  for  chia.  The  identity  of  these  words  is  evi- 

dent, but  unexplained.  They  are  evidently  Indian  names,  but  whether 
adopted  by  the  Spanish  from  some  stock  and  spread  by  them,  or  whether 
a  case  of  pre-historic  identity  or  borrowing,  is  not  known. 
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used.  Cmo'  was  another  oak  sometimes  used.48  Fallen  acorns 
afforded  the  principal  stock,  but  they  were  also  secured  by  knock- 

ing down  such  as  could  be  reached  with  long  poles,  trees  never 

being  felled  for  their  yield. 

Until  required  for  use,  acorns  were  stored  in  granaries, 

klata'.  These  were  large  basket-like  receptacles  made  of  white 
willow  twigs,  built  on  the  ground  adjacent  to  the  houses,  without 

any  stone  foundation  and  lined  and  covered  with  grass.  When 

desired,  the  acorns  were  taken  out  of  the  granary,  broken  open 

with  a  small  stone  and  placed  in  the  sun  to  dry.  After  thorough 

drying,  they  were  pounded  in  a  stone  mortar  until  a  fine  flour 

was  obtained.  The  acorn  flour  was  always  leached  in  a  basket, 

the  stitches  of  which  were  sufficiently  far  apart  to  allow  the 

water  to  percolate  through,  but  it  is  said  to  have  never  been  done 

in  the  sand.  The  latter  method  is  by  far  the  more  common 

in  California,  being  noted  among  the  Costanoan,49  Yokuts,50 

Luisefio51  and  other  peoples  of  the  central  and  southern  culture, 
as  well  as  being  the  exclusive  method  of  the  northern  area.  The 

practice  among  the  Chumash  is  not  yet  known,  but  practically 

all  the  other  people  of  California  used  the  sand-hole  for  leaching. 
Fages  reports  the  use  of  the  basket  at  Monterey  and  does  not 

mention  the  sand-hole.  Too  much  reliance  should  not  be  placed 
on  unsupported  individual  testimony,  but  the  statement  by  an 

aged  Californian  Indian  woman  that  sand-leaching  was  not 

known  among  her  people  is  at  least  worthy  of  note.  After  leach- 

ing, the  acorn  flour  was  made  into  either  mush,  na'siL,  or  bread, 

klone'.  For  the  former,  the  flour  or  dough  was  mixed  with  water 
to  the  proper  consistency  and  heated  in  the  cooking-basket  until 
it  was  considered  done.  It  was  generally  eaten  from  the  basket 

48  Specimens  of  these  varieties  could  not  be  obtained,  nor  an  accurate 
description  of  them.  An  unsuccessful  effort  was  made  to  identify  them 
from  the  following  brief  descriptions:  cxa'uwAt',  a  live-oak  with  spined 
leaves;  t'io'i,  a  large  white  tree  with  a  white  acorn  growing  on  the  coast; 
paxa'kiL,  an  oak  with  pointed  leaves  and  a  very  large  acorn  which  grows 
on  the  hills;  p'a'pix,  an  oak  with  serrated  leaves,  called  by  Henshaw 
"post  oak";  p'a't,  an  oak  with  small  serrated  leaves  and  a  large  acorn, 
called  by  Henshaw  "white  oak";  cmo',  an  oak  with  smooth,  non-spined 
leaves.  Acorns  were  known  by  the  generic  name,  k'ap%  (A)  k'a*. 

*•  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
Ro  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

si  P.  S.  Sparkman,  The  Culture  of  the  Luiseno  Indians,  present  series, 
viii,  194,  1908. 
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by  means  of  the  hollow  of  the  hand,  expert  performers  being 

able  to  clean  the  entire  hand  with  one  swift  sweep,  according  to 

observers.  Abalone  shells  and  basket-hats  were  occasionally  used 

by  more  fastidious  diners.  Acorn  bread  was  baked  in  the  earth- 
oven.  Cakes  of  dough  about  three  inches  in  diameter  were 

placed  between  two  layers  of  grass  and  cooked  over  night. 

Seeds  of  many  varieties  were  eaten  and  doubtless  formed  a 

considerable  item  in  the  Salinan  dietary.  They  were  gathered 

with  seed-beaters  and  baskets  in  the  usual  manner  and  kept  in 

seed-granaries,  sAp'k'a'ts!,  until  required  for  consumption, 
when  they  were  ground  and  boiled  in  the  cooking-basket  to  make 
soup  or  mush,  not  parched  on  trays  with  coals  as  is  the  common 
Californian  custom.  Wild  oats,  which  covered  the  hills  in  many 

places,  were  the  staple  seed,  and  are  said  to  have  been  cultivated, 

but  this  statement  is  probably  applicable  only  to  the  post-mission 
period.  No  agriculture  has  ever  been  proven  for  any  Californian 

Indian  people,  despite  claims  to  the  contrary.52  The  seeds  of 
three  species  of  grass  were  eaten,  as  well  as  the  seeds  of  the  wild 

sunflower.  Chia,  the  seeds  of  the  sage,  pinole  which  was  made 

from  white  corn,68  and  other  unidentified  seeds  were  eaten. 
In  common  with  most  of  the  Californian  aborigines,  the 

Salinans  were  probably  termed  "diggers"  by  the  immigrant 
whites.  Whether  or  not  they  merited  the  name  is  not  certain. 
The  oldest  woman  of  the  tribe  does  not  remember  the  use  of  the 

digging-stick,  and  does  not  recognize  the  digging-stick  weight. 
But  at  least  one  root  was  eaten,  the  mescal.  This  ubiquitous 

plant  is  subjected  to  practically  the  same  treatment  wherever 

found.  It  is  dug  up  with  a  stick  and  cooked  for  two  days  in 

the  earth-oven,  after  which  it  is  considered  ready  to  be  eaten.54 
Clover,  of  which  three  species  are  distinguished,  was  greatly 

relished  and  eaten  from  the  stalk  without  preparation.  Buck- 
eyes were  eaten,  probably  after  having  their  poisonous  properties 

leached  out,  as  is  the  custom  among  the  Yokuts  and  other  neigh- 

62  La  Pe>ouse,  Voyage  Autour  du  Monde,  n,  202,  claims  that  the  natives 
at  Monterey  raised  maize  before  the  coming  of  the  Spanish.  Powers 
states  that  the  Klamath  are  reported  to  have  raised  tobacco. 

68  Pinole  was  given  as  an  aboriginal  food  material.  La  Pe"rouse  (see 
note  52)  supports  the  claim.  Yet  corn  was  probably  introduced  by  the 
Spanish  and  at  once  became  a  staple  product. 

5*  Fages  describes  the  preparation  at  San  Luis  Obispo. 
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boring  tribes.  Elderberries,  blackberries,  strawberries,  goose- 

berries, Christmas  berries,55  chuckberries,56  Indian  potatoes,57 
wild  grapes,  prickly-pear  cactus,  and  numerous  other  berries  and 

fruits  were  eaten.  Two  species  of  pine-nut  were  known,  one  of 
them  a  very  common  variety,  and  the  other  found  only  in  the 

mountains  on  the  coast.  Mushrooms  were  not  eaten,  though 

Fages  reports  that  they  were  relished  by  the  Costanoans  at 

Monterey,  and  the  Yokuts  make  use  of  them.  The  habit  of  chew- 

ing gum  from  a  plant  or  tree,  as  is  reported  for  some  of  the 

groups  to  the  south,58  seems  to  have  been  unknown. 
As  regards  animal  food,  the  California  Indians  in  general 

are  practically  omnivorous.  Of  the  larger  game,  bears  alone, 

and  particularly  grizzly  bears,  are  not  often  eaten,  a  fact  due 

probably  as  much  to  their  ferocity  as  to  the  supernatural 

shamanistic  power  and  human  resemblance  imputed  to  them. 

Among  the  smaller  animals  the  dog,  wolf,  and  coyote  are  tabu 

among  some  groups,  while  among  others  the  skunk  alone  is  not 

eaten.  Of  the  birds,  owls,  hawks,  condors,  buzzards  and  eagles 

are  not  eaten  in  some  localities,  due  partly  to  reverence  for  them 

and  partly  to  a  dislike  for  their  flesh. 

Like  the  other  California  natives,  the  Salinan  Indians  ate  all 

flesh,  fish,  and  fowl,  with  a  very  few  exceptions,  including  most 

of  the  reptilia  and  some  insects.  Of  the  mammalia  the  skunk 

alone  was  specifically  excepted,  while  the  custom  regarding  the 

canine  family  is  unknown.  Old  bears  were  not  esteemed,  but 

cubs  were  considered  a  delicacy.  All  birds  without  exception 

are  said  to  have  been  eaten,  as  well  as  their  eggs,  which  were 

prepared  by  boiling.  In  dietary  matters  the  Salinans  resembled 

the  Miwok  much  more  than  the  Yokuts,  for  the  latter  relish  the 

skunk  and  tabu  the  carnivorous  birds.59 
The  tribes  of  central  California  were  less  fastidious  in  the 

matter  of  reptilian  food  than  were  the  people  to  the  south.  The 

65  Cf.   P.    S.    Sparkman,   op.   cit.,   194,   <  <  Toyon    or   Christmas   berry, 
Heteromeles  or  Photinia  arbutifolia. ' ' 

ee  Not  identified.    Possibly  a  corruption  of  * '  choke-cherry. ' ' 
67  Possibly  camass.    Powers,  op.  cit.,  426,  states  his  belief  that  a  potato- 

like  plant  consumed  by  the  Yokuts  is  a  species  of  camass. 

68  p.  S.  Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  196. 
6»  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
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Shoshonean  tribes  of  Kern  River  share  with  the  southern  Yokuts 

a  dislike  for  all  reptiles,  while  the  northern  Yokuts60  and 
Miwok61  consider  them  proper  food.  The  Salinans,  on  the  whole, 
shared  the  view  of  their  northern  neighbors.  Snakes  and  most 

other  reptiles  were  eaten,  being  cooked  in  the  ashes  of  the  fire, 

while  frogs  were  eaten  or  not  according  to  individual  choice. 

The  Antoninos,  the  more  northern  group,  are  said  to  have  eaten 

lizards,  but  they  were  not  relished  by  the  people  of  the  San 

Miguel  moiety.  Yellow  jacket  larvae  were  held  individually  over 

the  fire  on  a  spit  and  eaten,  but  other  grubs  were  not  favored. 

Grasshoppers  were  rare  in  the  country. 

Sea-food  doubtless  furnished  the  major  part  of  the  sustenance 
of  the  people  on  the  coast.  Those  inland  probably  speared 
salmon  on  the  Salinas  and  caught  trout  and  suckers  in  the 

smaller  streams.  Journeys  were  made  to  the  sea  and  also,  it  is 

said,  to  Tulare  Lake  for  fish.  Bullheads  and  sep'ta'L,  an  un- 
identified fish,  were  procured  from  the  ocean,  besides  red  and 

blue  abalones,  clams  and  sklen',  an  unidentified  shell-fish. 
These  were  eaten  either  raw  or  cooked.  Crabs  were  eaten,  as 

well  as  sea-weed.  The  latter  was  heated  over  the  fire  on  a  stick 

and  eaten  with  mush  or  bread,  probably  for  the  salt  flavor  it 

imparted.  Powers62  and  Goddard63  have  noted  the  eating  of  sea- 
weed among  other  groups  of  Californian  Indians. 

All  meat  was  prepared  in  one  of  three  ways.  If  desired  for 

immediate  consumption  it  was  roasted  over  the  flames  or  in  the 

coals  of  a  fire.  For  gradual  consumption  it  was  baked  over  night 

in  the  earth-oven,  after  which  it  would  keep  a  week  or  more. 
If  it  were  necessary  to  keep  it  a  longer  time,  it  was  dried  in 

the  air  or  "jerked."  Meat  was  seldom  or  never  boiled  in  the 
cooking-basket. 

The  "cooking-basket"  mentioned  is  a  water-tight  basket  in 
which  boiling  is  done,  and  is  found  all  over  California.  The 

food  to  be  cooked  is  put  in  the  basket  and  covered  with  water. 

Then  heated  stones  are  continually  introduced  until  the  water 

eo  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

61  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  351. 

62  Ibid.,  50,  (Yurok)  ;  150,  (Porno) 

es  Pliny  Earle  Goddard,  Life  and  Culture  of  the  Hupa,  present  series, 

i,  31,  1903. 
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becomes  hot  enough  to  cook  the  food.  The  "earth-oven'*  is  like- 
wise an  almost  universal  method  and  is  made  by  digging  a  hole 

in  the  earth  which  is  then  lined  with  stones  and  a  fire  built 

therein.  When  the  stones  are  hot  the  fire  is  removed,  grass  laid 

over  the  stones,  and  the  food  to  be  cooked  placed  in  the  hole 

and  covered  with  more  grass.  Sticks  and  earth  and  more  hot 
stones  are  then  laid  over  the  hole  and  left  for  a  considerable 

period.  The  heat  is  retained  very  well  and  the  food  gradually 

cooked.  Most  foods  were  cooked  during  one  night,  but  others 

required  a  longer  time,  as  much  as  two  days. 

Fire  was  made  by  twirling  a  drill  of  poison-oak  wood, 

t'EnEple",  upon  a  hearth  of  willow.  Two  men  to  relieve  each 
other  and  continue  the  friction  were  often  necessary  for  the 

operation. 

HUNTING   AND   FISHING 

A  sharp  line  of  distinction  seems  to  have  separated  the 

Salinan  people  into  two  divisions  marked  by  physical,  linguistical 

and  cultural  differences.  Throughout  most  of  western  California 

a  difference  was  noticed  and  recorded  by  the  earlier  travellers64 
between  the  fishing  people  on  the  coast  and  the  hunting  people 

inland.  The  latter  are  generally  credited  with  being  larger, 

better  built,  and  more  courageous.  While  the  shore  people  un- 
doubtedly hunted  game  and  the  inland  group  made  journeys  to 

the  ocean  for  sea-food,  yet  the  one  were  primarily  fishers  and  the 
other  hunters.  Although  San  Antonio  Mission  is  not  more  than 

fifteen  miles  from  the  sea,  yet  the  ruggedness  of  the  intervening 

mountains  renders  it  a  journey  of  so  much  hardship  and  dura- 
tion that  it  is  doubtful  if  it  was  undertaken  often  by  villages  of 

sedentary  hunters.  Fishing  trips  are  said  to  have  been  made 

to  Tulare  Lake,  but  whether  this  information  is  applicable 

equally  to  the  pre-mission  and  post-mission  period  is  not  known. 
Since  game,  however,  is  said  to  have  been  very  plentiful  in  the 

Salinan  mountains  it  probably  furnished  by  far  the  greater 

supply  of  animal  food. 
Deer  were  generally  hunted  by  stalking,  a  method  which 

obtained  among  almost  all  of  the  California  natives.  The  hunter 

e*  Fages,  op.  cit. 
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covered  his  head  with  a  stuffed  deer-head  and  cautiously  ap- 
proached the  deer  under  cover  of  the  brush.  The  direction  of 

the  wind  was  ascertained  by  dropping  a  little  dirt,  and  the  deer 

were  approached  from  the  leeward  side.  A  good  hunter  could 

imitate  the  movements  of  the  deer  so  accurately  that  he  could 

approach  quite  close  and  kill  several  before  the  animals  sus- 
pected any  danger.  The  careful  hunter  always  chewed  tobacco 

assiduously  while  approaching  the  game,  as  this  tended  to  make 

it  drunk  and  less  wary.  Bears  were  caught  by  putting  bait  near 

their  accustomed  trails  or  caves  and  hiding  in  holes  near  by,  from 
which  the  animals  could  be  shot  several  times  with  ease.  Smaller 

game,  such  as  rabbits  and  small  birds,  were  probably  caught 

by  the  use  of  nets,  t'e'LtAL,  though  this  was  denied  by  the 
Antonino  informant,  Jose  Cruz.  The  practice  was  admitted 

among  the  San  Miguel  division.  Snakes  were  caught  by  means 

of  sticks.  No  specific  mention  was  made  of  communal  hunts  for 

deer,  bears,  antelope,  and  rabbits,  but  as  these  were  practiced  by 

all  Californian  Indians,  there  is  little  doubt  that  they  were 

known.  Nor  was  mention  made  of  traps  and  pitfalls  for  larger 

game  such  as  are  in  use  over  most  of  California,  but  as  the  use 

of  these  latter  is  denied  by  some  of  the  Yokuts,05  their  existence 
among  the  Salinan  may  also  be  doubted. 

Salmon  probably  were  speared  on  the  Salinas,  but  the  country 

was  not  a  salmon  region,  due  to  the  lack  of  rivers  on  the  coast. 

Trout  are  found  in  the  mountain  streams,  but  fish  on  the  whole 

are  scanty  in  the  inland  country.  Fish  are  said  to  have  been 

caught  in  Tulare  Lake  by  means  of  nets  of  milkweed  fibre,  and 

certain  other  fish,  probably  salmon,  were  speared  with  a  fish- 

spear,  cik'nai'.  Fish  were  also  obtained  by  poisoning  the  water 
of  lakes  and  streams.  For  this  purpose  two  plants  were  used, 

tepa'lomoi  and  teni's  (A).  The  former  is  described  as  a  tall 

plant  with  a  pungent  odor.  The  Yokuts  tribes66  similarly  used 
two  plants  for  poisoning  the  water.  One  of  these  is  the  buckeye, 

the  other  probably  the  soap-root,  which  was  often  used  by  the 

California  aborigines  for  this  purpose.  Fish-hooks  and  lines 

65  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. ee  Ibid. 
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were  used  by  the  Chumash,67  and  fish-traps  by  practically  all  the 
neighboring  stocks,  but  the  use  of  either  is  not  a  matter  of  record 

among  the  Salinan  natives.  It  is  probable  that  the  "playano" 
people  had  developed  an  exclusively  fishing  culture,  and  had 

methods  of  their  own  for  the  procuring  of  sea-food,  but  their 
entire  disappearance  has  rendered  our  knowledge  of  their  culture 

impossible. 

The  knowledge  of  any  possible  hunting  or  fishing  ceremonies 

or  restrictions  has  long  since  disappeared. 

ARCHITECTURE 

One  of  the  distinguishing  features  of  the  southwestern  culture 

area  is  the  use  of  communal  houses  sheltering  four  or  five 

families.  They  are  described68  as  being  fifty  or  sixty  feet  in 
diameter  and  accommodating  fifty  or  more  people.  They  were 

dome-shaped  "like  the  half  of  an  orange,"  and  were  arranged 
in  a  semicircle  in  the  village.  In  the  central  Californian  area 

small  houses  for  one  family  were  the  rule.  Powers69  says  of  the 

Miwok  houses  that  they  were  "very  rude  affairs  of  poles  and 

brush- wood,"  and  early  travellers70  declare  the  same  to  be  true 

of  the  other  members  of  the  "Mutsun"  family,  the  Costanoans 
at  Monterey.  They  evidently  had  no  definite  village  arrange- 

ment. The  Costanoans  are  said71  to  have  made  several  different 
kinds  of  houses.  Some  were  entirely  of  tule,  some  brush  shelters 

over  excavations  in  the  hillsides,  while  others  were  round,  with  a 

high  conical  roof  like  an  inverted  basket.  The  Yokuts  tribes72 
made  conical  or  wedge-shaped  houses  of  poles  and  tule  thatch, 
generally  without  excavation.  These  houses  were  nicely  arranged 

in  a  straight  row  and  often  connected  to  make  a  communal  house. 

Summer  brush  shelters  were  also  used.  Nothing  is  known  of  the 

Chumash  sweat-houses,  but  those  of  the  entire  south-central 

region  were  small  semi-subterranean  structures  used  only  for 
sweating. 

67  U.  S.  Geol.  Survey,  Wheeler,  vn,  222,  1879.     Also  Diary  of  Anza, 
mss.  translation  by  Mr.  C.  E.  Chapman. 

68Costans6,  Narrative,  43  [133];  Fages,  op.  cit. 
ee  Powers,  op.  cit.,  350. 

TO  F.  W.  Beechy,  Narrative  of  a  Voyage  to  the  Pacific,  n,  51,  1831. 
71  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

72  ibid.    Also  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  370. 
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The  houses  of  the  Salinans  were  also  probably  of  several 

different  kinds.  The  common  house  is  described  by  native  in- 

formants as  a  quadrangular  but  made  without  excavation.  No 

standard  size  was  mentioned,  but  Mr.  Forbes  is  the  authority  for 

the  statement  that  they  averaged  about  ten  feet  square.  This 

is  about  the  usual  size  of  dwellings  in  the  central  area.  A  post 
was  erected  at  each  corner  and  one  in  the  center.  Four  roof 

poles  connected  the  center  and  corner  posts  and  across  these  other 

poles  were  laid  and  the  whole  covered  with  a  thatch  of  bundles 

of  tule  or  a  species  of  rye-grass  lashed  on  with  strips  of  bark 
or  withes.  The  walls  were  also  made  of  tule.  A  smoke-hole  was 
left  in  the  center  of  the  roof  and  the  fire  built  in  the  middle  of 

the  house.  No  mention  was  made  of  sleeping  stages  such  as  were 

used  by  the  Chumash  at  San  Luis,78  nor  is  it  known  how  the 
houses  were  grouped  in  the  villages.  Houses  of  a  larger  size  were 

mentioned,  but  no  details  given.  But  as  their  erection  was 

attended  by  a  celebration,  it  is  probable  that  they  were  communal 

houses  similar  to  those  in  use  by  the  neighboring  Chumash  or 

Yokuts  people.  Other  houses  are  said  to  have  been  sometimes 

made  of  brush  with  roofs  of  tule,  the  door  being  merely  an 

opening  in  the  brush.  By  this  may  be  meant  the  summer  houses 

used  by  the  majority  of  Calif ornian  Indians. 

Sweat-houses,  kwap',  were  ordinarily  small,  hemispherical, 
partly  subterranean  structures.  A  circular  excavation  of  about 

four  feet  in  width  and  half  a  foot  in  depth  was  made  and  brush 

placed  around,  arching  over  to  meet  at  the  top.  Earth  was 

heaped  on  the  brush  to  keep  it  in  place  and  to  retain  the  heat. 

The  fire  was  built  in  the  center  of  the  house,  the  bath  being 

taken  in  the  heat  and  smoke,  as  among  all  California  Indians. 

Both  men  and  women  are  said  to  have  frequented  this  sudatory 

or  "temescal." 
On  the  occasion  of  the  erection  of  a  large  dwelling  house,  a 

very  large  sweat-house  was  also  made  and  kept  as  a  permanent 
place  for  dances  and  ceremonies.  This  use  of  the  sweat-house 
for  dances  is  usual  in  the  northern  part  of  the  central  culture 

,  op.  cit.;  Costans6,  Narrative,  47  [137]. 
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area,  as  among  the  Maidu,74  but  is  not  found  among  the  Yokuts 
or  the  other  people  of  the  south-central  and  southern  culture 
areas. 

Menstrual  huts  are  claimed  to  have  been  unknown,  but  Taylor 

says  that  the  expectant  mother  retired  to  a  brush  hut  near  a 

spring.  Whether  this  was  a  special  hut  or  the  usual  brush 
shelter  is  not  known. 

DRESS  AND  PERSONAL  ADORNMENT 

As  nearly  a  century  and  a  half  has  elapsed  since  Padre 

Sit  jar  commenced  his  task  of  clothing  the  nakedness  of  his  flock, 

little  reliance  can  be  placed  on  the  statements  of  the  present 

Salinan  Indians  concerning  the  dress  of  their  aboriginal  fore- 

fathers, and  most  of  our  information  must  come  from  early 

reports.  While  there  are  many  descriptions  of  the  dress  of 

the  natives  of  Monterey  (Costanoan)  and  San  Luis  Obispt 

(Chumashan),  there  is  little  on  the  intervening  territory. 

There  is  no  ground  for  belief  that  the  Salinan  costume  dif- 

fered in  any  marked  degree  from  that  of  the  majority  of  Cali- 
fornian  natives.  Broadly  speaking,  in  all  of  the  central  and 

southern  part  of  the  state  men  wore  nothing  in  the  summer,  or 

at  most  merely  a  breech-clout.  Women  wore  an  apron,  generally 
consisting  of  two  pieces,  front  and  back.  In  winter  both  sexes 

wore  robes  or  blankets,  cLemi',  of  fur,  or  of  woven  rabbit  or 
otter  skin.  Moccasins  were  ordinarily  not  worn.75 

The  costume  of  the  Salinans  probably  followed  this  general 

plan.  Vizcaino76  makes  the  ambiguous  statement  that  each  rush 
canoe  which  met  him  off  the  Salinan  coast  contained  two  naked 

Indians  who  were  covered  with  goat-skins  when  they  came 
aboard.  The  women  wore  aprons  of  tule,  according  to  Taylor. 

Neither  moccasins  nor  any  other  coverings  for  the  feet  were 

known.  Babbit  skins  and  more  rarely  otter  skins  were  sewn 

together  with  twine  and  woven  to  make  cloaks  and  blankets  for 

protection  in  the  winter.  Basket  hats  were  worn  by  the  women 

74  R.  B.  Dixon,  The  Northern  Maidu,  Bull.  Am.  Mus.  Nat.  Hist.,  xvn, 
168,  1905. 

75  Costans6,  Narrative,  45  [135].     H.  H.  Bancroft,  The  Native  Races, 
i,  367,  gives  many  references  for  the  dress  of  the  California  natives. 

76  Vizcaino,  op.  cit. 
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and  may  have  been  sometimes  worn  by  the  men  when  carrying 

burdens,  as  among  some  other  groups.  In  later  times  they  were 

worn  by  the  vaqueros  of  the  missions,  while  the  women  wore 

cloth  turbans  on  their  heads.  The  neophytes  of  the  missions 

were  dressed  fully  in  cloth  or  buckskin.77  No  scarfs  of  any  kind 
were  made  by  the  natives  previous  to  the  coming  of  the  Spanish. 

The  aboriginal  coiffure  is  nowhere  mentioned,  but  the  abund- 

ance of  the  hair  and  beard  is  remarked  by  many  observers.78 

The  latter  was  plucked  in  pre-missionary  days.79  Much  dis- 

agreement is  found  in  the  writings  of  early  travellers80  with 
regard  to  the  native  Californian  method  of  wearing  the  hair  and 

beard.  But  since  most  of  the  observations  were  made  subsequent 

to  the  founding  of  the  missions,  the  natural  suspicion  is  that 

with  a  few  exceptions,  whenever  cropped  hair  and  full  beards 
were  noted,  it  was  due  either  to  the  universal  habit  of  cutting 

the  hair  short  during  mourning,  or  else  to  the  example  of  the 

whites.  Possibly  all  of  the  natives  of  southern  California  wore 

the  hair  long  and  plucked  the  beard  close. 

No  yellowhammer  head-bands,  feather  cloaks  or  aprons,  or 
other  feather  ornaments  such  as  are  typical  of  California  are 

remembered  by  the  surviving  Salinan  natives.  The  use  of 

feathers  for  decoration  by  the  Yokuts  is  known  to  the  older 

Salinan  Indians,  but  they  deny  the  existence  of  the  custom  among 

themselves.  No  mention  is  made  by  any  traveller  of  the  use  of 

feather  decorations  by  the  Salinans,  but  such  evidence  is  negative 

77  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit. 

78  A.  S.  Taylor  in  particular  noticed  the  pilous  development. 

7»  Ibid.  ' '  In  the  old  times,  before  becoming  Christians,  they  pulled  out 
their  beards." 

so  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  280,  says  that  the  Kombo  (Yana)  alone  of  Cali- 
fornians  cropped  their  hair  to  within  an  inch  of  their  heads;  Fages,  op. 
cit.,  noticed  that  the  hair  was  worn  loose  at  San  Luis  Obispo;  Boscana 

op.  cit.,  239,  states  that  "all  Indians  between  Monterey  and  the  extreme 
northern  boundary  of  the  Mexican  domain  shaved  their  heads";  Palou, 
in  Forbes'  History  of  California,  182,  says,  "All  natives  of  Upper  Cali- 

fornia, both  men  and  women,  cut  their  hair  very  short,  particularly  on 

the  death  of  any  of  their  friends  or  relatives";  La  P6rouse,  op.  cit.,  n, 
197,  says  that  the  natives  of  Monterey  cut  their  hair  to  four  or  five  inches, 
and  that  about  half  of  the  adults  had  beards.  The  Northwest  Maidu, 
according  to  Dixon,  cut  their  hair.  Among  most  of  the  Yokuts  tribes, 
according  to  Kroeber,  the  hair  was  worn  long,  but  some  of  the  men  of 
other  tribes  cut  it.  The  majority  of  other  observers  report  long  hair  in 
California.  Bancroft,  op.  cit.,  365,  gives  many  references  on  hair  and 
beard  in  the  state. 
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and  inconclusive;  differences  are  quickly  noted  by  observers, 
resemblances  taken  for  granted.  The  sole  mentions  of  feather 
ornaments  by  native  informants  are  that  feathers  were  attached  to 

the  shaman 's  sticks,  and  that  head-dresses  of  feathers  reaching  to 
the  shoulder,  with  single  eagle  feathers  extending  from  the  fore- 

head forward,  were  used  by  dancers  at  the  Kuksui  dance.81  This 

probably  applies  to  the  "big  head"  head-dress  used  in  the  same 
dance  by  the  Maidu  and  other  central  Californian  natives  and 

may  be  an  extraneous  influence.  While  it  is  very  doubtful  if  a 

usage  so  typically  Californian  as  the  wearing  of  feather  decora- 
tions could  have  been  entirely  lacking  among  the  Salinan,  yet 

evidences  seem  to  point  to  the  conclusion  that  it  did  not  reach 

the  same  development  here  as  among  the  other  stocks  of  central 
California. 

Ear  ornaments  of  abalone,  kaneLt'E',  were  worn,  but  nose 
ornaments  were  not  used,  though  the  use  of  the  latter  by  the 
Yokuts  tribes  is  known  to  the  Salinans. 

Tattooing  was  practiced  by  many  of  the  neighboring  tribes,82 

principally  upon  the  women.  Palou83  says,  "The  coast  people 
tattoo,  chiefly  the  women,  but  less  so  than  the  natives  of  the 

islands."  The  usage  among  the  Salinans  is  nowhere  stated,  and 
was  specifically  denied  by  one  informant,  but  as  in  the  former 

case  was  probably  practiced. 
The  Salinan  natives  shared  with  the  other  stocks  of  the  coast 

region  a  great  fondness  for  painting  themselves  on  frequent 

occasions.84  Red,  white,  blue  and  yellow  were  the  favorite  colors. 

The  red  was  made  from  cinnabar,85  which  is  mined  in  the  sur- 
rounding region,  and  the  yellow  from  the  root  of  a  plant,  possibly 

si  See  pp.  177,  188;  also  note  183. 
82  Yokuts,  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss.;  Costanoan,  La  Perouse,  Beeehey,  Petit 

Thouars,  and  others  quoted  in  Bancroft,  op.  cit.,  370. 

ss  F.  Palou,  in  Forbes'  History,  183. 
8*Costans6,  Narrative,  45  [135];  Fages,  op.  cit.;  and  many  other 

writers  note  the  considerable  use  of  paint  and  stain  by  the  natives  of  the 
coast. 

SB  The  Spanish  word  was  translated  by  Mr.  Forbes  as  "a  mercury 
ore. "  Cinnabar  (mercuric  sulphide)  is  common  in  the  country  and  is 
generally  accepted  as  the  basis  for  the  native  red  paint.  Cf.  Bancroft, 
op.  cit.,  370.  Putnam,  in  Wheeler,  op.  cit.,  22,  states  that  the  supposed 
cinnabar  found  in  the  graves  on  the  Santa  Barbara  Channel  turned  out 
to  be  hematite  (ferric  oxide),  and  that  Dr.  Yarrow  doubted  the  use  of 
cinnabar  on  physiological  reasons.  Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  209,  reports  the 
use  of  hematite  for  red  paint  by  the  Luiseno. 
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Psoralea  macrostachya.86    The  blue  may  have  been  wad;87  the 
source  of  the  white  paint  was  not  ascertained. 

TRANSPORTATION 

The  Salinans  were  doubtless  thoroughly  sedentary  in  their 

habits  and  little  given  to  travelling.  Their  habitat  was  restricted 

and  mountainous  and  the  rivers  unnavigable.  Occasional  jour- 
neys to  the  sea  and  to  Tulare  Lake  for  fish  probably  accounted 

for  most  of  their  migrations.  The  inland  people  probably  never 

made  or  used  boats  or  rafts,  though  information  is  ambiguous 

on  this  point.  It  was  a  matter  of  knowledge  to  them,  however, 

that  tule  balsas  or  rafts,  tuwipe',  were  used  by  the  Yokuts. 

The  "playanos"  or  fishing  people  of  the  coast  must  have  had 
some  variety  of  boat  and  probably  made  balsas  of  tule  after  the 

general  central  Californian  type.  In  about  the  same  latitude 

Vizcaino88  met  a  tule  raft  and  Vancouver89  a  wooden  canoe  with 
energetic  and  intelligent  occupants.  As  the  Chumash  are  known 

to  have  made  wooden  boats  of  boards,  and  were  considered  to  be 

a  superior  type  of  native,  the  natural  inference  is  that  the  canoe 

in  question  was  made  by  the  most  northerly  Chumash,  while 

the  balsa  was  a  product  of  Salinan  handicraft,  and  that  in  this 

respect  at  least  the  cultural  and  linguistic  boundaries  coincide. 

Burdens  of  all  kinds  were  doubtless  "  packed "  on  the  back. 
The  large  carrying  basket  was  carried  by  means  of  a  rope  of  bark 
which  went  over  the  forehead  and  under  the  basket  like  a  net,  but 

it  is  claimed  that  it  was  used  for  carrying  seeds  alone.  The  use 

of  a  carrying  net  of  hide  was  admitted,  but  later  denied  by  the 

same  informant.  It  may  be  that  the  carrying  basket  was  set  in 

a  net  to  be  carried,  as  among  the  Cahuilla.90 

Babies  were  carried  in  the  ubiquitous  cradle,  tclaname". 
This  was  of  a  triangular  shape,  the  framework  consisting  of  two 

strong  sticks  with  smaller  sticks  laid  across  to  form  a  bottom  or 

se  Used  by  the  Luiseno,  Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  209. 

ST  Hydrous  oxide  of  manganese;   used  by  the  pre-historic  Chumash, 
Wheeler,  op.  cit.,  262. 

88  Sebastian  Vizcaino,  op.  cit. 

89  George  Vancouver,  op.  cit.,  IY,  317. 

90  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Ethnography  of  the  Cahuilla,  present  series,  vin,  47, 
1908. 
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back.  The  child  was  held  in  by  strips  of  rawhide,  or  probably 
originally  of  buckskin,  with  a  band  going  over  its  head.  This 
cradle  is  similar  to  one  of  the  two  types  used  by  the  Yokuts  and 
the  Maidu,  the  description  corresponding  well  with  cradles  still 
in  use  among  the  latter  Indians. 

The  use  of  snow-shoes  is  unknown  to  the  present  natives  and 
probably  never  was  known  to  their  ancestors.  Little  or  no  snow 
falls  in  the  country. 

MATERIAL   STANDARDS 

Currency91 

Beads,  xe'nes,  constituted  the  standard  of  wealth  and  value. 
Those  of  Salinan  manufacture  were  made  from  mussel  or  abalone 

shells  in  three  colors.  Blue  beads,  kicho'tel,  were  valued  the 

most,  pink  beads,  k'melli,  so-called  because  of  their  shinyness, 

next,  and  lastly  white  beads,  tre'pmoctu'.  The  most  valuable 
beads  were  elongated  and  came  from  an  unknown  locality  at  a 

considerable  distance.  Two  of  these  would  make  a  man  wealthy. 

These  may  have  been  either  the  dentalia  of  the  northerly  peoples, 

or  the  "long  beads  and  noselets  made  by  the  'islanders'  "  as 
suggested  by  Dr.  Henshaw.  These  latter  were  made  of  the 

columella  of  a  univalve  mollusc92  and  were  also  highly  valued 
by  other  natives,  such  as  the  Yokuts. 

Beads  were  put  on  strings,  probably  of  sinew,  and  the  string 

valued  according  to  its  length.  As  among  all  Californian  Indian 

tribes,  the  strings  were  measured  to  certain  standard  distances 
on  the  body. 

Dr.  Henshaw 's  San  Antonio  informant,  Hilario,  gave  the 
following  units  as  the  standards  for  value  in  beads : 

1.  The  smallest  unit  was  called  wase'na*  and  was  measured  from  the  tip 
of  the  middle  finger  to  the  wrinkle  in  the  middle  of  the  palm,  or  more 
accurately,  to  the  knuckle.  A  string  of  common  white  beads  of  this  length 
had  a  value  of  about  five  cents. 

»i  For  the  following  notes  I  am  solely  indebted  to  Dr.  H.  W.  Henshaw, 
by  whom  they  were  collected  in  1884,  and  to  the  Bureau  of  American 
Ethnology,  by  whose  permission  they  are  here  presented. 

92  Probably  similar  to  those  found  in  graves  on  the  Santa  Barbara 
Channel.  See  Wheeler,  op.  cit.,  pi.  xiii. 
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2.  The  principal  unit  was  the  distance  from  the  base  of  the  thumb  folded 
against  the  forefinger  obliquely  across  to  the  tip  of  the  little  finger.    It  was 

known  as  talta'so,   "one  its  name, "  and  had  a  value  of  about  ten  cents. 

3.  The  third  unit  ran  from  the  base  of  the  thumb  over  the  tips  of  the 

fingers,  around  the  wrist  to  the  starting  point.    It  was  termed  mawi'ya   and 
valued  at  about  twenty-five  cents.     This  was  the  largest  unit,  and  was 
merely  repeated  for  the  measurement  of  greater  lengths. 

Anesmo,  the  San  Miguel  informant,  gave  a  multiplicative 

system  which  is  rather  uncharacteristic  of  California  and  prob- 
ably due  to  European  influence.  His  units  were : 

1.  A  string  of  beads  from  the  tip  of  the  middle  finger  to  the  wrinkle  in 

the  middle  of  the  palm  is  called   tewi'   and  valued  at  about  five  cents.     It 
is  identical  with  the  Antonino   wase'na. 

2.  Double  the  length  of  the  tewi'  is  the  main  unit,   taiitra'so,    "one  its 
name";  it  corresponds  to  the  Antonino    talta'so,    and  is  valued  at  a  like 
amount,  ten  cents. 

3.  kukstra'so,    "two  its  name,"  is  double  the  length  of  the  preceding, 
and  worth  twenty-five  cents. 

4.  kecotra'so,    "four  its  name,"  is  double  the  length  of  the  preceding, 
and  worth  fifty  cents. 

5.  cateltra'so,   "eight  its  name,"  is  double  the  length  of  the  preceding, 
and  worth  one  dollar. 

6.  A  unit  of  practically  the  same  length  as  the  kecotra'so  is  the  kama'wi. 
This  was  measured  by  passing  the  string  of  beads  from  between  the  index 
and  middle  fingers  over  the  tip  of  the  little  finger,  around  the  elbow  and 
across  the  forearm  to  the  starting  point.    This  measure  may  have  been  used 

also  by  the  Antonino  under  the  name  kicatra'sko,  but  the  information  on 
this  point  is  not  clear. 

From  between  the  index  and  middle  fingers  at  the  base,  across  the  back 
of  the  hand  to  the  tip  of  the  little  finger  somewhat  extended  was  a  bead 
measure  used  in  paying  small  gambling  debts.  It  was  known  as  (A) 

ta'lhenna  ("one   ")  and  (M)  ku'kslumawi  ("two   "). 

The  reply  from  the  Mission  of  San  Miguel  in  the  "Mission 

Record  "98  is  largely  devoted  to  a  discussion  of  currency.  It 

reads,  "The  money  of  the  Indians  has  been,  and  still  is,  beads, 
which  they  now  lend  without  usury.  In  their  wild  state,  usury 
consisted  of  the  daily  augmentation  of  the  value  of  the  amount 

lent,  for  instance  a  real  of  beads;  and  those  who  lent  the  real 

grew  richer  by  as  many  reales  as  the  original  real  was  days  in 

returning  to  their  hands.  This  custom  was  practiced  by  those 

»3  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Kecord,  18. 
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to  the  east  of  this  mission."  Dr.  Kroeber's  note  that  "No  such 
custom  of  borrowing  at  interest  has  been  otherwise  reported 

from  Calif ornia"  needs  no  further  comment.  Yet  the  report  is 
very  circumstantial  and  has  the  appearance  of  authority,  and 

must  have  some  basis.  Just  what  this  basis  was  can  hardly  be 

conjectured. 

Measures9* 

1 '  The  San  Antonio  Indians  computed  time  by  moons,  the  new 
moon  being  the  point  of  departure.  Time  of  day  was  reckoned 

by  the  height  of  the  sun.  Night  was  irregularly  divided  into 

intervals,  as  darkness,  a  short  time  after  darkness,  midnight,  and 

so  on  until  dawn." 
Other  measures  are  primarily  for  length,  but  may  be  used  also 

for  beads.  These  are  as  follows : 

1.  Small  objects  were  measured  by  the  span  of  the  thumb  and  index 

finger  extended.     This  was  termed  tolma'n,  "one  hand,"  by  the  Antonino, 
ma'wu  by  the  Miguelino. 

2.  A  still  smaller  measure  was  used  at  San  Antonio,  the  width  of  the 

thumb,  tolmea'n,  ' '  one  finger. ' ' 

3.  An  arm 's  length  measured  from  the  tip  of  the  thumb  and  forefinger 
joined  was  called  tewai'yutopoka   by  the  Antonino. 

4.  The  span  of  the  outstretched  arms  was  used  as  a  measure  by  both 
groups.    It  was  measured  across  the  breast,  from  the  tip  of  the  thumb 

against  the  forefinger,  and  was  known  as  ko'kcutapoka,  ' l  two   . ' ' 

5.  A  step  or  pace  was  called  a'cilcili'ya  and  was  used  in  measuring  short 
distances. 

6.  Long  journeys  were  estimated  by  suns.    A  short  distance  was  called 

te'lowanayu,  a  long  distance  te'kwaona'yu. 

Seeds  or  other  commodities  bartered  in  bulk  were  measured 

in  baskets  of  a  standard  size.  Four  different  sized  baskets  are 

named,  spo'kaiha,  s'la,  wu'kkupt'  and  kilpa'hr. 

»*  The  following  data,  exclusive  of  the  word-derivations,  are  also  from 
the  notes  of  Dr.  Henshaw. 
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Numerical  System 

The  numerals  have  been  observed  and  noted  by  various 

writers96  and,  allowing  for  variations  in  orthography,  they  show 
practical  uniformity  as  far  as  eleven.  Lists  collected  by  the 

writer  are  appended  with  others  for  comparison. 

SAN  ANTONIO 

Sitjar 
1  tdl 

2  caquiche 
3  lappay 

4  quicha 
5  ultrao 

6  painel 

7  que'ttS 8  shaanel 

9  tetatsoi 

10    zoe 

11 

12 
13 

14 

15 
16 

de  la  Cuesta 
1  toi 

2  kakisu 

3  lappai 
4  kisa 

5  ulthrat 

6  payatel 7  tep 

8  saatel 

9  titithrupe 

10  thrupe 

11  thrupe-thracolop-toi 
12  thrupe-tracolop-kakisu 

(up  to  two-tens,  etc.) 

Coulter 
Mason 

kitol 

t<OL 

kakishe ka'k'cu 

klap'hai 
kLa'pai 

kisha 

k'i'ea' ultraoh 

o'Lt'au 

painel 
paya'neL 

t'eh 

te' 

shaanel 
caa'neL 

tetatsoi 
te'tet<  o"e 

tsoeh 
t<  o"e tsosoktohl t<  o"e-ta'x-t<  OL 

lapaiksha 
t<o"e-ta'x-ka'k<cu 

lapaiksha-trekh-tol 
huoshosho 

lapai-ultrau k'pesh 

SAN  MIGUEL 

Hale 

tohi kugsu 

tlubahi 
kesa 

oldrato 

paiate 
tepa 

sratel teditrup 
trupa 

Mason 

toix 
ka'kec 

La'paiL 

k'e'ea' 
olta'to 

paya'teL 

t'e'p 

ca't*  CL 

te'tet'  o'pAL t*  O'pAL 

»5  Sitjar 's  list  is  published  in  Shea,  op.  cit.,  p.  xii ;  it  is  the  oldest  list, 
but  the  Spanish  orthography  is  misleading.  De  la  Cuesta 's  list  was  taken 
in  1821;  it  is  in  Santa  Barbara,  but  a  copy  was  made  for  the  Smithsonian 
Institute  and  is  now  in  the  Bureau  of  American  Ethnology.  The  lists  by 
Coulter  and  Hale  are  published  in  vol.  n  of  the  Transactions  of  the 
American  Ethnological  Society.  Further  available  lists  were  those  by 
Drs.  Henshaw  and  Kroeber  and  the  writer. 
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According  to  Dr.  Henshaw's  information,  the  term  for  one 

means  "all  alone. "  For  all  purposes  it  is  simple  and  unanalyz- 

able.  Coulter's  kitol  is  k't'oL,  "it  is  one."  The  symbol  for 

two  contains  the  root  for  four,  ca',  and  may  mean  "half  of 

four."  The  root  for  three  is  la'pai,  the  k-  prefix  being  the  sign 

of  the  intransitive  verb,  "it  is  three."  Four  seems  to  be  the 

smaller  unit;  the  root  is  ca',  the  k-  prefix  as  before.  The  term 
for  five  appears  to  contain  the  same  root  as  ten,  and  is  said  by 

Dr.  Henshaw  to  refer  to  the  first,  which  is  very  probable.  It 

would  then  be  (t)o'L-t'a'o,  "  one-his-fist. " 
The  terms  for  six  are  evidently  derived  from  those  for  three 

by  adding  a  plural  suffix  -a'neL  (A)  or  -a'teL  (M).  Thus 

paya'neL  is  Lapaia'neL,  "threes,"  the  syllable  La  disappearing. 

The  terms  for  seven  appear  simple.  Eight  is  again  caa'neL  or 

caa'neL,  "fours."  Nine  is  evidently  a  subtractive  word,  "one- 

f  rom-ten, ' '  and  ten  is  analogous  with  five  and  may  be  one  of  the 

numerous  Salinan  plural  forms,  "fists." 

Above  ten,  the  terms  in  all  but  Coulter's  list  proceed  by 

regular  addition,  " one-and-ten, "  "two-and-ten,"  "two-tens," 

etc.  Coulter's  system,  however,  is  so  like  similar  systems  among 
the  surrounding  stocks,  that  there  is  little  doubt  that  it  is  the 

aboriginal  one,  the  others  being  adapted  from  the  European 

systems.  Eleven  is  plainly  "one-and-ten."  Twelve,  lapaiksha, 

is  evidently  Lapaik'ca',  "  three-it-is-f our. "  Thirteen  is  plainly 

"twelve-and-one."  Fourteen,  like  seven,  betrays  no  evidence  of 

composition.  Fifteen  is  "three-five,"  possibly  "three-fists." 

Sixteen  is  a  simple  term  as  would  be  expected  of  "four-fours." 
The  k-  prefix  is  again  the  verbal  sign,  confirming  the  simplicity 

of  the  term,  "it-is-?" 
The  simple  terms  of  Salinan  are  thus  seen  to  be  one,  three, 

four,  seven,  ten,  fourteen,  and  sixteen.  Two,  five,  six,  eight,  nine, 

eleven,  twelve,  thirteen,  and  fifteen  are  compounded.  The 

system  is  a  multiplicative  quaternary  one,  as  was  determined 

by  Dixon  and  Kroeber,96  proceeding  by  four,  fours,  three-fours, 
and  sixteen.  The  smaller  unit  appears  to  be  four,  the  larger 

one  sixteen.  The  system  probably  continued  on  to  two-sixteens, 

»e  E.  B.  Dixon  and  A.  L.  Kroeber,  ' '  Numeral  Systems  of  the  Languages 
of  Calif ornia, ' '  Am.  Anthr.,  n.s.,  ix,  690,  1907. 
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etc.,  but  data  to  prove  this  are  lacking.  The  quaternary  system 

was  that  in  use  by  the  neighboring  Chumashan  stock  and  by  one 

of  the  Yuki  languages.97  For  numerals  not  reached  by  the 
multiplicative  quaternary  system,  there  are  other  devices;  of 

addition,  as  in  eleven;  subtraction,  as  in  nine;  multiplication, 

as  in  fifteen;  and  possibly  division,  as  in  two.  The  original 

system  of  the  San  Antonio  dialect,  with  the  probable  deriva- 
tions would  then  probably  be 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 

t'OL 

ka'k<  -ca' 
La'pai 

k'ca' t'o'Lt'a'o 

Lapai-a'neL 

te' 

ca'-a'neL 

t<o'L-te-t<o"e 
t<o"e 
t<  o"e-tax-t<  OL 

Lapai-k'ca' Lapai-k'  ca'-tax-t<  OL wococo 

Lapai-(t<)oL-t<a'o k'pec 

"all  alone" 
1  'half  -four" 

three 
"it-is-four" 
' '  one-his-fist ' ' 
"threes" 

seven 
"fours" 
"one-from-fists" 
"fists" 

"fists  and  one" 
"three-it-is-four" 
' '  three-it-is-f  our-and-one ' 
fourteen 

"  three-one-his-fist " 
"it-is-sixteen" 

MANUFACTURES 

With  the  exception  of  basketry  alone,  the  topic  of  Salinan 

manufactures  would  be  germane  more  to  the  subject  of  archae- 
ology than  to  that  of  ethnology.  With  this  single  exception, 

no  objects  are  manufactured  by  the  present  Indians.  Very 

few  specimens  of  any  description  of  native  manufacture  are 

preserved,  and,  except  for  several  objects  of  wood  of  known 

authority,  all  of  these  are  stone  implements  of  which  it  can 

merely  be  said  that  they  were  found  in  the  region  ascribed  to 

the  Salinan  people.  As  with  all  of  the  typically  Californian 

natives,  there  is  no  cause  for  belief  that  any  other  people  ever 

inhabited  the  region,  and  all  archaeological  objects  occurring 

there  may  be  assumed  to  be  the  product  of  the  ancestors  of  the 

present  natives. 
97  Ibid. 
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Work  in  Stone 

Mortars,  toxo'L,  and  pestles,  pa'nE,  of  various  shapes  and 
sizes  are  found  in  numbers  throughout  the  Salinan  region. 

Plate  25,  figure  1,  shows  many  such  mortars  of  varying  sizes 

and  shapes.  In  some  the  hole  is  insignificant  compared  with 

the  size  of  the  stone,  while  in  other  cases  the  cavity  occupies 

most  of  the  rock,  walls  only  being  left.  On  a  number  of  them 

may  still  be  seen  the  circle  of  pitch  or  asphaltum  where  the 

basket  hopper  was  attached.  Many  of  them  are  of  irregular 

shape,  while  others  show  carefully  rounded  exteriors  and  two  in 

the  foreground  are  delicately  made  specimens  of  a  truncated 

cone  shape.  In  the  case  of  these  as  well  as  some  of  the  others 

it  is  probable  that  they  were  used  for  vessels  as  well  as  for 

mortars.  At  least  one  of  the  objects  shown  in  the  group  is 

obviously  a  pot  rather  than  a  mortar,  but  is  made  of  the  same 

hard  sandstone  as  the  rest.  Several  of  them  have  large  holes 

in  the  bottom,  probably  the  result  of  continued  use. 

Mortar  holes  in  the  bedrock  are  found  in  many  places 

throughout  the  Salinan  area.  One  place  noted  (pi.  29,  fig.  1) 

is  not  a  stone's  throw  from  the  house  of  Perfecta  Encinales  at 
the  foot  of  Santa  Lucia  Peak.  Yet  she  was  unable  to  give  any 

information  concerning  it.  The  holes  are  of  varying  sizes  and 

depths.  No  pestles  remained. 

The  question  of  Californian  mortars  has  been  a  prolific  source 

of  dispute  even  when  the  aboriginal  usage  is  known.  Large 

stone  mortars  with  carefully  made  exteriors  are  found  over  the 

entire  state,  but  are  never  manufactured  by  the  natives.  To 

the  north  of  San  Francisco,  possibly  as  far  south  as  Monterey, 

they  are  regarded  as  having  supernatural  powers  and  their  true 

purpose  is  not  recognized.  In  this  region  acorns  are  ground  on 

a  flat  stone,  generally  by  the  help  of  a  basket-hopper  rested  on 
the  stone.  The  usage  among  the  Yokuts  and  the  other  tribes  of 

eastern  California  varies.  The  most  usual  method  is  probably 

the  use  of  the  bedrock  mortar,98  though  the  Yokuts  say  that 

»8  The  bedrock  mortar  has  been  observed  among  the  Yokuts,  A.  L. 
Kroeber,  Mss.;  the  Maidu,  Dixon;  the  Luiseno,  Sparkman;  and  others. 
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both  these  and  the  portable  mortars  were  made  by  Coyote.89 
Occasionally  by  the  latter  stock  a  basket-hopper  was  made  and 

attached  to  a  stone  mortar  by  pitch  or  asphaltum.100  Wooden 

mortars  are  also  used  by  the  Yokuts101  and  the  Cahuilla.102  In 
the  southwestern  culture  area  the  typical  method  is  the  attach- 

ment of  a  basket-hopper  to  a  mortar  by  means  of  asphaltum,108 
but  for  the  latter  unshaped  stones  of  the  proper  size  are  taken, 

the  exteriorly  worked  mortar  being  here  as  elsewhere  archae- 
ological. 

The  latter  method  of  making  mortars  by  affixing  basket- 
hoppers  to  unworked  stones  was  probably  the  method  in  vogue 

among  the  Salinans,  as  evidenced  both  by  the  statements  of  the 

surviving  natives  and  by  the  testimony  of  the  rings  of  asphaltum, 

sma'k!,  seen  on  mortar  stones.  An  equivocal  statement  would 
seem  to  indicate  that  the  mortars  were  also  used  occasionally 

without  the  basket-hopper  attachment.  The  use  of  the  bedrock 
mortar  is  not  remembered  by  the  present  Indians,  though  their 

former  use  is  attested  to  by  their  frequent  occurrence  in  the 

region. 
Diminutive  mortars  are  also  often  found  in  the  region  (pi. 

26,  fig.  1;  pi.  27,  fig.  1).  Those  observed  vary  from  six  to 

eighteen  centimeters  in  diameter  and  are  made  of  sandstone  of 

different  degrees  of  hardness.  The  depression  is  generally  less 

in  proportion  to  the  bulk  of  the  mortar  than  is  the  case  with 

the  larger  specimens.  These  were  probably  used  for  macerating 

pigment  or  toloache,  or  as  cups  for  drinking  the  latter,  for  which 

purpose  similar  objects  are  used  by  the  Indians  of  the  southern 

missions.104  A  broken  metate  is  represented  among  the  mortars 
on  plate  25,  figure  1.  It  is  of  considerable  size  and  bulk  with 
a  concave  surface.  Of  the  former  manufacture  and  use  of  these 

»»A.  L.  Kroeber,  MSB. 

100  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  377. 

101  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

102  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  40. 
IDS  The  stone  mortar  with  basketry  rim  is  the  typical  form  among  the 

Luiseno,  cf.  Sparkman,  and  the  Cahuilla,  cf.  Kroeber.  It  is  frequently 
found  in  the  archaeological  remains  of  the  Santa  Barbara  Channel,  and 
was  probably  the  form  used  by  the  recent  Chumash. 

104  Cf.  T.  T.  Waterman,  Keligious  Practices  of  the  Diegueno  Indians, 
present  series,  vm,  294,  pi.  21,  1910. 
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metates  nothing  could  be  learned.  Mexican  metates  of  the 

typical  tripedal  concave  "  chute "  type  with  rectangular  mullers 
of  the  same  material  are  possessed  by  many  of  the  Indians  as 

well  as  by  some  of  the  whites,  but  were  not  observed  in  use.105 
Pestles  and  mullers  are  frequently  found  and  are  difficult  to 

distinguish.  Some  were  doubtless  used  for  both  purposes.  Ten 

are  shown  on  plate  26,  figure  2.  Most  of  them  are  of  a  black 

rock,  well  shaped  and  smoothed,  and  ranging  from  twenty  to 

thirty-five  centimeters  in  length.  It  is  noticeable  that  none  of 
them  are  of  the  rough,  irregular,  bulky  type  used  by  the  Yokuts 

and  Miwok,  but  approach  rather  the  typical  well-made  archae- 

ological Chumashan  specimen.106  Probably  only  the  best 
examples  of  pestles  have  been  preserved,  and  ruder  specimens 

may  be  found  on  closer  investigation,  but  on  the  whole  it  seems 

probable  that  a  better  type  was  made  and  used  than  those  of  the 

Yokuts  and  Miwok.  Some  of  them  show  slight  irregularities 

in  shape.  All  of  the  mullers  have  evidently  been  used  also  as 

pestles,  being  differentiated  from  the  latter  mainly  by  shorter 

length  and  by  the  flattening  of  one  side.  Both  of  the  ends  were 
used  in  the  mortar. 

One  pestle  observed  is  of  such  fine  workmanship  as  to  provoke 

a  suspicion  that  it  may  be  an  importation  from  Chumash  terri- 
tory (pi.  25,  fig.  2,  specimen  4).  It  is  46  centimeters  in  length, 

circular  in  section  and  6.5  centimeters  in  greatest  diameter.  The 

handle  end  is  finished  in  a  knob  which  has  been  roughly  carved 

to  represent  a  head  (pi.  27,  fig.  2).  The  carving  may  be  post- 

mission  and  possibly  not  even  native.  Realistic  carving  is  un- 
known in  California  except  in  the  region  of  the  Santa  Barbara 

Channel.  The  latter  region  is,  however,  sufficiently  near  to  the 

Salinan  to  exert  some  influence  on  it,  if  not  to  cause  the  inter- 
change of  objects  of  manufacture.  A  diminutive  pestle  probably 

intended  for  use  with  the  small  mortars  was  observed  (pi.  27, 

fig.  4).  It  is  of  black  stone,  and  is  12.5  centimeters  in  length. 

Two  large  vessels  of  steatite  were  observed  (pi.  25,  fig.  2, 

specimens  2,  3).  One  is  a  finely  worked,  regular  bowl,  and  stood 
in  a  niche  beside  the  door  of  San  Antonio  Mission,  containing 

105  Cf.  A  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  51. 
ice  G.  W.  Wheeler,  op.  cit.,  70-86. 
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holy  water.  It  is  of  nearly  faultless  outline,  25  centimeters  in 

diameter,  and  there  is  a  noticeable  rim  around  the  lip.  It  is  not 

impossible  that  it  may  have  been  brought  from  the  Santa  Barbara 

region,  where  similar  vessels  are  more  common.  The  other  vessel 

is  a  cooking  pot,  a  black  concretion  on  the  exterior  betraying  its 

use.  It  is  16.5  centimeters  in  height  by  24  centimeters  in  greatest 

width,  and  with  an  opening  of  15  centimeters  in  width.  There 

is  a  rim  around  the  lip.  Nothing  is  remembered  by  the  natives 

concerning  these  steatite  vessels,  but  it  is  said  that  the  stone  can 
be  obtained  at  the  coast. 

Two  well-made  arrow  straighteners  of  black  stone  were 
observed  (pi.  27,  fig.  3).  These  are  roughly  oval  in  shape  with 

a  flat  base,  and  are  respectively  15.8  and  9.7  centimeters  long. 

Both  are  decorated  with  rough  striations,  the  larger  also  with 

cross-hatching.  The  implement  and  its  use  are  recognized  by  the 

natives.  The  stone,  pomnawE'X  was  heated  and  the  arrow, 

tete'yEN*,  pulled  through.  Whether  the  purpose  was  to 
straighten  or  to  smooth  the  arrow  was  not  ascertained. 

Examples  of  the  ubiquitous  perforated  stone  known  as  the 
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digging-stick  weight107  are  found  in  the  region.  Specimens  are 
not  recognized  by  the  present  natives,  who  suggest  them  as 

weights  for  nets.  An  interesting  specimen  is  figured  on  plate  27, 

figure  1.  It  is  about  6.7  centimeters  in  diameter  and  3  centi- 
meters in  height.  One  edge  is  much  battered  and  broken.  The 

central  hole  perforates  the  stone  at  a  considerable  angle,  and  a 

ridge  surrounds  either  orifice.  A  stone  object,  shown  in  outline 

in  text  figure  1,  was  recently  found  near  Jolon.  No  similar 

implements  have  been  reported  from  the  region,  but  the  object 

is  strongly  reminiscent  of  the  stone  mauls  used  by  the  Yurok 

and  the  other  Indians  of  northwest  California.  Nothing  is 

known  about  the  specimen,  which  may  be  an  importation. 

Arrow  points  and  knife  blades  display  no  great  individuality. 

They  are  generally  of  white,  black,  or  red  flint  and  do  not  show 

much  care  or  delicacy  of  workmanship.  The  arrow-heads  (pi. 
28)  are  often  of  rough  and  irregular  design  and  few  show  the 

careful  flaking  which  is  generally  given  by  Indians  to  their 

hunting  weapons.  The  shapes  vary  from  roughly  triangular 

to  diamond  shaped,  and  few  show  barbing.  Plate  27,  figure  4, 

shows  a  well-shaped  and  barbed  flint  spear  or  arrow  point,  14.5 

centimeters  in  length,  and  a  rough  "knife-blade"  of  the  same 
length.  Nothing  of  ethnological  interest  could  be  learned  con- 

cerning these  flint  implements;  their  use  is  evident. 

Work  in  Other  Materials 

A  good  type  of  pottery  is  made  by  the  Yuman  and  the 

southern  and  eastern  Shoshonean  groups  in  California,  but  this 
art  was  unknown  to  the  Chumash  and  their  near  Shoshonean 

neighbors.  A  different  and  much  inferior  variety  was  made  by 

the  southern  Yokuts  and  the  Mono,  the  culture  being  probably 

indigenous.108  The  Yaudanchi  Yokuts  made  diminutive  hollow 

balls  of  clay  as  receptacles  for  tobacco.109  The  aboriginal  usage 
among  the  Salinan  is  doubtful.  In  later  times  lumps  of  clay, 

Loi'to,  found  near  San  Miguel  were  moulded  by  hand  into  small 
cups  and  fired  in  a  wood  fire,  care  being  taken  not  to  make  the 

107  cf.  H.  W.  Henshaw,  Perforated  Stones  from  California,  Bull.   2 
Bur.  Am.  Ethn.,  1887.    Also  Wheeler,  op.  cit.,  135-189. 

108  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  55. 
109  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
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heat  great  enough  to  break  the  clay.  The  principal  use  of  these 

little  pots,  t'EkausnE",  seems  to  have  been  to  hold  candles  at 
Christmas,  it  being  admitted  that  pottery  was  never  used  for 

cooking.  This  may  be  an  outpost  of  the  Yokuts  pottery  culture, 

or  it  may  be  indigenous,  but  more  probably  it  is  entirely  post- 
mission  and  due  to  European  influence.  Specimen  1  in  plate  25, 

figure  2,  which  was  used  to  hold  holy  water  at  the  door  of  San 

Antonio  Mission  as  a  companion  to  the  steatite  bowl,  is  of  a 

coarse  pottery,  but  of  its  previous  history  nothing  is  known. 

Dishes  were  sometimes  made  of  wood.  A  suitable  piece  was 

taken  and  the  interior  hollowed  out  until  the  desired  shape  was 

attained.  Whether  they  reached  the  excellence  claimed  for  the 

wooden  dishes  made  by  the  Chumash110  is  a  matter  of  doubt. 
Spoons  were  sometimes  made  of  small  abalone  shells.  The  pipe, 

t'onon,  was  of  a  straight  piece  of  reed,  tco'tLE,  tubular  pipes 
of  stone  and  wood,  such  as  are  typical  over  the  greater  part  of 

California,  being  not  recognized.  Dr.  Kroeber111  reports  the 
same  fact  for  the  Yaudanchi  Yokuts  whose  pipes  were  of  cane. 

Combs  or  hair-brushes,  cEnomE",  were  made  of  soap-root,  as  is 
the  general  custom  all  over  the  state.  The  root  was  first  washed 

well,  then  a  small  piece  of  wood  laid  parallel  with  it  and  the 

rootlets  tied  to  this  to  make  them  set  in  one  plane.  Hunting 

bows  were  of  "pine"  backed  by  sinew  and  with  a  sinew  string. 
They  were  not  long,  about  three  feet,  but  it  is  said  that  it  took 

a  strong  man  to  bend  one.  The  fish-spear  was  made  with  a  rigid, 

non-detachable  point. 
No  work  in  feathers  is  recollected  by  the  present  natives  and 

no  specific  description  of  any  such  work  among  them  has  been 

noted.  The  use  of  feather  head-bands,  capes,  and  aprons  was 
denied,  though  their  use  by  the  Yokuts  was  known.  A  feather 

headdress  was  worn  by  the  performers  in  some  of  the  dances  and 

the  shaman 's  stick  had  feathers  on  it.112  The  only  object  made  of 

bone  which  is  remembered  was  the  awl,  teta'xk.  This  was  made 
as  usual  by  sharpening  the  end  of  the  ankle-bone  of  a  deer. 
Mats  of  tule  are  said  to  have  been  unknown. 

no  Costans6,  Narrative,  45  [135]. 
in  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mas. 
112  See  pp.  129,  183,  185;  also  note  183. 
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Articles  of  clothing  were  made  from  buckskin,  at  least  in 

mission  days.  A  carrying  net  was  made  of  rawhide,  probably 

superseding  aboriginal  buckskin.  The  skin  was  cut  into  strips 

and  the  net  made  by  tying  the  strips  together  at  the  intersec- 

tions by  means  of  milkweed  twine.  The  latter  useful  product113 
was  also  used  for  making  nets  for  fish  and  rabbits,  and  is  now 

used  in  basket  making.  The  stalks  of  the  milkweed  are  gathered 

and  fully  dried.  The  strong  fibrous  bark  is  then  peeled  from 

the  stem,  crushed  and  rolled  on  the  knee  into  a  long  strand. 

Two  of  these  strands  are  then  twisted  together  to  form  a  twine 

string  of  considerable  strength.  The  fibre  is  called  pita  by  the 

Spanish,  t'matL  by  the  natives. 

Basketry 

The  preeminence  of  basketry-making  among  the  aboriginal 

arts  of  the  California  natives  is  well  exemplified  by  the  before- 
mentioned  fact  that  it  is  the  sole  surviving  representative  of 

Salinan  aboriginal  manufacture.  Yet  the  number  of  Salinan 

baskets  known  to  be  preserved  is  very  few,  and  probably  all  of 

these  are  of  quite  recent  manufacture.  Some  of  the  ranchers  in 

the  vicinity  of  Jolon  possess  a  few  of  these,  one  is  in  the  collec- 
tion of  the  museum  at  Jolon,  and  several  others  may  be  in  the 

possession  of  collectors.  The  University  of  California  possesses 

thirteen  specimens,  constituting  probably  the  majority  of  the 

Salinan  baskets  now  in  existence.  So  far  as  is  known,  all  the 

basketry  is  the  product  of  one  woman,  Perfecta  Encinales,  the 

oldest  woman  of  the  Salinan  stock,  and  of  her  several  daughters. 

It  is  evident  that  with  such  conditions,  no  unchallengeable 

statements  can  be  made  concerning  Salinan  basketry.  On  the 

other  hand,  the  well-known  conservatism  of  Californian  basket 
makers  in  their  work,  the  ready  confession  of  any  unaboriginal 

technique,  as  well  as  critical  study  of  the  baskets  themselves, 

invite  the  conclusion  that  in  all  the  more  important  respects  the 

baskets  observed  exemplify  the  individuality  of  the  aboriginal 

products.  No  baskets  of  any  considerable  age,  and,  with  one 

us  Milkweed  fibre  was  much  used  by  the  natives  of  southern  California. 
It  is  mentioned  by  Sparkman  among  the  Luiseno,  by  Kroeber  among  the 
Yokuts,  several  times  by  Powers,  etc. 
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doubtful  exception,  none  made  by  other  women  than  the  family 

named  are  known,  neither  is  there  any  description  of  a  Salinan 

basket  published,  so  that  willingly  or  not,  the  art  and  knowledge 

of  these  few  must  be  considered  typical  of  the  stock. 

Coiling  is  the  typical  technique  of  all  central  and  southern 

California,  including  those  natives  of  the  Shoshonean  stock 

whose  culture  is  Calif ornian  rather  than  plateau,  viz.,  the  Mono, 

Panamint,  Luiseno,  Cahuilla  and  their  neighbors.  Twined 

weave  is  used  in  this  region,  but  chiefly  for  rough  work  for  the 

most  commonplace  purposes,  for  which  coiled  weave  would  be 

unsuited.  Little  is  known  concerning  the  aboriginal  basketry 

of  the  Chumash,  Salinan,  and  Costanoan,  but  it  has  always  been 

assumed  that  they  followed  the  typical  preference  for  coiled 

weave.  This  conclusion  may  or  may  not  be  justified.  Costanso114 

speaks  of  the  "  baskets  and  vessels  of  reeds "  and  again  reports 

that  "the  large  vessels  which  contain  water  are  made  of  a  very 
strong  texture  of  rushes,  coated  inside  with  pitch,  and  they  give 

them  the  same  shape  as  our  jars."  Several  of  these  water  jars 
found  in  a  cave  in  Chumash  territory  are  in  the  collection  of 

the  University.115  They  are  of  twined  weave.  These  jars  are 
mentioned  by  other  visitors  to  the  region  and  were  evidently 

very  plentiful  and  typical.  Other  writers116  mention  baskets  of 
roots  from  the  Chumash,  evidently  referring  to  a  coiled  weave. 

Of  Costanoan  basketry  absolutely  nothing  is  known.  But  it  is 

significant  that  the  only  specimen  of  Costanoan  basketry  known 

to  the  writer  is  a  winnowing  tray  of  twined  weave,  made  with 

great  care  and  in  unique  weave  and  design  (pi.  36,  fig.  2). 

While  an  assumption  of  equality  between  the  two  weaves,  or  a 

preference  for  the  twined  technique  in  the  coast  region  south  of 

San  Francisco,  would  be  gratuitous  and  probably  misleading, 

yet  evidences  seem  to  point  to  a  greater  use  of  the  twined  weave 

in  this  region  than  is  usual  in  California.  The  baskets  in  the 

possession  of  the  University  seem  to  support  these  conclusions. 

It  is  impossible  to  decide  to  what  an  extent  modern  example  and 

preference  have  affected  the  art;  doubtless  they  have  wrought 

some  changes,  but  the  baskets  of  twined  weave  made  by  the 

in  Costans6,  Narrative,  45  [135]. 
us  Nos.  1-14495  to  1-14503. 
11°  Fages  among  others. 
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present  Salinan  women  are  made  with  care  and  taste  and  serve 

no  utilitarian  purpose.  New  materials  and  new  shapes  have  been 

introduced,  and  the  weave  has  probably  undergone  an  artistic 

development,  but  to  be  capable  of  such  improvement,  it  must 

have  been  originally  on  a  higher  plane  than  twined  weave  gener- 
ally is  in  central  California. 

The  before-mentioned  granaries,  klata',  for  storage  of  acorns 
and  seeds,  may  be  considered  under  the  term  basketry.  These 

were  built  of  white  willow  twigs  and  probably  without  any 

regularity  of  technique,  the  twigs  being  merely  interlaced.  They 

stood  about  two  feet  high,  about  three  feet  broad  at  the  base  and 

sloping  inwards  to  leave  an  opening  of  about  eighteen  inches, 

making  a  receptacle  of  a  truncated  cone  shape  and  probably 

much  like  the  granaries  used  by  the  Cahuilla,  Mohave,  Diegueno, 

and  other  Indians  of  the  southern  arid  regions  for  the  storage 

of  mesquite,  corn,  and  other  products.117 

Large  carrying  baskets,  pEta'tL,  about  thirty  inches  in 
height,  were  also  made  of  white  willow,  the  exact  shape  being 

unknown.  The  material,  willow,  and  the  fact  that  a  strong  loop 

was  used  at  the  rim  of  the  basket  to  strengthen  it,  as  well  as  a 

comparison  with  the  common  usage  among  the  Yokuts  and  other 

known  peoples  of  south  and  south-central  California  would  seem 
to  indicate  that  the  carrying  basket  must  have  been  of  twined 

weave.  This  was  at  first  stated,  but  later  it  was  claimed  that 

they  were  made  with  a  coil. 

The  seed-beater,  tona'L,  was  a  looped  stick  of  oak,  and  bas- 
ketry beaters  are  said  to  have  never  been  made.  Shallow  coiled 

trays,  sama'k',  were  however  used  for  this  purpose  as  well  as 
for  winnowing  seeds. 

Basketry  hats,  ts!waketE/?,  were  made  in  coiled  weave,  the 
exact  shape  being  unknown.  One  made  recently,  but  claimed  to 

be  on  the  old  pattern,  was  round  with  a  high  crown,  somewhat 

convex  top,  and  a  brim.  The  latter  feature  is  doubtless  modern. 

Hats  with  brims  were  nowhere  made  in  California  and  Fages 

particularly  remarks  that  the  hats  of  the  Chumash  lacked  brims. 

Basket  mortar-hoppers  were  also  of  coiled  work  and  fastened 

117  Otis   T.   Mason,   Aboriginal   American  Basketry,   Eep.    U.   S.   Nat. 
Mus.  1902,  356,  pi.  102,  1904.    A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  pi.  2. 
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to  the  mortar  with  asphaltum  obtained  at  the  coast.  The 
bottoms  were  never  cut  out  of  ordinary  coiled  baskets  and  the 

sides  used  as  mortar  hoppers,  and  it  is  claimed  that  no  hoop 
was  used  around  the  rim  to  strengthen  them. 

Ordinary  coiled  baskets,  tEca",  and  trays,  cla,  were  of 
various  shapes  and  sizes  and  adapted  to  divers  uses.  The 

common  deep  baskets  were  used  for  storing  and  cooking  and  for 

keeping  water  in  the  houses.  Baskets  with  fine  interstices  were 

used  for  leaching  acorn  meal.  Trays  and  bowls  up  to  eighteen 

inches  in  diameter  were  made  and  used  for  miscellaneous  pur- 

poses. 
Bottle-shaped  or  vase-shaped  baskets  were  not  made,  though 

the  natives  are  cognizant  of  the  fact  that  they  were  made  by  the 

Yokuts.  Asphaltum  or  pitch  was  never  applied  to  baskets  to 

render  them  water-tight,  but  the  ' '  lameknela't ' '  Indians  are  said 
to  have  made  such  baskets.  These  natives  may  be  the  Esselen, 

of  whose  basketry  nothing  whatever  is  known.  Asphaltum-lined 
baskets  are  known  to  have  been  quite  typical  of  the  Chumash,  to 

whom  the  name  "lameknela't"  may  refer. 

Small  trinket  baskets,  topE's,  are  made  of  twined  tule  in 
different  shapes  and  sizes  for  various  household  uses.  These 

must  have  played  a  small  part  in  the  aboriginal  utilitarian 

scheme  and  have  doubtless  undergone  an  aesthetic  development, 

but  must  have  an  indigenous  basis  and  can  hardly  be  ignored. 

Two  types  of  coiled  basketry  are  found  among  modern 

Salinan  baskets,  but  one  of  these,  while  unique  and  interesting, 

is  admittedly  not  aboriginal.  The  other  native  technique  strongly 

resembles  that  of  the  Yokuts  and  differs  to  a  considerable  degree 

from  the  few  preserved  specimens  of  Chumash  work.  It  is 

generally  very  well  made,  the  stitches  and  coils  being  small  and 

regular,  the  shapes  artistic,  and  the  weave  water-tight. 
A  bundle,  generally  about  eight,  of  grass  stems  forms  the 

foundation  for  the  coil  of  the  Salinan  basket.  This  grass  seems 

to  be  the  same  as  that  used  by  the  Yokuts,118  Epicampes  rigens, 

t'onawE"  The  sewing  is  done  in  splints  of  "bunch  grass," 

Cladium  mariscus(f),  klo'i.  This  is  preserved  in  water  until 
required  for  use,  when  it  is  taken  in  the  teeth  and  fingers  and 

.,  474. 
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dexterously  split  into  halves.  These  splints  are  then  scraped 
with  a  knife  to  a  uniform  thickness  and  width  and  sewed  around 

the  coil  by  means  of  an  awl,  each  stitch  including  several  of 

the  stems  of  the  coil  below,  and  generally  appearing  between 

two  of  the  stitches  of  the  coil  below,  the  latter  being  seldom 

bifurcated.  They  average  between  fifteen  and  nineteen  to  the 

inch,  equalling  the  closest  of  Yokuts  work,  and  the  coil  founda- 
tion is  seldom  visible  as  it  is  in  the  basketry  of  the  southern 

missions  and  in  a  large  part  of  Yokuts  work.  Borders  are 

regularly  finished  in  a  plain  coil,  the  end  being  inconspicuous. 

Four  baskets  of  this  description,  two  of  them  unfinished,  are 

in  the  University  collection119  and  are  shown  on  plates  31  and 
32,  figures  2  and  3. 

A  somewhat  different  type  of  coil  is  that  of  a  large  tray,120 

ska'pE  (pi.  33).  This  was  made  about  1875  by  Coleta,  an  old 
Indian  woman  who  belonged  to  one  of  the  Costanoan  missions 

but  had  spent  her  life  at  San  Antonio.  The  basket  may  thus 

contain  extra-Salinan  elements.  It  is  identical  in  appearance 

with  some  similar  trays  collected  from  the  Yokuts.  The  founda- 
tion is  of  a  large,  coarse  grass,  the  weft  of  a  broad,  thick  splint, 

and  the  stitches  very  far  apart,  averaging  three  or  four  to  the 

inch,  and  including  much  of  the  grass  of  the  under  coil  at  each 

stitch.  The  border  is  finished  in  a  two-strand  braid,  including 
most  of  the  outer  coil  in  the  twine. 

One  of  the  baskets  in  the  collection  of  the  University  of 

California121  (pi.  31,  fig.  2)  has  a  most  unusual  technique  con- 
sisting of  two  simultaneous  coils.  These  two  coils  were  com- 
menced simultaneously,  one  enclosing  the  other  so  that  they 

alternate  up  the  side  of  the  basket.  This  requires,  naturally,  a 

change  at  every  revolution  in  the  coil  which  is  being  sewed,  for 

when  the  uppermost  coil  has  been  sewed  as  far  as  the  end  of 

the  coil  immediately  below,  it  must  be  dropped  and  the  then 

lower  coil  continued  until  it  reaches  a  corresponding  position 

above  the  former  coil.  When  questioned  in  regard  to  this 

technique,  the  maker  replied  that  the  * '  old  people ' '  made  baskets 

ii»  Nos.  1-14991,  1-14992,  1-14993,  1-14994. 
120  No.  1-14987. 

121  No.  1-14992. 
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in  that  way  and  she  wanted  to  see  if  she  could  imitate  them. 

This  statement  would  seem  to  indicate  that  the  technique  is 

aboriginal ;  indeed,  its  individuality  would  preclude  the  explana- 

tion that  it  may  be  due  to  modern  influence.122 
The  second  variety  of  coiled  basketry,  however,  is  admitted 

to  be  unaboriginal,  and  is  claimed  to  be  an  invention  of  the 

maker,  Perfecta  Encinales.  The  "  invention "  is  rather  an 
adaptation,  though  sufficiently  radical  a  change  to  suggest  at 

least  an  aboriginal  basis  for  the  technique,  if  no  more.  The 

technique  may  best  be  described  as  a  one-rod  foundation  coil 
with  duplex  stitch.  The  rod  foundation  is  taken  from  the 

wicker  cover  to  demijohns,  tana'st,  while  the  weft  may  be  either 

the  outer  bark  of  the  root  of  the  * '  bunch  grass, ' '  Cladium  maris- 
cus(f),  or,  more  commonly,  the  raffia-like  fibre  from  the  milk- 

weed, t'Ema/L,  used  by  many  California  Indians  for  nets  and 

cord  and  called  by  the  Spanish  ' '  pita. ' '  The  technique  requires 
a  weft  of  a  soft  and  flexible  material  and  this  fibre  is  generally 
threaded  on  a  modern  needle  which  is  used  instead  of  an  awl. 

The  method  of  sewing  is  likewise  unusual.  The  flexible  weft 

tends  to  curl  and  to  leave  uncovered  sections  of  the  rod  founda- 
tion. To  obviate  this  all  the  stitches  are  made  in  the  form  of  a 

figure  8.  By  means  of  the  needle  the  threaded  weft  is  brought 

from  the  inside  of  the  basket  over  the  topmost  coil,  in  between 

this  coil  and  the  next  one  below,  entirely  around  this  inner  coil, 

thus  giving  it  a  second  sewing,  and  in  again  between  this  coil  and 

the  outer  rod,  sometimes  being  passed  under  itself  in  the  cross- 
ing. Each  coil  thus  receives  two  layers  of  weft,  the  second 

superimposed  on  the  first. 

Two  unfinished  baskets  in  single-rod  coiling  are  shown  on 

plate  32,  figures  4  and  5.  Figure  5123  is  the  base  of  a  milkweed 

fibre  basket,  the  fibre  dyed  with  modern  colors.  Figure  412*  is 
made  of  the  root  of  the  bunch  grass.  A  finished  basket  in  this 

122  The  duplex  coil  basket  has  never  before  been  noted,  to  the  writer 's 
knowledge.     There  is,  however,  a  basket  of  this  technique  in  the  collec- 

tion  of  the  University   of   Pennsylvania,   said   to    come   from   the   Cliff 
Dweller  region.     Whether  these  isolated  examples  are  spontaneous  indi- 

vidualities or  have  a  connection  is  not  at  present  evident. 
123  No.  1-14989. 

124  No.  1-14990. 
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technique  is  shown  on  the  same  plate,  figure  6,  by  courtesy  of  the 

owner.125 In  all  of  the  coiled  baskets  observed  the  coil  runs  in  a  clock- 

wise direction.  No  generalization  should  be  made  with  such  a 

poverty  of  material  and  authorship,  but  as  the  general  tendency 

in  Calif orni an  basketry,  with  a  few  exceptions,  is  toward  a 

clockwise  direction,126  it  seems  probable  that  Salinan  baskets 
follow  this  general  rule.  Nevertheless,  although  the  direction 

of  the  coil  is  similar  in  every  basket,  the  method  of  operation 

varies  with  the  technique.  Coiled  baskets  with  grass  founda- 

tion are  held  with  the  inside  to  the  weaver,  the  coil  progressing 

clockwise  in  that  position,  and  the  sewing  being  inserted  from 

the  inside,  but  in  rod-foundation  basketry,  the  basket  is  held 
with  the  base  to  the  operator,  the  coil  being  thus  sewed  in  a 
counter-clockwise  direction. 

The  only  native  decorative  material  is  the  black  from  the 

root  of  the  fern  or  bracken,  Pteridium  aquilinum,  kle'ciapowat. 
Whether  the  varicolored  juncus  so  typical  of  southern  mission 

basketry  or  the  redbud  employed  by  the  Yokuts  were  ever  used 

will  probably  never  be  known.  They  are  not  used  to-day.  The 
fern  root,  as  in  the  case  of  the  weft  material,  is  kept  in  water 

until  it  is  needed,  and  is  sewn  in  place  of  the  latter  when  it  is 

desired  to  make  a  design.  As  a  substitute  the  ordinary  weft- 
splint  is  sometimes  soaked  in  the  juice  of  the  elderberry,  which 

dyes  it  a  dark  blue.  This  color  is  of  course  less  intense  and  less 

permanent  than  the  fern  root,  but  is  often  used  at  the  present 

time.  A  still  more  degenerate  substitute  for  the  fern  is  the 

use  of  modern  ink  which  is  occasionally  painted  on  the  stitches 

after  the  weaving  is  completed.  The  raffia-like  weft  of  the  rod- 
foundation  basket  lends  itself  easily  to  modern  dyes  which  are 

often  used  in  this  technique,  almost  spoiling  the  baskets  from 

an  ethnological  point  of  view. 

Most  of  the  baskets  now  made  are  further  cheapened  by  the 

introduction  of  modern  glass  beads  and  yarn.  The  former  are 

used  on  both  coiled  and  twined  work,  being  threaded  on  the 

125  The  Dutton  Museum  at  Jolon,  California. 

126  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  49 ;  "  California  Basketry  and  the  Porno, ' ' 
Am.  Anthr.,  II,  339,  1909. 
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stitches  or  on  the  twines  of  the  weft.  Yarn  is  sometimes  caught 
between  two  stitches  of  the  coil. 

The  materials  used  for  making  twined  basketry  are  limited 

to  two,  tule,  kla'mtE,  and  the  white  willow,  pEsxeT.  The 
latter  is  used  for  large  and  coarse  work  only,  such  as  granaries, 

if  these  can  be  included  in  the  term  basketry,  and  twined  carry- 
ing baskets.  Tule  is  used  for  the  small  trinket  baskets  which 

have  been  already  mentioned  and  discussed.  These  are  of  small 

size,  but  of  different  shapes  and  with  different  variations  in  the 

weave.  In  their  present  state  they  serve  no  useful  purpose 

except  to  contain  small  objects.  Five  baskets  of  this  technique 

are  shown  on  plates  34  and  36,  figure  1. 

Both  warp  and  woof  of  twined  weave  are  of  the  same 

material,  either  twigs  of  white  willow  or  young  shoots  of  tule, 

and  the  weaving  is  always  done  in  two-strand  twining.  Tule 
baskets  are  commenced  with  four  thick  groups  or  bundles  of 

dry  shoots,  the  bundles  arranged  in  pairs,  one  pair  over  and  at 

right  angles  to  the  other  pair  (pi.  35,  fig.  2).  Around  these 

bundles  two  strands  of  tule  are  twined,  the  bundles  gradually 

separating  into  smaller  groups  and  finally  into  single  warp 
elements  as  the  diameter  of  the  basket  increases,  and  the  weft 

elements  enclosing  progressively  fewer  warps  at  each  twine. 

Additional  warp  elements  are  added  as  needed,  the  ends  being 

allowed  to  project  for  an  inch  or  so  on  the  outside  until  the 

basket  is  finished,  when  they  are  cut  off  close  to  the  body.  As 

new  weft  strands  are  needed,  the  unused  end  of  the  former  strand 

is  laid  parallel  to  a  warp  strand  and  included  in  the  twine, 

thereby  requiring  no  cutting  of  the  end.  The  end  of  the  new 

weft,  however,  is  left  projecting  like  a  new  warp  element  until 

finally  trimmed  off.  Most  of  the  baskets  are  made  with  a  con- 
stricted top,  the  width  of  the  opening  being  less  than  the  greatest 

width  of  the  basket.  To  accomplish  this  the  diameter  is  lessened 

by  pulling  the  warps  closer  together,  by  dropping  some  of  them, 
or  most  commonly,  by  combining  several  warp  elements  in  one 
turn  of  the  weft. 

The  border  may  be  finished  in  one  of  two  ways.  The  warp 

elements  may  be  turned  over  outwards  and  caught  under  the 

last  row  of  twine  against  the  next  warp  to  the  left.  The  more 
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common  finish,  however,  is  a  double  border.  The  warp  elements, 

after  being  caught  under  the  last  row  of  twine,  instead  of  being 

cut  off,  are  intertwined  to  form  an  outer  border.  Passing  down 

through  the  last  row  of  twine  they  pass  under  the  end  of  the 

second  warp  to  the  right,  turn  upwards  and  to  a  height  of  one- 
eighth  inch  above  the  inner  border,  over  the  end  of  the  next 

warp  to  the  right,  and  then  turn  down  under  the  second  warp 
to  the  left  and  are  cut  off. 

Artistic  feeling  is  generally  displayed  in  tule  baskets  by 

changes  in  the  weave,  principally  by  means  of  crossed  warp. 

This  is  generally  accomplished  by  crossing  adjacent  elements, 

the  twining  resuming  a  short  distance  above  when  the  elements 

have  again  separated  to  their  normal  distance.  The  twine  is 

continuous,  traversing  the  crossed  warps  at  a  slight  angle,  at 

which  point  a  double  crossing  of  the  warps  is  required  because 

of  the  double  width.  Here  irregularities  of  weave  sometimes 

occur,  due  probably  as  much  to  the  carelessness  of  the  maker  as 

to  the  requirements  of  the  weave.  Uneven  crossings  are  found 

as  well  as  substitutions  of  the  warp  and  weft.  The  twine  never 

incloses  the  warp  in  pairs  at  the  point  of  intersection,  but  always 

entwines  single  elements  at  regular  intervals,  making  a  more  or 

less  hexagonal  opening.  When  more  than  two  warps  are  crossed, 

making  more  than  one  row  of  openwork,  variations  of  the  weave 

sometimes  occur.  A  row  of  twining  always  separates  every 

crossing  of  the  warp.  When  no  more  than  two  rows  of  open 

work  are  made,  the  warp  elements  are  twined  on  each  other,  so 

that  each  returns  and  approaches  its  normal  position.  As  many 

as  three  successive  rows  of  open  work  are  seen  on  some  of  the 
baskets. 

One  unfinished  tule  twined  basket  (pi.  35,  fig.  I)127  is  unique. 
Around  the  widest  part  of  the  body  extend  two  rows  of  crossed 

warp  separated  by  two  continuous  rows  of  twine.  The  crossings 

of  the  warp  are  very  irregular  and  careless.  Above  this  the 

normal  twine  begins  in  four  places  at  approximately  equal  dis- 

tances apart,  the  inter-spaces  being  filled  with  a  continuation  of 
the  crossed  warp  weave,  the  warps  being  crossed  and  turned 

irregularly.  Since  the  warps  are  always  entwined  above  the 

127  No.  l-15000a. 
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point  of  crossing,  this  necessitates  a  constantly  increasing  eleva- 
tion of  each  successive  row  of  twine,  causing  a  wavy  border  line 

to  result.  It  is  probable  that  the  basket  would  have  been  finished 

with  the  wavy  border  line  now  shown,  but  such  cannot  be  pre- 
dicted with  certainty. 

Modern  decorations  in  the  form  of  beads  and  ribbon  are 

applied  to  these  baskets,  the  former  being  caught  in  the  twines 

of  the  weft.  Tule  baskets  are  made  from  the  exterior,  the  basket 

being  finished  in  its  proper  condition,  not  subsequently  turned 

inside  out,  as  is  the  practice  among  some  California  Indians. 

In  making,  the  bottom  of  the  basket  is  held  towards  the  worker, 

the  twine  progressing  clockwise  as  the  hollow  of  the  basket  is 

looked  into,  and  the  strands  taking  a  downward  direction  on  the 
exterior. 

Unfortunately  little  is  known  concerning  the  basketry  of  the 

Chumash  and  the  Costanoan.  As  evidenced  by  a  few  baskets  in 

the  possession  of  the  University,128  the  basketry  of  the  Santa 
Barbara  Chumash  was  built  on  a  three-rod  coil,  the  sewing  gener- 

ally in  juncus.  Archaeological  specimens  show  a  tendency  to 

replace  the  three  rods  by  a  bundle  of  rods,  stems  and  twigs  of 

different  sizes,  at  least  in  the  large  storage  baskets.  In  either 

case  the  stitches  are  wide  apart  and  show  the  foundation  plainly. 

They  display  no  resemblance  to  Salinan  coiling,  and  differ  from 

the  basketry  of  the  southern  missions  by  having  a  rod  founda- 

tion. The  typical  pitched  water-jars  of  the  Chumash  have 
already  been  mentioned.  Of  Costanoan  basketry  we  also  know 

little,  practically  no  baskets  or  descriptions  remaining.  Accord- 

ing to  Petit-Thouars,129  the  baskets  at  Monterey  were  decorated 
with  colors,  feathers,  and  pearl  beads.  It  is  probable  that  their 

basketry  most  closely  resembled  that  of  the  Miwok.  The 

Salinan  work  on  the  whole,  except  for  the  greater  importance 

of  twined  work,  which  as  we  have  seen,  may  be  typical  of  the 

whole  coast  region,  shows  greatest  affinities  with  Yokuts  work, 
and  little  or  none  with  that  of  the  Santa  Barbara  Chumash. 

128  Nos.  1-14495  to  1-14503.    Cf.  O.  T.  Mason,  op.  cit.,  294,  pi.  49. 
i2»  Petit-Thouars,  Voyage  autour  du  Monde,  n,  115. 
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AESTHETIC   LIFE 

DECORATIVE   ART 

In  California  the  artistic  impulse  is  displayed  almost  ex- 

clusively in  basketry,  painting  and  carving  being  entirely  absent 

except  for  occasional  occurrences  in  restricted  areas.  "Work  in 
feathers  is  typical  of  the  state,  bead- work  practically  unknown. 

As  before  stated,  no  trace,  almost  no  recollection,  of  feather- 

work  remains  among  the  Salinan  Indians,  yet  the  practice  of 
making  featherwork  is  so  universal  in  California  that  it  could 

hardly  have  been  absent  here.  Dresses  also  were  probably 

adorned  with  shell  pendants  and  other  such  decorations  as  are 

commonly  used  in  the  state. 

Plastic  art  reaches  its  greatest  development,  as  far  as  Cali- 
fornia is  concerned,  in  the  neighboring  region  along  the  Santa 

Barbara  Channel,  and  may  have  exerted  some  influence  on  the 

Salinan  area.  Since,  however,  the  only  example  of  carving  from 

the  region,  if  we  except  the  well-made  pestles  and  mortars,  is  the 
carved  pestle  head  already  noted  (pi.  27,  fig.  2),  the  Salinans 

may  be  classed  with  the  other  non-carving  people  of  the  state. 
A  rude  attempt  at  decoration  is  seen  on  the  arrow  straighteners 

(pi.  27,  fig.  3),  consisting  of  striations  and  cross-hatching. 
The  practice  of  tattooing  was,  as  has  already  been  stated, 

denied  by  one  of  the  surviving  natives,  but  the  knowledge  of 

the  informant  may  be  questioned  on  this  point.  Painting  was 

much  used,  both  on  the  body  and  elsewhere.  The  pipe  of  the 

shaman  differed  from  those  used  by  plebeians  by  being  painted. 

Paint  was  probably  applied  to  other  objects,  such  as  hunting 

bows,  but  information  on  these  points  is  lacking. 

Pictographs  are  not  typical  of  Californian  culture  and  very 

few  of  them  are  known.  North  of  Monterey  they  are  practically 

unknown,  while  to  the  south  a  few  scattered  examples  exist.  In 

the  southeastern  part  of  the  state,  in  the  arid  desert  regions 

which  are  un-Californian  in  every  respect  except  politically,  the 

typical  Shoshonean  pecked  petroglyphs  occur.  In  the  mission 
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area,  the  coast  region  in  the  neighborhood  of  Monterey  and  to 

the  south,  a  few  typical  Californian  pictographs  are  found. 

These  are  always  painted  in  several  different  materials,  prob- 

ably the  same  colors  as  those  used  for  body-painting.  Taylor130 
speaks  of  several  in  the  vicinity  of  Monterey  and  one  fifty  miles 

southeast  of  San  Miguel.181  A  famous  "piedra  pintada"  and 
several  other  well-known  pictographs  exist  in  the  Chumashan 
region.  In  the  Salinan  area  but  one  collection  of  pictographs 

is  known,  a  cave  known  as  "la  cueva  pintada"  near  the  top  of 
the  hills  forming  the  eastern  wall  of  the  valley  of  the  San 
Antonio  River  and  about  five  miles  above  San  Antonio  Mission 

(pis.  29,  fig.  2;  30).  The  cave  is  large  and  easily  entered  and 

affords  a  perfect  shelter  from  storms.  The  greatest  height  is 

about  ten  feet,  width  thirty,  and  depth  fifteen  to  twenty.  The 

rock  appears  to  be  a  sandstone;  the  floor  is  free  from  dirt  and 

shows  a  polish  as  if  by  much  use.  The  roof  is  much  blackened 

by  smoke,  said  to  be  the  result  of  the  use  of  the  cave  by  sheep 

herders,  and  most  of  the  pictographs  are  partly  or  entirely 

obliterated  by  the  soot.  Yet  some  of  the  pictures  are  evidently 

painted  over  the  soot,  showing  the  use  of  the  cave  in  aboriginal 

times.  They  are  said  to  have  been  much  clearer  when  first 

observed,  some  having  still  the  appearance  of  very  recent  pro- 
duction, while  others  seem  to  be  of  considerable  age. 

The  walls  of  the  cave  are  well  covered  with  paintings  in 

different  colors  and  designs.  Most  of  them  are  merely  outlined 

in  a  red  ochre  or  paint.  A  yellowish-white  material  like  a  clay, 
and  a  black,  probably  of  charcoal  or  soot,  are  evident.  Some 

of  the  pictographs  are  entirely  filled  in  with  color,  while  others 

are  made  of  lines  and  dots,  resembling  the  Shoshonean  pecked 

petroglyphs  of  the  plateau  area,  the  resemblance  in  some  cases 

extending  also  to  the  design  and  figure.  A  characteristic  feature 

is  the  utilization  of  natural  features  in  the  rock,  such  as  depres- 

sions, as  parts  of  the  painting.  Thus  a  round  or  oval  cavity 
is  in  several  cases  encircled  by  a  painted  line  and  used  as  a 

head,  arms  and  body  being  added.  This  fact  may  be  advanced 

130  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  April  5  and  20,  1860. 

131  Probably  the  same  as  the  "piedra  pintada"  and  sometimes  known 
as  ' '  corral  rock. ' ' 
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as  evidence  that  the  drawings  are  the  result  of  impulse  and 

imagination,  and  had  no  other  raison  d'etre.  They  may  have 
been  made  as  a  pastime  by  Indians  taking  shelter  in  the  cave, 

but  the  fact  that  other  caves  show  evidences  of  occupation,  such 

as  mortar  holes  in  the  bedrock,  but  do  not  contain  pictographs, 

while  this  "cueva  pintada"  shows  no  evidences  of  permanent 
occupation,  and  the  additional  facts  of  the  great  paucity  of 

pictographs  in  the  country  together  with  their  abundance  in  a 

few  isolated  places,  point  to  a  ceremonial  explanation.  Cere- 
monial paintings  are  made  by  boys  and  girls  at  the  puberty 

ceremonies  among  the  natives  of  the  southern  missions,132  and 
as  some  puberty  rites  are  known  to  have  been  held  by  the 

Salinans,  the  probable  explanation  for  these  pictographs  in  the 

region  south  of  Monterey  is  that  they  were  made  in  some  esoteric 

ceremony,  probably  that  of  puberty.  No  explanation  for  them 

is  offered  by  the  living  Indians. 

The  figures  themselves  are  in  many  cases  truly  pictographic, 

the  human  figure,  turtle,  and  sun  being  among  those  recognized, 

while  others  are  unidentifiable,  and  some  must  be  either  devoid 

of  meaning  or  else  ideographic.  Some  of  the  paintings  some- 
what resemble  specimens  of  Shoshonean  work,  but  the  figures 

most  common  among  the  latter,  deer,  antelope,  and  other  animals 

and  hunting  scenes,  are  conspicuous  by  their  absence  in  this 

Salinan  group.  Some  specimen  figures  from  the  cave  are  given 

on  plate  37.  They  are  taken  from  rough  sketches  by  the  writer. 

Art  in  California  reaches  its  greatest  development  in  bas- 
ketry. To  such  an  extent  are  all  the  other  arts  neglected  in  its 

favor  that  the  California  Indian,  generally  considered  a  low 

type  of  mankind  and  lacking  in  many  other  phases  of  culture 

and  art,  is  undoubtedly  the  world's  best  basket  maker. 
It  was  repeatedly  claimed  by  the  sole  surviving  Salinan 

basket  maker  that  the  aboriginal  baskets  of  her  people  were 

undecorated,  and  that  she  had  evolved  and  developed  her  own 

basket  patterns.  Every  Californian  Indian  people  of  whom  we 

have  any  knowledge  decorated  their  baskets,  and  there  is  ample 
evidence  that  all  of  the  stocks  surrounding  the  Salinan  used 

132  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  293;  Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  225;  Constance  G. 
DuBois,  The  Eeligion  of  the  Luiseno  Indians,  present  series,  vin,  96,  1908. 
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decorative  designs  in  their  basketry.  The  Salinan  designs  them- 
selves, as  shown  on  the  basketry  collected,  show  individuality, 

though  bearing  some  resemblance  to  both  Yokuts  and  Miwok 

work.  It  is  not  impossible  that  Salinan  basketry  may  have 

been  plain,  nor  that  all  designs  may  have  been  forgotten  and 

the  present  ones  evolved  from  individual  fancy  under  Yokuts 

influence,  but  either  supposition  is  very  improbable  and  cannot 

be  considered  on  such  slight  grounds  as  the  unverified  statement 
of  one  individual. 

Decorative  figures  on  grass-coil  basketry  are  done  entirely 

in  black,  those  on  rod-foundation  basketry  in  various  dyed 
colors.  With  the  few  specimens  at  hand,  little  can  be  said  with 

regard  to  the  designs.  They  occur  in  vertical-zigzag,  horizontal, 
diagonal,  and  individual  arrangement.  An  odd  number  of 

groups — three  or  five — seems  to  be  preferred.  Some  resem- 
blances with  the  designs  of  other  stocks  may  be  noticed,  but  the 

individuality  of  the  others  is  evident.133 
Modern  baskets  are  decorated  with  beads,  ribbon,  and  yarn. 

Whether  these  are  degenerate  survivals  of  feathers  and  abalone 

shell  pendants  is  problematical.  Ribbon  is  entwined  through 

the  mesh  of  twined  tule  baskets.  Yarn  is  caught  between  the 
stitches  of  coiled  work.  Beads  are  threaded  on  the  stitches  of 

coiled  weave.  They  may  be  sewn  in  rows,  draped  in  festoons, 

sewn  over  a  continuous  surface  to  make  a  filled-in  design,  or 
arranged  in  any  other  way  that  the  fancy  of  the  maker  may 
devise. 

MUSIC 

Probably  in  reply  to  a  specific  question,  information  regard- 
ing music  is  given  from  most  of  the  missions  of  Alta  California 

in  the  "Mission  Record."  From  San  Gabriel  to  San  Antonio 
flutes,  whistles,  and  rattles  are  mentioned  as  being  in  use  at  most 
of  the  missions.  To  the  south  of  San  Gabriel  the  sole  mention 

of  music  is  to  the  effect  that  the  Diegueno  used  no  musical  instru- 

ment except  a  "timbrel"  (sonajilta).  Of  the  Costanoans  to  the 
north,  the  use  of  rattles  at  San  Carlos  is  the  only  mention. 

Fortunately,  the  report  from  San  Antonio  is  particularly  full 

IBS  As  all  the  basket  designs  known  to  the  writer  are  shown  in  the 
basket  plates,  no  drawings  of  the  designs  have  been  made. 
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and  complete.  A  transcription  of  the  report  as  translated  by  Dr. 

Kroeber  reads:134  "From  their  native  condition  they  still  pre- 
serve a  flute  which  is  played  like  the  dulce.  It  is  entirely  open 

from  top  to  bottom,  and  is  five  palms  in  length.  Others  are  not 

more  than  about  three  palms.  It  produces  eight  tones  perfectly. 

They  play  various  tunes,  nearly  all  in  one  measure,  most  of  them 

merry.  These  flutes  have  eleven  [sic]  stops ;  some  more  and  some 

less.  They  have  another  musical  instrument,  which  consists  of 

a  wooden  bow  to  which  a  string  of  sinew  is  bound,  producing  a 

note.  They  use  no  other  instruments." 
In  general  this  description  accords  well  with  our  knowledge 

of  Californian  musical  instruments,  but  in  detail  it  cannot  be 

accepted  as  accurate.  The  flutes  described  here  were  probably 

made  under  the  more  technical  musical  influence  of  the  friars, 

as  they  ran  a  perfect  octave.  The  aborigines  did  not  under- 
stand the  principle  of  the  pipe  and  made  their  flutes  with  three 

or  four  stops  at  irregular  intervals,  producing  a  scale  impure 

to  modern  musical  feeling.  Two  musical  wind  instruments  are 

remembered  by  the  natives,  both  of  them  made  of  elder  wood. 

One,  probably  the  typical  ubiquitous  flute,  is  said  to  have  had 

six  stops,  while  the  other  had  four  and  was  blown  into  at  one 

end.  The  latter  description  would  seem  to  apply  to  some  instru- 
ment like  a  flageolet.  This  instrument  is  not  known  in  the 

typical  California  region,  being  used  only  by  the  Mohave  and 

other  peoples  of  the  southeastern  corner  of  the  state.  The 

Salinan  instrument  may  be  an  indigenous  product,  peculiar  to 

the  stock,  or  the  result  of  European  influence.  Nothing  could 

be  learned  concerning  the  musical  bow,  except  that  the  mouth 

supplied  the  resonance  chamber. 

While  from  a  narrow  point  of  view  the  padre  was  no  doubt 

right  in  declaring  that  the  natives  of  San  Antonio  had  no 

musical  instruments  but  the  musical  bow  and  flute,  yet  under 

the  broader  ethnological  interpretation  of  the  term  music  he  was 

incorrect,  in  that  he  ignored  the  monotonous  instruments  such  as 

the  whistle,  and  the  instruments  of  percussion,  the  rattle,  rasp, 

and  drum.  The  latter  instrument  is  not  reported  from  the 

Salinan  region  and  may  have  been  unknown  to  the  natives. 

134  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Eecord,  19. 
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The  rasp  has  never  before  been  reported  from  California,  but 

was  undoubtedly  in  use  by  the  Salinans.  A  specimen  which 

good  fortune  and  foresight  have  preserved  (pi.  32,  fig.  1)  is  an 
instrument  of  much  more  delicacy  and  beauty  than  the  average 

Shoshonean  creation.  It  is  of  a  coniferous  wood,  about  50  centi- 
meters in  length  and  less  than  2  centimeters  in  height  and 

breadth,  with  67  notches  about  5  millimeters  apart,  showing  a 

remarkably  close  resemblance  to  the  rasps  of  the  Tarahumare 

Indians  of  Northern  Mexico,  one  of  which  is  figured  in  Lum- 

holtz's  "Unknown  Mexico. " 

Several  varieties  of  rattles  were  in  use.  The  common  split- 
stick  rattle  made  of  elder- wood  was  the  most  common.  The  stick 

was  split  and  wound  with  fibre  twine  at  one  end  to  prevent  it 

from  breaking  apart.  When  in  use  the  thumb  was  held  at  the 

wrapping  and  the  rattle  struck  sharply  on  a  tree  or  rock. 
Rattles  were  also  made  from  the  rattles  of  a  rattlesnake, 

tetlautlonE",  as  well  as  from  cocoons,  tcloxo'k.  The  latter  are 
used  solely  by  shamans  throughout  the  greater  part  of  Califor- 

nia, but  among  the  Salinas  were  used  by  the  singers  at  a  dance. 

They  were  made  by  attaching  several  cocoons  to  a  stick.  Battles 

of  deer-hoofs  were  used  by  neither  the  Salinan  nor  the  Yokuts 

groups.  Whistles  are  claimed  to  have  been  made  from  an  un- 

identified variety  of  soft-cored  wood,  and  whistles  of  eagle  or 
other  bones  are  not  remembered.  The  bone  whistles  are  most 

typical  of  the  state. 

The  "Mission  Record"  further  continues  with  regard  to 

the  San  Antonio  Salinan:  "In  singing  they  raise  and  lower  the 
voice  to  seconds,  thirds,  fourths,  fifths,  and  octaves.  They  never 

sing  in  parts,  except  that  when  many  sing  together  some  go  an 

octave  higher  than  the  rest.  Of  their  songs  most  are  merry,  but 

some  are  somewhat  'mistes'  in  parts.  In  all  these  songs  they  do 
not  make  any  statement  (proposicion)  but  only  use  fluent  words, 

naming  birds,  places  of  their  country  and  so  on." 
These  statements  agree  so  well  with  our  knowledge  of  most 

California  music  of  which  we  have  any  accurate  information 

that  they  may  probably  be  accepted  at  their  face  value.  As  Dr. 

Kroeber  writes  in  his  note  to  the  above  report,  songs  in  Cali- 
fornia often  consist  of  disjointed  words  with  no  evident  context, 
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though  many  other  songs  contain  complete  sentences.  In  regard 

to  some  singing  an  octave  higher,  Kroeber  believes  that  women 

are  referred  to,  but  it  is  doubtful  if  the  friar  would  have 

reported  a  fact  so  obvious,  or  would  have  couched  it  in  such 

ambiguous  terms.  More  probably  the  statement  is  to  be  taken 

dogmatically,  possibly  meaning  a  falsetto  voice. 
Nothing  could  be  learned  from  the  surviving  natives  with 

regard  to  singing,  nor  does  any  writer  treat  of  the  subject, 

except  Taylor  when  he  reports:  ''They  had  their  feasts  and 
dances  in  which  they  sung  their  songs  of  love  and  war,  of  hunt- 

ing and  of  adoration. ' '  At  least  one  of  the  old  men  of  the  stock, 
Jose  Cruz,  remembers  some  of  the  native  songs  which  were  used 

in  myths,  dances,  and  games,  but  it  was  unfortunately  impossible 

to  obtain  a  record  of  any  of  these. 

SOCIAL  LIFE 

PERSONAL   RELATIONS 

Birth 

"When  their  women  were  about  to  bring  forth,  they  retired 
to  a  brush  hut,  by  a  spring  of  water,  accompanied  by  a  female 

friend.  When  the  infant  was  born,  the  navel  string  was  cut  with 

a  sharp  stone,  and  it  was  immediately  washed  in  the  spring,  and 

in  two  days  the  mothers  were  about  their  work."  Taylor  thus 
describes  the  conditions  of  birth  among  the  San  Antonio  Indians, 

and  little  more  could  be  learned  from  the  surviving  natives. 

A  few  restrictions,  now  forgotten,  had  to  be  observed  before  the 

birth  of  the  child,  and  for  a  month  thereafter  the  mother  stayed 
in  seclusion  and  the  father  took  care  not  to  become  drunk  or  to 

commit  any  other  sin  or  crime. 

The  above  scanty  notes  are  so  general  that  they  might  be 

equally  applicable  to  almost  any  group  in  California,  if  not  in 

the  greater  part  of  America.  The  couvade  in  modified  form,  im- 
posing restrictions  on  both  the  father  and  the  mother,  and  both 

before  and  after  the  birth  of  the  child,  exists  almost  everywhere 
in  the  state.  Minor  details  such  as  the  kinds  of  labor  and  of 

food  tabu  to  the  respective  parents,  details  of  birth,  of  wash- 
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ing  the  infant,  of  post-natal  seclusion,  customs  with  regard  to 

the  disposal  of  the  umbilical  cord  and  the  after-birth,  sweating, 
and  many  other  details,  differentiate  group  from  group,  but  the 

general  usage  and  idea  is  uniform  over  the  entire  state.  As 

these  details  have  long  since  been  forgotten  by  the  present 

Salinan  Indians,  it  can  be  merely  stated  that  the  general  pur- 
pose and  concept  were  the  same  as  those  in  effect  over  the  rest 

of  the  state  and  that  minor  details  doubtless  existed.  A  custom 

of  steaming  or  sweating  mother  and  child  similar  to  that  fol- 

lowed in  the  girls'  puberty  ceremonies  at  the  southern  missions 
is  reported  from  both  the  Monterey  Costanoan135  and  the  San 

Luis  Chumash136  and  therefore  probably  was  in  effect  in  the 
intervening  Salinan  region.  Taylor  gives  the  further  informa- 

tion, ' '  Their  women  were  well  treated ;  many  of  the  mothers  had 

ten  children." 
Nothing  is  known  concerning  the  naming  of  children  and, 

indeed,  this  custom  plays  little  part  in  the  Calif orni  an  scheme 

of  life.  Taylor  copied  a  few  names  from  the  old  records  of 

San  Antonio  Mission.  These  are:  men — Stapocono;  women — 
Motzucal,  Tacchel,  Chiguiy,  Cizacolmen.  The  meanings  of  none 

are  evident.  Kroeber137  reports  from  the  Rumsien  Costanoan 
that  children  were  named  under  redwood  trees  and  the  same 

custom  may  have  obtained  among  the  Salinan. 

Concerning  the  education  given  to  children,  Fages  reports  the 

following:  "The  education  of  the  children  consists  of  what  the 
Indian  teaches  the  males — to  use  the  bow  and  arrow,  and  he 
makes  them  practice  their  lessons  in  the  field,  hunting  squirrels, 

rabbits,  mice  and  other  small  animals.  The  Indian  woman  takes 

the  little  girls  with  her,  that  they  may  learn  to  gather  seeds,  and 

may  accustom  themselves  to  carrying  the  basket.  In  this  retinue 

are  generally  included  some  of  the  worthless  creatures  which  they 

call  'joyas.'"138 

IBB  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Eecord,  22. 

136  Fages,  op.  cit. 

137  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

iss  Berdaches  or  women-men.    Cf.  p.  174. 
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Puberty 

Ceremonies  attending  adolescence  are  of  great  importance 

throughout  the  state,  and  are  practically  universal  therein. 

Ceremonies  for  the  two  sexes  differ,  but  of  the  two,  that  for  the 

girls  is  the  more  uniform,  being  universally  held  on  the  occasion 

of  the  first  menstrual  period,  and  in  large  measure  merely 

accentuating  the  restrictions  which  obtained  at  each  successive 

period.  The  ceremony  is  featured  in  the  southernmost  missions 

by  the  often  described139  custom  of  "roasting"  the  girls,  and 
everywhere  the  possession  of  peculiar  supernatural  powers  by 

the  initiates  and  their  defiling  contact  are  believed  in.  Through- 

out the  entire  south-central  region  of  the  state,  between  the 
Maidu  and  the  Luiseno,  the  existence  of  the  practice  is  not 

definitely  known,  and  indications  point  to  its  absence.  Among 

the  Chumash  and  Costanoan,  investigation  sufficient  to  warrant 

an  expression  of  opinion  has  not  been  made.  No  mention  of  the 

custom  is  found  in  any  of  the  accounts  by  early  travellers,  while 

details  of  much  less  interest  are  described.  Powers140  makes  the 

significant  assertion  concerning  the  Miwok,  "They  observe  no 

puberty  dance,  neither  does  any  other  tribe  south  of  Chico" 

(Maidu).  No  girls'  puberty  ceremony  is  mentioned  among 

Kroeber's  notes  on  the  Yokuts,  though  the  boys'  ceremony  is 
described.  The  same  condition  obtains  among  the  Salinan;  the 

boys'  ceremony  is  remembered,  while  the  existence  of  a  corre- 
sponding one  for  the  girls  was  denied  by  the  informants.  Neither 

Taylor  nor  any  other  writer  mentions  the  custom  as  among  the 

Salinan  group.  These  facts  seem  to  point  to  the  conclusion  that 

in  this  south-central  region  the  puberty  ceremony  for  girls  was 

absent.  Between  the  custom  as  practiced  by  the  Maidu141  and 
by  the  Diegueno142  and  Luiseno,143  few  resemblances  are  noted. 

The  corresponding  ceremony  for  the  males  is  of  wider  dis- 
tribution, but  of  less  uniform  character.  In  some  form  it  is 

139  Cf.  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  tit.,  93;  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  285;  P.  8. 
Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  224;  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla,  66;  etc. 

140  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  355. 

141  E.  B.  Dixon,  op.  cit.,  232. 

142  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  285. 

143  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit.,  93;  P.  S.  Sparkman,  op.  cit.,  224. 
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practiced  by  almost  every  stock  in  the  state  except  those  of  the 

northwestern  culture  area.  To  some  degree  it  is  uniformly  an 

esoteric  ceremony  and  often  amounts  to  an  initiation  into  a 

secret  society.  The  society  reaches  its  greatest  development 

among  the  Maidu,144  where  the  initiation  may  be  long  subsequent 

to  puberty.  Powers'  above-quoted  note  may  be  accepted  as 
authority  that  no  adolescence  ceremonies  obtained  among  the 

Miwok,  and  the  same  may  probably  be  true  for  the  Costanoan. 

The  southern  type  of  boys'  ceremony  centers  around  the  admin- 
istration of  a  decoction  of  toloache145  to  the  novitiates.  The 

boys  undergo  various  trials  and  tests  and  receive  much  instruc- 

tion and  the  entire  ceremony  may  properly  be  termed  an  initia- 
tion, though  not  in  the  same  degree  as  the  Maidu  secret  society 

initiation. 

The  influence  of  the  toloache  cult  extended  to  the  southern 

Yokuts  and  to  the  Salinan,  though  probably  existing  in  a  weak- 
ened form.  It  was  not  practiced  among  the  northern  Yokuts  or 

Miwok,  and  among  the  southern  Yokuts  tribes  was  evidently  a 

ceremony,  neither  a  secret  initiation  nor  a  puberty  rite.146 
Among  the  Salinan  the  practice  was  a  true  puberty  ceremony. 

Toloache  was  administered  to  the  boys  so  that  they  might  see 

clearly  and  be  able  to  detect  witchcraft.  A  dance  was  held  and 

the  boys  threw  sticks  at  a  ring  of  wood.  The  most  successful 

one  was  given  a  charm  to  make  him  a  good  hunter  and  a  pros- 
perous man.  Nothing  more  could  be  learned  concerning  the 

practice. Marriage 

From  the  surviving  Salinan  natives  nothing  whatever  could 

be  ascertained  concerning  primitive  marriage  customs,  but  for- 
tunately the  Spanish  missionaries  and  travellers  took  an  unusual 

interest  in  this  phase  of  society.  From  San  Antonio  it  was 

reported  in  the  Mission  Record:147  "They  were  as  easily  married 
as  unmarried.  For  the  former,  nothing  more  was  required  than 

that  the  suitor  should  ask  the  bride  from  her  parents,  and  at 

144  R.  B.  Dixon,  op.  tit.,  322. 

145  Jimson-weed,  Datura  meteloides. 
i4«A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

I**  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Record,  18. 
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times  it  sufficed  that  she  of  herself  should  consent  to  join  herself 

to  the  man,  though  more  often  verbal  communication  or  agree- 

ment (trato)  preceded.  Many  of  them  did  not  keep  their  wives. 

Some,  when  their  wife  was  pregnant  or  had  given  birth,  changed 

their  residence  without  taking  leave,  and  married  another. 

Others  were  married  with  two,  three,  or  even  more  women.  It 

is  certain  that  there  are  many  who  have  come  (to  the  mission) 

from  the  mountains  already  married,  and  who  could  serve  as  an 

example  to  the  most  religious  men." 
Little  dispute  can  be  found  with  the  above  note.  Little  or 

no  ceremony  or  restriction  accompanies  marriage  or  divorce  in 

California,  mutual  agreement  of  all  parties  being  generally 

sufficient  for  either  joining  or  separating.  Each  group  had  its 

own  customs  which,  while  simple,  were  strictly  adhered  to,  but 

of  those  of  the  Salinans  no  record  remains.  With  regard  to 

polygyny,  usage  seems  to  vary.  Fages  says  that  both  the 
Chumash  and  the  Costanoan  were  limited  to  one  wife  with  the 

exception  of  the  chief  or  head-man,  who  might  marry  as  many 
women  as  he  pleased.  Other  travellers  reported  the  same  fact 

and  it  is  possible  that  a  like  custom  obtained  among  the  Salinan, 

and  that  the  "others"  referred  to  in  the  above  note  were  these 
heads  of  the  rancherias. 

From  both  the  San  Antonio  Salinan  and  the  Monterey  Cos- 
tanoan Fages  reports  a  custom  of  considerable  interest.  A 

free  translation  would  read:  "It  seems  to  me  worth  noting  the 
customs  which  these  gentiles  follow  in  their  marriages  and  the 

mutual  pledges  which  they  give  for  the  security  of  so  strict  a 

union  as  is  the  case.  Whenever  a  youth  and  maid  appear  in 

company,  both  marked  by  the  scratches  of  finger-nails,  they  are 
thus  known  to  have  contracted  matrimony  on  the  preceding 

night.  This  alone  is  considered  proof  and  they  are  publicly 

known  as  man  and  wife  throughout  the  rancheria.  But  there 

is  still  more;  the  couple  are  not  believed  to  be  making  a  proper 

use  of  their  marital  privileges  unless  these  are  accompanied  by 

the  use  of  the  finger-nails,  repeating  on  such  occasions  the  same 

cruel  and  barbarous  expressions  of  love  and  connubial  benevo- 
lence. This  will  seem  an  incredible  thing,  and  perhaps  without 
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precedent, — but  there  is  no  doubt  that  it  is  so,  and  I  write  it 

after  careful  investigation. " 
The  usual  restrictions  between  children  and  parents-in-law 

existed,  communication  between  them  being  avoided  except  in 
cases  of  greatest  necessity. 

The  women  were  well  treated,  according  to  Taylor. 

The  institution  of  berdaches  or  women-men  is  one  of  frequent 
occurrence  among  the  Californian  natives,  but  has  never  been 

satisfactorily  explained.  Among  the  coastal  stocks  south  of  San 

Francisco  the  custom  flourished,  and  the  individuals,  termed 

"joyas"  by  the  Spanish,  were  found  at  San  Antonio.  Those  of 

the  Santa  Barbara  Channel  ''lived  like  women,  associated  with 
them,  wore  the  same  dress,  adorned  themselves  with  beads,  ear- 

rings, necklaces,  and  other  feminine  ornaments,  and  enjoyed 

great  consideration  among  their  companions/'148  In  this  latter 
region,  the  custom  seems  to  have  enjoyed  its  greatest  develop- 

ment, there  being  two  or  three  joyas  to  every  village.  To  the 

north  of  San  Luis  Obispo,  the  rule  was  one  to  each  rancheria.149 

Palou150  describes  the  horror  felt  by  the  resident  padre  at  San 
Antonio  on  discovering  one  of  the  class  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
mission. 

Sickness 

Illness,  at  least  when  of  a  serious  or  prolonged  character,  is 

universally  regarded,  not  only  in  California  but  over  most  of 

the  uncivilized  world,  as  having  a  personal  cause,  earthly  or 

supernatural.  It  is  caused  by  the  use  of  magic  and  must  be 

counteracted  by  the  same  means.  To  this  end  the  services  of 

the  shaman  are  required.  Minor  disorders  or  indispositions  are, 

however,  often  treated  without  the  shaman,  either  by  medicine 

formulae  or  by  the  use  of  herbs.  In  the  latter  case,  the  natural 

pharmaceutical  properties  of  the  herbs  are  generally  not  recog- 
nized, but  they  are  believed  to  possess  sympathetic  magical 

powers  sufficient  in  themselves  to  counteract  the  magic  of  the 

complaint.  In  some  cases  the  herb  or  substance  used  possesses 

true  curative  elements,  while  in  others  the  benefit  can  only  be 

i48Costans6,  Narrative,  47  [137]. 
1*9  P.  Fages,  op.  cit. 
iso  Francisco  Palou,  Life  of  Junipero  Serra,  1787. 
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psychological.  The  use  of  the  magic  of  the  shaman  is  more 

properly  considered  under  the  religious  topic  of  Shamanism,  but 
the  use  of  herbs  and  other  substances  may  be  treated  under 
sickness. 

For  a  general  statement  of  the  cure  of  disease  we  are  again 

indebted  to  Dr.  Henshaw.  "Bleeding,  scarification  and  the  use 
of  herbs  and  sweat-baths  constituted  the  medicinal  practices  of 
the  Salinans.  They  did  not  dance  and  sing  around  the  sick  as 
did  the  Yokuts.  Anesmo  was  aware  that  the  latter  method  was 

in  use  among  other  tribes."  This  assertion  is  partially  cor- 

roborated by  Kroeber's151  information  from  the  Tachi  Yokuts 
that  curative  herbs  were  favored  by  them  and  by  the  northern 

tribes,  while  singing  and  shamanistic  practices  were  preferred  in 
the  south. 

White  willow  was  considered  to  be  a  cure  for  fever.  The 

method  of  its  administration  is  not  known.  Curative  herbs  were 

generally  chewed  by  the  shaman  or  some  other  person  and  spread 

on  a  cut  or  wound.  Bed  ants  were  allowed  to  bite  the  part  of 

the  body  affected  when  in  pain.  The  same  insects  play  a 

prominent  part  in  the  boys'  puberty  ceremonies  of  the  south- 
ernmost missions.152  They  may  be  considered  to  possess  some 

magical  property,  or  their  use  may  be  due  to  a  widespread  belief 

in  the  virtue  of  "fighting  fire  with  fire"  shown  even  among 
civilized  races,  as  in  the  belief  of  some  persons  in  the  efficacy  of 

vinegar  and  salt  in  the  relief  of  burns,  etc. 

The  narcotic  principle  of  the  toloache  was  used  in  ceremonies, 
but  it  is  not  certain  whether  it  was  utilized  as  a  medicine. 

Among  all  of  the  surrounding  peoples,  however,  it  was  used  as 

an  opiate  in  event  of  broken  bones  and  serious  diseases,  and 

probably  filled  the  same  office  among  the  Salinan.  Mescal  was 

used  only  as  a  food.  Tobacco  plays  an  important  part  in  Cali- 
fornia ceremonially,  religiously,  medically,  and  socially.  Tobacco 

smoking  was  an  important  factor  in  the  ceremonies  and  the 

religious  practices  of  southern  California.153  When  used  as  a 
medicine  it  was  eaten  or  chewed.  A  native  species  of  Nicotina 

was  used,  and  generally  mixed  with  lime  before  being  eaten, 

151  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
152  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit.,  91. 

153  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  335;  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit. 
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throughout  much  of  the  southern  part  of  the  state.154  That  the 
same  plan  was  followed  among  the  Salinan  is  shown  by  a  quota- 

tion from  Taylor : ' '  They  burned  the  aulone155  shells  for  the  lime 
to  mix  with  their  tobacco,  which  they  swallowed  to  make  them 

drunk. "  At  dances  the  leaves  were  chewed  for  the  semi-intoxi- 
cating effect  they  produced.  As  a  medicine  it  might  be  taken  at 

any  time  but  was  preferred  on  retiring  for  the  night.  The  leaves 

were  then  mashed  and  steeped  in  water  and  the  decoction  drunk. 

Nausea  and  intoxication  ensued,  followed  by  a  deep  sleep  and  a 

good  appetite  in  the  morning.  It  was  considered  particularly 

good  for  pains  in  the  stomach,  the  narcotic  principle  alleviating 

the  pain.  Its  use  seems  to  have  been  very  frequent  and  general 

and  its  effect  claimed  to  be  very  beneficial.  Magical  properties 

were  assigned  to  it  and  it  held  a  place  of  considerable  importance 
in  the  estimation  of  the  aborigines. 

Death 

It  has  been  generally  accepted  that  cremation  was  typical  of 

the  greater  part  of  California,  but  sufficient  cause  for  this  belief 

is  not  evident.  There  are  more  stocks  which  practice  burial 

exclusively  than  those  practicing  cremation  exclusively,  and  in 

the  other  cases  the  custom  varies  not  only  from  group  to  group 

but  even  among  individuals.  Among  the  stocks  where  burial 

alone  is  used  are :  those  of  the  southwestern  culture  area156 — the 

Chumash  and  certain  Shoshonean  groups ;  the  stocks  of  the  north- 

western culture  area167 — the  Hupa,  Yurok,  and  Karok;  the 
Wiyot,158  the  Shasta,159  and  the  Yuki.180  The  Miwok161  as  a  rule 
preferred  cremation,  but  the  mountaineer  groups  buried;  burial 

is*  Costanoan,  P.  Fages,  etc.;  Yokuts,  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss;  Chumash, 
P.  Fages,  etc.;  Shoshonean,  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit.,  94. 

155  i.e.,  abalone,  Haliotis. 

166  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Types  of  Indian  Culture  in  California,  present  series, 
n,  99,  1904. 

i"  Ibid.,  87. 

IBS  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  99. 

159  Those  who  died  at  a  distance  from  home  were  occasionally  cremated. 
B.  B.  Dixon,  « '  The  Shasta, ' '  Bull.  Am.  Mus.  Nat.  Hist.,  xvn,  465,  1907. 

leo  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  129. 
lei  Ibid.,  356. 
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prevailed  among  the  Maidu,162  some  of  the  Yokuts  tribes163  and 
the  Costanoan.164  The  Yuman  and  most  of  the  Shoshonean 

groups  burned  the  dead,165  but  of  the  typically  Calif  ornian  stocks, 
the  Porno166  alone,  with  possibly  their  Wintun  neighbors,  are 
known  to  have  practiced  cremation  exclusively.  Burial  thus 
seems  to  have  been  more  common  than  cremation  even  in  the 

central  Californian  area.  Cremation,  nevertheless,  was  gener- 
ally considered  the  greater  honor  and  given  to  the  few.  Thus  at 

Santa  Cruz  (Costanoan)  "they  burned  the  bodies  of  those  killed 
in  war,  but  interred  at  sundown  those  who  died  from  natural 

causes/'167  The  Tachi  Yokuts  buried  those  considered  of  not 

much  consequence,  burning  the  rest.168 
At  San  Antonio  the  most  distinguished  dead  were  cremated, 

while  persons  of  no  particular  importance  were  merely  buried, 

thus  following  the  usual  plan  in  this  region.  At  San  Miguel  all 

are  said  to  have  been  buried.  The  latter  may  be  an  error,  or  it 

may  be  due  to  the  influence  of  the  neighboring  Chumash. 

On  the  death  of  a  San  Antonio  native  all  his  possessions, 

including  his  house,  were  at  once  burnt  and  the  village  was 

abandoned  for  a  short  time.  If  cremated,  the  ashes  were  collected 

and  buried.  His  name  was  never  spoken169  and  all  his  relatives 
endeavored  to  forget  him.  No  ceremony  accompanied  the  burn- 

ing or  the  burial  and  no  annual  tribal  mourning  ceremony  such 

as  is  common  among  Californian  Indian  groups  is  remembered. 

Taylor  says  of  the  Antonino:  "They  burnt  their  dead  with 

songs  and  great  waitings."  The  "Mission  Record"170  reads: 
"There  were  some  few  who  set  out  food  for  the  dead." 

The  dead  of  the  San  Miguel  group  were  wrapped  in  skins 

162  E.  B.  Dixon,  Maidu,  241. 
163  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
164  p.  Fages,  etc. 

165  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Types  of  Indian  Culture  in  California,  100. 
166  s.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  152. 

167  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  April  5,  1860. 
168  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

i6»  That  the  mention  of  the  dead  was  as  serious  an  offence  among  the 
Salinans  as  with  other  Californian  Indians  is  well  illustrated  by  the 
incident  that  when  asked  jocularly  for  a  Salinan  word  of  profanity,  Pedro 

Encinales  gave  ca'MteL  and  translated  it  "go  to  the  devil "  (ve  al  diablo). 
Sit  jar  writes  chavmtel — "cadaver." 

170  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Eecord,  19. 
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and  a  ceremonial  burning  of  personal  possessions  was  held  by 
the  rancheria  in  somewhat  the  following  manner.  The  bow  and 

arrows  of  the  deceased  were  placed  on  a  high  pole  in  the  village 

and  around  this  the  inhabitants  congregated,  the  relatives  on 
one  side  and  the  other  inhabitants  on  the  other  side.  Then  the 

former  brought  out  all  the  personal  property  of  the  deceased 

and  piled  it  at  the  root  of  the  pole.  As  the  objects  were  thrown 

down  it  was  the  privilege  of  any  villager  to  seize  any  article  he 

craved  and  endeavor  to  escape  with  it.  If  he  could  elude  the 

pursuit  of  the  relatives  and  make  the  circuit  of  the  village 

three  [sic]  times,  he  was  entitled  to  retain  the  article.  If  caught, 

the  object  was  returned  to  the  pile  with  the  other  possessions 

and  burnt.  After  ten  days  of  mourning  the  house  of  the 

deceased  was  burnt  and  another  one  built  and  occupied  by  the 

family.  After  a  reasonable  length  of  time  it  was  necessary  for 
the  male  relatives  to  find  a  husband  for  the  widow. 

The  above  description,  obtained  by  Dr.  Henshaw,  seems  to 

imply  that  the  burning  ceremony  was  held  at  the  time  of  the 

burial,  and  this  agrees  well  with  the  writer's  information  that 
the  entire  possessions  of  the  deceased  were  immediately  burnt. 

A  mourning  ceremony  held  by  the  entire  "tribe"  about  a  year 
afterwards  was  also  reported.  Nothing  was  burnt  at  this  cere- 

mony. The  Tachi  Yokuts,  whom  the  Salinans  most  nearly 

resemble  in  point  of  culture,  held  a  similar  ceremony  every 

summer  at  which  no  property  was  burnt.  It  lasted  several  days 

and  was  given  by  a  man  who  had  lost  a  near  relative.  Property 

was,  however,  given  away  to  visitors.171  A  mourning  ceremony 
of  this  type  is  held  over  practically  all  of  California  and  extends 

even  to  the  Mohave  and  Paiute.  The  principal  feature  of  it  is 

always  the  destruction  of  property  by  burning.  Generally  the 

property  is  made  for  the  occasion,  which  commonly  occurs 

once  a  year.  The  privilege  of  seizing  coveted  articles  is  also 

of  widespread  occurrence.  Most  of  the  other  details  of  the 

ceremony  vary.  It  has  not  before  been  noted  as  following 

immediately  after  the  death,  and  it  is  not  impossible  that  the 

information  may  be  faulty  on  this  point. 

171  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
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The  hair  was  cut  as  a  sign  of  mourning,  following  the  custom 

practically  universal  in  the  state,  but  nothing  else  concerning 

mourning  customs  is  known  at  the  present  time. 

FAMILY   RELATIONS 

Terms  of  Relationship 

The  native  Salinan  terms  of  relationship  have  long  since  been 

replaced  by  those  of  European  origin  and  only  a  bare  recollection 

of  the  former  remains.  Middle-aged  Indians  are  unable  to 
identify  any  of  the  terms  and  their  elders  generally  correlate 

them  with  terms  of  the  different  Spanish  system.  A  list  of 

terms  for  each  dialect  was  collected  by  Dr.  Henshaw  in  1884 

and  other  lists  were  secured  by  the  writer,  and  an  effort  was 

made  to  fit  them  into  a  definite  system.  The  terms  will,  however, 

be  discussed  under  their  respective  classifications. 

Relatives  in  the  direct  line. — Two  terms  for  father  and  two 

for  mother  exist  in  each  dialect.  Beyond  the  obvious  fact  that  one 

term  is  commonly  used  with  the  possessive  pronoun  of  the  first 

person  only,  and  the  other  with  the  second  and  third  persons, 

nothing  could  be  learned  of  the  distinction  between  them.  The 

roots  of  the  words  are — Antonino,  father  tele",  ek',  mother 

apai"  epx;  Miguelifio,  father  tata',  pexk,  mother  apa'i,  e'pex. 
A  few  of  the  Antonino  declensions  are  given  below.  Those  in 

the  second  and  last  columns  are  possible  but  not  in  general  use 

My  father      tele"  (ek< )  My  mother     apai"  (e'pAx) 
Your  father  tuM'-e'k<       (turn-tele")      Your  mother  t<  me'-epax      (tum-apai") 
His  father     e'k'-o  (te-tele'-o)        His  mother    e'p'x-o  (apai-o'') 

By  the  San  Miguel  division  no  distinction  is  made  for  the 

sex  of  children,  the  term  pase'L  being  used  for  both  boys  and 
girls.  The  sexes  are  distinguished  by  the  San  Antonio  moiety 

by  the  terms  "as,"  son,  and  "ti'co,"  daughter.  The  same  dis- 

tinction is  noted  in  the  use  of  the  Antonino  words  "stexa"," 

boy,  and  "stau,"  girl,  as  opposed  to  the  Miguelifio  "sAp'xa/," 
child.  The  term  * '  as, "  son,  may  possibly  be  used  exclusively  by 

men,  as  Henshaw 's  informant,  a  man,  gave  the  term  "ti'co'  "  as 
the  woman's  word  for  both  son  and  daughter.  There  are  other 
traces  of  the  use  of  terms  exclusively  by  one  sex,  but  the  evidence 
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is  not  convincing.  The  words  "as'7  and  "pase'L"  are  etymolog- 
ically  identical,  displaying  regular  dialetic  changes.  The  San 

Antonio  word  "as"  also  means  "name"  and  there  is  probably  a 
connection  between  the  two. 

The  terms  for  the  relations  of  grandparents  and  grand- 

children, while  similar  in  each  dialect  and  readily  distinguish- 
able, show  such  variations  in  meaning  in  all  of  the  lists  secured 

that  it  was  necessary  to  reclassify  many  of  the  terms,  following 

the  list  which  is  most  like  the  typical  Californian  system.  This 

gives: 

Father 's  parents  Mother 's  parents 
San  Antonio  xala"  nene" 

San  Miguel  ama"  nenE" 

The  term  xala"  was  given  by  all  three  male  informants  of  either 

dialect  as  meaning  "grandfather"  of  either  parentage.  It  was 
not  given  by  the  Miguelino  woman  whose  list  is  taken  as  most 

typical.  It  is  furthermore  contradicted  by  Sit  jar's172  definition 

of  ajalauo,  "abuelo  por  parte  de  madre"  (maternal  grand- 
father). It  may  be  an  exclusively  male  term  for  men  of  either 

division,  and  its  proper  meaning  is  altogether  very  doubtful, 

ama"  is  a  term  given  by  the  Miguelino  informants  only.  It 
undoubtedly  means  paternal  grandparent,  and  is  probably  a  San 

Miguel  word,  though  given  by  Sitjar173  from  San  Antonio  with 

its  proper  meaning  "abuelo  por  parte  de  padre."  The  term 
nene"  or  nenE"  is  used  by  both  dialects  and  sexes  equally  and 
probably  denotes  maternal  grandparents,  though  like  the  rest, 

it  is  contradicted  in  some  of  the  lists  secured.  Arroyo  de  la 

Cuesta174  translates  the  term  as  "grandfather."  Whether  there 
were  more  terms  which  have  since  been  lost,  or  whether  the 

known  terms  should  be  differently  arranged,  the  material  is  in- 
sufficient to  prove. 

The  relations  of  grandchildren  show  a  reciprocity  with  the 

grandparents.  The  probable  system  for  them  is: 

Son 's  children  Daughter 's  children 
San  Antonio  ta'iyaL  tcaiya" 
San  Miguel  tema'k  tena'iyaL 

172  J.  G.  Shea,  op.  cit.,  9. ITS  Ibid. 

174  Arroyo  de  la  Cuesta,  Mss. 
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ta'iyaL  is  generally  given  as  grandson,  sometimes  as  grandchild ; 

tcaiya",  when  given  at  all,  is  translated  granddaughter,  tema'k 

is  the  plain  reciprocal  of  ama"  and  was  properly  translated  as 
son's  child.  It  was  not  given  by  the  Miguelino  man  and  may 

possibly  be  an  exclusively  woman's  term.  tena'iyaL  was  given 
by  both  Miguelino  informants,  but  translated  by  the  man  as 

granddaughter.  Great-grandchild  is  mace'l  according  to  Hen- 
shaw's  San  Antonio  informant,  and  great-great-grandchild  is 

setilka'i,  but  these  distant  relationships  are  naturally  open  to 
considerable  doubt. 

The  collateral  relations  are  fortunately  full  and  probably 

correct.  Distinctions  for  relative  age  and  sex  are  made  and 

reciprocal  relations  observed. 

San  Antonio 

San  Miguel 

Elder  brother 
kai 

kaiyE" 

Elder  sister 

pe' 

pepe" 

Younger  brother 

tos 
tos 

Younger  sister 
t<ON 

tlON 

For  the  relations  of  uncle  and  aunt  it  would  be  expected  to 
find  the  above  table  doubled  for  the  medium  of  the  father  and 

mother.  Appearances  seem  to  indicate  that  such  was  the  case, 

though  the  system  may  have  been  irregular  and  lacking  in  some 
of  the  relations.  Here  as  elsewhere  the  terms  as  received  from 

different  informants  did  not  agree  and  are  given  merely  as 

probable. 
Father's  Father's              Father's  Father's 

elder  brother  elder  sister  younger  brother  younger  sister 

San  Antonio  pas                         ta* 
San  Miguel            La'pac                                             Ek!a'  apa'c 

San  Antonio 

San  Miguel 

Mother 's elder  brother 

sak 

asa'xk 

Mother 's elder  sister 

asa'xk 

Mother 's younger  brother 
Mother 's younger  sister 

mone" 

The  reciprocal  nephew  and  niece  relations  of  these  are  clear. 

Here  also  some  arbitrary  classification  had  to  be  done.  Probably 
no  more  than  four  terms  in  either  dialect  existed  here.  There 

is  no  trace  of  more,  and  they  would  have  been  a  too  unwieldy 

system. 

San  Antonio 

San  Miguel 

Child  of 

elder  brother 

tak 
tE'nak 

Child  of 

elder  sister 

Child  of 

younger  brother 
tE'pacek 

Child  of 

younger  sister 

tEmasa'xE 
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The  eldest  uncle  is  said  to  have  been  termed  sak  by  his  nephews 

among  the  Antonino  and  the  children  of  the  eldest  brother  were 

known  as  tA*. 
Terms  for  relatives  by  marriage  are : 

Daughter-in-  Elder  brother 's 
Husband       Wife       Son-in-law  law  wife 

San  Antonio          la  se  te'leM  tuke'wi  timta'L 

San  Miguel  laN  seN  te'le'M  tE'mai' 

Irrespective  of  dialetic  differences,  there  are  about  thirty-four 
terms,  as  many  as  are  found  in  the  most  complete  systems  in 
America.  This  would  seem  to  indicate  that  there  has  not  been 

much  if  any  loss  of  terms,  though  the  definitions  of  the  latter 

have  become  confused  through  European  influence. 

Analyzing  the  terms  by  categories,  the  tendencies  typical  to 

California  are  found  to  exist.175  All  of  the  terms  recognize  the 
respective  generations  of  the  individuals,  their  relationship  by 

blood  or  marriage,  and  whether  in  the  lineal  or  collateral  line. 

The  sex  of  the  relative  is  considered  in  about  66  per  cent  of 

the  cases,  the  San  Antonio  natives  adhering  to  this  distinction 

more  uniformly  than  the  San  Miguel.  The  sex  of  the  connecting 

relative  is  considered  in  about  50  per  cent  of  the  terms,  and 

generally  where  such  a  distinction  is  possible.  The  sex  of  the  indi- 
vidual appears  to  be  of  importance  in  certain  relations,  though 

this  is  not  certain.  About  25  per  cent  of  the  terms  may  display 

this  phenomenon.  The  relative  age  of  the  parties  concerned  in 

their  generation  is  of  more  importance  than  is  usual  in  Cali- 
fornia, nearly  40  per  cent  of  the  words  being  thus  differentiated. 

The  condition  of  the  connecting  relative  is  not  considered,  but 

there  may  be  another  class,  that  of  grammatical  person,  as  is 

displayed  in  the  twin  words  for  father  and  for  mother  accord- 
ing to  whether  an  affixed  pronoun  of  the  first,  or  of  the  second 

or  third  person,  is  used. 

Of  the  actual  family  life,  the  organization  of  the  family,  and 

such  other  matters  as  are  properly  considered  under  the  topic  of 

family  relations,  absolutely  no  data  remain. 

ITS  A.  L.  Kroeber,  ' '  Classificatory  Systems  of  Relationship, ' '  Journ.  Roy. 
Anth.  Inst.,  xxxix,  78,  1909. 
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SOCIAL   RELATIONS 

Government 

The  "chief '  was  selected  because  of  his  bravery.  The  older 
men  of  the  rancheria  would  select  one  of  their  number  and 

submit  his  appointment  to  the  other  inhabitants  of  the  village. 

Nothing  more  is  remembered  by  the  present  Salinan  Indians 

concerning  aboriginal  government. 

The  relative  power  of  the  American  Indian  chief  has  been  a 

fruitful  source  of  polemic  discussion.  In  California  as  in  Mexico 

and  elsewhere,  early  observers,  both  Spanish  and  English,  biased 

by  their  European  prejudices,  found  everywhere  emperors, 

kings,  and  despotic  chiefs.  The  essential  democracy  of  Indian 

life,  and  the  relation  of  poverty  and  democracy  as  opposed  to 

wealth  and  plutocracy  or  autocracy,  are  both  now  recognized. 

Wealth  reaches  its  greatest  development  on  the  Pacific  coast  and 

particularly  in  the  Alaska-British  Columbia  area.  Here  the 
distinction  between  classes  is  well  marked.  The  Santa  Barbara 

Chumash  seem  to  have  had  a  culture  in  which  wealth  played  a 

more  important  part  than  usual,  as  should  be  expected  from 

the  greater  affluence  of  the  people,  and  the  reports  of  Costanso, 

Fages,  and  other  early  observers  to  the  effect  that  chieftainship 

was  hereditary,  generally  in  the  male  line,  and  despotic,  may  be 

taken  as  fairly  accurate.  Over  the  greater  part  of  California, 

chieftainship  appears  to  be  less  autocratic  and  more  an  office  of 

advisory  character,  though  the  greater  stability  of  population 

and  the  greater  importance  of  wealth  which  permeates  the  entire 

coast  region  causes  a  less  democratic  form  of  society  in  Cali- 
fornia than  on  the  plains  or  in  the  eastern  woodlands.  There  is 

generally  a  chief  to  each  village  in  California,  the  office  being 

either  elective  or  normally  hereditary,  and  the  chief  is  ordin- 
arily accorded  certain  special  privileges,  though  his  rule  is 

limited  by  a  council  of  the  older  men  and  by  public  opinion. 

Fages  merely  reports  of  Salinan  government  that  the  people 

were  governed  similarly  to  the  natives  of  the  "Rio  Grande  de 
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San  Francisco.  "176  Concerning  the  government  of  these  a  full 

and  circumstantial  account  is  given.  "Besides  the  chiefs  of  the 
rancherias  they  have  in  each  district  another  chief  who  com- 

mands four  or  five  settlements,  the  first  named  being  his  sub- 
ordinates. Each  one  in  his  settlements  collects  the  tribute  every 

day  [sic]  which  the  Indians  pay  him  of  their  seeds  and  fruits 

and  game  and  fish.  If  anyone  commits  a  theft,  the  wronged  one 

appeals  to  the  chief  and  he  gathers  together  an  assembly  and 

deliberates  with  all  the  Indians  concerning  the  punishment  and 

the  atonement  which  is  becoming.  If  the  theft  is  as  usual,  some- 
thing to  eat  or  some  useful  article,  the  entire  penalty  for  the 

theft  amounts  to  the  restoration  of  the  stolen  object  or  its 

equivalent,  but  if  the  robbery  is  of  a  maiden,  the  abductor  is 

forced  to  marry  her,  the  same  penalty  being  enforced  in  a  case 

of  rape,  even  when  unaccompanied  by  abduction.  The  sub- 
ordinate chief  is  obliged  to  inform  his  superior  of  any  news  or 

incident  whatever,  sending  to  him  any  offenders  with  the  charges 

against  them.  During  the  accusation  the  culprit,  man  or  woman, 

remains  standing  with  the  hair  dishevelled  and  falling  over  the 

face.  All  that  the  subordinate  chief  collects  from  the  daily -con- 
tributions of  the  villages  he  submits  to  the  chief  commander  of 

the  district  who,  every  eight  or  fifteen  days,  goes  out  to  visit  his 

district,  and  the  settlements  receive  him  with  ceremony.  They 

make  him  presents  of  the  best  and  most  precious  things  they 

have  and  appoint  a  few  Indians  to  go  in  his  company  as  far  as 

the  place  where  he  resides. " 
This  account  reflects  a  far  greater  development  of  the  power 

of  chieftainship  than  is  usual  in  California  and,  had  it  come 

from  any  other  part  of  the  state,  it  would,  despite  the  evident 

carefulness  of  observation,  be  discredited.  The  report  in  the 

"Mission  Record "  from  San  Luis  Obispo,177  the  nearest 
Chumashan  neighbors  of  the  Salinan,  shows  a  similar  tendency, 

ITC  Fages  wrote  his  account  before  many  of  the  geographical  points  of 
California  had  been  finally  named,  1775.  As  he  describes  the  natives  in 
order  up  the  coast  from  San  Diego,  and  speaks  of  the  "  Indians  of  the 
plain  and  Rio  Grande  de  San  Francisco  and  environs"  next  after  those 
of  Monterey,  it  is  most  probable  that  he  refers  to  the  western  Costanoan, 
but  the  river  referred  to  may  be  the  San  Joaquin  and  the  natives  the 
Miwok  or  Yokuts.  The  description  would  be  very  applicable  to  the  latter 
if  we  may  believe  Powers'  reports. 

177  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Record,  17. 
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attributing  great  importance  to  the  chief,  even  to  the  extent  that 

the  natives  are  represented  as  taking  up  arms  to  avenge  a  slight 

upon  his  dignity.  The  probability  of  the  truth  of  this  report  is 

discounted  in  a  note  by  Kroeber.178  The  Yokuts  tribes  are  said 

by  Powers179  to  have  had  an  organization  much  similar  to  this 
reported  by  Fages,  being  in  fact,  the  only  stock  in  the  state,  so 

far  as  is  known,  to  merit  the  designation  of  tribe.  Here,  due 

possibly  to  the  necessity  of  opposing  the  advances  of  the 

Shoshonean  tribes,  the  villages  were  organized  on  a  more  or 

less  military  basis  into  tribes,  with  a  tribal  chief  to  whom  the 

"capitans"  of  the  rancherias  were  responsible,  and  to  whom 
they  made  regular  reports. 

The  power  and  importance  of  the  chief  is  thus  seen  to  be 

greater  among  the  San  Luis  Obispo  Chumash,  the  San  Antonio 

Salinan,  and  certain  of  the  Costanoan  groups  than  is  usual,  and 

the  general  social  organization,  particularly  among  the  Salinan, 

seems  to  have  followed  the  Yokuts  plan  of  tribal  solidarity. 

Whether  or  not  the  Chumashan  custom  prevailed  of  allowing  the 

chief  the  privilege  of  polygyny  among  other  privileges  is  not 

known.  Taylor  says  that  the  villages  were  named  from  the 

chiefs,  but  it  is  probable  that  it  was  not  so  until  the  Spanish 

began  calling  the  villages,  ' '  rancheria  of  chief   . ' ' 

Games 

Amusements  of  various  kinds  occupied  much  of  the  time  of 

the  Calif ornian  native.  The  rancherias  were  permanent;  wars 

were  few,  and  acorns  and  game  plentiful  and  near  at  hand. 

Most  of  the  amusements  were  games  of  chance  in  which  gambling 

was  prominent,  but  games  of  skill,  strength,  and  endurance  were 
also  enjoyed. 

The  ubiquitous  bone  game,  peu",  common  to  practically  all 
of  western  America,180  was  very  popular  and  often  played  by  the 

Salinan.  The  objects  were  made  of  either  an  eagle's  bone  or  of 
three  shells  joined,  and  one  of  them  was  plain,  the  other  with 

a  fibre-string  wound  around  the  middle  of  it.  The  players 

i7»  s.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  370. 
iso  Stewart  Culin,  Games  of  the  North  American  Indians,  Ann.  Eep. 

Bur.  Am.  Ethn.,  xxiv,  267-327,  1907. 
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formed  two  "sides"  but  the  actual  playing  was  limited  to  two 
men  on  either  side.  One  pair  of  bones  only  was  used,  each  of 

the  players  hiding  one  bone,  while  the  opposite  side  endeavored 

to  guess  the  location  of  the  plain  one.  Both  men  on  the  inactive 

side  guessed  at  each  occasion  and  paid  for  their  incorrect  guesses 
with  counters.  Ten  or  twelve  of  these  counters  were  used  and 

much  betting  done  by  the  respective  sides.  If  both  players 

guessed  incorrectly  two  counters  were  paid  to  the  opposing  side ; 

if  one  guess  was  correct,  they  paid  one  counter.  It  was  said 

that  the  sides  alternated  in  hiding  the  bones,  but  the  general 

method  of  changing  sides  only  when  both  men  had  been  guessed 

correctly  was  probably  the  accepted  custom.  When  a  man  had 

a  long  run  of  poor  luck  he  resigned  his  place  to  another  member 

of  his  side.  Women  likewise  sometimes  took  their  husbands' 
places  in  the  game  when  the  latter  were  unlucky.  They  also 

often  played  the  game  among  themselves.  The  game  was  played 

by  the  Costanoan181  in  a  manner  nearly  identical  to  this. 
The  game  was  probably  attended  with  as  much  excitement  as 

is  usual  elsewhere.  Inter-rancheria  games  and  games  played 
with  ceremonial  significance  are  not  reported,  but  may  have  been 

played.  A  "head-man,"  possibly  the  chief  of  the  village,  built 
a  ceremonial  fire  and  kept  it  going  and  kept  the  tally  of  the 

counters.  Songs  were  sung  by  the  players  and  possibly  by  all 

the  participants  and  spectators  during  the  progress  of  the  game. 

Special  gambling  songs  existed  for  these  occasions  and  are  still 

remembered  by  some  of  the  older  Indians.  Unfortunately  it  was 

impossible  to  obtain  a  record  of  any  of  them. 

The  women  had  a  game,  tecoinE',  played  with  ten  bones 
which  they  threw  with  a  basket.  This  is  probably  the  common 

women's  dice  game  played  with  walnut-kernels,  acorns,  or  split 
and  burned  sticks,  over  much  of  western  America.182  The  rela- 

tive number  of  obverse  and  reverse  sides  showing  decides  the 

count.  It  is  the  most  common  gambling  game  for  women. 

The  games  wherein  the  interest  is  primarily  in  the  skill,  and 

where  gambling  is  a  secondary  or  negligible  element,  are  not  as 

isi  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
182  S.  Culin,  op.  cit.,  144,  etc. 

.,  420. 
«Z.,  527. 
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prominent  among  the  sedentary  people  of  California  as  among 

the  more  active  and  virile  Indians  to  the  east.  The  hoop-and- 

pole  game182a  was  played  at  the  boys'  puberty  ceremonies  by 
the  novitiates  with  a  semi-ceremonial  significance.  According  to 

Henshaw,  me'nakwa'kwa  was  a  game  played  by  two  persons  who 
locked  their  middle  fingers  and  pulled  to  see  which  one  was  the 

stronger.  The  ring  and  pin  game182b  was  not  remembered  by  any 
of  the  informants  nor  was  the  football  race,  but  as  both  of  the 

latter  were  very  widespread  in  California  they  probably  were 

known  in  early  days. 

Dances 

Practically  every  occasion  of  social  gathering  in  California  is 

attended  by  some  variety  of  dance.  Not  that  the  desire  for 

dancing  is  any  less  widespread  than  the  human  race  itself,  but 

the  custom  appears  to  be  particularly  well  developed  in  this  sec- 

tion of  North  America.  Dancing  supplies  much  of  the  shaman's 
mysterious  powers,  aids  him  in  employing  and  in  overcoming 

magic,  in  thwarting  death  and  in  communing  with  spirits.  It 

often  is  in  itself  a  power  in  religion,  and  it  supplies  much  of 

the  social  amusement  of  the  people.  Naturally  all  dances  of  a 

religious  significance  were  strictly  forbidden  by  the  Spanish 

missionaries  and  have  largely  been  forgotten. 

Most  of  the  Salinan  dances  were  performed  by  individuals, 

the  other  spectators  supplying  the  music  and  singing.  Indi- 
vidual dances  seem  to  be  most  common  in  the  southern  part  of 

the  state.  The  music  was  supplied  by  rattles  of  split  sticks, 

cocoons,  or  rattlesnake  rattles,  and  by  rasps  and  whistles. 

Cocoon  rattles  are  said  to  have  been  used  solely  by  singers  at  a 

dance.  Rattlesnake  rattles  were  used  by  all  participants.  The 

flute  and  possibly  other  instruments  may  have  been  used  at 
dances. 

The  dance  called  kuksu'i  seems  to  have  been  the  most 
popular  one  in  this  region  and  is  performed  by  many  of  the 

other  Californian  peoples,  having  been  observed  among  the 

Porno,  Wintun,  Maidu,  and  either  the  Costanoan  or  Miwok.183 

iss  A.  L.  Kroeber,  The  Eeligion  of  the  Indians  of  California,  present 
series,  iv,  338,  1907;  Indian  Myths  of  South  Central  California,  present 
series,  iv,  189,  1907.  Also  pages  129  and  188,  notes  81,  112,  207. 
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Two  dancers  impersonate  Kuksui  and  his  wife,  who  are  now 

generally  identified  with  Satan  and  his  consort.  The  singers  sat 

in  a  row  and  sang  and  clapped  their  hands,  no  rattles  or  other 

musical  instruments  being  used.  In  front  of  the  row  the  two 

dancers  performed,  naked  except  for  a  breech-clout  and  painted 

red,  white,  and  yellow.  A  headdress  of  feathers  was  worn,  reach- 
ing to  the  shoulders  and  with  eagle  feathers  extending  from 

the  forehead  forward.  This  was  probably  the  same  as  the 

enormous  "big-head"  headdress  worn  in  the  same  dance  by  the 

Porno  and  Maidu.184 
Various  animal  dances  were  performed,  the  Owl,  Deer, 

Coyote,  and  Bear  dances  being  known.  These  were  individual 

dances,  the  performers  imitating  the  action  and  the  cry  of  the 

animal.  Each  of  these  dances  had  its  own  songs,  some  of  which 

are  still  remembered.  When  it  was  suggested  to  the  informant, 

Jose  Cruz,  that  the  purpose  of  the  dances  may  have  been  to 

increase  the  number  of  animals,  he  readily  agreed.  Dr.  Henshaw 

noted  the  words  used  in  several  of  the  dances  with  their  meanings. 

The  Bear  dance  was  performed  in  August  if  the  prospects  of 

a  plentiful  crop  of  acorns  were  good. 

hau' — wa — ya        he' — ne — ye 

hau' — wa — ya        he' — ne — ye he' — ne — ye 

hau' — wa — ya        he' — ne — ye 
("There's  plenty,   we  are  glad") 

ta — we' — ye — he' 
ta — we' — ye — he' 

("We're  chewing  acorns") 
hu'— hu'— hu' 

The  Owl  dance  was  a  favorite  with  the  Miguelinos  in  the 

month  of  April. 

pa' — na — ta        pa' — na — ta        co' — ko — nai 
pa' — na — ta        pa' — na — ta        co' — ko — nai 
( '  '  Dance,  dance,  owl ' ' ) 

tro' — ki — kup' — ic — tun        tro' — ki — kup' — ic — tun 
tro' — ki — kup' — ic — tun         tro' — ki — kup' — ic — tun 

("In  the  cave,  In  the  cave") 
hu'— hu'— hu' 
hu'— hu'— hu' 

is*  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Religion  California  Indians,  337. 
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Dancing  in  groups  was  also  enjoyed  on  occasions.  Both  men 

and  women  participated.  The  latter  evidently  did  not  engage 

in  dances  among  the  Chumash  to  the  south,  as  Fages  particularly 
noted  that  it  was  near  the  foot  of  the  Santa  Lucia  Mountains 

near  San  Luis  that  the  first  dances  in  which  women  participated 

were  held,  and  consequently  they  named  the  village  "pueblo  de 
las  bailarinas. '  '185  The  dance  among  the  Salinans  consisted  of  a 
row  of  men  and  a  row  of  women  alternately  dancing,  and  then 

resting.  The  men's  part  was  termed  hiwe'i,  the  women's  part 

lole'i.  Eight  or  ten  singers  with  rattles  supplied  the  music. 
Similar  dances  have  been  noted  among  the  Porno,  Wintun, 

Maidu  and  Miwok186  and  may  have  been  in  vogue  among  other 
stocks.  They  are  not  reported  from  the  Yokuts  tribes,  the 

Salinans  in  this  respect  showing  affiliations  with  the  north- 

central  Californian  area.  Among  the  Maidu187  a  dance  known 

as  the  he'si  is  performed  by  the  men  alone  and  another  distinct 

dance,  known  as  the  lo'li,  is  restricted  to  women.  It  may  be 
with  these  that  the  Salinan  dances  are  related. 

One  occasion  when  festivities  and  dances  were  indulged  in 

was  on  the  completion  of  a  communal  dwelling-house.  Then  a 
large  sweathouse  was  also  built  and  all  the  inhabitants  of  the 

neighborhood  gathered  there  for  festivities,  songs,  and  dances. 

The  day  following  the  festivities  in  the  sweathouse,  the  dwelling- 

house  was  occupied,  but  the  sweathouse  was  permanently  kept 
for  reunions,  dances,  and  other  ceremonies  which  would  be  held 
therein. 

Trade 

Considerable  intercourse  existed  between  the  Salinan  and  the 

Yokuts  natives  and  commodities  were  doubtless  exchanged. 

Visits  were  frequently  made  by  either  stock  to  the  country  of 

the  other  and  an  "entente  cordiale"  evidently  existed.  The 
Salinans  probably  manufactured  shell  beads  which  could  not  be 

obtained  by  the  Yokuts  except  by  trade.  What  other  products 

were  bartered  can  only  be  surmised.  The  extent  of  trade  with 

185  Costanso,  Diary,  53,  notes  the  same  incident,  but  locates  it  only  a 
short  distance  north  of  Point  Concepcion,  34°  33'. 

ise  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Eeligion  California  Indians,  338. 
"7  E.  B.  Dixon,  Maidu,  288  ff. 
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the  Chumash,  Esselen,  and  Costanoan  is  not  known,  but  was 

probably  not  great.  Univalve  columella  ornaments  were  prob- 
ably imported  from  the  Chumash,  as  well  as  steatite  vessels, 

wooden  dishes,  and  other  articles  of  peculiarly  Chumashan 

manufacturer.  Other  objects  such  as  the  stone  maul  (cf.  p.  140) 

give  indications  of  trade  from  even  greater  distances.  The 

general  impression  given  one,  however,  is  that  there  was  a  strict 
line  of  demarcation  between  the  Salinan  and  the  Chumash  and 

Costanoan,  and  that  little  trade  and  considerable  hostility  existed 

between  the  several  groups. 

Warfare 

The  natives  of  the  Santa  Lucia  Mountains  were  eternally  at 

war  with  each  other,  said  Fages,  contrasting  them  with  the 

inhabitants  of  the  shores  of  Monterey  Bay,  who  were  smaller  and 

more  cowardly,  and  with  the  natives  of  the  valley  of  the  "San 

Francisco  River,"  who  were  the  least  savage  of  all.  Other 
observers  also  note  the  greater  virility  and  courage  of  the 

inhabitants  of  the  coast  mountains  as  opposed  to  the  meekness 

of  the  fishing  people  on  the  shores.188  "They  give  no  quarter 

to  strangers, "  Fages  continues,  "and  those  in  the  neighborhood 
of  Monterey  practice  the  custom  of  having  the  parents  of  the 

slayer  eat  the  flesh  of  his  victim. "  This  refers  to  the  Costanoan 

or  Esselen.  "They  are  in  continual  war  with  their  neighbors 
and  before  starting  out  on  any  warlike  expedition  both  men  and 

women  meet  for  conference  in  the  house  of  the  chief,  from 
whence  the  men  leave  for  the  conflict  with  their  instructions. 

The  war  consists  in  setting  fire  to  some  settlement  of  the  oppon- 
ents, sacking  it  and  bringing  back  some  women,  married  or 

single. "  Taylor  says  of  them:  "In  war  they  took  scalps  from 
their  enemies,  to  use  in  their  war  dance;  they  also  had  the 

singular  custom  of  cutting  off  the  heads  and  arms  of  the  enemy 's 

braves,  so  as  to  inspire  them  with  valor." 
The  above  notes,  which  compose  the  entirety  of  what  can  be 

learned  concerning  Salinan  warfare,  give  a  probably  correct  idea 

of  the  method  of  warfare,  but  an  exaggerated  one  of  its  import- 
ance. Californian  warfare  seldom  rose  to  any  considerable 

iss  Duflot  de  Mofras,  op.  cit. 
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consequence  and  its  part  in  the  native  scheme  of  life  is  insignifi- 

cant when  compared  with  the  all-absorbing  role  played  by  war 

on  the  plains  and  in  the  eastern  woods.  The  Yana189  and  the 
Mono190  alone  are  credited  with  a  warlike  nature,  and  the  only 
serious  opposition  to  the  seizure  of  their  lands  by  the  whites 

was  afforded  by  the  Modoc,  who  are  rather  an  Oregon  people. 

A  lack  of  any  feeling  of  tribal  unity  in  California,  except  pos- 

sibly among  some  of  the  southeastern  stocks,  precluded  a  develop- 

ment of  any  warlike  propensities,  and  most  of  the  so-called 

"wars"  in  the  state  were  hostilities  of  a  few  days  or  weeks' 
duration  between  two  or  more  rancherias  and,  while  attended 

with  some  cruelty,  were  generally  settled  quickly  with  the 

shedding  of  very  little  blood.  Such  was  probably  the  state  of 

warfare  among  the  Salinan  villages.  More  or  less  hostility, 

open  or  veiled,  probably  existed  among  them  continually  and 

raids  between  rancherias  were  to  be  expected  at  any  time,  accom- 
panied by  torture  of  any  unfortunate  prisoners.  The  Indians 

who  were  afterwards  gathered  into  Soledad  Mission,  the  south- 

ernmost Costanoan,  are  said  to  have  been  the  greatest  extra- 
tribal  enemies  of  the  Salinan  natives  and  the  most  northerly 

Chumash  doubtless  also  shared  Salinan  enmity.  As  mountain- 
eers, the  Salinans  probably  were  more  warlike  than  the  coast  and 

valley  people  surrounding  them,  but  proof  of  this  supposition  is 
entirely  lacking. 

RELIGIOUS  LIFE 

The  care  of  the  dead  and  the  belief  in  disembodied  spirits  of 

the  deceased  which  prevails  not  only  all  through  California  but 

throughout  practically  the  entire  world  is  significant  of  a 

universal  belief  in  immortality.  In  addition  to  these  "ghosts" 
there  are  also  other  unembodied  spirits  of  ignoble  or  lofty  con- 

ception, and  persons  and  even  inanimate  objects  endowed  with 

superhuman  powers.  In  California  both  the  higher  conception 

of  omnipotent  gods  and  the  lower  belief  in  powerful  fetiches 

and  idols  are  practically  lacking.  The  belief  in  the  power  of  the 

iss  S.  Powers,  op.  cit.,  275. 
i»o  lUd.,  397. 
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shaman  or  "  medicine-man "  is  as  strongly,  if  not  more  strongly 
developed  in  this  region  than  is  usual.  The  all-pervading  influ- 

ence of  religion  in  primitive  life  is  such  that  it  must  enter 

into  the  discussion  of  practically  every  phase  of  life,  economic, 

aesthetic,  social,  or  mythological. 

RELIGIOUS   CONCEPTIONS 

For  data  on  Salinan  religion  the  principal  source  must  be  the 

writings  of  early  observers,  and  they,  unfortunately,  were 

generally  biased  by  their  accustomed  point  of  view,  and  observed 

native  customs  through  prejudiced  eyes.  Taylor  reports  that, 

' '  The  Indians  of  San  Antonio  believed  in  a  Superior  Being ;  they 
believed  he  made  the  sun,  moon,  stars,  earth,  men  and  other 

visible  things.  One  of  their  modes  of  adoration  was,  when  smok- 
ing tobacco  (indigenous),  they  raised  their  heads  to  heaven  and 

blew  the  smoke  upwards."  This  statement  by  Taylor  concern- 
ing Salinan  deity  is  open  to  very  great  doubt,  as  the  ideas 

expressed  are  foreign  to  any  known  religious  belief  of  California, 

if  not  of  North  America,  unless  the  ''Superior  Being "  is  recog- 
nized as  a  personified  mythological  animal.  Fages,  whose 

observations  have  the  appearance  of  reliability,  displaying 

intellectual  power  far  above  most  of  the  chroniclers  of  his  time, 

says  the  following  on  Salinan  religion.  ' '  Idolatry  is  greater  and 
more  open  here  than  in  the  former  places,191  it  being  well  under- 

stood that  this  report  includes  twelve  leagues  in  the  vicinity  of 

the  mission  of  San  Antonio.  I  say  that  it  is  greater  on  account 

of  the  difference  and  plurality  of  the  gods  which  they  adore; 

these  are  the  sun,  the  water,  acorns,  certain  kinds  of  seeds,  and, 

not  content  with  these,  they  have  raised  certain  old  Indians  of 

their  village  to  the  rank  of  gods,  in  whom  they  appear  to  have 

placed  great  confidence;  offering  them  adoration  with  ceremony 

and  various  other  gifts,  they  ask  them  that  it  may  rain,  that 

the  sun  may  shine,  that  the  crops  may  yield,  etc. ' ' 
The  Chumashan  Indians  for  twelve  leagues  radius  from  San 

Luis  Obispo,  and  the  Costanoan  and  Esselen  for  twenty  leagues 

around  Monterey  are  also  said,  both  by  Fages  and  by  other 

i»i  i.e.,  than  to  the  south,  among  the  Chumash,  Shoshonean,  and  Yuman. 
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writers,  to  have  been  sun  worshippers,  who  greeted  the  sun  with 

demonstrations  and  offerings.  This  testimony  can  hardly  be 

ignored,  and  the  offering  of  presents  to  the  sun,  if  substantiated, 
would  indicate  a  true  sun  worship.  But  water,  acorns,  and  seeds 

were  probably  never  worshipped  as  such,  nor  can  the  Salinans  be 

charged  with  idolatry  on  that  account.  Most  of  the  early  writers, 

such  as  Palou,  take  a  broader  view  and  properly  state  that 

idolatry  did  not  exist  in  the  mission  region.192 
A  belief  in  a  previous  as  well  as  a  future  life  appears  to  have 

been  part  of  the  Salinan  religious  creed.  Fages'  statement  to 
the  effect  that  the  Monterey  Costanoan  believed  in  transmigra- 

tion of  souls — that  the  dead  went  to  an  island  in  the  ocean  and 

were  later  born  again,  would  probably  be  equally  applicable  to 
the  Salinan.  The  belief  in  a  western  island  of  the  dead  is  found 

in  all  the  neighboring  region ;  Dr.  Kroeber193  has  found  it  among 
the  Yokuts,  and  Dr.  Henshaw  obtained  a  short  myth  proving  it 
to  be  the  belief  of  the  Salinan  (cf.  p.  195). 

SHAMANISM 

The  California  shaman  owes  his  importance  to  the  peculiar  per- 
sonal, magical  relation  which  he  has  attained  with  supernatural 

beings,  objects,  and  forces.  This  power  is  attained  in  different 

ways  among  different  groups  of  natives.  The  exact  method  of 

obtaining  this  power  among  the  Salinan  Indians  is  not  known 

but  probably  was  the  same,  or  a  similar  method  to  that  fol- 

lowed in  obtaining  an  amulet  or  charm.  Shamans,  tA'ke,  or 
"witches,"  as  they  are  now  termed  by  the  natives  who  still 
remember  them,  are  said  to  have  been  very  numerous  at  the 

missions  and  many  tales  of  their  powers  and  deeds  are  told. 

Medicine  women  were  unknown.  A  shaman's  stick  with  power- 
ful magical  properties  was  used  by  him  in  his  incantations,  as 

well  as  charms  and  other  material  objects.  His  pipe  was  similar 

in  size  and  shape  to  those  used  by  the  other  natives,  but  it  was 

decorated  with  paint,  and  doubtless  most  of  his  other  possessions 
were  differentiated  from  those  of  ordinary  persons.  He  possessed 

no  bull-roarer,  nor  was  he  the  sole  possessor  of  cocoon  rattles, 

i»2  Francisco  Palou  in  Forbes '  History  of  California,  194. 
193  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
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according  to  the  writer's  informants. 
The  place  and  office  of  the  shaman  was  generally  misunder- 

stood by  the  Spanish.  The  missionaries  generally  believed  him 

to  be  in  league  with  the  father  of  all  evil  for  the  principal 

purpose  of  opposing  their  teachings,  and  even  the  lay  mind 
accredited  him  with  malice.  Fages  speaks  of  the  medicine  man 

as  the  god  created  by  the  natives  themselves.  His  remarks  on 

the  Salinan  shamans  have  already  been  quoted  on  page  182. 

The  office  of  the  shaman  centers  principally  about  the  cure 

of  disease.  With  the  Salinan  natives  as  elsewhere,  the  cause  of 

disease,  or  at  least  disease  of  any  consequence,  is  always  believed 

to  be  personal  malice  by  means  of  witchery,  which  can  be  counter- 

acted by  the  shaman  alone.  Thus  Palou,194  speaking  of  the  mis- 

sions in  general,  says,  "Sickness  is  always  believed  to  be  due  to 

magic. "  When  called  to  treat  a  patient,  the  doctor  made  a  cut, 
generally  on  the  arm  or  at  the  point  of  pain,  with  a  flint.  He 
sucked  at  the  cut  and  drew  out  small  sticks  or  stones  or  other 

small  objects  which  were  supposed  to  be  the  cause  of  the  com- 
plaint. In  the  case  of  wounds  he  chewed  an  herb  and  spit  it  on 

the  hurt.  Dancing  and  singing  are  said  to  have  been  also  prac- 

ticed as  means  of  cure,  but  according  to  Henshaw's  informant, 
the  San  Miguel  Indians  did  not  dance  and  sing  around  the  sick, 

though  such  was  known  to  be  the  custom  among  other  stocks. 

According  to  information  secured  by  Kroeber195  from  the  Tachi 
Yokuts,  it  appears  that  the  northern  Yokuts  preferred  the  use 

of  herbs  and  the  practice  of  sucking,  while  the  southern  tribes 

placed  more  dependence  on  the  dances  and  songs  of  the  shaman. 

The  Salinan  would  seem  to  follow  the  northern  preference,  and 

it  is  probable  that  the  Chumash  preferred  the  practice  of  the 
southern  Yokuts  and  southern  missions. 

The  shaman  appears  to  have  been  very  much  feared  and  no 

violence  was  attempted  against  him  even  in  event  of  repeated 

losses  of  patients. 

The  customary  California  belief  in  special  grizzly-bear  doctors 
and  in  the  power  of  the  shaman  to  control  the  fall  of  rain  seems 

to  have  obtained  among  the  Salinan  natives. 

i»4  Francisco  Palou  in  Forbes '  History,  195. 
105  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 
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CHARMS 

The  belief  in  the  possession  of  supernatural  power  by  material 

objects  is  universal  in  California,  as  well  as  common  over  the 

entire  world.  Charms,  amulets,  and  other  helpful  objects  are 

possessed  by  most  of  the  aborigines  as  well  as  by  the  shamans. 

These  are  probably  the  "  idols "  referred  to  whenever  idolatry 
is  mentioned  in  California,  though  the  majority  of  the  early 

writers  recognize  this  distinction  and  agree  with  Palou196  in  his 

statement,  "Idolatry  is  found  in  none  of  the  missions,  only 
superstitions  and  vain  observances  and  pretensions  to  super- 

natural power. " 
The  most  important  charm  was  the  stick  of  the  shaman.  This 

is  said  to  have  been  made  of  the  feathers  of  eagles,  owls,  and 

crows  fastened  on  a  stick.  This  charm  was  carried  by  the  shaman 

in  dances  and  used  in  his  conjuries.  Other  charms  possessed  by 

the  common  people  were  for  protection  from  bears  and  other 

dangers. 

Dr.  Henshaw  collected  the  following  notes  on  San  Miguel 
charms  and  amulets : 

*  *  To  obtain  an  amulet  or  charm,  a  San  Miguel  Indian  goes  into 
the  sweathouse  and  then  retires  to  an  unfrequented  spot  and 

fasts  for  four  days.  During  his  sleep  he  dreams  of  the  thing 

which  is  to  be  his  amulet,  and  on  awakening,  he  finds  it  in  his 

hand.  The  nature  of  the  object  he  keeps  secret  and  never  shows 

it  to  anyone.  The  value  of  the  amulets  lies  in  the  safety  which 

they  insure  the  possessor  from  harm  of  all  kinds  and  from  disease. 

When  held  in  the  hand  and  pushed  out  towards  a  thunder  cloud, 

the  thunder  will  stop.  Moistened  with  saliva  and  rubbed  over 

the  seat  of  pain  a  cure  is  effected.  An  amulet  will  render  its 

possessor  invisible  when  desired,  as  when  a  prisoner,  and  by  its 

aid  the  captive  may  walk  away  unperceived  in  the  midst  of  his 

enemies. ' ' 
USE  OF  TOBACCO 

Throughout  California  a  semi-magical  power  is  ascribed  to 
tobacco.  This  is  particularly  well  developed  in  the  southwestern 

region.  Among  the  coast  peoples  of  the  Yuman,  Shoshonean, 

we  F.  Palou  in  Forbes'  History,  194. 
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and  Chuxnashan  stocks,  tobacco  is  smoked  in  many  ceremonies.197 
It  is  blown  on  the  body  at  death,  in  sickness,  and  at  other  im- 

portant periods,  and  is  blown  into  the  air  as  a  part  of  many 

ceremonies.  That  it  was  used  in  this  connection  by  the  Salinan 

is  shown  by  the  already-quoted  passage  from  Taylor,198  and  the 
usage  among  the  Costanoan  also  is  proven  by  the  report  from 

San  Carlos  in  the  Mission  Record.199  Its  magical  power  is  shown 
also  in  its  use  by  deer-hunters  to  intoxicate  the  game.  Its  use 
in  disease  is  probably  due  as  much  to  its  imputed  magical  powers 

as  to  its  narcotic  effect,  though  the  former  may  be  again  directly 
due  to  the  latter. 

MYTHOLOGY 

The  Indian  myths  of  south-central  California  have  been 

treated  under  that  title  by  Dr.  Kroeber.200  His  material,  however, 
is  nearly  exclusively  from  the  peoples  of  the  interior  of  the  state, 

the  Miwok  and  the  Yokuts.  Six  short  myths  from  the  Monterey 

Costanoan  are  given,  but  no  material  was  available  on  the 

Salinan  or  Chumash.  The  mythology  of  the  latter  is  still 
entirely  unknown  and  no  further  contributions  have  been  made 

to  that  of  the  Costanoan.  At  the  time  of  the  appearance  of  the 

article  mentioned,  the  sole  statement  on  Salinan  mythology  was 

by  Taylor  that  "They  had  a  superstition  or  tradition  of  a  deluge 
of  water  which  covered  the  land  in  the  old  times  and  had  their 

priests  who  were  the  sorcerers.  One  of  their  superstitions  was 

that  the  humming-bird  (chuparosa)  was  first  brother  to  the 

coyote  and  he  was  first  brother  to  the  eagle."  On  this  evidence 
Kroeber201  quite  justly  deduced  that  the  Salinan  ideas  of  creation 
were  similar  to  those  held  by  the  Monterey  Costanoan. 

The  surpassing  importance  of  cosmogonical  myths  in  Cali- 
fornia is  well  proved  by  their  survival  from  the  wreck  of  abor- 

iginal concept.  Closely  similar  myths  of  origin  are  among  the 

197  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  335;  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit.,  99,  etc.;  P. 
Fages,  op.  cit. 

i»8  Cf.  p.  166. 

i»»  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mission  Eecord,  22. 

200  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Indian  Myths,  167-250. 
201  Ibid..  190. 
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few  collected  by  both  Dr.  Henshaw  and  the  writer.  The  former 

account  contains  the  common  incident  of  the  flood  and  the  diving 

for  earth,  the  peculiarity  of  which  lies  in  the  fact  that,  together 

with  one  of  the  following  shorter  myths,  it  displays  evidence  of 

the  belief  in  an  antediluvian  world.  This  must,  however,  incur 

the  suspicion  of  missionary  influence;  the  conception  has  not 
before  been  reported  from  the  state.  The  actual  creation  of  the 

world  from  earth  by  several  animals  stamps  the  origin  myths  as 

of  the  south-central  Californian  type.  The  trinity  of  creators, 

however,  are  not  the  eagle,  coyote,  and  humming-bird,  as  at 

Monterey202  and  as  reported  by  Taylor,  but  the  eagle,  coyote, 
and  kingfisher.  The  humming-bird  appears  to  belong  exclusively 
to  the  Costanoan  and  is  replaced  by  other  characters  among  the 

Salinan,  Miwok,  and  Yokuts.  The  actual  diving,  moreover,  is 

done  by  the  kingfisher  instead  of  by  the  duck,  mud-hen,  or 
turtle  as  among  other  stocks.  The  eagle,  as  is  general  in  the 

region,  is  a  relatively  lofty  concept  and  the  coyote  is  more  a 

subsidiary  character,  a  helper  and  messenger,  rather  than  a 

marplot.  The  major  parts  of  both  versions  of  creations  are, 

however,  concerned  not  so  much  with  the  actual  creation  of  the 

world  as  with  the  creation  of  man  and  woman,  and  with  their 

discovery  of  their  sexual  relations.  This  idea  is  found  elsewhere 

in  California  mythology,  appearing  in  the  creation  myths  of  the 

Eumsien  Costanoan203  and  the  Yauelmani  Yokuts.204  The 
creation  of  people  from  bones  or  sticks  and  their  separation  into 

linguistic  stocks  and  groups  is  likewise  an  incident  of  common 

occurrence  in  the  region. 

The  only  other  myth  of  any  size  is  of  considerable  interest  as 

a  type  not  common  in  this  region,  but  more  typical  of  the  north- 
central  and  southwestern  sections.  Animals  as  usual  are  the 

characters,  and  these,  the  raven,  hawk,  crow,  and  shrike,  play 

important  parts  in  the  mythologies  of  the  other  groups  of  the 

region.  The  peculiar  features  are  the  supernatural  characters 

involved:  the  Rock,  the  Wind,  the  Two-headed  Serpent,  and  the 

One-footed  Cannibal  are  all  foreign  to  the  mythology  of  the  sur- 

191. 
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rounding  peoples.  The  local,  topical  character  of  this  myth  is 
also  of  interest. 

In  addition  to  the  cosmogonical  myths  and  the  story  of  myth- 
ical adventure,  two  other  types  are  illustrated  in  the  present 

brief  collection.  First  are  short  incidents  or  mythological  notes 

which  may  be  excerpts  from  forgotten  longer  myths.  These  are 

mainly  brief  tales  of  personified  animals  and  show  the  tendencies 

native  to  the  south-central  region.  The  animals  are  in  general 
the  same  as  those  found  in  the  mythologies  of  the  surrounding 

Indians.  The  bald  eagle,  condor,  vulture,  raven,  hawk,  crow, 

shrike,  woodpecker,  kingfisher,  coyote,  and  skunk  are  all  pre- 
sented. The  great  preponderance  of  birds  among  the  mythical 

characters  is  noticeable.  The  humming-bird  of  Costanoan  and 

the  prairie-falcon  of  Yokuts  mythology  are  absent,  and  the  king- 
fisher and  shrike  introduced.  The  raven  was  revered  because 

of  his  services  to  mankind,  and  was  not  associated  with  the 

Chungichnish  cult  of  the  southern  missions.205  The  typical 
coyote  story  of  the  Plateau  region  is  conspicuously  absent,  but 

is  not  necessarily  therefore  foreign.  Secondary  to  these  animal 

tales  are  stories  of  shamans  '  adventures.  While  displaying  much 

civilized  influence  in  detail,  and  therefore  termed  "  Tales  of  the 

Missions, "  they  remain  essentially  native  in  concept. 
The  Kuksui  dance  mentioned  on  page  177  is  an  example  of 

a  mythological  character  of  notably  wide  range,  for  a  region 

whose  population  was  so  sedentary  and  so  diverse  as  that  of 

California.  Kuksui  is  a  prominent  mythical  character  among 

the  Porno,  Wintun,  Maidu,  either  the  Costanoan  or  Miwok,206 
and  possibly  other  families  of  Indians,  and  dances  in  his  im- 

personation are  held  by  these  groups.  Kuksui  is  claimed  to  be 

a  clown,  but  is  generally  identified  to-day  with  Satan.  Unfor- 
tunately the  evidence  is  not  above  suspicion  here,  for  the  old 

Indian  who  gave  the  information  concerning  Kuksui  was  well 

versed  in  the  customs  of  the  San  Jose  Indians  (Costanoan), 

where  the  Kuksui  dance  is  known  to  have  been  a  great  favorite,207 
and  he  may  have  been  slightly  confused.  But  as  he  distinguished 

206  G.  Boscana,  C.  G.  DuBois,  P.  S.  Sparkman,  T.  T.  Waterman,  etc., 

op.  cit. 
206  cf.  note  183. 

207  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Indian  Myths,  189. 
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other  such  differences,  his  information  would  appear  to  be 
correct. 

The  explanatory  tendency  which  has  been  adduced  in  theory 

as  the  cause  for  the  development  of  all  mythology  is  strongly 
represented  in  the  myths  given  and  is  therefore  of  considerable 

interest.  Thus  in  the  few  myths  collected,  explanations  are  given 

for  the  existence  of  different  languages,  death  in  childbirth, 

mescal,  of  the  phenomena  at  sunset,  of  a  rock  of  a  peculiar  shape, 

and  for  the  gray  eyes  of  the  raven  and  the  black  breast  of  the 

woodpecker. 

Together  with  the  usual  belief  in  the  former  existence  of 

animals  in  human  shape,  an  idea  of  evolution  or  rather  of  trans- 

migration seems  to  have  obtained,  though  only  a  vague  impres- 
sion of  it  could  be  secured.  Some  reference  to  a  great  fall  of 

stars  was  made,  and  a  regular  development  from  earth  and  rocks 

through  birds  and  animals  to  men  was  suggested,  and  the 

statement  made  that  the  present  race  of  men  will  again  become 

animals  and  eventually  develop  into  a  race  of  men  of  a  superior 

type. 
No  theft  of  fire  myth,  a  typical  one  in  California,  was  ob- 

tained. Henshaw  was  informed  that  the  Eagle  obtained  fire  for 

the  Indians.  Mr.  Forbes  was  told  by  elder  natives,  long  since 

deceased,  that  fire  was  brought  to  them  by  a  man  who  came  in  a 

' '  white- winged  boat, ' '  and  that  in  a  natural  amphitheatre  termed 

the  ' '  Devil 's  Canyon, ' '  facing  out  on  the  ocean,  the  natives  used 
to  watch  for  the  return  of  this  benefactor.  It  was  further 

reported  to  Mr.  Forbes  that  the  Indians  who  held  their  cere- 

monies in  this  place  belonged  to  the  Bear  ' '  totem ' '  and  that  they 
furnished  the  renegades  of  the  mission,  resisted  the  padres,  and 

never  became  entirely  converted,  while  the  other  "totem,"  the 
Deer,  became  ready  converts.  The  information  is  too  circum- 

stantial to  be  entirely  rejected,  and  while  totems  are  unknown 

in  California,  the  information  may  refer  to  some  possible  secret 

society.  This  information  is  reminiscent  of  the  story  of  Agueda, 

which  is  often  referred  to  by  the  early  Spanish  missionaries  and 

is  thus  reported  by  Palou.208  Immediately  after  the  founding 
of  San  Antonio  Mission  an  old  woman  named  Agueda  requested 

208  Francisco  Palou,  Life  of  Junipero  Serra,  124. 
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immediate  baptism.  "Being  interrogated  as  to  why  she  desired 
baptism,  she  answered  that  while  young  her  parents  had  fre- 

quently told  her  of  a  man  dressed  in  a  habit  similar  to  theirs  who 

had  not  come  to  them  walking  as  other  men,  but  flying,  and  had 

preached  the  same  truths  they  were  preaching.  All  assured  them 

it  was  true — they  had  heard  so  from  their  ancestors  and  the 

coming  of  the  missionaries  was  a  general  tradition  among  them. ' ' 
Taylor209  mentions  the  same  legend  at  Santa  Cruz.  Whether 
there  is  any  connection  between  the  two  legends,  or  any  grain 

of  truth  in  either,  is  problematical. 

THE  BEGINNING  OF  THE  WORLD 

(Collected  by  Dr.  H.  W.  Henshaw,  1884.) 

After  the  deluge  the  animals  wished  to  get  some  earth.  First 

the  diving  ducks  dived  into  the  water  but  failed  to  bring  up  any 

earth.  Then  the  Eagle  put  a  heavy  weight  on  the  back  of  the 

Kingfisher  and  he  dived  into  the  water  for  the  earth  and  suc- 
ceeded in  reaching  the  bottom. 

But  the  sea  was  so  deep  that  when  he  came  to  the  surface, 

he  was  dead.  Between  his  claws  the  Eagle  found  some  earth,  and 

after  reviving  the  Kingfisher  he  took  the  dirt  and  made  the 
world.  Then  he  revived  all  the  other  animals  who  had  been 

drowned  in  the  deluge,  the  Coyote  next  after  the  Kingfisher. 

When  the  Coyote  found  himself  alive  again,  he  shouted  out  for 

joy  and  ran  around  reviving  the  rest  of  the  animals  that  he  found 

dead,  and  then  sending  them  to  the  Eagle. 

From  some  of  the  earth  brought  up  by  the  Kingfisher,  Eagle 

made  man,  and  then  made  woman  from  one  of  man's  ribs.210 
Then  he  sent  the  newly  made  couple  out  into  the  world,  but  they 

did  not  seem  to  thrive  very  well,  so  at  last  he  sent  Coyote  to 

bring  them  to  him  again.  When  they  came  before  him  Eagle 

said,  "What  have  you  been  doing?"  "Merely  living"  was  the 

reply.  "What  have  you  been  thinking  about?"  "O,  nothing! 

Just  living!"  So  Eagle  told  Coyote  to  go  back  with  them  and 
consider  some  way  by  which  they  could  have  more  company. 

209  A.  S.  Taylor,  op.  cit.,  April  5,  1860. 

210  Possibly  a  Biblical  influence,  but  cf.  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit.,  339, 
note  149. 
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"Well,"  said  Coyote  to  the  man,  "you  had  better  make  some 

more  men!"  "How?"  asked  the  latter.  "Why,  with  the 

woman, ' '  replied  Coyote.  ' '  That  is  what  she  is  for ! ' '  Then  he 

told  them  to  lie  down  together.  "Well,  why  don't  you  com- 

mence?" "I  don't  know  how!"  replied  the  man.  "Why,  lie 

close  together!"  But  they  did  not  succeed  in  finding  a  way. 
So  Coyote  went  back  to  Eagle  and  reported  the  failure,  and 

was  sent  back  again  with  further  instructions.  "The  Eagle  is 

very  angry,"  he  reported,  "and  says  you  must  increase."  Then 
he  told  them  the  way  that  Eagle  said  men  were  to  be  made. 

After  several  mistakes  the  couple  at  last  found  the  proper 

method,  and  Coyote  ran  and  reported  to  Eagle  that  all  was 

going  well. 

Coyote  was  then  sent  to  find  more  people.  "If  you  can't 

find  anything  but  bones,"  said  Eagle,  "bring  them."  Many 
bones  were  lying  around  and  these  the  Coyote  brought  to  the 

Eagle,  who  made  a  man  out  of  each.  Each  of  these  bone-men 

had  a  different  language  of  his  own,  and  that  is  why  we  have 

so  many  different  tribes  and  languages. 

Then  Eagle  sent  Coyote  back  again  to  the  original  couple  to 

inquire  about  them.  "I  feel  a  little  heavy,"  said  the  woman. 
Then  Coyote  told  her  that  she  had  other  people  within  her,  and 

that  under  certain  circumstances  she  might  die  in  bringing 

them  forth.  That  is  why  women  sometimes  die  in  childbirth. 

THE  CREATION  OP  MEN  AND  WOMEN 

When  the  world  was  finished,  there  were  as  yet  no  people, 

but  the  Bald  Eagle  was  the  chief  of  the  animals.  He  saw  that 

the  world  was  incomplete  and  decided  to  make  some  human 

beings.  So  he  took  some  clay  and  modelled  the  figure  of  a  man 

and  laid  him  on  the  ground.  At  first  he  was  very  small  but 

grew  rapidly  until  he  reached  normal  size.  But  as  yet  he  had 

no  life;  he  was  still  asleep.  Then  the  Bald  Eagle  stood  and 

admired  his  work.  "It  is  impossible,"  said  he,  "that  he  should 

be  left  alone;  he  must  have  a  mate."  So  he  pulled  out  a 
feather  and  laid  it  beside  the  sleeping  man.  Then  he  left  them 

and  went  off  a  short  distance,  for  he  knew  that  a  woman  was 

being  formed  from  the  feather.  But  the  man  was  still  asleep 
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and  did  not  know  what  was  happening.  When  the  Bald  Eagle 

decided  that  the  woman  was  about  completed,  he  returned, 

awoke  the  man  by  flapping  his  wings  over  him  and  flew  away. 

The  man  opened  his  eyes  and  stared  at  the  woman.  "What 

does  this  mean?"  he  asked.  "I  thought  I  was  alone !"  Then 

the  Bald  Eagle  returned  and  said  with  a  smile,  "I  see  you  have 

a  mate!  Have  you  had  intercourse  with  her?"  "No,"  replied 
the  man,  for  he  and  the  woman  knew  nothing  about  each  other. 

Then  the  Bald  Eagle  called  to  Coyote  who  happened  to  be  going 

by  and  said  to  him,  ' '  Do  you  see  that  woman  ?  Try  her  first ! ' ' 
Coyote  was  quite  willing  and  complied,  but  immediately  after- 

wards lay  down  and  died.  The  Bald  Eagle  went  away  and  left 

Coyote  dead,  but  presently  returned  and  revived  him.  "How 

did  it  work?"  said  the  Bald  Eagle.  "Pretty  well,  but  it  nearly 

kills  a  man!"  replied  Coyote.  "Will  you  try  it  again?"  said 
the  Bald  Eagle.  Coyote  agreed,  and  tried  again,  and  this  time 

survived.  Then  the  Bald  Eagle  turned  to  the  man  and  said, 

' '  She  is  all  right  now ;  you  and  she  are  to  live  together. ' ' 

THE  DESTRUCTION  OF  THE  EVIL  MONSTERS 

Years  ago,  when  all  the  animals  were  men,  the  country  was 

full  of  monsters  who  preyed  on  the  people.  Finally  the  Hawk, 

realizing  the  gravity  of  the  situation,  persuaded  the  Raven  to 

help  him  rid  the  country  of  the  creatures.  First  they  set  out 

against  a  great  rock  named  xu'i.  This  rock  had  the  habit  of 
catching  people  and  killing  them  by  throwing  them  back  over 
his  head  where  a  flock  of  little  birds  would  feed  on  the  bodies. 

From  their  custom  of  living  on  fat,  these  birds  had  become 

entirely  black,  and  were  called  ka'tca  tsani'L.  Furthermore  the 
Crow  and  Shrike  acted  as  sentinels  for  the  rock. 

The  Hawk  and  the  Raven  came  peacefully  up  to  the  rock  and 

the  Raven,  in  a  spirit  of  bravado,  rubbed  his  eyes  against  the 

rock.  They  have  been  gray  ever  since.  Then  the  allies  went  a 

short  distance  off  on  a  hill.  ' '  Now  is  the  time ! ' '  said  the  Hawk. 

"I  am  ready,"  replied  the  Raven.  "But  you  had  better  go 

first!"  So  the  Hawk  approached  the  rock  which  easily  threw 
him  over  his  head,  but  the  Hawk  carried  with  him  a  little  flute, 

and  when  he  stood  on  it,  he  always  alighted  gently  on  the 
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ground.  Then  the  Hawk  beckoned  to  the  Raven  and  said, 

''Come  along!"  The  Raven  was  likewise  easily  thrown  over  by 

the  rock,  but  as  he  had  his  little  guitar211  with  him,  he  fell  lightly 

on  that  without  any  harm.  "Well,  we  have  escaped  this  time," 
said  the  Hawk.  "That's  so,"  answered  the  Raven.  "This  time 
I'll  take  the  first  shot."  And  he  threw  a  stone  at  the  rock  which 
left  a  dent  in  his  head.  Then  the  Hawk  took  his  turn  and 

knocked  the  rock's  head  off.  Then  they  chased  away  all  the 

little  black  birds.  Xu'i  with  his  head  missing  may  still  be  seen 
not  many  miles  above  the  ruins  of  Mission  San  Antonio. 

Hawk  and  Raven  then  went  hunting  for  more  monsters,  and 

sought  a  terrible  two-headed  snake.  When  they  approached,  the 

snake,  taliyE'  kA'  tapelta,  was  sound  asleep.  "Now  is  the 
time !  He  is  asleep ! ' '  said  the  Hawk  to  the  Raven.  They  made 
arrows  from  some  reeds  growing  there  and  shot  at  the  snake. 
First  the  Hawk  hit  him  on  one  side  and  then  the  Raven  hit  the 

other.  ' '  Let  us  go  before  he  gets  up ! "  said  the  Hawk  and  they 
flew  away.  They  travelled  swiftly  in  the  direction  of  Morro 

Rock212  on  the  seacoast,  but  the  snake  came  swiftly  after  them, 

breaking  down  all  the  trees  in  his  way.  "Come  on!  Don't  be 
afraid!"  the  Hawk  who  was  in  the  lead  kept  calling  to  the 
Raven.  Now  the  dust  was  close  behind,  but  the  Hawk  said, 

"When  we  reach  the  Morro  we'll  be  safe.  The  wind  will  help 

us  there ! "  At  last  they  reached  the  Morro,  but  in  spite  of  the 

wind's  efforts  to  foil  him  by  breaking  off  pieces  of  rock,  the 

snake  encircled  the  rock  and  began  to  rise  up.  "Now's  the 

time !  We  are  going  to  die !  Watch  him  come ! ' '  said  the  Hawk. 

"What  are  we  going  to  do  now?"  said  the  Raven.  "Don't  ask 

me  that  but  just  get  ready!"  replied  the  Hawk,  as  he  pulled  out 
a  knife  and  began  to  hack  away  at  the  snake.  Then  the  Raven 

did  the  same  on  the  other  side  of  the  rock,  and  the  snake  began 

to  fall  in  pieces.  When  he  was  entirely  dead,  they  went  to 

destroy  more  of  the  man-killing  monsters. 

"Here's  another  one,  and  he  has  a  very  powerful  weapon," 
said  the  Hawk.  They  went  and  found  the  Skunk  in  his  hole,  but 
when  he  heard  the  noise  he  came  out  and  turned  his  tail  to  them. 

211  Possibly  aboriginally  "musical  bow." 
212  A  well-known  landmark  on  the  shores  of  Esteros  Bay;  mentioned  by 

most  early  navigators  and  travellers,  but  probably  in  Chumashan  territory. 
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"Now  is  the  time/7  whispered  the  Hawk.  "Now  be  ready," 

said  the  Raven.  ' '  I  'm  going  to  try  first, ' '  and  he  threw  a  stone 
at  the  Skunk.  The  latter  turned  his  tail  and  fired.  Hawk  and 

Eaven  got  their  flute  and  guitar  while  a  crowd  of  people  came 

up  behind.  Suddenly  the  Skunk  made  a  great  smoke.  "Look 
out!  Get  away  before  the  smoke  reaches  you!"  At  last  they 
managed  to  kill  the  Skunk  and  went  in  search  of  new  victims. 

' '  There  is  one  more, ' '  said  the  Hawk,  ' '  a  dreadful  one-footed 

cannibal."  The  creature  was  sound  asleep  when  they  arrived  at 

his  home.  ' '  There  he  is !  I  '11  try  first, ' '  said  the  Raven.  "  If  I 

don't  kill  him,  you  take  a  turn."  The  one-legged  cannibal  woke 

up  and  sang  a  song  when  he  saw  them.213  "Let's  shake  hands," 
said  he.  So  the  friends  went  up,  seized  his  hands  both  together 

and  threw  him  into  a  pool  of  tar.214  Then  they  held  a  consul- 
tation as  to  the  best  means  of  disposing  of  him.  Finally  they 

adopted  the  Hawk's  suggestion  to  fire  the  tar.  They  put  some 
fire  on  the  ends  of  their  arrows  and  hit  him  on  both  shoulders 

at  once.  "What  are  you  doing,  boys?"  he  cried.  "You  are 

treating  me  as  if  you  weren't  my  relatives!"  Then  he  started 
to  run,  and  at  every  place  where  the  burning  tar  dropped  the 

mescal  began  to  sprout. 
Thus  was  the  land  rid  of  the  wicked  monsters  and  enriched 

by  the  useful  mescal,  and  the  Hawk  and  the  Raven  are  revered 

by  all  the  Indians  for  their  good  deeds. 

MYTHOLOGICAL  NOTES 

(Collected  by  Dr.  Henshaw,  1884.) 

Before  the  deluge,  two  mussels  lived  in  a  lake,  and  every  once 

in  a  while  they  caused  the  waters  to  rise  until  a  man  was  thrown 

in.  Finally  the  Indians  became  so  reduced  in  numbers  that  they 

refused  to  throw  any  more  men  in.  Then  the  mussels  caused 

the  waters  of  the  lake  and  the  ocean  to  unite  and  the  deluge 
ensued. 

218  The  song  was  sung  here,  but  it  was  impossible  to  get  a  transcription 
or  record. 

214  Probably  asphaltum,  which  was  plentiful  at  San  Luis  Obispo. 
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Tibe'kenni'c  lives  where  the  sun  sets.  All  the  dead,  good  or 
bad,  go  there.215  He  swam  to  the  west  to  escape  the  deluge,  and 
there  he  will  remain  until  the  end  of  the  world,  when  he  will 

return.  He  alone  knows  when  the  sea  will  again  rise  and  over- 

whelm the  world  once  more.  At  sunset  the  dead  with  Tibe'kenni'c 
toss  the  sun  up  in  play.  That  is  what  causes  the  rays  of  the  sun 

to  shoot  up  in  undulations.  The  red  sky  is  caused  by  great  fires 

which  the  people  there  light  to  play  by. 

The  Eagle  was  the  originator  of  all  things.  It  was  he  who 

gave  fire  to  the  Indians. 
The  Skunk  was  once  a  wizard.  His  weapon  was  his  urine  and 

with  that  he  was  able  to  kill  any  living  being. 

The  Red-shafted  Flicker  has  black  on  the  breast  as  a  sign  of 
mourning  (sic).  A  savage  animal  was  pursuing  some  Indians 

and  when  he  found  he  could  give  no  help,  this  bird  cried  out,  and 

the  black  was  put  on  his  breast  as  a  sign. 

The  Condor,  titc,  and  the  Bed-headed  Vulture,  xopNe'L, 
are  relatives;  they  speak  to  each  other  and  the  first  cuts  and 

tears  open  the  dead  carcass  for  the  weaker  one. 

Many  supernatural  beings  formerly  inhabited  the  country. 

Among  these  were  dwarfs  who  left  invisible  footprints  and  aided 

the  medicine  men  in  their  conjuries. 

TALES  OP  THE  MISSIONS 

The  Rainmaker 

Atswen  was  an  old  shaman  at  Mission  San  Antonio  who 

claimed  to  be  able  to  produce  rain.  Once  there  was  a  great 

drought  and  the  Padre  sent  for  Atswen  and  put  him  in  the  jail, 

telling  him  he  would  keep  him  there  until  it  rained.  Then  when 

the  entire  population  had  gathered  inside  of  the  Mission,  the 

chief  filled  four  barrels  of  water  at  the  spring.  He  gave  Atswen 
a  sack  and  threatened  him.  Then  he  let  him  out  and  when  the 

people  came  out  of  the  church  it  was  raining.218 

The  Rival  Shamans 

Kamejio  and  Pasquale  were  rival  shamans,  and  each  claimed 

to  be  the  stronger.  So  they  agreed  to  try  to  bewitch  each  other. 

215  Page  183. 

216  The  shaman  as  rain-maker.    Cf.  page  184. 
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Pasquale  lay  down  while  Ramejio  sang  and  danced  over  him,  but 

Ramejio  could  not  affect  him.  Then  Pasquale  sang  and  danced 

over  Ramejio  so  that  he  could  not  arise.  Then  he  bewitched 

Ramejio 's  dog  also. 

An  Aboriginal  Faust 

Fruito  was  an  inveterate  gambler.  One  night  after  he  had 

lost  everything  but  his  breech-cloth  he  felt  so  angry  that  he  went 

to  the  grave-yard  to  see  the  Capitan.  He  knelt  at  the  foot  of  a 
cross  and  soon  he  heard  a  noise  like  a  great  number  of  rats. 

Amid  a  great  light  the  Capitan  of  the  grave-yard  appeared,  but 
turned  his  back  on  Fruito  and  presently  disappeared  without 

saying  a  word.  "I  wonder  why  he  did  not  speak  to  me?" 
remarked  Fruito. 

The  next  night  at  the  same  hour,  eight  o'clock  after  the 
curfew  had  sounded,  Fruito  went  to  the  grave-yard  again  and 

when  the  Capitan  appeared  said  to  him,  "I  came  to  speak  to 
you ;  I  want  to  get  instructions  from  you  how  to  beat  this  other 

man  gambling."  "Come  to-morrow  night,"  said  the  Capitan, 

"and  beside  the  gate  you  will  find  a  little  bone.  If  you  have 
that  you  will  always  win.  And  now  how  are  you  going  to  pay 

me?"  "I  will  pay  you  with  myself,"  said  Fruito.  "Very 

well,"  replied  the  Capitan.  "When  you  are  through,  leave  the 

bone  where  you  found  it."  Fruito  got  the  bone  and  hunted  for 
the  other  man.  They  spread  out  a  blanket  and  started  playing, 

and  soon  Fruito  had  all  his  opponent's  goods — his  clothes  and 
his  house. 

A  month  or  so  later  the  Capitan  of  the  grave-yard  appeared 

to  Fruito  while  he  was  sleeping.  "Let  us  go,"  he  said.  "All 

right,"  said  Fruito,  "I'm  ready  to  fulfill  my  agreement."  But 
first  he  went  to  see  the  Padre.  "  It 's  too  late !"  said  he.  "You 

must  do  what  you  agreed."  And  Fruito  immediately  died. 

The  Powerful  Charm 

The  brother-in-law  of  Jose  Cruz  was  a  shaman.  One  day  his 
father  seized  his  charm  and  put  it  in  an  oak  tree.  But  the  charm 

was  so  strong  that  it  broke  down  the  tree. 
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The  Grizzly  Bear  Shaman 

A  famous  shaman  was  able  to  turn  into  a  grizzly  bear.217  His 

nephew  came  to  see  him  one  day  and  he  said  to  the  boy,  "  Would 

you  like  to  turn  into  a  grizzly  bear?"  "Yes,"  said  the  boy. 

"Very  well!  To-morrow  we  will  go  after  blackberries."  The 
following  day  they  went  and  suddenly  the  boy  missed  his  uncle. 

He  looked  around  and  saw  a  grizzly  bear  eating  blackberries. 

"0!  That's  my  uncle!"  he  said.  The  next  day  they  went  out 
again  near  a  spring.  The  uncle  gave  the  boy  some  tobacco  and 

said  to  him,  '  *  Chew  this  and  swallow  the  juice. ' '  When  he  had 
done  so  the  boy  fell  senseless,  and  on  recovering,  saw  a  large 

frog.  "Catch  that  frog  and  eat  it,"  said  his  uncle,  but  the  boy 
thought  that  was  too  much.  He  ran  away  and  did  not  become 

a  grizzly  bear. 

The  Shrike 

A  long  time  ago  a  woman  went  out  to  gather  some  medicine 

when  she  spied  a  grizzly  bear.  Almost  as  soon  as  she  saw  it,  a 

shrike  saw  it  also  and  at  once  attacked  it.  The  grizzly  bear  put 

his  head  between  his  paws,  but  the  moment  he  lifted  it  to  see, 

the  little  bird  pecked  both  of  his  eyes  out.  Then  the  woman 

caught  the  bear  and  made  medicine  of  its  entrails. 

Anesmo  when  out  hunting  once  shot  an  antelope  and  a  shrike 

lit  on  its  horns  and  plucked  out  its  eyes  as  it  ran.  This  he  saw. 
It  is  the  bravest  of  all  the  birds. 

CONCLUSION 

In  a  region  of  such  great  diversity  as  California,  where 

differences  in  culture  as  well  as  in  language  characterize  the 

smallest  divisions  of  the  many  families,  it  is  very  difficult  to 

segregate  and  formulate  the  characteristics  of  any  stock.  Par- 
ticularly is  this  true  when,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Salinan,  merely 

the  outlines  of  the  old  culture  are  recollected  by  the  few  surviv- 
ing natives.  It  has  been  necessary,  therefore,  in  this  paper  to 

217  The  grizzly  bear  shaman.    Ibid. 
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present  all  the  data  pro  and  con  with  regard  to  the  various 

phases  of  aboriginal  culture,  to  discuss  hypotheses,  and  to  en- 

deavor to  reconstruct  the  main  features  of  this  culture  by  means 
of  probabilities. 

The  task  of  reconstructing  the  life  of  the  Salinan  people  has 

been  at  once  increased  and  rendered  of  greater  interest  by  their 

geographical  position.  Had  we  been  working  with  a  stock  such 

as  the  southern  Wintun,  who  appear  to  have  constituted  the 

center  of  the  great  main  Calif ornian  culture  region,218  the  exist- 
ence of  certain  practices  and  economic  features  could  have  been 

assumed  practically  without  proof.  From  this  geographical 

point  appear  to  radiate  the  main  features  of  the  central  Califor- 

nian  culture  area.  To  the  south,  on  the  Santa  Barbara  Channel, 

is  the  center  of  another  culture  area,  that  of  the  Chumash  and 

certain  of  their  Shoshonean  neighbors,  a  more  restricted  area 

and  one  of  less  influence  than  that  of  the  central  culture,  but 

still  radiating  its  influence  to  some  extent  to  the  adjacent  stocks 

to  the  north  and  east.  This  culture  we  know  only  in  outline, 
but  its  main  features  are  sufficient  to  differentiate  it  from  that 

of  the  central  area.  To  the  immediate  north  of  this  area  is 

found  the  Salinan  stock,  separating  it  from  the  other  stocks  of 
the  purer  central  culture  to  the  north. 

From  Lake  Tahoe  two  lines  may  be  drawn  to  the  great  cities 

of  California.  One,  running  slightly  south  of  west  to  San  Fran- 

cisco would  follow  with  considerable  accuracy  the  division  line 
between  the  Wintun  and  Maidu  on  the  north  and  the  Miwok 

and  Costanoan  on  the  south.  The  other,  running  slightly  east 

of  south  to  Los  Angeles,  corresponds  roughly  with  the  boundary 
separating  the  typical  Californian  stocks  to  the  west  from  the 

culturally  extra-Californian  Shoshonean  people  to  the  east. 
Three  areas  of  nearly  equal  size  are  thus  delineated,  a  northern 

and  a  southern  typically  Californian  area  and  an  eastern  un- 

Californian  area.  The  greatest  inequality  exists  between  these 

areas  as  regards  ethnological  knowledge.  "While  the  Tahoe-San 
Francisco  line  divides  the  central  culture  area  in  half,  leaving 

one  of  the  more  restricted  culture  areas  on  either  side,  yet  it  also 

divides  the  state  accurately  into  a  "  terra  cognita"  and  a  "  terra 

218  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Types  Ind.  Cult.  Cal.,  82. 
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incognita."  To  the  north  the  ethnology  of  the  Hupa,219 
Shasta,220  Chimariko,221  Klamath  and  Modoc,222  Maidu,223  and 

Porno224  is  well  known,  and  Powers,  Taylor,  and  other  writers 
have  described  the  majority  of  other  groups  in  detail.  The 

Tahoe-Los  Angeles  line  marks  a  similar  distinction;  to  the 

east  the  ethnology  of  the  Shoshonean  Cahuilla,225  Luiseno,226 

Chemehuevi,  and  Paiute,227  and  the  Yuman  Diegueno228  and 

Mohave229  is  known  with  varying  degrees  of  thoroughness.  But 
in  the  south-central  area,  consisting  of  the  Costanoan,  Miwok, 
Esselen,  Yokuts,  Salinan,  Chumash,  and  some  Shoshonean 

groups,  little  has  been  done.  A  few  chapters  by  Powers,  a  few 

articles  by  Taylor,  and  miscellaneous  observations  by  Kroeber,230 

Barrett,231  and  others  of  the  present  era  and  by  various  observers 
in  earlier  days,  complete  the  list  of  ethnological  work  published 

on  these  six  stocks.  With  all  of  them  not  only  are  observations 

lacking,  but  the  material  itself  has  perished  to  a  great  degree, 

due  to  the  comparative  extinction  of  their  members. 

Thus  the  great  dearth  of  information  on  the  Salinan  stock 

is  due  not  only  to  the  loss  of  data  on  the  stock  itself,  but  also 

to  the  existence  of  the  same  conditions  among  all  the  surround- 

ing stocks,  thus  preventing  detailed  comparison  and  the  formu- 
lation of  hypotheses  capable  of  any  defence. 

Geographically,  the  Salinan  stock  occupies  a  position  between 

219  p.  E.  Goddard,  op.  cit. 

220  E.  B.  Dixon,  Shasta. 

221  E.  B.  Dixon,  The  Chimariko  Indians  and  Language,  present  series, 
v,  293-384,  1910. 

222  S.  A.  Barrett,  The  Material  Culture  of  the  Klamath  Lake  and  Modoc 
Indians  of  Northeastern  California  and  Southern  Oregon,  present  series, 
V,  239-292,  1910. 

223  E.  B.  Dixon,  The  Northern  Maidu,  op.  cit. 

224  S.  A.  Barrett,  The  Ethno-Geography  of  the  Porno  and  Neighboring 
Indians,  present  series,  vi,  1-332,  1908.    Some  as  yet  unpublished  work  has 
been  done  upon  the  Porno. 

225  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Cahuilla. 

226  p.  S.  Sparkman,  op.  cit.;  C.  G.  DuBois,  op.  cit. 
227  Maj.  J.  W.  Powell  and  numerous  other  writers  have  described  the 

Shoshonean  tribes  in  various  articles. 

228  T.  T.  Waterman,  op.  cit. 

229  A.  L.  Kroeber,  < « A  Preliminary  Sketch  of  the  Mohave, ' ;  Am.  Anthr., 
n.s.,  iv,  276-285,  1902. 

230  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Mss. 

231  S.  A.  Barrett,  The  Geography  and  Dialects  of  the  Miwok  Indians, 
present  series,  vi,  333-368,  1908. 
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the  stocks  of  typically  central  culture  to  the  north  and  the 
Chumash  of  southwestern  culture  to  the  south.  A  culture  of  a 

nature  intermediate  to  these  would  therefore  be  expected  and  to 

some  extent  exists.  Nevertheless,  while  the  Salinan  are  much 

nearer  the  Santa  Barbara  Channel,  the  center  of  the  south- 
western culture,  than  to  the  lower  Sacramento,  the  center  of  the 

central  culture,  they  are  properly  included  as  a  slightly  variant 

part  of  the  latter  rather  than  of  the  former.232  The  south- 
western culture  appears  to  have  been  a  local  development  due 

to  peculiarly  favorable  conditions,  as  the  Chumash  north  of 

Point  Concepcion  are  known  to  have  been  inferior  in  culture  to 

those  of  the  Channel,  and  the  northernmost  Chumash,  those  of 

San  Luis  Obispo,  were  probably  as  variant  from  the  main  body 

in  culture  as  they  are  in  language.233  Thus  while  both  the 
southern  Yokuts  and  the  San  Miguel  Salinan  were  influenced  to 

some  extent  by  the  contiguous  Chumash  culture,  they  still 

remain  integral  parts  of  the  central  cultural  area,  and  display 

considerable  reciprocal  influence  and  ethnological  agreement,  the 
Salinan  finding  their  closest  cultural  affinities  in  the  Tachi 
Yokuts. 

The  Salinan  betray  the  principal  characteristics  of  a  Cali- 
fornian  people  of  the  central  area:  a  dependence  primarily  on 

vegetable  food,  of  which  acorns  form  the  principal  staple,  a 

great  stability  of  population,  the  absence  of  a  gentile  organiza- 

tion, and  a  weak  development  of  the  arts,  of  war,  and  of  ritual- 
ism. Some  tendencies,  however,  may  be  noted  which  incline  to 

differentiate  the  Salinan  from  the  surrounding  groups. 
Many  cultural  similarities  are  noted  between  the  coastal 

stocks,  the  Chumash,  Salinan,  and  Costanoan.  This  might  be 

regarded  as  an  influence  from  the  southwestern  culture-area, 

spread  by  means  of  water-transportation,  but  is  probably  better 
considered  as  delineating  a  cultural  sub-area  or  intermediate 

area.  Be  that  as  it  may,  there  are  certain  tendencies  which  are 

best  exemplified  by  the  Chumash  and  shared  to  a  greater  and  less 

extent  by  the  Salinan  and  the  Costanoan,  and  which  appear  to 
be  missing  among  the  Yokuts.  These  agreements  are  evident 

32  Cf.  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Types  Ind.  Cult.  Gal.,  102. 
233  A.  L.  Kroeber,  The  Chumash  and  Costanoan  Languages    present 

series,  ix,  237-271,  1910. 
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more  on  the  non-material  than  on  the  material  side.  Thus  a 

probable  slightly  higher  development  of  work  in  stone,  the 

use  of  asphaltum  on  basket-mortars,  a  possible  greater  use  of 
twined  weave  in  basketry,  the  use  of  communal  houses,  and  other 

minor  agreements  might  be  suggested  as  being  typical  of  this 

coastal  sub-area.  On  the  non-material  side,  the  Salinan  and 

Chumash  agree  in  their  numerical  systems,  both  being  quater- 
nary, a  type  which  is  found  elsewhere  in  the  state  only  among 

one  Yuki  group.234  Other  such  agreements  are,  the  greater  im- 
portance of  wealth  and  of  chieftanship,  the  use  of  toloache  at 

puberty  and  of  sweating  at  birth,  and  the  ceremonial  smoking 

of  tobacco.  In  these  respects  the  Salinan,  and  to  a  lesser  degree 

the  Costanoan,  appear  to  resemble  the  Chumash  rather  than  the 
Yokuts. 

With  the  typically  central  culture  the  Salinan  and  the  Yokuts 

show  an  approximately  equal  degree  of  agreement  and  diverg- 
ence. Here  also,  the  agreement  seems  to  be  greater  along  the 

coast,  less  among  the  valley  stocks.  Thus  the  Salinan  possess 

the  kuksui  and  loli  dances  of  the  Porno- Wintun-Maidu  which 

are  unknown  among  the  Yokuts;  they  agree  more  closely  with 

the  Costanoan  in  their  mythology,  and  their  games;  and  seem 

to  have  possessed  the  large  dance-sweat-house  of  the  north- 
central  region.  In  most  of  the  other  phases  of  culture  the 

Salinan  and  the  Yokuts  agree  rather  closely,  both  being  more 

variant  from  the  typically  central  culture  than  the  Miwok- 
Costanoan  stocks  to  the  north.  Particularly  do  they  seem  to 

have  possessed  a  similar  tribal  organization,  if  we  may  believe 

Fages  and  Powers,  and  among  both  war  was  probably  of  more 

importance  than  is  usual  in  California. 

In  one  feature,  however,  the  Salinan  stock  seems  to  present 

unique  characteristics.  This  feature  is  the  language,  which  is 

considerably  different  from  the  majority  of  Calif ornian  lan- 
guages. Its  tendencies  are  shared  to  some  degree,  but  less 

typically  by  the  Chumash,  but  it  will  probably  be  found  that  the 

Salinan  tongue  stands  alone  as  the  exponent  of  the  southwestern 

Californian  type  of  language.285 

234  K.  B.  Dixon  and  A.  L.  Kroeber,  Num.  Syst.  Lang.  Cal.,  op.  cit. 

235  R.  B.  Dixon  and  A.  L.  Kroeber,  ' '  The  Native  Languages  of  Cali- 
fornia/' Am.  Anth.,  n.sv  v,  1-26,  1903. 
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APPENDIX 

PHYSICAL  ANTHROPOLOGY 

Some  descriptions  of  Salinan  Indians  are  found  in  the  writ- 
ings of  early  observers  which,  when  compared  with  personal 

observations  and  measurements,  point  towards  certain  con- 
clusions. 

Physically,  the  Salinan  natives  seem  to  have  been  of  medium 

stature  and  heavily  built.  Taylor  says,  "Some  of  the  Indians 

I  saw  in  1856  were  short  and  stout/'  but  at  another  time  he 

states, '  *  The  Antoninos,  as  the  Spaniards  afterwards  called  them, 
were  tall  and  well  made."  Padre  Ascension  remarked  of  the 
Indians  in  some  tule  balsas  who  met  Vizcaino  off  the  Salinan 

coast,236 ' '  They  are  taller,  better  made  and  more  robust  than  any 

they  had  yet  seen."  Fages  reports  of  them,  "These  Indians 
are  very  well-formed  and  the  women  very  good-looking,  some  of 

a  color  somewhat  ruddy.  All  have  pretty  hair — a  people  with  a 
good  disposition,  affable  and  friendly,  giving  as  much  as  they 

have  to  the  Spanish."  The  various  descriptions  extant  of  Cali- 
fornia Indians  are  notable  for  their  disagreement,237  varying 

from  "repulsive-looking  wretches"238  and  "perfectly  hideous"289 

to  "handsome,  well-proportioned,  cheerful  and  interesting"240 

and  "a  fine-looking  race."241  These  differences  are  too  great  to 
be  referred  entirely  to  opinion,  and  on  the  whole  it  seems  that 

the  diversity  of  California  is  not  limited  to  language  and  to 

culture  but  extends  as  well  to  somatology.  Fages  notes  many 

different  types  between  San  Francisco  and  San  Diego,  and  limits 

the  extent  of  each  type  in  leagues.  The  general  agreement  seems 

to  be  as  already  stated,  that  the  coastal  fishing  tribes  lacked  the 

independence  of,  and  were  generally  inferior  to,  the  hunting 

236  A.  S.  Taylor  in  California  Farmer,  June  26,  1861. 
237  H.  H.  Bancroft,  op.  cit.,  364. 

238  Borthwick,  Three  Years  in  California,  128.     (Maidu.) 

239  Kneeland,  Wonders  of  the  Yosemite.     (Miwok.) 

240  Morrell,  A  Narrative  of  Four  Voyages,  etc.     (Costanoan.) 
241  Von  Schmidt,  Ind.  Aff.  Kep.,  1856.     (Mono.) 
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groups  inland.242  Particularly  is  the  degradation  of  the  Cos- 

tanoan  of  Monterey  and  San  Francisco  noted.243  The  Chumash 

are  described  as  well-built  and  as  particularly  intelligent.244  The 
Salinan,  on  the  whole,  appear  to  have  been  of  a  physical  type 

superior  to  their  neighbors,  with  the  possible  exception  of  the 

Yokuts.  This  would  naturally  be  expected  of  the  inhabitants  of 

a  mountainous  country,  and  is  corroborated  by  the  appearance 

of  the  surviving  natives.  Those  observed  are  somewhat  shorter 

than  the  average  European,  but  would  fall  in  Deniker's245 

' l  above-the-average "  class.  They  are  generally  inclined  to  be 
stout,  and  with  a  rather  deep-brown  complexion,  generally  good- 

looking,  if  not  handsome,  pleasant,  good-natured,  and  quite 
intelligent. 

The  question  of  beard  has  been  discussed  by  Bancroft,  who 

has  quoted  from  many  of  his  sources.246  Whether  the  actual 
possession  of  beard,  or  merely  the  method  of  wearing  or  dispens- 

ing with  it  varied,  is  still  a  mooted  one.  Concerning  the 

Salinans,  however,  it  may  be  dogmatically  stated  that  they  pos- 
sessed full  and  thick  beards.  The  present  natives  possess  hirsute 

adornments  equal  to  those  of  most  Europeans,  as  is  well  shown  in 

the  photographs  on  plates  22  and  23.  These  might  be  ascribed 

to  a  possible  European  admixture  were  it  not  for  the  denial  of 

any  such  blood  by  the  natives  themselves  and  for  early  notice 

of  the  same  fact.  Fages  says:  "Both  sexes  have  fine  hair." 
Taylor  in  particular  remarks  on  the  hairy  development  several 

times.  "Color  light  brown,  with  good  heads  of  hair  and  many 
of  them  very  thickly  bearded.  In  the  old  times,  before  becoming 

Christians,  they  pulled  out  their  beards."  Again,  after  stating 

that  in  nine  years '  observation  among  California  Indians,  he  saw 

not  more  than  twelve  with  mustaches,  he  continues:  "Some  of 
the  Indians  I  saw  in  1856  were  short  and  stout,  with  big  heads 

and  the  hair  coming  low  down  over  the  forehead  and  with 

thick  beards  and  mustaches."  In  another  place  he  particularly 
remarks  that  a  San  Antonio  Indian  he  saw  in  1856  had  as  heavy 

242  p.  Pages,  op.  cit.;  De  Mofras,  op.  cit.;  etc. 

243  Many  writers  quoted  in  Bancroft,  op.  cit.,  365. 

244Costans6,  op.  cit.,  45  [135];  Pages,  op.  cit.,  etc. 

245  j.  Deniker,  The  Eaces  of  Man,  30,  580. 

246  H.  H.  Bancroft,  op.  cit.,  367. 
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a  beard  and  mustache  as  any  white  man,  but  the  usual  brown  iris. 

One  of  the  few  surviving  natives  noticed  by  the  writer,  a  San 

Miguel  Indian  (pi.  23,  fig.  1)  had  a  pronounced  goitre.  Point 
and  Mount  Buchon  near  San  Luis  Obispo  are  named  from  a 

famous  goitre  possessed  by  the  chief  of  the  rancheria  who  greeted 

Portola's  expedition  there.247  The  oft-noted  pathological  relation 
between  mountainous  countries  and  goitre  may  obtain  here. 

The  following  measurements  and  notes  were  taken  on  Pedro 

Encinales  (pi.  22),  a  typical  middle-aged  Salinan  Indian  man. 

Height  167  cm.  Length  of  head  18.9  cm. 
Reach  180cm.  Width  of  head  15.9cm. 

Height  to  right  shoulder  140cm.  Cephalic  index  84.1 
Height  to  left  shoulder  140  cm. 
Sitting  height  87  cm.  Height  of  face  12.3  cm. 
Length  of  right  forearm  48  cm.  Width  of  face  14.7  cm. 
Length  of  left  forearm  48  cm.  Facial  index  119.5 
Width  of  shoulders  46cm. 

Length  of  nose  52  mm. 
Weight  (estimated)  160  Ibs.  Width  of  nose  45  mm. 

Color  (Hrdlicl    'a  scale) :  Nasal  index  86.5 
Face  30 
Arm  26 

PSYCHOLOGICAL   TESTS 

The  psychology  of  primitive  people  should  be  a  very  fruitful 
and  interesting  field  of  investigation,  but  as  yet,  due  probably 

as  much  to  the  pressure  of  more  important  work  as  to  the  diffi- 
culties involved,  this  field,  though  open  to  both  psychology  and 

anthropology,  is  practically  untouched.  It  was  with  the  hope 

that  future  years  will  see  an  accumulation  of  material  sufficient 

for  fruitful  comparison,  that  Pedro  Encinales,  a  full-blooded 
Salinan  Indian  of  perhaps  fifty  years  of  age,  was  induced  to 

perform  certain  experiments  in  the  psychological  laboratory. 

The  results  compared  with  the  average  results  for  normal  subjects 

of  European  blood  are  here  appended,  but  must  be  accepted  with 

the  realization  that  the  subject  had  spent  his  entire  life  in  a 

civilized  environment.  He  was  rather  disturbed  by  the  novelty 

of  the  experience,  but  probably  no  more  so  than  would  be 

expected  in  the  case  of  any  uneducated  person. 

2*7  Crespi,  Fages,  Costanso,  etc. 
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1.  With  both  right  and  left  hand  an  average  strength  of  grip  of  34.5 

kilograms  was  registered.     Exact  comparative  data  are  not  readily  avail- 
able here,   and  familiarity  with  the   use   of  the  instrument   is   of   con- 

siderable importance.     The  results  are,  however,  considerably  lower  than 
are  usually  registered  for  civilized  white  people. 

2.  The  subject  tapped  100  times  with  a  point   on  a  flat  surface  in 
14.4  seconds  for  the  right  hand  and  16.6  for  the  left.     This  is  an  average 
of  6.94  taps  per  second  for  the  right  hand.     The  normal  is  about  7.5  per 
second  for  Americans. 

3.  No  color  blindness  was  detected. 

4.  Memory,      (a)   Two   geometrical   figures  were  noted   and   after   an 
interval  correctly  chosen  from  among  a  group  of  others.     (Z>)   Four  of  the 

figures  given  in  Seashore's   "Elementary  Experiments  in   Psychology" 
were  printed  on  cards  and  shown  to  the  subject,  who  then  endeavored  to 
pick  out  the  ones  selected,  from  among  the  whole  number  on  the  page. 
None  were  correctly  chosen,  but  in  every  case  but  one  the  proper  figure 
was  designated  in  a  reversed  position.     The  subject  obviously  did  not 
realize  that  position  was  a  differentiating  factor. 

5.  In  endeavoring  to  reproduce  a  straight  line  of  10  centimeters  in 
length,  the  subject  drew  one  9.1  cm.  with  his  right  hand,  9.4  with  the 
left.    This  is  above  the  normal  average  of  .5  cm.  error. 

6.  A   set   of   Bering's   colors  were   arranged   in   spectrum   order;    the 
subject  picked  no.  1,  purple,  as  the  preferred  color,  no.  10,  scarlet,  as 
second  choice,  no.  9,  orange,  as  the  least  pleasing.     With  the  colors  in 

mixed  arrangement  he  chose  no.  2,  dark  blue,  secondly  no.  6,  yellow-green, 
and  rejected  no.  8,  yellow.    There  is,  of  course,  no  standard  of  reference 
here,  but  the  preference  for  blue  and  purple  is  generally  considered  a 
cultured  rather  than  a  primitive  characteristic. 

7.  The  results  of  the  experiment  as  to  tactile  perception  were  very 

good.    In  the  " two-point  threshold"  test,  tried  on  the  back  of  the  hand, 
correct  answers  were  given  to  practically  every  test  down  to  and  includ- 

ing a  threshold  of  2  mm.     Out  of  twenty-eight  tests  at  5,  3,  and  2  mm., 
five  mistakes  were  made.     This  is  probably  somewhat  better  than  the 
normal  sensory  perception. 

8.  Ten  tests  for  rapidity  of  reaction  to  auditory  and  ten  to   visual 
stimuli  were  made  on  the  Sanford  vernier  chronoscope.      The  average 
time  of  reaction  to  the  auditory  stimulus  was  found  to  be  .22  sec.    With 
tne  elimination  of  two  abnormally  long  reactions  of  .35,  probably  caused 
by  some  external  attraction,  the  average  of  the  other  eight  decreased  to 
.186.      This  is  considerably  above  the  normal  average  personal  equation 
of  .10  to  .13  sec.     To  the  visual  stimuli  the  average  time  was  .195,  and 
the  elimination  of  two  abnormally  long  reactions  of  .35,  probably  caused 
time  of  from  .15  to  .20  sec.    The  subject  would  seem  therefore  to  be  more 
sensitive  to  visual  than  to  auditory  stimuli,  whereas  the  opposite  seems 
to  be  the  normal  condition  among  educated  persons. 

9.  Cards  containing  respectively  nine  and  eleven  short  parallel  lines 
arranged  vertically  were  shown  to  the  subject  and  correctly  counted  by 
him  quickly  and  without  touching  them  with  his  fingers  or  other  object. 
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SAN  MIGUEL  FOOD  MATERIALS 

kap< 
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tExa'i' 

Bear 

cxau'wAt' 
Live  oak ta'muL 

Mountain-lion 

t'io'i Oak 

moi' 
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White  oak 
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k!one' 
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Bed-tailed  hawk 
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Bed-headed  vulture 
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EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  21 

Fig.  1. — Mission  of  San  Antonio  de  Padua  before  restoration. 

Fig.  2. — Mission  of  San  Miguel. 
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THE    SALINAN    MISSIONS. 
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Pedro  Encinales.    San  Antonio  Salinan  man. 
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SALINAN    MAN. 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  23 

Fig.  1. — Flujensio  Santana.  San  Miguel  Salinan. 

Fig.  2. — Josie  Encinales.  San  Antonio  Salinan. 
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Household  of  Pedro  Encinales. 
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Photographed  by  courtesy  of  the  Button  Museum,  Jolon,  California. 

Fig.  1. — Mortars  and  metate  found  in  Salinan  territory. 

Fig.  2. — Archaeological  objects  found  in  Salinan  territory. 

Specimen  1. — Pottery  bowl  from  Mission  San  Antonio.  Width, 
22  cm. 

Specimen  2. — Steatite  pot.    Height,  16.5  cm. 

Specimen  3. — Steatite  bowl  from  Mission  San  Antonio.     Width, 
25cm. 

Specimen  4. — Stone   pestle   with   carved   handle   and   buckskin 
thong.     Length,  46  cm. 
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Photographed  by  courtesy  of  the  Button  Museum,  Jolon,  California. 

Fig.  1. — Small  mortars  found  in  Salinan  territory.  Objects  are  about 
.22  natural  size. 

Fig.  2. — Pestles  and  mullers  found  in  Salinan  territory.  Objects  are 
about  .17  natural  size. 
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Fig.  2 
STONE    IMPLEMENTS. 
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Archaeological  objects  found  in  Salinan  territory.     Photographed  by 
courtesy  of  the  Button  Museum,  Jolon,  California. 

Fig.  1. — Digging  stick  weight,  width  6.7  cm.,  and  small  mortars,  width 
6  and  7  cm. 

Fig.  2. — Pestle  end  carved  to  represent  a  head,  .85  natural  size. 

Fig.  3. — Arrow  straighteners,  length  15.8  and  9.7  cm. 

Fig.  4. — Small  pestle,  length  12.5  cm.,  and  flint  blades,  length  14.4  and 
14.6  cm. 
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Photographed  by  courtesy  of  the  Button  Museum,  Jolon,  California. 

Arrowheads  found  in  Salinan  territory.    The  objects  are  shown  at  about 
.35  natural  size. 
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ARROWHEADS. 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  29 

Fig.  1. — Bedrock  mortar  holes  near  Santa  Lucia  Peak.     Eelative  size 
may  be  ascertained  by  comparison  with  pencil. 

Fig.  2. — Pictographs  from  the   " Painted   Cave"   near   San   Antonio 
Mission.    See  also  plates  30  and  37. 
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MORTARS    AND    PICTOGRAPHS. 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  30 

Pictographs  in  the  "Painted  Cave"  near  San  Antonio  Mission. 
See  also  plates  29  and  37. 
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Fig.  1. — Unfinished  basket  with  grass-foundation  coil.  Museum  number 
1-14991.  Width,  13  cm. 

Fig.  2. — Unfinished  basket  with  simultaneous  double  coil  of  grass 

foundation,  and  bead-work  decoration.  Museum  number  1-14992.  Width, 
19.4  cm. 
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COILED    BASKETS. 
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Fig.  1. — Musical  rasp.  Length,  50  cm.  By  courtesy  of  the  Button 
Museum,  Jolon,  California. 

Fig.  2. — Grass-foundation  coil  basket.  Museum  number  1-14993. 
Height,  9.8  cm. 

Fig.  3. — Grass-foundation  coil  basket.  Museum  number  1-14994. 
Height,  10.5cm. 

Fig.  4. — Unfinished  rod-foundation  coil  basket.  Museum  number 
1-14990.  Width,  12.7  cm. 

Fig.  5. — Bottom  of  rod-foundation  coil  basket.  Museum  number 
1-14989.  Width,  7.6  cm. 

Fig.  6. — Rod-foundation  coil  basket.  Height,  9.6  cm.  By  courtesy  of 
the  Dutton  Museum,  Jolon,  California. 
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Large  coil  tray  made  by  Costanoan  Indian  woman  at  San  Antonio. 

Museum  number  1-14987.    Diameter,  45.6  cm. 
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Pig.  1.— Basket  of  twined  tule.  Museum  number  1-14999.  Height, 
15.1  cm. 

Pig.  2. — Basket  of  twined  tule.  Museum  number  1-14997.  Height, 
14.4  cm. 

Pig.  3. — Basket  of  twined  tule.  Museum  number  1-14996.  Diameter, 
21.6  cm. 

Pig.  4. — Basket  of  twined  tule.  Museum  number  1-14995.  Diameter, 
21.2cm. 
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Fig.  1. — Unfinished  basket  of  twined  tule  with  wavy  border-line. 

Museum  number  1-15000'.  Diameter,  13  cm. 

Fig.  2. — Base  of  unfinished  basket  of  twined  tule.  Museum  number 

l-15000b.  Diameter  of  woven  portion,  18.1  cm. 
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Fig.  1. — Twined    tule    basket.      Museum    number    1-14998.      Height, 
21.4  cm. 

Fig.  2. — Costanoan  twined  winnowing-tray.     Museum  number  1-14988. 
Length,  34  cm. 
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Drawings  from  the  "Painted  Cave"  near  San  Antonio 
See  also  plates  29  and  30. 
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EXPLANATORY  NOTE 

The  list  of  Papago  verbs  constituting  this  essay  was  compiled 

by  Mr.  Dolores  to  facilitate  the  analysis  of  a  number  of  texts 

recorded  by  him,  and  to  serve  as  a  basis  for  future  grammatical 

study.  As  the  Papago  and  Pima  languages  are  practically 

identical,  the  list  may  also  be  of  value  in  the  further  elucidation 

of  the  Pima  texts  published  by  the  late  Dr.  Frank  Russell,1  as 
well  as  in  comparative  studies  in  the  Uto-Aztekan  group  of 
languages. 

The  system  of  orthography  was  worked  out  by  the  under- 
signed after  phonetic  investigation  of  the  language.  For  the 

spellings  used  in  each  word,  Mr.  Dolores  is  however  responsible. 

The  following  notes  may  make  the  orthography  sufficiently  clear 
for  grammatical  purposes. 

i  Ann.  Rep.  Bur.  Am.  Ethn.,  xxvi,  3-389,  1908. 
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The  vowels  are  a,  i,  o,  u,  and  ii,  the  latter  the  back-tongue, 
non-rounded  vowel  found  in  many  Shoshonean  languages.  C  is 

similar  to  English  sh,  tc  to  ch.  V  is  bilabial.  T  is  a  more 

alveolar  or  palatal  sound  than  t,  which  is  distinctly  dental. 
N  before  i  and  ii  is  a  different  sound  from  n  before  a,  o,  u,  being 

nearly  equivalent  to  ny,  that  is,  palatalized.  This  difference  is 
invariable  when  the  sound  is  initial.  It  did  not  seem  necessary, 

therefore,  to  employ  distinct  symbols.  Subsequently  a  number 

of  instances  of  medial  unpalatalized  n  before  ii  were  found.  In 

these  words  n  has  therefore  been  indicated  by  italic  n.  Several 

instances  of  palatal  n  before  a,  o,  u  have  been  written  ny. 

Several  consonants  seem  to  depend  on  the  adjacent  vowels. 

Thus,  at  least  initially,  s  occurs  only  before  i  and  ii,  c  only 

before  a,  o,  u;  t  before  a  and  o,  tc  before  i,  ii,  u.  V  and  w  are 

hard  to  distinguish.  Mr.  Dolores  has  written  v  before  a  and  i, 

w  before  o,  u,  ii,  which  seems  correct  to  the  writer.  The  spelling 

wua  might,  however,  be  regarded  as  representing  wa  with  heavily 

labialized  w.  T  has  been  found,  initially,  only  before  a  and  u. 

All  Papago  sounds,  vowels  and  consonants  alike,  have  two 

pronunciations;  one  sonant  and  with  weak  breath,  the  other 

surd2  and  strongly  aspirated.  The  former  has  been  indicated 
by  ordinary  small  roman  letters,  the  latter,  for  convenience  in 

typewriting,  by  small  capitals.  The  rules  governing  when  the 

same  sound  is  respectively  sonant  or  surd  cannot  be  examined 

here;  the  main  determining  factor,  however,  is  position  in  the 

word,  surd  aspirated  sounds  being  normally  found  at  the  end 

of  words.  S  and  c  alone  seem  to  be  invariably  surd :  they  have 

therefore  been  represented  throughout  by  small  capital  letters.3 
Mr.  Dolores  also  writes  1  as  always  surd,  even  when  intervocalic. 

This  may  be  because  of  a  normally  stronger  breath  pressure  than 

in  English ;  the  sound  is  certainly  sonant  for  at  least  the  greater 
part  of  its  duration  in  some  positions. 

2  Vowels  here  designated  as  surd  may  in  reality  be  whispered.  At  any rate  they  show  no  trace  of  laryngeal  vibrations  in  ordinary  mechanically made  tracings. 

s  Consistency  would  have  required  capital  H  instead  of  small  h;  but i  has  not  been  done.     Surd  v  of  course  is  bilabial  f;  and  w  is  much 
like  English  wh.    Stops  and  the  affricative  tc  are  sonant  only  during  the 
explosion  when  initial,  entirely  surd  when  final  or  followed  by  surd  vowels 
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In  the  vowels  there  is  a  third  class  of  sounds:  sonant  and 

aspirated,  represented  by  following  h.  It  is  thus  necessary  to 

distinguish  between  sonant  unaspirated  a,  sonant  aspirated  ah, 

and  surd  aspirated  A. 

It  seems  likely  that  something  similar  may  apply  also  to 

consonants.  In  kah,  to  look  for,  and  kah,  to  hear,  there  is 

undoubtedly  a  difference  in  the  initial  sounds.  Both  are  sonant 

during  the  explosion,  but  the  second  contains  a  stronger  breath. 

Compare  similarly  kih,  to  become  fat,  and  kih,  house;  tciyah, 

to  arrive,  and  tciyah,  to  settle  down;  tcuh,  to  do  or  to  rain, 

tcuh,  to  stop  burning.  In  each  case  the  initial  consonant  of  the 

second  word  is  more  strongly  aspirated,  though  the  difference  is 

not  indicated  in  the  orthography  used.  A  similar  aspiration 

probably  explains  the  spelling  kahvai  (with  surd  v  and  sonant 

a),  where  kahvaih  (the  whole  last  syllable  sonant)  or  kahvAi  (the 

last  syllable  entirely  surd)  might  be  expected,  and  Mr.  Dolores' 
ULUKI,  iiLihNi,  oLihc,  where  L  perhaps  stands  for  Ih  related  to  1 
and  L  as  ah  is  to  a  and  A. 

Accent  is  very  weak  in  Papago,  and  apparently  of  no  gram- 
matical significance;  it  has  therefore  not  been  written. 

A.  L.  KROEBEB. 

4 

I.  SIMPLE  VERB  STEMS4 

A  thorough  distinction  is  made  in  the  Papago  verb  between 

completed  and  continued  action,  or  as  it  might  be  called,  accom- 
plishment and  progression.  The  obvious  translations  in  English 

are  by  the  infinitive  and  present  participle  respectively.  Most 

verb  stems,  as  here  given  in  their  shortest  form,  denote  completed 

action,  and  their  ''participle,"  or  form  signifying  continuing 
action,  is  made  by  the  addition  of  one  of  a  number  of  suffixes. 

Other  verbs  add  no  such  suffix:  in  them,  incomplete  action  can 

be  expressed  only  by  using  the  form  denoting  repeated  action, 

namely,  the  reduplicated  stem.  These  two  classes  have  not  been 

separated  or  distinguished  in  the  list. 

*  The  alphabetic  order  is  the  same  as  in  English.  T  and  tc  follow  t, 

ii  follows  u.  No  distinction  of  order  is  made  between 'small  and  capital letters,  nor  between  aspirated  and  unaspirated  vowels:  a  and  ah  come  in 
the  same  place  and  an  precedes  ahp.  The  glottal  stop  is  also  not  taken 
account  of  in  alphabetizing. 
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A  third  class  of  verbs  denotes  only  incomplete  or  continued 

action.  These  stems  cannot  express  completion  or  accomplish- 
ment. Consequently  their  translation  by  the  English  infinitive 

would  be  misleading,  and  they  have  all  been  rendered  by  the 

present  participle.  They  have  been  further  distinguished  by  an 

asterisk.  Thus  sa'ahsiM,  to  laugh  at,  but  *ahc,  laughing  at, 
or  to  be  in  a  condition  of  laughing  at.  In  the  same  way  there 

is  an  absolute  difference  in  meaning  between  huh,  to  eat,  and 

*ko'ah,  eating,  or  to  be  eating.  *cavaNT  is  "looking  for  horses "; 
the  idea  being  that  when  one  goes  to  look  for  the  horses  he  is 

continually  looking  until  he  finds  them.  *cahw  is  "rattling  the 

gourd"  in  accompaniment  of  a  certain  class  of  songs.  When  a 
song  is  commenced,  there  being  only  one  verse,  the  song  with 

the  same  words  is  repeated  many  times  over.  The  rattle  starts 

with  the  song  and  never  stops  until  an  entirely  new  song  is  to  be 

introduced.  The  gourd  continues  to  rattle  even  while  the  singers 

pause  to  catch  their  breath  preparatory  to  singing  the  song 

over  again.  The  rattling  keeps  the  same  time,  and  makes  the 

connection  from  one  repetition  to  the  next.  It  is  clear  as  soon  as 

the  full  meaning  of  this  word  is  understood  that  the  idea  of 

continuation  is  implied;  and  the  same  idea  prevails  in  all  the 
verbs  of  this  class. 

*hapahTKii  and  *nahpahTKU  have  been  included  in  this 

"participial"  class  because  being  from  adjectives  they  have  no 
complete  action  or  "infinitive"  form.  *Kiihc,  *nawo'T,  *skii'ti 
have  also  been  starred  and  translated  as  participles  because, 

while  they  possess  forms  denoting  completed  action,  these  are 

longer  than  the  "participial"  forms  given. 

ah  point,  tell 

*ahc  laughing  at 
ai  reach,  overtake,  pass 
anmoh  talk  loud 

aMmihTCU  know,  guess  right 
a'PUTCU  accuse 
caca'Ki  mix 

*cacahNl  groaning 
cai  drive  (cattle,  horses,  etc.) 

*ca>1  hanging  (like  clothes  on  line,  on  brush) cahKU  hold  in  the  palm 
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caM  make  a  rustling  and  scratching  noise 

ca'pii  splash 
*cavaNT  looking  for  (usually  horses) 
ca'vai  buy 
*cahwu  rattling  the  gourd 
coh  sew 
cohcah  cry 
CohNi  hit  with  the  hand 
CONYTCI  cut  by  striking 
COPI  stop 
hah  roast  grain  in  the  basket 
hah  melt,  thaw 

ha'ahsah  stop,  quit 
hai  crack,  destroy 

*hapahTKU  lying  flat  (hapahT,  flat) 
han  copulate  in  ano 
hasuhtcu'ih  blunder 
ha'TS  sprinkle 
hahT'c  paste,  stick  on 
hatuwuah  belch 

hih  cut  hair,  cut  grass,  etc. 
hih  go,  walk,  move 
hiahc  bury 
hihhiN  yell,  bark 
hihKU  turn  from  flower  into  fruit  (cactus  fruit) 
hiovihrci  soak  by  burying 
hihpiicuh  sprinkle  with  the  mouth 
hitoh  cook  by  boiling 
hiTpah  braid 

*hivi'KU  depending  on 
*hihwti  rubbing 
hoah  look  for  by  stirring 
hohhah  load  in  a  carrying  basket 

ho'piNnoh  wrap 
hotiiMmuh  hurry  some  one 
huh  eat 

huh  be  gone  (liquid) 
huh  grease 
hukah  become  warm 

huLihka'T  show  evidence  of  bearing  mesquite-beans 
hupii  pull  out 
huhf  go  down 
hu'ui  chase 
huh  laugh 

hiihLi  hang  clothes  for  drying,  to  dry  fruit 
hiiMmahpai  pile,  assemble,  gather 
hiioh  bloom 

hiihpih  become  cold,  cool  (no  more  pain) 
hiiuM  be  cold 
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hiiva'Ki 
huva'Td ih 

ih 

iahpu'T 
iah'to'm iawuah 
ihhaMmuh 
ihu 
i'ihhoh 

In 
I.vnaM 

iohLi 
i'ovih 

ihpi *Ipuh 

IhT 

ihvi 

kah 
kai 
kaihc *kairci 

*kakiitah 

kaM
  ' 

kantahf 

kahpti 

kahvAJ 

kawuLihkai 

kahyo'pi 
kih 
kiah 
ki'ihc 

kikihwtt 

kihku'TCi 
koh 
•ko'A 

kohcohyKU 
•kohhiM 

koi 

koi 

kohkoh 
kohKti 

kohpo'TKtJ 
kohptf 

ko'to'm kohwtt 

smell 
become  cool 
drink 

call  a  person's  attention  by  naming  his  relation- 
ship to  oneself 

catch  flour  as  it  falls  off  the  grindstone 
tell  a  lie 

spill delay,  disturb 

gather  cactus  fruit cough 

shake  a  plant  to  make  the  fruit  fall  off 

hunger  for  meat 

fry 

become  sweet 
retract  the  foreskin 
breathing 

put  grain,  or  anything  composed  of  many  separate 
bodies,  into  a  plate  or  basket 

make  fire  with  a  drill 
look  for 

hear 
cook  meat  on  coals 

catch  and  hold  between  the  legs saying 

selling,  wanting  to  sell 

put  in  the  mouth 
scatter 

pop 

quarrel separate,  change 
cross 

get  fat,  gain  flesh 
couple 

bite  and  hold  with  the  teeth 
tremble 

whistle,  whistling 

hug,  hold  against  the  breast eating 

be  loose 
limping 

sleep  (sing.),  die  (pi.) 
bleed 
sick  (pi.) 

dig;  sleep  (pi.) 

be  heaped,  raised 

explode 
yell  in  victory 
rattle  like  tin  cans 
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kuh  close,  shut 

*kuh  singing  (a  bird),  neighing  (a  horse) 
ku'A  get  wood 
kuhc  burn  and  stick  to  the  cooking  vessel 

kuca'T  chase  game  for  killing 
kuhca'TKU  be  dry  and  stiff 
kuhcuhu  make  jelly  or  jam 

knhha'Kl  cook  meat  on  the  end  of  a  stick 
ku'ihNo'Ki  annex 
kuhKUTpah  heat  the  body  for  curing  rheumatism 
kuT  put  wood  in  the  fire,  for  carrying  the  fire  away 
kutuh  bother,  disturb 
kuyihcahf  whine 
kuyiNT  count  (Spanish) 
kuyihTCi  call  an  animal  or  a  bird  by  imitating  its  voice 
kuh  stand  (man,  animals) 

*kiihc  scratching  the  body 
kill  bite,  sting 
kill  fall 
kiikuhs  feed 

kiiKU  whip,  earn,  win 

kii'KUTCi  beautify,  make  good 
kiihLi  shell  corn,  pick  berries 

kii'ti'tah  reach  full  growth 
kiihvAJ  cool  and  form  a  scum,  like  greasy  food 
kiivihc  lay  against,  lay  on  top 
kiiyihc  step  on 
mah  give 
mah  cook  yucca  in  the  ground 
mai  learn,  know 
ma'ihc  cover 

ma'ihhih  hit  by  throwing 
maiM  get  sick  by  eating  too  much  fat  meat 

ma'kahT  break  through 
*makuhwu  swinging  the  arm 
maMmutoh  experience  the  act  of  giving  birth  to  a  child 
maNnihkoh  be  stiff  jointed 
mahsih  become  light 
mahtoh  untangle 
moh  gather  seeds 

moT  load  on  the  head  (mo'o,  head) 
muh  shoot  (with  bow  and  arrow) 
muh  die 

muhLi  break  by  bending 

mu'uhkai  sharpen 
miih  run  (sing.) 
miiah  kill 

miii  burn  something,  blaze 
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mukoh  be  gone  far  (distance  or  time)   (muKU,  far) 
nahc  fold 
nai  make  fire 

nahkoh  endure,  raise 
naM  meet 

*naNnawiihKtJ  sparkling 
naNniihkihTCU         tease  a  hungry  person  with  food 

*nahpahTKt)  lying  or  sitting  in  a  dead-like  position 
nahtoh  make,  finish 
naval  make  wine 

*nawo*T  make  a  friend,  making  a  friend 
nob  bend 

niiah  beg 
niii  see 
niii  sing 
nuhNi  fly  up,  fly  away  (pi.) 

niioh  speak,  talk 

•nyuku'T  keeping,  taking  care  of 
oh  gather  cactus  fruit,  harvest  corn 
OA  erase 

ohckoh  skin  a  sore  place 
01  follow 

oLahT  coil,  shorten,  take  up 
OLihc  hook 
ohMi  break  (pi.) 

o'oh  drop  (liquid) 

o'ohhah  write,  paint 

otcu'iihwU  find  the  thing  lost 
pah  swallow 

pa'ihhah  inclose  (pi.  obj.) 
pa'ivihTCi  get  ahead 
pakahT  get  mad,  get  angry 

paMmu'T  ask  for  help 
paxniM  creep,  crawl 

pih  give  cooked  food 
piah  take  cooked  food  off  the  fire 

pihhah  wind 

pihhiNoh  put  things  in  the  skirt  or  apron 
piPi  defecate 
pihsTCi  sneeze 

pui  take  (sing,  obj.) 

pupu'T  make  a  pattering  noise 
sih  suck 

Sihc  pin,  touch  with  the  end 

SiPU  drizzle,  to  drop  in  drops 
sihpu  break  open  of  itself  (a  sore) 
sihsKi  sift 

si'TCi  rattle  (rattlesnake  or  bell) 
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skihhu5 

*skii'iT5 
sohhoi 
so'i'ku'iihLi 

stahMohs 
siivahhu 
*tah 

tab 

tah 
tai 
tahmai 
taMiihtcuah 

tapiuh 
tahpu 

taT 
tatah 
tahtahNi 
tahq? 
*tahteuah 
tOA 

toahhih 
tohA 

to  'I to'ipiah 
tohkah 

toMmi'T 
tON 
tONHOM 

to'pti 
tohskoh 
tOT 

to'TS 

tcihKUPU 
tcihpcuh 

tcihpiah 
*tcihteivih 

tciyah 
tciyah 
tcuh 
tcuh 
tcuh 
tcuh 
tcuaMmah 

fear 

yell  in  defiance  of  the  opponent 
scolding,  being  angry  at 
love,  like,  agree 
pity 
abhor,  dislike 
sweat  (Spanish) sitting 

fly,  jump  (sing) 
wrestle 

borrow,  ask  for 
have  a  toothache  from  eating  sour  fruit 
cause  to  pain  again 
smoothe 

split touch,  feel 
arrive  (pi.) 

thunder  nearby 

spread 
wanting,  needing,  desiring 
be  alive,  be  well,  get  well 
thunder  far  away 

put  away,  put  down  (pl.)>  P°ur  water 
bet  (pi.  obj.) 

rescue,  save 

play  the  woman's  ball  game 
bear  fruit  out  of  the  regular  season 
shine 
be  thirsty 
twist 
swell 
cohabit 
excite,  frighten 

groan,  snore 
work 
lick,  using  the  fingers 
move  the  whole  family 
playing 
arrive  (sing.) 

make  a  home,  to  settle  down 
stop  burning  of  itself 
put  the  baby  on  the  back 
do,  make,  prepare 
rain 

cook  by  burying  in  the  ground 

5  Stems  do  not  begin  with  two  consonants,  s-  commences  many 
adjectives.  These  four  verbs  all  denote  states  of  mind.  They  are  there- 

fore evidently  adjectives. 
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tcu'aMmuh  punch  with  a  stick  or  with  the  fingers 
tcui  grind 
tcui  put  out  the  fire 
tcu'ihTCi  ask  a  question 
tcuM  try 
tcuhPi  sink 
•tcuh-rci  standing  (pi.,  inanimate  objects) 
tcuyihc  make  a  lunch 
tcuyihc  catch  and  drag  under 
tcuyihc  wink 
tciih  see,  find 
teiih  put  away 
tciih  taste 
tciihc  go  up,  climb,  ride 
tciii  say 
tciihkah  put  on  the  shoes 
tciihkah  be  there  (at  a  certain  time,  in  a  certain  place) 

tcii'kiah  fight 
tcu'Kitoh  think,  remember 
tciihkopih  undermine 
tciihKucahT  mark,  make  a  line 
tcii.Mniai  make  bread,  tortilla 
tciiMmoh  stop  by  obstruction,  go  all  over 

tciiumu'T  make  a  fire  to  heat  cooking  rocks 
tcu'fcci  smoke  tobacco 
tcuhTCi  name,  call 
tciivaiM  drag 

uhhu'Ki  notch  the  end  of  an  arrow 
ui  take  (pi.  obj.) 
ukiTCi  shake 

uiJhNi  hold  out  something  for  somebody 

ULU'KI  throw  the  baby  up  and  down 
iii  plant 

*upi'T  being  afraid,  fearing 
U'PU  stop  crying 
uhs  steal 

iita'Kl  find 
*iitii'ki'T  having,  owning 
vah  go  in 
vah  make  tough,  irrigate 
vai  call 

vahMi  rise  from  lying 

va'Nnyoh  pull 
vahPCCu'T  get  blisters,  become  blistered 
vih  stay,  be  left 
viah  leave  something  purposely 
viNnyuh  lick  with  the  tongue 
vi'TCi  twist,  make  a  hair  rope wohi  burn  the  hair 
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woi  lay,  put  down 

woh'poi  take  away  from  by  force 
wohrij  run  (pi.) 

wohpu  pull  out  the  hair 
wohsuh  brush,  sweep 
wuh  tie 

wuhc  come  out,  rise  from  sitting 
wuhhA  awaken 

wuhsoh  blow  with  the  mouth 

wuyihTCi  race  a  long  distance  using  a  wooden  ball 
wiihhoTCi  certify,  to  make  true 

wiiNna'T  put  with 

II.  VERBS  DERIVED  FROM  NOUNS 

A.  WITHOUT  CHANGE 

Many  nouns  are  also  used  as  verbs,  the  idea  of  "have"  being 

then  understood.  Thus,  ha'ah,  a  jar,  or,  to  have  a  jar.  Such 
verbs  are  here  given. 

Other  nouns  which  will  be  listed  separately  later,  are  made 

into  verbs,  with  the  meaning  "to  have/'  by  the  addition  of  the 

suffix  -'kah.  But  the  nouns  in  the  following  list  cannot  add  the 

suffix  -'kah ;  and  those  which  are  given  as  adding  the  suffix  -'kah, 
cannot  be  used  as  verbs  without  it. 

Coyi'kah  and  iiNni'kah  contain  this  suffix,  but  being  them- 
selves nouns,  their  verbal  forms  are  here  included. 

Noun  or  Verb          Meaning  as  Verb 
a'ahN  to  have  feathers 

aLita'KU  to  have  a  child  (a  man) 
aMmoh  to  have  some  one  to  work  for 

ahT  to  have  an  anus  or  bottom 

ahtohLi  to  make  atole,  to  have  atole  (Spanish) 
caLihvi  to  have  trousers 

cavihkuhq?  to  have  a  rattle 

CON  to  have  a  starting  point  or  trunk 
coNnikiwuhLl          to  have  a  wooden  ball 

co'piahT  to  have  a  doll 

coyi'kah  to  have  a  pet 
ha'ah  to  have  a  jar 
hahcii'tah  to  have  a  woven  basket 
ha'koh  to  have  a  cushion  for  the  head 
hahpohT  to  have  an  arrow 
hi'i  to  have  urine 

hiwo'KU  to  have  a  sore  (the  skin  broken  open) 
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Noun  or  Verb          Meaning  as  Verb 
hiwiihcaN  to  have  a  groin  (a  woman) 
hiwiihtcuh  to  have  a  groin  (a  man) 
hoah  to  have  a  sewed  basket 

hoahsa'ah  to  have  a  plate 
hoNni'KU  to  have  a  wife 
huhhuLikah  to  have  menses 

huTCi  to  have  toe  or  finger  nails 

hiiKU  to  have  a  co-wife  (a  woman) 

Ivi'tahkuhT  to  have  a  fire  drill 
karrckah  to  have  seeds  for  planting 
kai.icalixi  to  have  trousers  (Spanish) 
kahT  to  have  a  bow 
kin  to  have  a  home  or  a  house 

kohc  to  have  a  nest 

kohtohNi  to  have  a  shirt  (Spanish) 
kuKU  to  have  an  end 
kuN  to  have  a  husband 
kuhsiiwoh  to  have  a  neck 

kutcah  to  have  semen 

LiahT  to  have  a  raw-hide  rope  (Spanish) 
mahkotaKU  to  have  something  with  which  to  couple 

maNnata'Kir  to  have  something  to  hobble  with 
mahT  to  have  a  child  (a  woman) 

mah'tcuhT  to  have  a  grinding  stone 
inavix  to  have  a  mat 

mo'oh  to  have  a  head 
nahKiJ  to  have  an  ear 

noNnah  to  have  eggs 

ovih  to  have  an  opponent 

ovi'TCi  to  have  an  awl 
oyiT  to  have  a  farm 

pohcohLi  to  have  pohcohLi  (corn  and  beans  cooked  together) 
sihpuhT  to  have  a  sitting  part 

sihsiivata'Ktf  to  have  spit 
sihtohLi  to  have  syrup 
tahTKU  to  have  root  or  roots 

tah-p  to  have  a  foot 
tohNU  to  have  a  knee 
tcihNi  to  have  a  mouth 

tcuohkuh?  to  have  a  cane 

tciihpah  to  have  a  mortar 

tcupitiikuhT  to  have  a  pestle 
tcu'TCKi  to  have  a  dream 
uhc  to  have  a  flint  arrow  point 
ui  to  have  wind  on  the  bowels 

u'uMhata'KtJ  to  be  feathered  (speaking  of  the  arrows) uhsakah  to  have  the  stick  with  which  girls  play  the double  ball. 
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Noun  or  Verb          Meaning  as  Verb 

u'uh  to  have  war  arrows 
iiLita'KU  to  have  bark  or  skin 

iiNni'kah  to  own  or  to  have  (iiNni'kah  ~  property) 
vahcah  to  have  a  woven  trinket  basket 

vahcoMi  to  have  a  sewed  storage  basket 
vahKUS  to  have  a  mat  or  anything  used  as  a  mat 

va'oh  to  have  a  pair  of  wooden  tongs  for  gathering 
cactus  fruit 

vipii'toh  to  have  testicles 
vitii'kuhT  to  have  a  pestle  for  grinding 
wohKU  to  have  a  stomach 

wo'Kticah  to  have  a  quiver 
woNnahMi  to  have  a  hat 
wohT  to  have  the  foreshaft  of  an  arrow 
wuakah  to  have  a  wuakah  song 

B.  BY  SUFFIX  -'kah,  TO  HAVE  OR  CLAIM 
Nouns 

a'ahN,    feathers 
ah'Ki,  river-bed  (without  water) 
aLih,   baby 

ahNU,  desert-willow 
ca'i,   brush 
cahT,  wild  potatoes 

CU'KU,  mocking-bird 
cuta'Ki,  water 
hahcahNi,  giant  cactus 
haivahNi,  cows 
hahLi,  squash,  pumpkin 

ha'T,  a  kind  of  plant  used  as food 

ho'Ki,  deer  skin  stripped  from the  body 

ho'tai,  stone 

hovi'TCi,  Spanish   bayonet 

huahvi,  deer 
huNi,  corn 

hiiMma'TCkaM,  people 

hiihT,  red  face  paint 

ihhu'KU,  devil's  claw  (Marty- 
nia) 

ihkohvi,  a  plant  used  as  food 

ihkuhu,  a  plant  used  as  medi- cine 

ipahi,  leaf-cactus 

Verbs 

a'aNnii'kah,  to  have  feathers 
ah'ki'kah,  to  claim  a  river-bed 
aLi'kah,  to  have  a  child 

aNnii'kah,  to  claim  the  desert-willow 
ca'i'hak,  to  claim  brush 

catii'kah,  to  have  wild  potatoes 
cu'kah,  to  have  a  pet  mocking-bird 
cuta'kah,  to  have  water 
hahcaNni'kah,  to  claim  giant  cactus 
haivaNni'kah,  to  have  cows 
haLi'kah,  to  have  squash,  pumpkin 
ha'tii'kah,  to  have  ha'T 

ho'kah,  to  have  deer  skin  (buck-skin) 

ho'tai'kah,  to  have  a  charm  stone  (medi- cine man) 

hovi'tei'kah,  to  have  the  fruit  of  Span- 
ish bayonet 

huavi'kah,  to  claim  deer 
huNni'kah,  to  have  corn 
hiiMma'TckaMmu'kah,  to  claim  people  as 

one's  own 

huhtii'kah,  to  have  red  paint  for  the  face 
ihhu'kah,  to  have  devil's  claw 

ihkovi'kah,  to  have  ihkohvi 
ihkuLi'kah,  to  have  IhkuhLi 

ipai'kah,  to  have  the  fruit  of  ipahi 
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ihsiivi'Ki,  a  kind  of  cactus 
iva'Ki,  greens  or  weeds 
kaiTCi,  seeds 

kaLivahc,  a  kind  of  peas 

(Spanish) 
kaviyuh,  horse  (Spanish) 
ki'Ki,  tallow 
kihsoh'Ki,  a  kind  of  cactus 

kohLai,  corral  (Spanish) 

kuhi,  mesquite-tree 
kiiLih,  old  man 

kiihpi,  watermelon 

LaNtciih'Ki,  lentil  (Spanish) 
Liahu,  money  (Spanish) 

mahca'T,  moon,  month 

mahkai,  one  who  cures  sickness 
without  medicine 

maNtcuh'Ki,  lard  (Spanish) 
mfihxi,  beans 

nahka'KU,  a  kind  of  cactus 
nahwii,  any  kind  of  leaf -cactus 
ohkohkoi,  wild  pigeon 
ohKS,  old  woman 

oLah,  gold  (Spanish) 
ON,  salt 
o'o'taM,  a  person 
o'oh-r,  sand 

ohpohNu,  a  kind  of  weed  used 
as  food 

6'Pii,  cruel  and  warlike  people 
paN,  coyote 
pahvi,  a  kind  of  bean 
piLihkaNi,  wheat 
piT,  mud,  clay  for  pottery 
SUUTCI,  a  baby  boy 
tahc,  sun,  day,  time 
tai,  fire 
tahkiiwui,  tree  yucca 
tahtai,  sinew 
tatai,  road-runner 
to'a'KU,  mountain 
tohhawiihs,  a  kind  of  brush 

toLoh,  bull  (Spanish) 

ihsiivi'kah,  to  claim  ihsiivi'Ki 
Iva'kah,  to  have  greens 
kaiTCi'kah,  to  have  planting  seeds 
kaitci'kah,  to  have  cactus  seeds 
kaLivahcii'kah,  to  have  kaLivahc 

kaviyu'kah,  to  have  a  horse 
ki'kah,  to  have  tallow 
kihsoh'ki'kah,  to   have  the   fruit   of 

kihsoh'Ki 
kohLai'kah,  to  have  a  corral 
kuyi'kah,  to  claim  mesquite-trees 
kiiLi'kah,  to  have  an  old  man  (a  woman 

speaking  of  her  husband) 

kiipi'kah,  to  have  watermelons 
LaNtciih'ki'kah,  to  have  lentils 
LiaLJ'kah,  to  have  money 
mahca'tii'kah,  to  have  a  moon  (a  woman 

speaking  of  her  sickness) 
makai'kah,  to  have  a  doctor 

maNtciih'ki'kah,  to  have  lard 
muNni'kah,  to  have  beans 
nahka'kah,  to  have  the  fruit  of  nahka'KU 
nawii'kah,  to  claim  the  nahwii 
ohkohkoi'kah,  to  have  a  pet  wild-pigeon 
ohKSii'kah,   to   have   an    old   woman    (a 

man  speaking  of  his  wife) 
oLakah,  to  have  gold 

ONnii'kah,  to  have  salt 
o'o'taMmii'kah,  to  claim  people 
o'o'tii'kah,  to  have  sand  (a  woman  speak- 

'ing  of  sand  used  in  making  pottery) 
ohpoNttti'kah,  to  have  greens 

6'pii'kah,  to  have  enemies 
paNnii'kah,  to  claim  coyote 
pavi'kah,  to  have  pahvi 
piLihkaNni'kah,  to  have  wheat 
pitii'kah,  to  have  clay  for  pottery 
suLitci'kah,  to  have  a  baby  boy 
tahcii'kah,  to  have  a  date 
tai'kah,  to  have  fire  (matches) 
tahkiiwuyi'kah,  to  claim  tree  yucca 
tahtai'kah,  to  have  sinew 

tatayi'kah,  to  claim  the  road-runner 
to'a'kah,  to  claim  a  mountain 
tohhawuhsii'kah,  to  have  chewing  gum 

made  from  the  pitch  of  tohhawiihs 
toLo'kah,  to  have  a  bull 
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toNftuh'KiJ,  hill 
tcuhhu'KU,  meat 
tcuhNi,  dried  cactus  fruit 

tcuta'Ki,  burning  coals,   char- 
coal 

tcuhwu,  jackrabbit 
tciihho,  a  cave 

tcu'Kti,  mesquite-bean  flour 
tcuMi,  a  kind  of  cactus 
tciioLihMU,  a  kind  of  cactus 

teiioTd,  man,  male 

tciiva'Ki,  clouds 

tcuwiihT,  dirt,  earth,  world 

tciihyah,  girl 

uhca'pi,  pitch 
uhhiMmahLi,  a  kind  of  bug,  one 

of  four  Papago  totems 

uMmu'KU,  a  kind  of  yucca 
uhsakah,  the  chief's  stick,  also 

a  crooked  stick  used  by  girls 
in  playing  the  double  ball 
game  (uhs,  tree  in  general) 

uhTkoh,  stalk  of  the  soap-weed 

uhTkotcuTCi,     soap-weed 
u'tiihva'Ku,  tule 

u'uhhi'Kti,  birds 
uhvi,  woman 

iiiita'KU,  skin 
iiNni'kah,  property 
vahcai,  grass,  hay 
va'KU,  hole 

vahPu'KU,  cane,  or  ribs  of  cactus 

vahyah,  well 

viahpo'o'kii'uhLi,  a  young  man 
vihho'KU,  mesquite  beans 
vipahMU,   milk-weed    (chewing 

gum) 
vihwti,  tobacco 

WO'KU,  road,  trail 
wo'o,  pond 
wuLiih,  burro   (Spanish) 

wii'Ki,  red  paint  used  on  pottery 

toNwiih'kii'kah,   to  claim  a  hill 
tcuhhu'kah,  to  have  meat 
tcuNnikah,  to  have  dried  cactus  fruit 

tcuta'kah,  to  have  coals 

tcuwu'kah,  to  have  jack-rabbits   (killed) 
tciihho'kah,  to  have  a  cave 
tcu'kah,  to  have  mesquite-bean  flour 
tcuMmi'kah,  to  claim  tciihMi 
tciioLiMmu'kah,  to  have  the  fruit   of tciioLihMU 

tciiotci'kah,  to  have  a  man 
tciiva'kah,  to  have  clouds  (imitations  of 

clouds) 

tcuwii'tu'kah,    to   claim   some  place   as one's  own 

tciihya'kah,  to    have    a    girl    (a    young woman) 

uhca'pi'kah,  to  have  pitch 
uhhinmaLi'kah,  to   claim  uhhiMmahLi clanship 

uMmu'kah,  to  have  the  leaves  of  uMmu'KU 
uhsakah,  to  have  an  uhsakah 

uhTko'kah,  to  have  uhTkoh  for  making arrows 

uhTkotcutci'kah,  to  have  soap-weed 
u'tiihva'kah,  to  have  tule  used  in  mak- 

ing baskets 
u'uhhi'kah,  to  have  a  bird  or  birds 

uvi'kah,  to  have  a  sister  who  has  passed 
the  age  of  girlhood  and  is  known  as 
uhvi  and  not  tciihyah 

iiLita'kah,  to  have  skin  of  some  animal 
iiNni'kah,  to  have 

vahcai'kah,  to  have  grass  or  hay 
va'kah,  to  have  a  hole  (animals) 
vahpu'kii'kah,    to  have  cane  or  ribs  of cactus 

vahya'kah,  to  have  a  well 
viahpo'o'ku'iiLi'kah,  to  have  a  young  man 
vihho'kah,  to  have  mesquite  beans 
vipaMmii'kah,  to  have  chewing  gum 

viwii'kah,  to  have  tobacco 
wo'kah,  to  have  a  road  or  trail 
wo'o'kah,  to  have  a  pond 
wuLu'kah,  to  have  a  donkey 
wii'kah,  to  have  red  paint 
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The  changes  made  in  the  noun  stem  by  the  addition  of  this 

suffix  -'kah  are  regular.  As  sonancy  predominates  in  the  begin- 

ning of  words,  and  surdness  at  the  end,  O'PU  naturally  becomes 

6'pii'kah.  Aspiration  is  related  to  surdness.  Therefore  toloh 

makes  tolo'kah,  and  pahvi  pavi'kah.  Nouns  ending  in  T,  T,  N, 
M,  s,  or  c,  add  ii  before  -kah.  No  exception  to  any  of  these  rules 
are  to  be  found. 

Most  of  the  nouns  ending  in  'KI  or  *KU  lose  this  ending  before 
-'kah:  cuta'Ki'kah  becomes  cuta'kah.  But  there  are  a  few 

nouns  ending  in  the  same  syllable,  which  retain  it  before  'kah. 

These  are  ah'm,  kihsoh'Ki,  LaNtciih'Ki,  maNtciih'Ki,  tdNttuh'KU, 
and  vahPu'Kti. 

C.  BY  SUFFIX  -T,  TO  MAKE 

It  will  be  seen  from  this  list  that  -T  can  be  suffixed  to  all 

names  of  things  that  are  made.  But  when  a  noun  is  changed  to 

a  verb  with  the  suffix  -T,  it  is  not  understood  whether  work  has 
been  done,  is  being  done,  or  will  be  done,  so  that  all  nouns 

changed  to  verbs  with  this  suffix  mean  either  make,  making,  or 

made,  and  can  be  fully  understood  only  when  used  in  a  sentence. 
Thus: 

N        toh         hiiMmah       kihT 
I          will  a  house-make 

hiiMma*        aNT        kihT 
a  I-have     house-made 

kihT 

I-am        house-making 

When  -T  becomes  the  ending  of  words  having  the  suffix  -TCU, 

-T  always  changes  these  words  to  a  "  participle  "  expressing  con- 
tinued action. 

Nouns  Verbs 

aLih,  baby  aLi'T,  to  become  a  father 
aMmoh,  the  boss,  master  aMmohT,  to  find  some  one  to  work  for 

ahT,  the  beginning  of  a  basket  ah'T,  to  make  the  beginning  of  a  basket or  a  jar  or  jar 
ahtohcah,  the  skin  or  cloth  that  ahtohcahT,  to  make  the  ahtohcah is  worn  by  men  around  the waist 

ahtohu,  atole  (Spanish)  ahtoLihT,  making  atole 
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Nouns 

Ca'aLi'kih,  a  forked  stick  used 
to  brace  the  carrying  bas- 

ket and  make  it  stand 

cahkihMU,  a  rope  or  a  strap 
that  goes  around  the  nose 
of  a  horse 

caLihvi,  trousers 

con,  the  starting  point,  trunk 
coNnikiwuhLi,  a  wooden  ball 

co'piahT,  doll 
coyikah,  pet 

CiiLiNnah,  a  stick  straightened 
to  be  made  into  an  arrow 

ha'ah,  an  olla 
hahciitah,  woven  basket 

ha'koh,  a  cushion  for  the  head 
hahpohT,  arrow 

ha'uh,  gourd  drinking  cup 
hiNniivahLi,  a  mat  not  woven 

nor  sewed,  made  of  grass 
hoah,  sewed  basket 

hoahsa'ah,  plate 

ho'Ki,  the  skin,  after -it  is  taken 
off  an  animal  (buck  skin) 

ho'oMmah,  the  best  shooting 
arrow;  a  horse  most  used 

hoN,  body 

hoNni'Kti,  wife 
huhhuLikah,    sickness  of  a 

woman 

hii'KU,  relationship  of  two women  who  are  married 
to  one  man 

iNna'Ki,  ancient  skirt 
ihpuhT,  over-skirt    (modern) 
kaikiah,  sandal  string 

kaihTckah,  seeds  for  planting 
kaiihcahNi,  drawers  (Spanish) 
kahT,  bow 

kih,  house 

ki'ata'Kti,  handle 
kihcoh,  cheese   (Spanish) 

kihhoh,  carrying  basket 

kihhiih,  brother-in-law,  sister- 
in-law 

kihKi,  plow,  or  a  sharp  stick  to 
dig  with 

kitcii'KU,  door  ("house-open- 
ing") 

kiwuhf,  belt 

kohc,  nest 

Verbs 

ca'aLi'kihT,  to  make  a  ca'aLi'kih 

cahkiMmiihT,  to  make  a  cahkihMti 

caiivihT,  to  make  trousers 

CONT,  started  or  commenced 
coNnikiwuLihT,  to  make  a  wooden  ball 

co'piahTT,  to  make  a  doll 
coyikahT,  to  make  a  pet 
ciiLiNnahT,  to  make  a  CiiLiNnah 

ha'ahT,  to  make  an  olla 
hahciitahT,  to  make  a  basket 

ha'kohT,  to  make  a  cushion 

hahpoh'T,  to  make  an  arrow 
ha'uhT,  to  make  a  gourd  drinking  cup 
hiNniivaLihT,  to  make  a  grass  mat 

hoahT,  to  make  a  basket 

hoahsa'ahT,  to  make  a  plate 

ho'KiT,  to  make  buck  skin 

ho'oMmahT,    to  make  a  good  arrow;    a 
good  gentle  work  horse 

hoNT,  to  make  the  body 
hoNT,  to  marry  (a  man) 

huhhuLikahT,  to  get  the  huhhuLikah 

hii'KiiT,  to  get  a  hii'KU 

iNnaKiT,  to  make  an  ancient  skirt 

ihpuhfT,  to  make  an  over-skirt 
kaikiahT,  to  make  a  sandal  string 

kaihTCkahT,  to  prepare  seeds  for  planting 
kaLihcaNnihT,  to  make  drawers 

kah'T,  to  make  a  bow 
kihT,  to  make  a  house 

ki'ata'KUT,  to  make  a  handle 
kihcohT,  to  make  cheese 

kihhohT,  to  make  a  kihhoh 

kihhiihT,  to  get  a  kihhiih 

kihKiT,  to  make  a  plow  or  a  digging  stick 

kltcii'KUT,  to  make  a  door 

to  make  a  belt 

kohcT,  to  make  a  nest 
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Nouns 

kohtohNi,  shirt 

ku'kiah,    corn  with  the  husks 
pulled  up  and  hung  up  for 
planting      seeds;      erectio 

penis kuKUtah,  a  hanging  shelf  made 
of  sticks  tied  together 

kuLahNi,  medicine    (Spanish) 
kups,  smoke  or  dust 

LOMmiata'KU,  a  saddle  made  of 
two  bundles  of  grass  tied 
together  (Spanish) 

mahkai,  one  who  cures  without 
medicine 

mahkota'KU,  a  rope  or  a  strap 
to  tie  two  things  together 

maNnata'Kti,  a  rope  or  a  strap 
used  to  hobble  a  horse 

mah-r,  child  of  a  woman 
mahtcuhT,  a  grinding  stone 
mayiN,  a  woven  mat 

mihT'piah,    a  cinch  used  as  a stirrup 

mo'o,  head 
nawo'TCi,  friend 
noNhah,  egg 

oLah,  women's  double  ball 
ovih,  opponent 

OVI'TCI,  awl 
oyiT,  farm,  garden 
pahcoh,  breast 
pahhi,  tail 
PIT,  mud,  clay  for  pottery 

sihtohLi,  syrup 

Siwo'tah,  tassel  of  down  feath- ers tied  on  the  head 

taLivihNU,  twister  for  making rope 

tahTKu,  root 

tcuakiah,    a   net   for   carrying 
things  on  a  horse 

tcuta'Ki,  burning  coals  or  char- coal 
tciihho,  a  cave 

tcii'Ku,  mesquite-bean  flour 
teu'kii'tah,  race  track 
tciioTCi,  a  man,  male 

tciihpah,  a  mortar 

Verbs 

kohtoNnihT,  to  make  a  shirt 

ku'kiahT,  to  make  ku'kiah 

kuKiitahT,  to  make  a  kuKUtah 

kuLaNnihT,  to  make  medicine 
kuPST,  to  make  smoke  or  dust 

LOMmiata'KUT,  to  make  a  grass  saddle 

mahkaihT,    to  teach  one  the  secrets  of 
curing  without  medicine 

mahkotaKUT,  to  make  a  mahkotaKU 

maNnata'KUT,  to  make  a  maNnata'KU 

mahTT,  to  give  birth  to  a  child 
mahtcuhTT,  to  make  a  mahtcuhf 

mayiNT,  to  make  a  mat 

mihT'piahT,  to  make  a  mihT'piah 

mo'ohT,  to  make  the  head 
nawo'T,  to  make  a  friend 
noNhahT,  to  lay  an  egg  (also  applied  to human  beings) 

OLahT,  to  make  the  OLah 
ovihT,    to  make  an  opponent 

ovi'T,  to  make  an  awl 
oyi'T,  to  make  a  farm  or  garden 
pahcohT,  to  make  the  breast 
pahhiT,  to  make  the  tail 
pi'T,  to  get  clay  in  condition  for  pottery 

making 

sihtoLihT,  making  syrup 

siwo'tahT,  to  make  a  feather  tassel 

taiiviNT,  to  make  a  taiivihNti 

tahTKUT,  to  become  rooted 

tcuakiahT,   to  make  a  tcuakiah 

tcuta'KiT,  to  make  burning  coals  or  char- coal 

tciihhoT,  to  make  a  cave 

tcu'KUT,  to  make  mesquite-bean  flour 
tcii'kii'tahT,  to  make  a  race  track 
tciioTCiT,  to  make  a  man;  to  castrate  a 

horse 

tcupahT,  to  make  a  mortar 
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Nouns 

tciih'toh,    a   rock   to   hold   the 
cooking  jar  above  the  fire 

tciihtoNmitaKU,  the  center  pole 
of  a  house 

tciiva'Ki,  clouds 

u'KTJcah,    a  wall  put  up  for  a wind-break 

u'uh,  a  war  arrow 
u'uMhata'KU,  the  feathers  on an  arrow 

iiNnikah,  property 

iihT'pah,  a  mat  of  grass  used as  a  door  for  the  house 

vahKus,  whatever  is  used  to  sit 
or  lie  on  (skin,  blanket) 

va'oh,  wooden  tongs  for  gather- 
ing cactus  fruit 

vahtcihhoh,  a  big  wooden  dish 
(Spanish) 

vawuNnata'Kii,  a  pole  which 
holds  up  the  roof 

vahyah,  a  well 

vitii'kuhT,  a  pestle  for  grind- 

ing 

wohca'KU,  pocket  (Spanish) 
WO'KU,  a  road 
wo'Kiicah,  a  quiver 
woNnahMi,  a  hat 

wo'o,  a  pond 
wohT,  foreshaft  of  an  arrow 

wuLiwii'kah,  a  target  (a  little 
bundle  called  a  bird  or  rab- 

bit made  of  grass,  tied  with bark) 

Verbs 

tciih'tohT,  to  make  a  tciih'toh 

tciihtoNnutaKUT,  to  make  a  center  pole 

tciiva'KiT,  to  make  clouds  (imitations  of clouds) 

u'KucahT,  to  make  a  wind-break 

u'uhT,  to  make  a  war  arrow 
u'uMhata'KUT,  to  make  u'uMhata'KiJ 

iiNnikahT,  to  use  as  one's  own,  to  wear 
iihT'pahT,  to  make  an  iihT'pah 

vahKUST,  to  make  a  vahKUS 

va'ohT,  to  make  tongs 

vahtcihhohT,  to  make  a  vahtcihhoh 

vawuisrnata'KUT,  to  make  a  vawiiNnata'KU 

vahyahT,  to  make  a  well 

vitii'kuhTT,  to  make  a  pestle 

wohca'KUT,  to  make  a  pocket 
WO'KUT,  to  make  a  road 
wo'KucahT,  to  make  a  quiver 
woNnanmihT,  to  make  a  hat 
wo'ohT,  to  make  a  pond 

woh'T,  to  make  a  foreshaft 
wuLiwii'kahT,  to  make  a  target 

D.  BY  SUFFIX 

aLi,  a  baby 

ahT,  the  beginning  of  a  basket 

ahtohLi,  atole  (Spanish) 
caLihvi,  a  pair  of  trousers 

cavihkuhT,  a  rattle 

CON,  trunk;  the  starting  point 
GONnikiwuhLi,    a   wooden   ball 

used  in  long  distance  race 

co'piahT,  a  doll 
ha'ah,  an  olla 

-TCU,    TO  MAKE  FOR 

aLiTCU,  to  act  like  a  child,  to  make  a 
child 

ahTCU,  to  make  the  beginning  of  a  bas- 
ket; to  make  an  anus 

ahtoLiTCU,    to  make  atole  for  some  one 
caLivihTCU,  to  make  a  pair  of  trousers for  somebody 

cavihkuhTTCU,  to  make  a  rattle  for  some- 

body 

CONTCU,  to  begin 

CONnikiwuLihTCU,  to  make  a  wooden  ball for  somebody 

co'piahTTCU,  to  make  a  doll  for  somebody 
ha'ahTCU,  to  make  an  olla  for  some  one 
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Nouns 
hahcutah,  a  woven  basket 

hahkiMahT,  niece,  nephew 

ha'koh,  a  cushion  for  the  head 
on  which  to  carry  baskets 
or  jars 

hahpohT,  arrow 

hoah,  a  sewed  basket 

hoahsa'ah,  a  plate 

hoN,  body 

hii'Ki'-,  relation  between  two women  who  are  married  to 
the  same  man 

IvitahkuhT,  fire  drill 

,     grandchild    of    a woman 

kaiTckah,  seeds  for  planting 

kaLihcaNi,  a  pair  of  drawers 

kahT,  bow 

kih,  house 

kihhiih,  brother-in-law,  sister- 
in-law 

kohc,  nest 

kohtohNi,  shirt 

ku'kiah,  an  ear  of  corn,  with 
the  husks  pulled  up  and 
left  on  the  cob,  and  hung 
up  to  be  used  only  for 
planting  seeds 

kuhA'i;,  husband 

kups,  smoke 

LiahT.    a  rawhide  rope   (Span- 
ish) 

mahkai,  one  who  cures  without 
medicine 

mahkota'Kt),    a   rope  or  strap 
used  to  tie  things  together 

maNnata'KU,    a  rope  or  strap used  to  hobble  a  horse 

mahf,    child  of  a  woman 

mahtcuhj,  a  grinding  stone 

mayiN,  a  woven  mat 

Verbs 

hahciitahTCU,  to  make  a  woven  basket 
for  some  one 

hahkiMmahfTCU,  to  make  a  niece  or 

nephew  for  some  one 
ha'kohTCU,  to  make  a  cushion  for  some one 

hahpohTCU,  to  make  an  arrow  for  some 

one 
hoahTCU,  to  make  a  sewed  basket  for 

some  one 

hoahsa'ahTCU,  to  make  a  plate  for  some 
one 

hoNTCU,  to  make  a  marriage  for  some 
one  (a  man) 

hiiKUfcu,  to  make  a  hii'KU  for  some  one 

IvitahkuhfTCU,  to  make  a  fire  drill  for 
some  one 

ka'aMmah-rrcu,  to  make  a  grandchild  for 
some  one 

kaiTckahTCU,  to  make  planting  seeds  for 
some  one 

kaLihcaNTCU,  to  make  drawers  for  some one 

kahTCU,  to  make  a  bow  for  some  one 

kihTCU,  to  make  a  house  for  some  one 

kihhiihTCU,  to  make  a  brother-in-law  or 
sister-in-law  for  some  one 

kohcxcif,  to  make  a  nest  for  some  one 
kohtonTCTJ,  to  make  a  shirt  for  some  one 

ku'kiahTCU,  to  make  ku'kiah  for  some  one 

kuNTCU,   to  make  a  marriage  for  some 
one  (woman) 

kursTCU,    to  make  smoke,  to  turn  into 
smoke 

LiahTCU,    to  make  a  rawhide  rope  for 
some  one 

mahkaihTCU,  to  make  a  medicine  man  of somebody 

mahkota'KUTCU,    to  make  a  coupler  for some  one 

maNnata'KUTCu,    to  make  a  hobble  for some  one 

mahfTCU,  to  help  as  a  midwife 
mahtcuhfTCU,  to  make  a  grinding  stone for  somebody 

mayiNTCU,  to  make  a  mat  for  some  one 
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Nouns  Verbs 

mo'o,  head  mo'ohTCU,  to  make  a  head  for  something 
noNhah,  egg  noNnahTCU,  to  impregnate 

ovih,  an  opponent  ovihTCU,  to  make  an  opponent  for  some- 

body 

pohcohLi,  hominy  pohcoLihTCU,  to  cook  hominy  for  some- 

body 

sihtohu,  syrup  sihtoLihTCU,  to  make  syrup  for  somebody 

tcuta'Ki,  burning  coals,  or  char-      tcuta'KiTCU,    to  make  coals  or  charcoal 
coal  of  something 

tcii'KU,    mesquite-bean  flour  tcii'KUTCU,   to  make  mesquite-bean  flour for  somebody 

tcu'kiitah,  a  race  track  tcii'ku'tahTCu,  to  make  a  race  track  for somebody 

tciihpah,  a  mortar  tciihpahTCU,  to  make  a  mortar  for  some- 

body 

uhc,      flint     arrow-point;     
the      uhcTCU,   to  make  a  flint  arrow-point  

for 
stinger  of  insects  some  one 

uhsakah,  a  stick  used  by  women      uhsakahTCU,    to   make   an  uhsakah   for 
in  their  game  of  the  double  some  one 
ball 

u'uh,  war  arrow  u'uhTCU,   to  make  war  arrows  for  some one 

iiNnikah,  property  iiNnikahTCU,     to    make    something    the 
property  of  some  one 

vahcah,  a  woven  trinket  basket      vahcahTCU,    to  make  a  trinket  basket 
with  a  cover  for  some  one 

vahcohMi,  a  sewed  storage  bas-      vahcoMmihTCU,  to  make  a  storage  basket 
ket  for  some  one 

vahkoh,  a  small  olla,  a  gourd      vahkohTCU,    to  make   a   small  olla  for 
used  to  carry  water  in,  a  some  one 
canteen. 

vahKUS,  a  mat,  skin,  blanket,      vahKUSTCU,  to  make  a  mat  for  some  one 
or  anything  that  spreads, 
used  to  sit  or  to  lie  on 

va'oh,  a  pair  of  wooden  tongs      va'ohTCU,    to  make  a  pair  of  tongs  for some  one 

vitii'kuhT,  a  pestle  for  grinding      vitii'kuhTTCU,  to  make  a  grinding  pestle for  some  one 

wohca'KU,  a  pocket  (Spanish)       wohca'KUTCU,  to  make  a  pocket  for  some- 

thing 

wo'Kticah,  a  quiver  wo'KUcahTCU,  to  make  a  quiver  for  some- 

thing 

woNnahMi,  a  hat  woNnaMmihTCU,  to  make  a  hat  for  some- 

body 

wohsiiMmahT,    grandchild  of  a      wohsiiMmahTTCU,  to  make  a  grandchild 
man  for  somebody  (a  man) 

wohT,  the  foreshaft  of  an  arrow      wohTrcu,    to  make  the  foreshaft  of  an 
arrow 

E.  BY  SUFFIX  -wuah,  TO  LET  FALL 
Nouns  Verbs 

ahT,  anus  ahtiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  buttocks 

huTCi,    finger-nails,  toe-nails  hutciwuah,  to  hit  with  the  toe,  to  stumble 
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Nouns 

kaM,  cheek 
koA,  forehead 
kutcah,  semen 

mo'o,  head 
muhs,  vagina 
nahxu,  ear 

oh,  back 
gibe,  elbow 
sihsiivataKu,  saliva 
tahKU,  nose 

tahT,  foot 
tcihNi,  mouth 

UM,  thigh 
vihhA,  penis 
wohKU,  stomach 
wui,  eye 

Verbs 

kaMmiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  cheek 
koawuah,  to  hit  with  the  forehead 
kiitciwuah,  to  emit  seed 
mo'owuah,  to  hit  with  the  head 
muhsiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  muhs 
nahkiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  ear 
owuah,  to  hit  with  the  back 
sihciiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  elbow 
sihsiiwuah,  to  spit 

tahkiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  nose 

ta'tiiwuah,  to  put  the  foot  in  something 
tciNniwuah,  to  hit  with  the  mouth 
uMmiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  thigh 
vihhawuah,  to  hit  with  the  vihhA 
wohkiiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  stomach 
wuhhiwuah,  to  hit  with  the  eye 

Nouns 
a'a.v,  wings 
ahr,  anus 
hoN,  body 

mo'o,  head,  hair 
pahhi,  tail 

foot 

F.  BY  SUFFIX  -KI,  TO  SHAKE 
Verbs 

axnu'Ki,  to  flap  the  wings 
ahta'Ki,  to  shake  the  buttocks 
hoNnii'Ki,  to  shake  the  body 
mo'o'Ki,  to  shake  the  head 

pahhi'Ki,  to  switch  the  tail 
tata'ia,  to  shake  the  foot 

G.  BY  SUFFIX  - 
Nouns 

ni%  urine 
hoNni'KU,  wife 
huNi,  corn 

ihhu'KtJ,   devil's   claw    (Marty- 
nia) 

ihu,  cactus  fruit  after  it  is gathered  in  the  basket 
ku'a'D,  wood 
nii'i,  song 
ON,  salt 
plhT,  manure 

pi'T,  mud 
tayih'kah,  the  sprouts  of  the 

vahs  plant  used  in  making 
baskets  after  being  heated 
(tai,  fire) 

va'i'ia,  water  after  it  is  put  in the  jar 

wuakah,  girls'  adolescence  cere- 
mony 

EM,  -1M,  TO  GO  TO  GET 
Verbs 

hi'aM,  to  go  to  urinate 
hoNniM,  to  go  to  get  married  (a  man) 
huNnyaM,  to  go  after  corn 

ihhu'kaM,  to  go  after  the  ihhu'KU 
iyaM,  to  go  after  cactus  fruit 

ku'a'kaM,  to  go  after  wood 
nii'iM,  to  go  to  sing 
ONnaM,  to  go  after  salt 
pihtaM,  to  go  to  defecate 

pi'taM,  to  go  after  pottery  clay 
tayih'kaM,  to  go  after  the  vahs 

va'ikaM,  to  go  after  water 

wuakaM,  to  go  to  the  singing  and  danc- 

ing 
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H.  BY  SUFFIX  -PI,  TO  TAKE  OFF 

The  following  words  are  in  common  use;  but,  figuratively 

speaking,  -PI  can  be  suffixed  to  all  nouns:  that  is,  to  the  names 
of  those  things  which  are  firmly  attached  to  something  else.  The 

name  of  the  thing  taken  off,  with  the  suffix  -PI,  indicates  that 
that  which  was  taken  off,  did  not  come  off  willingly,  nor  easily, 

but  was  taken  off  by  force.  For  example:  hoNnihpi,  (his)  wife 

taken  away.  The  girl  who  loves  her  husband  will  not  willingly 

leave  him,  but  sometimes  the  girl  is  taken  away  from  her  husband 

by  her  parents.  Plence  the  expression,  hoNnihpi.  miiLihpi,  took 

off  the  running  powers  of  a  man,  or  of  a  horse ;  exhausted,  made 

tired,  so  that  the  animal,  or  man,  cannot  run  any  more. 

Nouns 

ho'i,  thorn 

kaiTd,  seeds 

ki'Ki,  tallow 
kohMi,  back,  shell,  outside  bone 

mo'ohTKU,  the  scalp 
nahKU,  ear 

ON,  salt 
o'ohT,  sand 

tcu'i,  flour 

,   dirt,  earth,  world 

iiLita'KU,  skin,  bark 
utah,  the  inside  part  of  fruit 

vihho'KU,  mesquite-beans 

yihpii'toh,  the  testicles 
wohpoh,  the  hair  on  the  skin 

Verbs 

ho'ihPi,    to  take   off  thorns    (gathering 
cactus  fruit) 

kaihpi,  to  take  off  seeds 

ki'ihpi,  to  take  off  tallow 
koMPi,  to  take  off  the  back  or  the  shell 

of  insects 
mo'ohTPi,  to  scalp 

nahKiiPi,  to  take  off  a  part  of  the  ear 
(ear  marks  on  cattle) 

ONWUPI,  to  take  off  salt 

o'ohTPi,  to  take  off  sand  (cleaning  seeds) 
tcu'ihpi,  to  take  off  flour  that  is  stuck 

to  clothes,  etc. 
tciiwuhTPi,    to   take   off   dirt    (cleaning clothes) 

iiLihpi,  to  take  off  the  bark 
iitahpi,  to  take  off  the  inside  part  of  the 

fruit 

vihho'KUPi,    to  take  off  mesquite-beans from  the  tree 

vihpu'tohpi,  to  castrate 
wohpohpi,  to  take  off  the  wohpoh 

Transmitted  February  3,  1913. 
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INTRODUCTION 

While  this  fragmentary  account  of  the  Chilula  probably  could 

be  considerably  extended  and  improved  if  circumstances  per- 
mitted additional  visits  to  the  neighborhood,  anything  like  a 

complete  account  would  be  impossible.  Although  it  is  only  sixty- 
five  years  since  they  first  came  in  contact  with  white  people,  they 

have  ceased  to  exist  as  a  separate  people.  In  1906  the  northern 

villages  were  represented  by  a  family  consisting  of  an  aged  man, 

Tom  Hill,  a  son,  Dan  Hill,  and  a  daughter,  Mary  Willis,  who, 

while  born  in  Chilula  territory,  had  lived  since  1888  in  Hoopa 

Valley.  Besides  these  there  were  living  in  Hoopa  Valley  several 

Indians  whose  parents  were  Chilula  but  who  were  themselves 

born  and  reared  among  the  Hupa.  South  of  the  Bald  Hills 

there  were  still  living  a  very  aged  woman  (pi.  40,  fig.  1)  and  her 

husband,  Molasses.  The  latter  was  a  native  of  Mad  River. 
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Near  Bair's  was  Doctor  Tom's  family,  which  included  numerous 
half-breed  grandchildren.  But  the  adults  of  both  families  had 

lived  for  many  years  at  Hoopa  before  resettling  on  Redwood 

Creek. 

The  information  presented  here  was  obtained  from  Tom  Hill 

and  his  son  and  from  the  wife  of  Molasses.  From  these  inform- 
ants were  also  obtained  a  number  of  important  texts  of  myths, 

tales,  and  ceremonies. 
If  a  full  account  of  the  Chilula  were  possible,  its  chief  interest 

would  probably  be  the  deviations  from  the  Hupa  type  of  culture, 

due  to  environmental  differences,  and  certain  transitional 

features.  The  Athapascans  of  upper  Redwood  Creek  and  Mad 

River  had  a  culture  dissimilar  from  the  Hupa  in  many  points. 

It  appears  that  in  a  few  particulars  the  Chilula  shared  the  culture 

of  the  south  rather  than  that  of  the  Trinity  and  Klamath  rivers. 

Mainly,  however,  they  seem  to  have  been  one  with  the  Hupa  in 

language,  culture,  and  political  feeling.  For  this  reason  it  was 

at  first  thought  unnecessary  to  devote  much  time  to  the  study  of 

the  Chilula.  Since  circumstances  will  probably  prevent  a  fur- 
ther attempt  to  reconstruct  their  life,  it  seems  best  to  publish 

these  notes,  of  which  those  on  the  location  of  the  villages  are 

considered  of  chief  importance. 

HABITAT 

The  Chilula1  formerly  occupied  a  number  of  villages  along 
the  lower  portion  of  Redwood  Creek,  Humboldt  County,  Cali- 

fornia. This  stream,  which  is  just  too  small  to  be  classed  as 

a  river,  flows  nearly  straight  in  a  northwesterly  direction  to 
within  a  short  distance  of  its  mouth,  where  it  turns  westward  to 
the  ocean.  It  is  separated  from  the  valley  of  the  Trinity  River 
on  the  east  by  a  ridge  nearly  4,000  feet  high,  and  from  Mad  River 
and  the  coastal  plain  on  the  west  by  ridges  from  2,000  to  3,000 
feet  high. 

The  valley  wall  on  the  west  side  of  the  creek  is  heavily 
wooded.  The  forest  for  the  lower  third,  the  portion  occupied  by 

i  This  name,  said  by  Kroeber  to  be  from  the  Yurok  name  for  the  Bald 
lie,  tsula,  was  applied  by  Stephen  Powers  without  proper  discrimination 

both  to  the  Athapascan  people  treated  in  this  paper  and  to  their  Yurok- speaking  enemies  living  at  the  mouth  of  Redwood  Creek. 
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the  Chilula,  consists  largely  of  redwood,  among  which  many  tan 

oaks  stand.  The  rather  steep  slope  of  the  eastern  side  is  broken 

in  many  places  by  the  valleys  of  the  numerous  small  tributaries 

which  are  separated  from  each  other  by  short  transverse  ridges. 

The  higher  portions  of  these  ridges  and  much  of  the  main  ridge 
are  devoid  of  timber  and  for  this  reason  are  called  Bald  Hills. 

The  Chilula  are  locally  known  as  Bald  Hill  Indians.  South  of 

these  hills  the  stream  is  bordered  by  a  series  of  flats,  on  which 

a  number  of  the  more  important  Chilula  villages  were  situated. 

NEIGHBORS 

The  northern  neighbors  of  the  Chilula  are  the  Yurok,  who 

occupy  the  valley  of  Klamath  River  and  formerly  claimed  the 

land  several  miles  back  from  the  river  for  the  purpose  of  hunt- 
ing and  gathering  wild  vegetable  products.  At  the  mouth  of 

Eedwood  Creek  and  along  the  coast  are  also  Yurok-speaking 
people  known  to  the  Chilula  and  Hupa  as  Teswan  and  their 

country  as  Teswanta.  To  the  east  along  the  Trinity  are  the 

Hupa,  and  to  the  south  on  the  upper  portion  of  Eedwood  Creek 

and  on  Mad  River  are  the  Whilkut,  both  being  Athapascan  in 

speech.  With  the  Wiyot  of  Humboldt  Bay  the  Chilula  seem  to 
have  had  little  intercourse. 

With  the  Hupa  the  Chilula  are  very  intimately  connected. 

There  is  only  a  slight  difference  in  dialect.  Intermarriage  seems 

to  have  been  frequent  for  a  long  time  past.  The  Chilula  were 

welcomed  at  the  Hupa  ceremonies  from  which  the  Whilkut  were 

excluded.  The  Yurok  of  Klamath  River  were  also  generally  con- 

sidered friends.  The  Teswan  of  the  coast,  however,  were  the 

traditional  enemies  of  the  Chilula  and  the  heavily  wooded  region 

separating  their  villages  was  a  place  of  danger.  Toward  the 

Whilkut  the  Chilula  seem  to  have  entertained  a  feeling  of  dis- 
trust and  condescension. 

HISTORY 

The  first  mention  of  the  Chilula  is  by  George  Gibbs,  who 
passed  directly  through  their  territory  in  1851.  His  company 
surprised  a  party  of  them  on  the  ridge  west  of  Redwood  Creek, 

where  they  were  probably  camped  to  gather  acorns.  The  men 
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fled  from  this  camp,  leaving  the  women  and  children  behind. 

They  also  left  their  permanent  villages  on  Redwood  Creek  on 

the  approach  of  the  party  and  betrayed  their  presence  only  by 

their  signal  smokes.  Gibbs  says  of  them:  "These  Bald  Hill 
Indians,  as  they  are  called,  have  a  very  bad  reputation  among 

the  packers,  and  several  lives,  as  well  as  much  property,  have 
been  lost  through  their  means.  They  appear  to  lead  a  more 

roving  life  than  those  of  the  Klamath  and  Trinity  rivers;  with 

the  latter  of  whom  they  seem,  however,  to  be  connected. ' >2  Gibbs 
gives  Tcho-lo-lah  as  their  Yurok  name  and  mentions  the  names  in 
the  same  language  of  five  of  their  villages. 

From  the  accounts  given  by  the  Indians  themselves  and  by 

the  early  white  settlers  it  appears  that  soon  after  the  mines  of 

the  Klamath  and  Salmon  rivers  were  opened  in  1850  many  travel- 
lers with  packtrains  carrying  supplies  began  passing  through 

the  territory  of  the  Chilula,  which  was  crossed  by  the  trails  both 
from  Trinidad  and  Humboldt  Bay.  Trouble  soon  arose  from  the 

suspicion  with  which  each  race  viewed  the  other  and  the  Indians 

began  waylaying  the  travelers  and  robbing  the  packtrains.  The 
white  men  in  turn  shot  the  Indians  at  sight. 

Although  there  were  regular  troops  at  Fort  Humboldt  on 

Humboldt  Bay  and  at  Camp  Gaston  in  Hoopa  Valley,  the 

settlers  organized  a  company  of  volunteers  for  which  recognition 

was  obtained  from  the  state.  This  company  entered  on  a  cam- 
paign of  extermination  and  deportation,  a  step  which  the  officers 

of  the  regular  forces  refused  to  take.  After  operating  on  Mad 

River  and  the  upper  portion  of  Redwood  Creek,  they  camped  on 

a  flat  about  a  mile  north  of  Thomas  Bair's  ranch  house.  Mr. 
Albers,  a  settler  living  a  few  miles  down  the  creek,  was  induced 
to  call  a  council  of  the  Chilula  at  his  house.  He  did  this  with 

some  misgivings  and  only  after  being  assured  that  the  council 

was  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  peace.  He  sent  out  a  Hupa 
Indian  who  was  working  for  him  at  the  time  to  call  in  the 

Chilula,  many  of  whom,  trusting  to  the  word  of  Albers,  assembled. 

The  troops  were  thrown  around  them  and  they  were  taken  as 
prisoners  to  Humboldt  Bay. 

*  Henry  Schoolcraft,  Information  respecting  the  History,  Conditions, and  Prospects  of  the  Indian  Tribes  of  the  United  States  (Philadelphia, 
1854),  Part  III,  134. 
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After  some  delay,  the  captives  were  put  on  board  a  vessel 

and  taken  to  Fort  Bragg  on  the  Mendocino  County  coast,  where 

they  were  placed  on  a  reservation.  There  they  were  indifferently 

cared  for  and  insufficiently  guarded.  Although  these  Indians 

were  150  miles  from  their  homes,  from  which  they  were  separated 

by  mountainous  country  absolutely  unknown  to  them  and  inhab- 
ited by  strange  tribes  whose  customary  reception  of  unknown 

people  was  hostile,  they  set  out  bravely  toward  the  north,  travel- 
ing by  the  sun  and  stars.  All  went  well  until  they  crossed  the 

main  Eel  Eiver  near  Fort  Seward.  There  the  Lassik  Indians 

attacked  them,  killing  all  but  one  or  two.  Word  of  this  mas- 

sacre was  brought  to  Redwood  Creek,  where  there  were  a  num- 
ber of  the  Chilula  who  had  not  been  captured  with  the  others. 

These  gathered  a  war  band  in  which  several  Hupa  and  Whilkut 

joined.  The  war  dance  was  held  on  a  mountain  west  of  Pilot 

Creek.  There  were  seventy  men,  armed  mostly  with  bows  and 

arrows;  a  few  had  muskets.  When  they  reached  the  villages 

near  the  mouth  of  Dobbins  Creek,  where  their  people  had  been 

killed,  they  found  them  nearly  deserted.  The  few  old  people 

discovered  there  were  killed  and  the  war  party  turned  back. 

While  camped  near  the  site  of  Blocksburg  they  saw  smoke  to  the 

east  near  the  base  of  Lassik  Peaks.  Scouts  sent  out  reported  a 

large  summer  camp.  This  was  surrounded  about  daybreak  and 

the  people  killed  without  mercy,  neither  women  or  children  being 

spared.  Some  of  the  Lassik  took  refuge  under  a  log,  where  they 

were  killed  and  remained  unburied  for  many  years.  The  aveng- 
ers are  said  to  have  made  three  trips  to  the  Lassik  country  before 

they  were  content. 

After  this  the  Bald  Hills  were  avoided  by  all  travellers  and 

the  paektrains  were  sent  in  by  other  routes.  Mr.  Albers,  having 

returned  to  his  farm  against  the  advice  of  his  friends,  was 

killed  while  plowing.  After  some  years  of  hostility  the  agent 

at  Hoopa  sought  peace.  The  Chilula  agreed  on  the  condition 

that  the  Hupa  Indian  who  had  summoned  them  to  the  council 

at  Albers'  house  be  given  them.  He  was  one  of  the  few  Hupa 
who  were  able  to  speak  English  readily  and  was  very  friendly 

with  the  white  people.  Notwithstanding  this  he  was  sent  with 

a  message  to  Arcata  and  was  killed  from  ambush  by  a  party  of 
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Chilula  who  were  in  waiting,  as  they  assert,  according  to  an 

arrangement  with  the  agent  at  Hoopa. 

With  the  exception  of  one  family,  the  remaining  Chilula 

removed  to  Hoopa  Valley,  where  several  Chilula  who  had  Hupa 

connections  had  been  living  previously.  A  number  of  the  families 

living  at  the  northern  end  of  Hoopa  Valley  are  of  Chilula  origin.3 

GUI/TUBE 

The  culture  of  the  Chilula  does  not  seem  to  have  differed 

much  from  that  of  the  Hupa  except  in  those  particulars  which 
were  the  direct  result  of  environmental  differences.  The  Hupa 

villages  were  located  on  the  Trinity  River,  which  for  much  of 

the  year  could  be  crossed  only  in  canoes.  Travel  and  transporta- 
tion were  largely  by  water.  Redwood  Creek  is  too  small  a  stream 

to  require  canoes  for  crossing  or  to  accommodate  them  for  general 
travel. 

The  Hupa  took  vast  numbers  of  salmon  by  means  of  weirs 

reaching  entirely  across  the  stream.  Since  these  weirs  required 

great  labor  to  construct,  they  were  looked  upon  as  community 

property  where  any  Hupa  might  come  to  fish  subject  to  certain 
conditions.  The  weirs  employed  in  Redwood  Creek  were  small 

and  insignificant  in  comparison.  They  were  employed  for  catch- 
ing lamprey  eels  and  trout,  rather  than  salmon.  The  salmon  were 

generally  taken  in  the  small  branches  of  Redwood  Creek  by 

spears,  or  at  the  base  of  certain  natural  waterfalls,  called  nole,4 
by  means  of  nets. 

The  Chilula  are  reputed  to  have  surpassed  the  Hupa  as 

hunters  and  this  may  have  been  the  case.  The  heavy  redwood 

forests  to  the  west  were  frequented  by  herds  of  elk  and  the  half 

open  and  half  timbered  ridges  to  the  east  were  especially 
favorable  for  deer. 

« Among  these  is  McCan,  from  whom  material  published  in  Hupa 
Texts,  in  volume  one  of  this  series,  was  obtained. 

*  The  Indian  words  in  this  paper  have  the  open  vowels  unmarked  and 
the  closed  ones  with  a  macron.  Of  the  consonants,  k  is  always  glottally 
affected,  t  is  glottally  affected,  t  is  strongly  aspirated,  x  is  a  surd  palatal 
spirant,  fi  is  in  the  palatal  position,  L  is  a  surd  lateral  spirant,  and  L  is 
the  same  glottally  affected. 
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The  permanent  houses  of  the  Chilula  appear  to  have  been  of 

the  same  sort  as  those  occupied  by  the  Hupa.  During  the  sum- 
mer months  the  Hupa  were  accustomed  to  sleep  in  brush  shelters 

near  the  villages.  The  Chilula  seem  to  have  regularly  left  their 

villages  in  the  summer  and  fall  and  to  have  lived  in  regular  and 

definitely  located  camps  on  the  higher  portion  of  the  ridges. 

These  camps  were  near  some  spring  or  cold  stream  and  in  the 

neighborhood  of  some  special  vegetable  food  for  the  gathering 

of  which  the  camp  was  maintained.  In  summer  various  bulbs  and 

the  seeds  of  grasses  were  sought.  In  the  fall  camps  were  made 

for  gathering  acorns.  The  latter  were  especially  abundant  on  the 

western  ridge  where  the  tan  oaks  grow  among  the  redwoods.  For 

these  camps  houses  of  the  shape  of  the  winter  house,  the  regular 

Hupa  and  Yurok  type,  were  built.  No  pits  were  dug,  however, 

and  they  were  enclosed  with  bark  instead  of  split  lumber.  This 

is  the  material  which  was  used  for  the  permanent  houses  by  the 

Athapascan  people  to  the  south  on  Mad  River. 

Sweathouses  of  the  Hupa- Yurok  type  seem  to  have  been  a 
part  of  each  village  and  in  them  the  men  slept.  In  addition  to 

these,  however,  mention  is  made,  in  regard  to  two  of  the  villages, 

of  large  circular  dance  houses.  These  are  common  to  the  south. 
The  sweathouse  seems  not  to  have  been  used  south  of  the  Chilula 

except  in  one  village  on  upper  Redwood  Creek. 
In  the  matter  of  industrial  and  decorative  art  no  differences 

are  mentioned  by  either  the  Hupa  or  the  Chilula.  That  there 

were  slight  differences  is  probable.  These  would  be,  in  part, 
due  to  different  materials  available  and  minor  differences  in 

occupation  and,  in  part,  to  transitions  toward  the  related  peoples 
of  the  south. 

The  social  and  political  organization  seems  to  have  been  of 

the  same  sort  as  that  prevailing  at  Hupa.  Each  village  had  a 

leader  who  held  his  position  because  of  his  personal  character 

and  wealth.  Some  of  these  village  chiefs  because  of  their  per- 
sonal force  of  character  and  bravery  had  influence  and  were 

recognized  in  other  villages.  On  the  whole  there  appears  to  have 

been  a  surprising  lack  of  political  coherence  between  the  various 
villages.  It  is  difficult  to  determine  what  constituted  the  larger 

units.  That  the  Chilula  were  politically  distinct  from  the  Hupa 
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is  far  from  certain.  Those  who  went  to  the  Hupa  a
t  the  begin- 

ning of  trouble  with  white  people  were  received  by  the  H
upa 

as  if  they  were  compatriots,  but  this  may  have  been 
 due  to  exist- 

ing relationship  through  intermarriages.  The  division 
 between 

the  Whilkut  of  upper  Redwood  and  the  Chilula  is  mad
e  rather 

in  accordance  with  the  attitude  of  the  Hupa  than  from  an
y 

definitely  expressed  feeling  on  the  part  of  the  Chilula. 

In  religious  practices  there  were  probably  greater  differences
 

between  the  Chilula  and  the  Hupa.  The  religious  ceremonies
 

of  the  Hupa  and  the  Yurok  have  many  local  characteristics
. 

They  are  held  at  definite  places  and  usually  to  meet  local  needs. 

The  Chilula  are  said  to  have  held  White  Deerskin  dances  before 

the  memory  of  any  one  now  living,  but  such  a  dance  must  have 

been  different  from  the  Hupa  ceremony,  which  was  essentially  a 

series  of  celebrations  progressing  down  the  river.  In  recent  years 

the  Chilula  seem  to  have  participated  in  the  Hupa  ceremonies 

as  guests. 

The  general  myths  and  the  medicine  formulas  show  no  notice- 

able differences  from  those  of  the  Hupa.  Not  even  are  there  the 

different  localizations  one  might  expect.  The  Hupa  myths  and 

tales  deal  with  Yurok  and  Chilula  territory  almost  as  frequently 

as  with  the  Trinity  region.  The  Chilula  accounts  are  equally 

impartial. 

VILLAGES 

In  order  to  locate  the  sites  of  the  former  villages,  Dan  Hill, 

a  member  of  the  last  family  to  leave  the  region,  was  taken  to 

the  Bald  Hills.  All  the  sites  north  of  the  old  Albers  place  were 

visited  with  one  exception.  The  names  given  below  are  those 

secured  on  that  occasion,  many  of  which  were  afterwards  veri- 
fied by  others  who  were  consulted.  The  names  and  locations  of 

the  southern  villages  were  obtained  in  1906  and  1907  from  inde- 

pendent sources  while  passing  up  and  down  the  stream.  Begin- 
ning at  the  north  the  villages  were: 

A.  Xowunnakut.  The  site  of  this  village  could  not  be  located 

with  certainty.5  It  was  probably  situated  about  a  mile  east  of 

» Center  of  Section  6,  Township  9  North,  Range  2  East,  Humboldt Base  and  Meridian. 
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Redwood  Creek  on  a  small  flat  south  of  a  ridge  along  which  the 

Trinidad  trail  used  to  run.  A  small  creek  a  short  distance  south, 

entering  Redwood  Creek  from  the  east,  would  have  furnished 

excellent  salmon  fishing.  A  depression  resembling  those  char- 

acteristic of  sweathouses  was  seen.  Tom  Hill's  oldest  brother 
used  to  live  at  this  village,  which  was  deserted  many  years  ago, 

probably  because  of  its  nearness  to  the  trail.  This  and  the  fol- 
lowing sites  are  shown  on  the  map  in  plate  38. 

B.  Noledifi.     This  former  large  village  remained  occupied 

until  1888,  when  the  Hill  family  left  it  and  moved  to  Hoopa 

Valley.     The  site  is  at  the  foot  of  a  long  glade  which  slopes 

toward  the  creek  from  which  it  is  nearly  half  a  mile  distant.6 
A  spring  north  of  the  village  site  furnished  water.    In  the  edge 

of  the  timber,  which  approaches  the  village  site  within  a  few 

yards  on  the  north,  are  two  large  redwood  trees,  hollow,  with 

large  openings  toward  the  south.    In  these  living  trees  families 

used  to  spend  the  winter.     During  our  visit  in  1906  a  rainy 

afternoon  was  spent  in  one  of  them  in  which  a  fire  was  main- 
tained, the  smoke  escaping  through  the  high  opening  in  the  side. 

The  village  derived  its  name  and  perhaps  its  existence  from  a 

nole,  or  waterfall,  a  short  distance  up  the  stream.  The  creek 

bed  was  formerly  choked  with  huge  boulders,  causing  a  fall, 

which  was  jumped  by  the  salmon  with  difficulty.  The  fishing 

for  both  salmon  and  lamprey  eels,  carried  on  with  nets  below 

the  fall,  was  excellent.  Since  the  village  has  been  abandoned 

several  of  these  boulders  have  been  displaced  so  that  a  fall  of 

only  three  feet  remains. 

C.  Lotcimme.     A  former  village  about  a  mile  upstream  from 

the  last  and  seventy-five  yards  east  of  Redwood  Creek  stood  in 

an  opening  of  about  an  acre.7    Obscure  housepit-like  depressions 
were  seen  on  the  north  side  of  the  glade  near  a  stream  which 

furnished  drinking-water.    A  weir  for  lamprey  eels  used  to  be 
built  in  Redwood  Creek  nearby. 

D.  Kinkyolai.     A  large  and  important  former  village  situ- 

ated on  the  eastern  end  of  a  ridge  above  Jonathan  Lyons'  ranch 
house  and  about  a  mile  east  of  it.8    There  is  timber  nearby  on 

e  Southeast  corner  of  Section  9,  Township  9  North,  Eange  2  East. 
7  Northwest  quarter  of  Section  22,  Township  9  North,  Eange  2  East, 
s  Near  the  middle  of  south  side  of  Section  24,  Township  9  North,  Eange 

2  East. 
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the  northern  slope  of  the  ridge.  In  the  edge  of  the  timber  is 

a  spring  which  furnished  the  village  with  water.  Besides  the 

sweathouse  site,  seventeen  house  pits  were  counted.  This  village 

was  the  home  of  the  Socktish  family,  many  of  whom  are  now 

living  with  the  Hupa.  The  head  of  the  family  at  the  coming 

of  white  people  was  a  man  of  influence  and  a  noted  warrior. 

His  name  was  KiLtcil,  " crazy."  His  wife  was  a  Hupa  woman 
and  perhaps  for  that  reason  the  family  moved  to  Hoopa  Valley. 

(See  pi.  39,  fig.  1.) 

E.  Kinyukkyomuna.  This  site  was  not  visited.  It  is  said 

to  be  on  the  north  side  of  Coyote  Creek  below  a  large  rock.9 
There  are  said  to  be  house  pits  there.  Tom  Hill  said  this  was 

the  village  where  the  people  who  lived  at  Kinkyolai  spent  the 
colder  months  of  the  winter.  It  is  unlikely  that  two  permanent 

villages  were  maintained  by  the  same  families.  Perhaps  the  site 

of  Kinkyolai  is  the  more  recent  and  was  formerly  only  a  sum- 
mer camping  place. 

P.  Yisinnin'aikut.  The  site  of  a  former  village  a  half  mile 
east  of  Redwood  Creek  and  about  five  hundred  feet  higher  than 

the  creek.10  It  is  south  of  the  main  ridge  south  of  Coyote  Creek, 
at  the  western  edge  of  a  glade  near  a  dry  gulch.  One  pit  was 

found.  Tom  Hill's  father  is  said  to  have  lived  at  this  village, 
which  was  also  said  to  have  been  unoccupied  at  the  coming  of 

white  people. 

G.  Tsinsilladin.  A  former  village  not  far  from  Redwood 

Creek  on  a  small  flat  where  the  ground  shows  signs  of  having 

slid.11  Little  Henry's  family  are  said  to  have  lived  at  this 
village. 

H.  Tondinnundin.  A  village  site  on  the  sloping  hillside  about 
seven  hundred  yards  east  of  Redwood  Creek  and  four  hundred 

yards  north  of  North  Fork  Creek.12  Seven  house  pits  were 
found  here.  The  guide,  Dan  Hill,  did  not  know  of  these  pits, 

»  Southeast  corner  of  Section  26,  Township  9  North,  Range  2  East. 
i°  Near  the  southeast  corner  of  Section  1,  Township  8  North,  Range  3 East. 

11  Southeast  quarter  Section  18,  Township  8  North,  Range  3  East. 
12  Southwest  corner  of  Section  20,  Township  8  North,  Range  3  East. 
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but  located  a  village  of  this  name  considerably  nearer  Redwood 

Creek.  The  Albers  place,  probably  the  first  settlement  in  this 

region,  is  just  south  of  this  village,  on  a  flat  between  Redwood 
Creek  and  North  Fork  Creek. 

I.  Ymukanomittsedin.  A  former  large  and  important  vil- 
lage, often  mentioned  in  myths  and  tales  by  both  the  Hupa  and 

the  Chilula.13  Pits  were  found  on  a  flat  near  the  creek  about 

one-eighth  of  a  mile  southwest  of  the  Hower  ranch  buildings. 
Other  pits  were  said  to  have  been  obliterated  near  the  middle  of 
this  flat. 

J.  XonteLme.  A  former  village  situated  on  large  flat  on  the 

east  side  of  the  Redwood  Creek.14  The  village  is  said  to  have 
stood  where  the  farm  buildings  formerly  belonging  to  Beaver  are 

located.  On  account  of  long  cultivation  of  this  flat  no  pits  were 
seen. 

K.  Lotceke.  A  village  which  stood  midway  a  flat  on  the 

east  side  of  Redwood  Creek  near  the  stream.  House  pits  were 

seen  on  the  west  side  of  the  wagon  road. 

L.  LittcuwinnauwdiiL  The  site  of  a  former  village  situated 

on  a  long  flat  on  the  west  side  of  the  creek.15  It  is  surrounded 
by  timber,  but  receives  the  sun  from  the  south.  Little  Henry 

was  living  on  the  east  side  of  the  creek  at  the  time,  and  said  it 
was  the  home  of  his  father. 

M.  Kailuwta'  din.  Said  to  have  been  a  large  village  on  a 
small  flat  about  one-quarter  of  a  mile  south  of  the  last  mentioned 

village.16  There  were  three  or  four  indications  of  house  pits. 
A  round  dance-house,  probably  of  the  upper  Redwood  and  Mad 

River  type,  was  said  by  Molasses 's  wife  to  have  been  in  this 
village. 

N.  KailuwtceneLdin.  A  former  village  which  stood  at  the 

northern  end  of  a  long  flat.17  Two  plain  house  pits,  one  of  them 
containing  stone  implements,  were  seen. 

is  Near  southeast  corner  of  Section  31,  Township  8  North,  Eange  3 
East. 

i*  Southern  part  of  Section  5,  Township  7  North,  Eange  3  East, 
is  Northeast  corner  of  Section  17,  Township  7  North,  Eange  3  East, 
is  Middle  of  east  side  of  Section  17,  Township  7  North,  Eange  3  East. 
17  Northwest  corner  of  Section  21,  Township  7  North,  Eange  3  East. 
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0.  Sikkintcwunmitta'dm.  A  village  at  present  occupied.18 
It  was  the  home  at  the  time  of  our  visit  of  Tom,  a  famous  blind 

medicine-man. 

P.  Kinnaxonta'difi,  "Yurok  house  place."  An  important 
former  village  on  a  flat  bordering  Redwood  Creek  on  the  east, 

about  one-fourth  of  a  mile  north  of  Tom  Bair's  ranch  house.19 
Four  shallow  house  pits  were  found.  A  fight  with  the  volunteer 

soldiers  occurred  at  this  village,  in  which  one  Indian  was  killed. 

-  Dasuntcakut.  This  was  given  as  the  name  of  a  village 
on  a  slight  elevation  at  the  southern  border  of  the  same  flat.  It 

appears  to  have  been  a  part  of  the  village  of  Kinnaxonta'  din 
distinguished  by  a  separate  name,  as  is  customary  in  this  region. 

Q.  Misme.  A  former  village  situated  near  the  creek  on  the 

east  side.20  Many  Indians  were  killed  here  by  the  white  people. 
For  that  reason  perhaps  this  village  was  not  mentioned  by  some 
of  the  informants. 

R.  Kaxusta'din.  A  former  village  of  importance  on  a  flat 
of  about  two  acres,  near  the  creek  level  on  the  east  side.21  Four 
house  pits  were  found  on  the  north  side  of  the  flat  and  four 

others  in  a  row  about  midway  of  the  flat.  Two  other  pits,  one 

of  them  near  the  creek,  were  probably  sweathouses.  The  flat  is 

called  "Sweathouse  Flat"  by  white  people.  This  village  is  con- 
sidered by  the  Hupa  the  last  of  the  villages  of  the  Xoilkutyidexoi, 

or  Chilula.  It  was  the  last  toward  the  south  from  which  Indians 

were  allowed  to  witness  the  Hupa  dances.  The  Chilula  also  seem 

to  accept  this  as  their  boundary. 

SUMMER  CAMPS 

The  Chilula  seem  to  have  visited  certain  localities  annually 

and  to  have  established  temporary  camps  there.  Not  many  of 
these  summer  camps  were  visited  and  the  number  given  below  is 
probably  far  from  complete. 

i«  Northwest  quarter  of  Section  21,  Township  7  North,  Kange  3  East. 
i»  Southeast  corner  of  Section  21,  Township  7  North,  Range  3  East. 
20  Northeast  quarter  of  Section  4,  Township  6  North,  Range  3  East. 
21  Center  Section  3,  Township  6  North,  Range  3  East. 
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1.  Tesaikut.     A  camp  ground  frequented  in  the  fall  of  the 

year  for  gathering  tan  oak  acorns  and  hunting  deer  by  the 

Indians  living  at  Noledin  and  Kinkyolai.    It  is  on  the  northeast 

slope  of  the  ridge  west  of  Tuby  Creek.22 
2.  KitdiLwissakut.     A  camp  used  in  the  fall  for  gathering 

acorns  and  hunting.     Situated  near  the  corner  of  the  Hoopa 

reservation  on  a  glade  sloping  toward  the  south  near  a  spring.23 
3.  Yitsinneakuttcin.     West  of  Noledin,  about  half  way  up 

the  ridge  west  of  Redwood  Creek.     The  Indians  from  Noledin 

used  to  camp  there  to  gather  the  acorns  of  the  tan  oak,  which 

are  plentiful  among  the  redwood  trees. 
4.  Lotsxotdawillindin.     A  summer  camp  about  a  mile  and 

a  half  east  of  Noledin  and  a  half  mile  west  of  the  crest  of  the 

ridge.24    A  hollow  redwood  tree  used  to  be  used  as  a  camping 

place. 
5.  Tcitdeelyedifi.     A  glade  on  a  ridge  running  toward  the 

east  near  a  branch  of  Roach  Creek,  a  tributary  of  the  Klamath. 

This  camp  was  pointed  out  from  a  distance  and  its  exact  location 

is  therefore  uncertain.25     The  Indians  used  to  go  there  from 
Noledin  in  the  summer  to  gather  seeds  and  in  the  fall  for  acorns. 

6.  Senalmatsdin.     A  summer  camp  for  gathering  seeds.     A 

glade  on  the  south  side  of  the  main  ridge  east  of  Kinkyolai.26 
7.  Nuwilsolmiye.     A  summer  camping  ground  near  a  cold 

spring  at  the  head  of  one  of  the  branches  of  Coyote  Creek.27 
The  Indians  used  to  come  here  from  Noledin. 

8.  Minkutdekeyimantcintcin.    A   summer   camp   among  the 

redwood  trees  across  the  creek  from  Albers'  place,  opposite  the 
mouth  of  North  Fork  Creek.28 

9.  Kittcunamedin.     A  summer  camp  on  the  west  side  of  the 

main  ridge,  about  two  hundred  feet  below  the  junction  with  it 

22  Probably  in  the  northern  part  of  Section  16,  Township  9   North, 
Eange  3  East. 

23  Section  22,  Township  9  North,  Kange  3  East. 
24  Probably  in  the  western  part  of  Section  10,   Township  9  North, 

Kange  2  East. 
25  Probably   in   the    northwest    quarter   of    Section    31,    Township   10 

North,  Kange  3  East. 
26  Probably  in  the  southeast  quarter  of  Section  24,  Township  9  North, 

Range  2  East. 
27  Northwest  corner  of  Section  32,  Township  9  North,  Range  3  East. 
28  In  the  northwest  corner  of  Section  30,  Township  8  North,  Range  3 

East. 
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of  the  east  and  west  ridge  north  of  North  Fork  Creek.29    There 

is  a  spring  by  a  Douglas  spruce  which  stands  by  itself. 

10.  Tcwunxaladin.     On  the  western  side  of  the  main  ridge 

near  its  crest.80    There  is  a  spring  in  a  small  flat. 

LOCAL  POINTS  OF  INTEREST 

During  the  trip  through  the  Chilula  territory  a  number  of 
matters  of  interest  were  related  in  regard  to  particular  localities. 

On  the  crest  of  the  ridge  east  of  Lyons'  place,  near  the  reg- 
ular crossing  of  the  trail  to  the  mouth  of  Pine  Creek,  a  battlefield 

was  pointed  out.  An  arrowpoint  was  picked  up  and  they  were 

said  to  be  plentiful  thereabout.  Peace  was  made  here  many  years 

ago  between  the  Chilula  and  the  Indians  of  upper  Redwood 

Creek.  The  two  parties  camped  about  a  mile  apart  for  two 

days.81  During  this  time  two  men  from  each  party  acted  as 
messengers,  carrying  back  and  forth  notched  sticks  by  means  of 

which  the  number  of  strings  of  dentalia  which  should  be  paid 

in  settlement  were  agreed  upon.  It  was  mentioned  that  some 

fighting  occurred  during  this  time.  This  seems  to  have  been 

usual  in  this  region  during  peace  making. 

A  rocky  point  on  the  top  of  the  ridge  about  a  mile  northeast 

of  Lyons'  house  was  used  as  a  dancing-place  for  those  who  were 
training  to  become  shamans.32  Stones  were  arranged  to  include 
a  space  about  four  by  six  feet.  Within  this  a  fire  was  built, 

around  which  the  candidates  danced  (pi.  39,  fig.  2).  Similar 

dancing  places  were  used  by  the  Hupa  for  this  purpose. 

On  the  crest  of  the  main  ridge  are  three  associated  objects 

of  mythical  and  ceremonial  interest.  There  is  a  depression  about 

twenty  feet  wide  and  sixty  feet  long,  evidently  a  pond  in  wet 

weather,  as  its  name,  minkkutminnaxowaLdin,  indicates.  The 
girls  during  their  adolescence  ceremonies  used  to  run  around  this 

depression  contra-clock  wise.  A  stone  on  the  north  side  marks 

28  Near  southwest  corner  of  Section  15,  Township  8  North,  Eange  3 East. 

so  Middle  of  the  southern  part  of  Section  23,  Township  8  North,  Range 3  East. 

si  These  camps  were  probably  in  Section  29,  Township  9  North,  Eange 3  East. 

82  Middle  of  east  side  of  Section  19,  Township  9  North,  Range  3  East. 
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the  starting  place.  If  the  girl  was  able  to  run  around  once  with- 

out taking  a  breath  she  would  be  a  good  basket-maker. 
About  two  hundred  yards  north  is  a  boulder  six  feet  by  four, 

and  about  two  feet  high.  It  is  split  into  two  parts  and  has  a 

depression  near  the  top.  This  stone  is  called  Yimantuwinyai 

xotse,  Yimantuwinyai 's  stone.  The  culture  hero  is  said  to  have 
hidden  behind  this  stone  when  in  passing  he  observed  some 

maidens  digging  bulbs  on  the  ridge  south.  The  depression  is 

the  mark  of  Yimantuwinyai  's  hand  and  the  crack  is  an  opening 
which  allowed  the  passage  of  his  member  to  the  distant  girls, 

who  were  soon  surprised  to  find  themselves  pregnant.  Yiman- 
tuwinyai said  that  young  girls  who  did  not  wish  children  had 

better  keep  away  from  this  stone  in  the  future,  but  that  a  woman 
who  desired  children  should  sit  on  it  and  fondle  it.  A  similar 

stone  near  the  forks  of  the  Trinity  is  believed  to  cure  barrenness. 

On  the  south  crest  of  a  higher  part  of  the  main  ridge  are  a 

row  of  stones  making  a  fairly  straight  line  about  one  hundred 

and  ten  yards  long.  The  direction  is  roughly  east  and  west. 
The  individual  stones  are  about  two  feet  high  and  eight  or  nine 

inches  in  thickness  and  width.  They  appear  to  be  of  purely 

natural  origin,  being  of  the  thickness  of  the  outcropping  strata. 

Yimantuwinyai  is  said  to  have  placed  them  here  to  attract  the 
attention  of  the  maidens  mentioned  above.  They  were  babies  at 

first,  or  so  they  appeared  to  the  maidens  to  be.  Yimantuwinyai 
said  those  who  cared  for  him  should  set  up  any  of  the  stones 

which  might  fall  and  that  the  person  who  gave  them  this  care 

would  become  wealthy  in  consequence.  Similar  revered  stones 

are  found  near  Tsewenaldiii  village  in  Hoopa  Valley.33 
On  the  headwaters  of  Coyote  Creek,  not  far  from  a  cold  spring 

and  a  favorite  summer  camping  ground,  is  a  stone  called  Coyote 's 
cradle.  Coyote  hollowed  this  stone  out  to  receive  his  child,  and 

said  that  if  any  one  put  his  child  in  this  depression  for  only  a 
short  time  the  child  would  grow  fast. 

On  the  crest  of  the  ridge,  west  of  the  wagon  road,  the  lower 

part  of  a  redwood  tree  rests  in  the  crotch  of  a  large  redwood 

(pi.  41,  fig.  1).  This  is  said  to  be  the  cane  of  Yimantuwinyai, 

33  It  was  related  that  a  white  man  had  taken  some  of  these  stones  for 
a  chimney,  but  that  he  died  before  the  house  was  completed. 
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who  left  it  here  as  he  was  passing.  Since  redwood  decays  very 

slowly,  the  tree  may  have  been  in  this  position  for  a  century, 

ample  time  for  the  myth  to  originate. 

A  celebrated  Douglas  spruce  stands  on  the  south  side  of  the 

ridge  which  approaches  Redwood  Creek  from  the  east,  on  the 

south  side  of  Coyote  Creek.  It  is  known  as  neskin  iLxun  niLtcwin, 

"Douglas  spruce  sweet  it  smells."  The  tree  is  about  six  feet 
through  and  is  unusually  fragrant.  The  Chilula  and  Hupa  used 
its  branches  to  smoke  their  bodies.  It  gave  good  luck  for  salmon, 

deer,  and  wealth.  There  were  the  remains  of  a  fire  at  the  base 

of  the  tree  where  some  passing  Indian  had  smoked  himself, 

although  none  live  within  ten  miles  of  the  tree.  Some  twigs 

carried  to  Hoopa  Valley  were  eagerly  received  by  an  Indian 

who  immediately  recognized  their  source. 

A  resting  place  called  mukkaikildildunyisxiindm,  "June  ber- 
ries stand  there,"  is  on  the  ridge  south  of  the  Orcutt  farm 

buildings.  It  is  a  customary  resting  place,  but  no  offerings  are 

made  there.  No  penalty  is  said  to  be  attached  if  one  passes 

without  resting,  although  this  is  said  not  often  to  have  happened. 

Some  miles  south  there  is  a  tree  which  no  one  was  expected 

to  pass  without  stopping  to  shoot  an  arrow  into  it.  It  is  said 

that  Yimantuwinyai,  coming  along  here,  met  some  men  to  whom 

he  proposed  that  they  have  some  fun.  When  the  men  did  not 
understand  what  was  meant,  Yimantuwinyai  shot  an  arrow  into 

the  tree,  using  it  as  a  mark. 

Another  resting  place,  kinwandiLdin,  "going  through  the 

timber  place,"  is  on  an  eminence  just  south  of  a  low  gap  in  the 
main  ridge.  There  were  formerly  two  piles  of  brush  at  this  place 

representing  the  accumulated  offerings  of  those  passing  by.  As 

one  put  down  a  piece  of  brush  he  addressed  the  genius  of  the 

place,  calling  him  mannonakiyauw,  "give  him  half,"  and  asked 
for  luck  in  whatever  present  need  he  stood.  It  was  also  custo- 

mary to  shoot  arrows  at  this  place  to  see  to  what  distance  they 

could  be  sent.  It  is  said  that  Yimantuwinyai  when  passing 

found  some  people  here,  with  whom  he  engaged  in  a  shooting 

match  to  see  who  could  shoot  the  farthest  toward  an  open  glade 

to  the  north.  He  was  also  the  first  to  put  down  an  offering  of 
brush. 
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On  the  east  side  of  Redwood  Creek  about  two  miles  above 

Noledin  the  ruin  of  a  fortification  was  examined.  It  was  quite 

hidden  in  the  redwood  timber  which  borders  the  glade  south  of 

Lotcimme.  A  house  had  been  built  of  large  redwood  logs  put 

together  horizontally  in  the  form  of  a  square,  like  a  log  cabin. 

There  were  four  logs  still  in  place  one  above  the  other.  The 

bottom  logs,  which  were  the  larger,  were  about  one  and  a  half  feet 

in  diameter.  Loop  holes  were  made  between  the  logs.  Dan  Hill 

said  the  roof,  supported  by  a  post  in  the  center,  was  of  split 

redwood  planks.  The  door  in  the  middle  of  the  western  wall 

was  of  tan  oak  planks  four  inches  thick.  The  floor  was  about 

three  feet  below  the  surface  of  the  ground  outside.  A  small  log- 
house  formerly  stood  south  of  the  blockhouse  and  a  house  had 

stood  near  the  creek.  Among  others,  Tom  Hill  lived  here  for 

some  time  in  anticipation  of  an  attack  by  white  people.  The 

fortification,  which  was  made  during  the  trouble  with  white 

people,  was  never  used.  It  is  probable  that  this  structure  was 

copied  from  similar  ones  built  by  the  white  people  of  the  region, 
for  the  Indians  of  northwestern  California  seem  not  to  have  used 

fortifications  of  any  kind. 

In  1907  Molasses  and  his  wife  were  visited  and  several  days 

were  spent  in  obtaining  texts.  At  the  time  of  our  arrival  Molasses 

was  away  hunting,  but  he  returned  during  the  day.  He  brought 

in  a  large  deer  with  the  head  still  on,  the  horns  being  in  velvet. 

The  eyes  of  the  deer  had  been  dug  out  and  a  withe  of  Douglas 

spruce  was  firmly  twisted  around  its  muzzle  (pi.  40,  fig.  2).  The 

interpreter,  O'Haniel  Bailey,  explained  that  the  withe  was  to 
keep  the  dead  deer  from  smelling.  The  Hupa  customarily  punc- 

ture the  eyes  of  a  deer  as  soon  as  possible  after  its  death.  The 

head  is  usually  removed  before  the  deer  is  brought  home,  but  in 

this  case  the  head  was  to  be  prepared  for  sale. 



EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  38 

CHILULA  VILLAGES 
A.  Xowunnakut. 

B.  Noledin,  <•  waterfall  place." 
C.  Lotcimme,  " small  glade  in." 
D.  Kinkyolai,    '  big  timber  point. ' ' 
E.  Kinyukkyomiina,  "big  timber  near." 
F.  Yisinnineaikut,  "down  hill  ridge  runs  on." 
G.  Tsinsilladin,  "bones  lie  place." 
H.  Tondinundin,  "water  facing  place." 
I.  Yinukanomittsedin,  "south  door  place." 
J.  XonteLme,  "flat  in." 
K.  Lotceke. 

L.  Littcut/'innamrdin,  "dust  flies  place." 
M.  Kailuwta<  din,  ' '  willows  among  place. ' ' 
N.  KailuwtceneLdin,  ' '  willows  project  place. ' ' 
0.  Sikkintcwunmitta'din. 

P.  Kinnaxonta' din,  "Yurok  village  place." 
Q.  Misme,  "slide  in." 
R.  Kaxusta'dm,  " Philadelphus  among  place." 

TEMPORARY  CAMPS 

1.  Tesaikut,  "projects  to  water." 
2.  KitdiLwissakut,  "fire  drill  on." 
3.  Yitsinneakuttcin,  "down  hill  on." 
4.  Lotsxotdawillindin,  "prairie  water  flows  down  place." 
5.  Tcitdeelyedin,  "dancing  place." 
6.  Senalmatsdin,  "stone  round  place." 
7.  Nuwilsolmiye,  "ground  in  billows  under." 
8.  Minkutdekeyimantcintcin,  "lake  opposite  side." 
9.  Kittcunamedin,  l  f  its  ear  swimming  place. ' ' 

10.  Tcwftnxaladin,  "dung  stands  up  place." 

[282] 
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MAP   OF    CHILULA   TERRITORY 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  39 

Fig.  1. — Looking  north  toward  Kinkydlai  village.    On  the  left,  village 
site.    In  center,  dancing  place. 

Fig.  2. — Dancing  place  for  shaman  candidates. 
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Fig.  1 

Fig.  2 
IN  THE  LAND  OF  THE  CHILULA 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  40 

Fig.  1. — Mrs.  Molasses,  Chilula  woman. 
Fig.  2. — Deer's  head,  treated  ceremonially  to  avoid  ill  luck  in  future 

hunting. 
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Fig.  1 

Fig.  2 
CHILULA  LIFE 







EXPLANATION  OF  PLATE  41 

Fig.  1. — ' ' Yimantuwifiyai 's  cane." 
Fig.  2. — Boulder   with   a   depression   believed   to   be   the   imprint   of 

Yimantuwifiyai 's  hand. 
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Fig.  2 
SCENES  OF  CHILULA  MYTHOLOGY 
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INTRODUCTION 

The  texts  presented  here  are  the  results  of  an  attempt  to 
rescue  the  folk  literature  of  a  disappearing  group  of  Indians. 

The  first  part  consists  of  texts  secured  from  the  Hill  family, 
who  were  the  last  to  leave  the  Bald  Hills  and  join  their  kindred 

in  Hupa  Valley.1  Tom  Hill,  the  father,  knew  many  medicine 
formulas,  but,  as  he  claimed,  few  myths.  It  is  known,  however, 
that  the  myths  and  tales  of  the  Hupa  were  shared  by  the  Chilula 
of  Bald  Hills.  For  the  general  student  the  differences  between 
the  Hupa  and  the  Chilula  of  that  region  are  too  small  and  few 
to  be  important. 

The  texts  forming  the  second  portion  of  the  paper  were 
obtained  from  a  very  aged  woman,  a  native  of  Redwood  Creek, 

south  of  Bald  Hills,  the  wife  of  Molasses.1*  Her  age  made  the 
securing  of  these  texts  very  difficult.  She  spoke  the  dialect  of 
middle  and  upper  Redwood  Creek.  The  larger  number  of  the 
surviving  natives  of  that  region  were  with  the  Hupa  when  young 

and  use  the  Hupa  pronunciation.  This  informant  used  k'  where 
Hupa  has  x,  agreeing  in  this  respect  with  the  Athapascans  in 
the  region  immediately  south.  She  also  used  a  for  e  in  many 
words,  but  this  is  considered  a  personal  peculiarity.  It  was 
impossible  to  record  a  complete  text  directly  from  her  lips.  The 

interpreter,  O'Haniel  Bailey,  a  Whilkut,  supplied  many  phrases 
and  sentences.  These  are  Hupa  in  their  phonetics. 

To  one  familar  with  the  region  these  myths  and  tales  give  it 

an  ancient  and  supernatural  atmosphere.  As  one  passes  a  par- 
ticular spot  he  is  reminded  that  here  such  a  monster  used  to  live, 

or  that  these  rocks  are  still  the  abode  of  hostile  spirits  to  placate 
whom  certain  medicine  formulas  are  used.  It  is  feared  that  to 

the  stranger  this  impression  can  not  be  conveyed. 

SOUND  VALUES  OF  CHAEACTEKS  USED 

a  as  in  father. 
ai  as  in  aisle. 
e  as  in  net. 

e  as  in  they,  but  lacking  the  vanish. 
ei  as  in  ey  in  they. 
i  as  in  pin. 
I  as  in  pique. 

o  open  o,  nearly  as  in  on. 

i  Page  265. 

i*  Her  portrait  is  shown  in  plate  40  of  this  volume. 
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5  as  in  note. 
oi  as  in  boil. 
u  as  in  rule. 
u  as  in  but. 

y  as  in  yes. 
w  as  in  will. 
10  an  unvoiced  w  occurring  frequently  at  the  end  of  syllables. 
hto  the  preceding  in  the  initial  position. 
1  as  in  let. 

L  an  unvoiced  sound  made  with  the  tip  of  the  tongue  against  the  teeth, 
the  breath  being  allowed  to  escape  rather  freely  between  the  sides 
of  the  tongue  and  the  back  teeth. 

L  made  in  the  position  of  the  preceding  sound,  but  accompanied  by 
glottal  closure.    It  also  begins  with  a  complete  contact  revealed  in 
a  t  which  closes  all  weak  syllables  preceding  it. 

m  as  in  Engish. 
n  usually  as  in  English,  but  sometimes  short,  due  to  a  glottal  stop 

following, 
n  as  ng  in  sing. 
h  somewhat  stronger  than  in  English. 

<  the  preceding  after  vowels. 
x  a  palatal  voiceless  spirant  like  ch  in  German  nach. 
s  as  in  sit. 

e  as  sh  in  shall,  occurs  only  after  t. 
d  formed  in  the  dental  position;  sonant  after  the  release  of  the  tongue. 

When  it  is  preceded  by  a  weak  vowel  a  t  is  heard. 
t  in  the  position  of  d,  surd  and  strongly  aspirated,  much  as  in  tell. 
t  in  the  position  of  d,  surd,  unaspirated  and  accompanied  by  glottal 

closure, 

k  a  surd  stop  having  the  contact  on  the  posterior  third  of  the  hard 
palate,  when  it  precedes  a  front  vowel  or  y;  before  a  back  vowel 
the  contact  is  on  the  soft  palate.     It  is  accompanied  by  glottal 
closure  giving  the  sound  considerable  harshness, 

k'    a  strongly  aspirated  surd  palatal  stop.     It  is  found  only  in  the 
second  part  of  the  paper,  being  used  where  the  Hupa  use  x. 

g  has  the  positions  of  k  as  given  above.    In  sonancy  it  resembles  d. 
q  similar  to  g,  but  more  noticeably  velar. 

dj  a  sonant  affricative  consisting  of  the  zh  sound  in  English  azure  pre- 
ceded by  a  complete  contact. 

te  an  affricative,  an  sh  sound  preceded  by  a  complete  contact.     It  is 
accompanied  by  a  glottal  closure  in  most  instances.    When  the  texts 
were  recorded  tc  without  glottal  closure  was  not  differentiated  in 
writing. 

•  glottal  closure.    It  occurs  in  many  words  where  it  was  not  noted. 
It  is  present,  probably,  in  all  cases  where  two  vowels  are  written 
without  a  separating  consonant. 

NOTE. — In  the  texts  each  Indian  word  is  translated  by  an  English  word 
or  phrase  which  has  been  set  off  from  those  preceding  and  following  by 
wide  spacing.  It  is  only  by  accident  that  the  English  translation  occa- 

sionally stands  under  the  Indian  word  of  which  it  is  a  translation. 
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TEXTS 

PART  I 

Obtained  from  Tom  Hill  and  his  son,  Dan  Hill 

I.  THE  WAR  WITH  THE  LASSIK  INDIANS 

mane      tes  yai      yi  nuk      ye  u      yi  nuk      xo  yiL  kut     yi  nuk 
War  party       went       south,       way       south.       Redwood  creek       south 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan     na  diL  ne  en     hai      a'  fin     tes  yai     hai  yaL  2 Indians  used  to  live  those  all  went.  And 

yo     yi  nuk    kil  lun  xo     yi  nuk     na  diL  ne  en     kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
way  south  Killunxo  south  used  to  live  Indians, 

yi  sin  tcifi  tcon  xo     kit  tcu  we  Luk  kuw     xo  I  yi  nuk     na  diL  ne  en  4 
lower  side          laqui  butte          south          used  to  live 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan        a'  tm        tes  yai        no  wil  lin  din        yi  nuk Indians  all  went.  Head  of  creek  south 

hai  ya  a'  tin  tcin  nin  yai  kyu  win  tse  hai  ya  e 
there  all  came.  They  danced.  There 

xos  tun  dim  min  Lun       sil  len       siL  tin       xa  un  Lun       tcoL  tuk 
sixty  there  were,  bows  that  many  one  counted. 

haiyaxatcit         kyu  win  tse         Laaixo         kyu  win  tse         nes  8 
Then  they  danced.  One  place  they  danced.  Long, 

nis  sa  tcin  nu  win  tik  na  xo  kin  nus  na  as  deL 
far          they  made  a  line.          Two  places          in  front          they  danced. 

hai  ya  xa  djit  un    kit  te  its     xotctsiLtin    miL    hai  ya  xa  djit  un  10 
Then          they  shot,  bows          with.          Then 

yimandil        mitsiLtinne        miL        kit  te  its        hai  ya  ha  djit 
white  man  his  guns  with  they  shot.  Then 

sa  win  den        na'  din  me  e        mane        gaL        na*  din        yis  xan  12 
they  traveled.          Two  in         war  party         was  going,         two         days, 

na'     xuL  e  din     xoi  du  wil  lu     tai  ke«     Lan     mit  tsin     win  tan 
two      nights.      They  began  to  fight.      Taikee      many      their  bones      lay, 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan  14 
Indians. 
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haiyaL  kut  man*  nates  dlyai  yinatcin 
Then  now  war  party  started  back  from  the  south. 

2  xwenalteLweL        ayadene        dikgyunun        tin        xoillu 

They  spent  the  night.          They  said,  ' '  Here          very          used  to  be 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan     hai  ya  hit  djit  un     natesedeL     natse     yo 
Indians."  Then  we  went  again  ahead.  That 

4  e  tcm  xo         UL  sa         nai  dil  miL         duk  kan         xa  na  se  deL 

place  so  far  when  we  had  gone  ridge  we  went  up. 

xdLokotcme       haiyime       un  gya       Lenautc       tcitdilwauw 
XdLokotcme        in  it        it  was        they  were  living.         They  were  talking. 

6  me  la      LO  xo  sin       me  la      xo  nin  ya  luw       hi  aL       nai  yi  nuk 
Some  of  them      were  laughing.       Some  of  them       were  cry  ing  ( f ).       Then 

back  south 

da  an  nai  dl  au      de      na  yi  na  tcin      mane      na  wit  dai,      hi  aL 
we  ran.      There      from  the  south  again      war  party      came  along.      Then 

8  tut      xo  nat       tcit  tes  yai       hi  aL       xoi  du  wil  lu       xotc  siL  tin 

now        around  them  ̂   it  went.        Then        they  began  to  fight.        Bows 

miL       kiL  tee  xa  in  ye       sa  a       kit  tee  xa  in  ye       hai  ya  hit  djit 
with  they  were  fighting.  Long  time  they  fought.  Then 

10  yi  man  dil       mit  SIL  tin  ne       miL       kyu  wim  mut       bau       bau 

white  man  his  gun  with  they  shot.  "Bau,  bau, 

bau      duwenne      hai  ya  ha  djit      kut      tsinteLdeL      nistan 

bau ' '  it  sounded.  Then  they  fled.  Log 

12  sit  tan        nil  lin  nuk  ka        hai  yi        me  u        no  nin  deL  xo  Ian 
was  lying  along  a  gulch  that  under  they  were  sitting. 

xuL  e  dun        xoi  du  wil  lu        ded        ML  tee  xa  nauw        yi  tsin 
Morning       they  began  fighting       this  time       they  were  fighting,       west 

14  nu  win  a  miL   killadustce   xotcin   yetcuwillai      hai  y a  ha  djit 
when  it  was.  Bark  to  them  they  carried  in.  Then 

tee  xo  win  an      din  dai      do  ya  xos  le 
they  killed  all.  Missiles  become  none. 

16        LU  wun      de  we  nun      kl  ye      LU  wun      de  we  nun      xo  L!L 
One  was  shot.  Again  one  was  shot,  his  brother 

hiL          deyawennan          sa  na  wit  dit  den          xot  dan  yai  miL 
with.        They  were  shot.        We  started  back.        When  it  was  going  down 

18  xaaLsa      kiLtcaxanye 
that  long  they  fought. 
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II.  PANTHER  AND  GRIZZLY  BEAR2 

mit  kyo       tsis  dai       XOL  Lin       hiL       na  xo       xo  Lifi       hi  aL 
Panther    lived    his  younger  brothers    with     two     his  brothers.     Then 

kyu  win  nai  da        tcit  te  in  nauw        hi  aL        a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne  2 
he  hunting  he  used  to  go.  Then  he  told  them, 

yi  tsin      do  xa  sin  nauw       Lax      kyu  win  nai  dau  win  t e       hi  aL 

"West  do  not  go  up. ' '  Just  he  always  hunted.  Then 

a  ya  tcon  des  ne      xo  ed  de  hit      un  no  hoL  tcin  ne      ke      yi  tsin  4 

they  thought,  "Why  does  he  always  tell  us?  Come,  west 

xa  SCL      hi  aL      yi  tsin      xa  is  deL       ya  teii  en      ye  u      yi  tsin 

let  us  go  up. ' '      Then      west      they  went  up.      They  looked.      Way      west 

kin  non  a  din  kyu  win  xoi  yan  sis  ten  ei  niL  kut  da  na  iL  tan  nei  6 
timber      at  its  end      old  man      was  lying.     On  each  other  (his  legs)  were lying. 

xwa  eut       xo  non  ai  din       ya  nan  ai       hi  aL       a  ya  de  ne       yo 
His  wife        at  his  end         was  sitting.         Then        they  said,         "There 

kyu  win  xoi  yan   ke  xe  no  Ian   in  tsit   hi  aL  hai   kyu  win  xoi  yan  8 

old  man        come        help  us        pound."        Then        that        old  man 

a  du  wen  ne      xoid  da      a  d5n  ne      ke  xe      no  Ian      in  tsit      xa 

said,  "What        did  you  say?"        "Come     help  us        pound."        "Yes." 

na  na  wiL  kyos     mit  dje  sa  an     te       na  win  tcuw     yi  sin  tcin  yei  10 
He  took  down      grizzly  bear      blanket.      He  put  it  on.      From  the  west 

da  na  xo  du  win  an        xon  ta        ya  na  xon  an        no  na  ya  nin  tse 
they  ran  back.          House          they  ran  in.          They  shut  the  door. 

sa  a      ya  na  wes  eL      hi  aL      kut      wil  daL  tsu      e  xaix       hwa  12 
Long  time       they  sat  there.       Then       now       they  heard  him  coming. 

1 '  Boys,          for  me 

no  to'  tse        do  na  ya  te  tse        hi  aL        kes  yai        min  tsit  da  kai 
op m  the  door."        They  did  not  open  it.        Then        he  climbed  up.        The 

smoke-hole 

ye  win  yan         xwa         yacaLkit         kiLLaxun      kyu  win  yan«  14 
he  went  in.          To  him          they  gave  food.          Venison          he  ate. 

tcin  neL  ya  ne      hi  aL      ki  ye      xwa      ya  caL  kit      tcin  neL  ya  ne 
He  ate  it  up.        Then     again        to  him        they  gave  food.        He  ate  it  up. 

hi  aL      kyu  win  yanc      a  tin      tcin  neL  yan      du  wan      hai  ne  en  16 
Then          he  ate.          All          he  ate  up.          Hides          that  were 

tcin  neL  yan    di  hice  e    do  nan  a    hi  aL    a  de  ne    xa      nauw  daL 

he  ate  up.         Something         was  not  left.         Then         he  said,         "Well, 

   I  will  go  back." 
2  Told  by  Dan  Hill. 
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hi  aL      xwa      na  ya  te  tse       do  me  W!L  kyo       do  tee  na  in  di  yai 

Then       for  him      they  opened  the  door.       It  was  not  large  enough.       He did  not  go  out, 

2  xo  mit          miL          min  tsit  da  kai          tee  na  in  di  yai          hi  aL 

his  belly        because.         Through  the  smoke-hole         he  went  out.         Then 

ye  ne  kin  tcween     xon  ta  me     na  de  wu  men     hi  aL     na  ya  us  xa 
he  defecated.       In  the  house        it  was  full.        Then        they  carried  it  out. 

4  mindaitcifi       a  tin       tee  na  ya  nin  xan       hai  meuk 
Outside          all          they  carried  it  out          that          inside. 

na  in  di  yai    kin  nin  en    na  xai    kin  nin  en    a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne 
He  came  back.      He  brought  game.      Two      he  brought.       He  spoke  to 

them, 

6  yi  tsin      do  xa  sin  nauw?      no  hoL  deutr  ne      xo  nin      na  neL  mut 

1 '  West          do  not  go,          I  always  tell  you. ' '          His  face          he  slapped, 

min  ditc  ne  en    mit  tcwan  tuL  tan    xo  nin    tee  niL  tik    hi  aL    La 
wildcat.          Fox          his  face          he  pinched  out.          Then          one 

8  xiiLLe       kisfok       hi  aL       xuLLedun       tcit  tes  yai       tcwola 
night        he  flaked  arrowheads.        Then        morning        he  started.        Five 

tcit  teL  ten    tsit  duk  a  na  we    uai  ya  des  min    tcuk  qal  lit    sis  ten 
he  carried          quivers          full.     As  he  walked  along  lying 

10  xo  wun     tcin  nin  yai     xo  kut     da  na  du  wiL  a     na'  din     xo  kut to  him          he  came.          At  him          he  shot.          Twice          at  him 

da  na  du  wiL  a      hi  aL       a  de  ne       a  16      tcit  de  ne       dai  dan< 

he  shot.          Then          he  said,  "Alo,"          he  said.          "What 

12  a  dil  la  kuts     de  du  wil  lai     hi  aL     hai     tsum  mes  Lon      a  de  ne 

snaps          you  put  in  the  fire  f"          Then          the          woman          spoke, 

dil  la  kuts     hun  na     nit  de  wu  nal     gyan     hi  aL     nin  na  as  Lat 

' '  Snaps         is  it,  he  shot  you         it  is. J '         Then          he  jumped  up. 

H  te      na  na  wiL  kyos       mit  dje  sa  an       te      na  win  tcuw       hi  aL 
Blanket      he  took  down,      grizzly  bear      blanket.      He  put  it  on.      Then 

naxonesyot       xomukka       danaduwiLal       yu  din  hit       Lai 
he  ran  after  him.         At  him          he  shot  along.          Finally  one 

16  no  in  di  yan<     hi  aL     hai     tsum  mes  Lon     a  de  ne      muk  kets  ta' 
was  left.          Then          that          woman          said,          ' '  Among  his  nails. ' ' 

hi  aL    hai  ya    muk  kut    da  na  du  WIL  a    ya  wu  mas    sis  SCL  wen 
Then        there        at  him        he  shot.        He  rolled  over.        He  killed  him. 

18        hai  ya      non  dik 
Here          the  end. 
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III.  LOVE  MEDICINE— YIMANTUWINYAI 

miik  ka  na  du  will  a  din   yi  dat   mit  tu  wut  tcit    da  na  na  da  ai 
Mukkanaduwuladin          above          hill          stands  up 

tcitteLtcwen         yi  man  tin  win  yai         haiyamiL         tcinnuw  2 
he  became          Yimantuwinyai.          Then          he  heard 

dik  gyun    yi  nuk  a  yi  duk     teL  tcwen    keL  san  nun     do  yi  neL  en 
here  southeast          has  become  a  girl.          She  does  not  look  at 

xoi  is  dai      na  se  ya  te      tcon  des  ne      hai  yaL      xuL  e  dun    kut  4 
man.        "I  will  go,"  he  thought.         Then          in  the  morning        indeed 

tcit  tes  yai    Lo  xo  xa  te  we  il   ded   muk  kai   yi  da  tcin   sai  kit  din 
he  went.       Herb       he  was  looking  along  for       this        on  it       from  the 

north.         Behold 

Lo        xal  a  xo  lun      mit  tun      tcit  du  wim  mite       a  dil  la      me  6 
herb          had  sprung  up.          Its  leaves          he  took.  His  hand          in 

win  kai    hai  ya  xa  djit    hai    muk  kut  de    xa  win  tan    tcwo  la  din 
he  rolled  it.          Then          the          its  root          he  took  out.          Five  times 

a  dil  la      meuk      na  teL  mas      hai  ya  xa  djit      ke  yi  nuk  a  yi  duk  8 
his  hand          in  it          he  rolled  it.          Then          southeast 

xa  is  ya  yei   sai  kit  din  tin  gya   ya  win  a  yei   tcon  xon  ne  in  en  nei 
he  climbed  up.      Behold      he  saw      she  was  sitting.      She  looked  at  him. 

yu  diii  hit       xo  wun       tcin  niii  yai       hi  aL       xo  na  ta'        deuk  10 
Finally          to  her          he  came.     Then          her  eyes          this  way 

a  na  teL  kyo      hei       tcit  den  ne       nin       de       hwe       du  win  tse 

got  so  large.      "Hei, "      she  thought.      "You      here      me      in  front  of. 

a  do  mil  din  xo  sin    hwik  kut    nal  tsit    hi  aL    kun    na  tes  di  ya  te  12 
Lonesomeness         on  me        falls."        Then         "Now,        I  start  back," 

tcit  de  ne     xa     hwin  na     naiL  tik  te     ta  nan  wit  ya  yei     ta  nan 
he  said.     "Well,    wait,      I  will  go  with  you."     She  went  in     the  water. 

sa  a  din  hit      xanawityai      xeL      xawinxan      hai  yaL      kun  14 
After  a  long  time      she  came  up.      Load      she  brought  up.      Then      indeed 

na  tes  deL         muk  ka  na  du  wul  a  din          yi  dat          nan  deL  ei 
they  started  back.          Mukkanaduwuladin          above         they  came  back. 

hai  yuk  a  xo  lun    a'  di  ya  teL    kyu  win  ya  in  yan    nan  deL  te    hai   16 
"This  way  it  is          it  will  be.          Indians          will  come.  This 

hwrin  nes  te  din    na  xai  neuw    hai  yuk    a  yi  diL  win  seL  te 
my  body          he  will  say.          This  way          it  will  be  hard. ' ' 

hai  yow  hwo     hwa  ne  18 
This  way  only. 
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The  Prayer: 

mfik  ka  na  du  wul  a  din    yl  dat    na  tes  sil  dit  tcwen    nit  Lo  we 
Mukkanaduwuladin          above  you  became,          your  herb 

2  hwuwa       kiLtcwit       hei  yun       tcitdene       kutdon       kiinna 
me          loan.          "Yes,"          he  said.          "Well,  all  right, 

huriuniste        xo  nis  sin  xo  lun        axotdiyaue        aduwenne 

my  body          you  know.          It  has  happened          you  say. 

4  kut  don         nu  wa         me  niL  tcwit  te         kun  na         hw?in  is  te 
Well,          to  you          I  will  loan  it.          All  right  my  body 

xon  nin  sin  xo  lun     htceen     don     a  dene     do  Lan     hwinniste 
you  know.          I          it  is          say          not  many          my  body 

6  yexonete      kutdon      adiLkitte      heiun      tcit  dene       kun 

will  know.       Well,       take  it  with  you."       "Yes,"       he  said.       "Now, 

na  tes  di  ya  te     kut     a  duu?  kit 

I  will  go  back.          Now,          I  will  take  it. ' ' 

IV.  LOVE  MEDICINE— YIDET  JWINYAI 

8        yi  de  tu  win  yai  tee  xol  tcwe  din8  tcit  teL  tcwen 
Yldetuwinyai  Tcexoltcwedin  came  into  being. 

yl  duk  to  non  a  din    tco  xon  nuw    xo  hwe     na  wai    tcit  teL  tcwen 
End  of  eastern  water        he  heard  of  him.        His  name        went  about. 

He  came  into  being 

10  ki  xun  nai        kun  tcu  wil  tcwil        yl  duk  a  to  non  a  din        hi  aL 
Klxunnai          young  man          at  end  of  eastern  water.          Then 

xowun         tcinninyayei         hi  aL         xoikillai         kinanya 
to  him          he  came.          Then          stick  game          they  played. 

12  a  tin  ka  fin  te       xo  wun        na  nin  an        hai  yaL        na  tes  di  yai 
Everything          from  him          he  won.          Then          he  started  back. 

tse  nun  sin  din4        naindlyai        ki  xun  nai      kun  tcu  wil  tcwil 
Tsenunsindin          he  came.          Klxunnai          young  man 

14  te  tcit  teL  tcwifi  xo  Ian   xotcun   xa  win  yai   dun  dan   kit  tissexo 
he  found  had  grown  in  the  water.     To  him    he  came  out.     "Who     smartest 

a  in  te     yl  sin  tcin     na'     teL  tcwen     ki  xun  nai     keL  san     hi  aL 
West       two       had  come  into  being,       kixunnai       maidens.       Then 

16  tcit  tes  yayei       kixunnai       kun  tcu  wil  tcwil      sa  a  din  hit  djit 
he  started,          Klxunnai          young  man.          After  some  time 

»  The  large  Yurok  village  on  the  north  side  of  Klamath  river  below Martin  s  ferry. 

*  The  Karok  village  at  the  mouth  of  the  Salmon  river. 
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nates  diyai      saikitdin      de      nai  sin  tern      nawitdaL      dau 

he  went  back.      Beally      here      from  the  west      he  went  back.      ' '  No, ' ' 
tcit  de  ne    do  mit  Lun  na  te  dit  tse    xon    La  ai  xo    xon    na  wit  dal  2 

she  said,       "we  will  not  open  the  door."       He,       really,       he       went 
along  back. 

saikitdin     xon  teen  a    hai  aL     xa    xonta     XOL  tcit  dene     dau 

Behold        their  heads  were  sticking  out.        Then          "Well,        house," 
they  said  to  him.        "No," 

tcit  de  ne    kun    nauw?  daL  te    na  tcil  yeuw    non  a  din    na  nes  dai  4 

he  said.     ' '  Now     I  will  go  back. ' '     Eesting  place     its  end     he  sat  again. 

na  ten  in  hit   sai  kit  din   tsu  mes  Lon   xo  kai  yei    de   xo  na  ten  en 
When  he  looked  back       really       women       were  behind  him.       This  way he  looked, 

xo  nat      ye  u      kaL  sa      wiL  auw  hwil      na'  di  an       LC  nal  din  6 
around  himself.        Way      distant      were  scattered  along,      dentalia. 

Lenaldin 

na  wit  dal  ei  hi  aL  ai  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne          tcit  da  hwun 

he  passed.          Then          they  said  to  him,          < '  This  is  the  first  time 

do  me  du  win  tcwin  hit       hai  yo       na  wit  dal       hai  ye  he       kun  8 

you  did  not  like  it."        That  one        went  on.        Nevertheless        indeed 

na  wit  dal   tee  xol  tcwe  din   na  in  di  yai  ei   na  xo   XOL   nin  ya  yei 
he  went  back.      Tcexoltcwedin      he  came  back.      Two      with  him     came, 

tee  xol  tcwe  din    hai    tsu  mes  Lon    do  tcin  dil  ne  en  10 
to  Tcexoltcwedin          the          women          never  used  to  go  out. 

hai  yo'  hwo       hwa  ne 
This  way          only. 

V.  LOVE  MEDICINE— YIMANTUWINYAPS  ILLEGITIMATE  SON 

yi  de  nin  san  non  a  din        tcitteLtcwen        yi  man  tu  win  yai  12 
Northern  end  of  the  world          he  became          Yimantuwinyai 

xo  tin  tail  tcwen       xo  tcwo       ML       hai  un       a  de  ne       xon  ta' 
his  illegitimate  son     his  grandmother      with.      Then      he  said,      ' '  Houses 

naseyate       dai  dai       hai          Lo       hai       te  we  tcwe  ne  dun  14 
I  will  go.          Where          the          herb          the          I  became  time 

hwo  non  ai  din         teL  tcwen         hwit  tcin         tcil  lm#         hi  aL 

by  me          it  grew,          to  me          bring  it. ' '          Then 

a  XOL  tcit  dene     yo     nakisxun     hi  aL     kut     tcit  tes  yai     kut  ie 
she  said  to  him,      "Yonder      it  stands."      Then      now      he  started. 

Then         now 
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a  del  kit      hai      Lo      inuk  ka  na  dul  will  a  din5      tcin  nin  yai  yei 
he  carried  with  himself      that      herb.      Mukkanadulwuladin      he  came. 

2      hiaL    natinneox    tcewillinkai    ye  tcu  win  yai    yu  wit  din  hit 
Then         Hupa         river  mouth         he  entered.         After  a  time 

Le  nal  din6      tcin  nin  yai  yei      hi  aL      tun  tcwin  ta  din7      yi  duk 
Lonahlifi          he  came.          Then          tuntcwintadifl          up 

4      me  is  yai      muk  kox      yi  da  tcin      tee  nin  ya  yei      me  is  diL  din 
he  climbed.          Mukkox          below          he  came  out.          MeisdiLdin 

xot  tcu  win  ya  yei         tcukqal         de  yinuk         miikkai 
he  came  down.          He  walked.          This          south  (road)          on  it. 

6      tcit  tin  diL  e  kai8      yinuk      xaisyayei      datcinnesdai      hiaL 
TcittindiLekai          south          he  went  up.          He  sat.          Then 

tcit  tes  yai        Lei  din9        yi  da  tcin        tcuk  qal  lei        sai  kit  din 
he  went.          Leldin          from  the  north          he  walked.          Behold, 

8      xo  nin  din    Lit    na  du  win  a 
in  front  of  him          smoke          stood  up. 

tai  kyiit£  mee      XOL  wil  lil      ten  sit  ten      hai  de      XOL  wil  lit 
Sweathouse  in         one  was  sweating  himself.         Lies  in  the  water, 

that  one          smoked  himself. 

10    tee  nin  ya       ungya       xoeddai       de       xotLakluw       yltsin 
He  came  out.          He  saw          his  hair          here          his  hips  join         down 

xot  dan  eL    hi  aL   xo  tcin    tee  xan  neuw;    xo  tcin    a  XOL  tcit  de  ne 

it  hung.         Then         to  him         he  talked.         To  him         he  said 

12    xa    xonta'     yenaiiL     hiaL    kut    yenawindeL     untfexolun 
' '  Well,  house      we  will  go  in. ' '      Then      now      they  went  in.      It  was 

nes  dai      tsum  mes  Lon      xon  ta      meuk      hi  aL      kyu  win  yane 
sat          women          house         inside.          Then          old  man 

14    a  XOL  tcit  dene     xa     taikyuw?     yeeL     hiaL     kut      taikyuw; 

said  to  him,  « '  Well,       sweathouse       let  us  go  in. ' '       Then       indeed sweathouse 

ye  tcu  win  deL  hai  yaL  XOL  xo  tcu  wil  lik  do  Lun 
they  went  in.          Then          he  told  him,          "Not  much 

16    wunnik  kyun  na  we  he  ne        hwe«un        tsum  mes  Lon        hiaL 
you  must  think  about  it.          Mine          women. ' '          Then 

8  Refers  to  the  continued  beating  of  the  surf  at  the  mouth  of  the Klamath. 

«  The  junction  of  the  Klamath  and  Trinity  rivers. 
7  A  place  on  Bald  hill  over  which  the  old  foot  trail  led. 
8  A  resting  place  on  Sugar-bowl  mountain. 
»  The  junction  of  the  main  Trinity  and  the  South  Fork. 
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a  de  ne    hwa  un    a  tin  din    hw/in  naL    til  tcwen  tsum  mes  Lon    de 

he  said,       "For  me       every  place       in  my  presence       they  became, 
women.         This 

xo  wiL  dun     na'     hwiL     nin  yai     hai  na    xai  yan  eL    ye  tin  hit  2 
several  days  ago      two      with  me      came      those  two      sitting  there 

the  entrance. 

yi  nuk  a  yi  man  yl  tsin       hai  ya  un       na'       hai  yun       teL  tcwen 
The  other  side  southwest          there,          two          those          became, 

hai  yun     xa  yan  eL     de  dan     iuw  nuw     yi  duk  a  to  din  nun  din  4 
those          sitting  there.          Now          I  hear          facing  the  eastern  water 

na'     xiittcinnan     na  teL  tcwen     hai  yun     naseyate     nuwtsin 
two        I  hear        have  become  again.        Those        I  will  go  to,  I  thought. 

ded    ke    nin    nun  ya    de  dai  yis  xuri  min  su  wiL  din    hai  yi  miL  6 
These      now      you      you  go.       This       standing       exit  of  sweathouse 

with  that 

hai  yun      hwe      miL      na  iuw  hwa      dau      XOL  tcit  de  ne      il  la 

those    I     with  it      I  always  go.  "      '  '  No,  "  he  said  to  him.      <  <  Hands  (  ?  ) 

hwa,  ne  he    ne  se  ya  te  8 

only  I  will  go." 

hi  aL       kut       tes  yai       y  I  duk  a  to  din  nun       tcin  nin  ya  yei 
Then        indeed        he  went.        Facing  the  eastern  water        he  came. 

ya  win  eL      un  gya      ya  kyu  wit  Lon       a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne      xa  10 

They  sat  there.      He  saw      they  made  baskets.      They  spoke  to  him,      '  f  Well, 

xon  ta       xon  ta       ye  tcu  win  yai       tse       da  dil  luw       xun  xai 

house.  '  '      House      he  went  in.      '  '  Stones      put  on  the  fire.  "      '  '  Xunnai, 

ton  dit  tcwit      hi  aL      kut      tee  in  deL      La  aiuw      te  na  xon  an  12 

get  water.  '  '      Then      indeed      they  went  out.      Eeally      they  ran  in  the 
water. 

tee  nin  ya  hit      ye  u      yi  de6      un  gya      na  ya  wit  me  le      hi  aL 
When  he  came  out      way      north      he  saw      they  were  swimming.      Then 

kit  ta  aut0      hw  —  tcit      hei      tcon  des  ne      hi  aL      tcwo  la  din  14 

he  sang.          "hw  —  tcit,          well,"  he  thought.          Then          five  times 
na  teL  mas 
he  rolled. 

hi  aL     kun     na  tes  dl  ya  yei     Lei  din     na  in  di  ya  yei     hi  aL  16 
Then       indeed       he  started  back.       Leldin       he  came  back.       Then 

tais  tse    mux  xa    tcit  tes  yai      tcin  nim  meL      hi  aL      XOL  tel  lit 
sweathouse  wood       for  it       he  went.       He  brought  it  back.       Then 

he  smoked  himself. 
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hiaL         XOL  non  lit         tai  kyuu?         min  dai         dayanawesa 

Then        he  finished  smoking  himself.        Sweathouse        outside      he  sat 

2  hiaL      tcit  teen  hit      yeu      yi  da  tcin      ungya      ye      nanin 
Then      when  he  looked      waj      from  the  east      he  saw      there      two  persons 

mukkut     danankisut     xoyandeL     haiyahadjit     xuLedun 

on  it        blanket  spread.        They  were  coming  down.        Then        morning 

4  hitdjit     nates  deL      de      yi  de  nin  san  non  a  din      naindeLei 

then      they  started  back.      This      northern  end  of  the  world    they  came. 

nar     XOL    nin  ya  yei 
Two        with  him        they  came. 

VI.  LOVE  MEDICiNE— THE  MT.  SHASTA  WOMEN 

6        yi  nuk  a  nin  san  non  a  din  tcit  teL  tcwen  kl  xun  nai 
The  southern  end  of  the  world          became          Kixunnai 

kun  tcii  wil  tcwil  tcit  teL  tcwen  ne  dun  xon  non  ai  din 
young  man.          When  he  became  by  him 

g  teL  tcwen  hai  xo  Lo  we  to  din  ne  hai  ya  miL 
became          the          his  herb          at  the  spring.          Then 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan     do  tciL  tsis     xotr     tcit  te  en     min  ne  djo  miL 

people      he  did  not  see.          In  vain          he  looked.     After  a  time 

10  a  tcon  des  ne     ke     xa  ne  te  te    hai  aL     xuL  e  dun     tcit  tes  yai 

he  thought,      '  'Well,      I  will  look  for  them. ' '      Then      in  the  morning 
he  went. 

de  de       de  now  kut       na  tcil  yeutc       nan  a  din       tcin  nin  yai 
This          sky          resting  place          where  it  is          he  came. 

12  hai  ya        rnuk  ka  da  tcwii  win  en        hai  aL        nin  san        meuk 
There          he  shot.          Then          world          inside 

tcit  ten  en    sai  kit  din    un  gya    nin  san  Luk  gai10    mik  kin  ne  din 
he  looked.          Behold          it  was          mountain  white          its  base 

14  xon  ta  din       ye  kyu  wes  a  ne       a  tcon  des  ne       hai  ya       xo  Ian 

village          (his  vision)  reached.          He  thought          "There          it  is 

teL  tcwen         hai  aL         tcit  tes  yai         hai  ya         tcin  nin  ya  yei 

become."          Then          he  went.          There          he  came, 

16  nin  san  Luk  gai       mik  kin  ne  din       xa       xon  ta       XOL  tcit  de  ne 

Mount  Shasta          its  base.          « *  Well,          house, ' '          they  said  to  him. 

xon  ta     ye  tcu  win  yai     hai  yaL     a  de  ne     La  xo     se  es  tsit  din 

House         he  went  in.          There          he  said,          ' '  Just          little  while 

10  Mt.  Shasta,  which  is  a  triangle  of  white  seen  in  clear  weather  from 
the  higher  mountains  in  the  Trinity  river  region. 
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na  hwai    na  tes  di  ya  te    tcit  de  ne    hei  ya  de  ne    ne  u    dil  dik  te 

I  go  about.        I  will  go  back,"        he  said.        "Yes,"        they  said. 
1 1  By  you         we  will  go  ?  " 

a  de  ne    tsum  mes  Lon  2 
said  women. 

hai  aL       kun       na  tes  di  yai       hi  aL       na'        XOL       tes  ya Then       indeed       he  started  back.       Then       two       with  him       went. 

yi  nuk  a  nin  san  non  a  din     na  in  di  ya  yei     na'     XOL     nin  ya  yei  4 Southern  end  of  the  word          he  came.  Two          with  him          came. 

hai  ya    xwe  yal  weL    hai  yaL     a  ye  de  ne     hai  yo     tsum  mes  Lon 
There        they  spent  the  night.        Then        they  said,        those        women, 

nin       ai  nin  sen       ki  xun  nai       un       do  til  tcwen       nin  sin  un  6 

"You        think        Kixunnai        it  is        have  not  become,        you  think?" 

hei  iin      tcit  de  ne      do  don      ow  tsit      hei  un      ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne 

' '  Yes, ' '      he  said,      < <  it  is  not      I  know. "      "  Yes, ' '      they  said  to  him. 

dik  gyun   yi  de  yi  duk   teL  tcwen   ki  xun  nai   hai    min  non  ai  din  8 
"Here          northeast          became          Kixunnai.          The          by  him 

na'     teL  tcwen     tsum  mes  Lon     do  ye  neL  en     kyii  win  ya  in  yan 
two          became          women.          They  do  not  see  people. 

do  tee  in  dil    hai  ya  tcin    te  se  ya  te    mit  diL  wa  10 

They  never  go  out. "          "  There          I  will  go          in  turn. ' ' 

hai  ya  tcin      tcit  tes  yai      xuL  e  dun      adeiLkit      xoLowe 
There        he  went        in  the  morning.        He  took  with  him,        his  herb. 

hai  ya       tcin  nin  ya  yei        yi  de  yi  duk       hai        tsum  mes  Lon  12 
There          he  came,          northeast          the          women 

teL  tcwen  din     xa     xon  ta  XOL  tcit  de  ne     xon  ta     ye  tcu  win  yai 
became  place.      "Well,  house,"      he  said  to  him.      House      he  went  in. 

hai  aL       a  de  ne       Lax      se  sit  din      na  hwai       hai  yaL       kun  14 

Then        he  said,        "Just        little  while        I  stay."        Then        "Now 

natesdiyate     hai  aL     a  dene     ne  u     diltikte     xa     tcit  dene 

I  go  back."      Then      they  said,      "By  you      we  will  go."      "Well," 
he  said. 

haiaL  kut  natesdlyai  na'  XOL  tes  yai  16 
Then          indeed          he  went  back.          Two          with  him          went. 

yi  nuk  a  nin  san  non  a  din      na  in  di  ya  yei     na'     XOL     nin  ya  yei 
Southern  end  of  the  world          he  came.          Two          with  him          came. 

hai  aL         a  tcon  des  ne          kyu  win  ya  in  yan          na  nan  deL  te  is 
Then          he  thought,          "Indians         will  come. 
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xautrdlyate     Laxogya     xadlyate     hai  yuk    yi  diL  win  SCL  te 

I  will  do  this.          Just  so          it  will  be.          Thus          it  will  be  hard, 

2  hai  de    htdt  L6  we 

this          my  medicine." 

kut    hai  yoi£    a  hi£a  ne 
Just          this  way          only. 

VII.  DEER  MEDICINE— PANTHER  AND  WILDCAT 

4         kotc  mit  ta'  din11  tcit  teL  tcwen       min  nin  miL  Le  dil  lu12 
Kotcmitta' din          he  became,          panther 

xo  kil  le        hiL        hai  yaL  un         min  nin  miL  Le  dil  lu         La  xo 
his  younger  brother          with.          Then          panther          just 

6  kyu  wun  nai  da  win  te     min  ditc18     en     La  xo     na  yiL  qot  win  te 
always  hunted.          Wildcat          it  was          just          always  set  snares. 

Lax      na  in  di  yai      min  ditc      hai      xo  we  tee      a  XOL  du  we  ne 
Once      he  came  back,      wildcat.      The      his  sister-in-law      spoke  to  him, 

8  me  tsai  tee    kiL  kil    ht/?il  la  tee    du  win  tea    hai  wun    tcit  tes  yai 

"I  feel  tired      dressing  hides;      my  fingers      ache."      Because  of  that he  went  away. 

min  nin  miL  Le  dil  lu       na  in  di  ya  hit       do  sit  da       hai       xo  kil 
Panther      when  he  came  back      was  not  there      the      his  younger  brother. 

10  xo  tean      a  XOL  du  we  ne      dau      tcit  de  ne      a  XOL  de  ne      don 

"It  must  be        you  have  been  saying  something  to  him."        "No,"  she 
said         "I  said,         only 

man        hwil  la  tee        du  win  tcwa        xoLede  ne 

because          my  fingers          ache,"          I  told  him. 

12         hai  aL  tcu  xo  teL  xai  se  nim  me  tcin  nin  ya  yei 
Then          he  began  tracking  him.          Senimme          he  came. 

min  kin  ne  mit  tcin        sai  kit  din        tee  xun  neutr  tee        xonta' 
Back  of  the  house          behold          he  heard  talking,          house 

14  me  tcin     hai  aL     xa     dim  min  kin  din     xwel  weL     xiiL  de  dun 

in  it.         Then         right         back  of  the  house         he  spent  the  night. In  the  morning, 

un  gya      tee  nin  yai       na'       niL  kut       da  na  sa  an  (  ?)       is  dite 
he  saw         he  came  out.         Two         on  each  other         lying         ropes. 

16  se  nin  mo  kos  tuk     xo  wun     tcin  nin  yai     hwe  en     na  me  iuw?  git 
Senifimukkostfik         to  him         he  came.         "I         I  am  afraid  of  them. 

11  kotc  is  a  small  shrub  or  tree. 
12  "His  face  with  he  kills." 

is  This  is  the  name  in  general  use  among  California  Athapascans  other 
than  the  Hupa  who  call  him  kirn  miL  na  tul  tcu  wfil,  ' '  that  he  walks  with 

round. ' ' 
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do  xo  lun  xox      kiL  weuk  un  te      tcin      te  sin  yai      hw?e  en      nan 
Is  it  not          strange          to  this          you  came?  I 

me  imo  git     de     nin  san     hi  aL     tcit  tes  deL     de     din  now  kai      2 
I  am  afraid        this        mountain."        Then        they  went.        This        sky 

yi  duk        xa  is  deL  ei        hai        kin  nun        Luk  gai        hai  ya  xo 
up          they  went  up.          The          deer  lick          white          there 

tcin  nin  deL  ei         kin         do  xo  len         Lo  muntc         hai  yi  miL      4 
they  came.          Trees          were  not.          Bunch  grass          with  that 

yai  kit  te  its  se  da  ya  wil  lai  hi  aL  kut  tes  deL 
a  fence          they  placed.          And          then  it  snowed. 

wun  no  na  nin  deL         yi  tsin  nu  win  a  miL  xa  is  deL  ei      6 
They  were  sitting  for  it.          West          when  it  was          they  came  up. 

kiL  La  xun       Luk  gai       xe  en  deL  ei       hi  aL       ta  na  kin  nes  yot 
Deer          white          went  in.          Then          they  drove  them  out  of  water. 

na  xai    kis  loie    hai  ya  xa  djit    m  yun  kyu  wiL  aL     hai  ya  xa  djit      8 
Two          were  caught.  Then          they  dressed  them.  Then 

kin  nal  mats14    me  no  na  nin  deL    hi  aL    kit  ta  autc    hai  ya  xa  djit 
withe  carriers          they  went  in.          Then          they  sang.          Then 

aL  da  na  ya  wiL  mas     se  nin  muk  k5s  tuk     hai  ya     no  nin  diL  Lat     10 
with  themselves  they  rolled  it  down.  Seninmukkostuk          there 

they  stopped  running. 

hai  ya  xa  djit    djo  kin  ne    yai  kin  Cue    na  in  di  ya  yei    se  nim  me 

There,  "  Come,          carry  it. "          He  came  back.          Senimme 

na'     kin  nin  en    na  xai    kiL  La  xun    Luk  gai  12 
two        he  carried,          two          deer          white. 

kut    hai  yuk  a  hwa  ne 
Now,          this  way          only. 

min  ditc     ut  en    sis  lene  14 
Wildcat       married       became. 

VIII.  DEER  MEDICINE— THE  NASLINDIN  YOUNG  MAN 

naslindin15    mitta'    kixunnai    kuntcutcwil    tcitteLtcwen 
Naslindin          behind          Kixunnai          young  man  became. 

hai  un    hai  ded    nin  san    Le  ne  tcu  wil  tcwil    hai  yufi    ML  La  xun     16 
Then        this        mountain        they  grew  together.        That  one        deer 

i*  Deer  were  usually  cut  up  where  they  were  killed  and  the  meat 
brought  to  the  village  in  a  carrying  basket  or  frame  made  on  the  spot of  hazel  withe. 

is  A  place  or  perhaps  a  village  near  Orleans  Bar  on  the  Klamath  river. 
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wunnawai        doxokyuwun        naneLen        hai        ninnissan 
be  hunted.          He  did  not  sleep.          He  watched          the          mountain. 

2  xuL  ei  miL  tee  in  na  hw?it  na  neL  en  yit  da  wit  din 
Midnight          when  he  went  out          he  looked.          Higher 

eilluwexolun         min  ne  djo  xo  miL         xo  kyu  win  an         hai 
it  had  become.          After  a  time          he  slept  the 

4  do  xo  kyu  wun  ne  en  kin  na  is  la  le  xo  lun  tsum  mes  Lon 
he  did  not  used  to  sleep.          He  dreamed.          Women 

min  na  is  laL  xo  lun          hai  ye  he          xuL  e  dun          tee  nin  yai 
he  dreamed  about.          Nevertheless          in  the  morning          he  went  out. 

6  donaxolene       hai       Len  ya  wil  tcwiL  ne  en       hai  ye  he       kut 
It  was  gone,      the      grew  up  with  him  used  to  be.     Nevertheless      indeed 

tee  nin  ya     xuL  e  dun     kiL  La  xun     mit  tcin     tee  nin  yai     de  de 
he  went  out.        In  the  morning       deer        toward        he  went  out.        This 

8  denoiflkai      yi  duk      xaisyai     hai  aL      dowilsan      kiL  La  xun 
sky         up         he  climbed.          Then          was  not  seen          deer. 

yi  duk  a  to  non  a  din        xo  win  kya  le  tsu 
Eastern  water          he  heard  deer  snort. 

10        a  tcon  des  ne    hai  yow  6  xo  lun    a'  dl  ya  teL    kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
He  thought,          "That  way  it  is          it  will  be  that  way.          Indians 

na  nan  deL  te  na  in  dl  yai  a  tcon  des  ne  mit  Lo  we 

will  come. ' '          He  came  back.          He  thought,          ' '  Its  medicine 

12  na  SCL  tcwin  te          hai  yaL          na  is  tcwen          hai  yaL          yot 
I  will  make."         Then          he  made  it.          Then          there 

na  neL  in  hit    sai  kit  din    un  gya    ya  nal  dit  tcin  xo  lun    hai  yaL 
when  he  looked       behold       it  apeared       it  had  grown  up  again.       Then 

H  xuL  e  dun        tee  nin  yai        de  de        de  now  kut        xa  is  ya  yai 
morning          he  went  out.          This          sky          he  went  up. 

unfexolun     kiL  La  xun     natetaa     min  nin     hai  yow?     xo  lun 
It  was       deer       pointed  (toward  him)       its  face.       "This  waj       it  is, 

16  adl  yateL       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       nanandeLte       xow?       deiik 
it  will  be.          Indians          will  come.          In  vain          this  way 

atiyauhe    hai     htritLowe    a  dit  tcin    no  nil  lade    kiL  La  xun 
he  does          this          my  herb          to  himself          if  he  has          deer 

18  sis  SCL  win  te    hai    htcin  is  te  din    na  xai  neuw 
he  will  kill          this  my  body  he  says. 

hai  yow?  xo    hwa  ne 
This  waj  only. 

>  > 
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IX.  DEER  MEDICINE— YOUNG  MAN  BECOMES  A  SHRUB 

ded  nin  san  nei  djit    ki  nun  nai    kun  wil  tcwil    tcit  teL  tcwen 
This  middle  world  Kixunnai  young  man  became. 

La  xo  kiL  La  xun  wiin  na  wa  win  f  e  do  xo  kyii  wun  2 
Just          deer          he  always  hunted.          He  did  not  sleep. 

min  ne  djo  xo  miL         xo  kyii  win  un  xo  Ian         sai  kit  din  un  gya 
After  a  time          he  did  sleep.          Behold 

kin  nas  la  le  xo  Ian        tsun  mes  Lon        min  na  is  lal        hai  ye  he  4 
he  dreamed,          women          he  dreamed  about.          Nevertheless 

xiiL  e  dun      kiL  La  xun      mux  xa      tee  nin  yai      di  de      xun  na 
in  the  morning          deer          for  them          he  went  out.          This 

tcoL  sun10      kiL  La  xun      yu  din  hit      tcit  te  tcit      do  tciL  sun  ox  6 
he  sees         deer.         Finally         he  became  tired         not  seeing 

ML  La  xun 
deer. 

haiyun     atcondesne     Lohe     nautodille     fun  miL  LU  we17  8 
That  one         he  thought,         ' '  Herb        I  will  become.        TunmiLLuwe 

naisdille  taikyuw?  mindai  da  na  kyii  win  xa 
he  became.          Sweathouse          outside          it  stood. 

sai  kit  din  un  gya        xo  wun        nun  diik  ke        kiL  La  xun        yo  10 
Behold          to  him          they  came,  deer.          It 

xot  du  wil  xuts         he       tcon  des  ne       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       ma 
they  ate.          ' '  He, ' '  he  thought,  ' '  Indians          for  them 

naui^diyau     Laxo     kut     de  ox     axolate     kiL  La  xun     ded  12 
I  did  it.        Just          now  this  way          it  will  be,  deer.          This 

hietin  is  tfe  din      na  xai  neutr      La  xo  gya      de  ox      a  xo  la  te 
my  body          he  repeats          just          this  way          it  will  be." 

X.  DEER  MEDICINE— RAVEN 

yi  nuk  a  nin  san  noii  a  din  na  teL  dit  tcwen  ga  tcwun  14 
Southern  end  of  the  world          he  became          raven. 

kiL  La  xun         xow         won  na  ai  ya         do  tciL  sis         yu  din  hit 
Deer          in  vain          he  hunted.          He  did  not  see  any.          Finally 

atcondesne       mikkya       teseyate       hai       yi  man       dittse  16 
he  thought,  ' '  From  here         I  am  going. '  >         This         across         pointing 

i«xun  na  evidently  carries  a  negative  meaning  such  as  "no  longer." 
17  Ceanothiis  velutinus. 
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no  nin  tan       medil       kut       xuL  e  dun       tcittesyai       medil 

he  placed          canoe.          Then          in  the  morning          he  went.          Canoe 

2      yetcuwinyai     tanedjit     yi  de«     hai  aL     medil     minninkut 
he  went  in.        Middle  of  the  water        north,        then        canoe        its  bow 

L6        xaltcwen        donissa        XOL        willalmiL        natefien 

herb       grew  up.        Not  far        with  him        when  it  floated        he  looked. 

4      yl  duk  ken  tcin     un  te     xa  in  ya     kiL  La  xun     hai  aL     yi  sin  tcin 
On  the  east  side          it  was  coming  up.          deer.          Then          west  side 

na  ten  en     un  te     xa  in  ya     kiL  La  xun     muk  ka  na  du  wul  a  din 

he  looked.         It  was         coming  up         deer.         Mukkanaduwuladin 

6      XOL    tee  in  lat  dei 
with  him          it  floated  out. 

na    to  non  a  din    nai  yl  nuk    nauw?  di  ya  te    tcon  des  ne    hai 

"Again    water  end,      again  south      I  will  go,"      he  thought,      "the 

8      SUM?  da  ne  en  din          na  in  di  ya  yei          yl  nuk  nin  san  non  a  din 

I  used  to  live  place. ' '          He  came  back,          south  world 's  end. 

wil  weL  miL       Lax       nin  xo       du  win  ne  tsu       hai  yun       hai 
In  the  night        just        on  the  ground(l),        he  heard  something  make  a 

noise.          That  one          the 

10    kiL  na  xun     kltayan*     xa  win  yds     hai      medil      minninkut 
deer          were  eating.          He  pulled  it  up          that          boat          its  bow. 

a  dim  min  kin  din    no  kin  nin  qot    hai  ya    mit  tcin    a'  ya  di  yau 
Behind  his  house          he  set  it  up.          There          toward  it         they  did  it. 

12    kut  de       tciL  san       hai  yow       xo  lun  teL       tcon  des  ne       hai  de 

Then      he  saw  (deer) .      ' '  This  way      it  will  be, ' '      he  thought.      ' '  This 

hint  Lo  we      a  de  iL  kit  de       hai  yufi       tun  nai  kit  dil 

my  herb      if  he  takes      with  himself."      This  one      poplar  (?). 

XI.  DEER  MEDICINE— BLACK  WOLF 

14          tcitteLtcwen        nin  san       dim  mentc  tcim  me18        kiL  na  dil 
He  became          ninsan  dimmentctcimme          wolf 

XUL  ne  wan     La  xo     tsum  mes  Lon     min  na  laL  win  te     hai  yun 
black.  Just  women          he  always  dreamed  about.  That  one 

16    a  XOL  tcit  de  ne       yl  duk  a  to  non  a  din       min  Lun       a  LU  wun1* 
he  told,         ' '  Eastern  water  end         ten          brothers 

tcit  teL  tcwen       kit  tes  seox       a  ya  un  te       xo  hwe       na  ya  wai 
have  become.         Smart         they  are.          Their  names          have  traveled. 

i«  ' '  Mountain  sharp, ' '  a  ridge  east  of  Pine  creek. 
i»  The  Hupa  say  LIL  Lin. 
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hai  yun         a  tcon  des  na         na  se  ya  te         hai  aL         tcit  tes  yai 

That  one          ^  nought          "I  will  go."          Then          he  went. 

yi  duk  a  to  non  a  din      tcin  niii  ya  yei      min  Lun  xo      kin  nin  en  2 
Eastern  water  end          he  came.          Ten  places          he  was  carrying. 

min  Lun      ke  de  eai      xo  ye      win  xa      na  tes  di  yai      xuL  e  dun 
Ten       deer  heads       under       were.       He  started  back       in  the  morning. 

deck       aL  ko  wits       xwa       xeL       ya  is  tcwen       na  in  di  ya  yei  4 
This  way        so  little        for  him        load        they  made.        He  came  back 

nin  san  dim  min  tcim  me  hai  yaL  dun  Lun  hwo  din 
ninsan  dimmintcimme.          Then          several  times 

xwe  nal  weL  miL     a  XOL  tcit  de  ne     ki  xun  nai  ne  en     xo  deL  weL  6 

when  he  had  spent  nights        he  said  to  him,        "Kixunnai        are  dead." 

a  tcon  des  ne      ka      hwan  ne  sin      xa  a'  di  ya  te      tcon  des  ne 
He  thought,        "Well,  I  knew  that        it  will  be  so,"        he  thought. 

ke      naw*  htra      a  de  iL  kit      hai      hwit  L6  we      tcin  niii  ya  yei  g 
' '  Well,  I  will  go.       I  will  take  with  myself       the       my  herb. ' '       He  came 

hai  ya     yi  duk  a  to  non  a  din     xon     min  na     na  wil  lin     hai  aL 
there       eastern  water  end.       Fire       around       they  were  scattered.       Then 

a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne      na  SOL  diL      hai  aL      hai      ki  ma  u      xwa  ya  10 

he  said  to  them,         ' '  Get  up. ' '        Then        the        medicine         for  them 

win  tsit     ya  xo  win  LU     xa     tee  no  diL  ne     kiL  La  xun     mit  tcin 

he  pounded.          He  rubbed  it  on  them.          "Well,  you  better  go  out 

deer         toward. ' ' 
kiL  La  xun    na  yaL  sun    ya  seL  wen    hai  ya    man    un  no  xow?  lau  12 

Deer      they  found  again.       They  killed  them.       "That       for       I  did  it, 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan    na  nan  deL  te    man    hai  yo  xo    diL  win  seL  te 
Indians          will  come          for.          This  way          it  will  be  hard 

hai      do      hM/in  nis  te      nai  xai  neuw      na  in  di  ya  yei      nin  san  14 

the  one          not          my  body          says."          He  came  back          ninsan 

dim  men  tcim  me€ 
dimmentcimme*. 

kut    hai  yo  xo    hwa  ne  16 
Now          this  way  only. 

XII.  MONEY  MEDICINE— THE  SCABBY  BOY 

tcit  teL  tcwen      ke  set  tcit  din      LO  ge  tse      ht#a  ne      min  Lun 
He  became  kesettcitdiii         scabs          only.          Ten 

xo  Lin      La      XOL  tis  tee      hai  yun      hai      XOL  tis  tee      ke  wuw  18 
his  brothers,  one       his  younger  sister.       That  one       the         his  sister 

without  their  knowledge 
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xwakeiLkit    kewuw?    hai    xoLin    xwayatsillai    haiyehe    dexo 

she  fed  him      without  their  knowledge      the      her  brothers.      They  did not  like  him.      Nevertheless      this  way 

2      tceinnautfl    La    xuL  e    kittexauw    La    xuL    hai    kittexauw? 

he  used  to  go  out.      Just      at  night      he  used  to  fish  with  a  net.      One 
night      the  one      he  fished 

a  dene    yowe    yowe    tcitdene    hai    kittexauw 

said,        yowe,  yowe,        he  said        the  one        he  fished. 

4  yudinnemiL    atcondesne    teseyate    hai  yaL    kyu  win  dits 

Finally          bethought,          "I  will  go."          Then          he  twisted 

hai     kyuwintcwok     hai  yaL     a  dene     xuLedun     teseyate 

that         string.         Then          he  said,          ' '  In  the  morning          I  will  go. 

6      hunt  tcin    ye  na  tcon  diL  ne    hai  yaL    kut    ye  na  win  deL    af  tin To  me        let  them  come  in. ' '        Then        indeed        they  came  in.        All 

La  a  is  dits     miLxoikinne     kut  don     nowkya     teseyate     hei 

one  string  (of  money)      he  gave  them.      ' '  Now  it  is      from  you      I  will 

go. "      * '  Hei, ' ' 
8      tcondesne       hai  yo       xotdaii       auntexdw?       hai  yaL       kut 

they  thought,          "he  is  smart(f)."          Then          indeed 

tcittesyai       haiya       xokyatcin       dikgyun        de        yi  duk 
he  went.        There        from  them        here        this        east 

10    tcit  tes  yai       de         hai  ya       na  wai  ye 
he  went .        Now         there          he  is. 

XTTT.  MONEY  MEDICINE— KINNAXONTADIN  ILLEGITIMATE 
MAN 

kin  na  xon  ta  din       tcit  teL  tcwen       tin  tail  tcwen       hai  yun 
Kinnaxonta'din          he  became          illegitimate.  That  one 

12    atcondesne      kutdauw?      Laxo      haiya      dai  hwo      naiyo*a« 
thought,          "I  guess          just          there          something          begets 

hai         mil  la        me        kittaau         dexo         yitsin         mil  la 
the        his  hand        in        he  sings.        This  way        west        his  hands 

H    ya  WIL  eL       hai  aL       de  xo       yi  duk       hai  ya  hit  djit       mil  la 
point.          Then          this  way          east.          Then          his  hand 

me       na  des  duk  got       kut       hai  yow       xo  lun        a'  di  ya  teL 
in          they  wiggle.          Now,          this  way          it  is          it  will  be. 

16    xoi0         tin  tail  tcwen          teLtcwinte          haiyehe          di  hwo 
Even          illegitimate          will  become.          Nevertheless          something 

nai  win  a  te      tcit  de  ne      hai  de      hwiii      kit  ta  a*  de 
he  will  possess,"        he  said        "this        song        if  he  sings." 
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XIV.  GOOD  LUCK  MEDICINE— YIDUKATOME  YOUNG  MAN 

yi  diik  a  to  non  a  din  tcit  teL  tcwen  ki  xun  nai 
Eastern  water  end  he  became  Kixunnai 

kun  tcu  wil  tcwil  tcit  te  wes  tcwen  ne  dun  xo  non  ai  din      2 
young  man.          When  he  became          by  him 

teL  tcwen      hai      xoLowe      dikgyufi      yi  niik  kai  yi  man  yi  tsin 
became          the          his  herb.          Here          southwest  on  the  other  side 

na'  teL  tcwen          tsum  mes  Lon          hai  ya  tciii          na  I  ya      4 
two          became          women.          There          he  used  to  go. 

na  ne  it  dau  hwit  miL       a  du  wa  nun  de  e  tcwit       hai       xoLowe 
When  he  used  to  come  home       he  used  to  wash  himself       the       his  herb 

miL       hai  ye  he       kiL  La  xun       a  ul  lii       na'  di  yau       kun  na      6 
with.          Nevertheless          deer          he  killed.  Money      also 

xa  ul  lu 

did  the  same. 

haiyox        xo  lun  teL        tcoonne         hai  ded         hwitLowe      8 

"This  way          it  will  be, "          he  thinks.          "This          my  herb 

a  dit  tcin     no  nil  la  de     xow     xa  a  tl  ya  te     hai  de     hwit  Lo  we 
to  himself       if  he  takes       even      it  will  do  that       this      my  medicine. ' ' 

hai  yuk  a  hwa  ne 
This  way         only. 
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PART  II 

Obtained  from  wife  of  Molasses 

XV.  THE  COMING  OF  INDIANS 

dik  gyun      yi  de<      nin  nis  san      non  a  din      na  teL  dit  tcwen 
Here          north          world          end          he  came  into  being 

2  yi  man  ne  kyu  win  xoi  yan20       hai  ya  miL  un       min  ne  djo  xo  miL 
Yimannekyuwinxoiyan.          Then          after  a  time 

a  tcon  des  ne     da  xo  ed  duk  kyautr     kyu  win  ya  in  yan     na  diL  te 

bethought,          "How          people          will  they  become!" 

4  hai  yaL  un      tsu  mes  Lon      na  wai  ye      hai  ya  miL  un      mit  tcin 
Then          woman          was  walking.          Then          toward  her 

tcit  tes  yai       miL       ne  se  tin  te       tcon  des  ne       hai  yaL       kut 

he  started.       "  With  her       I  will  lie,"       bethought.       Then       indeed 

6  miL    tcin  nes  ten    hai  yaL    tcit  tes  yai    ta  nan    me  du  win  tcwen 
with  her        he  lay.        Then        he  started  on.        Water        he  wanted. 

wun         no  in  duk  kait  te  sil  len         hai  ya  miL  un         tcuk  qal  lit 
For  it          he  was  nearly  falling  down.          Then          as  he  walked 

8  sai  it  din      un  gya      nil  lin  se      hai  ya  miL      ye-      tse  di  ya      ka 
behold      it  was      he  heard  a  creek.       Then      "ye—      I  am  glad.       Well, 

tauM?  din  nun  te        nil  lin        Lax        ye  tcu  win  k'  uts        se  k'  un 
I  will  drink."          Creek  just  he  fell  in.          Water  stood  there. 

10  tcit  te  tot     tcit  te  tot     tcit  te  tot     nis  tan     xosa    WUM?  xauw  hw?il 
He  drank.        He  drank.        He  drank.        Log        his  mouth        floated  in. 

hai  yaL  ya  win  k<  uts  tcit  tcit  de  xow  wil  weL  ei 
Then          he  fell  over.          He  thought  he  was  dead.          It  was  morning 

12  do  tee  nal  tcwin  xo 
he  was  not  yet  restored. 

min  ne  djo  xo  miL         gatcuii         duwinnese         hai  yaL  un 
After  a  time          raven          he  heard  make  a  noise.          Then 

14  a  tcon  des  ne     is  do     hwik  kyan     minnoiyiLdik     haiyamiLun 
he  thought,          "I  wish          my  belly         he  would  pick  open."          Then 

20  "The   other   side  old   man,"   used   by  the   Hupa   as   a   name   for Yimantuwmyai. 
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hai       miik  ka       min  noi  yiL  dik       hai  yaL  un       phu       du  we  ne 

that  one          on  it          picked  it  open.          Then          ' '  Phu ' '          sounded 

ta  nan      ki  ye      xa  a  na  nu  wes  te      nan  xa  2 
water.          Again          it  was  as  before.          Water  lay  there. 

hai  ya  miL  un          in  na  na  is  duk  ke          tcit  tes  yai          yi  nuk 
Then          he  got  up  again.          He  started          south. 

hai  yaL  un        a  tcon  des  ne        is  do        dun  hire  e        xo  we  ke  xe      4 
Then          bethought,          "I  wish          somebody          would  be  (!)." 

kin  ye  kut     na  da  ai     hai  ya  miL  un     ye  mw  hwa     hai  ya  miL  un 

A  hollow  tree          stood  there.          Then          ' '  I  will  go  in. ' '          Then 

xo  tciii  a       Le  nul  dit  tcwen       hai  ya  mit  un       a  tc5  in  ne       is  do      6 

in  front  of  him      it  grew  together.      Then      he  kept  thinking,      *  *  I  wish 

dai  hwe  e      ai  la      hai  ded      kin  ye  kut      hai      muk  ka      ml  gya 

somebody        would  do  something. ' '          This          hollow  tree        that on  it         he  heard 

na  neL  waL          hai  yo  kut  tcifi  a  Le  nul  dit  tcwen  ne  en      8 
he  was  pounding.        That        in  front  of  him        it  had  grown  together. 

dik  gyun      yi  na  tcin      yi  da  tcin      miL      wuw  hwal      auto  fen 
"Here          south          east          from          I  came          I  am. 

hwin  naL        un  di  yau        aL  Lun  xo        a  we  nel        hai  ya  miL  un     10 

In  my  knowledge     you  did  it.      Very  many  places     it  has  happened. ' '      Then 

tee  na  in  di  ya 
he  came  out  again. 

hai  ya  miL  uii         tcit  tes  yai         yi  nuk         tcit  tes  yai         yi     12 
Then          he  started  on.          South          he  started.          There 

tcuk  qa  le       hai  ya  miL  un       un  gya       me  dil       na  duk  kait  de 
was  walking.          Then          he  perceived          canoe         was  floating  about. 

tsu  meL  Lon        na  nin        yan  ai        hai  ya  miL        xauw/  di  ya  te    14 

Women          two          sat  up.  Then  '  <  I  will  do  that, ' ' 

tcon  des  ne        hai  ya  miL  uii        te  tcu  wil  lu        me  dil        mi  ye 
he  thought.  Then  he  dived  in  the  water.  Canoe  close  to 

xa  wil  lu    hai  yaL    me  dil  le    me    ye  tcu  win  yai    XOL  ya  nes  tetc     16 
he  came  up.       Then       canoe       in  it       he  went  in.       He  lay  with  them. 

haiyamiLuii         kut          tcukqal         tcit  tes  yai         yinuk 
Then          indeed          he  walked.          He  started          south. 

tcit  ten  in  hit       yo       yi  nuk       na  dil  le       xo  is  dai       XOL  tis  tee     18 
When  he  looked        way        south        were  walking        man         his  sister. 

hai  yaL  un         ta  win  yai          hai  yo         xo  Le  wa         ta  wiL  waL 
Then        he  waded  in.        These        his  pubic  hairs        he  threw  in  the  water. 
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haiyaL      xokaiye      yewillat      Laixo      tanaisdexuts      Lai 
Then     her  thighs     they  floated  in.     Just     she  staggered  out  again.     One 

2      yisxanei    nikkya'     xodu  win  teat    haiyaL  un    a  XOL  tcit  dene 
day          very  much          she  was  sick.          Then          she  said  to  him, 

xdLxolik      tefau      tsan      ainte      tcit  dene      haiyamiLun 
* '  Tell  him.      Medicine  man          may  be          he  is, ' '         she  said.         Then 

4      tco  xo  niL  ten  hai  ya  miL  un  kiit  XOL  tcu  wit  di  yen 
he  brought  him.          Then          indeed          he  doctored  her. 

hai  yaL  un        a  de  ne        hire  en        kyu  win  in  yan        deL  se  din 
Then          he  said,          "I          people          where  they  sit 

6      do  ke  dutfl  ai          hai  ya  miL  un          a'  tin         tee  nin  yai          hai 
I  do  not  doctor. ' '          Then          all          went  out.          The 

kin  keL  sai      ke  na  win  Jan      da  xo  ed  dik  kyauw?      a  xo  la      XOL 
sapsucker        stuck  on  (doorpost).         How         he  did  to  her.        With  her 

8      tcin  nes  ten    ya  na  win  tan    xo  Le  wa    hai  ya  miL     na  xo  XUL  nai 
he  lay.          He  took  out          his  pubic  hairs.          Then          he  restored  her. 

xe  ye  ge  ciL      ye  ge  ciL      du  we  ne      miL      na  na  is  tan  hit 

"xeyegeciL         yegeciL,"          he  sang.          With  it          he  took  them  up. 

10          hai  ya  miL  un      tcit  tes  yai      yi  nuk      dje  na      da  na  wai  ye 
Then          he  started         south.          Above          was  walking  on  (trees). 

xo  ye     tcin  nin  yai      ye      na  nun  dac     nit  tcin     xun  neuw?  yeuw? 
Under  her        he  came.        "ye,        comedown.        To  you        I  will  talk." 

12    xo  ed  di  nan        a  hwil  lau  te  lit        a  hwiL  de  ne        hai  ya  miL  un 

"What         you  will  do  to  me,          do  you  say  to  me ?"          Then 

na  na  wit  yai  hai  ya  miL  un  xo  tcin  ye  tcu  win  Lat 
she  came  down.          Then          to  her          he  ran. 

14    haiyamiLun  dekutdon  a  nuw?  ht^in  nin  is  do 
Then          "This  it  is          I  will  do.          I  want 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan      na  nan  deL      nuw?  sin  hit      auw?  Jen 
people         should  become,          because  I  think          I  do  it. ' ' 

16          haiyamiLun    mikkya    in  na  na  is  duk  ke  win  te    tcit  tes  yai 
Then          from  her          he  got  up  again.          He  started  on. 

sai  kit  din  im  gya         kyu  win  ya  in  yan         ta  kin          na  wai  ye 
He  was  surprised  to  see         people          three          walking. 

18    kutdon     nonaL     nin     ainuwinsen     is  do     kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
"Indeed          in  our  knowledge         you          think        I  wish          people 
na  nan  deL         nu  win  sen         haiyamiLun         yuLkyowedin 
would  become          you  think.          Then          everywhere 
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deuk       a'  di  ya  te         kyu  win  ya  in  yan       na  nan  deL  te       nin 
this  way          it  will  happen.          People          will  become.          You 

hai       ma       un  di  yau       UL  kyo  we  din       nin  nis  san       xus  tun      2 
the          first          you  did  it.          Everywhere          earth          around 

na  nan  deL  te  kyu  win  ya  in  yan  tsu  mes  Lon  hiL 
they  will  become.          Indians          women          with 

LIL  na  wit  dii  te  nin  man  a  nun  di  yau  hit     ma  iL  ne  sin  tin  hit      4 
they  will  live,        you        first        because  you  did  it.        First        because 

you  lay  with  them, ' ' 
XOL  tcit  de  ne      a'  tin  diii      tsu  meL  Lon      do      wa      te  sin  ya  hit 
he  said.          ' '  All  places          woman          not          by          you  went. 

hai  yaL  un       htce       don       ma       ai  ne  sin       hai  ya  xat       don      6 
Then          I          indeed          first          I  thought,          then          indeed 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan       na  nan  deL  te       ne  sin       kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
Indians          will  become          I  thought.          Indians 

wityuiiil       mil,        xo  hwa  win  neL  te        haiyamiLun       na  La      8 
grow  old          when          they  will  die.          Then          others 

wil  tcwil      na  tu  wil  dit  tcwin  iL  te      hai  yuk      miL      nin  nis  san 
will  become.          One  after  the  other  they  will  become.          This  way 

with         world 

sa  un  te        hai  yuk  ke        miL        kyu  win  ya  in  yan        na  diL  te     10 
will  be.          This  way          with          Indians          will  live. 

hwe      kut       ne  sin  hit       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       ma       na  na  ya  te 
I          indeed          I  thought  it.          People          for        he  will  come  down. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL  un        min  ne  djo  xo  miL        a  tcon  des  ne        te  se  ya  te     12 
Then          after  a  time          bethought,          "I  will  go. " 

hai  ya  miL  un         min  ne  djo  xo  miL         a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne         yo 
Then          after  a  time          they  said  to  him,          "Those 

nin  mit  dje  e  din  ne      ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne      haiyamiLun      a  dene    14 
your  children, ;>          they  said.          Then          he  said, 

hwe        don        hwim  mit  dje  e  din  ne        do  nuw?  sin        kut  don 

' '  Mine          it  is          my  children          I  do  not  think. "          "  Truly 
nim  mit  dje  e  din  ne      xow  don      do  hun  na  ne      hire      ai  ne  sin     16 

your  children          I  think. ' '          « '  Yes,          mine          I  think, 

do  him  na      hwim  mit  dje  e  din  e 
yes         my  children." 

hai  ya  miL  mi      kyu  win  ya  in  yan      mit  ta'  din      tcit  tes  yai     18 
Then          people          among          he  started. 
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kut       hai        htre        a  tcon  des  ne        naseLtcwin        doxunna 

"Indeed      the      I,"      bethought,      "I  will  make  them  again      truly." 

2  hai  yaL  un     hai     tcittesyai     kut     ka     uhwaLte     haiyaLun 
Then          he          started  on.          "Well,          I  will  go.          Then 

htce      ai  ne  sin       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       na  na  deL  te       do  xo  lifi 
I          think,          People          will  become.          It  will  not  be 

4  Lun  xo  un  LIL  ne  do  xo  lin  lit  dit  Lan  do  xo  lin 

they  will  quarrel.     It  will  not  be     they  will  hate  each  other.     It  will  not  be 

Le  de  ai  Lit  tit  16s     hire    hai    ai  ne  sen    do  xo  lifi    na  hwil  la  din 
they  will  drag  one  another  about,      I      that,      I  think.      It  will  not  be I  have  done  (?) 

6  a  na  ten          hwe          miL          do  xo  lin          Lun  hwai  ai  I  diL  en 
they  will  do  again.        Me        after        it  will  not  be        they  will  quarrel 

Lai  teL  tcwen 

brothers." 

8        hai  ya  miL  un  kut          tcit  tes  yai  tcuk  qal  don 
Then         indeed          he  started.          He  walked  along.          ' '  Indeed, 

hai  dai  dit  din       no  ne  ya  te       hai  ya  miL  mi       da  nauw?  di  ya  te 

the  some  place         I  will  go  to.          Then          I  will  turn  back. ' ' 

10  hai  ded         a  tcon  des  ne          kut  don          wun  xwe  kyun  naii  yai 
This         he  thought.          Indeed          he  considered  it. 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan         na  nan  deL  te         ht0e         hai         ai  ne  sen 

"People         will  become.         I         that         I  think. 

12  kyu  win  ya  in  yan          na  nan  deL  te          a  win  neL  te          yl  nuk 
People         will  become         it  will  be         south 

nin  ne  san      min  ne  djit      WUL  kus  tcin  ne  wan       hai  yaL       don 
world          middle          a  little  one  side."          Then          indeed 

14  a  tcon  des  ne     xan  Lun  din     htcin  no  da  ne  yi     hai     te  se  ya  din 
he  thought,          ' '  How  many          my  return          the  place  I  came 

miL    hai  ya  miL    WUM?  hw?aL  te     dik  gyun     yi  nuk  a     nin  nis  san 
from.          Then          I  will  go.          Here          south          world 

16  nonatcin     neyate      haiyade      da  nauw  di  ya  te      tcon  des  ne 

end        I  will  come.        From  there        I  will        turn  back, ' '       he  thought. 

tcuk  qal       tcuk  qal       tcuk  qal       na  nin        na  wai  ye       un  gya 
He  walked,      he  walked,      he  walked.      Two      were  traveling      he  saw. 

18  hai  yaL  un    a  tcon  des  ne    ke    xo  wun    ya  nuw  hwa    tcon  des  ne 
Then        bethought,        "Well,        to  them        I  will  go,"        bethought. 
tcanatcin  tcisyena  haiyamiLuii          a XOL  tcit  dene 
At  one  side          they  stood.          Then          he  said  to  him, 
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dai  de  hwun         mit  tcin         win  yaL         na  tin  dauw         dai  de 

"Why          toward  it          do  you  go?          Go  back.          Why 

mit  tcin       win  yal       nin  do  Lan  tcin  un  te       do  nin  yauw  hwun      2 
toward  it      do  you  go?      Your  bad  deeds      you  did.      You  must  not  come. 

da  do  Lun  un  te       a  Liin       kit  du  wun  hwo  lik       na  tin  ya  ne  ha 

Many  things          very  many          they  tell  me.          Go  back. ' ' 

dau       kut  don       wuw  hwal       yo       yi  nuk       kun  dun       se  lin      4 
' '  No.          Indeed          I  will  go.          Way          south          near          I  am. 

hai     ne  ya  teL     de     mik  kya     na  din     yis  kan  de     wuw  hwaLx 
There      I  am  about  to  come.      This      from  it      two      days      I  will  come  back. 

kut      ne  ya  te      hai  ya  miL  un      kut      a  de  kut      na  tes  di  ya  te      6 
Indeed      I  will  come  back.      Then     indeed     of  myself      I  will  start  back. 

kun      ne  ya  te 

Soon          I  will  get  there. " 

yi  nuk    tcit  tes  yai    yi  nuk    tcuk  qal    na  nin    kin  na  di  da  ye      8 
South     he  started.     South     he  walked.     Two     were  gathering  something. 

hai  y a  miL  un      xo  wun      nuw  hwa      kut  tcin      k'  un  TLVLW  yeuw 
Then          "To  them          I  will  go.          To  them          I  will  talk." 

haiyamiLufi  hai  ya  xotcin  tcuk  qal  xowun     10 
Then          there          to  them          he  walked.          To  them 

tcin  nin  ya        dai  de        mit  tcin        win  yal        nit  don  Lun  wun 
he  came.        "Why        toward  it        do  you  walk?        Your  bad  deeds 

nu  wa  ya  xo  lik     hai  ya  miL  un      kut  don     yi  nuk  ke     wuw  hwal     12 
they  tell. "          Then,          "Indeed          south          I  walk. 

do  no'  djin      wuw?  hi^a      hai  yo      ne  ya  teL  din 
Not  your  concern         I  walk         the         I  am  about  to  come  place. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL  un         tcit  tes  yai         yi  nuk         tcuk  qal         ye  o    14 
Then          he  started          south          walking.          Far 

ungya       LU  wun  nin       tcisyin       hai  yaL  un       a  XOL  tcit  dene 
he  saw          one  alone          standing.          Then          he  said  to  him, 

hai       win  yaL  din       kauw  Lun       sis  da       kut  don       hai  ye  he     16 

' '  The       you  are  going  place       many       live. ' '        "  Well,       nevertheless 

wuw  hwal       hai  ya  miL  un       tcuk  qal       tak       xon  ta       sa  an 
I  will  go. "          Then          he  walked.          Three          houses          stood. 

kut       tcin  nin  yai       hai  ya  miL  mi       Lai       xun  na       sis  da  ne     is 
Indeed          he  came  there.          Then          many          truly          lived  there. 

hai  ya  miL  un     a  XOL  tcit  de  na         dai  duk  kyun  miL         win  yal 
Then          he  said  to  him,          "From  where          did  you  come? 
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doxolin      kiLweak       undlya       kenauM?       anuwinsinun 

It  will  not  be       unusual  things       you  will  do,       you  came       did  you  think?" 

2  hai  ya  miL  un  yin  nuk  a  nin  nis  san  non  a  din 
Then         south         world          end 

tcin  nin  yai      hwe      La  xo      nautt?  hw?a      ne  sin      hai  ya  miL  un 
became.        "I        without  cause        I  travel,"        I  thought.        Then 

4      a  XOL  tcit  de  ne        nal  weL  te        yis  xun  de        na  te  sin  di  ya  te 
he  said  to  him,        ' '  Spend  the  night.        Tomorrow        you  will  start  back. 

yd      htriL  tis  tee      niL      tcit  tes  ya  te      hai  ya  miL  un      yis  k'  un 
That          my  sister          with  you          will  go. ' '          Then          next  day 

6      natesdiya       kut        XOL  tis  tee        kut        xowaLten        k'aat he  started         indeed.         His  sister         indeed         he  took.         His  wife 

sil  len          hai  ya  miL  un          na  tes  di  yai          kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
she  was.          Then          he  started  back.          ' '  People 

8      na  na  diL         SCL  tcwen         nu  hw?6nk         amc  la         na  tes  deL 

become          I  made.          Well          I  did. ' '          They  went  back. 

xe  na  yai  wil     wit  dil     kut     yi  nuk     ne  ya  ye     tcit  du  win  nel 
They  spent  the  night.      They  went  along.      ' '  Indeed      south      I  came, ' ' 

he  kept  telling  them. 

10    haiyuk         xe  na  yai  wil  ta<         tco  xo  wil  lik  il         haiyamiLufi 
This  way        where  they  spent  the  nights        he  told  them  along.        Then 

na  wit  dil  a  kut     min  ne  djo  xo  miL     un  gya     kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
they  went  along.          After  a  time          he  saw          people 

12    xutLedun         wunnadille         natcwaiye          dexoeddedin 
in  the  morning  going  out  for  it  they  were  burying.  < '  What 

ai  nu  win  sin          da  xo  hwo          ai  it  di  yau  miL          nauw  daL  te 
you  think,        gome  way         when         it  has  happened        I  will  go  along, 

14     nu  win  sen 

you  think  f" 
natesdlyai        da  na  wit  dal  a  kut        yi  de        nawitdallit 
He  went  back.        He  was  going  back,        north.        When  he  was  going 

along 

16    ye  win  nai  kit  dil  ye  Lan  nawaiye  haiyamiLufi 
they  were  traveling,          many         were  traveling.          Then 

na  wit  dal  a  kut        yide        hai        sis  da  tcin       na  wit  dal  a  kut 
he  went  along      north      the    toward  where  he  stayed      he  was  going  along. 

18    saa     nasinyakut     heiun     tcit  dene     kundin     ananahmi 
"  It  is  a  long  time         you  are  coming  back. "          "  Yes, ' '  he  said. "Close          I  come  back." 
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hai  ya  miL  un       na  wit  dal       na  wit  dal  hit       na  nin       sis  ye  ne 
Then          he  went  along.          As  he  went  along          two         were  standing. 

ka    xo  lictc    nan  daL    no  wun    kit  tcin  ya  sil  len    hai  ya  miL  mi  2 

"Well,       quickly,      go  back.       About  you      they  are  worried. "       Then 
na  wit  dal     na  wit  daL     hai     sis  da  din     tcit  tcwe  tse     xo  wun 
he  went  along.          He  came          the          he  lived  place          he  heard  them 

crying.         For  him 

ya  tcwe      kyu  wiL  te      ya  tcon  des  ne      na  in  dl  ya  hit      xo  nis  t e  4 
they  were  crying.      "He  is  dead, ' '          they  thought.          When  he  came back        their  bodies 

ya  xo  niitr        no  nauw  nin  ya  ye    hai  yaL  un        na  wil  dal        hai 
were  glad.       He  came  back  with  a  wife.       Then       he  went  back.       The 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan      na  nan  deL      UL  kyo  we  din  6 
Indians          had  become          everywhere. 

XVI.  THE  TWO-HEADED  MONSTER 

yo        yi  nuk        kit  two.  na  da  a  din21        sis  dai        hai  ya  miL 
Way          south          Kittunnadaadin          he  lived.          Then 

din  kin       a  na  a  LU  wun       na  teL  dit  tcwen      hai  ya  miL       La  ut  8 
four  people          brothers          came  to  be.          Then          one 

do  I  kyu  wil  le  xo  an  Liin  na  teL  dit  tewen  hai  un 
old  woman,          that  many          came  to  be.          Then 

min  ne  djo  xo  miL      a  tcon  des  ne     yo     yi  dee     na  hwa      xo  tcin  10 
after  a  time         he  thought,         ' '  Here         north         Iwill  go. ' '         Eight 

na  tse       na  wai       xo  kyun  xo  len       hai       tcit  tes  yai       na  tse 
first          born,          sensible          he  went          first. 

hai  ya  miL     tcuk  qal     xon  teL  me22     dik  gyun     hai     tcit  tes  yai  12 
Then  he  went          XonteLme          here,          he  went. 

hai  ya  miL      xo  la  din23      yi  de      Lo  dai  kyo  xul  la      tcin  nin  yai 
Then          Xoladin          north          Lodaikyoxulladin  he  came. 

tcuk  qal        yi  de        ye  tcu  win  yai        xo  mit  kyan  din24        yi  de  14 
He  walked,          north          he  went  in.          Xomitkyandin          north 

21  "Maple  stands  place,"  where  Thomas  Bair's  dwelling  now  stands. 
Evidently  an  old  village  site. 

22  A  former  village  near  Beaver  'a  buildings. 

23  A  prairie  beyond  Beaver's  where  the  schoolhouse  used  to  stand. 

a*  A  place  south  of  Hower's  place. 
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tceninyai         haiyamiL         hai  ya         yl  de         sa  61  kuts  din25 he  came  out.          Then          there          north          Saolkutsdin 

2  yitsin     tceninyai     haiyamiL     hai  ya     xonta     saanneendin 
west        he  came  out.        Then        there        house        used  to  stand  place 

tee  nin  yai         hai  ya        tcuk  qal  a  kut         hai  ya  miL        hai  ya 
he  came  out.          There          he  walked  along.        Then          there 

4  nillin         tee  na  nin  yai  miL         xoeddikkyau         aiduwentse 
creek          when  he  came  out          something          he  heard  make  noise, 

yimanylduk       haiyamiL       yi  de       tcittesyai       kimmelle 
across  up  the  hill.        Then        north        he  went.        Leaves  and  branches 

6  tes  deL  sil  len 
were  falling. 

hai  ya  miL    a  tcon  des  ne    kiL  we  ak    ai  du  we  ne    hai  ya  miL 
Then          he  thought          what  kind          made  the  noise.          Then 

8  yi  da  tcin         un  gya         nak'  xo  kos  na  da  ai          hai          xo  Ian 
from  above          it  was          Two-necks-stand-up.          That          it  was 

na  xon  nes  yot  de  yu  wit  din  hit  xoyetc  tcin  yai 
chased  him  about.          After  a  time          his  breath          went  out. 

10  da  xo  I  hu?a  a  xo  la  te  sil  len         yu  wit  din  hit         kut         xo  yetc 
He  was  about  to  die.          After  a  time          then          his  breath 

tcin  yai        dai  xoi  htt>6  a  xo  lau        tco  k'  6  saL  wen        hai  ya  miL went  out.        He  died.          He  killed  him.          Then 

12  yimanaylduk       tco  k<  6  tes  wen       haiyamiL       tco  k'  6  nin  en  e 
across  up          he  carried  him.          Then          he  brought  him 

hai  yd      sis  da  din      mukka       naxanaldaa       da  mine      hai 
that        place  he  stayed.         On  it         there  was  growing         moss,          the 

14  xon  ta       hai  ya  miL       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       tcit  tan       ai  yan  te 
house.          Those          people          they  eat          they  were 
tcit  deL  se 
they  lived  there. 

16        hai  un      do  na  in  dl  yai      hai  ya  miL      xo  tee  kit  tcin  ya  sil  len 
That  one          he  did  not  come  back.          Then          they  were  worried. 

yis  k'  un  hit  LU  wun  tcit  tes  yai  xo  tee  et  tcin  sil  len The  next  day          another  one          went.          They  were  worried, 

18  yo  yi  nuk  a  tcin       kit  ̂ un  na  da  a  din       hai  ya  miL       tcit  tes  yai here  south  KiMQnnadaadin.          Then          he  went. 

2»  "Stones  fell  place,"  hill  south  of  Hower's. 
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hai  ya  miL         yis  k'  an         ki  ye         hai  ya  mil,         a  tcon  des  ne 
Then  it  was  day          again.          Then          he  thought. 

xo  tee  e  tcin  sil  len      kos  da      tee  k'  6  lin  din26      xos  tatc  tan  a  din  2 
He  was  worried.          Kosda          Tcekowindin          Xostatctanadin 

hai      yi  na  tcin      tcuk  qal      hai  ya  miL      tcuk  qal      hai  ya  miL 
the          from  the  south          he  walked.          Then          he  walked.          Then 

kai  luw  ta'  din        yi  na  tcin        tee  nin  yai        hai  ya  miL        hai  4 
Kailmuta'  din          from  the  south          he  came  out.          Then          the 

tcit  tes  yai        yo  yi  na  tcin        Lo  tee  ke27        hai  ya        yi  na  tcin 
he  went.         Here  from  the  south         Lotceke         there         from  the  south 

tcuk  qal         hai  ya  miL         mik  kya         yi  na  tcin         tcit  tes  yai  6 
he  walked.        Then        from  there        from  the  south        he  went.        Then 

hai  ded      tcuk  qal      tse  de  mentc28      yi  na  tcin      tcuk  qal      ded 
this  place      he  walked,    Tsedementc      from  the  south      he  walked.      This 

ta  is  diL  din       yi  de      tcuk  qal      hai  ya  miL      hai       xon  teL  me  8 
crossing          north          he  walked.          Then          XonteLme 

yi  de       tcuk  qal       hai       kai  luw  san  din       yi  duk       xa  is  yai 
north          he  walked.          Then          Kailuwsandin          up          he  went. 

hai  ya  miL         yi  de         xot  da  win  yai         nil  lin         na  nin  yai  10 
Then          north          he  went  down.          Creek          he  crossed. 

hai  ya  miL        yi  de        tcit  tes  yai        kut        Lo  dai  kyo  xo  la  din 
Then          north          he  went.          Indeed          Lodaikyoxoladin 

tee  nin  yai     kin  nas  ̂ an  mi  ye     yi  de     yetcuwinyai     hai  ya  miL  12 
he  came  out.          Kinnasianmiye          north          he  came  in.          Then 

hai         nil  lin         na  nin  yai         hai  ya  miL         mik  kya         yi  de 
the          creek          he  crossed.          Then          from  it          north 

tcit  tes  yai  kut         hai  yaL  un         xo  mit  kyan  din         tee  nin  yai   14 
he  went.          Then          Xomitkyandin          he  came  out. 

hai  ya  miL       haiya       saolkutsdin       yi  tsin       k'otcuwifiyai Then          there          Seolkutsdin          west  he  went  down. 

hai  ya  miL       hai  ya       xon  ta  sa  an  din       yi  de       tee  nin  yai  16 
Then          here          house  stands  place          north          he  came  out. 

hai  ya  miL      hai      da  xo  ed  dik  kya      ai  du  we  ne  tse      hai  ya 
Then          the          something         he  heard  make  a  noise,          there 

26  A  big  slide  north  of  the  village  of  Kinnaxonta'  difi. 
27  A  former  village  on  the  east  side  of  Eedwood  creek. 

28  The   home  of  the   informant.     After  passing  this  point   yi  na  tcin 
gives  place  to  yi  de  in  the  narrative. 
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yide     tee  nin  yai  miL     hai  ya  miL     kut     Liiwun     dotcoxosle 
north        when  he  came  out.        Then        indeed        another  one       was  not. 

2  yetcoxonen      ylmanaylduk      kut      hai      tcit  tu  wen  na  hwil 
He  carried  him  in       across  up  the  hill.        It  was       that  one       he  went  along 

hai        kinne        a  dene        tceillu        kit  te  it  tee        ail  dene 
the       trees       made  a  noise        it  was  like        it  blows        it  made  a  noise 

4  tcit  te  in  nauu?  miL    tco  k'  6  seL  wen    kut    na  nin    tco  k'  o  SCL  wen 
when  he  went.        He  killed  him.        Then        two        he  killed. 

hai  ya  miL       hai  ya       iL  wun       xo  dje  it  tcin  ya  lu       IL  wa 
Then          there          about  it          they  were  worried          about  it. 

6  hai  ya  miL      ki  ye       LU  wun       xo  dje  kit  tcin  sil  len       xo  Lin  ne 
Then          again          one          he  worried,          his  brothers 

miik'  k'  a         hai  ya  miL         LU  wun         ki  ye         do  na  in  di  yai 
about.          Then          one          again          did  not  come  back. 

8  hai  ya  miL      ki  ye      tcit  tes  yai      yisk'unhit      haiyamiL      di 
Then          again          he  went          next  day.          Then          this 

yl  na  tcin      tcuk  qal  kut       ta  kun       do  tco  k'  6s  le      hai  ya  miL 
from  the  south          he  walked  along.          Three          were  not.          Then 

10  yo         LU  wun         no  in  di  yan         na  mik  kLii  wit  din          deuk 
this          one          was  left          last  born.          This  way 

a  nu  wes  te        no  in  di  yan        hai  ya  miL        des  k'  un        xon  ta 
he  was          was  left.          Then          ' '  Today          houses 

12  na  se  ya  te        hwit  tcu        tcit  de  ne        hai  ya  miL        hwik  kyai 

I  will  go,        my  grandmother, ' '        he  said.          Then        ' '  My  grandchild, 

da  xo  ed  hwe  ye      a  de  ne  miL      tee  ya  hwin  neL  yan      hai  ya  miL 

why         you  talk  that  way?          They  eat  me  all  up,"          then 

14  XOL  tcit  de  ne      na  Is  le      na  is  le  miL      miL  xo  wil  loi      tee  nil  la 
she  said  to  him.      She  felt  for  something.      When  she  felt       his  belt 

she  took  out. 

deuk     aL  teL     tee  nil  la     hai  ya  miL     kut     de  de     miL  a  dil  loi 
This       wide       she  took  out.       Then       indeed       this       he  tied  himself. 

16  hai  ya  miL  kut  xe  ne  sin  hwe  yetc  tee  nin  un 
Then          "Indeed          you  think,          my  breath          is  leaving, 
nu  win  sen  miL      deuk      a  tcil  la 

when  you  think        this  way        do." 

18         haiyamiL      hai  yo      Laxo      kut      tcit  tes  yai      namukklu 
Then          that  one         just          indeed        went,          the  youngest. 

takun     doxosle    kyuwiLte     de     yide     tcuk  qal     taisdiLdin 
Three         were  not,  died.          This         north          he  walked.          Crossing 
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tcuk  qal      hai  ya  miL      xon  teL  me      teuk  qal      hai  ya  miL      yo 
he  walked.          Then          XonteLme          he  walked.          Then          this 

kai  luw  tcit  tan  a  din       yi  de       me  is  yai       hai  ya  miL       yi  de      2 
Kailuwtanadin          north          he  came  up.          Then          north 

tcit  tes  yai      nil  lin      ye  tcu  win  yai      hai  ya  miL      hai      nil  lin 
he  went.          Creek          he  came  in.          Then          the          creek 

ye  tcu  win  yai  yi  de  yi  man  tee  nin  yai  hai  ya  miL      4 
he  went  in.          North  across          he  came  out.          Then 

L6  dai  kyo  xo  la  din  haiya  tee  nin  yai  hai  ya  miL 
Lodakyoxoladin          there          he  came  out.          Then 

kin  nas  tfan  me  u       yi  de       ye  tcu  win  yai       hai  ya  miL       yi  tsin      6 
Kinnastanmiye          north          he  went  in.          Then          west 

nil  lin         tee  na  nin  yai          hai  ya  miL         yi  de         tcit  tes  yai 
creek          he  eame  out.          Then          north          he  went. 

xo  mit  kyan  din         yi  de         tee  nin  yai          hai  ya  miL         yi  de      8 
Xomitkyandin          north          he  came  out.          Then          north 

tcuk  qal      sa  61  kuts       de  yi  tsin      xon  ta      tco  kut  de      hai  ya 
he  walked.          Saolkuts          this  west          house          pits          there 

tee  nin  yai        hai  ya        yi  de        tcuk  qal        nil  lin  tse        nil  lin    10 
he  came  out.        There        north        he  walked.        Small  creek        flows 

mik  kya     xon  ta     tco  kut  de     mik  kya     yi  de     da  xo  ed  dik  kya 
from  it,          house          pits          from  it          north          something 

ai  yi  den  tse  12 
he  heard  make  a  noise. 

yi  man  a  yi  da  tcin        da  xa  Le  tan  a  din29        mit  tci  yi  da  tcin 
Across  from  above          DaxaLetanadin          towards 

kauwkyo       iLtuwa       tcit  tes  meL  sil  len       hai       tcittenauw    u 
redwoods          back  and  forth  (?)          moved.          The          he  came 

ai  kit  du  we  ne    hai  ya    tee  nin  yai    Lo  ka    yi  de    ye  tee  nin  yai 
made  the  noise.        There        he  came  out,        glade        north      he  came  in. 

hai  ya  miL     un  gya     nak'  kf  6  kos  tas  ai  de     yi  sin  tcin     xo  tcin     16 
Then        there  was        Nak<  k<  okdstasaide        from  the  west        toward  him 

k'  a  du  win  se         na  xo  nas  yot         hai  ya  miL         kut        xo  yetc he  heard  make  a  noise.     He  chased  him  around.     Then     indeed     his  breath 

tee  nin  un  te  sil  len    kut     tco  k'  6  SCL  win  te  sil  len     na  xon  nas  yot     18 
was  about  to  go  out.    Then    he  was  about  to  kill  him.    He  chased  him  about. 

haiyaL         deuk         axolau         miLxowilloi        miL        iLwa 
Then        this  way        he  did        his  belt        with  it.        Each  way 

2»  ' » Salmon  berries  point. ' ' 
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ya  wit  mil  a  k<  ut      hai  ya  miL       ye  tco  k<  6  SCL  wen      hai  ya  ink he  fell.          Then          he  killed  him.          Then 

2  tciLaiye  dotcalutr        haiyahittcit        xotcifi        tcenillai 

he  kept  it.  He  did  not  take  it  out.        Then        to  her        he  took  it. 

dedemiL  htrokyai       tillutt?       XOL  tcit  du  we  ne       haiyamiL 

<  <  This  with  my  grandchild        you  carry  it, ' '        she  told  him.        Then 

4  tcittesyai         kut         ylmanayiduk         tcittesyai         hai  yo 
he  went.          Across  up  the  hill          he  went.          This  one 

a  fin       haiyo       namukkLu        a  fin        haiyaraiL        ylduka 

did  it,         this  one         last  born          did  it.          Then          up  the  hill 

6  kut  tcittesyai  tcukqalakut  yoyiduk 
indeed          he  went.          He  walked.          Here  up 

naxowildek'alakut  haiyamiL  yi  duk  xaisyai 
he  tracked  him.  Then  up  he  climbed. 

8  kautr  kyo  da  xon  tel  kut      yi  nuk  en  tcin      xo  Luk  kotc  a  xa  ai  din 
Kautckyodaxontelkut          south  side          head  of  gulch 

xonta         saun         xonta        mukkut         me  me         xanalda 
house          stood.          House          on  it          ferns          were  growing. 

10  hai  ya  mil,      hai  ya       tcuk  qal       ye  tcu  win  yai       ya  kyu  win  ai 
Then         there         he  walked.          He  went  in.          She  sat 

k'onta       me        esdlyan        kilak'utc        van  a        haiyamiL 
house  in          old  woman.          Boy          sat.          Then 

12  hai  yo         ki  la  xutc         a  du  we  ne          tco  k'  6  win  sen  in  sil  len 
that          boy          said,          "  Something  must  have  made  a  noise. " 

hai  ya  miL      kut      da  sit  tun      k!  k'  ak      wil  tcwen      hai      mil 
Then          indeed          was  lying          net          made          that          with 

14  ya  tan  kyu  win  ya  in  yan  Luk  gai  xot  da  win  a 
they  eat          people.          White          down  hill  lay, 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan         mit  tsin  ne         un  te         hai  ya  miL         yo 
people         their  bones          it  was.          Then          that 

16  yai  win  tan  a  miL       xo  tseuk  kai80       deuk       a  tcil  lau       iL  wun 
when  he  took  it  up          his  belt          this  way          he  did.  Each  way 

yat  mil        hai  yo        do  kyu  wil  le        mit  diL  wa        yai  win  tan 
it  fell.          That          old  woman          in  turn          took  up 

18    klkak     deuk     a  tcil  lau    miLxowilloi     miL    kyu  win  ya  in  yan 

net.          This  way          he  did          his  belt          with  it.          ' '  People 

*o  Several  meanings  were  given  for  tseuk,  string  used  in  tying  the  hair, 
carrying  strap  used  by  men,  belt. 
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do  xa  a  teiL  e  un  te       xotc       na  dil  le  te       kut       ted  k'  o  win  an 
will  not  do  this  way.      Good      they  will  live. ' ;      Indeed      he  killed  them. 

hai  ya  miL        xon  ta        mi  ye         kofi         no  na  nin  en         te  lit  2 
Then          house          under  it          fire          he  put.          It  burned. 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan  do  tcit  tan  na  hwun  te  xotc  tcin  na  dil  hwun  te 

"People        they  will  not  be  allowed  to  eat.        Good        they  will  live." 

na  tes  di  yai         kut         na  yi  nuk         na  wit  dal         xo  tcwo  4 
He  went  back     indeed     south  again     he  went  along.      His  grandmother 

sis  da  din       na  in  di  yai       hai  ya  miL       hwit  tcwo       nauttf  di  ya 

where  she  lived      he  came  back.      Then      ' '  My  grandmother      I  came  back. ' ' 

hwik  kyai        tse  di  ya        na  in  di  ya        k'  o  we  wun        tcit  de  ne  6 
' ' My  grandchild    I  am  glad    you  came  back. "     "I  killed  them, ' '     he  said. 

hai  ya  miL      hai      tseiik      wa  na  tcil  lai      xo  tcwo      hai  ya  miL 

Then        this        belt        he  gave  her,        his  grandmother,        "Then 

hwin  nis  te          na  ya  hwe  we  imw          xo  kyai          no  yan  di  yan  8 

my  body          is  glad. ' '          Her  grandchild          is  left, 

nu  hwon      na  deL  se 

Well        they  lived. 

hai  ya      non  dik  10 
Here        the  end. 

XVII.  PANTHER  AND  GRIZZLY  BEAR 

yo         yi  da         kin  kyo  lai         sis  dai         min  ne  miL  Le  dil  lu 
Way          north          Kinkyolai          he  lived,          Panther. 

hai  ya      nak      xwe  k'  ek'      nak      min  ditc      mite  tcwan  tuL  tan  12 
There  two  boys,  two  wildcat,  fox. 

hai  ya  hit  djit  un     xut  Le  dun     kin  ne  miL     miL     tcit  te  in  nauw 

Then          in  the  morning          deer-mask          with          he  used  to  go. 

hai  ya  miL  un      hai  yo     xwe  k'  ek'      aL  tcit  de  ne      do     yi  duk  a  14 
Then          that  one          boys          he  told          ' '  Not          up 

xa  sin  diL31    hai  ya  miL    k'  a  a  de  ne    hai  ya  miL    k'  a  a  nu  win  t e 
go. ' '          Then          he  said  that.          Then          he  always  did  that. 

kit  se  its     miL     tcit  te  in  nauw     hai  ya  miL     k'  a  a  tcin  ne  win  te  16 
Deer-mask       with       he  used  to  go.       Then       he  always  told  them  that. 

hai  ya  miL       kin  ne  wuw       kin  ne  iL  #us       La  xo       ne  xo  wit  tse 

Then     he  used  to  bring  in  deer.      He  used  to  cut  it  up.      Just      it  became  full. 

xot  tse        du  wan  ne        miL        kin  nil  tats        hai  ya  miL        kut  18 
It  was  full,          hides          with,          dry  meat.          Then          indeed 

si  The  singular  subjective  prefix  is  frequently  used  in  the  dual  when 
the  stem  by  its  form  indicates  more  than  one. 
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k'  a  at  du  win  te        hai  y a  hit  d jit  un        tcin  nu  win  te        yi  duk 

he  always  did  that.         Then         he  always  said  that,          "Up 

2  do  xa  sin  diL 

do  not  go. ' ' 

haiyamiL          min  ne  djo  xo  miL          ayondesne          haiyo 
Then          after  a  time          they  thought,          those 

4  xwek'  k'ek'        daide        nowun        anohoLtcinne        ylduka 
boys,         "Why         us          does  he  always  tell,          'Up 

do  xa  sin  diL     hai  ya  mil     min  ne  djo  xo  miL     kut     a  yon  des  ne 
do  not  go. '  "         Then          after  a  time          indeed          they  thought, 

6  daide       nowun       anohoLtcinne       yiduka       do  xa  sin  diL 

' '  Why          us          does  he  always  tell,          '  Up          do  not  go, ' 
no  hoL  tcin    dai  de  wiin 

he  always  tells  us,        why!" 

8        hai  ya  miL      min  ne  djo  xo  miL      ya  kit  tes  daL       hai  ya  miL 
Then          after  a  time          they  went.          Then 

haiyo   mitdjesaan    sit  da  din    yanindeL    tcin  yuii    tco  wes  lal 
those      grizzly      where  he  lived      they  came  up.      "Eat,"      they  said in  a  joke  (?). 

10  hai  ya  miL   ai  we   na  tcit  du  win  Lat  win  te   k'  on  ta   ya  tcu  win  Lat 
Then          really          he  ran  there.          House          he  ran  in. 

tcinneLyan       yo       duwanneen       tcinnaLyan        haiyamiL 
He  ate  up.          Those          hides  used  to  be          he  ate  up.          Then 

12  na  wit  dal      da  xo  ed  dik  kyan      un  t e      xo  k'  on  tau  ne  en      te  le 
he  came  back.          "What  is  the  matter! "          His  house  used  to  be 

on  the  flat 

ka  nan  wil  lau     tcin  naL  yan     hai  ya  miL     tcit  tes  yai     tcuk  qal 
was  lying.         He  ate  up.         Then         he  went.         He  walked. 

14  Lin82      nadaa      k'oii'      haiyamiL      k'onnin      yetcuwiLkan 
Smoke          stood  up,          fire.          Then          his  face,          he  put  in 

k'  on  tame  tcin      haiyamiL      saikitdin      uiigya      yo      k*6n 
house        inside.        Then        he  was  surprised  to  see        that  one        fire 

16  meu    naistin    k'aatf    yaikyuwina    haiyamiL    de    k'owun 
beside      he  was  lying.      His  wife      sat  up.      Then      this  (ridge)      at  him 

no  niL  kait        hai        de  we  nun       yi  dik  kyo  wiin        hai  ya  miL 
he  shot.          This          he  hit.          He  was  asleep.          Then 

18  a  kit  duwene    a  16    daide    nundilkuts    dadilluw    haiyamiL 
he  said,       "ilo,  What        snaps        you  put  in  the  fire?  "        Then 

»2  For  Lit,  t  assimilated  to  following  n. 
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dilakuts  a  da  dil  lu  Latcin  aninte  wundo 

"Snapping          you  put  in          only          you  are          is  it? 

do  don  da  win  nal    du  wen  ne    hai    tsu  mes  Lon  2 

You  were  shot,"          said          the          woman. 

haiyamiL     aLkyowedin     da  we  nun     dau     haiyamiL     hai 
Then          every  place          he  shot  him.          No.          Then          the 

tsu  mesLon        akitduwene        xokake        xwo        sinkyunte      4 
woman          spoke.          "His  body          in  vain          you  shoot. 

do  do  tea  xo  lun      dik  gyun      xo  kyun  sa  an      sa  un      hai  ya  miL 
It  does  not  hurt  him.          Here          his  vitals          lie."          Then 

yit  da  we  nun        dik  gyun       tcit  tcit       hai       mik  kyo  we  ne  en      e 
he  shot  him          here.          He  died          the          grizzly  used  to  be. 

hai  ya  miL    ai  we     kut    tcit  tcit  de 
Then          indeed          really          he  died. 

hun  na        na  tes  di  ya        hai  ya  miL        im  ti        ki  xon  ta  din      8 
Now,          he  went  back.          Then          it  was          his  house 

na  tcin  di  yei     hai  ya  miL     na  tes  di  ya  kut     a  de  xon  tau     xotc 
he  came.          Then          he  came  back.          His  house          good 

a  na  tcil  lau      hai  yo      xwe  k'  ek'       k'  on      kut     de  ya  wim  meL    10 
he  made  again.          Those          boys          fire          indeed          he  threw  in. 

hai  yuk       xa  a  do  ne       no  hoL  de  ne  un       yi  duk       k'  a  so  diL  ne 
"This  way        you  do,        I  told  you  was  it?        'Up  you  should  go,J 

no  hoL  de  ne  un  a       hai  ya  miL       tcai  a  in  tcwu  we       hai  ya  mil     12 

I  told  you  was  it?"         Then          they  cried.          Then 

yi  tsin       ne  win  a  miL       ya  na  diL       ya  kauw?  hw?a       hai  ya  mil 

west          when  it  was,          ' '  Come  in,          nephews. ' '          Then 

ya  na  win  deL  e          hai          xwe  k'ek'  kut          ka  na  iL  kit     14 
They  came  in  again,          the          boys.  Then  he  fed  them. 

e  —  na  ya  kyu  win  yun  ka  na  iL  kit  hai  ya  miL          kut 
e  —  they  ate.  He  fed  them.  Then  indeed 

tcit  des  ya      kyu  wun  nai  da      La  xo  win  te  16 
he  went.          He  hunted,          always  it  was. 

hai  ya  miL          a  XOL  tcit  de  ne          hai  yo          ted  k'  6  SCL  wen 
Then          he  told  him,          that  one          he  killed  him, 

do  xo  lin  k'  a  a'  tin  La  xo  min  daik  naL  auw?  te     18 
' f  Do  not  do  it  again.          Just          outside          you  will  live. 

do  xo  lin  k'  a  a  ̂ en 
Do  not  do  that  again. ' ' 
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hai  ya  hit  djit  un       kut       nanaisyai       haiyamiL       ki  ye 
Then          indeed          he  went  around.          Then          again 

2      k'  a  na  it  yai     k'  6  k'  on  tau    neuk     k'  a  a  na  nu  wes  te     hai  ya  miL 
he  used  to  go  for  them.      His  house      inside      looked  as  it  used  to.       Then 

kut  nanaisya  xotc  haiyo  mite  djee  din 
indeed          he  went  around  again.          Good          those          children 

4      raalyak        anatcillau        xotc        na  de  el  se 
he  took  care  of.          Well          they  lived. 

XVIII.  SKUNK'S  THEFT 

xiit  Le  dun       kin  na       da  te  in  nauw       kol  dje       hwitc  hwo 

In  the  morning        for  it        she  went,        skunk.        "  My  grandmother, 

6      dimmin     htra     naiiLtcwe     haiyamiL    se     nitteltcwil     sa  an 

sharp         for  me         make  it  again. ' '          Then          stone          flat        lay 

muk  kut     hai     se     nit  teltc     hai  ya  miL     a  de  ne     k'ut  a  ke  sit 
on  it         the         stone         flat.         Then          she  said,          < '  K*  ut  a  ke  sit, 

8      k'  ut  a  ke  sit     k'  ut  a  ke  sit     tcit  de  ne     na  iL  ton  hit     hai  ya  miL 
k'  ftt  a  ke  sit,          k<  ut  a  ke  sit, ' '         she  sang.          He  danced.          Then 

k*  un  nai      kil  la  xiits      aL  tcwon      naL  ton6      xo  ye      La  an  nauw 
' '  Kun na,      boy      nice  looking      is  dancing. ' '      Near  him      they  all  came. 

10    hai  ya  miL    hai  yo    kut    xo  tcwo  xon  noe    tee  it  set    ma'     nin  yu 
Then      that  one      indeed      his  anus      emitted  flatus.      "Ma — "      To  the 

ground tcit  te  IL  autf        hai  ya  miL        a'  tin        tcin  neL  yi        mit  taL  ta 
they  put  their  heads.          Then          all          he  ate  up,          biggest  ones. 

12    haiyamiL    deuk    un  hit  djit     hai     xotcwo    mit  tcin    ko  e  Lan 
Then       this  way       then       the       his  grandmother       toward  (small  ones) 

tcit  te  it  tcitc     hai  ya  miL     hai  yo     tee  na  til  tcwen     kai  tim  miL 
he  took  in  his  hands.          Then          those          recovered,  pack-baskets 

14    mu  hu?a  ne      ya  na  ai  wuw 
only        they  carried. 

hai  ya       non  dik 
Here        the  end. 

XIX.  THE  ESCAPE  OF  THE  CAPTURED  GIRL 

16          nin  nis  san      min  nei  djit      sis  dai      keL  san  nin      hai  ya  miL 
World          middle          she  lived          a  girl.          Then 

a*  tin      yi  tsin      xo  kya      tcit  tes  yai      LU  wun  nin      tcu  win  da all          west          from  her          went.          Alone          she  stayed. 
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kyu  win  ya  in  yan     do  ta'  xo  len     hai  ya  miL     tee  e  dai     tun  ka 
People          were  not  around.          Then          she  stayed.          Fall 

xun  na  gal      kya  da  an  ne      tcwu  wa  kil  Imp      min  ne  djo  xo  miL  2 
began  to  walk.       She  picked  acorns.       She  cracked  them.       After  a  time 

win  sa  a    kyu  win  ya  in  yan    do  xot  da  nat  yai 
time  passed.          People          did  not  come  back. 

hai  ya  miL  kut  xun  na  k'  a  un  nu  yi  tin  ne  4 
Then          indeed          it  was          she  did  the  same.          Doorway 

mit  tcin  ne  hwan  ya  a          hai  ya  miL          min  ne  djo  xo  mil 
toward          she  sat.          Then          after  a  time 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan     sil  len    sil  lin  tse     tcin  nel  git     dit  sik    xo  sa  6 
person          was  there.          She  heard  him  there.          She  was  afraid. 

Acorn         her  mouth 

win  a        do  tee  na  nifi  an        hai  ya  miL        un  gya        kai  tim  miL 
was  in          she  did  not  take  out.          Then          she  saw          basket 

a  din  nin  din        tcu  wil  leL        ye  tcu  win  yai        xo  man  tcin  tcin  8 
before  his  face          he  held.          He  came  in.          In  front  of  the  fire 

ye  tcu  win  ya        hai  ya  miL        k'  on  nin      me  yol  hwin  nal  tcwin he  came  in.          Then          his  head          he  had  made  black. 

hai  ya  miL       do  hwa  nu  wil  get  te  he       hai  ya  miL       kut       sa  a  10 

Then          "  Do  not  be  afraid. "          Then          "Now          longtime 

nu  wun    hwik  kyufi  nan  ya    hwin  naL    kut    a  nin  te    hai  ya  miL 
about  you         I  have  been  thinking.         In  my  knowledge       indeed 

you  were. ' '          Then 

xai  iL  kit    sa  xauw     tee  nel  git  te  he     hai  ya  miL     a  XOL  tcit  de  ne  12 
she  gave  him  food,      acorn  soup.      She  was  afraid.      Then      he  told  her, 

wit  wat       iL  tcwe       ta  se  deL  te 

' '  Acorn  flour        make.        We  will  go. ' ' 

haiyamiL     kut     isk'unhit       kut     nates  daL     hai  ya  miL  14 
Then        indeed        next  day        indeed        they  went  back.        Then 

na  wit  dal          k'  el  weL  xo  lun  ta'          hai  ya  miL          xut  Le  dun 
he  went  back  where  he  had  camped.          Then          morning 

in  na  is  deL  win  te        tcit  tes  deL        tcu  wit  dil  le        hai  ya  miL  16 
they  got  up.          They  started.  They  went  along.  Then 

yitsin  ne  win  a  miL  tcu  wit  dil  k'  el  weL  xo  lun  ta 
west          when  it  was          they  went  along.          Where  he  had  camped 

k'enaalwil    hai  ya    k'aiyalweL    haiyamiL    ai  we    xut  Le  dun   18 
they  camped.  There  they  camped.  Then  in  the  morning 
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tcit  tes  deL    kut    min  Lun  din    mit  tcin    du  win  sen    hai  ya  miL 

they  went.          "It  was          ten  times          to  it          you  think!          Then 

2      de     La     yis  k'  un     ne  deL  ta      hai  ya  miL      xut  Le  dun      kl  ye 
this       one  day       we  will  get  there. ' '       Then       in  the  morning       again 

tcit  tes  daL     hai  ya  miL     yi  nuk     un  gya     yi  tsin     ne  win  a  miL 
they  went.          Then          south          she  saw          west          when  it  was 

4      kin  ye  kut     hai  ya     min  dai     na  nes  da     nin  sa     XOL  tcit  de  ne 

hollow  tree.        There        outside        he  sat.        ' '  You  sit, ' '        he  told  her. 

ye  tcu  win  deL  hit    nikkyao     kin  ye  kut     Laiai     xoluiiyowitta 
When  they  went  in       large       hollow  tree.       Indeed       it  was  all  around 

6      sel  ne  hwan      sil  kait       Lan      hai  ya  miL      min  kut      suk  k'  an 
obsidians          lay,  many.          Then          a  pond  of  water          stood 

kin  ye  kut        min  nuk  ke  tcin        suk  k'  an        hai  ya  miL        don hollow  tree          its  south  side          it  stood.          Then          it  was 

8      tcin  nel  git      xo  tcin  ne  hwan      an  te      hai      tsu  meL  Lori      in  te 
she  was  afraid          little  like          it  was          that  woman          it  was. 

kin  nil  fats  xo  Ian      kin  nal  mats  xo  Ian      Lan      no  nin  an  xo  lun 

Dried  meat  was.          Bundles  were.          Many          lay  there. 

10    hai  ya  miL    a  XOL  tcit  de  ne     do  ma  nu  wil  gil  ta    kin  yun 

Then          he  said  to  her,          "Do  not  feel  afraid,          eat." 

hai  ya  miL    dun  Lun  hwo  din  k'  e  ya  nal  weL    hai  ya  miL    hai 
Then          several  times          night  passed  there.          Then          the 

12    xo  is  dai      a  de  ne      is  do      ke  nai  I      ke  yun      hai  ya  miL      yo 

man        said,        "I  wish        fresh  meat        I  might  eat."        Then       way 

yi  nuk  ne  hwan        na  kis  le        sai  kit  din        un  gya        na  wetc 
south  like  he  felt.  Behold  small  bag 

14    tee  nin  tun  hai  ya  miL  tcit  tes  yai  yei  na  xo  dil  en 
he  took  out.          Then          he  went.          She  watched  him 

dai  hwun  Lun     na  wa  ne     ka  win  yai  ei     kim  me     xo  non  ai  din 
where         he  would  go.          He  went  in          in  timber.          By  its  edge 

16    tcit  tes  yai      tco  xot  dit  teL  en      tcoxoneLinil       hai  de       deuk 
she  went.      She  watched  him.      She  watched  him  along.      This      this  way 

aLkyo      Lok      sa  un       de  dit  din       mikkyokottse       naLauw 
so  large          glade          was.          It  was          elk          were  there. 

18    hai  ya  miL    hai  yo    na  wetc    xotceka    at  tan    hai    tsumeLLon 
Then        that        bag        under  his  arm        he  held.        The        woman 

tco  k'  6  neL  in     ke«  wuw     a  tcon  des  ne     da  xo  hwe  ka     a'  tin  ne 
watched  him,     without  his  knowledge.     She  thought,     "What     will  he  do?" 
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hai      muk  kai      nu  hwon  din     tcin  ya  yei      hai  ya  miL     na  wetc 
The          on  it          good  place          he  came  out.          Then          bag 

deuk    a  tcil  lau    ke  yan  kuts  sai  2 
this  way          he  did.          It  fell  down. 

hai  ya  miL      na  tes  dl  yai      tsu  mes  Lon      kut      ye  na  wit  yai 
Then         she  went  back.         woman.         Indeed         she  went  in  again. 

hai  ya  miL    a  de  ne    nin  kyuw  UL    ke  nai    ke  yun  te    hai  ya  miL  4 
Then      he  said,     ' 'I  will  butcher  it.      Fresh  meat      I  will  eat."       Then 

kut     tes  yai  ye     na  wetc     k'  on  naL     non  na  in  tan     hai  ya  miL 
indeed          he  went.  Bag          before  her          he  put  down.  Then 

yo     na  wetc     ya  win  tun  win  te     hai     tsu  mes  Lon     tcit  tes  tan  6 
that          bag          she  took  up          that          woman.          She  carried  it 

xo  ka      nin  kiL  iil  le      hai  ya  miL      deuk      a  xo  lau      hai  ya  miL 
after  him.       He  was  butchering.       Then       this  way      she  did  to  him.       Then 

na  tes  dl  yai     na  tes  tan     ye  na  win  ten     no  na  nin  tan     na  wetc  8 
she  went  back.        She  carried  it  back.        She  carried  it  in.         She  put  it 

down,        bag. 

sa  a  din  hit  tcit    na  wit  dal    hai  ya  miL    ye  na  wit  yai    hai  ya  miL 
After  a  while          he  came  back.          Then          he  came  in  again.         Then 

hwe  da  ai        du  win  teat       hai  ya  miL       yi  tsin       ne  win  a  miL  10 

"My  head          aches."          Then          west          when  it  was 

dai  xo  hwo  tcin  ne  hwan      a  na  at  yau      nai  yi  tcin      a  na'  dl  yau 
nearly  crazy          he  was.          Worse          he  became. 

hai  ya  miL     axoLtcitde  ne     ded     minkut     me     tahwillosna  12 

Then          he  said  to  her,          ' '  This          lake          in          drag  me. 

yo      na  wetc      ta  naL  kow  ne      hwik  kai      hai  ya  miL      tcit  tcit 
That          bag      throw  in       after  me."          Then  he  died. 

hai  ya  miL    kut    k'  a  xo  lau  14 
Then          indeed          she  did  that. 

i 
hai  ya  miL     xut  Le  dun     sel  ne  hwan     tak     xwotc     te     tak 
Then      in  the  morning      obsidians      three,      good      blankets      three, 

to  ne  hwan    nak'     kai  tim  miL    me    na  du  wiL  eL    hai  ya  xa  djit  16 
black  obsidian          two          carrying  basket          in          she  put.          Then 

na  tes  dl  yai      na  wit  da  le      hai       k'  e  na  wiL  din       k'  e  nai  waL 
she  went  back.          She  went  along.          The          they  camped  place 

sne  camped. 

xut  Le  dun       in  na  nas  duk  ke       na  tes  dl  yai       na  wit  dal  a  kut  18 
In  the  morning          she  got  up.         She  went  back.          She  walked  along. 
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haiyamiL      hai      unLunduii      k' e  nal  waL  din      k'anLund
ifi 

Then          the          as  many  times          they  camped          so  many  times 

2      k'analwaL      haiyamiL      nawitdalakut      sis  da  tcin    ufi  gya 

she  camped.      Then      she  went  along.      Near  where  she  lived       she  heard 

daxoeddikgya      aikinse      hai      sis  da  ne  en  din      xonakutto 

something       she  heard  make  a  noise.       The        place  she  used  to  live 

4      yanawillinse    haiyamiL    haiyo    kaitimmiL    no  na  nin  en  miL 
she  heard  fall.          Then          that          basket          when  she  put  down 

a  de  ne      dun  da      xo  ka      6'  tcwu      ka  ka      hwo  wun      a  tcwu 

she  said,       "Whom       for       you  cry!"       Too  soon       forme       you  cry.'  > 

6      hai  ya  miL  ye  na  wit  yai  Le  nun  dl  ya  xo  Ian  de  de 
Then          she  went  in.          They  had  all  come  back.          Here 

xo  ya  te  meL     hai  ya  miL     ye  na  wit  yai     a  du  wun     hwo  wil  lik 

they  had  cut  off.          Then          she  went  in.         About  herself         she  told 

8      hai    tcok'oteLten 
that        he  took  away. 

hai  ya  non  dik 
There        is  end. 

XX.  BEWITCHING  OF  THE  OLD  WOMAN  OF  SELGAIKALINDIN 

10          SCL  gai  k'  a  lin  din     a  Lan  t e     hai  ya  miL     yi  tsin     sa  win  den 
SeLgaik'  alindin         they  lived.          Then          west          they  went. 

hai  ya  miL     hai  ded     hire     ai  kin  nu  wes  te     win  da     hai  ya  miL 
Then          this          me          she  was  like          stayed.          Then 

12    min  ne  djo  xo  miL  LU  wun  nin  sis  dai         keL  san  nin 
after  a  time         alone         she  lived,  girl 

yi  man  tcm  tcin     hai  ya  miL     min  ne  djo  xo  miL     kut     win  sa  a 
on  the  other  side.      Then          after  a  time          indeed          time  passed 

14    yi  tsin    sa  win  den    hai  ya  miL    kut    Le  nin  di  yai    yi  sin  tcifi 
west      they  went.      Then      indeed      they  all  came  back      from  the  west. 

hai  ya  miL       do  kyu  wit  yan        des  k'  an        hai  ya  miL        y5 
Then          she  did  not  eat          that  day.          Then          way 

16    yi  da  tcin        tcuk  qal        xo  kyu  win  yai        haiyamiL        tinne 
from  the  north      she  walked.      She  came  down  the  hill.      Then      "Boad 

wes  tco     ye  kit  dil  los     kit  du  we  nel     hai  ya  miL     xotc     yi  tsin 

large      something  dragged  in, ' '      she  kept  saying.      Then      good      west 
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ne  win  a  din        tan  ka  hit        hai  ya  miL        des  k'  an  ne        de  de 
it  was,          fall  time.          Then          "It  is  night,          this 

XOL  time  te      ne  sen      do  weL  den      du  we  ne      hai  ya  miL      kae  2 
I  will  stay  with      I  think.      I  am  lonesome, ' '      she  said.      Then      ' '  Well 

ye  hen  yauw       hai  yo       a'  tin       xo  nin       nai  kis  le       nit  tcwen 
come  in. ' '          That  one          all          her  face          she  motioned.          Evil 

de  nai  kai     hai  ya  miL     deuk     a'  tin     a  a  nu     deiik     a  kai  luto  4 
she  had.        Then        this  way        all        she  did.         This  way        she  did. 

xo  ed  de  a  Lun     a  hwiL  en  he     do  wun  tcin  ne  tuw  he     hai  ya  miL 

"Why      you  do  that  to  me?      Why      do  you  not  lie  down?"      Then 

ded  dit  de    hai  yo    nit  tcwen    nin  ye    kit  din  k'  an    yu  wit  din  hit  6 
it  was        that        not  good        in  the  ground        she  buried.        Finally 

La  a  kel  tcin  neL  yan33  hai  ya  miL  yai  ke  e  a  it  da 
one  full          she  cracked.          Then          she  sat. 

ya  xon  nei,  en34       hai  ta'        aL  tcit  de  ne       xo  de  na       a  Lun  xo  8 
She  watched  her.          Those          she  told,          "What          all  the  time 

a  htmL  en    hai  ya  miL    yu  wit  din  hit    ki  ye    La  kel    tcin  neL  yan 
you  do  to  me?"      Then      after  a  while      again      one  full      she  shelled. 

xo  Luk  gai      me  du  win  a      hai  ya  miL      xotc      win  djen  10 
Dawn        loomed  up.        Then       quite        it  was  light. 

hai  ya  miL       tee  nan  dauw        XOL  tcit  de  ne        tee  na  niL  waL 

Then,          <  <  Go  out, ' '          she  told  her.          She  threw  her  out. 

i  la  un     kyu  wim  min  xe     hai  ya  miL     hai  yo     kis  tin  din     mi  ye  12 

"Well,          you  were  going  to  sleep."        Then        that        bed        under 

suk  k'  an        k'  ai  tsa        iL  tcin          yu  wun  nai  mit       hai  ya  miL 
there  were        baskets          toward  each  other          placed.          Then 

hai  yo      xa  na  win  xun  win  te      miL      ya  na  iL  seL      in  tcwit  ne  14 
that          she  took  up.          With  it          she  hit  her.          "Die. 

nin  nis  te     me       a  na  6  ne  te      ee  du  we  ne      kai  tsa      aL  tcwin 

Your  body          in  let  it  go,"  she  said.  "Basket  stinks. 

hwu  wun      6'  kast      du  we  ne      na  tes  di  ya  yei  is 
My  (?)  break,"          she  said.          She  started  home. 

Lai    yis  k'  an    miL    a  tcon  des  ne    na  hwa    hai  ya  miL    is  tan 
One        day        after        she  thought,        ' '  I  will  go. ' '        Then        logs 

sil  lai      uii  gya      is  tan      mi  ye      siL  tin      tcwit  xo  Ian      hai  yo  is 
lay,        she  saw        log        under        she  lay.        She  was  dead.        That 

33  Literally,  she  ate. 

34  The  interpreter  said  that  while  the  form  of  the  verb  is  plural,  only 
one  subject  and  one  object  were  concerned. 
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do  I  kyu  wil  le  ne  en          min  nis  te          me          a  na'  di  ya  xo  Ian old  woman  used  to  be         her  body         in          it  went 

2      min  nit  tcwen  ne    hai  ya  miL    yo     kiL  kit  de     muk  ka     na  is  ken 
her  evil  thing.          Then          that          rotten  wood          on  her          it  fell, 

is  tan  nin  ne  en    hai  ya  miL    tcit  tes  yai 
log  used  to  be.          Then          she  went. 

4  hai  ya  miL     a  tcon  des  ne     yi  duk     xa  SUM?  hw&     tcon  des  ne 
Then          she  thought,          "Up          I  will  go,"          she  thought. 

La  xo         na  xo  miL  xo  sin         kit  taL  tsit  xo  sin         di  hwo  xo  sin 

Just       they  were  working.      They  were  soaking  acorns.       Something  it  was. 

6      hai  ya  niL    ye  tcu  win  yai    k'  on  ta    Lok    yi  sin  tciri    Le  nun  di  yai 
Then       she  went  in       house.       Fish       from  the  west       they  came  back, 

yai  kin  te  wen       hai  ya  miL       kai  ya  teL  kit       Lok       hai  ya  miL 
they  carried.          Then          they  fed  her          fish.          Then 

8      a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne     hai  yuk     do  no  wun  nin  nauw  mi     hai  ya  miL 

they  said  to  her,         "This  way          did  she  come  to  you?          Then 

wiL  dun     na  ne  deL  e  miL     tcin  ya  yei     hai  ya  miL      hw?a  un  na 

yesterday        when  we  came  back        she  went  out. ' '        Then        ' '  Never 

10    hwu  wun        na  wa  win  te        hai  ya  miL        na  tes  di  yai         kut 
to  me          she  came. ' '          Then          she  went  back.          Then 

kit  tes  win    do  we  sis    hai  ya  miL    na  in  di  yai 
she  carried  her  load.        "I  did  not  see  her. "        Then        she  came  home. 

XXI.  BEWITCHING  OF  THE  LITTCUWHWINNAUWDIN  GIEL 

12          ded          yi  man  tcin          Lit  tcuw  hwnn  nauir  din          hai  yun 
This          the  other  side          Littcuwhwinnauwdin          that  one 

XOL  tis  tee       La       na  nin  ne       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       hai  ya  miL 
their  sister          one          two          men.          Then 

14    min  ne  djo  xo  miL      yi  sin  tcin      kyu  win  ya  in  yan       hai  ya  miL 
after  a  time          from  the  west          men.          Then 

a  dene      hwitctcin      nai  kyu  WUL  du  WCL  ne      hai  ya  miL      tin 
he  said,          '  *  To  me          bring  across. ' '          Then          very  much 

16    xodjeyaiiLwe         XOL  tis  tee         heiun         nai  kyu  we  du  weL 
they  liked  her,         their  sister.          < l  Yes,      we  will  carry  across, ' ' 

ya  tcon  des  ne       mitdai  donak'auw 
they  thought.          ' '  Outside          do  not  put  it  down. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL       kut       na  kit  tes  wen       hai  ya  miL       kimmeuk 
Then          indeed          they  started  carrying.          Then          in  timber 
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a  yi  tsin  na  kyu  wit  wel  le  hai  ya  miL          se  ye  kyo  kait 
west          they  were  carrying  along.          Then          Seyekyokait 

xo  tcu  win  deL     hai  ya     ta  ya  win  nan6     hai  ya  miL     me  is  deL      2 
they  went  down.  There  they  drank.  Then  they  went  up 

xo  ye      yi  duk      hai  ya  miL      kut      na  tcil  yeuw  din     k' a  is  daL 
up          the  hill.          Then          indeed          resting-place          they  came  up. 

hai  ya  miL      tcu  wit  dil      nis  sa      tcu  wit  dil  a  kut      hai  ya  miL      4 
Then          they  went  along.          Long  way          they  went.          Then 

kin  sin  Lok     tee  nin  deL     hai  ya  miL     tcit  tes  deL     kut     nil  lin 
KinsinLok          they  came  out.          Then          they  went.          Creek 

na  nu  wit  dil    hai  ya  miL    kut    na  kyu  wit  weL    hai  ya  miL    kut      6 
they  went  across.      Then      indeed      they  carried  along.       Then      indeed 

tcit  te  daL          yi  tsin          ne  nu  win  a          ta  kut          no  nin  deL 
they  went.          West          it  was          by  the  ocean          they  sat  down. 

to  tcin  din  nun  din        no  nin  deL        hai  ya  miL        yo        xo  tciii      8 
Totcindinnundin          they  sat  down.          Then          that  one          to  him 

na  kyu  wit  wel        xo  min  dai        no  nin  deL 
they  carried          by  his  door          they  sat. 

hai  ya  miL    kut    don    ye  ya  xo  La    ya  a  diL    na  du  wil  tcwun     10 
Then,          '  <  Indeed          call  them  in. "          "  Come  in. ' '          They  ate. 

no  din  nil  tcwan  miL       hai  ya  miL       es  di  an       k'  ae       tai  kyuw 
After  they  finished  eating        then        old  man,      "Well,       sweathouse. " 

hai  ya  miL        tai  kym0        ya  tcu  win  daL        hai  ya  miL        kut     12 
Then          sweathouse          they  went  in.          Then          indeed 

iL  tcin  ne  wan        ya  nes  tetc        hai  ya  miL        hai  yo        es  di  an 
close  to  each  other          they  lay  down.          Then          that          old  man 

in  na  na  it  ka          hai  ya  miL          yi  da  tcin          tee  nai  kin  nin  en     14 
got  up.          Then          from  the  east          he  took  it  out. 

no'  kyu  win  un  un  hai  ya  miL  du  ya  k'  un  nuw  •  min  ne  djo  xo  miL 
"Are  you  asleep?"          Then          they  did  not  speak.          After  a  time 

sa  a     a  XOL  tcit  de  ne  miL     wun  xoi  kyun    ya  xos  le      kut      don     IG 
long  time          when  he  had  said  to  them          they  knew          indeed 

xwot  a  na  tcil  la  te  te  le  he  yu  wit  din  hit  xo  Luk  gai  miL 
he  was  about  to  do  it.          Finally          when  dawn 

dik  gyun        ya  win  ya        mik  kyun        na  an  yai        no  tcis  qot  te     is 
here          it  come  up         it  was  thinking  of          he  was  going  to  stick  them. 

hai  ya  miL    hai    xok'aiya    haiyo    sis  tin  ne  en  din    noyaniLsti 
Then        the       his  boy       that  one        where  he  used  to  lie        they  moved. 
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haiyamiL    nakisle    missa    meuk    kyu  win  LU    hai  ya  miL    xa 

Then          he  felt.          His  mouth          inside          he  rubbed  it.          Then 

2  xoLukgai       tesyamiL       mis  so  WOL  kin  ne  din       xo  ed  dik  gya 

dawn          when  it  went          his  throat  its  base          something 

duwene          missa          meiik          kyu  win  LU          XUL  ne  hwan 

made  a  noise.          His  mouth          in          he  rubbed          black 

4  mis  so  WOL  kin  ne  din     a  duwene     haiyamiL     nakisle     hai  ya 
his  throat  base          made  the  noise.          Then          he  felt.          There 

hai  yun    kit  du  we  ne 
those         made  the  noise. 

6        hai  ya  miL      hai  yo      xo  kyun  xo  len      a  du  we  ne      do  xo  luii 

Then          that          wise  one          spoke.          "Not  it  is 

nu  hwon       a  hwon  de  ne       hai  ya       hwiL  du  we  ne       hwit  tcin 

good          you  thought  of  me.          That          you  told  me,          '  To  me 

8  nai  kyu  win  du  WCL  ne    ha  ya  miL    dane    de  xo«    k'  CL    ya  is  tcwen 
bring  a  load.'  "        Then        already        this  time          load        they  made. 

sekut  minnedjit  tadindil  k'eL  ya  is  tcwen    la'     tsumesLon 
Mortar      in  middle      surffish      load      they  made      seaweed.      "Woman, 

10  nu  wun  neL  tin        sel  ne  hwan        do  a  de  ne  he  ne        hai  yaL  un 

I  will  give  you          obsidian.          Do  not  tell  about  it. "          "  Then 

da  xo  ed  dik  kyan        do  me  duw  din        tsu  meL  Lon 

some  kind          I  do  not  want          woman. ' ' 

12         hai  ya  miL     k'ae     na  we  diL     na  tes  deL     na  wit  dil     hai  yo 
Then      "Well,      let  us  go  back."      They  started  back.       They  went 

along,          those. 

kin  sin  Lok       hai  ya       tee  na  nin  deL       hai  ya  miL       yl  sin  tcin 
KinsinLok        there        they  came  out  again.        Then        from  the  west 

14  ye  na  win  deL        hai  ya  miL         yl  man  a  yl  da  tcin         a  den  tse 
they  came  in  again.        Then        on  the  other  side  east        they  heard  say, 

no  La  din        LUII  xo  kyu  win  a        hai  ya  miL        na  wit  dil  a  kut 

"After  you          they  died."          Then          they  went  along. 

16  yl  tsin  ne  win  a         hai  ya  miL         dik  gyun        na  nes  dit  tetc  te 
West         it  was.         Then          here          they  were  about  to  camp. 

to  ye  kyo  ka  duk  ka        de  dit  de        xo'         ya  xo  kya        tcuk  qal 
Toyekyokadukka          it  was          in  vain          after  them          he  walked. 

18  hai  ya  miL     a  tcon  des  ne      he      hwiL  tis  tee      dit  tsik      min  dai 

Then  he  thought,          ' '  he — ,          my  sister          acorns          outside 

no  6  kautfl    ya  tcon  des  ne 

wi  11  leave, "        they  thought. 
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hai  ya  miL       uii  gya       a  kit  dii  wen  tse       yo       na  du  wit  nel 
Then        it  was        they  heard  something  make  a  noise.        That  one 

he  was  making  a  noise  along. 

hai  ya  miL     a  XOL  tcit  de  ne     XOL  Lin     tin     mi  ye  tcin     nin  sa  ne  2 

Then          he  told          his  brother,          ' '  Trail          under          sit. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL     LU  wun     muk  kut  tcin     tcin  nes  da    tee  lis  tee     miL 
Then          one          upper  side          he  sat          knife          with. 

nis  tan      siL  ten      wun  nin  din  dil      hai  ya  miL      hai      muk  k'  a  4 
Log          lay  there          they  climb  over.          Then          the          after  them 

de  din     nis  tan     da  na  wil  ton     xo  dje  din     no  il  ton     mi  ye  tcin 
this  place        log        he  jumped  on.         In  front  of  him        he  jumped 

lower  side 

hai  ded      sis  dai      mite  tcin      ya  wil  ton      dik  gyun      na  neL  kis  6 
this  one      sat.       Then      to  him      he  jumped  up.       Here      he  stabbed  him. 

hai  ya       hai  yo       sis  dai       me  ye  tcin       xo  dje  din       noL  ton 
There          that  one          sat          below          in  front  of  him          he  jumped. 

hai  ya  miL    tee  XOL  kit    na  xon  teL  kis    ya  ya  xos  kit  8 
Then      he  caught  him.       He  stabbed  him  repeatedly.      They  cut  him  up. 

hai  ya  miL    na  tes  deL     ye  6    yi  sin  tcin     na  wit  dil    tes  wan 
Then  they  went  back.  Here  from  the  west       they  went 

back.        Teswan 

mo  xon  tau  we  din     hai     na  tes  deL     na  wit  dai     sats  mit  to  din  10 
their  village       they  came  back.       They  went  along  back.       Satsmittddin 

na  wit  dil   hai  ya  miL   dofikahaiisseltcinnewan   na  wit  dai   haiya 
they  went  back.      Then      it  was  still  rather  warm      they  went  along 

there. 

hai  ya  miL     kai  ist  mit  to  din     na  win  deL     hai  ya  miL     yi  man  12 
Then        Kaiistmittodin        they  came  down.        Then        the  other  side 

me  na  is  deL       tcim  me  tau  wit  kut       k'  a  na  is  deL       hai  ya  miL 
they  went  up  again.        Tcimmetauwitkut        they  came  up  again.        Then 

na  wit  dil    ye  6    yi  da  tcin    na  wit  dil    xo  ed  dik  gyun    ai  kin  se  14 
they  went  back.       Way       from  the  hill       they  went  back.        Something 

they  heard 
tcit  del  se  ne  en  tcin       La  xo  kut      xo  da  in  na  dim  meL       xwotc 
where  they  used  to  live.          Just          they  fell  down          so 

xowinseL    haiya  miL    haiya    yi  da  tcin    tea  na  in  deL    mukk'a  16 
it  was  warm.        Then        there        down        they  came  out.        After 

hai      XOL  tis  tee  ne  en      wun  na  diL      tcis  qot  xo  Ian      hai  ya  miL 
the      their  sister  used  to  be      they  came  for      had  been  poisoned.      Then 
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wiL dun  wil  wiL din         ditsik         ye yu  wink' an         haiyadin 
the  night  before          acorns          she  brought  in.          That  place 

vis  qot       hai  ya  miL       hai  yo       a  dit  dje       no  na  nin  an  sil  len 

he  poisoned  her.        Then        those        their  hearts        were  not  very  sorry, 

ya  xo  SCL  win  hit      yaxoskit      hayamiL      nawitdilakut      tin 
because  they  had  killed  him.        They  had  cut  him  up.        Then        they 

came  back        Very  much 

xo  dje    yai  IL  wen  ne  en    ya  XOL  tis  tee    hai  ya  miL    kut    hai  ya 
they  used  to  love  her        their  sister.        Then        indeed        there 

na  in  deL 

they  came  back. 

hai  ya  non  dik 
Here  the  end. 

XXII.  FLIGHT   OF   THE   MURDERERS 

kit  fun  na  da  a  din        tcit  deL  se  xo  sin        taikyuw?        sa  an 
Kittunnadaadin          they  were  living.          Sweathouse          was  there. 

8      hai  ya  miL  min  ne  djo  xo  mit   a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne  na  tin  no  ko  miL 

Then          after  a  time          they  said  to  them,          ' '  From  Trinity  River 

ka  tcwiin  din       yi  nuk  miL       hai  ya  miL        des  k'  un       nit  tcin 
Datcwundin          south,          to-day          to  you 

10    tcit  tin  diL  teL      hai  ya  miL      do  xun  na  ne      do  me  nuw?  git      hai 

they  are  coming. ' '        Then        ' '  All  right,        I  am  not  afraid.        Those 

hwu  wun      Lin  ya  te      hai  ya  miL      ka  de      hwu  wun      Lin  ya  te 

tome          will  come.          Then          soon          tome          they  will  come. ' ' 

12    haiyamiL        min  ne  djo  xo  mit        ufigya        kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
Then          after  a  time          it  was          people 

tciL  san      kut      me  din  tcwin      nit  tcin      ye  un  dil      Lan      hwe 

he  saw.        ' '  Then        are  you  willing        to  you        we  should  come  in. 
Many        I 

14    natse     neyai     domanuwgit      hai      hwittcin     ye  win  deL  te 

first       I  come. "       "I  am  not  afraid,       those       tome        will  come  in. " 

hai  ya  miL     na  tes  di  yai  a  kut      hai  yo      na  din      yis  k<  an  a  miL 
Then         he  went  back.         ' '  Those         two          after  days 

16    Lan    na  no  hwi  L  sis  te 

many        you  will  see  us  again. ' ' 

kut  don     di  hwo     do  ma  nuw  git     k'  ae     we  diL  na     da  tcun 
"Well      anything      I  am  not  afraid  of .      Well,      let  us  go.      From  east 
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do  me  imw  git        min  ne  djo  xo  miL        kut        din  kin        kas  yai 
I  am  not  afraid. ' '        After  a  time        it  was        four  men        came  up. 

hai  ya  miL     a  XOL  tcit  de  ne     kut     hwin  nes  te     do  ma  ml  git  un      2 

Then          he  said,          "My  body          are  you  afraid  off" 

kut  don         a  hwo  la  na         do  ma  nuw  git         kut         a  dit  tcin 

' '  Well,          let  it  happen  to  me.          I  am  not  afraid. "          ' '  Well,  on  you 

ye  na  we  la  ta  kut     hai  ya  xa  djit      a  ya  it  ti  yau     hai  ya  hat  djit      4 
I  will  bring  them. ' '          Then          they  did  it.          Then 

a  dit  ta'  din        Le  ya  du  wil  lu        hai  ya  miL        kut        a  dit  tcin 
at  his  home          they  killed  them.          Then          indeed          to  him 

yeyaxolai     kut     kitftin     nadaai     deuk     untfe     dunLunhwo      6 
they  brought  them.       Then       maple       it  stands       this  way       it  was several  ways 

tcwu  wa  Luk  kuw      hai  ya  miL      kut      yi  nuk  en  tcin      tai  kyuw 
forked.          Then          indeed          on  the  south  side          sweathouse 

sa  an      kut      ma  duw  tcwin  kut      xon  ya  il  lit      hai      muk'  k'  a      8 
stood.        ' '  Then        I  want        they  burn  it, ' '        those        after  them 

ka  sit  ta  deL      hai  hit  djit      xa  sit  ta  daL      tcwo  la  na      k'  as  yai 
they  came.        Then        they  came  over.        Five  men        came  up. 

kut  xo  wun  kuts  ta  nan  deL  te  hai  ya  miL  kut     10 
Now,        it  was  cold  weather.        It  was  about  to  snow.        Then        indeed 

dun  Lun  hwo  din       xwal  weL  kut        min  ne  djo  xo  miL       hai  yo 
several  times          they  camped.          After  a  time          those 

tsu  mes  Lon       del  se       xon  ta  me       yo       xois  dai       tai  kyuw  me    12 
women        stayed        in  house.        Those        men        in  sweathouse. 

hai  ya  miL     sai  kit  din     mi  gya     mit  da  na  sa  an     a  din  nin  din 
Then          behold          a  bundle  of  brush          before  his  face 

tcu  wil  ICL     hai  ya  miL     un  gya     na  LU  wun     kyu  win  ya  in  yan     14 
holding.          Then          it  was          another          man 

ya  win  daL      hai  ya  miL      sai  kit  din      tsu  mes  Lon      tea  un  Lat 
came  in.          Then          behold          woman          ran  out. 

xo  lik       tes  yai       tai  kyuw  tcin       tai  kyuw       mit  da       nin  yai     16 
To  tell      she  went      to  sweathouse.      Sweathouse      its  mouth      she  came. 

ne  ha  du  wil  la      xa      xo  list      tea  no'  diL      hai  ya  miL      hai  yo 
' '  They  are  attacking  us.       Come,       hurry,       come  out. ' '       Then      those 

na  nin       tcit  del  se       tai  kyuw  me       hai  ya  miL       xo  ye       xon     18 
two        were  staying        in  sweathouse.        Then        under  it        fire 

no  ya  nin  en        ya  miL        tai  kyuw  ne  en        xon  ye        ya  wil  lit 
they  put.      With  them      sweathouse  used  to  be      to  the  ground     they  burned. 
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haiyamiL        takun        ma  ya  din  niL  tcwit        totcin        hai  en 

Then      three  men  (f)      they  pushed  along      toward  the  water.      Those 
it  was 

2      yaxokunnai        haiyamiL        hai  ya        kut        tenonxotaan 
lived.          Then          there          indeed          they  ran  in  the  water. 

haiyamiL    kimmeuk     Land  xonaisdeL    haiyamiL     deditta 
Then          in  timber         they  traveled.          Then          here 

4      xa  teL  a  kim  meuk  na  dil  le  miL  yu  wit  din  hit 

grew  up  ferns          in  timber          while  they  lived.          After  a  time 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan     na  in  deL     hai  ya  ha  djit     xotc     na  da  wil  se 
men         they  came  back.          Then          well         they  lived. 

6  hai  ya  ndn  dik 
Here  the  end. 

XXin.  REJUVENATION  DISCONTINUED 

dik  gyun    yi  de    nin  nis  san  non  a  din    teL  tcwen    nin  nis  san 
Here          north          world's  end          he  became,          World 

8      ma  na  na  win  yai        hai  ya  miL        tcit  tes  yai        kut        hai  ded 
for-he-came-down.          Then          he  went          indeed          this. 

hai  ya  miL      hai  ded       wun  xoi  kyufi  nan  ya       ded       yi  da  tcin 
Then          this          he  thought  about.          This          from  the  north 

10    tcuk  qal      yu  wit  din  hit       nin  san  ne  djit       yi  da  tcin       sis  len 
he  walked.        After  a  time        middle  world        from  the  north        he  was. 

hai  ya  miL    tcuk  qal  a  kut    hai  ya  miL    ded  a  kut    ded    mit  tcin 
Then          he  walked  along.          Then          this,          this          toward 

12    dit  tee     sis  len     hai  ya  miL     hai  ded  a  kut     nin  nis  san     na  da  a 
pointing          he  was.          Then          this          mountain          stood  up 

mit  tcin      tcis  len      haiyamiL      kut      tcin  nin  yai      haiyamiL 
by  it         he  was.         Then          indeed          he  came  there.          Then 

14    IL  man    na  na  da  a    tcis  tcwen    Lai    na  da  a  ne  en 
on  both  side      stick  up      he  made  it.      One      used  to  stand  up. 

hai  ya  miL        kyu  win  ya  in  yan        xotc        na  dil  te        miL 
Then         ' '  People         well          will  live          with  it. 

16    nu  htt?6nk       tin  dil  ta       hai  ded       nin  nis  san  a  kut       wil  tcwil 
Well         they  will  travel. "          This          mountain          on  it          young 
na  wil  lei  te  ne  en      de      yiduk       nin  nis  san       nadaai       kut 
used  to  become  again.        This        east        mountain        stands  up        on  it 

18    xa  su  win  na  hwiL  te        htcek        a  nu  wit  tel  a  miL        haiyamiL 
when  they  go  up          like  me          they  are  old.          Then 
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hai  yuk     wil  tcwil      a  nat  wil  lal  ta     hai  ya  miL     kut      hai  yuk 
this  way        young        they  will  become.        Then        indeed        this  way 

a  win  naL  ta      hai      tcmr  k'  ai      na  wit  laL  ta      hai  ya  miL      hai      2 
it  will  be          those          young          they  will  become.          Then          the 

miik*  k'  a     na  wit  lal     hai  ya  miL     kut     hi#ek     WUM?  di  yun  IL  ta 
on  it          they  did.          Then          indeed          like  me          I  am  old 

do  I  kyu  wil  le      k'  a  su  win  ht#iL  te      hai  ded      nin  nis  san  a  kut      4 
old  woman          will  go  up          this          mountain          on. 

hai  ya  miL    kut    hai  yuk    a  win  nal    hai  ya  miL    yu  din  hit     La 
Then          indeed          this  way      it  was.      Then          after  a  time          one 

man*     tin  nauw     hai  yuk     a  win  neL  ta     hai  ya  miL     hai  yo  en      6 
company          went.          This  way          they  did.          Then          this  one 

yi  nuk  en        do        hai  hwe        hwa  ne        hai  ded        nin  nis  san 

south  one          it  was,          "This          my          only,          this          place 

a  win  neL  ta     tcuw  k?  ai     na  dil  leL  ta     hai  ded     ke     sin  dil     nes      8 
will  be. ' '         Young         will  become          this          on  travel          all 

do  tcu  wes  yo 
he  did  not  like. 

XXIV.  THE  FLOOD 

dik       nin  nis  san       na  da  ai       nun  sin  kya  6       na  wa  ne  en     10 
Here          mountain          stands,          butte  large          used  to  go  about. 

hai  ya  miL     ta  nan     tes  yai     hai  ya  miL     UL  kyo  we  din     ta  nan 
Then          water          came.          Then          so  much  space          water 

hai  ded     nin  nis  san     a'  tin  din     ta  nan     kit  ta  yow     hai  ya  miL     12 
this          world          every  place          water          flowed.          Then 

hai  ded    a  hwun    nin  nis  san    kaL  sa    noi  kin  nin  yow    hai  ya  miL 
this          only          mountain          so  much          the  water  reached.          Then 

a'  tin  ka  un  te    man  e  mi     hai  ya  miL     hai  yo     kut     hai     ta  nan     14 all  kinds        swam  there.        Then        that        indeed        the        water 

tes  ya  ne  en    na  xo  wiL  sai     hai  ya  miL     ai  we     kut     nu  hwon  ka 
used  to  come        dried  up  again.        Then        behold        indeed        good 

na  na  sis  daL  kut      hai  yo     na  xo  wiL  sai  kut     ha  yun     Laxokut     16 
they  lived        this        dried  up  again        on  it.        That  one        just 

da  nen  don    hai    hai  en    nin  sin  kya  6'     ke  k'  un  nai    na  nas  daL 
that  is  the  one          this          butte  large          Kixunnai          lived. 

hai  ya  miL    kut    hai  ya  non  dik  18 
Then        indeed        there        end. 
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nin  nis  san         ma  na  na  win  ya         a  tcon  des  ne          dai  hwo 

World          for-it-he-came-down  thought,  "Some  way 

yek'eneutrhrcit        aduwene         haimiL        kitteyow        hai 
they  are  talking."          He  said,          "This  with          wash          the 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan    Laxo    nuhteon    nanasdeLte    hai    mukka 

people         just         good         they  will  be  again."          The          after  that 

k'aa'  dlyau    nub  iron 
he  made  it  this  way        good. 

XXV.  MINK'S  GAMBLING  MEDICINE 

de  de  xo  IL  kut  tee  wil  lin  din  na  teL  dit  tcwen 
This          XoiLkut          its  mouth          he  came  into  being, 

6      teunaLuhirin      hai  y a  mil      min  ne  djo  xo  miL      a  tcon  des  ne 
mink.          Then          after  a  time          he  thought, 

dede      mukkai       ylnuk       taseyate       hai  ya  miL       k'owun 
"This          on          south          I  will  go."          Then          to  him 

g      na  ne  il  luu?85     deuk     a  na  nu  wes  t e     hai  ya  miL     a  tcon  des  ne 
it  always  comes.          This  way          he  looked.          Then          he  thought, 

ded   mukka     ylnuk     teseyate     xutLedun     k'edaaiitLoi 
"This          on  south          I  will  go."      In  the  morning          head  tied  on 

10    a  de  kut     da  tcu  wil  lai      hai  ya  miL     tcit  tes  yai      tcuk  qal      yo 
on  his  head        he  put.        Then        he  started,        he  walked  along.       Way 

yi  da  tcin      tcuk  qal      de  de      muk  ka      tcuk  qal      xo  na  kut  to 
from  the  north        he  walked.        This        on  it        he  walked.        His  tears 

12    na  du  wim  miL      a  du  wun       tcu  witc  tcwel       hai  ya  miL       ded 
were  dropping.          About  himself          he  was  crying.          Then          this 

tcuk  qal  a  kut      yo      yi  nuk  a  tcin      tcuk  qal  a  kut      hai  ya  miL 
he  was  walking.       Way       toward  the  south        he  was  walking.        Then 

H    nis  kin  tee  in  diL  din    klut/;88    hai  ya  miL    nes  kin    me    dik  gyun 
NiskintceindiLdin,         alder  (T).         Then         "D.  spruce          in          more 

ne  se  tin  ta     hai  ya  miL     nes  kin     min  ne  djit     kan  a     sis  kyas 
I  will  lie  down."      Then      Douglas  spruce      half  way  up      limb      broke. 

16    hai  ya  miL     he87     a  HUM?  te     iuw  hwal     tcon  des  ne     hai  ya  miL 
Then          "he        I    am  thus          I  travel,"          he  thought.          Then 

35  Mink  always  lost  at  play. 
"Probably  Luto. 
a*  An  exclamatory  particle. 
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a  di  ye        de  kit  din  an        hai  ya  miL        kit  ta  an        -  -  du  we  ne 
under  himself      he  put  it  in  the  fire.      Then      he  sang,             it  sounded. 

yis  ka  nei    a  di  yi    de  kit  dauw  2 
Until  day        under  himself        he  put  in  the  fire. 

hai  ya  miL     tcit  tes  yai     xut  Le  dun     hai  ya  miL     yo     yi  nuk 
Then        he  started,        in  the  morning.        Then        way        south 

tcuk  qal    kin  na  k'on  ta'  din    k<  on  ta    sil  lai    hai  ya  miL    hai  yo      * 
he  walked.        Kinnak'  6nta<  din         houses        stood.         Then        that  one 

yi  nuk    a  xo  luw    k'  on  ta'     sa  an    me    tee  nin  ya  yei    hai  ya  miL 
south        furtherest        house        stands        in  it        he  came  out.         Then 

Lai  uw        xa  xo  lau        xo  wun        tcit  teL  kait  dei        hai  ya  miL      6 
really          he  clapped  his  hands,          to  him          he  motioned.          Then 

a  XOL  tcit  de  ne       hwe  kil  lin       yi  da  tcin       xo  lun       hai  ya  miL 

he  said  to  him       ''Me      you  are  like(?)       from  the  north      it  is. "       Then 

dedikkyun(?)  hwu-wun  naninuL  hai  ya  miL      8 
' i  What          from  me          you  will  win  ? y '          Then 

a  XOL  tcit  de  ne       hai  de       a  XOM?  don       hai       sek       hai       wun 

he  said  to  him,      ' '  This       may  be       this       hair-wrapper,       this      for  it 

kin  na  sit  dil  la  ta  10 

we  will  play. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL     kut     no  nin  daL     iL  tcin     din  nun     kin  nan  ya 
Then       indeed       they  sat  down,       each  other       facing.        They  played. 

deuk        a  tcil  la        XOL  tcit  du  we  ne        tcit  teL  kait        k'  o  wun     12 
"This  way        he  did  (?),"         he  told  him.         He  pointed.        From  him 

na  tes  tan     hai  ya  miL     ki  ye     a  na  tcil  lau     min  Lun  din     deuk 
he  took  it.        Then        again        he  did  it.        Ten  times        this  way 

a  na  tcil  lau  miL     xo  wun     tcit  teL  kait     te  u  na  LU  hwin      a  tfen     14 
when  he  did  it          from  him  he  pointed.  Mink  did  it. 

La        xo  lun        a  tcit  ya  te        yu  wit  din  hit  din        xe  neuk  diii 
All  the  time         it  was         he  did  it.          After  a  time         behind  himself 

na  nu  wil  luw  html     hai  ya  miL     hai  yo     La     xo  Ian     na  nil  la  te     16 

it  was  piling  up.      Then      that  one,      ' '  All  the  time        it  is      you  win. ' ' 

hai  yo       xot  sek  ai       mit  ta'        na  nu  wil  luw  hivil       hai  ya  miL 
That  one        his  hair-wrapper        with  it        he  piled  them.        Then 

hai  yuk     k'  a  a  win  nal     na  nu  wil  Imv  hwil     hai  ya  miL     na  din     18 
this  way       it  kept  happening.       He  kept  accumulating.       Then       twice 

k'  el  waL       kin  na  WSLUW       ta  ka  din       yis  k'  an       kin  na  wauw 
he  spent  the  night,  playing.        Three  times        day        they  played. 
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na  nu  wil  luw  hwil     din  ket  din     hwel  weL  te     hai  ya  miL     ki  ye 

He  kept  winning.      "Four  times      I  will  spend  the  night. "      Then      again 

2  k'analweL    hai  ya  miL   nates  diyate    din  ket  din  k'alweLmiL 
he  spent  the  night.          Then          "I  will  go  back."          Four  times when  he  had  spent  he  night 

nates  dlyai       dede     mukkai     yi  de     nates  diyai     hai  ya  mil 
he  started  back.        This        on        north        he  went  back.        Then 

4  di  hwo     man     yai  kin  en     hai  ya  miL     yi  de     na  wit  dal  a  kut 
something      large       he  was  carrying.       Then       north       he  was  going  along. 

hai    sis  da  din    kun    na  wit  dal    na  in  di  ya  kut 
The        he  stayed  place        indeed        he  came  back.        He  got  back. 

XXVI.  EAGLE'S   WAR   MEDICINE 

6        ded    muk'  k'  a    yi  da  tcin     tcit  tes  ya  te     tis  mil     hai  ya  miL 
This        along  it          from  the  north          he  will  go,          eagle.         Then 

a  ya  XOL  tcit  de  ne       kyu  win  ya  in  yan       do  mit  tis       tin  naute 

they  told  him          ' '  People          not  beyond  it          go. ' ' 

8  hai  ya  miL    a  tcon  des  ne    kut    hai  ye  he    te  se  ya  te    deuk    un  te 

Then       he  thought,       ' '  Now,       anyway       I  will  go. ' '       This  way       he  did, 

kim  mau     tcis  tcwen     kit  fun  nit  tel     dil  mai     hai  ya  miL     kut 
medicine        he  made        its  leaves  broad         gray.         Then        indeed 

10  tcit  tes  yai     hai  ya  miL     kut     don     nauw?  hw&     Lax     hai  ya  miL 
he  went.         Then,        ' '  Now,        indeed,        I  will  go,        just. ' '        Then 

tcit  tes  yai     ded     muk'  k'ai     yi  da  tcin     hai  ya  miL     tcit  tes  yai 
he  started          this          along         from  the  north.          Then      he  went 

12  un      yo      yi  da  tcin        xonnisteyan       nadelsedifi       mit  tis 

way        from  the  north        enemies        where  they  lived        beyond  that 

tcuk  qal          hai  ya  miL          a  tcon  des  ne          kyu  win  ya  in  yan 
he  walked.          Then          bethought,          "Indians 

H  nanandeLte    hwin  nis  te   ya  k'  on  des  ne  te   hai  ded    hwinniste 
will  come  to  be.       My  formula       they  will  know.       This       my  formula 

nai  dinnutt?    hai    hwiuniste    naixondesne    deuk    aiwilleLte 
they  will  hear.        This        my  formula        they  will  know.       This  way it  will  be 

16  kimnau    hai  y a  miL    tcit  tes  yai    ded    yi  da  tcin    tcuk  qal  a  kut 
medicine."     Then     he  went.     This     from  the  north     he  was  walking  along. 
yeo    yi  da  tcin    tcuk  qal    tcit  tu  win  nauw?  hwil 
Way          from  the  north          he  walked.          He  was  going  along. 
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hai  ya  miL    kiit    ded    min  ne  djit    sis  le  ne    kut    kun  duntc 
Then       indeed       this       middle       he  came  to  be.        Indeed        quite  close 

sislin     hai  ya  miL     hai     tcittesyai     tcukqalakut     hai  ya  miL      2 
he  came.          Then        the        he  went.        He  walked  along.        Then 

xwotc  a  man     nu  hwon     tis  mil     tcit  tes  yai     hai  ya  miL     ded 
very          good          eagle          went.          Then          this 

tciik  qal     yo     yi  nuk     tcuk  qal  a  kiit     yan  tcin  tan  a  din     hai  ya      4 
he  walked.       Way       south       he  was  walking.       Yantcintanadin       there 

tciik  qal  miL      tco  hwon  tcwit  te      tcon  des  ne      hai  ya  miL      hai 
when  he  walked,      ' '  He  will  come  after  me, ' '      he  thought.      Then      the 

un  gya     mit  tis     tcit  tes  ya     hai  ya  miL     a  tcon  des  ne  kut  xo  lun      6 
he  saw       beyond  it       he  went.       Then       he  thought,       ' '  Indeed       it  is 

hwik  kim  ma  u    Lan    nu  hwon.  a  xo  Ian    hai  ya  miL    kut    mit  tis 

my  medicine        much        good  it  is. ' '        Then        indeed        beyond  it 

tcuk  qal  kut  xo  Ian    hai  ded    hwik  ki  ma  u    nu  hwon    hwin  nis  te      8 
he  walked.          ' '  This          my  medicine          good          my  formula 

nai  din  nun?  te       La  xo  gya       miL       tu  win  na  ht#iL  te       hai  de 

he  will  know          without  harm          with  it          he  will  go  by,          this. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL      hai      mit  tis      kut      yi  nuk      tciik  qal      La  xo  gya     10 

Then      this      beyond  it      indeed      south       he  walked.       ' '  Without  harm 

hai  ded    hwit  Lo  we    miL    tu  win  na  hwiL  te    mi  nu  wil  gil  HL  te 

this  my  herb          with          he  will  go  by          if  he  is  afraid. ' ' 

hai  ya  miL    mikkya    yi  nuk    tciik  qal    hai  yuk     a  win  nel  a  kiit     12 
Then         from  it         south         he  walked.         This  way         he  was  doing. 

kasta'     xoiyiniik    tcuk  qal    yiniika    tcittesyai    tciLkiindin 
Kasta<         south  from        he  walked.         South        he  went.        TeiLkundin 

tciik  qal       hai       tcit  tes  ya       yiniika       tcuk  qal       hai  ya  miL     14 
he  walked.        Then        he  went,        south        he  walked.        Then 

tse  kyo  k'  a  tin  nit       tcuk  qal     hai  ya  miL       IL  tis  tee  mi     yi  nuk 
Tsekyok'  atinnit          he  walked.  Then          iLtistcemi         south 

k' a  is  yai    yinuka    tcittesyai    yiniika    tciik  qal    inteLkaimi     16 
he  went  up.          South        he  went.        South        he  walked.        InteLkaimi 

hai  ya      tcuk  qal      hai  ya      tcit  tes  yai      yi  nuk  a      tcit  tes  yai 
there          he  walked.          There          he  went.          South          he  went. 

tcim  ma  nan  a  kut       hai  ya       tciik  qal       yinuka       tcuk  qal  lei     18 
Tcimmananakut       there       he  walked.       South       he  was  walking  along. 

diL  tcwag  na  da  a  din         yi  nuk  a         tciik  qal  lei         hai  ya  miL 
Diltewag-nadaadin          south          he  walked.          Then 
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ta  nan  a  kut     haiya     y I  nuk     tciikqallei     haiyamiL     yinuk 
Tenanakut          there          south          he  walked.          Then          south 

2      tciikqallei     htranami     haiya     yinuk     tciikqallei     yi  nuk  a 
he  walked.          Htyanami          there          south          he  walked.          South 

tcittesyai       nowillindiii       yi  nuk  a       tciik  qal       haiya  miL 
he  went.          Nowillindifi          south          he  walked.  Then 

4      yi  nuk    nun  sin  kut    k'  a  is  ya  yei south          on  the  hill          he  went  up. 

tis  mil      a  na  it  yau 
Eagle        did  it. 

XXVII.  WAR  MEDICINE  OF  THE  SEKYOXATINNIT  YOUTH 

6  se  ky5  xa  tin  nit  me     yi  nuk     XOL  tis  tee     haL    no  na  nin  deL 
Bock-large-road-goes-up        south         his  sister         with         they  lived. 

hai  ya  miL     ka  da     xo  Luk  gai     te  nauw?  miL     ded     tseuk     deiik 
Then        soon        dawn        when  it  would  go        this        hair-wrapper        so 

8      aLtik    tcitteLdo    miL  tcitteLdo    adit  sit    miL    naalloi    xoLin 
thick         she  cut,         she  cut  it         her  crown         with         she  tied  it. 

Her  brother 

aL  tcit  de  ne       hai  ya  miL       hai  ded       xon  din       deiik       a  a  la 
spoke  to.          Then          this         ashes          this  way          she  did. 

10    tcai  ke  it  tcwa     hai  yun     ded     ya  nautfl  din     na  dil     k'  a  de  el  lu 
She  threw  them  out.       This  one        this        goes  up  place       they  came. 

They  came  to  fight. 

hai     din  dai     xo  £a  ta'     deiik     a  na  al  lu  miL     sai     yo     din  dai 
Then        flint        in  his  blanket        this  way        when  he  did        ' '  sai " that  flint 

12    de  ne    nin  tcwin  na  kut    dl  hwo    do  xo  no  kus    hai  yun    hai  yiik 
said.        Bad        something       does  not  enter  him.        That  one        this  way 

a  xo  lau    xo  Lin    xo  tseuk  a    hai  ya    xon  din    hai  yun    k'  a  a  nu 
she  does.      Her  brother      his  hair-wrapper      there      ashes      that  one 

always  does  that. 

14          kyu  win  ya  in  yan     yi  de  win  na  hwit     ma     tceiLtcwe     haide 
People         when  they  are  shot         for  them         she  makes  it.         This 

xon  din    de  de    na  na  tit  LU    xo  kya  ai  ta     na  na  tit  LU    kl  ma  u 
ashes        here        she  rubs  across.        His  upper  arm        she  makes  a  mark 

across.        Medicine 

16    tceiLtcwe  it      tcwoladifi     meu      tcit  de  ne      hai  ya  hit  djit  fin 
when  she  makes        five  times        "meu"        she  says         And  then 
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hai  ye        xo  nis  te  din        tee  ke  e  neuw?        hai  yo        tsu  mes  LOD 
this          her  formula          she  repeats          that  woman. 

tse  kyo  xa  tin  me      no  na  in  deL 
Rock-large-trail-goes-up         they  lived. 

XXVIII.  PURIFICATION  OF  THE  BEREAVED 

FOR  MEN 

dik  gyun         yi  de  yi  duk         na  teL  dit  tcwen          LU  wun  nin 
Here          north  east          he  came  into  existence          alone. 

kyii  win  ya  in  yan  me      mit  toe      a  de  xus  tan  din      no  na  nin  xan  4 
Dentalia  its  water          close  by  himself          he  put. 

hai  ya  miL    a'  tin  ka  un  te    tse  kai    mi  ye    de  du  wil  la  te    tcwo  la 
Then          every  kind          Ceanothus  intergerimus(?)  under  him 

he  will  put  in  the  fire,          five 

tee  il  loi     min  ne  djo  xo  miL     kyu  win  ya  in  yan     xo  hwo  a'  di  ya  Q 
bundles.          After  a  time          a  person          died. 

hai  ya  miL  un       wun  na  is  deL       xotc        a  tcil  lau       hai  ya  miL 
Then          he  fixed  him.          Well          he  did.          Then 

me  niL  ke       hai  ya  miL      kiL  muk  kai  kyo       miL       na  xo  wiL  me  g 
he  finished.          Then          ginseng  (?)  with  it          he  bathed  him. 

hai  ya  miL  un     hai     kyu  wit  tel     mit  to     nan  xa     hai  ya  miL  un 
Then          the          deer          its  water          stood  there.          Then 

kyu  wit  teL  Luk  gai          aL  sa          no  it  to          te  na  de  el  ya  10 
deer        white        so  deep        the  water  came.        They  stand  in  the  water. 

hai  ya  miL  mi      kit  te  yauw      tcis  tcwen      kyu  wit  Lei      dil  mai 
Then          they  travel          he  caused.          Deer          roan 

kit  te  yauw        tcis  tcwen         LO  muntc 
they  travel          he  caused.          Lomuntc 

tcis  tcwen        Lax        xo  na  lat  ne  hwan 
he  caused.          Just          like  floating  around 

hai  ya  miL  un        hai  ya        min  ne  djit 
Then          there          after  a  time          deer 

mit  ta'         kit  ti  yauw 
among          they  travel 

LO  muntc        mit  tu  wa 
Lomuntc          among. 

kyu  wit  Lei        Luk  gai 
white 

12 

14 

kitiyauw  tcis  tcwen    haiya    mukka    kyu  wit  Lei    kadiltcwag 
they  travel          he  caused.          There          after  them  deer          brown 

kitiyauw;  tcis  tcwen     haiya     mukka     haiya  miL  mi     hai  yo  16 
they  travel          he  caused          there          after  them.          Then          that 

na'  di  yau        mit  ta  nan        me  na  diL  wil  tcwen        hai  ya  miL  un 
dentalia  its  water          they  swam  in  (?).          Then 
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kit  tcin          noatuic          miL          deuk          a  kit  dene          miL 
open          he  made  it          when          this  way        he  made  a  noise        when 

2  nin  nis  san  a  meuk          mu  xiin  neuw?  hwe  Le  na  it  dauw  hwe 
earth  in  its  noise  encircled. 

haiyamiLun          haiyukxemiL          xawillel          kyu  win  yan 
Then  this  way  he  always  does.  Indian 

4  miL,   na  wiL  dit  tel   kl  xun  nai  ta'  tcin   hai  ya  miL  un    kut   hai  yo 
with        he  brings  along        to  Klxunnata'  din.        Then        indeed        that 

kyu  win  ya  in  yan  me     hai     atcillau     haiyamiLufi     tcwoladin 
belongs  to  Indians        that        he  did.        Then        five  times 

6  yiskanemiL    tcwola    sisloi    kin  nindiketc    mux  xa  dje  k'  6  len 
when  it  was  day        five        bundles        yerba  buena        mukkadjekolen 

xo  ka     na  deL  waL     xo  ye     de  du  win  an     muk  ka     na  deL  waL 
on  him      he  poured.      Under  him      he  put  on  the  fire.      On  him      he  poured. 

8  hai  ya  miL  un          nu  hwon         na  na  is  ya          ki  xun  nai  ta'  din 
Then          well          he  travels.          Kixunnaita'  din 

na  XOL  dit  ten    hai  ya  miL  un    hai  yo    kut    kyu  win  yain  yan  me 

he  brought  him  back.        "Then        that        indeed        belongs  to  Indians 
10  ded       xan  Lun       nil  la  me       no  na  an       xan  Lun        nan  aL  ta 

this      so  much       your  hand       in  it       I  put.       So  much      you  will  have. 

La  xo  kya        hai  yuk         un  di  ya  te        XOL  tcit  de  ne         di  hwo 

Any  way        this  way        you  will  do, ' '        he  said  to  him.        ' '  Something 

12  do  xo  lin        nu  win  na         da  a  ten         kyu  win  ya  in  yan  ta'  din 
it  is  not         go  by  you          it  is. ' '          Indian  world 
na  XOL  dit  ten 
be  brought  him  back. 

FOE  WOMEN 

14        dik  gyun  yi  nuk  a  yi  duk  kyu  wiL  sai  iL  win  te 
Here          southeast          it  is  always  dry. 

kit  dai  ye      La  xo      nai  a  win  te      hai  ya  miL  ufi.      hai      xo  saik 
Flowers          many          are  always  floating.          Then          the          abalone 

16  kit  to       no  na  nin  k'  an        hai        kin  nes  tfan         nai  kyu  win  xa 
its  water         he  puts  there.          The          tan  oak          stands  there. 

hai  ye       dik  gyun       yi  de  yi  da  tcin       keL  san  nin       wun  nd  na 
This    here        from  the  northeast        girls        come  to  it 

18  elleneelu         kixunna         mik  kin  nes  tfan          nai  kyu  win  xa 
it  always  is.          Kixunnai          their  tan  oak          stands  there. 
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dik  gyuii  yi  na  tciii  yi  da  tcin  xa  a  nu  keL  san  nin 
Here          from  the  southeast          they  do  the  same,          girls. 

haiyamiLun    haiyukkemiL    aduwintfe    hai     mukkustandiii      2 
Then          this  way          they  always  do.          This          beside  it 

La  tcin  din  nan      mit  to      no  na  nin  xan      mit  to      hai      mit  to 

(a  sea  shell)        its  water        he  placed,        its  water.      "The      its  water 

nuk  ka     na  deL  waL     XOL  tcit  de  ne     hai  yo     xo  saik  ke     mit  to      4 

on  you          I  put, ' '          he  said.          ' '  That          abalone          its  water 

nuk  ka       na  deL  waL       XOL  teit  de  ne       hai  ya  miL  un       hai  yo 

on  you          I  put, ' '          he  said.          Then          ' '  That 
ma  xa  tcin  min  ne  xo  len  mit  to  nuk  ka  na  deL  waL      6 

maxatcinminnexolen          its  water          on  you          I  put, ' ' 

XOL  tcit  de  ne     hai  ya  miL  un    hai  yo     xo  ka     na  de  CL  wal  a  miL 
he  said.          Then          that          on  her          when  he  had  put 

hai  (  ?)        deuk       a  a  lu       xot  sit  da       kyti  win  ya  in  yan  ta'  din      8 
this  way          he  did          the  crown  of  her  head.          "Indian  world 

nanedeL       XOL  tcit  dene       tcitteitLu       xenekke       haiyun 

we  come  back,"  he  said.          He  rubs  it  on          her  back.          This 
tsu  meL  Lon      ma      tciL  tcwe  10 
woman        for        he  makes. 

PRAYERS 

a  de  ke      ma  xa      nauw;  di  ya 

"My  tracks          after          I  come  back." 

dik  gyun  yi  nuk  a  yi  duk  nun  sin  mu  win  na    12 
"Here          southeast          butte          around  it 

kit  tes  so  wil  tcwen       hai  ya  miL      miL      na  neL  kow      nin 

a  mark  made          there          with          I  am  going,          ground. ' ' 

kut  hwik  ka  no  win  dje  ye  hwin  nis  te  din    14 
"Now,         away  from  me         you  want  to  go.         My  body 

no  nik  kya  na  dit  dauw  hwe  ne 
do  not  think  about." 
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XXIX.  A  SUPERNATURAL  EXPERIENCE 

dinketdin        menundlya        kut        haiyamiLun        kiit 
Four         years  (ago)          then          indeed 

nin  nis  san       do  ne  iL  in         hai  ya  miL  un         kut         a*  dl  yau 
world          I  did  not  see.          Then          indeed          it  happened, 

xwoir      au«?  dl  yau      iuw?  tcit      hai  ya  miL  un      kin  se  lal      ded 
some  way  I  did.          I  died.          Then          I  dreamed.          This 

dik  gyun     yi  duk  yi  nuk     a*      m  ka  6'      me      deuk      a  win  nel 
here       east  south       cloud       large       in  it       this  way       it  was  moving 

ye  nal  kait — tcit  du  win  nel      hai      hwik'k'  a      a  ten      se  tcit  din 
feather  decoration.             sounded.       The  one      after  me       did  it. "  Little  while 

no  nai  it  /an  se  tcit  din  na  na  se  ya  te         hai  ya  miL  un 
I  am  holding  you. ' '        Little  while        I  will  live  again.        Then 

don     kut     xok'  k'  a      kit  te  se  au      ded      e  il  wil      ky u  wuw  aL 
it  was          after  him          I  sing  it.          Every  night          I  sing  it. 

yu  wit  din  hit      te  se  yem 
After  a  time       I  stood  up. 
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TRANSLATIONS 

PART  I 

Obtained  from  Tom  Hill  and  his  son  Dan  Hill 

I.  THE  WAR  WITH  THE  LASSIK  INDIANSss 

A  war  party  went  far  south.  All  the  Indians  who  used  to 

live  on  upper  Redwood  creek  went  with  the  party.  All  the 

people  who  used  to  live  below  laqui  butte  and  at  the  big  bend 

of  Mad  river  went  also.  They  met  on  the  ridge  south  of  the 
head  of  Redwood  creek  and  held  the  war  dance.  There  were 

sixty  men  who  had  weapons.  The  dance  line  was  so  long  that 

in  two  places  a  man  stood  in  front  of  the  line  and  danced.  They 

shot  with  bows  and  arrows  and  with  white  man's  guns.  The 
party  was  two  days  and  two  nights  on  the  way.  They  came  to 

the  village  of  Taikec,  at  the  mouth  of  Dobbin  creek,  and  fought 
with  the  Indians  living  there.  Many  bodies  were  left  lying  there. 

They  turned  back  and  camped  for  the  night.  Some  of  them 

said  there  used  to  be  very  many  Indians  living  in  that  neighbor- 
hood. Then  we  went  ahead  as  scouts.  When  we  had  gone  so 

far  (about  a  mile)  we  came  to  a  ridge,  which  we  followed  until 

we  came  to  XoLokotcme,  where  they  were  camping.  They  were 

talking.  Some  of  them  were  laughing  and  some  were  crying. 

Then  we  ran  back  south.  The  war  party  was  coming  from  the 
south. 

They  surrounded  the  enemy  and  began  shooting  at  them  with 

bows  and  arrows.  After  they  had  fought  for  some  time  they 

began  to  shoot  with  white  man's  guns.  "Bau,  bau,  bau,"  they 
sounded.  Then  they  fled.  They  got  under  a  log  which  was  lying 

on  the  side  of  a  gulch.  They  began  to  fight  in  the  morning  and 

were  still  fighting  when  the  sun  was  here  in  the  west.  They 

ss  This  is  the  expedition  which  avenged  the  deaths  of  the  Chilula  who 
were  returning  from  Mendocino  County.     (See  pp.  268-291  above.) 
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carried  pieces  of  bark  in  front  of  themselves  and  went  into  the 

gulch  to  them  and  killed  them  all.  Their  missies  were  all  gone. 

Two  men,  brothers,  were  wounded.  They  fought  until  the  sun 

was  setting.  We  started  back. 

II.  PANTHER  AND  GEIZZLY  BEAR 

Panther  lived  there  with  his  two  brothers.  He  used  to  spend 

all  his  time  hunting,  but  before  he  set  out  each  time  he  used  to 

say  to  his  brothers,  "You  must  not  go  to  the  top  of  the  ridge 
west/*  One  day  when  he  had  cautioned  them  and  left  to  hunt, 

the  boys  said  to  each  other,  "Why  does  he  always  tell  us  that? 

Come,  let  us  go  up  on  the  ridge  west."  When  they  were  on  the 
ridge  they  looked  and  way  at  the  end  of  the  timber  they  saw  an 

old  man  lying  with  his  legs  crossed.  His  wife  sat  by  him.  They 

shouted,  "Old  man  over  there,  come,  help  us  pound."  Then 

the  old  man  said, ' '  What  did  you  say  ? "  "  Come,  help  us  pound. ' ' 

"Well,"  he  said,  and  took  down  the  grizzly  bear  skin  blanket 
that  he  wore  and  put  it  on.  The  two  boys  ran  back,  went  into 

the  house  and  slid  to  the  door.  When  they  had  sat  there  some 

time  they  heard  him  coming.  "Boys,  open  the  door  for  me," 
he  called  to  them.  When  they  did  not  open  it,  he  climbed  on 

the  roof  and  came  down  the  smokehole.  They  gave  him  some 

venison  and  he  began  eating  it.  He  finished  it  and  they  gave 
him  another  helping.  He  ate  that  and  then  all  the  meat  in  the 

house.  Finally  he  ate  the  untanned  hides.  When  he  had  fin- 

ished everything  he  said,  "Well,  I  will  go  home."  The  boys 
opened  the  door  for  him,  but  his  belly  was  so  full  he  could  not 

go  through.  He  went  out  the  smokehole.  The  house  was  nearly 
filled  with  the  filth  he  left  behind  him.  The  boys  began  carrying 
it  outside  with  baskets. 

When  the  oldest  brother  came  home  he  was  carrying  two 

deer  which  he  had  killed.  "I  always  tell  you  not  to  go  to  the 
ridge  west,"  he  said  to  them.  He  slapped  the  face  of  wildcat 
and  pinched  out  the  face  of  fox. 

He  spent  a  night  flaking  arrowpoints.  In  the  morning  he 
started,  carrying  five  quivers  full  of  arrows.  He  came  where  the 

old  man  was  lying  and  shot  him  twice.  "Alo,"  the  old  man 
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cried,  "what  did  you  put  in  the  fire  that  snaps  so?"  "It  is  the 

fire  snapping,  is  it?  He  is  shooting  at  you,"  the  old  woman 
said.  Then  the  old  man  jumped  up  and  took  down  the  grizzly 
bear  blanket  and  put  it  on.  The  young  man  kept  shooting  back 

at  him  as  he  ran  after  him.  Finally  he  had  only  one  arrow  left. 

The  old  woman  then  called  to  him,  "Between  his  toes."  He 
shot  him  there  and  he  rolled  over.  He  killed  him. 

III.  LOVE  MEDICINE— YIMANTUWINYAI 

Yimantuwinyai  came  into  being  on  the  hill  above  Mukkana- 
duwuladin.  He  heard  about  a  girl  who  had  come  to  be  here 

at  the  southeast.  She  did  not  look  at  men.  "I  will  go,"  he 
thought.  In  the  morning  he  started.  He  was  looking  for  a  plant 

as  he  went  along  toward  the  north.  A  plant  had  sprung  up. 
He  took  its  leaves  and  rubbed  them  in  his  hands.  He  took  out 

the  root,  too,  and  rolled  it  in  his  hands  five  times.  Then  he 

climbed  up  to  the  southeast.  He  looked  and  saw  her  sitting  there. 

She  looked  at  him.  Finally  he  came  to  her.  Her  eyes  were  large 

with  crying.  "Well,"  she  thought,  "you  in  front  of  me.  Lone- 

someness  has  fallen  on  me."  "Now  I  am  going  back,"  he  said. 

"Well,  wait  for  me.  I  will  go  with  you,"  she  said.  She  went 
into  the  water  and  after  some  time  came  out  with  a  load.  Then 

they  started  back.  They  came  back  to  the  hill  above  Mukkana- 
duwuladin. 

1 '  This  is  the  way  it  will  be.  Indians  will  come.  He  will  say 

my  formula.  This  way  it  will  be  hard." 
This  way  only. 

THE  PRAYER 

"You  who  came  into  being  above  Mukkanaduwuladifi,  loan 

me  your  herb."  "Yes,"  he  said.  "Well,  all  right,  you  know 
my  body  (formula).  You  say  it  has  happened.  Well,  I  will 
loan  it  to  you.  All  right,  you  know  my  formula.  I  say  not 

many  will  know  my  formula.  Well,  take  it  with  you. "  "  Yes, ' ' 
he  said.  "Now  I  will  go  back.  Now  I  will  take  it." 
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IV.  LOVE  MEDICINE — YIDETUWINYAIso 

Yidetuwinyai  came  into  being  at  Tcexoltcwedin.  He  heard 
the  name  of  a  Kixunnai  young  man  talked  about  who  had  come 
into  existence  at  the  eastern  end  of  the  ocean.  When  he  came 

there  they  began  to  play  the  stick  game  and  continued  playing 
until  Yidetuwinyai  had  won  all  the  property  the  other  one  had. 

On  his  return  when  he  came  to  the  mouth  of  Salmon  river  a 

Kixunnai  young  man  who  had  come  into  existence  under  the 
water  came  out  to  him  and  challenged  him  to  see  who  would  be 
successful  with  two  Kixunnai  maidens.  The  Kixunnai  tried  first, 

but  after  a  time  started  back  in  despair.  The  girl  said  no  to 

him  and  refused  to  open  the  door. 

But  Yidetuwinyai  walked  straight  past.  Then  their  heads 

really  came  out  the  door  and  they  said,  ' '  Well,  come  in. "  ' '  No, ' ' 
he  said,  "I  am  going  back."  He  sat  down  at  the  end  of  the 
resting  place.  When  he  looked  back  the  women  were  really 
coming  behind  him.  As  he  looked  around  himself  he  saw  that 

dentalia  were  scattered  for  a  long  distance.  He  went  on  past  the 

mouth  of  the  Trinity  river.  The  women  said  to  him,  "This  is 

the  first  time  you  have  not  desired  women."  He  went  on  paying 
no  attention  to  them  and  came  back  to  Tcexoltcwedin.  The  two 

women  who  formerly  had  never  come  out  of  their  house  when 
men  were  about  came  with  him  to  Tcexoltcwedin. 

V.  LOVE  MEDICINE— YIMANTUWINYAI 'S  ILLEGITIMATE  SON*o 

Ylmantuwinyai  's  illegitimate  son  was  at  the  northern  end  of 

the  world  where  he  lived  with  his  grandmother.  "I  will  go 

visiting,"  he  said  one  time.  "Where  is  that  herb  which  grew 

by  me  where  I  came  into  being?  Bring  it  to  me."  "There  it 

stands,  yonder,"  she  said  to  him.  He  started  away  carrying  it 
with  him.  He  came  to  Mukkanaduwuladiii  and  entered  the  Hupa 

(Klamath)  river.  He  came  to  Weitspec  and  climbed  Bald  hill. 
He  came  down  at  MeisdiLdiii  and  went  south  on  this  trail  to 

»•  No  herb  or  other  object  is  used  with  this  formula  except  the  song which  Yidetuwinyai  sang  as  he  came  down  the  river.  It  has  no  words. 
4°  An  illegitimate  person  among  the  Hupa  could  only  marry  one  of very  low  rank.  The  formulas  usually  take  extreme  cases  to  illustrate 

their  power. 
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TcittindiLekai  (Sugar-bowl  mountain),  where  he  sat  down  to 
rest.  Then  he  went  on  from  the  north  to  Leldin. 

He  was  astonished  to  see  smoke  standing  up  before  him. 

Some  one  was  smoking  himself  in  the  sweathouse.  It  was  the 

one  who  lies  in  the  water  who  was  smoking  himself.  When  he 

came  out  his  hair  reached  to  his  hips.  He  spoke  to  the  traveler 

and  asked  him  to  come  into  the  house.  When  they  went  in  women 

were  sitting  inside.  Then  the  old  man  said  to  him,  "Let  us  go 
into  the  sweathouse. ' ' 

When  they  were  in  the  sweathouse  he  talked  to  him.  "Do 
not  let  yourself  think  much  about  them.  They  are  my  women. 

They  come  into  being  for  me  in  my  presence  in  every  place. 
The  two  sitting  in  the  entrance  of  the  house  came  here  with  me 

several  days  ago.  They  came  into  being  on  the  other  side  of 

the  ocean  southwest.  Now  I  hear  two  have  come  into  being  in 

the  land  that  faces  the  eastern  ocean.  I  had  thought  to  go  there 

for  them,  but  you  better  go.  I  always  go  with  the  plant  that  is 

standing  at  the  exit  of  the  sweathouse. "  "  No, ' '  replied  his  guest, 

"I  will  go  empty-handed. " 
He  started  away  and  when  he  came  where  the  land  faces  the 

eastern  ocean  he  saw  two  women  sitting  making  baskets.  '  *  Well, 

come  into  the  house, ' '  they  said  to  him.  He  went  in.  ' '  Put  the 

cooking  stones  on  the  fire.  Get  some  water,"  one  of  them  said. 
They  went  out  and  ran  into  the  water.  When  the  man  went  out 

he  saw  them  swimming  along  way  to  the  north.  "Well,"  he 
said,  and  rolled  over  on  the  ground  five  times.  He  started  back. 

When  he  came  to  Leldin  he  brought  sweathouse  wood  and  smoked 

himself.  When  he  finished  smoking  himself  he  sat  outside  the 

sweathouse.  When  he  looked  up  he  saw  two  persons  coming 

from  the  east  with  blankets  spread  over  their  loads.  They  came 

there.  The  next  morning  they  started  back.  They  came  to  the 
northern  end  of  the  world.  There  were  two  women  with  him. 

VI.  LOVE  MEDICINE— THE  MT.  SHASTA  WOMEN 

A  KTxunnai  young  man  came  into  being  at  the  southern  end 

of  the  world.  At  the  same  time  an  herb  came  up  by  him.  He 

did  not  see  any  people.  After  a  time  he  thought,  "Well,  I  will 
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look  for  them."  He  started  out  in  the  morning  and  went  up 
in  the  sky.  When  he  came  to  the  resting  place  he  shot  as  is  the 
custom.  Then  he  looked  inside  of  the  world.  There  to  the  base 

of  Mt.  Shasta  his  vision  extended.  "  There  it  is  they  have  be- 

come, "  he  thought.  When  he  came  to  the  base  of  Mt.  Shasta 

they  said  to  him,  "Well,  come  in."  He  went  in  the  house  and 

said,  "I  am  going  to  stay  only  a  short  time.  I  am  going  back." 
"Yes,"  said  the  women,  "we  will  go  with  you."  He  started 
back  and  the  two  women  went  with  him.  They  came  to  the 

southern  end  of  the  world.  They  spent  the  night  there.  Then 

those  women  said  to  him,  "You  think  there  are  no  Kixunnai 

who  have  come  into  being?"  "Well,"  he  replied,  "I  do  not 

know  of  any."  "Yes,"  they  told  him,  "here  to  the  northeast 
is  a  Kixunnai.  With  him  two  women  came  into  being.  They 

do  not  see  people.  They  never  go  out. "  "I  will  go  there  too, ' ' 
he  said.  In  the  morning  he  started.  He  carried  his  herb  with 

himself.  When  he  came  to  the  place  in  the  northeast  where  the 

women  had  come  into  being,  they  said  to  him,  "Well,  come  in." 

"I  will  stay  just  a  little  while,"  he  said,  "and  then  I  will  go 

back."  "We  will  go  with  you,"  they  replied.  Then  he  went 
back  and  they  two  went  with  him.  They  came  to  the  southern 
end  of  the  world. 

"  I  do  this  for  Indians  who  will  come,  ' '  he  thought.  ' '  It  will 
be  just  this  way.  This  way  my  formula  will  be  hard." 

Just  this  way  only. 

VIL  DEER  MEDICINE— PANTHER  AND  WILDCAT 

Panther  lived  with  his  younger  brother  Wildcat  at  Kotc- 

mitta*din.41  Panther  always  went  hunting,  but  Wildcat  always 
set  snares.  His  sister-in-law  used  to  say  to  him,  "I  am  tired  of 

dressing  hides,  my  fingers  ache."  Because  she  complained  Wild- 
cat went  away.  When  Panther  came  home  his  younger  brother 

was  not  there.  "You  must  have  been  saying  something  to  him," 
he  said  to  his  wife.  "No,"  she  said,  "I  only  said  my  fingers 

ached." 
*i  Said  to  be  an  old  name  for  Tselflndin.    (See  map  in  volume  1  of  this series.) 
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Panther  tracked  him  to  Senimme.42  When  he  came  up  be- 
hind the  house  he  heard  talking  inside.  He  spent  the  night 

right  there  behind  the  house.  In  the  morning  he  saw  his  brother 

come  out  with  two  ropes  on  top  of  each  other.  He  went  up  to 

him  at  Seninmukkostuk  and  said,  "I  am  afraid.  Is  it  not  queer 

you  came  here?  I  am  afraid  of  this  mountain."43  They  went 
up  to  the  sky  and  came  where  the  deer-lick  is  that  is  white. 
There  were  no  trees  there,  so  they  made  a  fence  with  bunch 

grass.  Then  it  snowed.  They  sat  there  watching  until  the  sun 

was  in  the  west,  when  white  deer  went  in.  They  drove  them  out 

of  the  water  and  two  were  snared.  They  dressed  them  and 

placed  the  meat  in  carriers  made  of  withes.  They  got  into  these 

carriers  themselves  and  rolled  down.  When  they  came  to  Senin- 

mukkostuk they  stopped.  ''Well,  carry  them,"  he  said.  Wild- 
cat came  back  to  Senimme  carrying  two  white  deer. 
Now  this  way  only. 

VIII.  DEEK  MEDICINE— THE  NASLINDIN  YOUNG  MAN 

A  young  Kixunnai  man  came  into  being  back  of  Naslindin. 

The  mountain  grew  along  with  him.  When  he  looked  out  at 

midnight  the  mountain  had  grown  up  higher.  He  used  to  hunt 

deer.  He  did  not  sleep.  After  a  time  that  one  who  did  not  use 

to  sleep  slept.  He  dreamed  about  women.  Notwithstanding  he 

went  out  in  the  morning.  The  mountain  which  grew  up  with 
him  was  not  there.  Nevertheless  he  went  out  for  deer.  He 

climbed  up  into  the  sky.  There  were  no  deer  to  be  seen.  He 

heard  deer  snort  by  the  eastern  water.  "This  way  it  will  be," 

he  thought.  "Indians  will  become."  He  came  back.  "I  will 
make  its  medicine. ' '  Then  he  made  it.  When  he  looked,  it  (the 
mountain)  had  grown  up  again.  In  the  morning  he  went  out 

again  and  went  up  to  the  sky.  A  deer  was  standing  with  its 

face  toward  him.  "This  way  it  is,"  he  thought.  "Indians  will 
come.  Even  if  he  does  this  way,  he  will  kill  deer  if  he  has  my 

herb  and  says  my  formula. ' ' 
This  way  only. 

«  Burnt  Eanch  mountain,  about  thirty  miles  up  the  Trinity  river  from 
Hupa. 

43  Probably  because  it  was  the  home  of  a  tan  or  deer  god.  (This  series, 
I,  302.) 
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IX.  DEER  MEDICINE— YOUNG  MAN  BECOMES  A  SHRUB 

A  Kixunnai  young  man  came  into  being  in  this  middle  world. 

He  did  nothing  but  hunt  deer.  He  did  not  sleep.  After  a 

time  he  did  sleep  and  dreamed  about  women.44  Notwithstand- 
ing his  dream  he  went  out  the  next  morning  to  hunt.  He  did 

not  see  deer.  He  finally  got  tired  looking  for  deer  in  vain.  "I 

will  turn  into  a  plant, ' '  he  said  to  himself.  He  became  tfunmiL- 
Liiwe  (a  ceanothus).  It  stood  beside  the  sweathouse.  Then  the 
deer  came  to  him  and  ate  it. 

"Well,"  he  thought,  "I  did  it  for  Indians.  It  will  be  just 
this  way  in  regard  to  deer.  It  will  be  this  way  when  one  repeats 

my  formula. ' ' 
X.  DEER  MEDICINE— RAVEN 

Raven  came  to  be  at  the  southern  end  of  the  world.  He 

hunted  for  deer  in  vain.  He  did  not  see  any.  Finally  he  thought 

he  would  go  away.  He  pointed  his  canoe  across  the  ocean.  In 

the  morning  he  started.  When  he  was  half  way  a  plant  grew 

up  on  the  bow  of  his  canoe.  When  he  had  floated  a  little  way  he 

looked  up.  A  deer  was  coming  up  on  the  east  side.  When  he 

looked  to  the  west  a  deer  was  coming  up  there  also.  He  floated 

out  at  Mukkanaduwuladin.  "I  will  go  again  to  the  water 's  end 

at  the  south  where  I  used  to  live/'  he  thought.45  He  came  there 
to  the  end  of  the  southern  water.  In  the  night  he  heard  some- 

thing outside.  The  deer  were  eating  that  plant.  He  took  it  up 

from  the  bow  of  his  canoe  and  set  it  out  back  of  his  house.  They 
came  there  for  it.  Then  he  saw  deer. 

"This  way  it  will  be,"  he  thought,  "if  one  takes  my  herb 
with  him." 

XL  DEER  MEDICINE— BLACK  WOLF 

Black  wolf  came  into  being  at  Hundred-acre  prairie.46  He 

always  dreamed  about  women.  Some  one  told  him,  "At  the  end 

**  Such  dreams  unfit  the  hunter,  and  all  who  eat  with  him,  for  hunting deer,  and  should  a  deer  be  killed  after  such  a  dream  the  hunter's  soul  is 
believed  to  be  taken  captive  by  the  deer  gods. 

«He  came  down  the  Trinity  and  Klamath  rivers  to  the  ocean  and then  went  back  along  the  shore  of  the  ocean  to  his  home,  where  it  was 
believed  the  Trinity  river  had  its  origin  in  the  supposed  water  of  the south. 

«•  On  the  east  side  of  Pine  creek. 
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of  the  eastern  water  ten  brothers  have  become.  They  are  very 

smart  and  their  names  have  traveled. "  "I  will  go  there,"  he 
thought.  Then  he  started  and  came  to  the  eastern  end  of  the 

world.  In  ten  places  there  was  a  man  carrying  a  deer-mask  on 
his  head.  He  started  back  in  the  morning.  They  made  a  load 

so  small  for  him.  He  came  back  to  Hundred-acre  prairie.  When 

he  had  stayed  several  nights  some  one  said  to  him,  "  Those 

Kixunnai  are  dead."  ''Well,  I  knew  that  would  happen,"  he 

thought  to  himself.  "I  will  go.  I  will  take  my  herb  along  with 

me."  He  came  to  the  eastern  ocean's  end.  They  were  all  lying 

dead  around  the  fire.47  "Get  up,"  he  told  them.  Then  he 

pounded  medicine  for  them  and  rubbed  it  on  them.  "Well,  you 

better  go  out  for  deer. ' '  They  found  deer  again  and  killed  them. 

' '  I  did  that  for  Indians  who  will  come.  This  way  it  will  be  hard 

for  the  one  who  does  not  say  my  formula. ' '  He  came  back  to 
Hundred-acre  prairie. 

XII.  MONEY  MEDICINE— THE  SCABBY  BOY 

He  came  into  being  at  Kesettcitdin  (mouth  of  Mad  river). 
He  was  all  covered  with  scabs.  He  had  ten  brothers  and  a  small 

sister.  This  sister  fed  him  without  the  knowledge  of  her  brothers, 

who  hated  the  scabbly  one.  Nevertheless  he  used  to  go  out  at 

night  and  fish  with  a  dipnet.  One  night  he  was  fishing  and 

saying  "yowe,  yowe."  Finally  he  thought  he  would  go  away. 

He  twisted  some  string.  Then  he  said,  "In  the  morning  I  will 

go.  Let  them  come  in  to  me."  When  they  came  in,  he  gave 

each  of  them  a  string  of  dentalia.  ' '  Now,  I  am  going  away  from 

you."  "Well,"  they  thought,  "he  is  smart."  Then  he  went 

away  to  the  east,  where  he  is  now.48 

XIII.  MONEY  MEDICINE— KINNAXONTADIN  ILLEGITIMATE 
MAN 

An  illegitimate  person  came  into  being  at  Kinnaxonta'  din.49 
He  thought,  "With  something  in  his  hands  he  sings.    He  points 

47  They  died  because  a  man  who  had  such  dreams  had  eaten  with  them 
or  of  meat  they  had  killed.     (Cf.  present  series,  I,  323.) 

48  For  a  similar  hero  and  family  group  see  present  series,  I,  212. 

4»  For  the  location  of  this  village  see  the  map  and  page  276  of  this 
volume. 
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his  hands  toward  the  west.  Then  he  points  his  hands  toward 

the  east.  The  dentalia  wiggle  in  his  hand.  Now,  this  way  it 

will  be.  Even  an  illegitimate  person  will  possess  something  if  he 

sings  this  song."  he  said. 

XIV.  GOOD  LUCK  MEDICINE— YIDUKATOME  YOUNG  MAN 

A  young  Kixunnai  man  came  into  being  at  the  eastern  water 's 
end.  When  he  came  into  being  his  herb  sprang  up  by  him.  Here 

on  the  other  side  of  the  ocean  to  the  southwest  two  women50  came 
into  being.  He  used  to  go  there.  When  he  came  home  he  used 

to  wash  himself  with  his  herb.  Notwithstanding  what  he  did  he 

used  to  kill  deer  and  get  money. 

"If  one  takes  my  herb  with  him  my  medicine  will  do  even 

that  for  him." 
This  way  only. 

»">  These  the  narrator  explained  were  women  who  were  perpetually 
menstruating.  Such  women  are  mentioned  in  medicine  formulas  because 
they  represent  the  sources  of  extreme  ill  luck. 
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PART  II 

Obtained  from  wife  of  Molasses 

XVI.  THE  COMING  OF  INDIANS 

Yimankyuwinxoiyan  came  into  being  at  the  northern  end  of 

the  world.  He  began  thinking  about  people  and  how  they  might 

be  brought  into  existence.  He  saw  a  woman  walking  along.  "I 

will  lie  with  her,"  he  said  to  himself,  and  started  toward  her. 
He  came  to  her  and  did  as  he  had  intended.  When  he  had 

resumed  his  journey  he  was  very  thirsty.  He  was  so  thirsty 

he  was  nearly  falling  from  weakness.  As  he  walked  along  he 

heard  flowing  water.  "Oh,"  he  said,  "now  I  will  drink."  He 
fell  right  into  the  pool  where  the  water  was  standing.  He  drank 

and  drank  and  drank.  A  log  floated  into  his  mouth  with  the 

water.  He  fell  over  on  his  back  and  lay  there  thinking  he  was 

dead.  He  was  not  revived  by  the  next  morning.  After  a  time 

he  heard  a  raven  croaking.  "I  wish  he  would  peck  my  belly 

open,"  he  said  to  himself.  Then  the  raven  did  peck  his  belly 

open.  "Phu"  the  water  sounded  as  it  ran  out  and  stood  in  a 
pool  as  it  had  before. 

Yimankyuwinxoiyan  got  up  and  went  on  toward  the  south. 

"I  wish  something  would  appear,"  he  thought,  when  a  hollow 

tree  stood  before  him.  "I  will  go  inside,"  he  said  to  himself. 

The  tree  grew  together,  closing  him  in.  "I  wish  somebody  would 

do  something,"  he  kept  thinking.  Then  he  heard  pounding 

where  the  tree  had  grown  together.  "I  came  here  from  the 

southeast,"  he  heard  some  one  say.  "I  knew  what  you  were 

doing.  It  has  happened  in  many  places."  When  the  tree  had 

been  opened,  he  came  out  again.61 
He  went  on  walking  toward  the  south.  He  saw  a  canoe  float- 

ing about  with  two  women  sitting  up  in  it.  "I  will  do  that 

again,"  he  said,  and  dived  into  the  water.  He  came  up  under 
the  edge  of  the  canoe,  climbed  in,  and  lay  with  both  of  them. 

Present  series,  I,  130-131. 
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As  he  walked  on  toward  the  south  he  saw  a  man  walking  with 

his  sister.  He  waded  into  the  water,  plucked  out  some  of  his  pubic 

hairs,  and  threw  them  into  the  water.  They  floated  to  the  woman 
and  entered  her.  She  was  staggering  as  she  came  out  of  the 

water.  In  the  course  of  a  day's  time  she  was  very  ill.  "You 

better  call  him, ' '  she  said  to  her  brother.  ' '  He  may  be  a  medicine 
man."  The  brother  brought  him  and  he  danced  and  sang  over 

her.  "I  do  not  doctor  where  people  are  sitting,"  he  said.  The 
people  all  went  out  except  sapsucker,  who  stuck  to  the  doorpost 

and  observed  what  was  done.  Yimankyuwiiixoiyan  lay  with  the 

girl,  recovering  his  pubic  hairs  in  that  manner.  As  he  withdrew 
them  he  sang  a  song. 

While  he  was  going  on  again  toward  the  south  he  saw  a 

woman  walking  on  the  tops  of  the  trees.  "Come  down,  I  want 

to  talk  to  you,"  he  called  when  he  came  under  her.  "What  is 

it  that  you  intend  doing  to  me  that  you  speak  so?"  she  asked. 
She  came  down,  and  Ylmankyuwinxoiyan  ran  up  to  her  and 

said,  "This  is  what  I  will  do.  I  wish  that  there  should  be  people 
in  the  world." 

He  left  her  and  started  on.  He  was  surprised  to  see  three 

people  walking  along.  "We  knew  all  about  it,"  they  said,  "how 
you  wished  there  might  be  people  in  the  world.  It  will  be  so 

everywhere.  People  will  come  into  existence  because  you  first 

did  this.  Men  and  women  will  live  together  since  you  first  have 

lain  with  women.  You  have  not  passed  by  even  one  woman  on 
your  journey.  I  have  thought  that  Indians  would  come  into 

being  everywhere.  When  they  grow  old  and  die  others  will  be 

born  to  take  their  places.  They  will  come  into  being  one  after 

the  other.  This  is  the  way  the  world  will  be.  This  is  the  way 
Indians  will  live.  I  even  thought  some  one  would  come  into  the 

world  for  their  sakes." 
After  a  time  he  decided  to  go  on.  Then  they  said  to  him, 

"These  are  your  children."  "No,"  he  replied,  "I  do  not  think 
they  are  my  children."  "I  think  they  are  certainly  your  chil- 

dren." "Well,  yes,  I  believe  they  are  mine,"  he  assented. 
He  went  on  going  among  the  people.  "I  will  make  more  of 

them.  When  people  are  living  on  the  earth  I  do  not  think  they 
will  quarrel,  or  hate  each  other,  or  fight.  They  will  not  do  dif- 
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ferently  from  the  way  I  have  done.  Those  who  grow  up  together 

will  not  quarrel." 
He  went  on  again.  As  he  walked  along  he  said  to  himself, 

"I  will  go  on  until  I  come  to  a  definite  place  and  then  I  will 
stop.  When  the  people  are  living  they  will  be  a  little  south  of 

the  middle  of  the  world.  I  wonder  in  how  many  days  I  shall 

return  to  the  place  from  which  I  started.  I  will  go  on  to  the 

southern  end  of  the  world  and  then  I  will  turn  back. ' ' 
Then  he  walked  and  walked  and  walked.  He  saw  two  persons 

traveling.  "I  will  go  to  meet  them,"  he  said  to  himself.  When 

he  came  up  to  them  they  stood  to  one  side.  "Why  do  you  go 

on  toward  that  place  ? ' '  they  asked  him.  l '  Turn  back.  We  have 
heard  of  many  things  about  you.  You  must  not  go  there.  Go 

back."  "No,"  he  replied.  "I  am  going  on.  I  am  now  near 
the  south.  I  am  about  to  arrive  there.  In  two  days  I  will  be 

returning.  When  I  get  there  I  will  turn  back  of  my  own  accord. 

I  shall  soon  be  there." 
He  went  on  walking  toward  the  south.  He  saw  two  persons 

gathering  something.  He  decided  to  go  up  to  them  and  talk 

with  them.  "Why  do  you  go  there?"  they  asked.  "They  tell 

many  bad  things  about  you. "  "  It  is  none  of  your  business  that 

I  am  going  to  walk  to  the  south." 
As  he  went  on  toward  the  south  he  saw  a  man  standing  alone 

in  the  distance.  When  he  came  up  to  him,  the  stranger  said, 

"Many  people  are  living  where  you  are  going."  "Well,  I  shall 
go  there  nevertheless. ' '  He  went  on  and  came  where  three  houses 

were  standing.  Many  people  were  living  there.  "Where  did 

you  come  from?"  they  asked.  "You  need  not  think  you  are 

going  to  do  unseemly  things  here." 
He  came  to  the  southern  end  of  the  world.  "I  am  traveling 

with  no  particular  end  in  view, ' '  he  assured  them.  ' '  Spend  the 

night  here,"  one  of  them  replied.  "Tomorrow  when  you  go 

back  my  sister  there  will  go  back  with  you. ' '  The  next  morning 
he  started  home,  the  woman  accompanying  him  as  his  wife.  As 

they  went  back  he  kept  saying.  ' '  I  made  the  people.  I  did  well. ' ' 
At  the  places  where  they  spent  the  nights  as  they  returned  he 
told  them  that  he  had  been  to  the  southern  end  of  the  world. 

On  their  return  he  saw  people  going  out  in  the  morning  to  bury 
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a  dead  person.    "Do  you  think  I  will  travel  on  the  day  a  person 

has  been  buried  ?"  he  asked. 
He  went  home  toward  the  north.  He  saw  many  people  trav- 

eling as  he  went  back.  When  he  was  approaching  his  home  those 

he  met  said  to  him,  "You  are  returning  after  a  long  absence. " 

"Yes,"  he  replied,  "I  am  nearly  home  now."  He  came  where 

two  people  were  standing.  "Hurry  back,"  they  said  to  him. 

"Your  people  are  worried  about  you."  When  he  came  near  he 
heard  them  crying  for  him.  They  thought  he  was  dead.  They 

were  glad  to  see  him  coming  back  with  his  wife.  Indians  were 

living  everywhere. 

XVI.  THE  TWO-HEADED  MONSTER^ 

They  lived  at  Kitfunnadaadin.  Four  brothers  and  an  old 
woman  came  into  existence  there.  After  a  time  the  oldest  and 

wisest  of  the  brothers  concluded  he  would  go  down  the  creek. 

He  went  along,  passing  XonteLme,  Xoladifi,  and  Lodaikyoxulla- 
din.  He  entered  the  creek  bed  and  came  out  again  at  Xomit- 

kyandin.  Continuing  down  stream  he  came  out  west  of  Saolkuts- 
din.  He  walked  along  where  the  houses  used  to  stand.  When 

he  came  to  the  creek  as  he  walked  along  he  heard  something 

making  a  noise  on  the  hillside  on  the  other  side  of  the  creek. 

He  went  on  toward  the  north,  but  noticed  the  small  branches  of 

the  redwood  trees  were  falling.  He  was  wondering  what  was 

making  the  noise.  Then  a  two-headed  monster  appeared  from 
the  hill  and  began  to  chase  him  about.  He  continued  to  run 

until  he  was  nearly  out  of  breath  and  about  to  die.  Finally  his 

breath  was  gone  and  he  died.  The  monster  had  killed  him.  Then 

he  carried  the  body  across  the  creek  and  up  the  hill  to  the  house 
where  he  lived.  The  house  was  so  covered  with  moss  no  one 

would  notice  it.  The  beings  who  eat  people  lived  there. 

When  that  brother  did  not  come  back  they  were  worried  at 

Kittfunnadaadin.  Another  day  passed  and  they  were  worried. 

When  another  day  had  passed,  another  of  the  brothers  set  out. 

He  came  along  from  the  south,  passing  Kosda,  Xostatctanadin, 

Tcekolindifi,  Kailuwta'  din,  and  Lotceke.  Coming  to  this  place 

52  This  monster  is  known  to  the  Hupa.    This  series,  I,  167. 
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(Tsedementc),  he  walked  on  to  the  south.  He  crossed  the  creek, 

came  to  XonteLme,  and  went  on  to  Kailuwsadin.  Crossing  the 

creek  again,  he  came  to  Lodaikyoxoladin  and  north  of  that  Kin- 

nastfanmiye.  Again  crossing  the  creek,  he  came  out  at  Xomit- 

kyandin  and  then  went  west  from  Seolkutsdin.  When  continu- 
ing toward  the  north  he  came  to  the  place  where  the  village 

used  to  be,  he  heard  something  making  a  noise.  The  monster 

going  along  made  a  noise  in  the  timber  like  the  blowing  of  the 
wind.  He  killed  him  and  carried  him  across  the  stream  and 

up  the  hill.  Now  another  was  gone.  Two  of  them  had  been 
killed. 

Again  they  were  worried.  Another  of  the  brothers  was  wor- 
ried because  those  who  had  gone  did  not  return.  When  the 

second  one  failed  to  return  still  another  brother  set  out  toward 

the  north.  He  walked  along  from  the  south.  Three  were  gone 

and  there  was  only  one  left.  He  was  the  youngest  and  only  so 

large.  He  said  to  his  grandmother, ' c  Today  I  am  going  visiting. ' ' 

"My  grandchild,  why  do  you  say  that?  They  will  eat  us  all 

up,"  she  replied.  She  felt  for  something.  When  she  found  his 

belt  she  took  it  out  and  he  put  it  on.  It  was  so  wide.  "When 

you  are  about  to  lose  your  breath  do  this  way, ' '  she  told  him. 
Then  the  youngest  started  out.  Three  were  not,  they  had 

died.  He  came  here  toward  the  north,  crossed  the  creek,  came 

to  XonteLme,  and  went  on  to  Kailuwtaiiadin.  Then  he  went  on, 

came  to  the  creek,  crossed  it  and  came  out  into  Lodaikyoxoladin. 

He  continued  to  Kinnastfanmiye,  came  west  to  the  creek,  and 

reached  Xomitkyandin.  Then  going  on  toward  the  north  he 

passed  west  of  Saolkuts,  where  the  house-pits  are.  Going  north 

beyond  the  small  creek  by  the  house-pits,  he  heard  something 
making  a  noise. 

Across  the  stream  up  on  the  hillside  above  DaxaLetanadin 

the  redwoods  were  moving  back  and  forth.  It  was  the  coming 
of  the  monster  that  made  the  noise.  When  he  came  out  into  the 

glade  north,  Nak'  k'  okostasaide  was  coming  from  the  west  making 
a  noise.  The  monster  chased  him  around  until  his  breath  was 

nearly  gone.  When  he  was  about  to  be  killed  he  did  this  way 

with  his  belt.  The  monster  fell  apart,  dead.  The  man  had  not 

taken  (the  magic  thing)  out.  He  carried  it  home  to  his  grand- 
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mother  who  had  said,  "Carry  it  with  this  (the  belt)."  Then 
he  went  across  the  stream  and  followed  the  track  up  the  hillside 

to  Kauwkyodaxontelkut.  There  on  the  south  side  near  the  head 

of  the  gulch  a  house  stood  on  which  ferns  were  growing.  He 
walked  to  it  and  went  in.  An  old  woman  and  a  boy  were  sitting 

there.  "Something  must  have  made  a  noise,"  the  boy  said. 
There  was  a  net  lying  there,  made  for  catching  people  on  which 

these  persons  lived.  The  hillside  below  the  house  was  white 

with  the  bones  of  people.  When  the  boy  took  up  the  net  the 

man  did  this  way  to  him  with  his  belt  and  he  fell  in  two  parts. 

The  old  woman  in  turn  took  up  the  net.  He  did  the  same  way 

to  her  and  she  died.  ' '  People  shall  not  do  this  way.  They  shall 

live  right.  They  shall  not  eat  people. ' '  He  set  fire  to  the  house 
and  burned  it. 

He  went  back  south  where  his  grandmother  lived.  "I  have 

come  back,  grandmother,"  he  said.  "I  am  glad  you  came  back, 

grandchild, ' '  she  replied.  ' '  I  killed  them, ' '  he  said,  and  returned 

the  belt.  * '  My  body  is  glad, ' '  she  said.  Her  grandchild  was  left 
and  they  lived  well  after  that. 

XVII.  PANTHER  AND  GRIZZLY  BEAR" 

Panther  lived  way  north  at  Kinkyolai  with  two  boys,  Wildcat 

and  Fox.54  He  used  to  go  out  and  hunt  every  morning  with  a 

deer's  head  for  a  decoy.  He  used  to  say  to  the  boys,  "Do  not 

go  up  the  hill. ' '  He  always  used  to  say  that  and  then  go  hunting. 
He  brought  meat  and  cut  it  up  to  dry  until  the  house  was  full 

of  dry  meat  and  hides.  This  was  what  he  was  always  doing. 

He  kept  telling  the  boys  not  to  go  up  the  hill. 

"Why  does  he  always  say  that  to  us?"  the  boys  said  to  each 

other.  "Why  does  he  keep  telling  us  not  to  go  up  the  hill?" 
They  went  up  the  hill  and  came  where  a  grizzly  bear  was 

living.  They  trifled  with  him.  He  went  to  the  house  and  ate 

up  its  contents.  When  Panther  returned  he  exclaimed,  "What 

has  happened?"  The  house  was  flat  on  the  ground  and  every- 
63  See  page  352  above  for  a  more  detailed  version. 

»* It  was  explained  that  Wildcat  was  Panther's  younger  brother  and Fox  a  nephew. 
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thing  had  been  eaten  up.  He  started  off,  walking.  Seeing  smoke 
ascending,  he  went  to  the  house  and  put  his  head  in  the  doorway. 
He  saw  a  man  lying  by  the  fire  and  a  woman  sitting  near  by. 

He  shot  the  man  in  his  shoulder  as  he  lay  asleep.  "Alo,"  the 

old  man  said,  ''what  did  you  put  in  the  fire  that  snaps  so?" 
"Snapping  in  the  fire,  did  you  say?  Do  you  not  know  that  you 
have  been  shot?"  his  wife  asked. 

Panther  shot  him  everywhere.  There  was  no  result.  Finally 

the  woman  said,  "It  does  no  good  for  you  to  shoot  his  body. 
That  does  not  hurt  him.  His  heart  is  in  the  sole  of  his  foot." 
Panther  shot  him  there  and  killed  him.  He  surely  died. 

Panther  went  back  to  his  home  and  rebuilt  his  house.  He 

took  the  boys  and  pushed  them  into  the  fire.  "Was  that  what  I 

told  you?  Did  I  tell  you  to  go  up  the  hill?"  he  said.  The  boys 
went  outside.  When  it  was  evening  he  called  to  them,  "Come 

in,  nephews. ' '  They  came  in  and  he  fed  them.  How  they  ate. 
He  told  grizzly  bear,  the  kind  he  killed,  not  to  do  that  again. 

"You  shall  just  live  out  of  doors." 
Panther  went  about  again  and  killed  game  as  before.  Soon 

the  house  was  as  it  used  to  be  inside.  He  took  good  care  of  the 
children.  They  lived  well. 

XVIII.  SKUNK'S  THEFT65 

Skunk  went  in  the  morning  to  get  bulbs.  "Grandmother, 

sharpen  my  digging  stick  for  me,"  he  said.  She  went  to  a  flat 
stone  that  lay  near  by  and  sang  as  she  worked.  The  boy  began 

to  dance.  "Girls,  a  handsome  boy  is  dancing."  They  gathered 
in  a  circle  near  him.  He  emitted  flatus.  The  spectators  all  bowed 

their  heads  to  the  ground.  Skunk  ate  the  bulbs,  scooping  up  the 

smaller  ones  in  his  hands.  When  the  others  recovered,  they  went 

home  carrying  nothing  but  their  empty  baskets. 

XIX.  THE  ESCAPE  OF  THE  CAPTUBED  GIBLse 

A  girl  lived  in  the  middle  of  the  world.  The  others  who  lived 

there  had  gone  west,  leaving  this  girl  alone.  There  were  no  other 

6<5  This   tale   is   commonly   told   by   the   Indians  living   south   of   the 
Chilula.    A  version  is  given  from  the  Kato,  in  present  series,  V,  219. 

se  The  Hupa  have  a  similar  tale.    This  series,  I,  182. 
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Indians  in  the  neighborhood.  As  fall  was  coming  on,  the  girl 

busied  herself  gathering  acorns  and  cracking  them.  A  long  time 

passed  before  the  absent  party  returned. 
Once  when  she  was  employed  as  usual  sitting  facing  the  door 

she  heard  a  person  outside.  She  was  so  frightened  that  she  did 
not  take  out  the  acorn  she  had  just  put  in  her  mouth  to  crack. 

She  saw  he  was  holding  a  carrying  basket  before  his  face.  The 

man  came  in,  remaining  on  the  opposite  side  of  the  fire  from 

her.  His  face  had  been  blackened.  "Do  not  be  afraid  of  me. 
I  have  been  thinking  about  you  for  some  time.  I  knew  about 

you,"  he  said  to  her.  Although  she  was  afraid  of  him,  she  gave 
him  some  acorn  soup.  He  bade  her  make  acorn  flour  for  their 

journey. 
The  next  day  they  started  back.  They  traveled  until  they 

came  where  he  had  spent  the  night  on  his  way.  They  camped 

there.  The  next  morning  they  arose  and  continued  their  journey. 

They  traveled  until  sunset,  spending  the  night  where  he  had 

previously  camped.  Thus  they  traveled.  ''Did  you  think  it 
would  take  ten  days  ? "  he  said  to  her,  ' '  we  shall  get  there  in  one 

more  day.  ' '  The  next  day  they  started  out  again.  When  the  sun 
was  in  the  west  they  came  to  a  hollow  tree.57  The  man  sat  down 
outside  and  told  his  companion  to  be  seated.  When  they  went 

in  the  girl  found  it  was  a  large  tree  with  plenty  of  room  inside. 

Obsidians  lay  around  everywhere.  South  of  the  tree  was  a  pond 

of  water.  There  were  many  crates  of  dry  meat  in  the  house. 

* '  Do  not  be  afraid, '  '  the  man  said.  ' '  Eat. ' ' 

When  they  had  spent  several  days  thus  the  man  said,  "I 
would  like  to  eat  some  fresh  meat."  He  felt  around  the  south 
side  of  the  room  and  took  out  a  package.  The  woman  watched 

him  as  he  went  out  and  entered  the  timber.  She  went  along  the 
edge  of  the  timber  watching  him.  In  the  timber  was  a  small 

open  glade  in  which  a  band  of  elk  were  feeding.  The  man  was 
holding  the  package  under  his  arm.  The  woman  was  able  to 

watch  him  without  his  seeing  her.  "What  is  he  up  to?"  she  was 
saying  to  herself.  When  he  came  to  a  favorable  place  he  did 
this  way  with  the  package58  and  the  elk  fell  down. 

67  Hollow  trees  were  frequently  used  as  houses  (p.  273). 
88  He  pointed  it  at  the  elk  as  was  shown  by  a  gesture. 
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The  woman  went  back  and  went  into  the  tree  again.  When 

the  man  came  in  he  said,  "I  am  going  to  do  the  butchering.  I 
will  eat  fresh  meat."  He  started  away.  The  woman  had  seen 
him  put  the  package  down.  She  took  it  up  and  followed  him 

with  it.  She  came  upon  him  as  he  was  butchering  and  did  this 

way  to  him.  She  went  back,  carried  the  package  in,  and  put  it 

down  again.  When  after  a  time  the  man  came  back  again,  he 

complained  that  his  head  ached.  By  night  he  was  nearly  crazy. 

"I  am  worse,"  he  said,  "drag  me  to  the  pond  and  throw  my 

body  in.  Throw  the  package  in  after  me."  When  he  died  she 
did  as  he  had  asked. 

The  next  morning  she  selected  three  red  obsidians,  three  robes, 

and  two  black  obsidians,  put  them  in  her  carrying  basket,  and 

started  home.  On  her  return  journey  she  camped  each  night 

where  they  had  camped  on  the  previous  journey.  It  took  her 

just  as  many  days  to  return  as  they  had  taken  in  coming.  As 

she  came  near  her  home,  she  heard  a  noise.  It  was  the  falling 

of  the  tears  which  she  heard.  When  she  had  put  her  carrying 

basket  down  she  asked  what  they  were  crying  about.  "You  are 

crying  for  me  too  soon,"  she  told  them.  She  went  in  the  house 
and  found  that  after  they  had  returned  they  had  cut  their  hair 
off  even  with  their  chins.  She  told  them  about  herself  and  the 

man  who  had  taken  her  away. 

XX.  BEWITCHING  OF  THE  OLD  WOMAN  OF  SELGAIKALINDIN 

They  were  living  together  at  SeLgaikalindin.  They  went  west, 

leaving  an  old  woman  like  me  (the  narrator),  who  stayed  be- 
hind. A  girl  was  living  alone  across  the  creek  on  the  east  side. 

The  people  were  gone  a  long  time.  Finally  they  came  back 
from  the  west. 

The  old  woman  had  not  eaten  that  day,  but  had  walked  down 

the  hill.  She  kept  saying  to  herself,  ' '  Something  large  has  been 

dragged  along  the  trail."  It  was  fall  and  the  sun  was  low 

in  the  west.  "I  will  spend  the  night  with  her  I  think.  I  am 

lonesome,"  she  said.  "Well,  come  in,"  the  other  said.  The 
woman  was  all  the  time  making  faces,  peering  under  her  hand. 

She  did  this  because  she  had  witch  medicine.  "Why  do  you 
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keep  doing  that  to  me?  Why  don't  you  go  to  bed?"  She  had 
buried  her  bad  medicine  in  the  ground.  After  a  time  she  had 

cracked  one  basketful  of  acorns.  She  still  sat  there  watching 

her.  "Why  do  you  do  that  to  me?"  she  asked.  She  finished 

shelling  another  basketful.  The  dawn  was  looming  up.  Soon 

it  was  fairly  light. 

"Go  out,"  she  told  her.  She  drove  her  out,  saying,  "You 

came  here  to  sleep."  Under  the  bed  there  were  two  baskets  with 

their  open  ends  pressed  together.  She  took  them  out  and  threw 

them  after  her,  hitting  her.  "Die.  Let  it  go  into  your  body. 
The  basket  smells  badly,"  she  called  after  her. 

The  next  day  the  girl  said  to  herself,  "I  will  take  a  walk." 

She  came  to  a  log  under  which  a  person's  dead  body  was  lying. 
It  was  the  body  of  the  old  woman  into  which  the  evil  power 
had  entered.  The  rotten  wood  had  fallen  over  the  body,  covering 
it  up. 

"I  will  go  up  the  hill,"  the  girl  said  to  herself.  The  people 
of  the  village  were  busy  at  different  occupations.  Some  of  them 

were  soaking  acorn  meal.  She  went  into  the  house,  where  fish 

which  they  had  brought  from  the  coast  was  lying.  They  gave 
her  some  of  the  fish  to  eat  and  asked  her  if  she  had  seen  anything 

of  such  an  old  woman.  ' '  When  we  came  back  yesterday  she  had 

gone  out,"  they  said.  "She  did  not  come  to  see  me,"  the  girl 

replied.  She  started  home,  carrying  her  load  of  fish.  "I  did 
not  see  her, ' '  the  girl  said  to  herself.  She  came  back  to  her  home. 

XXL  BEWITCHING  OF  THE  LITTCUWHWINNAUWDIN  GIRL 

Two  men  and  a  sister  were  living  across  the  creek  from 
Littcuwhwinnauwdin.  One  time  a  man  came  from  the  west  who 

said,  "You  better  bring  acorns  across  the  mountains  to  me." 
They  loved  their  sister  very  much,  but  they  concluded  they  would 

carry  loads  of  acorns  across  to  the  coast.  They  warned  their 
sister  not  to  leave  acorns  outside  the  house. 

They  set  out  toward  the  west  with  their  loads,  going  into  the 

forest.  They  went  down  to  Seyekyokait,  where  they  stopped  to 

drink.  Going  up  the  ridge,  they  came  to  the  resting  place.  When 

they  had  gone  a  long  way  they  came  to  KinsinLok.  They  crossed 
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the  creek  and  went  on  until  they  came  to  the  ocean,  where  they 
sat  down.  They  sat  by  the  village  of  Totcindinnundin.  When 

they  came  to  the  house  of  the  man  who  had  asked  them  to  bring 

acorns  they  sat  by  his  door. 

"Call  them  in,"  he  said  to  some  one.  "Come  in,"  that  one 
called  out.  They  ate  supper.  When  they  had  finished  eating 

the  old  man  said,  "Well,  let  us  go  to  the  sweathouse."  The 
men  went  to  the  sweathouse  and  lay  down  pretty  close  to  each 

other.  The  old  man  got  up  and  took  something  out  from  the 

eastern  side.  "Are  you  asleep?"  he  asked.  They  did  not  an- 
swer. When  he  kept  asking  them  they  knew  what  he  was  about 

to  do.  When  the  dawn  was  about  to  appear  he  was  going  to 

kill  them  by  magic.  The  strangers  moved  the  old  man's  sons 
and  lay  in  their  places.  The  old  man  felt  about  and  rubbed 

something  as  he  supposed  in  the  mouths  of  his  visitors.  About 

dawn  they  heard  something  making  a  noise  in  the  sons'  throats. 
It  was  the  black  fluid  in  their  throats  that  made  the  noise.  Then 

he  felt  about  and  found  that  it  was  that  which  made  the  noise. 

Then  the  wise  one  spoke.  "You  did  not  have  good  intentions 

when  you  asked  that  we  bring  you  loads."  They  had  already 
made  up  the  loads  of  surf  fish  and  seaweed  given  in  return  with 
mortars  in  the  middle  of  them.  The  old  man  told  this  man  if 

he  would  not  tell  on  him  he  would  give  him  a  woman  and  red 
obsidians.  The  man  said  he  did  not  want  such  a  woman. 

"Well,  let  us  go  back,"  they  said.  Then  they  started  back 
and  came  out  again  at  KinsinLok.  When  they  had  crossed  and 

were  going  up  the  other  side  they  heard  that  the  boys  had  died 

after  they  left.  They  went  along  until  the  sun  was  in  the  west 

and  they  had  come  to  Toyekyokadukka,  where  they  had  intended 

to  camp,  when,  fearing  that  their  sister  might  leave  acorns  out- 
side, they  went  on. 

The  old  man  was  walking  after  them,  vainly  trying  to  over- 
take them.  They  heard  him  as  he  was  coming  along.  One  of 

the  brothers  told  the  other  to  sit  below  the  trail.  He  himself 

sat  above  the  trail  with  a  knife  in  his  hand.  A  log  lay  there 

over  which  one  had  to  climb.  When  the  one  following  them 

jumped  over  the  log  one  of  the  brothers  jumped  up  in  front  of 

him  and  stabbed  him  here.  Then  the  one  sitting  below  the  trail 
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jumped  up,  caught  hold  of  him,  and  stabbed  him  repeatedly. 

They  cut  him  to  pieces. 

Then  they  came  back  from  the  west  to  the  Teswan  village. 
From  there  they  went  on  to  Satsmittodifi.  It  was  rather  warm 

as  they  passed  along.  They  went  on,  coming  down  to  Kaiistmit- 
todin,  crossed  and  went  up  the  ridge  to  Tcimmetauwitkut.  When 

they  came  along  the  ridge  on  their  way  home  they  heard  a  noise 
in  the  direction  of  their  village.  They  nearly  fell  with  the 

heat  (?).  They  found  that  their  sister,  on  whose  account  they 

had  hurried  back,  had  been  killed  by  magic  poison.  She  had  been 

killed  the  night  before  as  she  was  bringing  in  acorns.  They  did 

not  feel  so  badly,  for  they  had  killed  the  man  who  caused  her 

death  and  had  cut  him  to  pieces.  Those  two  who  had  loved  their 

sister  very  much  came  back  to  their  home. 

XXII.  FLIGHT  OF  THE  MURDEEEBS 

There  were  people  living  at  the  village  of  Kitfunnadaadin, 

where  there  was  a  sweathouse.  Some  one  came  to  the  village 

and  said  to  the  headman,  "Some  people  are  coming  to  you  today 

from  Katcwundin,  on  the  Trinity  river."  "Very  well,"  the 

headman  replied.  "I  am  not  afraid.  Let  them  come.  Let  them 

come  at  once."  Soon  he  saw  an  Indian.  "Are  you  willing  that 
many  of  us  should  come  to  your  village?"  he  asked.  "I  came 

first  to  ask."  "I  am  not  afraid.  You  may  come,"  he  replied. 

"In  two  days  you  may  expect  many  of  us,"  he  said,  and  started 
back. 

After  a  time  four  men  came  up  the  hill.  "Are  you  afraid 

of  me?"  one  of  them  asked.  "It  is  all  right.  I  am  not  afraid," 

he  replied.  "  You  may  bring  your  people  to  my  village. "  Then 
it  happened  that  way.  There  was  a  fight  at  the  murderer's  vil- 

lage. He  brought  his  family  to  Kittunnadaadin.  At  that  village 
the  sweathouse  stood  south  of  a  large  maple  tree  which  had 
several  spreading  branches.  There  were  five  people  who  came. 
It  was  winter  time,  there  was  snow  and  it  was  cold.  They  spent 
several  nights  at  the  village,  the  women  sleeping  in  the  house 
and  the  men  in  the  sweathouse. 
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Then  it  happened  that  a  man  came  there  holding  a  bunch  of 
brush  before  his  face.  Another  man  came  in.  One  of  the  women 

ran  out  to  call  the  men.  She  came  to  the  entrance  of  the  sweat- 

house  and  called  out,  " Hurry,  they  are  attacking  us."  There 
were  two  men  staying  at  the  time  in  the  sweathouse.  The  enemy 

put  fire  to  it  and  burned  it  to  the  ground.  Three  of  them 

escaped  to  the  creek,  plunged  in,  and  crossed  to  the  timber  on 

the  opposite  side.  They  lived  there  in  the  timber  until  giant 

ferns  grew  on  their  shoulders.  Finally  they  came  back  and 

lived  happily  afterwards. 

XXIII.  BEJUVENATION  DISCONTINUED 

He-who-came-down-for-the-world  came  into  existence  here  at 

the  northern  end  of  the  world.  He  started  traveling.  He 

thought  about  this.  He  came  walking  from  the  north.  He  came 
to  the  middle  of  the  world.  He  walked  on.  He  came  to  that 

which  points  toward  the  sky.  He  came  where  the  hill  stands. 
He  arrived  there.  He  made  hills  stand  on  either  side.  There 

used  to  be  one  that  stood  up. 

1 '  People  will  live  well.  They  will  travel  safely. ' '  They  used 
to  go  up  this  hill  and  become  young  again.  When  a  person 

who  is  old  like  me  went  up  this  hill  toward  the  east  he  became 

young  again.  It  was  this  way.  After  a  time  one  company  of 

people  went  up  the  hill.  It  happened  to  them  that  they  were 

rejuvenated.  Then  the  one  who  lives  way  south  said,  "This 

hill  will  be  mine  only."  He  did  not  like  it  that  those  who  trav- 
eled on  it  should  become  young  again.  He  did  not  like  it  to  be 

tall. 

XXIV.  THE  FLOOD 

He  used  to  live  by  the  large  butte  that  stands  here.  Water 

came.  The  water  flowed  over  every  part  of  the  world.  Then 

only  so  much  of  the  hill  was  not  covered  by  the  water.  All  kinds 

of  animals  swam  to  it.  Then  the  water  which  came  dried  up 

again.  The  people  lived  happily  again  after  the  ground  was  dry. 
Just  the  Kixunnai  lived  on  this  butte. 

Here  is  the  end. 
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He-who-came-down-for-this-earth  thought  the  people  had 

talked  very  badly.  Because  of  that  the  flood  came.  Thus
  they 

will  live  well.  After  that  he  made  it  good. 

XXV.  MINK'S  GAMBLING  MEDICINE 

Mink  came  into  existence  at  the  mouth  of  Redwood  creek. 

He  said  to  himself,  "I  will  travel  along  the  creek  toward  the 

south."  He  always  lost  when  he  gambled.  He  was  slim  like 

this  (gesture).  He  tied  his  hair  with  a  band  and  started  from 

a  place  north  of  here,  walking  along  this  trail.  His  tears  were 

falling,  he  was  so  sorry  for  himself.  He  went  along  until  he 

came  to  NeskintceindiLdin,  where  the  alders  grow.  "I  will  lie 

down  for  the  night  in  the  Douglas  spruce  timber,"  he  said  to 
himself.  A  limb  of  a  tree  half  way  up  the  trunk  broke  off  and 

fell.  "Oh,  how  poor  I  am,"  he  said  to  himself.  He  smoked 
himself  with  the  Douglas  spruce  boughs  and  sang  a  song.  He 
stood  in  the  smoke  all  night. 

When  it  was  morning  he  walked  on  toward  the  south  until 

he  came  to  Kinnakonta'  din,  where  the  village  was.  A  man  who 
lived  in  a  house  standing  at  the  southern  end  of  the  village  came 

out.  He  immediately  clapped  his  hands  together  as  in  gambling 

and  made  a  correct  guess.  "You  are  just  my  match,"  said  the 

man  from  the  north.  "What  will  you  wager?"  asked  the  other. 

"Oh,  this  hairband  I  think,"  replied  the  first.  "We  will  play 

for  that." 
They  took  seats  facing  each  other  and  commenced  to  play. 

' '  Do  this  (shuffle) , "  he  said  to  him.  He  pointed  and  won.  Again 
he  did  it.  He  shuffled  ten  times  and  won.  It  was  mink  who  won. 

He  was  winning  right  along.  He  piled  up  his  winnings  behind 

himself.  Among  them  lay  the  hairband.  They  kept  on  playing 

while  two  and  then  three  nights  passed.  Mink  continued  to 

win.  "I  will  stay  a  fourth  night  and  then  I  will  go  home,"  he 
said.  When  the  fourth  day  had  passed  he  started  back,  going 

north  along  the  road.  His  winnings  were  so  large  he  could 
hardly  carry  the  load.  He  went  back  toward  the  north  until  he 
came  where  he  lived. 
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XXVI.  EAGLE'S  WAE  MEDICINE 

Eagle  was  about  to  start  out  from  the  north  to  travel  along 

this  way.  He  was  told  that  no  one  ever  passed  beyond  a  certain 

place.  He  resolved  that  he  would  go  there  nevertheless.  He 

made  medicine  in  this  manner  (stuck  an  herb  in  his  hair).  "Well, 

I  am  going, ' '  he  said,  and  set  out  from  the  north  along  this  trail. 
He  came  from  far  north  to  the  place  where  those  lived  who  were 

hostile.  He  walked  past  saying  to  himself,  "When  Indians  come 
into  existence  they  will  know  about  me.  They  will  hear  about 

this  formula  of  mine.  Those  who  know  my  formula  will  make 

medicine  this  way. ' ' 
He  walked  this  way  starting  from  the  distant  north.  After 

a  time  he  was  halfway.  Then  he  was  close  by.  Eagle  walked 

along  looking  very  fine.  He  passed  here  walking  toward  the 

south.  When  he  came  to  Yantcintandin,  he  said  to  himself,  * '  He 
will  come  after  me.  * ' 

When  he  saw  that  he  was  getting  safely  by  he  said  to  himself, 

"This  medicine  of  mine  is  very  good."  He  went  by.  "This 
medicine  of  mine  is  good.  He  who  knows  it  will  go  by  without 

difficulty. " 
Then  he  went  by  to  the  south.  "With  this  herb  of  mine  he 

will  pass  along.  They  will  be  afraid  of  him."  He  went  from 

them  walking  south.  He  came  to  Kasta'din  and  from  there 
went  on  south.  He  walked  by  TciLkundin.  He  went  on  south 

to  Tsekyokatinnit.  Then  he  went  up  the  hill  to  iLtistcemi.  Still 

treveling  to  the  south  he  came  to  InteLkaimi.  He  walked  by  there 

and  went  south  to  Tcimmananakut.  He  walked  by  and  went 

south  to  DiLtcwagnadaadin.  He  went  on  south  to  Tenakut.  He 

went  south  to  Hwanami.  From  there  he  walked  south  to  Nowil- 

lindin.  Then  continuing  to  the  south  he  went  up  the  hill.59 
Eagle  did  this. 

XXVII.  WAE  MEDICINE  OF  THE  SEKYOXATINNIT  YOUTH 

He  lived  south  of  Sekyoxatinnit  with  his  sister.     When  the 

dawn  was  about  to  travel  she  (the  sister)  cut  a  hair-band  so  wide. 
She  tied  it  on  the  hair  of  the  crown  of  her  head.    She  spoke  to 

5»  The  place  names  are  those  of  villages  and  other  important  places  in 
the  Whilkut  country  along  upper  Eedwood  Creek. 
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her  brother.  Then  she  threw  ashes  out  like  this.  When  the 

enemy  came  to  the  entrance  to  fight  the  striking  flints  caused  the 

blanket  to  shake  and  make  a  noise  like  "sai."  Nothing  bad 

entered  his  body.  This  way  she  did  to  her  brother  with  the  hair- 
band  and  the  ashes. 

She  made  medicine  when  people  were  to  fight.  She  rubs 

ashes  on  his  face  making  horizontal  lines  below  his  eyes  and 

across  the  upper  portion  of  his  arms.  Having  made  the  medi- 

cine she  shouts  "meu"  five  times  and  repeats  the  formula.  They 
lived  at  Sekyoxatinnitme. 

XXVIII.  PURIFICATION   OF   THE   BEREAVED— FOB   MEN 

He  came  into  existence  alone  here  northeast.  He  put  the 

water  of  dentalia  close  by  himself.  He  burned  five  bundles  of 
Ceanothus  brush  and  stood  in  the  smoke. 

After  a  time  a  person  died.  He  fixed  the  body  properly. 
When  he  had  finished  he  bathed  (the  mourner)  with  ginseng. 

The  deer's  water  stood  there.  The  white  deer  stood  in  the 
water  which  came  so  high  on  them.  He  caused  them  to  travel. 

He  caused  the  roan  deer  to  travel.  He  made  them  go  where  mint 

was  growing.  It  was  as  if  they  were  floating  in  it.  After  a  time 
he  caused  white  deer  to  travel  there.  After  them  he  made  the 

brown  deer  travel.  Then  they  swam  in  the  water  of  dentalia. 

Then  he  opened  (the  pond)  and  when  he  opened  it  the  noise 
encircled  the  earth. 

He  always  does  this  way,  with  it  he  conducts  the  person  to 

Kixunnaita'din.  That  which  he  did  belongs  to  Indians.  When  it 
had  been  day  five  times  he  placed  five  bundles  of  yerba  buena 

under  him  on  the  fire  and  poured  a  decoction  of  mukkadjek'olen60 
over  him.  He  travels  well.  He  brought  him  back  from 

Kixunnaita'din.  I  put  this  much  of  that  which  belongs  to 
Indians  (tobacco)  in  your  hand.  You  will  have  so  much.  You 

will  do  this  way  in  any  case.  Nothing  will  go  by  you,"  he  said 
to  him.  He  brought  him  back  to  the  Indian  world.  After  this 
it  was  so. 

80  Lcptotaenia  Calif ornica. 
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FOE  WOMEN 

It  is  always  dry  here  southeast.  There  are  always  many 

flowers  there.  He  puts  abalone  water  there.  A  tanoak  stands 

there.  The  girls  always  come  to  it  from  the  northeast.  They 

also  come  from  the  southwest.  He  placed  the  water  of  a  sea- 

shell  by  it.  "This  abalone 's  water  I  sprinkle  on  you.  This 

maxatcinminnexolen 's  water  I  sprinkle  on  you/'  he  said  to  her. 
When  he  has  put  the  water  this  way  on  the  crown  of  her  head 

he  says,  "We  come  back  to  the  Indian  world."  He  rubs  it  on 
her  back  also.  He  makes  it  this  way  for  a  woman. 

ADDITIONAL   INFORMATION 

After  the  dictation  of  the  above  given  text,  the  following 

additional  information  concerning  this  purification  ceremony  was 

secured,  chiefly  in  reply  to  questions. 

The  medicines  used  are  five  bundles  of  Ceanothus  integerri- 

mus,  the  roots  of  ginseng,  a  vine,  probably  yerba  buena,  Micro- 
meria  Chamissonis,  and  the  roots  of  Leptotaenia  Californica. 
When  the  medicine  is  made  for  women  the  shells  mentioned  in 

the  texts  are  put  in  the  fluid,  whole.  The  bundles  of  Ceanothus 

are  used  for  fumigation.  The  medicines  are  brought  in  a  carry- 

ing basket,  pounded  in  a  basket-mortar,  and  boiled  in  a  basket- 

bowl  by  means  of  hard  stones  called  seLittso,  "stones  blue." 
The  medicine  is  prepared  in  the  dwelling  house.  The  ginseng  is 

used  on  the  first  day,  the  others  mentioned  on  the  second,  third, 

and  fifth  day  after  the  death.  No  ceremony  is  held  on  the 

fourth  day.  The  formula  given  above  is  repeated  during  the 

preparation  of  the  medicine  on  each  of  the  days  it  is  made. 

The  man  who  digs  the  grave  (and  who  is  the  nearest  able- 
bodied  male  relative)  has  a  fire  to  the  right  of  the  regular  house 

fire  as  one  enters.  A  board  is  placed  on  edge  to  separate  the  two 

fires.  The  grave-digger  is  given  two  meals  a  day,  one  at  sunrise 
and  another  about  four  in  the  afternoon.  He  is  allowed  to  eat 

dry  salmon  and  surf -fish,  but  not  fresh  salmon  or  eels,  or  meat 

in  any  form.  After  the  evening  meal  he  goes  out  to  the  grave 

carrying  or  wearing  a  bundle  of  Douglas  spruce  boughs  over  his 

head.  He  builds  a  small  fire  by  the  grave-side  and  cries,  saying, 
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' '  I  have  come  for  my  tracks. '  *  The  bundle  of  boughs  is  used  in 
the  house  for  a  pillow.  When  the  ceremony  is  completed,  this 
bundle  of  boughs,  the  board  used  to  fence  off  the  fire,  the  baskets 

used  in  cooking  for  and  in  feeding  the  grave-digger,  and  the 
clothing  he  has  worn  are  carried  up  to  the  east  and  put  in  a 

tree.  The  place  where  he  lay  is  carefully  smoothed  out. 

A  medicine  called  kimau  uikkau,  "medicine  fat,"  probably 
Osmorrhiza  nuda,  is  given  internally  on  the  fifth  day  with  fish 

and  eels,  when  the  first  regular  meal  is  given  the  mourners.  The 

bath  in  the  river,  used  by  the  Hupa,  is  not  permitted  by  the 
Chilula.  If  there  is  no  deer  meat  at  hand  for  the  meal  of  the 

fifth  day,  deer  sinew  is  used  instead.  The  person  who  makes  the 

medicine  receives  the  various  baskets  used  in  the  ceremony,  and 

a  string  of  dentalia,  valued  at  five  dollars. 

When  the  grave-digger  is  ready  to  break  the  ground  he  says : 

"I  make  a  mark  around  the  butte  here  southeast.  I  am  going 

to  dig  the  ground  here  with  that. ' ' 
The  Chilula  do  not  put  a  basket  in  the  doorway  as  do  the 

Hupa.  They  carry  the  body  out  through  an  opening  in  the  side 

of  the  house,  not  through  the  doorway.  The  body  is  taken  out 

head  first,  the  grave-digger  taking  the  feet.  The  family  may  eat 
while  the  body  is  in  the  house  and  the  grave-digger  is  required 
to  do  so.  They  used  to  put  dentalia  in  the  ears  and  nose  of  the 
deceased. 

When  the  body  is  about  to  be  buried,  it  is  addressed  as 

follows : ' '  You  must  go  away  from  me.  You  must  not  think  about 

The  informant  and  her  husband  were  showing  signs  of  un- 

easiness. The  interpreter  replied  to  a  question  that  they  were 

afraid.  "The  sun  hears  it  all  and  will  do  something  bad."  The 
informant  threw  away  a  chip  with  which  she  had  illustrated  the 

position  of  the  board  used,  and  exclaimed,  "Disregard  what  we 
have  said." 
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XXIX.  A   SUPERNATURAL   EXPERIENCE 

Four  years  ago  I  did  not  see  the  world  then  it  happened  that 

I  did  something.  I  died.  I  dreamed  that  I  was  here  in  the  south- 
eastern world  in  a  large  cloud.  A  feather  ornament  was  moving 

this  way  and  singing  thus.  It  was  the  one  who  came  for  me 

who  was  doing  it.61  A  little  while  I  am  holding  you.  For  a 

short  time  I  will  live  again."  Then  I  sang  it  after  him.  I  sing 
it  every  night.  After  a  time  I  got  well. 

si  The  person  meant  is  the  supernatural  leader  of  the  shamans.  He  is 
said  to  be  the  child  known  to  the  Hupa  in  the  myth  found  on  page  187  of 
volume  1  of  this  series.  Molasses'  wife  was  a  medicine  woman  for 
troubles  caused  by  the  deer  gods.  As  such,  she  was  on  her  way  to  the 
world  of  the  southeast  on  the  sky,  not  below  to  the  world  of  the  ordinary 
dead  (this  series,  I,  74).  So  certain  was  her  husband  that  she  was  dead 
that  he  went  for  lumber  to  make  her  coffin. 
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109,  110,  111,  112,  114,  119,  125, 
126,  127,  130,  136,  139,  141,  142, 
144,  145,  146,  152,  160,  161,  166, 
173,  174,  175,  179,  180,  181,  184, 
186,  198,  199,  200,  201;  footnotes 
on  138, 182. 

Chumashan,  101,  102,  186. 
Chungichnish,  188. 
Cladium  mariscus,  146,  148. 
Cliff-dweller,  148. 
Coleta,  147. 
Columbia  River,  Oregon,  8. 
Copeta  de  Goronice,  107. 
Corral  rock,  154  footnote. 
Costanoan,  2,  4,  6,  9,  10,  11,  12,  57, 

101,  102,  108,  109,  119,  121,  125, 
127,  144,  147,  152,  160,  161,  167, 
175,  176,  177,  180,  181,  182,  183, 
186,  187,  188,  198,  199,  200,  201, 
203,  232,  238;  footnotes  on  129, 202. 

Costanso,  Miguel,  cited,  144,  164, 
173;  footnotes  on  110,  125,  126, 
127,  129,  142,  179,  203,  204. 

Coulter,  cited,  134  footnote,  135. 
Couvade,  159. 
Coyote  Creek,  274,  277,  279. 
Crespi,  204  footnote. 
Cruz,  Jose,  99,  124,  159,  178,  196. 
Culin,  Stewart,  cited,  175,  176  foot- note. 

Dakota,  34. 

*  Univ.  Publ.  Am.  Arch.  Ethn.,  Vol.  10. 
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De  la  Cuesta,  cited,  footnotes  on 
134,  170. 

de  Mofras,  Duflot,  cited,  101,  103, 
113,  114,  115,  116;  footnotes  on 
115,  180,  203. 

Deniker,  J.,  cited,  203  footnote. 
Devil's  Canyon,  89. 
Diegueno,  11,  138  footnote,  145, 

156,  161,  199. 
Dixon,  R.  B.,  cited,  135;  footnotes 

on  127,  128,  137,  161,  166,  167, 
179,  199,  201. 

Dobbins  Creek,  269,  351. 
Doctor  Tom,  266. 
Dolores,  Juan,  241. 
Dravidian,  10. 
DuBois,  Constance  G.,  cited,  foot- 

notes on  155,  161,  165,  166,  186, 
188. 

Dutton,  Miss  Muriel,  acknowledg- 
ment of  assistance,  99. 

Dutton  Museum,  149  footnote,  216, 
218,  220,  222,  230;  pictures  of 
objects  at,  opp.  pp.  216,  218,  220, 
222,  230. 

Ecclemach,  108. 
Eel  River,  269. 
Encinales,  Pedro,  cited,  167  foot- 

note, 204;  pictures  of,  opp.  210; 
picture  of  household,  and  of 
Josie,  opp.  212. 

Encinales,  Perfecta,  99,  137,  143, 
148. 

Engelhardt,  Father  Zephyrin,  cited, 
113,  114,  115;  footnotes  on  114, 
115. 

Epicampes  rigens,  146. 
Esselen,  11,  12,  101,  102,  103,  105, 

108,  109,  146,  180,  182,  199. 
Esteros  Bay,  193  footnote. 
Ethnology  of  the  Salinan  Indians, 97. 

Ethnology,  Bureau  of  American, 
99,  134  footnote. 

Fages,  Pedro,  manuscript,  99 ;  cited, 
102,  105,  106,  108,  113,  118,  119, 
121,  123,  145,  173,  175,  179,  180, 
182,  183,  201,  202;  footnotes  on 
110,  114,  120,  123,  125,  126,  128, 
129,  144,  160,  164,  166,  167,  174, 
203,  204. 

Font,  Pedro,  cited,  110  footnote. 
Forbes,  J.  A.,  acknowledgment  of 

assistance,  99;  cited,  126,  129 
footnote,  189. 

Forbes,  cited,  footnotes  on  128, 
129,  183,  185. 

Fort  Bragg,  269. 
Fort  Humboldt,  268. 
Fortes,  5,  6. 

Franciscans,  110. 
French  language,  27,  29. 
Fruito,  196. 
Gaston,  Camp,  268. 
Gibbs,  George,  267;  cited,  268. 
Gioloco  dialect,  101. 
Goddard,  P.  E.,  1,  3,  6,  7,  11,  12, 

46,  52,  56,  63,  65,  265,  289;  cited, 
footnotes  on  122,  199. 

Great  Basin  area,  14. 

Gulpen,  Miss  M.  H.  Van,  acknowl- 
edgment of  assistance,  99. 

Hale,  H.,  cited,  134  footnote. 
Haliotis,  166  footnote. 
Harrington,  J.  P.,  acknowledgment 

of  assistance,  45. 
Henshaw,  Dr.  H.  W.,  99,  101,  105, 

107,  108,  119,  131,  135,  165,  168, 
171,  177,  178,  183,  184,  185,  189, 
190,  194;  footnotes  on  116,  117, 
133,  134. 

Hering,  205. 
He'si,  179. 

Heteromeles,  121  footnote. 
Hilario,  117  footnote,  131. 
Hill,  Dan,  265,  272,  274,  281,  293. 
Hill,  Tom,  265,  266,  273,  274,  281, 

293,  351. 
Hiwe'i,  179. 
Honey  Lake,  California,  13. 
Hoopa,  266,  269,  270;  reservation, 

277.    See  also  Hupa. 
Hoopa  Valley,  265,  266,  268,  273, 

274,  279,  280. 
Hower,  275. 
Humboldt,  cited,  114. 
Humboldt  Bay,  267,  268;  County, 

266;  Fort,  268. 
Hupa,  3,  4,  6,  9,  10,  11,  12,  46,  52, 

56,  63,  65,  166,  199,  265,  266,  267, 
268,  269,  270,  271,  272,  274,  275, 
276,  278,  280;  footnotes  on  122, 
304,  354,  364,  367,  379. 

Hupa  Valley,  290,  308  footnote. 
laqui  Butte,  351. 
Idaho,  14. 
Indo-European,  1,  4. 
Jesuits,  110. 

Jolon,  99,  106,  108,  116,  117,  141, 
143,  149  footnote,  216,  218,  220, 
222,  230. 

Jones,  Captain  Jack,  46. 
Joyas,  160,  164. 
Karok,  2,  6,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  166. 
Kato,  3,  4,  9,  10,  11,  12,  52,  56,  63, 

65,  367  footnote. 
Kern  River,  122. 

Klamath,  10,  11,  120  footnote,  199. 
Klamath  River,  26,  266,  267,  268, 

277;  footnotes  on  300,  305,  358. 
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Kneeland,  cited,  202  footnote. 
Kombo,  128  footnote. 
Kroeber,  A.  L.,  1,  45,  158,  199; 

footnotes  on  102,  104,  116,  118, 
119,  121,  122,  124,  125,  128,  129, 
130,  132,  134,  135,  137,  138,  139, 
142,  143,  145,  149,  157,  160,  161, 
165,  167,  168,  172,  174,  175,  176, 
177,  179,  183,  184,  200,  201,  266. 

Kuksui,  129,  178,  188. 
La  Perouse,  cited,  footnotes  on  120, 

128,  129. 
Laryngeal  intonation,  3. 
Lassik,  269,  293,  351. 
Lassik  Peaks,  269. 
Lasuen,  Padre,  113. 
Latham,  E.  G.,  cited,  101. 
Leptotaenia,  376  footnote,  377. 
Lewis,  A.  B.,  cited,  113,  114  foot- 

note, 116. 
Lole'  i,  179. 
Lo'li,  179. 
Long  Valley,  13. 
Los  Angeles,  198,  199. 
Los  Esteros,  104. 
Los  Kobles,  113. 
Lucia,  102. 
Luiseno,  3,  4,  7,  9,  10,  11,  12,  49, 

51,  52,  56,  57,  119,  144,  161,  169; 
footnotes  on  118,  129,  130,  137, 
138,  143,  155. 

Lumholtz,  C.,  cited,  158. 
Lyons,  J.,  273,  278. 
McCan,  270  footnote. 
Mad  Kiver,  265,  266,  267,  268,  271, 

275,  351. 
Mahwee,  Dick,  acknowledgment  of 

assistance,  13. 
Maidu,  2,  3,  4,  5,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12, 

127,  129,  130,  161,  167,  177,  178, 
179,  188,  198,  199,  201;  footnotes 
on  128,  137,  202. 

Malheur  Lake,  Oregon,  21. 
Maricopa,  110  footnote. 
Marsden,  Dr.  W.  L.,  14,  18. 
Martin,  Juan,  115. 
Mason,  J.  A.,  97. 
Mason,  O.  T.,  cited,  footnotes  on 

145,  152. 
Mendocino,  Cape,  109;  County,  269, 

351  footnote. 
Mexico,  158,  173. 
Micromeria,  377. 
Miguelino,  103,  104,  116,  117,  169, 

170,  171,  178. 
Miwok,  2,  3,  4,  5,  6,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12, 

57,  121,  122,  125,  139,  152,  156, 
161,  166,  174  footnote,  177,  179, 
186,  187,  188,  199,  201,  202  foot- note. 

Modoc,  181,  199. 
Mohave,  2,  3,  4,  6,  7,  9,  10,  11,  12, 

145,  157,  168,  199. 
Molasses,  265,  266,  275,  281,  312, 

361,  379;  picture  of  Mrs.  Mo- lasses, opp.  286. 
Mono,  14,  141,  144,  181,  202  foot- note. 

Mono-Bannock,  14. 
Mono-Paviotso,  14. 
Monterey,  100,  110,  111,  113,  114, 

119,  120  footnote,  121,  125,  127, 
128  footnote,  137,  152,  153,  154, 
155,  160,  174,  180,  182,  183,  186, 
187,  203;  County,  99,  102,  106. 

Monterey,  Mission  San  Carlos  Bor- romeo  de,  112. 
Mooney,  J.,  cited,  18. 
Morrell,  cited,  202  footnote. 
Mt.  Shasta,  302,  355. 
Mutsun,  101,  125. 
Naeimiento  River,  104,  117,  118. 
Nevada,  14. 
Mcotina,  165. 
North  Fork  Creek,  274,  275,  277, 

278. 

Nutka,  109. 

Ojitos,  106. 
Oregon,  13,  21,  181. 
Orleans  Bar  on  Klamath  Eiver,  305 

footnote. Pacific  Coast,  173. 
Padua,  San  Antonio  de,  113. 
Paiute,  3,  4,  6,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  14, 

52,  56,  63,  168,  199;  northern, 
49,  51,  65. 

Palou,  cited,  footnotes  on  128,  129, 
164,  183,  184,  185,  189. 

Panamint,  144. 
Papago,  3,  7,  9,  10,  11,  12,  49,  51, 

52,  56,  65,  110  footnote. 
Papago  Verb  Stems,  241. 
Pasquale,  195. 
Paviotso,  14. 
Pennsylvania,  University  of,  148. 
Petit-Thouars,  cited,  footnotes  on 

129,  152. 
Phonetic  Constituents  of  the  Na- 

tive Languages  of  California,  1. 
Phonetic  Elements  of  the  Mohave 

Language,  45. 
Phonetic  Elements  of  the  North- 

ern Paiute  Language,  13. 
Photinia  arbutifolia,  121  footnote. 
Pieras,  Fray  Miguel,  112. 
Pilot  Creek,  269. 
Pima,  49,  110  footnote,  241. 
Pine  Creek,  footnotes  on  308,  358. 
Piojas,  107. 
Playano,  105,  108,  130. 
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Pleyto,  107. 
Point  Concepcion,  111,  179  foot- 

note, 5?00. 
Porno,  2,  4,  6,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  57, 

122,  177,  178,  179,  188,  199. 
Portola,  Don  Gaspar  de,  109,  110, 

111,  204. 
Posts,  103. 
Powell,  Major  J.  W.,  cited,  101; 

footnotes  on  116,  199. 
Powers,  S.,  cited,  125,  175,  181,  199, 

201;  footnotes  on  120,  122,  128, 
139,  143,  161,  166,  167,  174,  266. 

Prayers,  349,  353. 
Prunus  ilicifolia,  118. 
Psoralea  macrostachya,  130. 
Pteridium  aquilinum,  149. 
Publications  of  the  Academy  of 

Pacific  Coast  History,  110  foot- 
note, 144,  147. 

Pyramid  Lake  Reservation,  13. 
Quinada,  106. 
Ramejio,  195. 
Redwood  Creek,  266,  268,  269,  270, 

271,  272,  273,  274,  275,  277,  278, 
280,  351,  374;  footnotes  on  321, 
375. 

Reliz  Canon,  108. 
Reno,  Nevada,  13. 
Rio  Grande  de  San  Francisco,  173. 
Roach  Creek,  277. 
Robinson,  Alfred,  cited,  111  foot- 

note, 115. 

Rousselot.  29;  tambours,  29. 
Rumsien,  160,  187. 
Ruslen,  101. 
Russell,  Dr.  Frank,  241. 
Russians,  110. 
Sacramento,  200. 
Salinan,  2,  3  footnote,  4,  6,  8,  9,  10, 

11,  12,  49,  52,  57,  122,  199. 
Salinas  River,  101,  104,  108,  111. 
Salmon  River,  268. 
Salqualco,  107. 
San  Antonio,  99  following. 
San  Antonio  River,  154. 
San  Benito  County,  102. 
San  Carlos,  156,  186. 
San  Diego,  110,  114,  174  footnote, 202. 

San  Fernando,  118  footnote. 
San  Francisco,  137,  144,  198,  202, 

203;  Bay,  109,  110,  111;  Rio 
Grande  de,  173,  180. 

San  Gabriel,  156. 
San  Joaquin,  174. 
San  Jose,  188. 
San  Lorenzo  of  Rico,  Rancho  Ar- 

royo de,  106. 

San  Lucas,  111. 
San  Luis  Obispo,  109,  111,  126, 

127,  160,  164,  174,  175,  179,  182, 
200,  204;  footnotes  on  120,  128, 
194;  County,  102,  107. 

San  Miguel,  99  following. 
San  Miguelita,  106. 
San  Simeon,   104,   109. 
Sanford,  205. 
Santa  Barbara,  110,  111,  140,  152; 

Channel,  149,  153,  164,  173,  198, 
200;  footnotes  on  129,  131,  134, 138. 

Santa  Cruz,  167,  190. 
Santa  Lucia  Mountains,  111,  118, 

180;  Peak,  102,  108,  137,  224. 
Santa  Margarita,  107,  108. 
Santa  Miguelita,   102. 
Santana,  Flujensio,  pictures  of, 

opp.  212. Sapir,  Dr.  W.,  1,  3,  14,  19,  27,  51, 
62,  63,  65. 

Scholle  and  Smith,  cited,  19  foot- note. 
Schoolcraft,  H.,  cited,  268. 
Scripture,  E.  W.,  footnotes  on  16, 19. 

Serra,  Fray  Junipero,  110,  112,  164 
footnote,  189. 

Seward,  Fort,  269. 
Sextapay,  101,  113. 
Shasta,  2,  4,  6,  10,  11,  12,  166,  199. 
Shasta,  Mt.,  302,  355. 
Shea,  J.  G.,  cited,  footnotes  on  101, 

105,  115,  116,  134,  170. 
Shoshonean,  2,  3,  4,  6,  10,  11,  12, 

14,  51,  111,  122,  141,  153,  155, 
158,  166,  167,  182,  185,  198,  199, 242. 

Sierra  Nevada,  14. 
Siouan,  4,  34. 
Sitjar,  Father  Buenaventura,  cited, 

101,  106,  112,  113,  115,  134  foot- 
note, 170. 

Smithsonian  Institution,  134  foot- note. 

Socktish,  274. 
Soledad,  101,  102,  108,  181. 
Soledadenos,  102. 
South  Fork  of  the  Trinity  River, 

300  footnote. 
Spanish,  46. 
Sparkman,  P.  S.,  cited,  121,  161; 

footnotes  on  118,  119,  129,  130, 
137,  138,  143,  155,  188,  199. 

Sugar-bowl  Mountain,  300  footnote. 
Tachi,  101,  165,  167,  168,  184,  200. 
Tahoe,  Lake,  198,  199. 
Tarahumare,  158. 

Titche,  101. 
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Taylor,  A.  S.,  acknowledgment  to, 
99;  cited,  101,  102,  103,  106,  107, 
108,  109,  113,  114,  117,  127,  159, 
160,  164,  166,  167,  175,  182,  186, 
187,  190,  199,  202;  footnotes  on 
115,  128,  154,  167,  190. 

Tcho-lo-lah,  268. 
Telame,  101,  103. 
Telamni,  101,  103. 
Temescal,  126. 

Tepic,  110. 
Teshaya,  113. 
Teswan,  267. 
Teswanta,  267. 
Texhaya,  113. 
Texja,  113. 
Thouars,  Petit.    See  Petit-Thouars. 
Toloache,  138,  165. 
Totems,  255. 
Trinidad,  268,  273. 
Trinity  Kiver,  266,  267,  268,  270, 

372;  footnotes  on  300,  357,  358; 
South  Fork,  300  footnote. 

Tulare  Lake,  103,  108,  122,  123, 
130. 

Tulareno,  103,  105. 
University  of  California,  99,  110, 

143,  144,  147,  152. 
University  of  Pennsylvania,  148. 
Utah,  14. 
Ute,  14,  19,  34,  51. 
Ute-Chemehuevi,  14. 
Uto-Aztekan,  241. 
Vahia,   L14. 
Van  Gulpen,  Miss  M.  H.,  acknowl- 

edgment of  assistance,  99. 
Vancouver,  G.,  cited,  109,  111,  130 

footnote. 
Vatica,  114. 
Vila,  cited,  110. 
Vizcaino,  S.,  109,  110,  126,  130 

footnote,  202. 

Von  Schmidt,  cited,  202  footnote. 
Wappo,  8. 
Washington,  D.  C.,  99. 
Washo,  2,  4,  6,  8,  9,  11. 
Waterman,  T.  T.,  1,  3,  8,  13,  49, 

63,  65;  footnotes  on  138,  161, 
165,  186,  188,  190,  199. 

Wheeler,  cited,  footnotes  on  103, 
125,  129,  130,  131,  139. 

Whilkut,  267,  269,  272,  291,  375 

footnote. Wilkes,  cited,  114. 
Willis,  Mary,  265. 

Wintun,  4,  5,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12,  49, 
52,  56,  167,  177,  179,  188,  198, 
201. 

Wiyot,  2,  4,  6,  10,  11,  12,  166,  267. 
Yana,  2,  3,  4,  5,  9,  10,  11,  19,  62, 

128  footnote,  181. 

Yarrow,  Dr.,  cited,  129  footnote. 
Yaudanchi,  141,  142. 
Yauelmani,  187. 
Yidetuwinyai,  298,  354. 
Yimantuwinyai,  297,  299,  353,  354. 

Yokuts,  2,  3,  4,  5,  8,  9,  10,  11,  12, 
67,  101,  102,  103,  105,  108,  114, 
115,  119,  121,  122,  125,  126,  127, 
128,  129,  130,  137,  138,  139,  141, 
142,  145,  146,  147,  149,  156,  158, 
161,  165,  167,  168,  175,  179,  183, 
184,  186,  187,  188,  199,  200,  201, 
203;  footnotes  on  128,  143,  174. 

Yuki,  2,  4,  5,  7,  9,  10,  11,  57,  63, 
136,  166,  201. 

Yuma,  110  footnote. 
Yuman,  2,  4,  6,  11,  12,  45,  55,  58, 

141,  167,  182  footnote,  185,  199. 
Yurok,  2,  4,  5,  7,  9,  10,  11,  12,  26, 

56,  65,  166,  267,  268,  271,  272, 
276,  282;  footnotes  on  122,  266. 

ERRATA 

Page  99,  line  20.    For  was  read  were. 

Page  106,  line  13.     For  succeed  read  succeeded. 

Page  114,  last  line.    For  Yokut  read  Yokuts. 

Page  126,  line  3.    For  but  read  hut. 

Page  204,  line  19.    For  HrdliSl  read  HrdliSka. 
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